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MISCELLANEOUS TARIFF BILLS-1982

WEDNESDAY, JULY 21, 1982

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITrEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE,

COMMIFEE ON FINANCE,
Washington, D.C.

The, subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m. in room
2221, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. John C. Danforth
(chairman) presiding.

Present: Senators Danforth, Heinz, Grassley, and Symms.
[The press release announcing the hearings, background material

prepared by the Finance Committee Trade Staff on the miscella-
neous trf bills, and the prepared statement of Senators Dole,
Heinz, and Symms follow:]

[Prae Relea No. 82-149]

FIANCE SUtCOMMMF ON INTERNATIONAL TRAwi SrTS HzARING ON TARIFF Bius
The Honorable John C. Danforth (R., Mo.), Chairman of the Subcommittee on In-

ternational Trade of the Committee on Finance, today announced that the Subcom-
mittee will hold a hearing on Wednesday and Thursday, July 21 and 22, 1982 on the
tariff measures listed below.

The hearing will begin at 9:30 a.m. each day in Room 2221 of the Dirksen Senate
Office Building.

The following proposals will be considered:
S. 1902, introduced by Senator Danforth and Senator Symms. S. 1.902 would exend

for 2 additional years the President's authority to negotiate tariff reductions pursu-
ant to section 124 of the Trade Act of 1974.

S. 2685, introduced by Senator Dole and Senators Chafee, Danforth, Roth, Grass-
ley, Percy, Bradley, Durenberger, Mathias, and East. S. 2685 would implement the
Nairobi protocol to the Florence Agreement on the Importation of Educational, Sci-
entific, and Cultural Materials.

Section 8(c) of S. 2094 would authorize the President to proclaim such modifica-
tion, elimination or continuance of any existing duty, free, or excise treatment or
such additional *duties, as he deems appropriate on the following articles listed in
the Thriff Schedules of the United States:

(1) Accounting, computing, and other data processing machines provided in item
676.15;

(2) Data processing machines provided for in item 676.30;
(3) Parts of automatic data processing machines (and units thereof) provided for in

item 676.52;
(4) Transistors provided for in 687.70;
(5) Monolithic integrated circuits provided for in item 687.74;
(6) Integrated circuits provided for in item 687.77;
(7) Electronic components provided for in item 687.81.
H.R. 4566, section 2 relating to the importation of canned tuna, section 4 relating

to chipper knife steel, section 7 relating to pipe organ parts, section 11 relating to
th, increase in value limitations applicable to informal entries of imported mer-
chandise, and section 17 relating to certain metal waste and scrap. The Subcommit-
tee on International Trade, by a press release dated October 19, 1981, requested
written comments on H.R. 4566. Although conflicting comments were received only

V (1)
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with respect to the sections set forth above the subcommittee will entertain requests
to testify with respect to any other section.

S. 11, introduced by Senator Mitchell and Senator Cohen. S. 11 would prohibit the
Secretary of the Treasury from processing potatoes for entry into the United States
until certain measures are taken.

S. 231, int-oduced by Senator Matsunaga. S. 2.31 would amend the Tariff Act of
1930 to increase from $250 to $600 the amount for informal entry of goods.

S. 1552, introduced by Senator Humphrey. S. 1552 would lower the duty on cer-
tain imported satchet parts.

S. 1565, introduced by Senator Mitchell and Senators Packwood, Cohen, Tsongas,
and Kennedy. S. 1565 would lower the duty on certain fish netting and fish" nets.

S. 1588, introduced by Senator Roth. S. 1588 would provide for a temporary sus-
pension of the duty on bulk fresh carrots.

S. 1717 introduction by Senator Durenberger. S. 1717 would provide for a tempo-
rary suspension of the duty on certain freight containers.

S. 1723 introduced by Senator Matsunaga. S. 1723 would implement the Conven-
tion on the Means of Prohibiting and Preventing the Illicit Import, Export, and
Transfer of Ownership of Cultural Property.

S. 1746 introduced by Senator Heinz. S. 1746 would reduce the duty on the pesti-
cide commonly known as Dicofol.

S. 1979 introduced by Senator Grassley. S. 1979 would eliminate the duty on sul-
faguanidine, sulfapyridine, and sulfathiazole.

S. 2031 introduced by Senator Baucus. S. 2031 would suspend for a 3-year period
the duty on copper scale.

S. 2247 introduced by Senator Packwood and Senator Hatfield. S. 2247 would
permit the duty-free entry of certain footwear for use in the Special Olympics pro-
gram.

S. 2396 introduced by Senator Roth. S. 2396 would provide for a temporary sus-
pension of the duty on certain high alumina fiber.

S. 2560 introduced by Senator Mitchell and Senators Cohen and Roth. S. 2560
would amend the tariff schedules of the United States to ensure that potatoes im-
ported as seed are not diverted for human consumption.

S. 2566 introduced by Senator Heinz and Senator Helms. S. 2566 would reduce the
duty on certain texturing machines.

S. 2692 introduced by Senator Danforth, S. 2692 would provide a temporary sus-
pension of the duty on certain small toy and novelty items.

S. 2699 introduced by Senator Bentsen. S. 2699 would provide a temporary suspen-
sion of the duty on 1,6 Hexanediol.

S. 2705 introduced by Senator Long. S. 2705 would provide a temporary suspen-
sion of the duty on mixtures of mashed or macerated hot red peppers and salt.

Consolidated testimony.--Senator Danforth urges all witnesses who have a
common position or who have the same general interest to consolidate their testimo-
ny and designate a single spokesman to present their common viewpoint orally to
the Subcommittee. This procedure will enable the Committee to receive a wider ex-
pression of views that they might otherwise obtain. The senator urges that all wit-
nesses exert a maximum effort to consolidate and coordinate their statements.

Witnesses scheduled to testify should comply with the following rules:
(1) All witnesses must submit written statements of their testimony.
(2) Written statements must be typed on letter-size paper (not legal size) and at

least 100 copies must be delivered not later than noon on Tuesday, July 20, 1982.
(3) All witnesses must include with their written statements a summary of the

principal points included in the statement.
(4) Oral presentations should be limited to a short discussion of principal points

included in the one-page summary. Witnesses must not read their written state-
ments. The entire prepared statement will be included in the record of the hearing.

(5) Not more than 5 minutes will be allowed for the oral summary.
Requests to testify.-Witnesses who desire to testify at the hearing on July 21 and

22, 1982, must submit a written request to Robert E. Lighthizer, Chief Counsel,
Committee on Finance, Room 2227, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington,
D.C. 20510, to be received not later than 10:00 a.m. on Friday, July 16, 1982. Wit-
nesses will be notified as soon as practicable thereafter whether it has been possible
to schedule them to present oral testimony. If for some reason a witness is unable to
appear at the time scheduled, he may file a "written statement for the record in lieu
of the personal appearance. In such a case, a witness should notify the Committee
as soon as possible of his inability to appear.
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TO: FINANCE COMMITTEE MEMBERS

From: FINANCE COMMITTEE TRADE STAFF

Subject JULY 21, 22, 1982 HEARINGS ON TARIFF BILLS

On Wednesday and Thursday, July 21 and 22i 1982, the
Subcommittee on International Trade will hold hearings on a
number of miscellaneous tariff and trade bills pending before the
Finance Committee. The hearings will begin at 9:30 a.m. each day
in Room 2221 of the Dirksen Senate Office Building. The bills
with respect to which testimony will be received are set forth
below. Both Administration and private witnesses are expected to
testify.

THE MISCELLANEOUS TARIFF BILLS

1902--In section 124 of the Trade Act of 1974 the
Presiden--tas given a limited authority to negotiate and
implement tariff rate changes for a 2-year period following the
date of enactment of the act. In its report the Finance
Committee stated "this authority may be needed to eliminate
tariff discrepancies and anomalies that often become apparent
only after the results of the major tariff negotiations are more
closely examined." Under section 124 this authority was
restricted so that in either year duty-rate changes were limited
to articles which account for not more than 2 percent of the
total value of U.S. imports during the previous 12-month period.
Reductions were limited to 20 percent below the existing rate and
no duty could be reduced below a rate which could have been
achieved under the general tariff cutting authority in section
101. of the Trade Act. In addition, the President was required to
seek advice from the International Trade Commmission on the
probable economic effect of any tariff rate change.

The President's authority to negotiate and proclaim tariff
changes under section 124 expired on January 3, 1982. S. 1902
would extend the authority until January 3, 1984. The extension

.is strongly supported by the Administration.

S 2685--This bill would implement the Nairobi Protocol to
the Florence Agreement, an existing trade agreement that provides
for duty-free trade in certain educational, scientific, and
cultural materials, such as works- of art, textbooks, and articles
for the blind. The United States has adhered to the Florence
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Agreement since the enactment of the Educational, Scientific, and
Cultural Material Importation Act of 1966.

The Nairobi Protocol expands the coverage of the Florence
Agreement by removing some of its restrictions on existing
coverage and by broadening its scope to include certain
categories of items not previously covered. For example, within
current categories, coverage would be extended to scientific maps
and charts and wood mosaics, and audiovisual materials will be
accorded the same treatmLnt as books. Perhaps the most
significant change is a new category "All materials
specifically designed for the education, employment, and social
advancement of physically or mentally handicapped persons." The
Protocol allows signatories to restrict duty-free treatment to
articles imported by specific institutions in some cases and to
articles that are not equivalent to domestically produced ones.

The Foreign Relations Committee favorably reported the
Protocol on May 21 (Exec. Rep. No. 97-53), recommending that the
Senate give its advice and consent to ratification by the
President. Consideration of S. 2685 may proceed without regard
to Senate action on the treaty.

S. 2685 is designed to serve two implementing purposes:
(1) to provide the minimum tariff proclamation authority
necessary to meet the Protocol's obligations; and (2) to allow
the President sufficient discretion in implementation to insure
that other signatories will reciprocate in their application of
the Protocol.

To accomplish the first goal, sections 5 - 8 authorize the
President to proclaim duty-free treatment for the articles
covered by the Protocol. Existing duties on the articles range
from 0 to a high of 8.4 percent ad valorem. The duty-free
treatment accorded certain scientific tools or apparatus and
certain articles for the handicapped would not be limited, as
allowed by the Protocol, only to articles imported by certain
approved institutions and without domestic equivalents. The
Administration believes these limitations are unwarranted in the
United States, are not easily administered, and should not be
adopted as an example for other countries.

Before the President ratifies the Protocol and permanently
proclaims the tariff cuts, however, the Administration intends to
insure that other signatories--principally the European
Communities--intend to implement the Protocol in substantially
the same way as the United States. The Administration therefore
states that it will not make the Protocol legally binding on-this
country until consultations are satisfactorily completed, as
expected; section 2 allows the President to set the effective
date of his proclamation accordingly.
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Pending that determination, the President, pursuant to
section 3 of S. 2685, may put into effect for 2-1/2 years the
tariff cuts that will ultimately be made permanent. Section 3(a)
requires him to do so for articles for the handicapped; section
3(b) allows, but does not require, similar treatment for the
other covered articles if the President determines such action is
in the national interest. If at the end of the 2-1.'" period the
President has not ratified the Protocol and proclaimed
permanently the duty reductions, the temporary reductions will
expire.

Section 4 of the bill provides a special safeguard relief
mechanism for domestic industries that may suffer significant
adverse impacts from imports of articles not covered by the
Florence Agreement or Nairobi Protocol but to which the bill
would nonetheless extend duty-free treatment. (As explained
above, the Administration does not propose to restrict imports of
these articles by designating importers or determining domestic
availability). The President, after hearing the views of both
Government and private sector representatives, is authorized to
adjust the duty-free treatment of these articles to a level not
exceeding the most-favored-nation rate otherwise applicable. For
articles covered by the Agreemert or Protocol, normal safeguard
relief is available pursuant to section 201 of the Trade Act of
1974.

The International Trade Comnmission compiled the following
preliminary estimate of recent imports and exports of articles
covered by the Protocol:

1978 1979 1980 1981

Imports S155,907,000 158,288,000 193,279,000 201,520,000

Exports S255,349,000 315,977,000 389,606,000 434,185,000

Net Balance +99,442,000 +157,689,000 +196,327,000 +232,665,000

S. 2094, Section 8(c).--Although the Committee has already
reported S. 2094, it agreed during the markup of this bill to
authorize the Chairman to delete the authority to make tariff
rate changes contained in section 8(c) because this provision
makes the bill a revenue measure which should originate in the
House. The Committee also authorized the Chairman, if
appropriate after hearings, to place the tariff modification
provisions on an appropriate tax bill.

Under section 8(c) the Presiclent would be authorized for a
5-year period following the date of enactment to negotiate and to
proclaim such tariff modification, elimination, or continuance of



any existing duty as he deems appropriate on the following
articles in the Tariff Schedules of the United States:

(1) Accounting, computing, and other data processing machines
provided in item 676.15;

(2) Data processing machines provided for in item 676.30;

(3) Parts of automatic data processing machines (and units
thereof) provided for in item 676.52;

(4) Transistors provided for in 687.70;

(5) Monolithic integrated ciLcuits provided for in item
687.74;

(6) Integrated circuits provided or in item 687.771 and

(7) Electronic components provided for in item 687.81.

The International Trade Commission estimates that if the
President utilized the full tariff reduction authority proposed
in section 8(c), there could be a possible loss of customs
revenues of between $400 million and $500 million per year by
1987.

H.R. 4569--H.R. 4566 passed the House and was referred to
the Senate on October 16, 1981. It contains proposals relating
to 18 separate miscellaneous tariff items. By press release of
October 19, 1981 the Subcommittee on International Trade
requested written comments on all the provisions of H.R. 4566 as
well as a number of other tariff bills introduced in the Senate.
Although comments were received on most of the 18 substantive
sections of H.R. 4566, conflicting comments were received
concerning only the following four sections of the bill:

Section 2--Canned tuna not packed in oil enters the united
States under a tariff quota established as 20 percent of the of
the U.S. pack of canned tuna produced during the immediately
preceding calendar year. The within-quota rate is 6 percent, ad
valorem; the over-quota rate is 12.5 ad valorem. In 1980, the
Customs Service began classifying shipments of canned tuna from
American Samoa as "imports" which count against the quota. Tuna
importers claim that as a result of this change the quota was
filled and the over-quota duty rate was assessed for the first
time. Section 2 would clarify that U.S. insular possessions
should not be considered as an import shipment source. The
Administration does not object to section 2.

Section- 4--Pursuant to a law enacted during the last
Congress (P.L. 96-609), the duty on chipper knife steel provided
for in item 606.93 of the Tariff Schedules was temporarily
reduced from 9.6 percent ad valorem (plus an additional duty
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which ranges between 0.6 percent and 1 percent depending on the
amount of tungsten in the steel) to 4.6 percent ad valorem. The
reduced duty expires on October 1, 1982. Section 4 of H.R. 4566
would amend current law to provide for a permanent reduction in
annual stages of the column 1 rates on chipper knife as scheduled
below on articles entered after the following respective dates:

Rate of duty
Date (percent ad valorem)

Sept. 30, 1982 -------------------------------------------- 4.4
Dec. 31, 1982 -------------------------------------------- 4.2
Dec. 31, 1983 -------------------------------------------- 4.0
Dec. 31, 1984 -------------------------------------------- 3.9
Dec. 31, 1985 -------------------------------------------- 3.7
Dec. 31, 1986---- ------------------------------------- 3.6

There are four chipper knife manufacturers in the United
States. The cost of chipper knife steel, approximately-two-
thirds of which is supplied by imports, has been estimated to
account for approximately 80 percent of the cost of finished
chipper knives. Imported finished chipper knives currently enter
the United States at a duty rate of 4.7 percent ad valorem (.1
percent above the temporary rate on the raw material). This rate
is scheduled to be reduced to 3.7 percent ad valorem by January
1, 1987 (at which time the rate would remain .1 percent above the
final rate proposed in the bill).

Section 7--Under current law parts of pipe organs provided
for the TSUS items 726.60 and 726.62 are dutiable at 5.6 and 4.6
percent ad valorem, respectively. These duties will be reduced
in stages to 4.2 and 3.2 percent by 1987. Section 7 of H.R. 4566
would amend the TSUS by eliminating the column I (most-favored-
nation) rates on TSUS items 726.60 and 726.62. The column 2
rates of duty would remain at 60 and 35 percent, respectively.
Finished pipe organs enter the United States free of duty. The
purpose of the section is to remove the differential between
finished pipe organs and parts of pipe organs, which it is argued
is detrimental to the domestic pipe organ industry. The
Administration does not object to the provision.

Section 11--Under current law (TSUS item 869.00) articles
accompanying a person arriving in the United States), other than
duty-free articles or articles acquired in a U.S. insular
possession, for personal or household use, or as bona fide gifts,
are subject to a flat duty of 10 percent of tha fair retail value
in the country of acquisition if such value does not exceed
$600. The flat 10 percent duty rate is applied on such
noncommercial entries unless the Secretary of Treasury determines
that it adversely affects the economic interest of the United
States. If such a determination were made the regular rates of
duty would apply. Under section 11 of H.R. 4566 the $600 value
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limitation Lubject to the 10 percent rate would be increased to
$1000. The Administration does not oppose this provision./

Section 17--For approximately 40 years certain metal waste
and scrap has entered the United States free of duty under a
series of temporary duty suspensions. Section 17 of H.R. 4566
would make the duty suspension permanent except in certain
circumstances with respect to copper waste and scrap and articles
of copper. Under section 17 these items could also be entered
free of duty unless the price of copper falls below 51 cents per
pound for one calendar month. In that case, the otherwise
applicable rates of duty would apply. The bill also provides
that the column 2 rates of duty on copper waste and scrap and
copper articles would remain unchanged and the column 2 duty
previously suspended on other metal articles would be eliminated.

S. 11--Under current law (TSUS items 137.20 and 137.21),
114 million pounds of white or Irish potatoes, certified as seed
potatoes, are entitled to entry at a duty rate of 37.5 cents per
100 lbs. certified seed potatoes entered above this limit are
subject to a duty of 75 cents per 100 lbs. For potatoes not
certified as seed potatoes only 45 million pounds per year are
entitled to entry at 37.5 cents per 100 lbs. Over-quota potatoes
are subject to a duty of 75 cents per 100 lbs. A large portion
of the potatoes entered as certified seed potatoes currently is
marketed as table stock potatoes and not used for seed. The
intent of S. 11 is to limit imports of certified seed potatoes to
those actually used as seed and to assure that entrees of
certified seed potatoes are not used as table stock. Under the
provisions of S. 11 this would be accomplished by mandating that
the Secretary of the Treasury not process any potatoes for entry
into the United States until the President has determined that
the relevant Federal agencies have taken appropriate measures to
assure that potatoes imported as seed stock are not substituted
for potatoes intended for human consumption.

S. 231--Under section 498 of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19
U.S.C. 1498) imports of commercial merchandise up to a value of
$250 may be entered under informal entry procedures. In general
this relieves the importer of certain paperwork burdens, the
posting of bonds, the use of customs house brokers, etc. The
$250 limit was enacted into law in 1953. S. 231 would increase
the $250 limit to $600. Legislation to increase the limit for
informal entries has been offered several times in recent years,
including during the consideration of the Customs Procedural
Reform and Simplification Act of 1978.

S. 1552--Imported embroidered sachet parts of cotton or
man-made fibers are currently classified under TSUS items 386.40
and 386.09 and are subject to column I rates of 37 percent ad
valorem and 22.5 percent ad valorem, respectively. S. 1552 would
amend the Tariff Schedules of the United States, by creating a
new TSUS item number 385.65 providing for embroidered sachet
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parts of cotton or man-made fibers subject to a column I rate of
duty of 7.5 percent and a column 2 rate of 20 percent.

S. 1565--Under TSUS item number 355.45 imported fish
netting and fish nets of man-made fibers and salmon gill netting
of nylon are duitable at a rate of 21 cents per pound plus 30.6
percent ad valorem. The column 2 rate is 82 percent ad valorem.
S. 1565, if enacted, would lower the column 1 rate on item 355.45
to 17 percent ad valorem. The column 2 rate would remain the
same. The rate would be equivalent to the final staged reduction
pursuant to the most recent MTN negotiations.

S. 1588--Under TSUS item number 135.42 imported fresh,
chilled, or frozen carrots, 4 inches and longer, are dutiable at
a column 1 rate of .5 cents per pound and a column 2 rate of 4
cents per pound. S. 1588, if enacted, would suspend the column 1
rate of duty on fresh, chilled, or frozen carrots in packages
with a net weight of more than 5 pounds. This duty suspension
would take effect upon enactment and terminate on June 30, 1984.
The legislation would have no effect on the column 2 rate of
duty.

S. 1717--Under existing law (19 U.S.C. 1322(a), a freight
container which is used for merchandise carried in foreign trade
may be designated as an "instrument of international traffic",
and thus be brought in without the payment of duty. However, in
order to receive such a designation, a bond must be on file with
the Customs Service. If the container is (1) of foreign origin
or (2) of U.S. origin and increased in value abroad and if it is
withdrawn from international traffic (i.e., "retired" or
"domesticated"), it becomes subject to entry and the payment of
applicable duties under TSUS item 640.30, currently 3.1% ad
valorem for column 1 and 25 percent for column 2. S. 1717, if
enacted would provide immediate duty-free treatment for these
freight containers under both column 1 and column 2. These
articles will be entitled to duty-free entry on January 1, 1987
under concessions granted during the MTN.

S. 1723--This bill, if enacted, would implement the
Convention on the Means of Prohibiting and Preventing the Illicit
Import, Export, and Transfer of Ownership of Cultural Property.
The Convention was adopted by the Sixteenth General Conference of
UNESCO in 1970 by a vote of 77 to 1. The Senate gave its advice
and consent to U.S. ratification of the Convention on August 11,
1972, but the deposit of the instrument of ratification is being
held until the passage of implementing legislation. To date 45
countries have become parties to the Convention.

Under the Convention each party agrees to cooperate in a
number of important respects to help protect the cultural
heritage of other states. The most significant part of the
Convention is article 9 under which parties agree to "participate
in a concerted international effort to determine and carry out"
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necessary corrective measures in cases in which a state's
cultural patrimoy is in jeoparty from pillage of archaeological
or ethnological materials. Another important provision, Article
7(b) of the Convention, requires parties to prohibit the import
of cultural property stolen from museums, or religious or public
monuments or similar instititions and to take appropriate steps
to recover and return such cultural proerty.

S. 1723 focuses on these two main aspects of the
Convention. Section 2 of the legislation deals with the pillage
or archaeological or ethnological materials and provides that if
the President has made certain determinations, and has considered
the advice of a committee of experts, negotiations may be
undertaken on agreements with other governments to restrict the
importation of objects of archaeological or ethnological interest
subject to or threatened by pillage. The agreements will define
the objects to be protected. However, no agreement may enter the
force with respect to the United States until the President
determines that other nations having significant import trade in
the archaeological and ethnological material have implemented, as
part of a concerted international effort, import restrictions
comparable to those of the United States. Once the United States
has entered into the agreement, the United States would then
issue regulations precluding entry of the objects in question
into the United States.

Section 7 of the legislation would prohibit the
importation into the United States of objects stolen from museums
or religious or public monuments or similar institutions of
another country and sets up procedures for seizure and judicial
forfeiture of such objects and for their return to the countries
from which they have been stolen.

S. 1746--Prior to the conclusion of the Multilateral Trade
Negotiations and their implementation in U.S. law certain
imported products including benzenoid chemical products (of which
the pesticide Dicofol is one) were subject to the American
Selling Price (ASP) method of customs appraisement. Under the
ASP method of appraisement products which were considered to be
competitive with similar domestic products (because they
accomplish results substantially equal to those accomplished by
the domestic products when used in substantially the same manner)
would be appraised on the basis of the U.S. wholesale price of
the similar domestic product, without regard to the actual cost
of the imported product. If there was no similar domestic
product, the import was appraised on the actual wholesale price
of the imported product. The MTN Customs Valuation Agreement
required the U.S. to eliminate the ASP method of appraisement.
Although implementation of the Customs Valuation Agreement
required elimination of the ASP system the new system was
designed to establish tariff classifications and rates of duty
which would have provided an import duty during a representative
period substantially equivalent to the amount collected as a
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result of the ASP method. As a result of the new classification
Dicofol was placed in TSUS item 408.28, which was designed to
include imports previously classified as "competitive". The
column I duty rate in item 408.28 is 19.6 percent. S. 1746 would
amend the TSUS by specifically including Dicofol in TSUS item
408.24. Since this provision was designed to include those
imported insecticides not produced in thc United States and
therefore "not competitive" the column 1 duty rate in item 408.24
is 12 percent ad valorem.

S. l979--Under--TgUS item 411.28 the drugs sulfaguanidine
and sulfapyridine, are subject to a column 1 rate of duty 22.5
percent ad valorem and under TSUS item 411.80 the drug
sulfathiazole is dutiable at the column 1 rate of duty of 29.4
percent ad valorem. S. 1979, if enacted, would eliminate the
column 1 rate with respect to each of these 3 drugs thereby
allowing imports of each to enter free of duty. The column 2 rate
would remain the same as under current law.

S. 2031--Under current law (TSUS item 603.50) certain
materials containing over 16 percent copper (such as copper
scale) to be treated at a copper plant are subject to a column 1
rate of duty of 62 cents per pound on copper content plus varying
other duties depending on lead or zinc content. S. 2031, if
enacted, would amend the Tariff Schedules and would provide for a
three year suspension of duties on copper scale beginning on the
date of enactment.

S. 2247--Under current law imported footwear is dutiable
under a number of provisions in schedule 7 of the Tariff
Schedules of the United States. S. 2247, if enacted, would
permit the duty-free entrkQf certain footwear provided for in 11
specificied TSUS iteirs to be used in the Special Olympics
program.

S. 2396--Under current law (TSUS item 522.81) imported
mineral wool, including alumina fiber is dutiable at a column 1
rate of 6.5 percent ad valorem. S. 2396, if enacted, would amend
the tariff schedules by creating a new temporary provision
specifically for high alumina fiber and providing for the
suspension of duty on high alumina fiber imported into the United
States on or before September 30, 1985.

S. 2560--S. 2560 add ses-te-same issue, the importation
of seed potatoes diverted for human consumption, as S. 11
described above. It represents a technical redraft of the
earlier bill.

S. 2566--Under current law (TSUS item 670.02) certain
imported machines used on the preparation of textiles and yarns
are dutiable at a column I rate of 5.3 percent ad valorem. S.
2566, if enacted, would amend the Tariff schedules by eliminating

98-592 0 - 82 - 2
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the column 1 duty on imports of these texturing machines entered
into the United States after March 1, 1982.

S. 2692--Under current law (Parts 5D, 5E, and 6A of
Schedule 7 of the Tariff Schedules) certain imported small toys
are subject to duties ranging between*7.7 percent and 22 percent.
S. 2692, if enacted, would amend the Tariff Schedules by
providing for the suspension of duties on certain of the small
toys classified in these three parts (except balloons, marbles,
dice, and die cast vehicles) imported into the United States on
or before December 31, 1986.

S. 2699--Under current law (TSUS item 407.07) imports of
1,6-Hexanediol are dutiable at a column 1 rate of 13.5 percent ad
valorem. S. 2699, if enacted, would amend current law by
providing for the suspension of duties on Hexanediol imported
into the United States on or before June 30, 1985.

S. 2705--Until June 30, 1981 the duties on mixtures of
mashed or macerated hot red peppers and salt were suspended. At
that time the temporary suspension was terminated and the
applicable duty rate of 17.5 percent ad valorem in TSUS item
141.98 again became effective. S. 2705, if enacted, would again
suspend the duties on hot red peppers. The suspension would be
in effect for imports entering the United States on or before
June 30, 1985. The bill would also provide that upon the filing
of a request with Customs any duties which have been paid on
imported red peppers since the duty suspension terminated would
be repaid.
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR BOB DOLE

Mr. Chaifinan, coming as they do in the midst of very important Senate debates
on the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act and the balanced budget amend-
ment, and other pressing business, these hearings on various trade and tariff bills
are conclusive evidence that you are a glutton for work! We consider today and to-_
morrow some twenty-five different measures; next week you will chair hearings on
the extension of U.S. participation in the international coffee and sugar agreements;
and the following week we will convene in full committee for a hearing on the Ca-
ribbean Basin Initiative. With other subcommittees also forging ahead with their
business, we clearly will not escape the important responsibilities entrusted to us
over these hot summer months.

I am happy with the opportunity afforded by these hearings to receive testimony
on such a large number of pending bills. I look forward to hearing our witnesses
discuss the merits of three bills in particular: First, the extension of the President's
negotiating authority provided in section 124 of the 1974 Trade Act; second, the leg-
islation I introduced, with a number of cosponsors, to implement the Nairobi Proto-
col to the Florence agreement on imports of scientific, cultural, and educational
goods; and third, S. 1723, a bill to implement a treaty on trade in stolen cultural
property.

SECTION 124

When the Congress adopted the 1974 Trade Act, it recognized that at the conclu-
sion of the tariff negotiations authorized by the act that some residual adjustments
would be needed to bring final order to the thousands of changes in tariffs that
would be made. As the finance committee noted at the time, such authority "may be
needed to eliminate tariff discrepancies and anomalies that often become apparent
only after the results of the major tariff negotiations are more closely examined." A
number of restrictions, however, were thought necessary by the committee to pre-
vent this residual authority from being utilized as general tariff cutting authority
once section 101 had expired.

The administration urges that section 124 be renewed because, prior to its expira-
tion last December, it had been effectively employed as it was originally intended,
and further harmonization and removal of anomalies are needed. We will hear from
other witnesses today that section 124 should not be renewed because no further
tariff cuts should be made in our present economic circumstances.

I have made no judgment on the need for renewal of section 124, and I will listen
closely to the explanation of the administration as to what it will be used for if re-
newed and what, if any, safeguards should be included to restrict its use.

THE NAIROBI PROTOCOL

One bill I have made a judgment on is S. 2685--the legislation I introduced to
implement the Nairobi Protocol to the Florence agreement. Senators East, Chafee,
Danforth, Wallop, Roth, Grassley, Percy, Bradley, Durenberger, and Mathias have
joined you in cosponsoring this bill, Mr. Chairman, and I think our other colleagues
will be persuaded by today's testimony that this bill represents a very positive use
of our trade agreements program. As I said in introducing the bill, the Nairobi Pro-
tocol is important for three reasons: (1) it expands the Florence agreement in one
way particularly important to many of us-to embrace articles specifically designed
to benefit the handicapped; (2) it will contribute to increased U.S. exports; and (3) it
will contribute to greater international understanding by facilitating increased ex-
changes of those things that manifest our cultural heritage. I am pleased that we
have a fine group of witnesses today that can demonstrate the wide range of
beneficiaries of this protocol and legislation.

Let me acknowledge now my appreciation for their active work over the years
with the State and Commerce Departments in preparing this agreement and bill.

8. 1723

Finally, I wish to note my interest in S. 1723, a bill to implement another interna-
tional trade convention, this one dealing with theft of cultural property. Just as the
Nairobi Convention will promote international understanding through facilitating
increased exchanges of cultural materials and ideas through normal trade, I believe
that S. 1723 may also contribute to international understanding in another way-by
promoting mutual recognition of the importance of antiquities to the study and
teaching by nations of their heritage. All nations, including our own, take increas-
ing pride in unearthing and preserving the artifacts of their past. The Senate recog-
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nized this some 10 years ago in giving its advice and consent to U.S. ratification of a
United Nations Convention promoting rules controlling the pillage of important his-
torical sites. I hope the time has come when full U.S. participation in this endeavor
can occur through enactment of the necessary implementing legislation. I look for-
ward to our witnesses' testimony today on whether S. 1723 would accomplish this
goal.

Thank you.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR JOHN HEINZ

Mr. Chairman, I would like to make a few brief comments about S. 1902, which
would extend the President's authority under section 124 to make tariff reductions
for an additional 2 years.

I want to comment at the beginning of this hearing because I have serious reser-
vations about this bill, and I hope the Committee will consider very carefully before
taking it up. My reservations about this bill involve both principal and practical
effect.

First, it is virtually unprecedented. Congress has historically guarded its preroga-
tive to set trade policy jealously and has never granted broad tariff-cutting authori-
ty outside the context of a special negotiation like the Kennedy Round or the Tokyo
Round. That was the original purpose of section 124 in the Trade Act of 1974. Its
two-year extension in the trade Agreement Act of 1979 was specifically to "tie up
loose ends" left over from the Tokyo Round. Those in the room today who were in-
volved in the writing of that bill will remember that even that modest objective was
the subject of considerable controversy for precisely the reason I have suggested-a
dangerously broad grant of authority to the Executive.

My second reservation concerns the practical effect of this bill. Simply put, I be-
lieve the good it may do will be far outweighed by the damage it will do to already
import-impacted industries.

The authority in this bill is broad; deliberately so says the Administration, so it
can make the best deals possible. That makes good sense. But to get those good
deals what must we relinquish? Clearly our tariffs on items other nations want to
send here. And what might those items be? In all probability a good assortment of
products from industries that are already vulnerable to competition from imports.

Take a look at the industries that oppose this bill-apparel, leather goods, special-
ity steel, footwear, lead and zinc, color televisions, among others-and you have a
list of the industries in this country already reeling from imports, some fair and
some not. These industries have serious problems by any standard of measurement.
Yet we are now proposing to put an additional burden on them.

To understand that better, I suggest we ask the Administration why it opposes an
amendment that will clearly exempt those industries from the scope of the bill. The
answer, I suspect, will be the need for flexibility in negotiations. What that means
to me is that the Administration realizes the point I just made-in order to get
tariff reductions abroad that the private sector proponents of this bill want, we are
going to have to reduce our tariffs in precisely the areas opponents of this bill fear
will hurt them the most. And the damage we do thereby, in my judgment, far
outweighs the gain the bill's proponents will obtain.

A better approach, it seems to me, is to handle the matter sectorally, as we have
done with respect to certain high technology items that are also the subject of
today's hearing. I hope the Committee will consider that alternative approach as
well before it acts hastily on S. 1902.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR STEVEN D. SyMMs
Mr. Chairman, I would like to address my comments today to only one of the bills

that the Committee will be reviewing. Specifically, I am very concerned about the
desirability of extending the authority to reduce tariffs contained in Section 124 of
the Trade Act of 1974.

At this time, I do not necessarily believe that it is appropriate to extend Section
124 without being furnished specifics as to what industries will benefit from the sup-rose increase in U.S. exports, to which countries will such exports go, and what

industries and workers will be expected pay the price by having to face the
consequences of lower tariffs on their products.

I am particularly concerned about the impact this would have on our domestic
lead and zinc industry. The lead and zinc industry cannot afford to have the tariffs
on its products cut further, nor can it afford to have the threat of tariff cuts hang-
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ing over it. The effects of the tariff cuts on lead and zinc in the Multilateral Trade
Negoti-'tions and subsequent action by Congress in enacting a three-year reduction
in the lead metal duty, have contributed to the depressed state of the industry
today.

Gulf Resources and Chemical Corporation pointed out in November 1981 when it
announced the closing of its Bunker Hill Company operations:

In terms of constant dollars, there have been significant increases in the costs of
production of lead, zinc and silver, particularly in labor and energy costs since 1970.
In the same constant-dollar terms, today's price of lead and zinc is essentially the
same as in 1970 . . . . In addition, significant operating and capital costs have been
imposed upon Bunker Hill's operations by the requirements of the environmental
and health and safety laws. Over-capacity for lead and zinc have developed on a
worldwide basis, in part because foreign governments havcrencouraged and in some
instances subsidized mining and smelting operations.

In 1980, Bunker Hill produced 20 percent of the total U.S. output of lead and zinc.
At one time its facility in Idaho employed about 2,500 workers. However, the facility
was closed permanently in early 1982 with a major loss of jobs for the region.

Bunker Hill was closing at a time when the Canadians were building a $360 mil-
lion zinc smelter project in northeast New Brunswick, $35 million of which was fi-
nanced by government grants.

The duties on lead and zinc metal are lower in the U.S. than they are in the Eu-
ropean Community or Japan. This means in time of market glut, excess metal
enters the U.S. market, the most open of the three major markets. Further reduc-
tions in lead and zinc tariffs would only add to this already serious problem and
lead to further injury of this strategic domestic industry.

Senator DANFORTH. This begins a 2-day hearing on a number of
miscellaneous trade bills.

I notice from looking at the witness list that it is very long, and
for that reason I am going to ask all -of the witnesses to abide by
the time constraints that they have already been told about by the
staff.

I want to start now and just go down the list and see who is here.
I know that Ambassador Brock will be here in about 15 minutes. Is
Delegate de Lugo here yet?

[No response.]
Senator DANFORTH. Denis Lamb.
Would you like to proceed, Mr. Lamb?
Mr. LAMB. May I summarize my statement?
Senator DANFORTH. Yes, sir.
And, all statements, if they could be summarized in the allotted

time. Of course, they will be included in the record in full.'

STATEMENT OF DENIS LAMB, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY
OF STATE FOR ECONOMIC AND BUSINESS AFFAIRS

Mr. LAMB. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate this opportunity to pre-
sent the views-of the Department of State on legislation to imple-
ment the protocol to the Agreement on the Importation of Educa-
tional, Scientific, and Cultural Materials, known as the Nairobi
protocol.

The State Department agrees with the Commerce Department
that the Nairobi protocol, if suitably implemented by the United
States and other major trading partners, will provide important
benefits to U.S. interests. These include lower costs to American
consumers of books, films, sound recordings, and other educational,
scientific, and cultural materials; expanded markets abroad for
U.S. exports of these same products; and lower cost materials for
the blind and other handicapped in the United States.
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Ratification by the United States will also provide an important
step toward a larger goal of this administration.

UNESCO's purpose in sponsoring this agreement is to further
the international flow of ideas. Increased freedom for the exchange
of information is a principal element in this administration's pro-
gram to extend to the service sector the trade liberalization gained
during the last two decades for the goods sector.

A key provision of this legislation is the 21/2-year trial period.
During this time, the State Department plans to continue consulta-
tions with our major trading partners, to encourage them to adhere
to the Nairobi protocol and its more liberal provisions. We will also
remain in close contact with the concerned industry groups in
order to assure that their experiences with foreign implementation
of the protocol are reflected in our official and diplomatic discus-
sions. We believe that this consultative process can achieve the lib-
eral implementation of the protocol by other nations which would
justify our own approach to implementation; however, if adequate
implementation matters are not adopted by others within the speci-
fied period, the proposed legislation will permit the administration
to reassess U.S. ratification of the protocol.

Thus, the administration plans to deposit the agreement's instru-
ment of ratification only after the President has determined that
sufficiently broad duty-free treatment is being provided by other
countries for our exports.

In summary, Mr. Chairman, I urge the committee to give favora-
ble consideration to the proposed legislation to implement the
Nairobi protocol.

I would be happy to answer any questions you may have.
Senator DANFORTH. All right. Thank you very much, Mr. Lamb.
[The prepared statement of Hon. Denis Lamb follows:]
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STATEMENT OF

DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF STATE FOR
ECONOMIC AND BUSINESS AFFAIRS

DENIS LAMB

BEFORE THE
SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

JULY 21, 1982

MR. CHAIRMAN, I APPRECIATE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO PRESENT

THE VIEWS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE ON LEGISLATION TO

IMPLEMENT THE PROTOCOL TO THE AGREEMENT ON THE IMPORTATION

OF EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL MATERIALS, KNOWN

AS THE "NAIROBI PROTOCOL". THE STATE DEPARTMENT AGREES

WITH THE COMMERCE DEPARTMENT THAT THE NAIROBI PROTOCOL,

IF SUITABLY IMPLEMENTED BY THE UNITED STATES AND OTHER

MAJOR TRADING COUNTRIES, WILL PROVIDE IMPORTANT BENEFITS

TO U.S. INTERESTS. THESE BENEFITS INCLUDE LOWER COSTS

TO AMERICAN CONSUMERS OF BOOKS, FILMS, SOUND RECORDINGS

AND OTHER EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL MATERIALS;

EXPANDED MARKETS ABROAD FOR U.S. EXPORTS OF THESE SAME

-PRODUCTS; AND LOWER COST'MATERIALS FOR THE BLIND AND

OTHER HANDICAPPED IN THE UNITED STATES.

RATIFICATION BY THE UNITED STATES OF THE NAIROBI

PROTOCOL WILL ALSO PROVIDE AN IMPORTANT STEP TOWARDS

A LARGER GOAL OF THIS ADMINISTRATION. AS STATED EARLIER
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BY DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY O'DAY, UNESCO's PURPOSE IN

SPONSORING THIS AGREEMENT IS TO FURTHER GREATER INTERNA-

TIONAL FLOW OF IDEAS. INCREASED FREEDOM FOR THE EXCHANGE

OF INFORMATION IS A PRINCIPAL ELEMENT IN THIS ADMINISTRA-

TION'S PROGRAM TO EXTEND TO THE SERVICE SECTOR THE TRADE

LIBERALIZATION GAINED DURING THE LAST TWO DECADES FOR THE

GOODS SECTOR. LIBERAL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE NAIROBI PROTOCOL

BY THE U.S., AS IS CALLED FOR BY THIS ACT, WILL SIGNAL TO

OUR MAJOR TRADING PARTNERS OUR DETERMINATION TO MOVE TOWARD

FREE TRADE FOR SERVICES.

THE NAIROBI PROTOCOL MODIFIES AN EARLIER AGREEMENT,

THE AGREEMENT ON THE IMPORTATION OF EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC

AND CULTURAL MATERIALS. THIS AGREEMENT, KNOWN AS THE FLORENCE

AGREEMENT, WAS ADOPTED BY THE UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL,

SCIENTIFIC, AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATION (UNESCO) AT ITS

GENERAL CONFERENCE OF JULY 1950, HELD IN FLORENCE, ITALY,

THE UNITED STATES, ALONG WITH OUR PRINCIPAL TRADING PARTNERS,

---IS A PARTY-TO THE FLORENCE AGREEMENT, WHICH SEEKS GENERALLY

TO IMPROVE THE INTERNATIONAL FREE FLOW OF EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTI-

FIC AND CULTURAL MATERIALS. THE AGREEMENT PROVIDES PRINCIPALLY

FOR THE EXEMPTION FROM DUTY FOR IMPORTS OF SUCH MATERIALS#

INCLUDING BOOKS, PUBLICATIONS AND DOCUMENTS; WORKS OF ART
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AND COLLECTORS' PIECES; VISUAL AND AUDITORY MATERIALS;

SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS AND APPARATUS; AND ARTICLES FOR THE

BLIND. THE UNITED STATES PUT THE PROVISION OF THE FLORENCE

AGREEMENT INTO EFFECT IN 1966 THROUGH LEGISLATION.

IN NOVEMBER 1976, AT NAIROBI, KENYA, THE UNESCO GENERAL

CONFERENCE, WITH THE UNITED STATES PARTICIPATING, ADOPTED A

DRAFT PROTOCOL AMENDING AND SUBSTANTIALLY EXPANDING THE

COVERAGE OF THE FLORENCE AGREEMENT. ON MARCH 1, 1977, THE

PROTOCOL WAS OPENED FOR SIGNATURE AT THE UNITED NATIONS TO

ALL COUNTRIES PARTY TO THE FLORENCE AGREEMENT.

THE NAIROBI PROTOCOL MODIFIES AND EXTENDS THE PROVISIONS

k)F THE FLORENCE AGREEMENT IN A NUMBER OF WAYS, PRINCIPALLY

BY ADDING PRODUCTS ELIGIBLE FOR DUTY-FREE TREATMENT AND

BY DROPPING THE REQUIREMENT THAT SEVERAL PRODUCTS BE IMPORTED

BY INSTITUTIONS OR ORGANIZATIONS APPROVED FOR THAT PURPOSE

BY THE HOST GOVERNMENT. THE BASIC PROVISIONS. ARE THOSE

EXEMPTING FROM CUSTOMS DUTIES THE MATERIALS LISTED IN NINE

ANNEXES. IHE ANNEXES, WHICH INCLUDE AND BROADEN THE SCOPE

OF THE ANNEXES TO THE FLORENCE AGREEMENT, COVER THE FOLLOWING

CATEGORIES OF PRODUCTS:

-- ANNEX A COVERS BOOKS, PUBLICATIONS AND DOCUMENTS;

-- ANNEX B COVERS WORKS OF ART AND COLLECTORS' PIECES

OF AN EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC, OR CULTURAL CHARACTER;
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-- ANNEX C CONTAINS TWO ALTERNATIVE VERSIONS COVERING

VISUAL AND AUDITORY MATERIALS SUCH AS FILM AND

SOUND RECORDINGS;

-- ANNEX D. COVERS SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS OR APPARATUS;

AND

-- ANNEX E COVERS ARTICLES FOR THE BLIND AND OTHER

HANDICAPPED.

THE UNITED STATES HAS DECIDED: 1) TO EXERCISE THE BROADER

OPTION OF ANNEX Cl, BUT 2) NOT TO ADOPT THREE ADDITIONAL

AND OPTIONAL ANNEXES COVERING SPORTS EQUIPMENT, MUSICAL

EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT USED FOR THE PRODUC-

TION OF BOOKS, PUBLICATIONS, AND DOCUMENTS. WE DECIDED THAT

ADOPTING THESE ANNEXES WOULD LEAD TO AN INCREASE OF IMPORTS

WITH A POTENTIAL FOR INJURING DOMESTIC INDUSTRY, AND WITHOUT

PROVIDING SUFFICIENT OFFSETTING BENEFITS.

A NUMBER OF PRIVATE SECTOR GROUPS, INCLUDING SEVERAL

INDUSTRY ASSOCIATIONS AND ORGANIZATIONS FOR THE HANDICAPPED,

HAVE EXPRESSED TO US THEIR SUPPORT FOR THE U.S. BECOMING A

PARTY TO THE PROTOCOL. THE U.S. RECORDING, PUBLISHING, AND

MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRIES FIGURE PROMINENTLY AMONG THESE

GROUPS. IN ADDITION, HOWEVER, CONCERNED FEDERAL AGENCIES,

PARTICULARLY THOSE INVOLVED IN QUESTIONS OF TRADE POLICY,

HAVE EXAMINED THE PROTOCOL AND CONCLUDED THAT U.S. ADOPTION,

IF COUPLED WITH SUITABLE IMPLEMENTING LEGISLATION, WOULD

STRONGLY BE IN THE NATIONAL INTEREST. THE STATE DEPARTMENT
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IN PARTICULAR BELIEVES THAT U.S. CONSUMERS AND INDUSTRY

WOULD BENEFIT SIGNIFICANTLY FROM THE LOWER COST IMPORTS

FOSTERED BY THE PROTOCOL; MOREOVER, WHeN OTHER MAJOR TRADING

COUNTRIES ADOPT THE PROTOCOL AND PROVIDE SATISFACTORY

RECIPROCAL BENEFITS, IMPORTANT MARKETS FOR U.S, EXPORTS

WILL BE OPENED. U.S. EXPORTS OF THESE FPRCDUCTS, INCLUDING

MOTION PICTURES AND CERTAIN KINDS OF LOOKS, ARE HIGHLY

COMPETITIVE AND WOULD BENEFIT FROM LOWER FOREIGN DUTIES.

WE HAVE EXAMINED THE OTHER SIDE OF THE COIN: THE

POTENTIAL FOR INJURY TO DOMESTIC INDUSTRY FROM INCREASED

IMPORTS OF PRODUCTS COVERED BY THE PROTOCOL. THE MAJOR

INDUSTRIES THAT WOULD BE AFFECTED BY LIBERALIZED IMPORTS

UNDER THE AGREEMENT HAVE NOT EXPRESSED SERIOUS CONCERN

ABOUT THIS POSSIBILITY. WE BELIEVE THAT RISKS ALONG

THESE LINES ARE MINIMAL.

LIBERAL ADOPTION AND IMPLEMENTATION BY A LARGE

NUMBER OF NATIONS CAN SUBSTANTIALLY BENEFIT U.S. EXPORTERS,

THUS RECIPROCITY IS IMPORTANT. WE BELIEVE THAT OUR

OWN LIBERAL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROTOCL ON A PERMANENT

BASIS COULD ONLY BE'JUSTIFIED IF OUR EXPORTERS RECEIVE

GENERAL RECIPROCITY FROM OTHER IMPORTANT NATIONS. THERE-

FORE, THE ADMINISTRATION PLANS TO DEPOSIT THE AGREEMENT'S

INSTRUMENT OF RATIFICATION ONLY AFTER THE PRESIDENT HAS

DETERMINED THAT ADEQUATE RECIPROCOAL DUTY-FREE TREATMENT

TO OUR EXPORTS WILL BE PROVIDED BY OTHER COUNTRIES.
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IN THE MEANTIME, THE LEGISLATION BEING CONSIDERED TODAY

WOULD ALLOW THE U.S. TO IMPLEMENT ALL OR PORTIONS OF THE

PROTOCOL ON A TEMPORARY BASIS. THE ACT WOULD PROVIDE

DUTY-FREE TREATMENT TO CERTAIN ARTICLES COVERED BY THE

PROTOCOL AS SOON AS THE AGREEMENT COMES INTO FORCE FOR THE

UNITED STATES--I.E., SIX MONTHS AFTER THE U.S. DEPOSITS

ITS INSTRUMENTS OF RATIFICATION. UNTIL THEN TEMPORARY

DUTY-FREE TREATMENT WOULD BE ACCORDED TO ARTICLES FOR THE

BLIND OR OTHER HANDICAPPED PERSONS FOR A TWO-AND-ONE-HALF

YEAR PERIOD BEGINNING ONE MONTH FROM THE DATE OF ENACTMENT

OF THE BILL. IN ADDITION, THE PRESIDENT WOULD BE GIVEN

DISCRETIONARY AUTHORITY TO GRANT SIMILAR TEMPORARY DUTY-FREE

TREATMENT FOR ARTICLES IN SOME OTHER CATEGORIES COVERED

BY THE BILL. ALL TEMPORARY DUTY-FREE TREATMENT ACCORDED

BY THE BILL WOULD LAPSE AT THE END OF THE TWO AND ONE-HALF

YEAR PERIOD UNLESS THE BILL AS A WHOLE HAD BECOME PERMANENTLY

EFFECTIVE AFTER DEPOSIT OF THE U.S. INSTRUMENT OF RATIFICA-

TION BASED ON A PRESIDENTIAL DETERMINATION OF ADEQUATE

RECIPROCITY FROM OTHER COUNTRIES.

THIS LEGISLATION WOULD PROVIDE DUTY-FREE TREATMENT

FOR ARTICLES IN SOME OF THE CATEGORIES WHICH IS BEYOND

THE STRICT REQUIREMENTS OF THE PROTOCOL. IN THESE TWO

CATEGORIES--ARTICLES FOR THE BLIND AND OTHER HANDICAPPED AND

TOOLS FOR SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS OR APPARATUS--WE SEE A

PARTICULAR NEED TO ENSURE THAT U.S. INDUSTRIES AND EXPORTERS
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ARE NOT HARMED BY OUR VOLUNTARY AND UNILATERAL GRANTING

OF DUTY-FREE TREATMENT ABOVE AND BEYOND THE PROVISIONS

OF THE PROTOCOL. FOR THIS REASON THE LEGISLATION AUTHORIZES

THE PRESIDENT TO PLACE CONDITIONS UPON OR TO NARROW TO THE

STRICT OBLIGATIONS OF THE PROTOCOL THE SCOPE OF THE DUTY-

FREE TREATMENT ACCORDED UNDER THE BILL FOR ARTICLES IN THESE

TWO CATEGORIES.

DURING THE TWO AND A HALF YEARS THAT THE PROVISION OF

THIS BILL WOULD BE IN EFFECT, THE PRESIDENT WILL BE

EMPOWERED TO RATIFY THE PROTOCOL AND MAKE THESE TARIFF

CHANGES PERMANENT. THERE ARE SEVERAL FACTORS THAT THE

PRESIDENT WILL TAKE INTO ACCOUNT IN DETERMINING IF U.S.

TRADING PARTNERS ARE IMPLEMENTING THE PROTOCOL IN A MANNER

THAT'JUSTIFIES U.S. RATIFICATION OF THE-AGREEMENT. HE

WILL CONSIDER THE LEVEL OF OBLIGATIONS ASSUMED BY OUR

TRADING PARTNERS UNDER THE PROTOCOL, THE METHOD OF IMPLE-

MENTATION OF THE OBLIGATIONS, AND THE BENEFITS OF U.S.

RATIFICATION FOR U.S. CONSUMERS AND EXPORTERS. IN MAKING

- THESE DETERMINATIONS, TIHE PRESIENT WILL RELY ON INFORMATION

AND EVIDENCE GATHERED BY BOTH THE STATE DEPARTMENT AND

THE COMMERCE DEPARTMENT. DURING THE NEXT TWO AND A HALF

YEARS THE ADMINISTRATION INTENDS TO REMAIN IN CLOSE CONTACT

WITH U.S. MANUFACTURERS TO ASK ABOUT THEIR EXPERIENCES

WITH FOREIGN IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROTCOL, AND TO SEEK

THEIR GUIDANCE ABOUT AREAS OF CONCERN THAT SHOULD BE

ADDRESSED IN THE ADMINISTRATION'S ONGOING CONSULTATIONS
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WITH OUR MAJOR TRADING PARTNERS.

THE PROCESS OF CONSULTING WITH OUR MAJOR TRADING PARTNERS

ABOUT THEIR INTENTIONS WITH REGARD TO THE PROTOCOL HAS ALREADY

BEGUN. AS SOON AS THE U.S. BEGINS TO IMPLEMENT THE PROVISIONS

OF THE LEGISLATION BEFORE THIS COMMITTEE TODAY, THE CONSULTATIVE

PROCESS WILL INTENSIFY. THE ADMINISTRATION WILL MAKE CLEAR IN

THESE DISCUSSIONS THE STRONG INTEREST OF THE U.S. IN SEEING

OTHER GOVERNMENTS ADOPT THE BROADEST POSSIBLE IMPLEMENTATION.

WE WILL ALSO INFORM OUR INTERLOCUTORS THAT OUR CONCERNS EXTEND

BEYOND THE PROMULGATION OF REGULATIONS TO IMPLEMENTATIONo AND

THAT WE WILL WATCH TO SEE THAT THERE IS A CLEAR AND CONSISTENT

PATTERN OF ENFORCEMENT. THE ADMINISTRATION REMAINS OPTIMISTIC

THAT THIS PROCESS AND THE NATURAL INTERESTS OF OUR MAJOR TRADING

PARTNERS WILL LEAD THEM TO IMPLEMENT THE PROTOCOL ON A LIBERAL

BASIS SUBSTANTIALLY EQUIVALENT TO OUR OWN, THEREBY MAKING

U.S. RATIFICATION OF THE PROTOCOL POSSIBLE.

IF, HOWEVER, AT THE END OF THE TWO AND A HALF YEAR

TRIAL PERIOD THERE IS NOT EVIDENCE THAT OUR TRADING PARTNERS

ARE IMPLEMENTING THEIR PROTOCOL ON A FORTHCOMING BASIS

CONSISTENT WITH OUR OWN IMPLEMENTATION, THE PRESIDENT NEED

NOT DEPOSIT U.S. INSTRUMENTS OF RATIFICATION. IN THIS CASE,

THE ALTERNATIVES AVAILABLE WILL INCLUDE A DECISION NOT TO

RATIFY AT ALL, A DECISION TO RATIFY ON A MORE RESTRICTIVE

BASIS THAN IS NOW ENVISIONED, OR A DECISION TO DELAY FINAL

ACTION WHILE CONSULTATIONS WITH OUR MAJOR TRADING PARTNERS

CONTINUE.
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IN SUMMARY, MR. CHAIRMAN I URGE THE COMMITTEE TO

GIVE FAVORABLE CONSIDERATION TO THE LEGISLATION BEFORE IT

TODAY, AND RECOMMEND THAT THE SENATE GIVE ITS ADVICE

AND CONSENT TO RATIFICATION OF THE PROTOCOL AT THE EARLIEST

POSSIBLE DATE.

DRAFTED:EB/OT/TA:DTHACHER:TEM
7/20A82 EXT. 22742
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Senator DANFORTH. Senator Grassley.
Senator GRASSLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Let me ask the indulgence of the people who are here so I can

make a statement on S. 1979, so I can go to the floor of the Senate
to be there when the tax bill is discussed.

Senator GRASSLEY. Mr. Chairman, I appear before you this morn-
ing to seek your support for S. 1979, a bill to suspend duties on cer-
tain sulfa drugs.

This legislation, and its companion bill in the House, H.R. 4890,
addresses the need to reduce the cost of sulfa to make medicine,
which includes the three compounds mentioned in these bills.
These drugs are used in a high percentage of pork production in
the United States, either for therapeutic purposes or in the feed
supply. The sulfa drugs help cure diseases, maintain certain
healthy animals, and thereby cut production costs.

The existing duty on these drugs adds approximately 20 to 30
cents per ton to the cost of feed. This may not amount to much per
animal, but production of pork averages between 80 and 90 million
animals per year, so you can see that the added 4 to 6 cents per
head counts up in increased pork prices to the consumer.

Mr. Chairman, I honestly believe that the elimination of this
duty would not only reduce the cost of pork production in this
country but will stimulate competition in a highly competitive
market of sulfa drugs, further benefiting the livestock industry in
the United States.

In closing, I would remind the committee, there is no U.S. manu-
facturer of sulfathiazole or sulfapyridine, two of the three sulfa
drugs included in this bill. The only manufacturer of the third
drug, sulfaguanidine, uses it as an intermediate and does not offer
it for sale.

Mr. Chairman, I ask that I may submit testimony that details
more thoroughly the reasons for elimination of duties on these
drugs. The testimony I submit is the same as that submitted before
the Subcommittee on Trade for the House Ways and Means
Committee in support of H.R. 4890 by users of the drug as well as
the pork industry.

Senator DANFORTH. Fine. Without objection, the testimony will
be-included in the record.

[The prepared statement of Senator Grassley and other testimony
follows:]
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STATEMENT
by the

HONORABLE SENATOR CHARLES E. GRASSLEY

for the hearing record on
S. 1979

of the Subcommittee on
International Trade

of the
Senate Finance Committee

21 July - 1982

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subco-mittee:

I appear before you this morning to seek your support for S. 1979, a bill

to suspend duties on certain sulpha drugs. This legislation and its

companion bill in the House, H.R. 4890, addresses the need to reduce the

cost of sulfonamides, which include the three compounds mentioned in these

bills. These drugs are used in a high percentage of all hogs produced in

the United States either for therapeutic purposes or in the feed supply.

The sulphonamides help cure d4seases, maintain healthy animals and thereby

cut production costs.

The existing duty on these drugs adds approximately 20 - 30 cents per ton

to the cost of feed. This may not amount to much per animal, but

production of hogs averages between 80 and 90 million animals per year, so

you can see the added 4 to 6 cents per head counts up in increased pork

prices to the consumer.

Mr. Chairman and Members of this Committee, 1 honestly believe that the

elimination of this duty will not only reduce the cost of pork production

in this country but will stimulate competition in the highly competitive

market of supha drugs, further benefitting the livestock industry in the

United States.

In closing, I would remind the Committee there is no U.S. manufacture

of sulphathiozole or sulphapyrieine, two of the three sulphonamides included

in this bill. The only manufacturer of the third drug sulphaguanidine

uses it as an intermediate and does not offer it for sale.

Mr. Chairman, I ask that I may su'rtit testimony that details more

thoroughly reasons for the elimination of duties on these drugs. The

testimony I submit Is the same as that submitted before the Subcommittee

on Trade of the House VUays and Means Committee in support of H.R. 4890.

98-592 0 - 82 - 3
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STATEMENT OF G. J. SKAPEK OF DIAMOND SHAMROCK CORPORATION
BEFORE THE HOUSE WAYS AND MEANS COMMITTEE ON HOUSE BILL 4890

My name is Gus Skapek. I am speaking on behalf of Diamond Shamrock
Corporation, which produces a variety of agricultural chemicals and animal
health products for domestic and foreign markets. I have been directly
involved in purchasing sulfathiazole for approximately four years.

Two of the major products of Diamond Shamrock's Animal Health Division
are CSP-250 and CSP-500, combinations of chlortetracycline, sulfathiazole and
penicillin, used widely by pork producers to prevent and control disease,
promote growth and improve feed efficiency. Diamond Shamrock holds
approved New Animal Drug Applications from the Food and Drug Administration
to make and sell CSP-250 and CSP-500 for feed use. FDA has recognized the
effectiveness of these products in reducing the incidence of cervical abscesses,
in treating bacterial swine enteritis and in maintaining weight gains in the
presence of atrophic rhinitis.

Diamond Shamrock purchases all of its requirements of sulfathiazole
abroad, since the drug is no longer produced domestically. Indeed, before the
current tariff schedule became effective, all domestic production had come to an
end. We formerly purchased the drug from a major American pharmaceutical
house, but that company was unwilling to increase its capacity to meet Diamond
Shamrock's growing needs and ultimately discontinued production of sulfathiazole
completely. Diamond Shamrock was forced to find a foreign source of supply,
since there was, and continues to be, no other domestic producer.

Because of low profitability due to the relatively small volume of
sulfathiazole consumption and environmental problems associated with its
manufacture, we do not believe that domestic production of sulfathiazole will be
resumed.

The current tariff schedule is based upon a survey of chemicals produced
in the United States as of a particular date. On that date, the
previously-mentioned American supplier was still producing sulfathiazole.
Shortly after that date, however, it discontinued production and has not
produced it since.

Given the announced intention of the Multilateral Trade Negotiations to
reduce tariffs, we are unable to explain the dramatic increase in the duties
assessed on sulfathiazole from 12.5% to 35.1% in the first year. We must
assume, however, that no increase would have occurred, had there been no
domestic production in the first place. Unfortunately, the law made no
provision for the downward adjustment of duties upon the discontinuance of
domestic production. It is our understanding that such adjustment may only be
accomplished by legislation and that it would not be an appropriate subject for
international negotiation. In our view, reducing the duty on sulfathiazole is
simply lifting a burden imposed upon American industry for no apparent reason.
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CSP-250 and CSP-500 are directly competitive with several other
combination drugs produced in the United States (one of which accounts for
60-65% of the market for such products). These other combinations also include
chlortetracycline and penicillin, but use sulfamethazine instead of sulfathiazole.

As a practical matter, Diamond Shamrock cannot substitute sulfamethazine
for sulfathiazole to offset the competitive disadvantage imposed by the increased
duties; because sulfathiazole affords certain advantages in use over
sulfamethazine, we would not wish to 'make that change.

Because it protects no domestic source of sulfathiazole, the current tariff
structure represents an unneccessary cost which must either be passed on to
the consumer, if market conditions permit, or reduce profits, if they do not.

While the impact of the increased duty upon the individual American farmer
may be small, its cumulative effect upon my company and its ability to compete
is very substantial, ranging from several hundred thousand to over a million
dollars annually, depending upon volume and prices. For this reason, we
support passage of House Bill 4890.

I would be happy to answer any questions you may have. Thank you for
the opportunity of presenting our views.

G. J. Skapek
Diamond Shamrock Corporation
1100 Superior Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio 44114
216/694-4244
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Law neparlment
Diamond Shamrock Chemical Unit

June 3, 1982

The Honorable Sam M. Gibbons
Chairman, Subcommittee on Trade
Committee on Ways and Means
U.S. House of Representatives
1102 Longworth House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Gibbons:

Thank you again for the opportunity to appear before your
subcommittee last Wednesday in support of Congressman Cooper
Evans' bill (H.R. 4890) to suspend the duty on sulfaguanadine,
sulfapyridine and sulfathiazole. A copy of our statement is enclosed
for your convenience.

The purpose of this letter is to respond to certain issues raised in
the testimony of American Cyanamid to the effect that sulfamethazine
(the sulfa component in its product) and sulfathiazole (the sulfa
component in our product) are "interchangeable products in animal
disease therapy and prophylaxis." While that claim may be true in
the sense that the two products are used for the same purposes, it
obscures important differences between the products, differences
which make our product a desirable alternative to products
containing sulfamethazine in the view of a substantial percentage of
American pork producers.

The principal differences between products containing sulfathiazole
and products containing sulfamethazine have to do with withdrawal
times and the incidence of violative residues, as follows:

1. Withdrawal Time. As part of its approval process, FDA
establishes the "withdrawal time", the number of days between the
last use of the drug and slaughter. The length of the withdrawal
time depends upon how long it takes for the drug to pass through
the animal's system. The withdrawal time is established to assure
that the animal is not slaughtered before all residues of the drug
have been excreted. Our sulfathiazole product has been granted a
seven-day withdrawal time, while sulfamethazine products are
required to be withdrawn fifteen days before slaughter. The longer
withdrawal period imposes a significant economic burden on the
livestock producer.

Diamond Shamrock Corporation 1100 Superor Avenue. Clevetand. Ohio 44114 Phone 216 694.5M)0
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2. Sulfa Residue Violations. In the late 1970 's, the number of
swine carcasses rejected by USDA inspectors began to rise
substantially, evidencing perhaps the considerable pressure on the
livestock producer imposed by the withdrawal period. Governmental
studies of this problem disclose that violations were almost
exclusively attributable to the uSe of sulfamethazine, rather than
sulfathiazole. While the rate of violations has been substantially
reduced through education and improved management techniques, the
sulfamethazine residues continue to be a problem. Notwithstanding
reformulation of the product to reduce the amount of residues
attributable to cross-contamination of feeds, the problem remains
because of the manner in which the animal metabolizes
sulfamethazine. Meanwhile, FDA has rejected petitions to relax its
standards on sulfamethazine residues.

3. The enclosed articles provide greater detail on the drug
residue problem and suggest methods to resolve it, including the
substitution of sulfathiazole (Penumarthy, L., Trabosh, H.M.,
Clark, A.M., Conrey, J.S., Rader, W. A. and Spaulding, J.E.:
Sulfa Drug Residues in Uncooked Edible Tissues of Cattle, Calves,
Swine and Poultry. Feedstuffs (October 13, 1975); Biehl, L.G.:
The Sulfa Issue. Feed Management (March, 1979); Sulfa Drug
Management and Surveillance. Pig American (January, 1982).

For the above reasons, it is clear that products containing
sulfathiazole may very well be preferred by the American pork
producer. They also strongly suggest that it would be inadvisable
to continue a punitive tariff on a drug which may be an important
solution to the continuing sulfa residue problem. Indeed, if studies
now being conducted as part of the National Toxicology Program
disclose additional problems with sulfamethazine, the desirability of
an alternative will increase.

American Cyanamid also claimed that passage of H.R. 4890 would put
it at such a competitive disadvantage that the jobs of the hundred
people involved in the production of sulfamethazine would be lost.
I his claim suggests that American Cyanamid makes all of its
sulfamethazine requirements in this country, using sulfaguanadine as
a raw material. While we cannot provide you with detailed
information, it is our understanding that American Cyanamid in fact
imports a substantial quantity of sulfamethazine, which is subject to
a rate of duty considerably below that imposed upon sulfathiazole.

As to the hundred sulfamethazine jobs, we doubt that suspension of
the duty on sulfathiazole would eliminate them. It must be
remembered that American Cyanamid already has 60-65% of the market
for these products. One must question whether the American
consumer is likely to benefit where the market is dominated by a
product protected by a duty of almost thirty percent. As we
indicated in our presentation, we do not seek an unfair advantage
over anyone. We do not believe it is conducive to a competitive
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market, however, to assess a 30% penalty on a small competitor,
especially where it is unable to procure its needs domestically.

Finally, American Cyanamid proclaims that "tariffs on these products
are already being significantly reduced as a result of the last round
of multilateral trade negotiations", and that -"by 1987, U.S. tariffs
on these sulfa drugs will be reduced to approximately 50% of their
current level." This statement deliberately ignores the fact that the
rate of duty on sulfathiazole was almost tripled to approximately 35%
and that the 1987 rate, while it may be 50% of the current rate, will
still be substantially higher than the rate in effect before
implementation of the Trade Agreements Act of 1979. Clearly, the
tariffs are not "already being signiticantly reduced.

Diamond Shamrock is an American producer of a competitive product
which affords attractive advantages over sulfamethazine-bearing
combinations. We are competitively disadvantaged by a punitively
excessive tariff on a raw material unavailable to us from domestic
sources.

For these reasons, we strongly support H.R. 4890. Should you be
interested in additional information on this subject, please let us
know.

Very truly yours,

Robert W. Hill
Senior Counsel

Enclosures
dp

cc: Hon. Cooper Evans

bcc: R. Dezember
G. Skapek
D. Thanjan
M. Anderson
M. Gullett
S. Flick

C. Galloway
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ANIMAL HEALTH

Sulfa Drug Residues in Uncooked Edible
Tissues of Cattle, Calves, Swine and Poultry

Residue problems can most often be traced to one of five man-
agement errors by the producer. However, the drug industry, feed
manufacturers, veterinary practitioners, and regulatory agencies
also have essential roles in a residue prevention program.

By L. Penumarthy, H.M. Trabosh. G M. Clark, J.S. Conrey, W.A. Rader and J.E. Spaulding
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Sulfa drug management
and surveillance

S ulfa residues in hog carcassescan lead to condemnations and
other serious problems for produc-
ers. Guite often the residues are a
result of cross-contamination of feed
from delivery, handling, mixing and
storage of ingredients and feeds. It
has been estimated 70 to 80% of all
hogs marketed in the US receive
some form of sulfa during their fife-
time. Due to the fact over 90% of the
swine marketed are tree of residue, if
is obvious the drug can be handled
so residues are not a problem,

Talk to your feed supplier, and
make sure he knows what you want
done to help prevent residues and
make sure you understand what he
can do to help. Non-medicaled with-
drawal feeds and medicated feeds
22 /-PIG AMERICAN- JANVUAAl, 1%82r

shouio not be delivered in the same
truck load. Request the truck be
cleaned if used to deliver medicated
feed prior to delivering non-medi-
caled feed to your farm. If possible.
be present at tine of deTivery to know
exactly what feed was delivered.
Make sure al: ingredients or leeds
are clearly idenitnd and labeled and
the feed is put into the proper bin.
Make sure bins are clarly labeled.

Keeping your mixing and storage
area clean and orderly will help pre-
vent accidental mix-ups, tt e experts
say. Keep medicated pre-mixes in
their original containers separate
trom non-medicaled ingredients
used in withdrawal ratiors. If using
containers such vs garbage cans,
label the can, not just the lid. Prompt-

ly clean up and dispose of any spilled
medicated feed where it will not con-
taminate other feed,

Mixing equipment is notorious for
cross-conlamination of feed. Such
equipment should be properly
grounded to prevent electrostatic
buildup which can cause sulfa parti-
cles to stick to the inside. A granular
form of sulfa, rather than powdered,
will help prevent this also. A master
formula should be made up to insure
accuracy during feed preparation.
This list should include the proper
order in which medicated and non-
medicated feeds are added to the
mixer. The items should be carefully
checked off and initiated by the per-
son making the feed to verify inclu-
sion of all ingredients at the proper
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leels.
Add high potency pre-mixes into

relatively large amounts of mixed
ingredients for proper distribution
throughout the batch. A good rule of
thumb is not to add less. than two
percent of any ingredient in a vertical
mixer nor less than one percent in a
horizontal mixer. Follow manufactur-
ers recommendations to determine
the minimum amount of a premix to
add to the mixer.

Mixing equipment should be
flushed with several hundred pounds
of cracked or ground grain following
mixing of sulfa-containing ration.
This flush material should be set
aside for use in the mixing of a
sulfa-medicated ration. Equipment
should be cleaned thoroLhly period-
ically using a vacuum cleaner or sim-
ilar device to remove all the dust and
buildup inside as well as outside the
mixer.

Keep in mind the delivery system
(wagons, augers, conveyors, storage
bins and feeders) can be guilty of
causing cross-contamination. As lit-
tle as a quarter-teaspoon of sulfa per
ton of feed is enough to create
unsafe cross-contamination.

Careful planning of slaughterings
can also help prevent problems due
to sulfa residues. Do not market any
hogs which have not met the with-
drawal requirements for the sulfa
drug used. Avoid unplanned market-
ings of any hogs such as sows or
crippled hogs which may violate reg-
ulations. Delay marketing if in doubt.

-Naturally, label directions should be
closely followed with any drug.

Drinking water provided in the
withdrawal stage should be free of
sulfa. If sulfa is -used in finishing
feeds, scrape and wash pens or
move pigs to clean pens 48 to 72
hours after sulfa removal unless the
floor is completely slatted with no
manure buildup. Hogs continue to
excrete sulfa in their urine for two or
three days after removal. For this
reasori, it is not wise to use lagoon
water which may contain drugs to
flush finishing floors where market
hogs could possibly consume the
water.

Sulfamethazine..is. currently. the
sulftanam'ide involved in the residue
problem'.'This sulfa 'ga'i'ned prorni-
nence as a feed additive primarily
due to research showing its efficacy
in the elimination- of Bordelalla
bronchiseptica (a principal cause of
atrophic rhinilis) for the nasal cavity
of swine. The ability of a combination
of antibiotics and sulfamethazine to
maintain gains in the presence of
atrophic rhinitis has also contributed
to the popularity of its use.

Sulfonamides_ (either.sulfametba.
zine or sulfathiozole) are used in".'e" - feeds to -redu;66"-cervical

abcesses, 'treat bacterial swine
enterilis- and -vibronic'"y;nter,,
maintain'welght In'the piresence_of
afrfiphic'hinitis -and' control, swine
pneumria" caused by bacterial
pathori; -

S-hce very low levels of sulfameth-
azine in finishing feed may cause
residue problems, producers may
want to explore alternatives to the
use of the drug on their farms If the
diseases for which it is approved are
not present on the farm, the necessi-
ty of the drug might be questioned.

Sullathiazole or one of several
atrophic rhinitis bacterini6ffer aller-
natives to-sulfamethazine- if you're
tryTigt'o conque'r'AR -o7n your farm.
Likewise, other drUis-ira-be equality.
or more effective in the treatment
and/or prevention of salmonellosis
and vibrionic dysentery as well as
the reduction of cervical abscesses.
Finally, other growth promolants may
be as effective in pigs up to 75
pounds.

If you're still intent on using sulfa-
methazine, maybe you should con-
sider changing forms to either granu-
far or liquid. As mentioned above, the
granular form is less likely to contain-
inate mixing equipment. The liquid.
or - the other hand, bypasses the
mixing equipment entirely. Dr. R. L.
Morter ol Purdue University recom-
mends dosing individual sow's feed
in the farrowing house with an auto-
matic syringe.

Improper use of sulfonamides is a
threat, not only to the entire swine
industry, but also to the person who
makes the decision for use. The indi-
vidual producer may lose profit on a
daily basis through increased cost of
the sila-containing feed as well as
the loss he may face if a residue is
discovered in the hogs.

When a violative level is found, the
producer must send live hogs to
slaughter for "pre-market" testing.
This test period usually required two
weeks. If the test hogs are not in
violation, the producer may resume
marketing. Otherwise, he will need to
continue "pre-testing" until the test
hogs are below the maximum residue
level of O. 1 ppm.

.1~
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n spite of increased sulfa residue
knowledge and precautions, the

swine tissue residue rate remains
high and is a cause of concern to
Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
and United States Department of
Agriculture (USDA) officials USDA
meat inspectors initiated the monitor-
ing of swine tissues for sulfa resi-
dues in 1973, and the vioative rate
has consistently ranged between
9 5-15% During the first ten months
of 1978, the USDA analyzed 5172
samples of swine tissue for sulfona-
mides. A violative residue was found
in 483 (9 3%) of the samples - the
lowest level since monitoring began
Research and on-the-farm investiga-
tions have revealed that determining
the cause of a residue can be a diffi-
cull and complex problem.

Under the Food. Drug and Cosmetic
Act - administered by the FDA - it is
illegal to send live animals to market
if they contain drug residues above
established tolernces. Lixewise
under the Federal Meat inspection
Act - administere1 by the USDA -
meat cannot be sold for human con-
sumption if it contains residues
above the tolerances set by the FDA.
The current established tolerance for
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sultas in swine tissue is 0.1 part per
million (ppm). This tolerance level is
based on limited 90-day toxicity
studies designed to provide a 2,000-
fold margin of safety for humans. Dur-
ing the past year, the FDA decided
not to raise the tolerance level be-
cause of insufficient data to justify
lowering the safety margin.

The problem is not new because
swine tissues have probably con-
tarried sulfa residues since the early
1950s when sulfonamides began to
be added extensively to swine ra-
lions.

The causes of violative sulfa resi-
dues in swine can be manyfold but es-
sentiaily narrow down to two rea-
sons: either inadequate withdrawal
time or consumption of low level sulfa
up to the time of slaughter. Field in-
vestigations of producers who have
marketed hogs with violative tissue
residues indicate 92% of the pro-
ducers aid follow proper withdrawal
procedures. Tierelore, most of the
violations are the result of accidental
low-level contamination of rations
and water during the withdrawal pe-
riod. Another source is the ingestion
of sulfa contaminated feces and
urine.

Research at the University of I-
linois College of Veterinary Medicine
indicates that as little as 2 gm. of
sulfamethazine (approximately i/4

teaspoon) in a ton of complete mixed
feed is enough to cause a tissue vio-
lation. This means forty pounds of
medicated feed will contaminate a
ton of clean feed. Between 70-120
pounds of residual feed may be left in
the bottom of an auger-wagon, mixer-
grinder, bulk bin or delivery truck.
Carryover of sulla can occur in the
mixing equipment, delivery equip-
ment or the farm or commercial mill.
Other sources of sulfa residues may
be a mix-up by the producer or deliv-
ery truck in unloading medicated
feed. And drug carryover in water
lines Irom water medications has
been reported up to 2,/a months alter
use.

Manure and urine from pigs on
sulfa-medicated feeds serve as a
sulfa source of sufficient magnitude
to cause a residue. Recent studies by
illinois veterinary researchers have
shown that sulfa-free pigs placed
info pens containing manure from
pigs fed sullonamides had violative

tissue residues within 48 hours,
The USDA in cooperation with the

swine industry and FDA has launched
a multi-phase campaign to eliminate
the violative residues so that sul-
fonamides can continue to be used
During phase one of this program,
epidemrologiu information was gath-
ered. Animal and Plant Health Inspec.
lion Service (APHIS) diagnosticians
visited 100 producers - 75 pro.
ducers whose hogs had previous vio-
lative residues and 25 producers
who routinely fed sulfa but had never
experienced sulfa violations. Feed,
soil, manure and lagoon water sam-
ples were collected and sent to Dr.
Richard Bevills laboratory at the Uni-
versity ot Illinois College of Veteri-
nary Medicine for analysis. All of the
analyses have not been completed,
but 93 samples of withdrawal ration
have been analyzed with the foilow-
ing results:
44.0% - contained no sulfa
36.5% - carta,,led 0-1,0 ppm sulfa

7.5% - ron:;,,ned 1.0-2.0 ppm sulfa
2 2% - contained 20-30 ppm sulfa
1.1% - contained 4.0-5.0 ppm sula
65% - contained > 5 0 ppm sulfa
When the finishing ration contained

sulfa, the individual ingredients were
analyzed if possible. Soybean meal
was analyzed only when the com-
plete finished ration was conlami-
nated with sulfa. Twelve such soy-
bean meal samples were analyzed
with the following results:
41.7% - contained no sulfa
41.7% - contained 0-5 ppm sulfa
16.6% - contained ' > 5 ppm sulfa

Two samples of vitamin premix
from sulfa-contaminated rations con-
tained 0 and 10.9 ppm respectively.
Fourteen samples of supplement from
contaminated finishing rations con-
tained sulfa as follows:
21.4% - contained no sulfa
42.9% - contained 0-. ppm sulfa
28 6% - contained 1-2 ppm sulfa

7.1% - contained 3-4 ppm sulfa
Frequently in our investigations we

have found several sources of sulfa
contamination which by themselves
are low but added together are above
the 1-2 ppm concentration. For exam'
ple, one producer had the following
contamination. His penrcillin-streP"
lomycin additive contained 15 ppfl
sulfametn.azine and his vitamin-mni
eral premix 2 ppm, leaving him with I
withdrawal finishing ration containing

FEED MANAGIEM191
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more than 1 ppm.
During phase two of the USDA cam-

paign to eliminate sulfa residues, an
investigative survey by extension or
APHIS personnel is made on a farm in
violation at the producer's request.
Samples are taken at different points
in the feed delivery systems to deter-
mine the entry and source of sulfa
contamination. FDA officials have
agreed not to prosecute any pro-
ducer who cooperates with the sur-
vey in an attempt to find the source of
sulfa. The FDA has given the pro-
ducers and USDA approximately 14
months to substantially decrease the
rate of sulfa violations. If violations
are not reduced, it is likely sulfona-
mides will be removed as an ap-
proved teed additive and perhaps as
a medication for swine. It is decreas-
ing, but we still have a long way to go.

Although preventing violative tis-
sue residues shc uld be easy. i.e.,
feeding a sulfa-frce diet for 15 days
prior to slaughter; it has not been that
simple. Some producers who have
taken stringent precautions or were
not even teeding sulfas have had vio-
lative residues. As indicated in the
Phase 1 investigations, the ration or
components of the ration are fre-
quently contaminated with sulfa. The -

producer may be purchasing a feed
ingredient inadvertently that has
been contaminated further up the line.
For this reason we are recommer.rling
sampling of finishing rations as well
as Ingredients. If the finishing ration
contains sulfa, the rest of the ingredi-
ents are analyzed.

Tominimize the opportunity for sulfa
residues, the following practices
should be considered:

1. Thoroughly clean feed system
and feeders when switching to
non-medicated fishing feed,
then wash manure and urine off
of floors and pens for at least
two days.

2 Install separate mixing, storage
and feeding systems for non-
sulfa finishing feeds including
separate building for finishing.

3. Talk to ,our feed supplier about
your c.,; icerns. Sample all deliv-
eries of finishing feed and ana-
lyze them for sulfa carryover.

4. Consider using sulfathiazole in-
stead of sulfamethazine. Sulfa-
thiazole is eliminated from the
blood stream faster than sul-
famethazine and has a shorter
withdrawal time (7 days as op-
posed to 15 days with sutfame-
thazinel. Therefore, the oppor-
tunities for tissue residue
probably are not as great with
sulfathiazote.

When tissues have been found to
contain a violative level, the pro-
ducer is contacted by the USDA's
Food Safety and Quality Service
(FSS). A USDA representative of-
fers to visit the farm and help the pro-
ducer determine the cause of resi-
due. The producer can sell future
hogs subject to slaughter testing or
send five hogs for a pre-market test.
The tive hogs are slaughtered and
tissue samples analyzed. Packers
will discount the price for these five

hogs because they must be frozen
until the results are known and can-
not be sold for fresh pork. If the tis-
sues are negative, the producer is
cleared and may resume marketing
hogs without restriction.

To prevent the price loss for the
five pre-market test hogs, the pro-
ducer can test a random five hogs
and the withdrawal feed before pres-
entation for slaughter. If both are
negative, the hogs should pass the
pre-market slaugl-.ter test. Although
producers still suffer a price dis-
count on the five hogs, the procedure
prevents the total loss of income from
these hogs. We have used this pro-
cedure witn success in Illinois.

Every effort should be taken by the
producer and commercial feed sup-
plier to prevent sulfa residues. If the
violation rate is not reduced substan-
tially, we may lose an important drug
from our arsenal. Iat
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STATEMENT
by the

NATIONAL PORK PRODUCERS COUNCIL
for the hearing record on

S. 1979
of the

Subcommittee on International Trade
of the

Senate Finance Committee

July, 1982

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

The National Pork Producers Council has over 110,000 dues-paying,

producer farm families as members. It is funded entirely by a voluntary

checkoff program which collects two dimes per market hog at the market

place. Producers who voluntarily participate number well over 200,000.

The goal of our relatively young organization is to improve the profit-

ability of pork production. We provide consumers with information

concerning the nutrition and the economic value of pork. In addition

to increasing demand for the product, our Council's job is to reduce the

costs of production by improving efficiency.

The sulfonamides, which include the three compounds addressed in

this legislation, are very important to pork producers. These drugs,

when used for therapeutic purposes to treat diseases, are administered

by addition to the animal's food or water or Ly direct administration.

In addition, the sulofnamides are added to the feed supply in an effort

to control diseases and thus improve the rate of growth or the efficiency

of production.
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Two sulfonamides which are used widely in feed are sul'uthiazole and

sulfamethazine. H.R. 4890 addresses sulfathiazole directly. Sulfaguunadine,

also addressed in this legislation, is further processed into sulfamethazine.

Sulfathiazole and sulfamethazine are used by pork producers in two and three-

way combinations with antibiotics in the feed for their animals. A high

percentage of all hogs produced in the United States receive a sulfonamide drug

either for therapeutic purposes or in the feed supply sometime during their

growth. Consequently, these drugs are important to pork producers both for

their use in curing diseases and maintaining a healthy animal and because of

their wide use, they are important as a cost reduction item in the production

of the animals.

It has been estimated that the duty on these sulfa drugs adds approximately

20-30 cents per ton to the cost of feed. It is estimated that each hog marketed

will consume about 400 pounds of sulfa medicated feed. The added cost per

animal on the average would be approximately 4-6 cents for the sulfonamide used

in the feed supply. Elimination of the duty on these drugs would hopefully be

passed on to producers, although not necessarily by the direct amount saved by

the elimination of the duty. Actually, the amount saved by the elimination of

the duty could be greater because of the add on that would have been expected to

take place during the various stages of production and distribution. In addition,

we recognize that the elimination of the duty may not have any marked bearing on

the market price of the drugs, but we are still confident that the drugs would

be cheaper to producers with the elimination of the duty after supply and demand

has established a market price for the drugs. Although the few cents savings

per animal might not appear significant, when you consider that U.S. production

is between 80 and 90 million hogs per year and that a high percentage of these

animals receive sulfonamides, the aggregate impact on the industry is significant.
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Pusther, it is jui understanding that presently there is no authority for

negotiating a comparable concL lion for the elimination of duty on the three

drugs addressed in H.R. 4890, even if Congress extends the authority of Section

124 of the Trade Act of 1914. While the Section does authorize the President

to negotiate U.S. duty rates, the size of such reductions is very limited

and the elimination of duties is not allowed. Consequently, after corsiderinq

all factors, the National Pork Producers Council supports H.R. 4890 and urges

that the Subcommittee move forward with prompt and favorable consideration of

this measure.

Thank you Kr. Chairman. This concludes our statement and I will be glad

to respond to any questions.

jk
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Testimony of Clarus M. Galloway, Materials Manager of Salsbury Labora-
tories, Inc., Charles City Iowa

In support of H.R. 4890 to eliminate U.S. tariffs on chemical products
Sulfaguanidine, Sulfapyridine, and Sulfathiazole.

Subcommittee on Trade of the

Committee on Ways and Means

U.S. House of Representatives

May 26, 1982

Mr. Chairman, by way of introduction, Salsbury Laboratories, Inc., is a

small to medium size company, which has a long-term commitment to

supplying products and services to the animal health industry. Quality

products at competitive prices have enabled the company to earn the

confidence of livestock raisers in their efforts to produce meat and

eggs at a profit.

Salsbury favors passage of H.R. 4890 because we feel it represents a

realistic tariff reduction of benefit to American manufacturers pro-

ducing and marketing sulfa products to agriculture -- within the frame

work of world supply and demand.

In addition, H.R. 4890 makes possible substantial savings to the Ameri-

can livestock producer in his battle to realize a profit and ultimately

to the consumer in better prices for meat and eggs.

Elimination of the tariff is not going to guarantee the price of sulfa

products to the farmers will stay at their present levels. However,

elimination of the tariff will allow American manufacturers to purchase

these sulfa products on the world market without the duty of 22 to 30
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percent being added on top of the purchase price depending on which

sulfa is purchased. The animal health business is highly competitive

and for this reason we are confident that these savings of 22 to 30

percent in duties will work to an advantage for the farmer and consumer.

The Bureau of Economics, Chemical Division, Department of Commerce, in a

recent survey, sampled the chemical industry, particularly those who

have an interest in the sulfa market, and found a response generally

favoring the passage of this bill.

In contact with other suppliers of sulfa drugs to the animal health

industry, we found strong support for the passage of this bill. Their

support apparently is based on the stong hope that sulfa-bearing pro-

ducts can be supplied to the livestock industry at a lower cost -- no

doubt they also feel this provides a competitive position.

There has been some concern registered about the illegal use of sulfa-

guanidine and sulfapyridine because they allegedly are not approved by

the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for veterinary use. We

disagree with this contention as there are a number of companies who

presently have sulfapyridine approved for interim use in combination

with other sulfa drugs. Also, because of the government effort to

eliminate sulfa residues in slaughter animals, it makes little sense

that producers would take the chance of using these drugs other than

according to the label directions.

Sulfapyridine also has application outside the animal health industry.

It is used as an intermediate in the manufacture of sulfasalazine (SASP),

98-592 0 - 82 - 4
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a highly effective therapeutic drug for treatment of ulcerative colitis

in humans. Salsbury Laboratories is the only domestic manufacturer of

SASP. Yet, due to the cost of the raw material sulfapyridine, a sub-

stantial portion being duty, we capture less than 25% of the total

product sold in the United States.

The chemical product sulfaguanadine has no direct uses in the animal

health industry. However, it is an intermediate in the manufacturing of

widely used sulfamethazine and sodium sulfamethazine.

Importation of sulfaguanadine duty-free, and used to manufacture sulf-

amethazine and sodium sulfamethazine will not only result in competition

to benefit livestock producers and consumers, but will also increase

American employment vs. chemical manufacture in other countries.

Sulfathiazole is also a very widely used sulfa drug in the animal

health industry. Sulfathiazole and its sodium salt are used in near

equal volume in the industry. Removal of the import duty of sulfa-

thiazole will encourage conversion of chemical products to its salt

form, sodium sulfathiazole. Presently, substantial quantities of sulfa-

thiazole from China, which does not have FDA approved plants, is being

converted to sodium sulfathiazole in West European countries having FDA

approved plants and it then becomes the product of the converting com-

pany. Passage of H.R. 4890 will allow the importation of sulfathiazole

for conversion by American industry at a competitive edge over sodium

sulfathiazole from other companies.
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In summary, it is our contention, along with the support of many companies

who are our competition, that through passage of H.R. 4890, American

manufacturers will be able to offer more economical sulfa-bearing pro-

ducts to the animal and agricultural industry and lower priced end

products to the ultimate consumer. At the same time, passage of this

bill will serve to stimulate American manufacturing of end use sulfa

drugs now being produced in other countries.
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Additional Testimony of Clarus M. Galloway, Materials Manager of Salsbury
Laboratories, Inc., Charles City, Iowa

In support of H.R. 4890 to eliminate U.S. tariffs on chemical products
Sulfaguanidine, Sulfapyridine, and Sulfathiazole.

Subcommittee on Trade of the

Committee on Ways and Means

U.S. House of Representatives

May 26, 1982

Mr. Louis Schneider, Counsel for Pharmacia Laboratories, Inc., a Swedish company,

referred to the opening of a sulfasalazine (SASP) production facility in the

Virgin Islands. If H.R. 4890 is rejected by this committee, Pharmacia will be

able to bring SASP into the U.S. duty free. This will put the only U.S. producer,

Salsbury Laboratories, Inc., out of SASP production and will encourage monopolistic

practices on a world wide basis. Thus it is to the distinct advantage of PharmaLia

to have H.R. 4890 rejected and the duty remain on sulfapyridine. At the same time,

rejection of H.R. 4890 will work to the disadvantage of the American livestock

producer who must buy sulfapyridine drugs at higher prices because of the duty on

the product.

American Cyanamid has registered opposition to the removal of duty from sulfa-

guanidine use in production of sulfamethazine. It is a well known fact in the

industry that American Cyanamid is one of the largest buyers of sulfamethazine

in the world marketplace. It is our belief Cyanamid purchases nearly 50% of

their total requirements. If duty-free sulfaguanidine is a threat to American

Cyanamid's plant employment, why doesn't Cyanamid support H.R. 4890 and purchase

sulfaguanidine on the world market for their production of sulfamethazine?

This would result in reduced sulfamethazine prices to the livestock industry

and would maintain employment at the Cyanamid plant.
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Senator DANFORTH. Senator Heinz.
Senator HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, thank you.
I want to commend you for calling these hearings. You have a

lengthy witness list and a variety of important issues. I -would,
however, like to take a little time to make a few brief comments
about S. 1902, which is the first bill that is before us today.

That bill, as we know, would extend the President's authority
under section 124 to make tariff reductions for an additional 2--
years.

I want to comment at the beginning of this hearing because I do
have serious reservations about this bill. I hope the committee will
consider those reservations very carefully before taking it up.

My reservations involve both the principle and the practical
effect.

Senator DANFORTH. Excuse me, Senator Heinz. Do you have any
questions for Mr. Lamb? I thought I would just excuse Mr. Lamb if
you don't have any questions.

Senator HEINZ. Why don't you go ahead and do that, Mr. Chair-
man.

Senator DANFORTH. All right.
Thank you very much, Mr. Lamb.
Mr. LAMB. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Lamb, Senator Dole will have some ques-

tions for the record.
Mr. LAMB. We would be glad to answer those.
[The questions from Senator Dole and the answers from the Ad-

ministration follow:]
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QUESTIONS FOR THE ADMINISTRATION FROM SENATOR DOLE

QUESTION: Do the E.C. procedures and practices differ significantly in
implementation and effect from U.S. procedures with regard to imports entitled
to duty-free treatment under the Florence Agreement? Does the Administration
regard E.C. practices as affording U.S. exporters reciprocal treatment
compared to U.S. practices?

ANSWER:

EEC procedures and practices with regard to imports entitled to duty-free

treatment under the Florence Agreement do differ significantly from those

applied by the United States. However, it should be noted that the

Administration believes that the EEC has generally complied with the terms and

spirit of the Florence Agreement. The one sector in which the differences

have sometimes adversely affected U.S. interests concerns the scientific

instruments industry.

Procedures in EEC member states are much less formal and open than our own.

In some member states applicant institutions and their U.S. suppliers

experience difficulty learning the rationale for denial decisions involving

U.S. instruments denied duty-free treatment. Some negative decisions

involving U.S. instruments are difficult to justify in terms of U.S. practices

under the agreement. The EEC appears to use decisions on some cases as

precedents for other entries rather than viewing each entry on its own

merits. The EEC interpretation of scientific instruments also is somewhat

more restrictive than our own. Nevertheless, the vast majority of EEC

decisions appear to be in conformity with the terms of the Agreement.
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Shipments of scientific instruments represent a very small percentage of total

U.S. trade under the Florence Agreement. The United States enjoys a very

favorable balance of trade under the Agreement both overall and for scientific

i-nstruments alone. This may be the reason that, except for a handful of

complaints, U.S. scientific equipment manufacturers and associations have

demonstrated little interest in the EEC Annex D problem and the Nairobi

Protocol. By contrast, manufacturt-rs of the products covered by other

annexes, which represent the significant majority of total U.S. trade under

the Florence Agreement, are strongly in favor of the Protocol.

The Administration believes U.S. exporters are being afforded reciprocal

treatment in most cases.
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QUESTION: What is the U.S. Government doing to protect the rights of U.S.
exporters derived by them under the terms of-the Florence Agreement?

ANSWER:

The U.S. Government intervenes diplomatically with the concerned government

when specific problems are brought to its attention.

So far as the EEC is concerned, bilateral discussions have been held since

1978 to discuss the differences between the two countries in implementation of

Annex D provisions (duty-free treatment of scientific instruments). These

bilateral discussions will continue in an-attempt to resolve problems and

produce better information during the 2-1/2 year period of provisional U.S.

implementation of the Protocol envisioned by the pending legislation.
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QUESTION: S. 2685 would provide the President with discretion to ratify the
Nairobi Protocol, but provides no guidelines controlling that determination.
What specific evidence of reciprocity in implementation will the
Administration seek from the E.C. before ratifying the Protocol? Should
specific guidelines be included in the legislation as a condition of
implementation?

ANSWER:

The Administration will be looking at various criteria in deciding whether it

continues to be in the economic interests of the United States to ratify the

Nairobi Protocol. The President will take into account the level of

obligations assumed by our trading partners under the Protocol, the method of

implementation of the obligations, and the benefits of U.S. ratification for

U.S. consumers and exporters.

In relation to the EEC specifically, we will be looking for open and

accessible procedures at least roughly comparable to those of the United

States; adoption of the more liberal Annex C.1; strengthened recognition of

the EEC Commission's competence in all Florence Agreement matters and a clear

improvement of its ability to adopt and enforce uniform standards for imports

under the Agreement and the Protocol; and as complete and detailed an

understanding as can be reached on the specific tariff coverage of the various

annexes.

It should be noted that S.2685 does not itself address the issue of

ratification. Rather, the bill implements on a provisional basis, until the

Protocol comes into force for the United States, and thereafter on a permanent
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basis, the U.S. treaty obligation. Senate guidance on depositing the

instrument of ratification could more appropriately be included in the

Committee Report bf the Senate Foreign Relations Committee in reporting out

the Resolution on Advice and Consent, or possibly in the Senate Resolution

itself. We believe, nevertheless, that legislative history developed during

Senate advice and consent hearings and during the hearings on this bill

provide adequate guidance to the Administration regarding ratification.
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Senator HEINZ. I do want to say that S. 1902 seems to me to be
virtually unprecedented. Congress has historically guarded its pre-
rogative to set trade policy, and has never granted broad tariff-cut-
ting authority outside the context of a specific negotiation like the
Kennedy round or the Tokyo round. That was the original purpose
of section 124 in the Trade Act of 1974. Its 2-year extension in the
Trade Agreement Act of 1979 was specifically to tie up loose ends
left over from the Tokyo round.

Those in the room today-if they are still in the room, if they
don't move too quickly-who were involved in the writing of that
bill will remember that even that modest objective was the subject
of considerable controversy for precisely the reason I have suggest-
ed, the dangerously broad grant of authority to the Executive.

Mr. Chairman, my second reservation about this bill concerns
the practical effect. Simply put, I believe, the good it will do or
may do will be far outweighed by the damage it will do to already
heavily import-impacted industries.

The authority in the bill is extremely broad-deliberately so,
says the administration, so it can make the best deals possible. I
suppose that makes some sense; but to get those good deals, what
do we have to give up or relinquish? Clearly our tariffs on items
other nations want to send here. What might those items be? In all
probability, a good assortment of products from industries that are
already vulnerable to competition from abroad.

Take a look at the industries that oppose this bill: apparel, leath-
er goods, specialty steel, footwear, lead and zinc, color televisions,
among others, and you have a list of the industries in this country
already reeling from imports-some fair and some not. These in-
dustries have serious problems by any standard of measurement;
yet, what this grant of authority proposes to do is to put an addi-
tional burden on them.

To understand that better, I suggest we ask the administration
why it opposes an amendment that will clearly exempt those indus-
tries from the scope of the bill. The answer, I suspect, would be the
need for flexibility in negotiations. What that means to me is that
the administration realizes the point I just made; that's why they
wanted to leave.

In order to get the tariff reductions abroad that the private-
sector proponents of this bill want we are going to have to reduce
our tariffs in precisely the areas opponents of this bill fear will
hurt them the most. The damage we do thereby, in my opinion, Mr.
Chairman, far outweighs the gains the bill's proponents will obtain.
A better approach, it seems to me, is to handle the matter sectoral-
ly, which we are doing with respect to certain high technology
items that are also the subject of today's hearing, and I hope that
the committee will consider that alternative approach carefully
before it acts hastily on S. 1902.

-I do have a couple of questions I would like to submit for' thb ad-
ministration. You said Mr. Lamb was going to leave; I didn't real-
ize everybody else was going to leave.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, Senator Heinz.
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SenatorDANFORTH. It is my understanding that Congressman de
Lugo is present now, and if that is so we would appreciate hearing
from him.

Mr. DE Luo. Thank you very much, Senator.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, sir, for being here.

STATEMENT OF HON. RON DE LUGO, DELEGATE, U.S. VIRGIN
ISLANDS

Mr. DE LuGo. I would like to thank you for extending the courte-
sy to appear before your committee this morning.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I greatly appreci-
ate this opportunity to share my views with you on certain critical
aspects of adopting the increase in value limitations for duty-free
importations of personal articles by persons returning from the in-
sular possessions of the United States, as proposed under H.R.
4566.

As we all know, the U.S. possessions and in particular my com-
munity, the U.S. Virgin Islands, rely heavily on tourism to keep
their economies thriving. In addition to climate and hotel accom-
modations and cultural attractions and fishing, one of the major in-
ducements for a would-be visitor is the shopping values that can be
found in the territories. Bargain-conscious travelers often find it
less expensive to buy certain items outside the U.S. mainland and
to bring them back home. Coming from the U.S. Virgin Islands, for
example, a person can return with items such as liquor, jewelry,
and perfume at substantial savings.

In the bill currently before this subcommittee, the duty-free ceil-
ing for hand-carried purchases from U.S. possessions is increased to
$800 from the present $600 and from $40 to $100 for gifts mailed to
the United States. These levels maintain the traditional 2 to 1 ad-
vantage in favor of the U.S. possessions over items brought in from
foreign lands. The Congress has consistently recognized this advan-
tage as one of great importance to the tourism-based economies of
our territories, with whom the United States has a very special and
unique relationship.

I caution the members of this committee, though, against any in-
crease in the duty-free ceilings above these present levels. In fact,
these are compromise levels. To tell you the truth, I wouldn't mind
the levels staying at what they are today; but the original proposal
was to increase them to $1,200 to the Virgin Islands and $600 for-
eign, which would have just about made it meaningless for the
Virgin Islands. So this is a compromise that we can live with, but I
urge you not to raise it any further.

Further increases could jeopardize the incentives for travel to
the U.S. territories, when you consider what the average tourist ac-
tually spends.

If we raise the ceiling for purchases made in Europe, for exam-
ple, a person might be more inclined to travel there, particularly
when you consider that air fares are almost the same to Europe
these days as they are to the Virgin Islands, unfortunately.

The House Ways and Means Committee recognized this diminish-
ing return factor, the damage it would have on the territories, and
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acted to amend downward the higher ceiling that were originally
called for in this bill.

In closing, I simply urge that the increases in the duty-free ceil-
ings proposed in H.R. 4566 not be raised further, and that the 2-to-
1 ratio be maintained. h

[The prepared statement of Hon. Ron de Luga follows:]

TESTIMONY OF RON DE Luco

MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE, I GREATLY APPRECIATE -

THIS OPPORTUNITY TO SHARE MY VIEWS WITH YOU ON CERTAIN CRITICAL ASPECTS

OF ADOPTING THE INCREASE IN VALUE LIMITATIONS FOR DUTY-FREE IMPORTATIONS

OF PERSONAL ARTICLES BY PERSONS RETURNING FROM THE INSULAR POSSESSIONS

OF THE UNITED STATES, AS PROPOSED UNDER H,R.4566.

As WE, ALL KNOW, THE POSSESSIONS AND IN PARTICULAR MY COMMUNITY,
RELY HEAVILY ON TOURISM TO KEEP THEIR ECONOMIES THRIVING, IN ADDITION

TO CLIMATE, HOTEL ACCOMODATIONS, AND CULTURAL ATTRACTIONS, ONE OF THE

MAJOR INDUCEMENTS FOR A WOULD BE VISITOR IS THE SHOPPING VALUES THAT

CAN BE FOUND IN THE TERRITORIES, BARGAIN-CONSCIOUS TRAVELERS OFTEN

FIND IT LESS EXPENSIVE TO BUY CERTAIN ITEMS OUTSIDE THE U.S. AND BRING

THEM BACK HOME. COMING FROM THE VIRGIN ISLANDS, FOR EXAMPLE, A PERSON

CAN RETURN WITH ITEMS SUCH AS LIQUOR, JEWELRY AND PERFUME AT SUBSTANTIAL

SAVINGS.

IN THE hILL CURRENTLY BEFORE THIS SUBCOMMITTEE, THE DUTY-FREE
CEILING FOR HAND CARRIED PURCHASES FROM THE U.S. POSSESSIONS IS

INCREASED TO $800 FROM $600 AND FROM $40 TO $100 FOR GIFTS MAILED TO
THE U.S. THESE LEVELS MAINTAIN THE TRADITIONAL TWO TO ONE ADVANTAGE

IN FAVOR OF THE POSSESSIONS OVER ITEMS BROUGHT IN FROM FOREIGN LANDS,

THE CONGRESS HAS CONSISTENTLY RECOGNIZED THIS ADVANTAGE AS ONE OF

GREAT IMPORTANCE TO THE TOURISM-BASED ECONOMIES OF OUR TERRITORIES,

WITH WHOM THE UNITED STAES HAS A VERY SPECIAL AND UNIQUE RELATIONSHIP,
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I MUST CAUTION THE MEMBERS THOUGH, AGAINST ANY INCREASE IN THE

DUTY-FREE CEILINGS ABOVE THESE LEVELS. FURTHER INCREASES COULD

JEOPARDIZE THE INCENTIVES FOR TRAVEL TO THE TERRITORIES, WHEN YOU CONSIDER

WHAT THE AVERAGE TOURIST ACTUALLY SPENDS. IF WE RAISE THE CEILING FOR

PURCHASES MADE IN EUROPE, FOR EXAMPLE, A PERSON MIGHT BE MORE INCLINED

TO TRAVEL THERE, PARTICULARLY WHEN YOU CONSIDER THAT AIR FARES ARE ALMOST

THE SAME TO EUROPE AS THEY ARE TO THE VIRGIN ISLANDS. THE HOUSE WAYS

AND MEANS COMMITTEE RECOGNIZED THIS DEMINISHING RETURN FACTOR, THE

DAMAGE IT WOULD HAVE ON THE TERRITORIES, AND ACTED TO AMEND DOWNWARD

THE HIGHER CEILINGS THAT WERE ORIGINALLY CALLED FOR IN THIS BILL,

IN CLOSING MR. CHAIRMAN, I SIMPLY URGE THAT THE INCREASES IN

THE DUTY-FREE CEILINGS PROPOSED IN H.R. 4566 NOT BE RAISED FURTHER

AND THAT THE 2 TO 1 RATIO BE MAINTAINED.
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Senator DANFORTH. All right. Thank you very much, Congress-
man.

It is my understanding that this provision is not particularly con-
troversial, this provision in H.R. 4566, but I appreciate your being
here and giving us your views.

Senator Heinz.
Senator HEINZ. No questions at this time, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you very much, sir.
The next witness is Paul O'Day, Deputy Assistant Secretary for

Commerce's Trade Development.

STATEMENT OF PAUL T. O'DAY, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR TRADE DEVELOPMENT, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Mr. O'DAY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate this opportu-

nity to join with my colleagues from the State Department in sup-
porting S. 2685. In view of the long list of witnesses you have I
would like to, with your approval, submit my statement for the
record, and perhaps just briefly summarize.

Senator DANFORTH. Right. No witness even has to ask to submit
their statement. They will all be included in the record, and if you
would all just summarize your comments in the allotted time it
would be very much appreciated.

Mr. O'DAY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The bill before the committee, S. 2685, would implement the

Nairobi protocol to the Florence agreement. The Nairobi protocol
amends and expands the coverage of the basic agreement to take
into account technological changes since 1950.

Basically, the legislation would:
One, require the immediate granting of temporary duty-free

treatment for articles specifically designed for the use of physically
or mentally handicapped persons other than the blind;

Two, authorize the President to grant temporary duty-free treat-
ment for any other articles covered by the bill for a temporary
period ,iot to exceed 2 years; and

Three, provide a safeguard mechanism for U.S. producers of
products for the handicapped which allows for a strict adherence to
the provisions of the protocol as a remedy to any significant ad-
verse effect from imports.-

The legislation provides that permanent duty-free treatment may
be granted if the President finds within 2 years that our trading
partners are acting in an equivalent manner, taking into account
their level of obligations, method of implementation, and the bene-
fits to U.S. producers and consumers.

If S. 2685 is enacted, the United States would adhere to five of
the nine annexes in the Nairobi protocol: Annex A on books and
periodicals, annex B on works of art, annex C on audiovisual mate-
rials, annex D on scientific instruments and related tools, and
annex E on articles for the blind and otherwise handicapped indi-
viduals.

We would not propose to adhere to annexes F, G, and H, cover-
ing sports equipment, musical instruments and equipment, and ma-
terials and machines used in the production of books.
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Mr. Chairman, we believe that there are significant export op-
portunities within the context of the Nairobi protocol, should it be
adopted in a widespread way across the world. Those benefits are
worth the support of the Commerce Department, the- State
Department, and the administration. And, therefore, we propose
and urge the committee to adopt the legislation now before it on
this subject.

I would be pleased to answer any questions you may have.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you very much, Mr. O'Day.
[The prepared statement of Hon. Paul T. O'Day follows:]
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STATEMENT OF

PAUL T. O'DAY

DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR TRADE DEVELOPMENT

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

OF THE

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

UNITED STATES SENATE

WASHINGTON, D.C.

July 21, 1982

MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE:

I APPRECIATE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO TESTIFY BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON

S. 2685, A BILL "TO IMPLEMENT THE NAIROBI PROTOCOL TO THE FLORENCE AGREEMENT

ON THE IMPORTATION OF EDUCATION, SCIENTIFIC, AND CULTURAL MATERIALS."

THE BASIC FLORENCE AGREEMENT WAS NEGOTIATED IN 1950 AND PROVIDES

PRINCE PALLY FOR EXEMPTION GF DUTIES FOR IN.PORTS OF EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC,

AND CULTURAL MATERIALS. THE NAIROBI PROTOCOL AMENDS AND EXPANDS THE COVERAGE

OF THE BASIC AGREEMENT TO TAKE INTO ACCOUNT TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGES SINCE 1950

TO INCLUDE ADDITIONAL CATEGORIES AND MATERIALS.

98-592 0 - 82 - 5
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THE PROPOSED LEGISLATION WOULD:

1. REQUIRE THE iMMEDIATE GRANTING OF TEMPORARY DUTY-FREE TREATMENT

FOR ARTICLES SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED FOR THE USE OF PHYSICALLY OR

MENTALLY HANDICAPPED PERSONS OTHER THAN THE BLIND;

2. AUTHORIZE THE PRESIDENT TO GRANT TEMPORARY DUTY-FREE TREATMENT

FOR ANY OTHER ARTICLES COVERED BY THE BILL FOR A TEMPORARY

PERIOD NOT TO EXCEED 2-1/2 YEARS FROM DATE OF ENACTMENT; AND

3. PROVIDE A SAFEGUARDO" MECHANISM FOR U.S. PRODUCERS OF PRODUCTS

FOR THE HANDICAPPED WHICH ALLOWS STRICT ADHERENCE TO THE

PROVISIONS OF THE PROTOCOL AS A REMEDY TO SIGNFICIANT ADVERSE

IMPACT FROM IMPORTS.

IN ADDITION, THE LEGISLATION PROVIDES THAT PERMANENT DUTY-FREE TREATMENT MAY

BE GRANTED, IF THE PRESIDENT FINDS WITHIN THE 2-1/2 YEAR PERIOD THAT OUR

TRADING PARTNERS ARE ACTING IN AN EQUIVALENT MANNER, TAKING INTO ACCOUNT THEIR

LEVEL OF OBLIGATIONS AND METHOD OF IMPLEMENTATION, AND THE BENEFITS FOR U.S.

CONSUMERS AND EXPORTERS.

S. 2685 WOULD ENABLE THE UNITED STATES TO IMPLEMENT THE PROVISIONS OF THE

NAIROBI PROTOCOL. THE MAJOR BENEFITS TO BE DERIVED FROM THE PROTOCOL ARE

CONTAINED IN THE PROVISIONS EXEMPTING FROM CUSTOMS DUTY THOSE MATERIALS LISTED
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IN THE NINE ANNEXES, SOME OF WHICH ARE MANDATORY AND SOME OPTIONAL. IF

S. 2685 IS ENACTED, THE UNITED STATES WOULD ADHERE TO FIVE OF THE NINE ANNEXES

IN THE NAIROBI PROTOCOL:

ANNEX A - BOOKS AND PERIODICALS

ANNEX B - WORKS OF ART

ANNEX C - AUDIO VISUAL MATERIALS

ANNEX 0 - SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS D RELATED TOOLS

ANNEX E - ARTICLES FOR THE BLIND AND

INDIVIDUALS

OTHERWISE HANDICAPPED

THE UNITED STATES WOULD NOT PROPOSE TO ADHERE TO ANNEXES F, G, AND H,

COVERING SPORTS EQUIPMENT, MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS AND EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS

AND MACHINES USED IN THE PRODUCTION OF BOOKS, RESPECTIVELY.

THE COMMERCE DEPARTMENT BELIEVES THAT WIDESPREAD ADOPTION OF THE PROTOCOL

COULD RESULT IN SIGNIFICANT NE~j TRADE OPPORTUNITIES FOR U.S. EXPORTERS. THE

LIBERAL DUTY-FREE TREATMENT PROVISIONS IN S. 2685 CAN BE JUSTIFIED ON A

PERMANENT BASIS ONLY IF THERE IS GENERALLY EQUIVALENT APPLICATION OF THE

PROTOCOL BY OTHER MAJOR TRADING NATIONS.
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WE BELIEVE THAT THE AUTHORITY TO GRANT, OR WITHHOLD, DUTY-FREE TREATMENT

FOR THE MAJORITY OF THE ARTICLES UNDER THE PROTOCOL WILL PROVIDE EFFECTIVE

'INCENTIVES TO INDUCE ADEQUATE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROTOCOL BY OTHER

NATIONS. IT WILL PERMIT EARLY U.S. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROTOCOL, BUT ONLY

ON A TEMPORARY BASIS TO ENSURE THAT THE UNITED STATES WILL NOT BECOME

OBLIGATED UNDER THE PROTOCOL TO GRANT DUTY-FREE TREATMENT ON A PERMANENT BASIS

UNTIL ADQUATE RECIPROCITY IS ASSURED.

IN CLOSING, I WOULD LIKE TO STATE THAT WE BELIEVE THAT THIS LEGISLATION

PROVIDES OVERALL TRADE BENEFITS FOR U.S. INDUSTRY. THEREFORE, THE COMMERCE

DEPARTMENT SUFPCRTS THZ ENACTMENT OF S. 2665.
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Senator DANFORTH. Senator Heinz.
Senator HEINZ. No questions.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you very much, sir.
Mr. O'DAY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DANFORTH. All right, the next witness is David Elliott,

chairman of the Joint Industry Group, with Eleanor Talmadge,
president, Andrus Campflow of America.

STATEMENT OF DAVID J. ELLIOTT, CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT
INDUSTRY GROUP OF THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Mr. ELuOcr. Good morning, Mr. Chairman, Senator Bentsen,
Senator Heinz.

As requested, I will summarize my statement.
My name is David Elliott. I am manager of customs, export, and

trade affairs for Procter & Gamble. I am here today as chairman of
the Joint Industry Group, and I am accompanied by Frank Samolis
of Patton, Boggs & Blow.

The Joint Industry Group is a coalition of 21 business associ-
ations broadly representative of American businesses-involved in
international trade. A listing of the members who support this
statement is included in my written testimony.

Mr. Chairman, the Joint Industry Group strongly supports S.
1902, which would extend for 2 additional years the President's
very limited authority to negotiate tariff reductions under section
124.

Despite the accomplishments achieved in the Tokyo round and
the publicity recently given to nontariff barriers in world trade,
the fact remains that many of our trading partners retain prohibi-
tively high tariffs on selected imports.

While undoubtedly the subcommittee is aware of the general
nature of the- authority embodied in section 124, it may not be as
aware of the extent to which existing tariff difficulties are burden-
ing U.S. exporters in specific foreign markets where, without high
tariffs, the United States could compete effectively.

A few-examples may illustrate the need for extending this au-
thority:

U.S. chocolate manufacturers are trying to penetrate a-potential-
ly lucrative market in Asia. They are inhibited, however, by tariffs
of 30 percent in Japan, 60 percent in Korea, and 100 percent in
Taiwan. U.S. tariffs are 5 percent on solid chocolate bars and 7 per-
cent on other chocolate confectionery.

American furniture manufacturers face an effective 30 percent
tariff -on their finished furniture products in Canada. This com-
pares with a tariff range in the United States of 2.4 to 16 percent
for the same products.

The tariff on disposable diapers is currently 80 percent in the
Philippines and 56 percent in Korea, compared to the current U.S.
rate of 3 percent.

High Common Market duties effectively exclude U.S.-made alu-
minum truck wheels from Europe, even though there is no produc-
tion there.

Semiconductor duties are around 17. percent in Europe compared
with 4.2 percent in the United States and Japan.
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U.S.-made specialty and other papers could significantly expand
their markets if Japanese and European duties could be lowered.

Job creation through improved export performance depends upon
the elimination of all trade-distorting obstacles, and the problem of
unreasonably high tariffs abroad is, in selected cases, as vital as
the problem of nontariff barriers. In this regard it is worth noting
that section 124 already has a proven track record of success. It has
been used twice-once as the result of a petition by the U.S. semi-
conductor industry to USTR, which resulted in a bilateral agree-
ment with Japan, in which Japan accelerated previously agreed
upon reduction from 10.1 to 4.2 percent, and the United States ac-
celerated its reductions from 5.6 to 4.2 percent.

In the section 124 agreement with Taiwan,-the other agreement,
U.S. duties were reduced on goods which had already been accord-
ed GSP duty-free treatment. In exchange, the Taiwanese made ap-
proximately 50 percent rate reductions on many items of particular
interest to U.S. exporters. For example, while the disposable diaper
reductions should create an additional 300 jobs in this country, we
gave up duty protection on bamboo shoots in cans, and I doubt that
that cost us very many jobs.

The group is aware of the concern among some that section 124
will be used to negotiate tariff reductions in import-sensitive indus-
tries such as footwear or textiles. The group is very sensitive to
this issue, but we believe the fear to be unfounded.

First of all, the renewed authority is ve :y limited and will con-
tain the same safeguards as previous law: no more.than 20 percent
reductions on any item, and the President is limited to negotiations
on no more than 2 percent of our U.S. imports in the most recent
year.

In addition, in the House counterpart of this bill, the Ways and
Means Subcommittee on Trade adopted an amendment which pro-
hibits the President from entering into any trade agreement under
section 124 mAth regard to articles designated by the President as
import-sensitive.

The report language defines several products as being import-
sensitive: Automotive products, textiles and apparel, steel, and foot-
wear, and provides an appropriate mechanism for identifying
others. The group supports both this amendment and the report
language as an appropriate means of preventing job losses at a
very difficult economic time.

We are confident that this committee, through its oversight and
authorization powers, has the ability to insure that the congres-
sional intent is fulfilled. We urge expeditious action on the legisla-
tion. Many U.S. industries with a highly efficient, pinpointed
export potential need tariff negotiations to accomp' ish it.

We would be pleased to provide any additional information and
answer questions.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you very much, Mr. Elliott.
[The prepared statement of David Elliot follows:]
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STATEMENT OF
THE JOINT INDUSTRY GROUP

OF THE U.S. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
UNITED STATES SENATE

ON S. 1902

Good morning. My name is David J. Elliott, manager of

customs and international trade affairs for Procter & Gamble. I

am accompanied here today by Mr. Frank R. Samolis, of the

Washington law firm Patton, Boggs & Blow. We are appearing on

behalf of the Joint Industry Group, an ad hoc coalition of trade

associations representing many segments of American business

involved in international trade, including exporters, importers,

customs brokers, and others. A listing of the members who

support our statement is included as part of my written

testimony.

The Joint Industry Group is very appreciative of this

opportunity to testify in support of S. 1902, which would extend

for two additional years the President's authority to negotiate

tariff reductions pursuant to section 124 of the Trade Act of

1974.

Mr. Chairman, the Joint Industry Group strongly believes

that the President and the United States Trade Representative

need renewal of this trade negotiation authority. Despite the

accomplishments achieved in the Tokyo Round of trade negotia-

tions, and the publicity recently given to the issue of non-

tariff barriers in world trade, the fact remains that many of our
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trading partners retain prohibitively high tariffs on selected

imports.

As you know, Presidential action under section 124 is

premised upon a determination that existing duties or other

import restrictions are "unduly burdening and restricting the

foreign trade of the United States." The Joint I 'ustry Group

fully supports the Administration's continuing efforts to seek

reductions in existing tariff obstacles which are excluding U.S.

goods from foreign markets. However, without extension of

section 124 authority, the President is severely restricted in

his ability to correct this situation. We believe that the

President should at least be given the authority to negotiate

trade agreements which will open new markets and expand U.S.

exports.

Renewal of section 124 authority will facilitate the

narrowing of trade-distorting disparities between certain low

U.S. and high foreign tariffs. At this moment, there are several

instances where negotiations on tariff barriers are at a stale-

mate because the USTR does not have the requisite statutory

authority. While the Subcommittee is aware of the general nature

of the authority embodied in section 124, it may not be aware of

the extent to which existing tariff difficulties are burdening

U.S. exporters in specific foreign markets where -- without the

high tariffs -- the U.S. could compete. A few examples may

illustrate the urgency of renewing section l24 authority:
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-- U.S. chocolate manufacturers are trying to

penetrate a potentially lucrative market in Asia.

They are inhibited, however, by tariffs of 30% in

Japan, 60% in Korea and 100% in Taiwan. U.S. tariffs

on chocolate are 5% on solid chocolate bars and 7% on

other chocolate confectionary.

-- American furniture manufacturers face an effective

30% tariff on their finished furniture products

entering Canada. This compares with a tariff range in

the U.S. of 2.4% to 16% for the same products.

-- The tariff on disposable diapers is currently 80%

in the Philippines and 56.5% in Korea, compared to the

current U.S. rate of 3.1%.

-- American manufacturers of semiconductors face a 17%

tariff on their exports to the European Economic

Community. This is compared to a 4.2% tariff on

imports of these articles into the United States.

Job creation through improved export performance depends

upon the elimination of all trade-distorting obstacles, and the

problem of unreasonably high tariffs abroad is every bit as-vital

as the problem of non-tariff barriers. Particularly with respect

to those industries like furniture and wood products manufac-

turing that are relying on improved export performance to counter

the effects of a stagnant domestic market, the reduction in

foreign tariffs is absolutely essential.
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In this regard, it is worth noting that the utilization of

section 124 in the recent past has been successful: the U.S.

semiconductor industry petitioned the USTR to negotiate a

bilateral agreement with Japan, in which Japanese duties were

reduced from 10.1 to 4.2 percent, while U.S. duties were reduced

from 5.6 to 4.2 percent. In another section 124 trade agreement

with Taiwan, U.S. duties were reduced on goods which had already

been accorded GSP duty-free treatment. In exchange, the

Taiwanese made 50% reductions on many items of-particular

interest to U.S. exporters. Taiwan's reduction in duties on one

item alone -- disposable diapers -- could expand exports enough

to create about 300 additional jobs in the United States.

Obviously, the larger the market which U.S. manufacturers can

reach overseas, the greater the number of jobs there will be at

home.

The Joint Industry Group is aware of the concern among some

that section 124 authority will be used to negotiate tariff

reductions affecting import sensitive industries such as footwear

or apparel. We believe this fear to be unfounded for several

reasons:

1. The renewed section 124 authority will contain the

same safeguards as did-previous law. In any trade agreement that

is concluded under this authority, the President cannot reduce

the tariff more than 20% on any one item. In addition, imports

of products subject to section 124 tariff cuts are limited to 2%

of all U.S. imports.
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2. The statutory framework of the Trade Act of 1974

provides for other safeguards by requiring the President to N

consult with the International Trade Commission, Executive

agencies, and representatives from the private sector in deter-

mining the domestic economic impact of any trade agreement

negotiated under section 124. The President also must apprise

the House Committee on Ways and Means and the Senate Finance

Committee of the progress of any trade agreement negotiations.

Given the direct limitations on the amount of tariff reductions

the President is allowed to make, and the indirect checks arising

out of the consultations with government and private sector

interests, the power of the President to make tariff reductions

with section 124 authority is quite narrow.

3. In the House counterpart of S. 1902, the Subcommittee

on Trade of the Committee on Ways and Means adopted an amendment

which would impose additional safeguards for troubled domestic

industries. The amendment specifically provides that the

President cannot enter into any trade agreement under section 124

authority *with regard to articles that are designated by the

President as import sensitive." The Joint Industry Group accepts

this amendment as a compromise which will allow the President to

continue to seek reductions in foreign tariffs, while ensuring

that our import sensitive industries will not be adversely

affected by any resulting trade agreement.

4. The past history of the use of section 124 authority

provides a further assurance of how it will be used in the
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future. In the two agreements mentioned above, the tariff reduc-

tions implemented by the United States were small in comparison

to the reductions received in exchange. As far as the Joint

Industry Group knows, no import sensitive industries were

affected by those trade agreements.

The Joint Industry Group strongly urges the Senate Finance

Committee to act expeditiously on this legislation. A number of

highly efficient U.S. industries have pinpointed potential export

markets in which they are ready, willing, and able to compete

head-on with their foreign counterparts. We ask only that they

be given the chance to compete on reasonably even terms. The

Joint Industry Group firmly believes that extension of the

President's trade negotiating authority will lead to a worthwhile

improvement in U.S. export performance, which will help revita-

lize the business climate in the U.S. and create new job

opportunities. We would be pleased to supply the Committee with

any additional information which would expand on our statement

today. Thank you for your consideration of our position.
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THE JOINT INDUSTRY GROUP
U.S. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

WASHINGTON, D.C.

OAVPD J ELLIOTT, CHAIRMAN

P0 BOX 5 CINCINNATI ONIO 4520I

In making this statement, the Joint Industry Group has the

support of the following associations and businesses they

present:

The Air Transport Association of America - represents

nearly all scheduled airlines of the United States.

The American Electronics Association - has over 1,900 high

technology electronics companies as members. Its members are

mostly small to medium in size, with more than half employing

fewer than 200 people.

The American Association of Exporters and Importers -

represents over 1,200 companies, many small to medium in size,

plus 200 customs brokers, attorneys and banks.

The American Paper Institute - represents companies which

account for 90% of U.S. production of pulp, paper, and

paperboard.

The American Retail Federation - an umbrella organization

encompassing thirty national and fifty state retail associations

that represent more than one million retail establishments with

over 13,000,000 employees.

The Chamber of Commerce of the United States - represents

over 236,000 companies and 2,800 state local Chambers of

Commerce.

The Chocolate Manufactures Association - A nationwide

organization representing approximately 95% of the manufacturers
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and distributors of cocoa and chocolate confectionery products.

The industry employs around 18,000 individuals.

The Cigar Association of America - includes 75% of all U.S.

cigar sales and major cigar tobacco leaf dealers.

The Computer & Business Equipment Manufacturers Association -

includes nearly forty members with 1,000,000 employees and in

excess of $50 billion in worldwide revenues. Members range from

the smallest to the largest in the industry.

The Electronic Industries Association - its 400 member

companies, which range in size from some of the very largest

American businesses to manufacturers in the $25-50 million annual

sales range, have plants in every State in the Union.

The Foreign Trade Association of Southern California -

represents 250 firms in Southern California in the import-export

trade.

The International Hardwood Products Association - an

international association of 250 importers, suppliers and allied

industry members. Members handle 75% of all imported hardwood

products and range in size from small private businesses to the

largest in the industry.

The Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association - its 9 members

produce 99% of all U.S.-made motor vehicles.

The National Association of Furniture Manufacturers; The

Southern Furniture Manufacturers Association - over 275,000

employees representing NAFM and SFMA with over $10 billion in

sales produced by the domestic furniture manufacturers.
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The National Association of Photographic Manufacturers -

its corporate membership employs approximately 115,000 individals

and represents over 90% of domestic shipments of photographic

products.

The National Committee on International Trade Documentation -

includes many of the major U.S. industrial and service companies.

The National Customs Brokers & Forwarders Association of

America, Inc. - a nationwide organization composed of licensed

Customs brokers and ocean/air freight forwarding firms. The

national association has 26 regional and local affiliated

associations of brokers and forwarders; the affiliates are

located in every major U.S. port. The combined membership

handles most of the general cargo imported into and exported from

this country.

The National Foreign Trade Council - is the oldest and

largest private, non-profit organization exclusively concerned

with the expansion of American foreign trade and investment.

More than 650 firms make up the membership of the NFTC with

council members accounting for over 70% of all U.S. exports and

over 70% of all U.S. foreign direct private investment.

The National Forest Products Association - An organization

of 2,500 companies which are engaged in the manufacture and

marketing of a wide variety of wood products.

The Scientific Apparatus Makers Association - represents

manfacturers and distributors of scientific, industrial, and

medical instruments and related equipment.
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The U.S. Council for International Business - a business

policy-making organization which represents and serves the

interests of, several hundred multinational corporations before

relevant national and international authorities.
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Senator DANFORTH. Senator Heinz.
Senator HEINZ. Yes. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Elliott, as I said a few minutes ago, my concern in-granting

this authority, besides the fact that it is unprecedented, is that it
would harm a number of industries that are easily harmed, had
been harmed, are being harmed by imports. Would you agree or
disagree with that?

Mr. ELo'rr. I am aware that many industries feel that they
have been harmed and injured by imports. There is a significant
evidence of that in many different ways. The Joint Industry Group
is not interested in pursuing tariff reductions that would in any
way further threaten those industries.

Senator HEINZ. Well, that means, therefore, you would support a
policy that would prevent the administration from cutting tariffs
on industries that are being hurt by imports?

Mr. ELLO'r. We would certainly support a policy that precluded
negotiations under 124 on the duties of import-sensitive industries.
That may go beyond those now being injured.

Senator HEINZ. All right. One way to do that is to say that we
will not grant authority for negotiations on anything that is not al-
ready on the GSP list. Would you support that policy?

Mr. EuO'rr. The concern we have with that particular formula-
tion, sir, is that the GSP eligibles list is not per se a definition of
import-sensitive industries. I understand from conversations with
USTR there are a number of products that are not import-sensi-
tive, that are not oit the GSP eligible list because no one ever
thought it was interesting to put them on.

Senator Hw:wz. Would you be willing to support a policy that
started by saying we are not going to grant authority for anything
that is not on the GSP list, with the exception of certain specified
product categories that you or the administration demonstrate are
not import-sensitive?

Mr. ELuoTr. Did you say start with the GSP eligibles list and
then add nonsensitive items to that? That would certainly be an
approach that could be considered. Yes.

Senator HEINZ. Are you able to specify what you believe are non-
import-sensitive product categories.

Mr. ELuOcr. We have not gone through that process, Senator.
No.

Senator HEINZ. I think that might be helpful.
Mr. Euao'rr. I will make due note and pursue your suggestion.
Senator HEINZ. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DANFORTH. Senator Bentsen.
Senator BENTSEN. No questions. Thank you.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, Mr. Elliott.
Ambassador Brock, glad to have you back.
Ambassador BROCK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Do I have a prepared text? I don't know if I do or not. It's irrele-

vant. I'm not going to use it, obviously.
Senator HEINZ. If the chairman will yield, I will be happy to lend

yoU my statement.
Ambassador BROCK. I wouldn't take that for all the tea in China.

[Laughter.]

98-592 0 - 82 - 6
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I am trying to present a factual case here today, Senator. [Laugh-
ter.]

Senator HEINZ. I can't wait for the question session, Mr. Chair-
man. [Laughter.]

Senator BENTsEN. You are off to a great start now. I had planned
to go right back to the floor, but I think I'll stay. [Laughter.]

Senator DANFORTH. Ambassador Brock, it was my understanding
that you have some other appointment this morning and that you
were hoping to get out in about 45 minutes. Good luck.

Senator HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, I thought that his years in the
Senate would not be lost on him.

Ambassador BRoCK. Occasionally I forget about it, sometimes de-
liberately.

\ STATEMENT OF AMBASSADOR WILLIAM E. BROCK, U.S. TRADE
REPRESENTATIVE

Ambassador BROCK. I do want to just be very brief, because I do
want to reserve a time for questions.

Senator HEINZ. We're developing a long list of them, starting
now.

Ambassador BROCK. Well, there are serious questions about this
study, and I respect the differences that do exist on both sides; but,
for myself, I seek it for a very simple reason, and that is that we
need the ability to negotiate to advantage U.S. exports and to do so
in a fashion that does not create problems for imports and for
import-sensitive industries.

It seems to me that what we have tried to do over the period of
years of this authority is to have the ability to take that kind of
action and to do so very, very carefully. It's been done in a limited
fashion; it's been done in a way that, in my judgment, has created
no new problems.

The basic thrust of the request is to simply leave us with the
ability to use every tool that we can in negotiating new business
opportunities for American firms and workers wherever they may
want to engage in commerce outside of the United States. That is
the purpose of the request, and to me it is a very simple one that
we would appreciate an affirmative response to.

I should say, because I know we will get into some questions,
that I have an extensive list of steps that are taken now to pre-
clude the kind of concerns that have been expressed, to insure that
we do not do violence to those industries that are import-sensitive.
In that particular regard, if you wish, I can either handle that in
response to questions or provide the committee with a complete
listing of the steps that we go through in making the determina-
tion for 124 authority use or for the reduction of tariffs. That
would be entirely up to you; but I do want to stress the fact that it
is an exhaustive and extensive process that is carefully described
both by law and by procedure to insure that we do accommodate
the concerns of the Members of this body, because there are valid
reasons for the expression of such concerns on the basis of the cur-
rent economic difficulty we ind ourselves in.
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I think that's enough for me to stop on, Mr. Chairman, and try
to get to whatever questions you have and see if we can resolve the
issue.

[The prepared statement of Ambassador Brock follows:]
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STATEMENT OF

WILLIAM E. BROCK

MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:

GOOD MORNING. I WELCOME THIS OPPORTUNITY TO MAKE A

FEW, BRIEF REMARKS IN SUPPORT OF S. 1902, LEGISLATION

WHICH WOULD RENEW FOR TWO YEARS THE PRESIDENT'S RESIDUAL

TARIFF AUTHORITY UNDER SECTION 124 OF THE TRADE ACT OF

1974.

AS YOU KNOW, SECTION 124 TARIFF AUTHORITY EXPIRED ON

JANUARY 3, 1982. UNDER SECTION 124, THE PRESIDENT HAS

THE AUTHORITY TO MAKE MODEST REDUCTIONS OF NO MORE THAN

20 PERCENT IN-U.S. TARIFFS IN EXCHANGE FOR OFTEN MUCH

LARGER CUTS IN FOREIGN TARIFFS.

OUR OFFICE DOES NOT CONSIDER SECTION 124 TO BE A GENERAL

NEGOTIATING AUTHORITY. WE INTEND TO USE THIS AUTHORITY

ONLY IN SPECIFIC CASES IN WHICH GOOD OPPORTUNITIES TO

NEGOTIATE REDUCCTIONS IN FOREIGN TRADE BARRIERS ARISE.

OUR OFFICE REGULARLY RECEIVES COMPLAINTS FROM AMERICAN

FIRMS AND WORKERS REGARDING HIGH FOREIGN TARIFFS,

PARTICULARLY IN TARIFF DISPARITY CASES IN WHICH FOREIGN

TARIFFS EXCEED THOSE FOR THE UNITED STATES ON THE SAME
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PRODUCTS. WE MADE PROGRESS IN REDUCING FOREIGN TARIFFS

AND TARIFF DISPARITIES DURING THE TOKYO ROUND OF

MULTILATERAL TRADE NEGOTIATIONS, BUT THERE IS STILL ROOM

FOR FURTHER MOVEMENT. THE NEWLY INDUSTRIALIZED AND

OTHER DEVELOPING COUNTRIES PRESENT PARTICULARLY

ATTRACTIVE OPPORTUNITIES FOR SECTION 124 TARIFF

NEGOTIATIONS, SINCE MANY OF THESE COUNTRIES DID NOT

ACTIVELY PARTICIPATE IN THE MULTILATERAL TRADE

NEGOTIATIONS. SEVERAL OF THEM NOW APPEAR WILLING TO

NEGOTIATE THEIR HIGH TARIFFS WHICH LIMIT OUR EXPORT

SUCCESS. CANADA AND THE EC HAVE ALSO INDICATED AN

INTEREST IN SECTION 124 TARIFF NEGOTIATIONS, IF OUR

AUTHORITY IS RENEWED.

WITHOUT PASSAGE OF S. 1902 (AND ITS HOUSE COMPANION

BILL, H. R. 4761), WE WILL FORFEIT VALUABLE

OPPORTUNITIES TO EXPAND AMERICAN EXPORTS AND THE JOBS

INVOLVED IN THOSE EXPORTS. OFTEN, TARIFFS IN DEVELOPING

COUNTRY MARKETS ARE PROHIBITIVELY HIGH. EVEN THE MORE

MODERATE TARIFF LEVELS IN DEVELOPED COUNTRIES CAN

SERIOUSLY DAMAGE OUR EXPORT COMPETITIVENESS.

WE ARE ALSO FORFEITING OPPORTUNITIES TO OBTAIN

NEGOTIATING CREDIT FROM OUR TRADING PARTNERS FOR

REDUCTIONS IN U.S. TARIFFS. THE CONGRESS HAS OFTEN
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FAVORABLY RESPONDED TO PRIVATE SECTOR REQUESTS FOR U.S.

DUTY REDUCTIONS BY APPROVING UNILATERAL U.S. TARIFF CUTS

IN MISCELLANEOUS TARIFF LEGISLATION. BY GIVING THE

EXECUTIVE BRANCH AN EXTENSION OF THE MODEST TARIFF

AUTHORITY UNDER SECTION 124, OUR OFFICE COULD ATTEMPT TO

NEGOTIATE RECIPROCAL REDUCTIONS IN FOREIGN TARIFF AND

NON-TARIFF BARRIERS IN EXCHANGE FOR THESE U.S, TARIFF

REDUCTIONS.

OUR OFFICE HAS RECEIVED ABOUT A HUNDRED LETTERS FROM OUR

INDUSTRY, LABOR, AND AGRICULTURAL ADVISORS REGARDING

EXTENSION OF SECTION 124 AUTHORITY. THE MAJORITY OF

THESE LETTERS WERE VERY SUPPORTIVE OF AN EXTENSION. IN

ADDITION, WE HAVE RECEIVED MANY PRIVATE SECTOR REQUESTS

FOR USE OF SECTION 124 AUTHORITY. SOME EXAMPLES INCLUDE

REQUESTS FOR FOREIGN TARIFF CUTS ON: TOBACCO PRODUCTS,

CITRUS PRODUCTS, ALUMINUM WHE!7LS, SILICONES EXPORTED TO

THE EC; FURNITURE, ALUMINUM AND FIBERGLASS SCREENS,

WALLCOVERINGS, DENTAL MATERIALS, MOLDS, AND COBALT

CHEMICALS SHIPPED TO CANADA; COLOR TELEVISIONS,

HANDTOOLS, CAMERAS AND FILM, MOTORS, TALLOW, AND SQUID

EXPORTED TO THE PHILIPPINES; CHOCOLATE PRODUCTS SHIPPED

TO KOREA; AND SALMON IMPORTED INTO NEW ZEALAND.
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THERE IS OPPOSITION TO RENEWAL OF' THIS SECTION 124

AUTHORITY. SOME BELIEVE THAT WE WILL USE SECTION 124 AS

A GENERAL NEGOTiATING AUTHORITY. AS I MENTIONED

EARLIER, THAT IS NOT OUR INTENTION.

SOME OF THE WITNESSES YOU WILL HEAR TODAY MAY EXPRESS

CONCERNS ABOUT THE POTENTIAL USE OF SECTION 124

AUTHORITY oN IMPORT-SENSITIVE ITEMS. I WANT TO ASSURE

THIS COMMITTEE THAT, BASED ON OUR TRACK RECORD IN USING

THIS AUTHORITY AND THE PROCEDURAL SAFEGUARDS EMBODIED IN

THE TRADE ACT OF 1974, SUCH CONCERNS ARE UNFOUNDED.

DURING 1981, OUR OFFICE NEGOTIATED TWO SECTION 124

AGREEMENTS -- ONE WITH JAPAN AND THE OTHER WITH TAIWAN.

THE U.S.-JAPAN 124 AGREEMENT ACCELERATED THE

IMPLEMENTATION OF MTN TARIFF REDUCTIONS ON

SEMICONDUCTORS BY BOTH COUNTRIES. THE UNITED STATES

AGREED TO IMPLEMENT THE MTN CONCESSON DUTY OF 4.2

PERCENT BY 1983 RATHER THAN WAITING UNTIL 1987. IN

RETURN, JAPAN MADE AN EVEN GREATER CONCESSION IN

AGREEING TO ACCELERATE ITS SEMICONDUCTOR TARIFFS FROM
S

10.1 TO 4.2 PERCENT BY APRIL 1982. THUS, THIS SECTION

124 AGREEMENT REMOVED THE EXISTING DISPARTIY BETWEEN

JAPAN'S HIGH TARIFFS ON SEMICONDUCTORS AND THOSE OF THE

UNITED STATES.

I
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UNDER THE U.S.-TAIWAN SECTION 124 TRADE AGREEMENT,

TAIWAN CUT TARIFFS ON 28 AGRICULTURAL AND INDUSTRIAL

PRODUCTS BY AN AVERAGE OF 26 PERCENT. THE UNITED STATES

REDUCED TARIFFS BY 20 PERCENT ON EIGHT PRODUCTS, ALL OF

WHICH ALREADY RECEIVED DUTY-FREE TREATMENT WHEN SHIPPED

BY ELIGIBLE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES UNDER THE GENERALIZED

SYSTEM OF PREFERENCES (GSP). TAIWAN HAD EXCEEDED THE

COMPETITIVE NEED CEILINGS ON SIX OF THE ITEMS.

ESSENTIALLY, TAIWAN PAID FOR MINOR TARIFF CONCESSIONS ON

- PRODUCTS FOR WHICH IT HAD ONCE ENJOYED DUTY-FREE

TREATMENT UNDER GSP.

NOW, I WOULD, LIKE TO BRIEFLY OUTLINE THE EXTENSIVE

PROCEDURAL REQUIREMENTS FOR USE OF SECTION 124

AUTHORITY. FIRST, BEFORE WE CAN EVEN CONSIDER CUTTING

U.S. TARIFFS, WE MUST SEEK AND RECEIVE THE ADVICE OF THE

U.S. INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION ON THE "PROBABLE

ECONOMIC EFFECT* OF A 20 PERCENT TARIFF CUT ON THE

RELEVANT U. S. INDUSTRIES AND ON CONSUMERS. IF SECTION

124 AUTHORITY IS RENEWED, OUR OFFICE INTENDS TO SEEK

NEW USITC ADVICE ON A LIMITED NUMBER OF ITEMS T BE

CONSIDERED FOR POSSIBLE USE IN SECTION 124 TRADE

AGREEMENTS. WE PLAN TO CONSULT CLOSELY WITH OUR PRIVATE

SECTOR ADVISORY COMMITTEES IN FORMULATING THE LIST OF

PRODUCTS FOR WHICH USITC ADVICE WILL BE REQUESTED.
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THERE ARE TWO SEPARATE SETS OF PUBLIC HEARINGS HELD --

ONE BY THE USITC AND THE OTHER BY THE INTERAGENCY TRADE

POLICY STAFF COMMITTEE.

UNDER SECTION 135 OF THE TRADE ACT, WE MUST SEEK PRIVATE

SECTOR ADVICE WITH RESPECT TO NEGOTIATING OBJECTIVES AND

BARGAINING POSITIONS BEFORE ENTERING INTO A SECTION 124

AGREEMENT. OTHER SECTIONS OF THE 1974 TRADE ACT REQUIRE

US TO SEEK A VICE FROM CTHER EXECUTIVE BRANCH AGENCIES

AND TO CONSULT WITH CONGRESSIONAL ADVISORS AND STAFF ON

THE STATUS AND PROGRESS OF ANY NEGOTIATIONS UNDER

SECTION 124.

THESE PROCEDURAL REQUIREMENTS ARE ADEQUATE TO SAFEGUARD

THE INTERESTS OF IMPORT-SENSITIVE U. S. INDUSTRIES AND

WORKERS. OUR TRACK RECORD OF USING SECTION 124

AUTHORITY DEMONSTRATES THAT.WE HAVE BEEN EXTREMELY

CAREFUL TO AVOID ACTIONS WHICH MIGHT BE DETRIMENTAL TO

IMPORT-SENSITIVE U.S. INDUSTRIES.

IN MARKING-UP H.R. 4761, THE HOUSE COUNTERPART TO S.

1902, THE HOUSE WAYS AND MEANS TRADE SUBCOMMITTEE ADDED

TWO AMENDMENTS. THE FIRST AMENDMENT PROVIDES FOR A

FULL, TWO-YEAR RENEWAL OF SECTION 124 AUTHORITY RATHER

THAN A TWO-YEAR EXTENSION FROM THE EXPIRATION DATE OF
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SECTION 124 OF JANUARY 3, 1982. WE FULLY SUPPORT THIS

AMENDMENT AND WOULD ENCOURAGE THIS COMMITTEE TO TAKE

SIMILAR ACTION. WE WILL NEED AT LEAST SIX MONTHS IN

ORDER TO SEEK AND RECEIVE NEW USTIC ADVICE UNDER SECTION

124. THk REMAINING 18 MONTHS WILL BE NEEDED TO COMPLY

WITH THE OTHER PROCEDURAL REQUIREMENTS I'VE MENTIONED

EARLIER AND TO ENTER INTO AND COMPLETE NEGOTIATIONS WITH

OUR TRADING PARTNERS.

THE SECOND AMENDMENT WAS INTRODUCED BY THE CHAIRMAN OF

THE TRADE SUBCOMMITTEE TO ALLEVIATE CONCERNS ABOUT USE

OF EECION 124 AUTHORITY ON IMPORT-SENSITIVE PRODUCTS.

THIS AMENDMENT PROVIDES THAT THE PRESIDENT CANNOT USE

SECTION 124 AUTHORITY ON ITEMS HE DEEMS TO BE

IMPORT-SENSITIVE. IN ADDITION, THE WAYS AND MEANS

COMMITTEE REPORT LANGUAGE IDENTIFIES SEVERAL SECTORS

WHICH, IN THE COMMITTEE'S VIEW, SHOULD NOT BE INCLUDED

IN SECTION 124 NEGOTIATIONS. OUR OFFICE CAN ACCEPT THIS

ArENDMENT.

BEFORE CONCLUDING MY REMARKS, ID LIKE TO EMPHASIZE THE

IMPORTANCE OF HAVING THIS AUTHORITY RENEWED BEFORE THE

NOVEMBER GATT MINISTERIAL MEETING. MANY OF OUR TRADING

PARTNERS ALREADY HAVE THE AUTHORITY TO LIBERALIZE TRADE

BY CUTTING TARIFFS. IF THE UNITED STATES DOES NOT HAVE
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SIMILAR AUTHORITY, I WILL BE PLACED IN A WEAKER POSTURE

VIS-A-VIS OUR KEY TRADING PARTNERS. WHAT IS AT ISSUE

HERE IS OUR TRADING PARTNERS' PERCEPTION OF OUR

COMMITMENT TO TRADE LIBERALIZATION AND OF OUR ABILITY TO

MAKE GOOD ON THAT COMMITMENT. PASSAGE OF THIS

LEGISLATION IS CRITICAL TO OUR INTERNATIONAL EFFORTS TO

FURTHER OPEN FOREIGN MARKETS AND TO PROMOTE AN OPEN

WORLD-TRADING SYSTEM.

THIS CONCLUDES MY PREPARED REMARKS. I WOULD BE PLEASED

TO ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS MEMBERS OF THIS COMMITTEE MIGHT

HAVE.
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Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Ambassador, you have mentioned this
subect to me a number of times over a fairly long period of time,
and the bill was introduced, really, at your request. But I have
gathered over this long period of time that this is not just a matter
of pro forma support for legislation by the administration, but that
it is a matter about which you feel quite strongly.

I would like you to tell the committee why you feel strongly
about it. Why is this such an important matter to you?

Ambassador BROCK. Well, basically it is one area where we
almost give up nothing in order to get a great deal. There is no
way you are going to get into the use of this authority without
having carefully quantified the cost of any action you might take
and measuring it against the potential benefit that this country
can provide.

I mentioned the process. We have talked to labor, we have talked
to business, we have talked to the congressional committees of the
Senate and the House, particularly this committee. Before we even
begin this kind of a process we look at the requests that we have
from other governments or the requests we have from U.S. busi-
ness, and we measure the relative merit of what we give for what
we get. And invariably we can posture this kind of program. It is
not always true in other cases, but in this program we can general-
ly assume that we will gain more than we give, and that seems to
me to be a logical thing for the United States to do.

But beyond that, there are times when entering into up to a 20-
percent reduction in tariffs, which is what this allows, can achieve
results in something more than direct quantity-of-trade terms; it
can achieve for us an ability to negotiate with other countries in
areas that have much broader application.

We are going, Senator, into the GATT ministerial of the small.
We will need the support of a lot of small countries-badly need
their support. They could destroy the ministerial if they see fit, just
by being negative. Our opportunity to offer them real, tangible rea-
sons for being constructive could be constrained if we don't have
this kind of an authority. So it goes to the immediate substance of
getting more than you get, in tangible terms, but it also goes to the
broader application of trade policy and to the more fundamental
U.S. trade objective in the international trading system.

Senator DANFORTH. Senator Heinz.
Senator HEINZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
As I understand what the administration seeks, you are seeking

a broad grant of authority to negotiate that is unlike any previous
grant inasmuch as previous grants have been tied to a specific ne-
gotiation, the Tokyo round, for example. Is that not correct?

Ambassador BROCK. No, I don't think so. I think we've got a good
example of authority not specific to any particular round, and that
is the 123 authority in the 1974 Trade Act. That section permits
the President to negotiate compensation packages in cases where
we have had to increase duties to protect industries hurt by in-
creasing imports.

Even the 124 authority itself, although established at the time of
the MTN negotiations, was meant to be used outside of the frame-
work of the major negotiations.
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It seems to me that what we are saying is we are simply asking
for a renewal of an authority-granted, it has only been used
twice, but a renewal-that does have a life of its own. And it is un-
related to these central thematic negotiations.

Senator HEINZ. My concern is that you may cut tariffs on items
that are already very import-sensitive. Now, I do understand that
the administration would not object to the so-called "Gibbons lan-
guage" which states that the authority in the section could not be
exercised with regard to articles that are designated by the Presi-
dent as import-sensitive. Is that correct?

Ambassador BROCK. That's right.
Senator HEINZ. Now, frankly, I would like to see that amend-

ment strengthened. I would like to see it strengthened at a mini-
mum by stating that articles which are as of the date of enactment
not on the GSP list wouldn't be negotiable. What is the problem
with that?

Ambassador BROCK. Well, I just don't know. It is the same argu-
ment, I guess, that I will make to you when next we meet on the
Caribbean Basin Initiative, and that is that the addition of product
lists to any such approach tends to negate the value of the ap-
proach and the flexibility that you need going in.

Senator HEINZ. What you are saying is, it restricts your latitude
in negotiating. Is that right? You would like to be able to say ev-
erything is negotiable, on the one hand, but on the other handyou
are saying here that everything isn't negotiable and the President
is going to act in good faith to protect import-sensitive-is that ac-
curate?

Ambassador BROCK. I think that is pretty accurate, and generally
fair.

Senator HEINZ. Now, are you kidding us or are you kidding
them?

Ambassador BROCK. Hopefully neither. I just don't think we live
in a static world. I think things change real fast. And anytime you
write something like that into law, you are locked. I guess what
would worry me-teasing aside-in looking at the Congress and the
pressure that you all are under today, and it's enormous, really
enormous, with the degree of unemployment that we have in this
country, with the economic circumstance that you have to face--

Senator HEINZ. You are not facing those problems, either, in the
administration?

Ambassador BROCK. We all are. But the fact is that a lot of your
colleagues in the House and the Senate are facing an electorate
this year that is pretty angry. In that kind of a setting there is a
reason, frankly, to exclude almost every product that you can think
of.

Senator HEINZ. Well, let's be factual. Let's discuss the process by
which you would determine what was negotiable, what was not
import-sensitive, what was import-sensitive, for these negotiations,
if you decide to enter into tariff cutting. As I understand the proce-
dure you propose, you consult with the ITC, you consult with the
private sector, and then after you have done that you have got to
go to an ITC hearing. Right? Is that correct?

Ambassador BROCK. First we have our own hearing.
Senator HEINZ. Yes.
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Ambassador BROCK. Then we have the ITC hearing. During this
entire process, before and after, we are in consultation with labor,
with business, with agricultural interests; then we consult with all
other departments of Government to be sure there is no concern
there.

Senator HINZ. My point is it is a very substantial, consultative
hearing process.

Ambassador BROCK. Yes.
Senator HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, I heard the bell go off. I have

about 2 or 3 more minutes. If I have the permission of my col-
leagues, you and Senator Bentsen, I would appreciate it if I could
just finish this line of questioning. Unless that is a problem for
you, of course.

Senator DANFORTH. Sure.
Senator HEINZ. You are as aware as I am of &he process by which

a petitioner avoids being on the GSP list. A petition is made annu-
ally. There is an ITC hearing, and there are consultations. It is a
very similar process, as I understand it. Is that not correct?

Ambassador BROCK. Yes, in a lot of ways it is.
Senator HEINZ. So, procedurally there are many similarities.

Now, my question to you is, since we know the procedure is simi-
lar, and the result ought to be similar since the procedure is simi-
lar, as a practical matter, can you envisage coming up with a list of
import-sensitive articles, as the Gibbons amendment would require,
that is at all different in practice, practically speaking, from the
non-GSP list?

Ambassador BROCK. Well, there would be a great deal more con-
sonance with that list than there would be difference, obviously. It
would be hard to come up with-

Senator HINz. There would be a lot of similarities?
Ambassador BROCK. Sure there would. It would not, obviously, be

identical, but it would be similar.
Senator Hwmz. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DANFORTH. Senator Bentsen.
Senator Bwing. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Ambassador, supposing you get access to the $5 billion in ex-

ports, what about the other $35 billion? I am really concerned
about the enforcement of the various trade codes and how you go
about it. Senator Heinz was making reference to other legislation.
We have some that will be facing us. You were talking about the
pressures that we are under, that you are under, that would deal
with it in a much more arbitrary way.

I really want to see, as much as we can, that we take advantage
of the dispute settlement procedures under GAT and that we very
actively and aggressively enforce the things that we have that we
can utilize.

Would you care to comment further on that? Because unless that
is done, unless there is the impression that that is being done, it
would be very difficult to resist these other more arbitrary ap-
proaches.

Ambassador BROCK. You know, I really can't argue it, I can't dis-
agree with it. Sometimes it is a little frustrating, even with all the
pressures here, to have the criticism made that we are not enforc-
ing the present agreements on one side, and then have an almost
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desperate plea from a number of people in Europe, for example,
that we are being too aggressive.

We are trying to take these cases through dispute settlement,
and we are pressing very hard for an equitable resolution of the
dispute within the range of the international agreement that we
have.

It is absolutely fair to suggest, both in terms of international law
and domestic law, that this administration or any other should act
to enforce the agreements and the code that we live by. I think we
are doing that. I think the action of the Commerce Department re-
cently on steel gave a pretty good example of our willingness to en-
force U.S. law. When it is clear, and when there is an egregious
violation, we have to enforce that law.

So I think we are doing precisely what you suggest, at least I
hope we are.

Senator BimsN. Well, I look at the situation where I under-
stand we are talking about not pressing as aggressively, for exam-
ple on citrus. That has been a long-term concern of mine because of
my own State and what they do in -citrus; but I am told that the
United States should not push that case against the European pref-
erence now. I don't understand that.

Ambassador BROCK. There has been no such decision in my
office. We haven't pulled back on that at all.

Senator BEN'SN. Well, I'm pleased to hear that. Perhaps I have
been misadvised.

How about the question of the subsidized exports of poultry prod-
ucts and that type of thing?

Ambassador BROCK. We have a case pending before the GATT on
that, also, at the present time. We have had a little difficulty in
getting it to move as fast as we had hoped, but we are pursuing it.
And there has been no withdrawal or a weakening of the position,
again, in that particular area.

My General Counsel was just over there. Don, I think that is fac-
tual, is it not?

Mr. DEKIEFFER. That is correct.
The problem, Senator, of course, that we have in Geneva and

dealing with the Europeans in general is that Europe is closed
throughout most of the summer. We have pressed that case, and
we intend to continue to press it.

Senator BENTSEN. Thank you very much.
Senator DANoRTH. Ambassador Brock, I would like to ask you a

totally unrelated question. -
There is considerable activity, I am told, in the House on the

question of domestic content legislation. Thus far in the Senate, to
my knowledge, there have been no hearings on it. As a matter of
fact, the bill has been referred to the Commerce Committee, not to
the Finance Committee. And I know that you are not prepared for
a hearing on the issue today, and this doesn't purport to be one;
but I wonder if you could, just in about 2 minutes, give us your or
the administration's views on the advisability of enacting domestic
content legislation, what the effect would be of doing so?

Ambassador BROCK. Mr. Chairman, it is my personal judgment
that-if we want to take the largest single risk that we can take to
recreate 1929, that's one way to do it.
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I think it is as close to a Smoot-Hawley approach as any I can
think of. The idea that this country can solve its domestic problems
by imposing a domestic content requirement on the products sold
here is just irrational.

You are talking about a possibility of increasing the price sold in
the United States, all cars, by $1,000 to $1,500. You are talking
about taking that action in total disregard of the fact that we are
going into what may be the most crucial trading meeting of the
last many years this November at a time when the whole world
trading system is under economic pressure and political pressure,
when protectionism is rampant and getting increasingly so. And
you are talking about taking an action in which the United States
would abandon its total commitment for the last several decades to
the process of liberalized trade in response to a short-term econom-
ic circumstance, without considering the fact that that action
would destroy the GATT ministerial, any prospect of success could
trigger a massive trade war, and that all would lose but particular-
ly the United States.

It is a fact that we presently, and have for many years exported
more manufactured parts than we import, we export more farm
products than we import, we export more services than we import,
because we are a competitive productive country.

If we start taking actions of that sort, then we will invite others
to take a similar course of action, and we will lose more than we
gain. You are talking about the potential for losing hundreds of
thousands of jobs, billions of dollars' worth of net income, all in an
exercise in political futility because it doesn't solve the problem.

If I thought about it for a while I could give you a stronger re-
sponse. [Laughter.]

Senator DANFORTH. Well, I wanted to make it clear. Obviously
this is not a hearing on this particular issue, but I wanted you to at
least have the opportunity to give us a preview of your reaction,
and I think you have done that.

I would say that obviously the auto industry is in a terribly weak
condition, as are a number of other sectors of the economy. I think
that the best way for the administration to diffuse this particular
issue is to examine the problems of the U.S. auto industry and
figure out if there is something that could be done to help it other
than this strategy, because a lot of us take very seriously the fact
that that industry is crucial, central in our economy. And really, it
is not just an economic question; it has a lot to do with the pride of
the country. The auto industry has been our international pride. So--.-
we want to help it. We want to do something for it. We want to try
to improve its lot.

And yet, I think you have indicated that the administration does
have very strong views that this particular measure is, at least as-
viewed by you, a repetition of Smoot-Hawley-and a return to 1929.

Ambassador BROCK. I do feel that way, Senator, and yet I am to-
tally in sympathy with your more fundamental comments about
the American automobile industry. There are a quarter of a mil-
lion good men and women in this country who are perfectly willing
and able to work, and skilled, and competent, who for factors unre-
latea to their own desire and will are unemployed in that particu-
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lar direct field today. And if you add the people in related indus-
tries, you are talking about a lot more than that.

The problem goes more to interest rates than it does to imports,
but whatever we can do to ease that problem we have got to do as
soon as we can. I am sympathetic to that and will do whatever I
can to be supportive.

I must recall that we have already taken steps in the administra-
tion to ease the outside pressure. We did talk to the Japanese
about limiting the sale of those cars, and they have agreed, and
they have lived by that agreement. In the first year they were
right on the money-they missed by one car. That shows a certain
lack of precision on their part, out of the 1,699,000, or whatever it
was. [Laughter.]

But they have put the same limit on for this year, and what we
have to have is a domestic economic recovery, and whatever steps
we can take we ought to take.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you very much.
Ambassador BROCK. Thank you.

98-592 0 - 82 - 7
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QUESTION FOR U.S. TRADE REPRESENTATIVE BILL EROCK
FROM TIHE HONORABLE RUSSELL B. LOIJX

Question:

I am informed that a number of so-called tariff
disparities exist, where the sane product is produced in the
United States and elsewhere, but the U.S. duty is low and the
foreign duty is high. Here, for example, is the case on a
product called "melamine":

DUTY COMPARISON ON U.S. MELAMINE

(Cents Per Pound)

European

United States Cormnunity

Ex factory price 40.0 40.0
Packing cost (bags) 1.0 1.0

Ocean freight 6.0
Insurance 1.0

Dutiable value 41.0 48.0
Duty rate 4.6% 9.8%

DUTY 1.89 4.70

Will renewing section 124 authority resolve this kind of
disparity?

Answer:

Yes, this is precisely the type of situation in which we

intend to use the section 124 authority. In most such cases,

the current U.s. duty was bound during the iITI. Because of

these international cormirrients, any unilateral increase in

those tariffs Will obligate us to offer co;:Iensatory U.S.
duty reductions on other items or accept retaliatory foreign

duty increases. On the other hand, if we enter into

negotiations aimed at achieving foreign duty. reductions, we

Will avoid breaking any of our international co:.,mitments and,

at the sane time, promote greater liberalization of the

international trading system. Thus, Extension of the 124

authority would give us the opportunity to make positive
changes by permitting the President to negotiate meaningfully

with our trading partners on items such as this.
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Questions L.6r Senator Max BaucuraL the Hearing before the
Trade Subcommittee of the Senate Finance Committee ,

1. You stated before the House Ways and Means Committee

that the domestic shoe manufacturers and the rubber shoe manu-

facturers association were unaware that there was a need for

shoes for organizations that sponsor athletic events for the

handicapped. Do you know the number of children that participate

in those programs? What steps have the rubber manufacturers

associaton and their member companies taken to help satisfy

those needs?

2. 1 also notice in your testimony before the House Ways

and Means Committee that Converse had given somewhere in the

neighborhood of 750,000 shoes to, I believe, Catholic Relief

Service and Care International. Were any of those shoes distributed

within the United States?

3. NIKE has given over 250,000 shoes by its testimony, to

the Special Olympics from September of last year until this

date. You stated before the House' Ways and Means Committee

when questioned by Congressman Jenkins, that the rubber shoe

manufacturers and domestic manufacturers could meet the needs

of the Special Olympics. Were you referring to the over 700,000

kids from economically deprived backgrounds that participate

in Special Olympics and cannot afford athletic shoes?
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Senator DANFORTH. We will recess for about 60 seconds, and I
will be right back.

[Whereupon, at 10:27 a.m., the hearing was recessed.]

AFTER RECESS

Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Koplan, it is good to have you back.
Thank you.

STATEMENT OF STEPHEN KOPLAN, LEGISLATIVE
REPRESENTATIVE, AFL-CIO

Mr. KOPLAN. Mr. Chairman, thank you. It's good to be here.
I will not read my entire statement.
At the outset I would like to just make one brief comment. I ap-

preciate the chairman soliciting the views of Ambassador Brock
with regard to the domestic content issue, and I am not going to sit
here and get into the chapter and verse of the position of the AFL-
CIO. We are obviously on the opposite side from where Mr. Brock
comes down; but I would ask, with the Chair's permission, that our
testimony in the House on that issue, if I could just include it in
the hearing record in response to the comment that Ambassador
Brock has made.

Senator DANFORTH. Sure.
Mr. KOPLAN. I thank you.
Senator DANFORTH. Although, I do want to make it clear that

this bill in the Senate was referred to the Commerce Committee,
not that committee. We have asked for a sequential referral, and
there has been no response to the Commerce Committee, and clear-
ly this is not a hearing on that issue.

Mr. KOPLAN. No, I understand that.
Senator DANFORTH. I just wanted to give Ambassador Brock an

opportunity to at least agree with the administration's position.
Mr. KoPLAN. Right.
Senator DANFORTH. And I want to make it clear, as you know,

for the past couple of years the auto industry has been something
of an obsession of mine.

Mr. KoPLAN. I am well aware of that. We have worked with you
on that issue.

Senator DANFORTH. I desperately want to help it, and I want to
do whatever is necessary to help it. To me, it is not helping it much
to just dish out the veto bait; it has got to be some practical strat-
egy for doing something constructive for the U.S. auto industry. I
don't know what that is going to be. We went down the road on the
Lugar bill for housing, and that got us nowhere. Maybe there is
nothing that we could--

Mr. KOPLAN. Well, that is why I thought it might be helpful if
we just submitted the commer.ts that we made previously in the
House, forthe record.

Senator DANFORTH. Sure.
Mr. KOPLAN. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, the AFL-CIO appreciates the opportunity to

share its views in opposition to certain of the tariff bills pending
before this subcommittee.
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We are strongly opposed to S. 1902, a proposal to extend for 2
additional years Presidential tariff negotiating authority under
section 124. T[lit authority expired on January 3 of this year.

We urge that Congress retain its authority over tariff cutting by
reacting renewal of section 124 authority.

app reciated listening to Senator Heinz's introductory remarks
as he discussed the problema that he has with renewing this partic-
ular legislation. We join in that.

Present economic conditions alone should be reason enough to
reject renewal of this authority that would now extend to some
1,500 items that, according to the administration, have already
gone through the procedural requirements and are available for ne-
gotiations.

The administration's request for this legislation comes at a time
when the unemployment rate in this country is at 91/2 percent-
over 10 million men and women. Employment in every manufac-
turing industry showed a decline in June, with textiles and ma-
chinery the biggest losers.

American industries are suffering from the combined impact of
recession and high imports. The renewal of this authority will only
aggravate the serious erosion of this Nation's industrial base.

The Tokyo round staging of tariff reductions, averaging 32 per-
cent over 8 years starting in 1979, obviously will not be complete
for some time. Additional tariff cutting authority for Presidential
negotiations during this staging process will undercut much of the
hard-won bargains and concessions from the Tokyo round.

S. 1902 will compound the adjustments already required by the
tariff cuts in the MTN.

Mr. Chairman, the Congress limited section 124 to 2 years, not to
continue tariff cutting but to provide for housekeeping or cleanup
of details that could not-be taken care-of during the 5-year period
of the multilateral negotiations. S. 1902 is no more than an admin-
istration end run to give the President a blank check to cut tariffs
on at least 1,500 identifiable items without prior scrutiny by the
Congress.

The administration has not provided convincing reasons for re-
newal of section 124. For example, contrary to administration
claims, the Japanese semiconductor negotiations have not, in the
view of many in organized labor, been successfully concluded. Our
disagreement is detailed in my prepared statement.

We believe that what American workers are experiencing in the
semiconductor industry is typical of what other U.S. industries will
have in store for them if this legislation is passed.

I realize that there were many requests to testify today. I would
just note that certain AFL-CIO affiliates had also wished to
appear. For example, the garment workers have already submitted
a statement, and the clothing and textile workers as well, and I
know there were others.

Mr. Chairman, we are similarly unimpressed with the adminis-
tration's claim that the United States will be placed in a weakened
negotiating posture at the upcoming GATT ministerial meeting in
November if Congress fails to provide the blank check for tariff
cutting called for in S. 1902. We believe that our bargaining posi-
tion will be weakened by this legislation; that is because other na-
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tions will be on notice that the President has nothing to withhold
from them, and they thus can demand more while giving less.

We urge this subcommittee to carefully examine each of the
1,500 items reportedly listed in three separate editions of the
Federal Register to determine, for example, the effect that duty re-
ductions of up to 20 percent of the existing rates of duty will have
on employment in those U.S. industries now manufacturing those
items. It is imperative that such a study be made by the Congress
before any further action is taken on this proposal.

The administration has asserted that any such tariff cutting is
merely intended to get foreign countries who are parties to such
negotiations to reduce their tariff barriers to U.S. exports. That ar-
gument ignores the fact that under the most-favored-nation doc-
trine imports from all over the world unilaterally receive the bene-
fit of such cuts. The result would be to further tip the balance in
favor of surges of U.S. imports and accompanying higher U.S. un-
employment.

Mr. Chairman, the AFL-CIO believes that passage of S. 1902 will
simply encourage increased production abroad for shipment to the
U.S. market at the expense of U.S. jobs. We urge that the subcom-
mittee recommend its rejection.

If I may have just one more minute, unlike S. 1902, most of the
other proposals listed for subcommittee consideration call for
specific action, often temporary action, by Congress on identified
tariffs.

On November 5 of last year we submitted our views to the sub-
committee in opposition to certain provisions of H.R. 4566, and
those views are attached and are made part of my statement.
Those views included opposition to S. 231, a proposal to amend the
Tariff Act of 1930 to increase from $250 to $600 the amount for in-
formal entry of commercial goods.

Last, we appreciate the opportunity to comment on section 8(c) of
S. 2094 which would grant the President for 5 years the authority
to reduce or eliminate existing U.S. tariffs, already under 5 percent,
on seven high-technology items relating to computers and semicon-
ductors.

The AFL-CIO is opposed to granting such authority for the rea-
sons detailed in my prepared statement.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Stephen Koplan follows:]
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STATEMENT OF STEPHEN KOPLAN, LEGISLATIVE REPRESENTATIVE
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR AND CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS,

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE,
- SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

ON S. 1902, AND OTHER TARIFF BILLS

July 21, 1982

The AFL-CIO appreciates the opportunity to share its views in opposition to certain of

the tariff bills pending before this Subcommittee.

First, we are strongly opposed to S. 1902, a proposal to extend for 2 additional years

Presidential tariff negotiating authority under Section 124 of tie Trade Act of 1974. Such

authority expired on January 3, 1982. We urge that Congress retain its authority over tariff

cutting by rejecting renewal of Section 124 authority.

Present economic conditions alone should be reason enough to reject renewal of this

authority that would now extend to some 1,500 items that according to the Administration

have already "gone through the procedural requirements and are available for negotiations."

The Administration's request for this legislation comes at a time when the unemployment

rate in this country is at 9.5 percent -- over 10 million men and women. Employment in

every manufacturing industry showed a decline in June, with textiles and machinery the

biggest losers. American industries are suffering from the combined impact of recession

and high imports. Renewal of this authority will only aggravate the serious erosion of this

nation's industrial base.

The Tokyo Round's staging of tariff reductions averaging 32 percent over 8 years,

starting in 1979, obviously will not be complete for some time. Additional tariff-cutting

authority for Presidential negotiations during this staging process will undercut much of the

hard-won bargains and concessions from the Tokyo Round. S. 1902 will compound the

adjustments already required by the tariff cuts in the Multilateral Trade Negotiations

(MTN).
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Mr. Chairman, the Congress limited Section 124 to 2 years -- not to continue tariff

cutting, but to provide for housekeeping or cleanup of details that could not be taken care of

during the 5-year period of the multilateral negotiations. The time allotted for winding up

such details ended last January 3rd. S. 1902 is nothing more than an Administration end-run

to give the President a blank check to cut tariffs on at least 1,500 identifiable items,

without prior scrutiny by the Congress. Such a proposal will undermine agreements and

assurances obtained by private sector groups in the United States who supported the Tokyo

Round.

The Administration has not provided convincing reasons for renewal of Section 124.

For example, contrary to Administration claims, the Japanese semi-conductor negotiations

have not, in the view of many in organized labor, been "successfully concluded." As a result

of the multilateral trade negotiations, the United States and Japan now have a 4.2 percent

tariff on semi-conductors. Although Japanese tariffs have thus been reduced, Japanese

practices, which effectively require and/or encourage production in Japan for export, have

not changed. In addition to existing Japanese non-tariff barriers, U.S. exports are stifled by

a 17 percent European tariff. However, the Europeans, as well as other countries thoughout

the world can ship to the United States under the new U.S. tariff rate on semi-conductors of

4.2 percent. The result will be expansion of semi-conductor production in Japan and the

European Economic Community (EEC) because the U.S. has reduced its tariffs (unilaterally

for Europe). These factors are aggravating a collapsing U.S. semi-conductor market. We

believe that what American workers are experiencing in the U.S. semi-conductor industry is

typical of what other U.S. industries will have in store for them if this legislation is passed.

Mr. Chairman, we are similarly unimpressed with the Administration's claim that the

United States will be placed in a weaker negotiating posture at the upcoming General

Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) Ministerial Meeting in November, if Congress fails

to provide the blank check for tariff cutting called for by S. 1902. We believe that our
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bargaining position will be weakened by this legislation. That is, because other nations will

be on notice that the President has nothing to withhold from them, and they can thus

demand more while giving less.

On October 15, 1981, the AFL-CIO transmitted to United States Trade Representative

William Brock (copy attached), its opposition to any further extension of Section 124.

However, our opposition was somehow omitted from the communications forwarded to the

House Subcommittee on Trade by the Office of STR on October 27, 1981. We urge this

Subcommittee to carefully examine each of the 1,500 items reportedly listed in three

separate editions of the Federal Register to determine for example, the affect that duty

reductions of up to 20 percent of the existing rates of duty will have on employment in those

U.S. industries now manufacturing those items. It is imperative that such a study be made

by the Congress before any further action is taken on this proposal.

The Administration has asserted that any such tariff cutting is merely intended to get

foreign countries who are parties to such negotiations to reduce their tariff barriers to U.S.

exports. That argument ignores the fact that under the most-favored-nation doctrine,

imports from all over the world unilaterally receive the benefit of such cuts. The result will

be to further tip the balance in favor of surges of U.S. imports and accompanying higher

U.S. unemployment.

Mr. Chairman, the AFL-CIO believes that passage of S. 1902 will simply encourage

increased production abroad for shipment to the U.S. market at the expense of U.S. jobs.

We urge that the Subcommittee recommend its rejection.

Second, unlike S. 1902 most of the other proposals listed for Subcommittee considera-

tion call for specific action -- often temporary action -- by Congress on identified tariffs.

On November 5, 1981, the AFL-CIO submitted its views to the Subcommittee in opposition

to certain provisions of H.R. 4566, an omnibus tariff bill. Specifically, we objected to those

sections relating to the importation of canned tuna, chipper knife steel, pipe organ parts,
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and to the increase in value limitations applicable to informal entries of noncommercial

imported merchandise. In addition, our submission included opposition to S. 231, a proposal

to amend the Tariff Act of 1930 to increase from $250 to $600 the amount for informal

entry of commercial goods. (Attached is a copy of our November 5, 1981, submission).

Lastly, we appreciate the opportunity to comment on Section 8(c) of S. 2094 which

would grant the President for 5 years the authority to reduce or eliminate existing U.S.

tariffs -- already under 5 percent -- on seven high technology items relating to computers

and semi-conductors. The AFL-CIO is opposed to granting the President such authority.

In technology, the policies of most governments seek to attract, maintain and develop

technology within their nations for defense and economic purposes. If the United States

seeks only to reduce foreign practices while the U.S. remains virtually open, the result will

be the loss of the basis for the future development of our newest industries.

We believe this proposal will worsen prospects for growth in the U.S. computer

industry. The reasons for our opposition are similar to those already given for our

disagreement with the action taken by the Administration regarding semi-conductors. This

measure would encourage similar results in the field of computers and encourage further

harm to the U.S. semi-conductor industry. U.S. companies will be encouraged to move

abroad protected by a variety of tariff and non-tariff barriers, while the U.S. will have

unilaterally reduced its tariffs. The result will be the U.S. export of highly skilled jobs.

For example, tariffs in the Philippines and Taiwan are as high as 100 percent on some

"electronic components." Should the U.S. and Japan reach an agreement for zero tariffs on

such items, the result will be a decrease in U.S. production with an accompanying surge in

U.S. imports. Ir the computer world, Mexico -- a relative newcomer -- has doubled its

tariffs, tightened its licenses and taken other steps to nourish Mexican production. A

lowering of modest existing U.S. tariffs will only encourage production of these items

abroad.
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In summary, the United States cannot afford to pretend that the world is ready to

welcome increased U.S. exports, nor can we pretend that lower tariffs negotiated with a few

countries abroad will result in benefits for U.S. industry. In the real world of the 1980's, the

United States needs realistic trade policies to assure that there will be U.S. industries in the

1990's.

The proposals that we have commented upon fail to take into account the real needs of

our nation -- a diversified U.S. industrial economy that includes fully competitive high

technology and service industries.
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AFL-CIO

STATEMENT ON SECTION 124 TARIFF AUTHORITY

October 8, 1981

The AFL-CIO believes that the president's authority to

negotiate tariff cuts according to Section 124 of the Trade

Act of 1974 should be allowed to expire for the following

reasons:

First, the Tokyo Round's staging of tariff reductions

over 8 years, starting in 1979, will not be complete for some

time. Therefore, much of the hard-won bargains and concessions

from the Tokyo R{ournd will be undercut ond avoided by additional

tariff cutting negotiations. The bill would compound the adjust-

ments already required by the average total tariff cuts of 32

percent in the Multilateral Trade Negotiations. Those multi-

lateral negotiations for five years did not lead to full cuts

because of the compromises. It seems inappropriate to extend

the authority into the future.

In short, the United States has given more than it received

in most of the tariff rounds for the past three decades. There

is no reason to reduce U.S. tariffs even further, while the U.S.

and the rest of the world have not even digested the tariff cuts

in the Tokyo Round.

Second, the Congress limited Section 124 to two years --

not to continue tariff cutting, but to provide for "housekeeping
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negotiations." The two years are up ancl the "housekeeping

negotiations"to clean up odds and ends at the end of the

Tokyo Round should have been taken care of. Section 124 was

not to be used to start new negotiations or as renewable

authority every two years.

Third. the examples used in the background paper suggest

an additional reason for not granting the authority: first,

the Japanese semi-conductor negotiations have not, in the view

of many in organized labor, been "successfully concluded," as

the paper states. The market has fallen out of semi-conductors

just as U.S. tariffs are lowest. The Japanese tariffs are

down, but Japanese practices, which effectively require and/or

encourage production in Japan for export, have not changed.

Thus the harmonization of the tariff on semi-conductors between

U.S. and Japan may lead to more companies going to Japan and a

loss of U.S. competitive strength -- in the U.S. Meanwhile,

the Europeans have not reduced their 17 percent tariff on semi-

conductors. They can ship to the U.S. at the new low rate. The

result will be expansion of production in Japan and the EC, while

the U.S. has reduced its tariffs (unilaterally for Europe).

These factors are aggravating a collapsing semi-conductor

market.

The Canadian example used in the background paper raises

another problem. AFL-CIO representatives have protested the

U.S. attack on Canadian practices on investment, Canadian

production requirements, etc. Those practices are not going to

go away because of tariff-cutting negotiations. For the U.S. to
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offer new tariff concessions while the Canadians are encouraging

U.S. production capacity to move North, however, is to assault

the U.S. economy further. Thus, it is one thing to oppose trying

to pick a fight with Canada, as we have, even though their

policies may be disadvantageous to the U.S. But it is another to

offer them tariff reductions at a time when the U.S. supposedly

is not feeling happy about the kinds of actions the Canadian

government has taken. Certainly we don't want to encourage in-

vestment in Canada for sale in the V.S. W3e want fair trade.

Fourth, there are re!)orts about negotiations with many

other countries and very little information abouL them. For

example, there are reports about bilaterals in the Far East, where

countries like Taiwan and the Philippines bare tariffs as high

as 100 percent on electronic items, for example. The private

sector was not fully apprised of such negotiations, and still

does not know what progress has been frade. lf any progress is

made with one of these countries, and the U.S. lowers a tariff

rate for a product, it lowers that rate for all countries under

the "most favored nation" doctrine, not just one country. While

the overall reductions are limited in depth, the cut in one item

could have majcr consequences for that product.

Additional tariff-cutting actions would tend to further

undermine the industrial base and act as a further invitation to

ship to the U.S. market from relatively closed markets abroad.
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Thus the prospect of mutual benefit from further tariff

cuts is unlikely. The European barriers and recession will

retard export gains. Other nations have higher barriers and/or

limited funds.

Instead, the U.S. trade balance, which has been in deficit

for five years, would be worsened. The deficit range has

moved to between $30 billion and $40 billion a year. In August,

the deficit reached $5.6 billion, as sharp rises in manufactures,

such as steel, added to other imports. To encourage more

imports at this time through tariff cutting would worsen prospects

for changing the deficit.
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Section 4 would unilaterally reduce the duty on imports of chipper
knife stool, not cold formed, which is now undergoing staged tariff
reductions under the multilateral trade negotiations. Chipper knife
steel is a special steel for knives which chop wood into pulp, chips and
other paper and lumber products. U.S. producers of this steel have been

trying to make sure that U.S. production continues. Recently, layoffs
and plant shutdowns in the steel industry have contributed significantly
to the increased-problems for manufacturing of chipper knife steel.

The steel, which is being imported, is subsidized by foreign govern-
ments and the operational effect of foreign tax laws. The result is that
the foreign steel has an unfair advantage. To give it an added advantage
by further tariff reductions adds insult to injury.

The dependence on foreign chipper knife steel is already at a peril-
ously high point -- over 70 percent. Once the U.S. production is finally
destroyed the price of chipper knife steel from abroad can rise to any
height at all and no U.S. production will be available.

The AFL-CIO believes that the U.S. should not undercut the potential
for a healthy U.S. industry. U.S. jobs, an effective negotiating posture
and an end to encouraging the import of subsidized products would be aided
by a rejection of Section 4.

Therefore, the AFL-CIO opposes Section 4 of H.R. 4566.

Section 7 would provide permanent duty-free treatment with respect
to parts of pipe organs. The United Furniture Workers of America has
informed us that removing tariffs on organ parts would create unfair com-
petition tor the manufacturing of organ parts as well as the organ. In
addition, the quality of the pipe organ would be adversely affected by
dependence on foreign parts. The AFL-CIO therefore opposes Section 7.

Section 11 amends the article description of item 869 of the Tariff
Schedules to increase the value limit on informal entries of noncommerical
imported merchandise. The bill would allow a traveler to import between
$600 and $1,000 into the U.S. with only a 10 percent duty for the aggregate
amount above 4600. A major purpose for this legislation is allegedly to
ease the administrative process for the U.S. Customs Service. However, the
AFL-CIO has repeatedly been assured that Customs has computer facilities
and the expertise to monitor imports into the United States. The expanded
use of informal entry procedures could undercut this commitment as well as
the effectiveness of many trade laws and agreements.

Therefo e, the AFL-CIO opposes Section 11 of H.R. 4566.

In sum, we urge that the Subcommittee recommends striking Sections
2a, , 7 and 11 from H.R. 4566.

The AFL-CIO also opposes S. 231, which raises the value of commerical
imports eligible for informal customs entries from $250 to $600. This
-hange would make import monitoring even more difficult for many import-
sensitive industries.
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Under informal entry procedures, the customs officer releases the
articles to the importer without independent verification. The pay-
ment of duty is based merely on the shipping documents and self-serving
statements contained therein. Thus an increase in the ceiling to $600
would encourage evasion of duties by means of inaccurate or even false
shipping documents.

Imports are valued at the foreign port of exportation - not on
the basis of U.S. domestic prices. Thus $600 worth of foreign shoes,
garments, handbags, nuts, bolts or screws, or many other low-value, but
large quantity import-sensitive items could amount to a substantial
quantity of imported products. In addition, multiple shipments could
collectively consist of a large influx of unrecorded entries. Import
monitoring of import-sensitive items is a necessity not only to assure
compliance with U.S. trade laws, but also to measure promptly the impact
of imports for future U.S. trade negotiations so that import relief can
be provided when warranted.

Failure to adequately monitor such imports will be injurious for
U.S. domestic production with a resultant loss of U.S. jobs.

This proposal has been made to the Congress many times in the past,
but has been rejected. We urge that the Subcommittee follow that practice
by recommending that S. 231 be rejected.

Sincerely,

Ray Denison, Director
DEPARTMENT OF LEGISLATION
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STATEMENT OF RAY DENISON, DIRECTOR, DEPARThENT OF LEGISLATION,
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR AND CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS,

ON H.R. 5133, THE FAIR PRACTICES IN AUTOMOTIVE PRODUCTS ACT, BEFORE
THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, TRANSPORTATION AND TOURISM OF THE

COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND COMMERCE OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

March 2. 1982

The AFL-CIO welcomes this opportunity to support H.R. 5133,

the Fair Practices in Automotive Products Act.

Gentlemen, many times in the past the AFL-CIO has come before

this committee asking for Congressional help to save American in-

dustries and jobs. Too often the responses have been too little or

too late or not at all, and year after year the strong, broadbased

industrial machine that was America has been weakened and its workers

displaced, not because these industries have become obsolete but

because these industries had been overwhelmed by foreign trade

practices.

Now we face an emergency situation involving an industry that

is basic to our economy and whose fate could decide whether this

nation will regain its productive health or slide into a depression.

Therefore, to us, this legislation is of the greatest importance.

The AFL-CIO represents 14 million workers who are important to

our society as breadwinners, consumers and taxpayers. Many of

these members are in the automotive industry, directly or indirectly

and their jobs are threatened by the massive imports of foreign-made

automobiles, trucks and parts. Already tens of thousands have lost

their jobs in rubber, steel, aluminum, glass, textiles, paper,

electronics and plastics - as well as directly in the auto industry -

because of this threat.

More than one million auto jobs have been affected by imports

and rising sharply, and the ripple effect is having a smothering

effect on the U.S. economy where one out of every five Jobs are related

to the auto industry.
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fletween October 1978 and October 1Q80. employment in the indus-

trial -ctor clwssifiod as Motor Vehivlvs and Fquipment (SIC 371)

fell by 289.000. During that same two-year period, 141,000 Jobs

disappeared in the primary metal industry, 100,000 at car dealerships,

36,000 intheautomatic stamping industry, and 26,000 in the tires and

inncr tube industry. Many additional workers lost their jobs in various

industrial groups that supply the auto industry, but whose job loss is

not separately identifiable from the general employment data.

The impact extends to all roqions of the country and the total

community in which aforctcd workers once worked. Many are no longer

taxp~iyo'gs. but inow aro unniploylnt. contpnsation beneficiaries and

soon welfare recipients. This loss is a massive national toll as a

financial burden on society, a tax-loss to the community, a loss of

our industrial base, our defense-related capability and a rising

trade deficit.

At the AFL-CIO Convention in Now York last Nlovember, the delegates

adopted a policy reduction on International Trade and Investment which

stated in pertinent part:

"Domestic content laws should be enacted to assure
continued production of such products as autos. A U.S.
production requirement is needed to preserve employment
and skills and shore up the nation's sagging industrial
base. Local content requirements in autos should be
tied to sales volume and should be phased in beginning
with the 1982 model year."

H.R. 5133 provides a strong response to the critical need for

domestic content laws to reestablish a viable U.S. automobile industry.

It is based on the concept that multinational auto companies -- U.S.,

French, German or Japanese -- should provide the United States with

Jobs and production -- not just assembly jobs -- when they enjoy the
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dvjnt1qLes of the U. S. m, rkct. 'h, proposal -;imply extends current

U. S. domestic content requirement laws so that passenger cars and

light trucks will be required to hive a gradually rising percentage

standard of Anerican-produced parts.

Domestic content is not a new idea. For example, the U.S.

has had domestic content provisions in the Energy Policy and Con-

servation Act of 1975 (a 75 percent domestic content requirement for

an automobile to qualify as domestically manufactured for purposes

of determining average fuel economy). Australia, Brazil, Mexico,

South Korea and Spain have domestic content requirements.

Other nations have combinations of domestic content laws or

policies, high tariffs, quotas and/or embargoes, subsidies, and

requirements for exports -- plus in some cases, export requirements

for parts.

Most countries have much higher requirements in law and/or in

practice than the U. S. The attached tables (Appendix A) submitted

to the International Trade Coiwnission by the United Auto Workers

give a sense of the extent of this practice. What the tables do

not show, however ij that there has also been an effective de facto

content requirement in Western Europe that creates an enormous

advantage for producing there. Between members of the European

Coaiwiunity and members of the European Free Trade Association -- that

is in most Western Europe -- there has been a duty-free transfer

privilege for production within their borders, but a tariff on parts

and cars from the outside -- tariffs that are generally higher than

those of the United states. The effect encourages production in

Europe. Many European countries also have quotas ir "oentlemen's"

agreements or otiler regulations to .cep out a flood of car imports.

Relatively speaking, therefore, the United States has virtually

no tariff and non-tariff barriers on autos and parts in comparison
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to thosu of other countriu. T'he Japanese, for example, have no

tariff, but they have a high commodity tax (which they raised in

April 1981), a notional distributionsystem that stands in the way

of imports, and an inspection system that means that every car

entering Japan may be individually inspected. Other nations

have quotas and tariffs on Japanese cars and high restraints on all

cars. The U. S. has a 2.8 percent tariff and the rest of the world

has tariffs ranging from 7.6 percent to 205 percent (see Appendix

U). Under these circumstances, the incentive to produce abroad

and flood the U. S. market is escalating.

Meantime,-U.S. and foreign auto companies have become multi-

nationals. They will continue to foreign source their parts.

H.R. 5133 does not stop all foreign sourcing. But the bill does

limit the percentage of content that a company can foreign source

to stem the outrush of parts production from the United States.

Foreign sourcing already accounts for a great deal of U.S.

auto manufacturers' purchases. The attached list of major components

sourced between 1977 and 1981 (Appendix C) demonstrates how serious

this problem has become. Without H.R. 5133, the bleak future for

America's industry will have to have more and more parts production

moved abroad and to make the U.S. a mere assembler of foreign-made

parts. Unless that trend is reversed, drastic reduction in U.S.

auto jobs and production will continue and ultimately cost the nation

its security as well as its technological future.

The provisions of the bill are designed to find a middle way --

to assure a viable industry here, without stopping all multinational

integration.
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The content formula, therefore, is based on costs of the U.S.

automotive production for which a company is responsible as a

perwnt of U.S. automotive sales. "Content" means the total U.S.

cost of a manufacturing company's production at wholesale factory

prices to dealers for all cars and light trucks sold in a year.

Both parts made by the company and parts purchased from others

would be given credit as domestic value. Automotive exports

count, along with production sold in the U.S., but the bill makes

sure that exports to Canada will be counted only to the extent they

are balanced by imports from Canada.

The bill sets a ratio of content, depending upon the level of

cars the company sells in the U.S. It is phased in gradually,

beginning in ntodel year 1983. Uy 1985, if a tiuttinational company

sells over 100,000 vehicles in the U.S., it would have to produce

or buy domestic production worth 25 perm~nt of its auto sales here;

over 150,000, 50 percent; over 200,000, 75 percent; and over 500,000

it would require 90 percent content.

A second major feature of the bill is designed to give domestic

manufacturers the chance to supply replacement parts to all auto

dealerships, particularly those selling foreign.made cars. Upon

rcqust, the mLnuLacturers would bc required to determine promptly

whether domestic parts satisfy reasonable requirements for performance.

If they do, the manufacturer would be required to notify its dealers

and include such parts in its service manuals. In addition, when

requested, the manufacturer must give the parts company a letter

stating that, in the event of accident caused by defective parts,

the parts company would be liable.
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The bill also instructs the Secretary of Transportation to

a:i:uc neces:sdy regulations, monitor compliance and issue annual

reports on local content. Penalties for failing to reach the

content level would lead to a curb in allowable imports in the

following year. Failure to abide by the replacement parts provision

would be considered an unfair practice under the jurisdiction of

the Federal Trade Commission.

The result would be that the changing technology of the auto

industry could be absorbed. The rapidly escalating outrush of

production would not lead to a complete destruction of this important

Americ-an industry. Instead, H.R. 5133 creates an opportunity for

manufacturers from all nations to sell and produce cars here,

employing U.S. labor and providing a multiplier effect on production

and jobs in services in this economy.

This will benefit U.S. consumers who wish to continueto choose

among a variety of cars, U.S. workers whose jobs consist of parts

and assembly operations for motor vehicles, and for U.S. business

which has a major stake in participating in the expansion, rather

than the decimation of the American auto industry.

On February 15, 1982 at the AFL-CIO Executive Council meeting

in Bal Harbour, Florida, a statement was adopted that included a

call for "enactment of additional domestic content laws to protect

endangered U.S. industries, such as H.R. 5133, which assures the

continued U.S. capability to produce autos." (Full text attached.)
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For these reasons, the AFL-CIO endorses H.R. 5133, a fair

bill designed to take automobiles and related parts off the list

of endangered U.S. industries. Its passage is bound to have a

positive ripple effect on the entire U.S. economy.
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Appendix B

Sunmary of Aulomoh;e Trade Restriclions#l

tate, Costs ein*eqieemet ba. ,ti,,,ni
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SOURCE: Ford Motor Company,
japan Economi c Journal

Australia
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Belgium*
Brazil
Canada*
Denmark
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New Zealand
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South Korea
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United Kingdomi'
United Stte°
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Appundix C
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Nlai,'ir il t by the A L-CIO) lix titive Council

on

International Trade and Investment

February 15, 1982
Sal arbour, Fla.

The recession-bound U.S. economy continues to lose jobs and production, a trend

aggravated by mismanaged trade policies and practices. The U.S. trade balance suffered a

record $40 billion deficit in 1981. As the world faces recession, many nations are increasing

their barriers to imports of U.S. goods and further subsidizing their exports to the U.S. The

Reagan Administration is ignoring these facts.

The Administration's monetary policies have brought a high value to the dollar - up

16 percent against major currencies since 1980 -- encouraging imports and retarding

exports. These monetary policies have thus dealt a double blow -- a downturn at home and a

disaster in trade from added imports and slackening exports.

U.S. basic industries, already in need of revitalization, have been severely injured by

the impact of expanded imports on top of the recession. Steel has suffered import

penetration of about 20-25 percent of the U.S. market since last August. Auto imports in

1981 increased their share of a falling market to 31 percent in January. Apparel imports

were over 33 percent of the market. Machinery and machinery parts imports caused new

concern in a weakened market. With import pressure mounting, virtually every type of

manufacturing and related services felt the brunt of lost orders both at home and abroad.

Instead of imports declining as they usually do in a recession, products of more than

one-quar ter of the manufacturing industries showed a sharp import rise in the third-quarter

of 1981 over the same period the year before -- these include such varied items as tires,

glass, apparel, hand tools, nuts and bolts, machine tools, roller bearings, semiconductors,

motor vehicle parts, canned fish, aircraft engines and spacecraft parts. ,
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Even America's newest industries, the so-called "high technology industries," are

beginning to be hurt by imports. By January 1982, the New York Times was reporting that

the United States had lost its lead in computer chip technology and production of aircraft

parts was expanded into closed economies -- including the People's Republic of China.

While imports of manufactured goods rose 13 percent in 1981, exports of

manufactured goods were up only 7 percent. There has been inadequate attention to the

composition of exports. The dollar value of exports does not tell the full story in terms of

jobs and products. For example, the U.S. exports much raw material involving relatively

little labor instead of manufactured goods and processed foods which require considerable

labor input.

Instead of continuing trade adjustment assistance promised to workers injured by

imports, the Administration's 1983 budget proposal calls for a mere I percent of the 1981

outlays for trade adjustment assistance and a complete end of the program in 1984.

The only recognition of the need to act in the U.S. interest was the conclusion of the

Multifibre Arrangement.

The AFL-CIO calls upon the President and the Congress to undertake a number of

specific measures in the trade area:

" placement of temporary restrictions on harmfl imports during the term of the

recession to prevent added penetration of U.S. markets by foreign producers and

a further weakening of the U.S. industrial base.

" enactment of additional domestic content laws to protect endangered

U.S. industries, such as H.R. 5133, which assures the continued U.S. capability

to produce auos.

* speedy and effective handling of the dumping and subsidy cases in steel, to

assure the promised redress for these unfair trade practices.

ending of the President's continued authority to negotiate further tariff

reduction.
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" assurance that a portion of U.S. raw material exports be processed in this

country, so that export of products such as grain, logs, etc., is conditioned upon

specific domestic processing.

" establishment of bilateral shipping agreements and adherence to cargo

preference laws.

" extension of the "manufacturing clause" of the U.S. Copyriptt Law to protect

against widespread losses of jobs in the printing industry.

" extension of Trade Adjustment Assistance to provide adequate compensation to

those unemployed because of trade, and improve training, job search, and

relocation aid to those displaced workers who need such help.

" commitment that foreign grant, insurance and loan programs, such as the

Export-Import Bank, are carefully managed to safeguard U.S. interests at home

and abroad. Despite defects of the Ex-Im Bank, funds must not be slashed until

other countries cut or eliminate their subsidy programs. Ex-Im Bank funds and

guarantees must not be extended to any Communist countries.

" aid in the development of Caribbean nations needs to be enhanced, but proposals

for "one-way" free trade and additional investment incentives to U.S. firms for

investing abroad should be rejected.

" vigorous enforcement of reciprocity provisions of the Trade Act must be

undertaken.

The AFL-CIO believes that enforcement of the Trade Act and the fashioning of new

remedies to assure a strong and diversified U.S. industrial structure are essential for

America's well being.
ID'
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Senator DANFORTH. How would you respond to the following
point? The nature of the STR is to negotiate deals.

Mr. KOPLAN. That is correct. I agree that is their nature.
Senator DANFORTH. And, clearly it is possible when you are nego-

tiating a deal to negotiate a good one or a bad one, but their object
is to negotiate. The whole purpose of their existence is to negotiate
deals, and hopefully good ones, and if you take away their ability
to give something in a transaction, namely tariff cutting authority,
you undercut the whole ground of their existence.

Mr. KOPLAN. Well, I don't agree with that, Mr. Chairman, be-
cause what they are asking for today is something new, and I don't
think that this Congress should abrogate its responsibility, its over-
sight responsibility.

What we have said consistently is that if a deal is going to be
beneficial to the United States, to American industry, and to U.S.
workers, then it ought to be able to stand the test of congressional
scrutiny.

The original purpose of section 124 was not to simply give the
administration, any administration, blanket authority to negotiate
tariff cutting. I think that that came out in the questioning this
morning, yet this is what the administration is seeking.

What we are saying is, you have a long list of specific tariff bills
scheduled for consideration this morning, some of which we are op-
posing, others we are not. We believe that it is the responsibility of
this Cong ess, and of any Congress, to examine such an item, to de-
termine what effect a tariff cut is going to have here--to determine
the health of that particular American industry, and ultimately
pass judgment on the specific request.

We just feel that it is extremely dangerous to grant any adminis-
tration-any administration-such authority.

Senator DANFORTH. But, clearly, our Congress of 535 Members
can't be involved in negotiations.

Mr. KOPLAN. Well, up until now, up until the time that this au-
thority has been requested, the Congress has had oversight respon-
sibility. Section 124 was not intended to give this kind of a blank
check. It was to clean up housekeeping details from the Tokyo
round.

We are extremely concerned. We have spoken out at every op-
portunity in opposition to renewing this authority which expired
last January.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you very much.
Mr. KOPLAN. Thank you.
Senator DANFORTH. The next witnesses are Arthur Spitzfaden,

Dean Schleicher, Fawn Evenson, Edward Levy, Arnold Mayer,
Ralph Cennamo, and Stanley Nehmer.

My understanding is that you do have 5 minutes.

STATEMENT OF ARTHUR C. SPITZFADEN, PRESIDENT OF PRINCE
GARDNER CO., ST. LOUIS, MO., AND PRESIDENT, LUGGAGE &
LEATHER GOODS MANUFACTURERS OF AMERICA, INC.
Mr. SPITZFADEN. Mr. Chairman, we want to thank you for allow-

ing us to appear today.
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My name is Arthur Spitzfaden. I am president of Prince Gardner
Co. of St. Louis, Mo., which is a manufacturer of personal leather
goods for men and women.

Senator DANFORTH. Excellent products. I highly recommend
them.

Mr. SPITZFADEN. Thank you, Senator.
I am also president of the Luggage & Leather Goods Manufactur-

ers of America, Inc. My appearance here today is to reflect the gen-
eral views of the group of trade associations and labor unions
which represent firms and workers in domestic leather-related in-
dustries, specifically nonrubber footwear, luggage, handbags, per-
sonal leather goods, work gloves, and leather apparel.

All of these organizations are represented here today, and each
has submitted written statements to the subcommittee, which I un-
derstand will be included in their entirety in the record.

I am also speaking for the Amalgamated Clothing & Textile
Workers Union, whose members produce footwear and leather
wearing apparel. They have filed a separate statement which also
covers textile and apparel.

I would like to summarize the position of these organizations as
far as S. 1902 is concerned.

We oppose this legislation to the extent of the residual tariff-cut-
ting authority. Our reason for this opposition is really quite simple.
For all import-sensitive and import-injured industries, tariff negoti-
ations which lead to duty cuts on any leather-related article would
invite an increasing volume of imports affecting these industries, a
situation that we clearly cannot afford in the face of already in-
creasing imports and import penetration.

We see ahead the possibility of negotiations with the advanced
developing countries. We understand the administration plans to
propose such negotiations at the forthcoming GATT ministerial
meeting in November. These countries are the very ones which
have injured our industries by increasing exports to us. We oppose
being the sacrificial lambs for the industries which have testified
in favor of this bill.

Perhaps the best way to demonstrate the intense degree of
import competition faced by the leather-related industries is by
this chart we have prepared which illustrates import penetration
rates in the various industries. These figures represent the U.S.
market share held by imports which, in virtually every instance,
has been growing substantially.

It is countries like Taiwan, Korea, Mexico, Brazil, and Hong
Kong which have been at the forefront of these imports.

Let's look at this chart just for a minute.
[Showing of chart.]
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Mr. SPITZFADEN. What we see is that all of our industries have
lost a substantial market share to imports. At the top, or shall we
say bottom of the scale, some 79 percent of -the handbag market
has been overtaken by imports. Few industries have been so severe-
ly import impacted. My industry, personal leather goods, is the
latest leather-related industry to feel the impact of imports. Even
we, with the lowest import penetration rate of the industries repre-
sented here, have lost one-third of our market to imports.

And look at footwear. After being accustomed-and I say that fa-
cetiously-to an import market share of 50 percent, import pene-
tration in the nonrubber footwear industry rose to 62 percent in
the first 4 months of 1982.

Each of these industries is confronted with ever-increasing vol-
umes of imports. For example, imports of luggage increased 20 per-
cent between 1980 and 1981, and continued to increase by 6 percent
in the first 5 months of 1982. Imports of personal leather goods in-
creased by 17 percent between 1980 and 1981. Work gloves in-
creased 12 percent between 1980 and 1981. Imports in nonrubber
footwear increased 27 percent in the first 5 months of 1982.

0
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It is an understaement to say that the state of the health of
these industries is 'poor." We are all struggling to maintain
market share against the rising tide of imports. We are in a virtual
stage of siege. Thousands of jobs have been lost in these labor-in-
tensive industries, which last year employed about 250,000 workers.
The footwear industry alone lost 11,000 jobs in the first 4 months of
this year. My own company, Prince Gardner in St. Louis, had more
than 2,000 workers 3 years ago. We presently employ 600. We
cEnnot allow the situation to worsen for any of us.

Let me turn now to the legislation S. 1902, an extension of the
residual tariff cutting authority. Passage of this bill and exercising
the authority to negotiate tariff reductions could seriously hurt
import-sensitive industries such as those represented by our organi-
zations. What little protection we have in the way of tariffs on our
products is just that-very little protection. However, to consider
cutting tariffs on imports of these products is absurd. Why provide
the impetus to imports into the U.S. market in the face of an al-
ready precarious situation brought about by imports? We already
have one of the most, if not the most, open markets in the world.
Where does that-leave us-insofar as this legislation is concerned?
We oppose any legislation which would authorize tariff reductions
on import-sensitive products such as those of the leather-related in-
dustries.

Only a next best approach to our problem would be to amend the
legislation to exclude import-sensitive industries of such tariff re-
ductions. Our products could be specifically excluded by name from
the tariff negotiation authority. This was done, for example, in
section 503 of the Trade Act of 1974 with the Generalized System
of Preferences which excluded several import-sensitive articles by
name, including footwear, from designation as "articles eligible for
duty-free treatment."

Alternatively, if import-sensitive products were specifically ex-
cluded from the negotiating authority and if designation of import
sensitivity was not discretionary, our conc brn regarding this legis-
lation would be somewhat eased.

When the House Subcommittee considered residual tariff cutting
authority legislation, they adopted an amendment such that the
authority to negotiate tariffs may not be exercised with regard to
articles that are designated by the President as "import sensitive."

This amendment is unsatisfactory from our standpoint primarily
because the President would retain wide discretion in designating
products as "import sensitive." Such discretionary authority means
that a domestic industry must repeatedly prove import sensitivity
on individual products. Why should we be subject, time and time
again at great expense of time and money, to prove and reprove
our sensitivity to imports? Each of us here today has an extensive
experience with such discretionary authority: the footwear industry
with respect to escape clause cases, and the rest of us with respect
to the Generalized System of Preferences.

An amendment which would exclude from tariff reductions those
products not presently eligible for duty-free treatment under the
Generalized System of Preferences would be a step in the right di-
rection. Such an amendment would minimize the potential adverse
effect on import-sensitive domestic industries of duty cuts by insur-

-I
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ing that articles that are currently import sensitive, in the context
of the GSP, including most leather-related products, will not be
subject to further tariff negotiations.

Footwear is specifically excluded by law from duty-free treat-
ment under the GSP, and only a few leather-related products are
currently designated as GSP-eligible articles.

To summarize, we believe the residual authority to negotiate and
reduce duties under section 124 of the Trade Act of 1974 as em-
bodied in S. 1902 should not be extended. If this legislation goes
forward it must be amended to exclude import-sensitive products in
a nondiscretionary manner. Import-sensitive industries must be
protected from duty cuts and from further invasions by imports.

I am also available for questions. I went as fast as I could.
[Laughter.]

Senator DANFORTH. Do you think that the administration would
give away the store?

Mr. SPITZFADEN. You bet your life. We are suffering right now.
[Laughter.]

Senator DANFORTH. Senator Heinz.
Senator HEINZ. That's a good answer.
I would like to ask probably Stan Nehmer, more than anybody

else, about people in these industries that you have indicated lost
their jobs. Where do they go once they have lost their jobs?

Mr. NEHMER. Senator, there is very little place for them to go.
First of all, they are located in areas where other industries have
been hard hit and where there is heavy unemployment. They are
not overly skilled; you would say semiskilled, underskilled. Age-
wise they are among the older workers. They are, to a very large
extent, particularly in the inner cities and the urban areas where
some of these plants are located, they are minorities: Hispanics,
blacks. They are absolutely immobile. If they cannot retain their
jobs in these industries which are to a very large extent providing
employment where they otherwise couldn't find employment, there
is no other place to go. They are not going to move to Seattle,
Washington, to assemble Boeing aircraft. That is not the nature of
this labor force.

Senator HEINZ. What is the evidence to suggest the administra-
tion would negotiate tariff reductions on these import-sensitive ar-
ticles for market access on other products? There doesn't seem to
be much doubt in your mind; what is the evidence?

Mr. SPITZFADEN. The chart itself on what is happening so far
with the imports. If we continue with the import business, and we
take the duties off, we are going to be in nothing but trouble as far
as our industries are concerned.

Senator HEINZ. Well, I agree with that. What is the evidence
that the administration would in fact do that? Bill Brock was just
here saying he wouldn't do that.

Mr. SPITZFADEN. Well, I heard a statement here, earlier today,
and I wrote it down. It kind of scares me when they say that we
give up practically nothing to get a great deal back. We are not'practically nothing" to us.

Mr. NEHMER. Senator, I could also add that this administration's
record on this is what scares us. We cite two things, particularly.
The termination of the import relief on nonrubber footwear on
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June 30, 1981, was a terrible thing. That was when the recommen-
dation of the International Trade Commission was to extend that
import relief.

Second, the position of this administration with regard to the
Caribbean Basin Initiative, where they are continuing to fight
these industries on an amendment to the legislation which was
passed by the Trade Subcommittee, which would exempt together
with textiles and apparel these industries that you see before us-
the administration has not been content to let that go through, and
they have done their best to fight us on it. We are very concerned
that if this authority was given to them-there is also a specific
case in point which I might just mention-that they will use it to
cut these tariffs.

, After all, they are talking about negotiating with Korea, Taiwan,
Brazil, the advanced developin-g countries; those are the very coun-
tries, as Art Spitzfaden said, which are hurting us.

Mr. MAYER. Senator, another thing which I think is important is,
if I understood Ambassador Brock's testimony, he said, you know,
give us the authority, trust us. The record is such that they can't
be trusted on it. I mean the wrecked industries, particularly the
shoe industries from Maine to Missouri, the steel in Pennsylvania,
and so on, hardly shows reason for trust especially at a time when
we have nearly 10 percent unemployment, and unemployment is
still going up.

Senator HEINZ. Well, I have to admit that if you look at the
record, with the possible exception of Jerry Ford, Presidents don't
do very well when it comes to protecting import-impacted induq-
tries. Jimmy Carter gave the store away time after time, day aiter
day. The President that we have now, President Reagan, does not
appear to have improved on that record at all. I'm sorry to say that
because he is a Republican President, and I'm a Republican. I
would like to have a Republican President that stood four-square
behind free but fair trade.

Mr. MAYER. All the more reason for the congressional oversight
that the previous witness talked about.

Senator HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, may I continue?
Senator DANFORTH. Yes.
Senator HEINZ. Now, the House bill, under the Gibbons amend-

ment, has some language that appears to protect import-sensitive
articles. But I assume that that language would, for example,
permit the President to agree to tariff reductions on articles that
don't appear to be import sensitive as "articles," although they
might be articles within an industry that is very import sensitive.
And, frankly, I wanted to introduce a constituent-I was called
away to the telephone-Mr. Schleicher from Pennsylvania, who is
a good example of tbis, I understand.

Your company manufactures work gloves, and it may be that you
are facing just such a situation with respect to work gloves. Is that
correct?

Mr. SCHLEICHER. Yes, it is. Actually, while my company, per se,
does not manufacture the particular item in question, coated work
gloves, for example, they have taken a 60-percent reduction in
duties, from 35 percent to 14 percent, and it has been subsequently,
therefore, assumed that they_ are not import sensitive. Because
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they were given a 60-percent reduction they are now being peti-
tioned for addition to the GSP list.

So there are a great many assumptions, from our view, that are
taken by our trade negotiators, one of the biggest problems being,
for the industries represented here who are labor-intensive indus-
tries. Very, very seldom is that take into consideration in trade ne-
gotiations-labor-intensive versus capital-intensive-and the types
of jobs that are available, and what they mean.

Mr. SCHULZ. Senator, if I could add to that-my name is Craig
Schulz. I am the executive director of the Work Glove Manufactur-
ers Association, and within our industry it is a fact that the compa-
nies really have to cover a broad spectrum of product lines in order
to remain viable in the market. And in a number of cases, certain
of these product lines may not be producing and selling profitably;
but the profit margin from other profitable lines can pick up the
slack and provide them with enough profit to remain viable.

Now, if the USTR goes and picks and chooses those segments of
the industry that are not import sensitive and then reduces the
tariff there, that could destroy the entire viability of that company.

Mr. NEHMER. We have a case iri point, Senator. There was a big
controversy on the GSP operations a couple of years ago with
regard to eyeglass frames. After three times that the industry tried
to get the eyeglass frames off the list, they finally removed it inso-
far as imports from Hong Kong were concerned.

While that was going on, as part of this very process under
section 124, USTR was offering it to the Italians in order to get the
duty on citrus and almonds cut-two things going on completely in-
consistent with each other.

Senator HEINZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DANFORTH. Gentlemen, thank you all very much.
[The prepared statements of the previous panel follow:]

g8-592 0 - 82 - I0
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My name is Arthur Spitzfaden and I am President of

Prince Gardner Company of St. Louis, Missouri, a manufac-

turer of personal leather goods such as wallets, secre-

taries, coin purses, clutches, and key, cigarette, and

eyeglass cases for men and women. I am also President of

the Luggage and Leather Goods Manufacturers of America,

Inc., the trade association representing domestic producers

of luggage, business cases, and personal leather goods.

My appearance here today is in opposition to S. 1902,

the bill to extend the President's residual tariff cutting

authority. We oppose this legislation unless the legisla-

tion is amended to ensure that import-sensitive articles,

such as luggage and personal leather goods, are excluded

from potential tariff negotiations in a nondiscretionary

manner. Duty cuts on these products would invite an

increasing volume of imports in these industries, which we

clearly cannot afford in the face of already increasing

imports and import penetration.
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The Luggage and Personal Leather Goods Industries

are Highly Import-Sensitive

Both the luggage and personal leather goods industries

are import-sensitive and have already suffered greatly at

the hands of increasing levels of imports. Imports of

luggage and personal leather goods have increased substan-

tially and captured increasing shares of the U.S. market in

recent years.

U.S. imports of luggage (including business cases)

increased five-fold between 1975 and 1980, from $49 million

to $243 million, during a time when real growth in the

domestic market was only moderate, at best, and domestic

shipments were on a downward trend. Moreover, in 1981

imports increased by a further 20 percent to $292 million

and captured an even greater share of the U.S. luggage

market, while domestic shipments declined by approximately

15 percent according to our estimate. Imports continue to

increase by 6 percent in the first five months of 1982.

Increasing imports have clearly been at the expense of

domestic production. We estimate that imports now have at

least 40 percent of the U.S. market.

The situation with respect to personal leather goods is

similar. The term "personal leather goods" or "flat goods"

includes such products as billfolds, key cases, eyeglass

cases, cigarette cases, secretaries and coin purses of

leather and other materials. In real terms, domestic ship-

ments of personal leather goods have fallen since 1978,
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while imports have risen rapidly. Imports increased by 17

percent in 1981 to $84 million and clearly captured an even

larger share of the U.S. market as domestic shipments

declined by an estimated 15 percent. As with the luggage

industry, imports of flat goods have been increasing at a

time when the market has not been growing and, thus, imports

are at the expense of domestic production. While import

penetration in the personal leather goods industry has not

yet reached the level achieved in the luggage industry, it

is clear that the import market share is rising rapidly. We

estimate that imports now have more than 30 percent of the

U.S. market.

The situation at our company offers some insig-ht into

the industry's state of health. Three years ago Prince

Gardner employed more than 2,000 workers. Today we have

less than 600. If things continue on this course, we may

not be able to keep even these workers employed.

The luggage and personal leather goods industries have

been fighting an uphill battle for self-preservation. We

nave sought exclusion for our products from the Generalized

System of Preferences because of their import-sensitivity

and have been successful, for the most part, at keeping

most of our items from being added to the GSP list. Last

year, the luggage industry sought,. and received, a tech-

nical assistance grant of just under $250,000 from the

Department of Commerce designed to aid import-impacted
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industries. The luggage industry has embarked on an

extensive and ambitious program to improve its produc-

tivity, produce an even higher quality product, offer a

better value to the consumer, and, in general, become

more competitive. It makes no sense for the U.S.

Government, on the one hand, to help this industry become

more competitive, and, on the other hand, to reduce import

duties that will only negate these efforts.

Passage of S. 1902 Could be Harmful to These Industries

Passage of S. 1902, and more importantly, the exercising

of the authority to reduce duties insofar as luggage and

flat goods are concerned, would be harmful to the firms and

workers in these industries.

Tariffs on U.S. imports of luggage and flat goods have

already been substantially reduced over the past several

years and, in the most recently completed Multilateral Trade

Negotiations, duties were cut on many such items of

leather and textile materials. Products of plastic were

spared from duty cuts. These tariff reductions, staged over

eight years and to be fully effective by 1987, ranged from

20 percent in the case of leather luggage to the full 60

percent in the case of certain luggage and flat goods of

textile materials. The authority to reduce tariffs further

is neither desirable nor necessary in light of the substan-

tial reductions which have already been negotiated.
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The domestic industries have consistently taken the

position that luggage and flat goods should not be

designated as eligible articles for the purposes of the

Generalized System of Preferences. Most of these products

are not currently subject to duty-free treatment, a

situation consistent with the import-sensitivity of luggage

and flat goods.

For the same reasons as we oppose the addition of

luggage or flat goods to the GSP list, we must oppose S.

1902. Further tariff reductions will act as an impetus to

further increases in imports which, in turn, have a strong

potential for further injuring the domestic luggage and per-

sonal leather goods industries.

Our industries have already suffered enough from imports

and lost market share. We are very concerned that an exten-

sion of the President's residual tariff cutting authority

will lead to further duty cuts on luggage and flat goods, an

action which will contribute to the negative affect that

increased imports have already had on these industries. We

consider the current low import duties to offer some

protection; we believe that these duties should not be sub-

ject to further reduction.

We do, however, see one solution to our concerns

regarding this legislation which would justify passage of

the bill. Import-sensitive products would have to be speci-

fically excluded from the extension of the negotiating
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authority and, moreover, designation of "import-sensitivity"

must not be discretionary. The House Trade Subcommittee

reported out H.R. 4761 with an amendment to exclude from

tariff reductions products designated by the President as

import-sensitive. Such an amendment does not satisfy our

concerns, primarily because the President would retain wide

discretion in designating products as import-sensitive.

Such discretionary authority means that a domestic industry

must repeatedly prove import-sensitivity on individual pro-

ducts. We have seen this on several occasions with respect

to the Generalized System of Preferences.

An acceptable solution, however, would be an amendment

such as under consideration in the House which would exclude

from tariff reductions those products not presently eligible

for duty-free treatment under the Generalized System of

Preferences. Such an amendment would minimize the potential

adverse effect on import-sensitive domestic industries of

duty cuts by ensuring that articles which are import-

sensitive in the context of the GSP, including most luggage

and flat goods, will not be the subject of further tariff

negotiations.

To summarize, we believe the the residual authority to

negotiate and reduce duties under Section 124 of the Trade

Act of 1974 as embodied in S. 1902 should not be extended

unless the legislation is amended to exclude import-

sensitive products in a nondiscretionary manner.
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My name is Dean 'Schleicher, Secretary-Treasurer of

Keller Glove Manufacturing Company, a producer of work

gloves located in Plumsteadville, Pennsylvania. I am also

President of the Work Glove Manufacturers Association, a

trade association whose members account for the great bulk

of the domestic output of work gloves.

I would like to comment on our industry's concerns

regarding S. 1902, which would extend for two years the

President's authority to negotiate tariff reductions under

Section 124 of the Trade Act of 1974. The current form of

the legislation is unacceptable to our industry, which is

already import-sensitive and import injured. Tariff cuts on

work glove manufacturers association
P.O. BOX H * GRAYSLAKE. ILLINOIS 60030 * 312/223-9222
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imports of work gloves are likely to result in additional

increases in imports and import penetration. In our view,

this legislation should be amended to insure that the

authority to negotiate tariff reductions cannot be exercised

with respect to import sensitive products such as work

gloves.

We recognize that passage of S. 1902 as it currently

reads does not necessarily mean tariff reductions on our

products. However, we are far from confident that such

tariff reductions will not, in fact, occur. The tariff on

rubber and plastic work gloves was cut by 60 percent during

the Multilateral Trade Negotiations and now the

Administration has accepted a petition to consider placing

these gloves on the GSP duty-free list. How often can we be

buffeted by Washington "tradeocrats" and still survive?

Thus, the work glove industry must oppose S. 1902 unless

import-sensitive products are specifically excluded from the

tariff negotiating authority. If not excluded by name,

another way to address the issue is to exclude current

non-GSP-eligible articles from potential duty-cuts as was

suggested during consideration of similar legislation by the

House Trade Subcommittee. We view this as a reasonable

solution as it will protect import-sensitive articles from

further duty cuts. However, we do not consider the amend-

ment which passed the House Trade Subcommittee to be accep-

table, as that amendment allows the President to retain

complete discretion to determine what is import-sensitive.
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I think it is appropriate to provide you with some

background information on the work glove industry and its

import-sensitivity.

The work glove industry is composed primarily of small-

and medium-sized firms and is both labor-intensive and

import-sensitive. Minorities, both racial and women,

comprise a major portion of the work force in this industry._

Our manufacturers produce gloves of textile, leather,

plastic, rubber, and coated fabrics. Cotton work gloves,

like most textile and apparel products, are covered by the

Multifiber Arrangement (MFA), the international agreement on

trade in textile and apparel. I certainly do not need to

point out that textile and apparel articles are highly

import-sensitive. Import restraints under the MFA were

placed on textiles and apparel precisely because of their

import-sensitivity. Moreover, textile and apparel were spe-

cifically excluded by law from designation as eligible

articles under the Generalized System of Preferences because

of their import sensitivity.

Work gloves of non-textile materials do not benefit from

any restraints on imports, although most are presently not

subject to zero-duty treatment under the Generalized System

of Preferences. These work gloves are also import-

sensitive.

Imports of work gloves have increased both absolutely

and relative to domestic shipments and consumption in recent

1 U W m ONUM I W -MNM
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years. Imports of all types of work gloves increased more

than 12 percent in 1981 over 1980 levels, including an 18

percent increase in imports of cotton gloves, despite the

existence of MFA import restraints. Overall import penetra-

tion for the work glove industry exceeds 35 percent. Import

penetration varies for the individual glove types, but is

substantial in all segments of the industry and has

generally been on the rise. Import penetration is highest

for leather/fabric combination gloves which registered an

estimated 74 percent market share in 1981. Even the two

segments (leather work gloves and rubber/plastic gloves)

with the "lowest" import penetration levels suffered from

import penetration rates of 20 percent in 1981, still a

substantial degree of market penetration.

All of the products of our industry are import-sensitive

and few are on the GSP list. As I mentioned, the Office of

the United States Trade Representative has accepted a peti-

tion from the Government of Thailand to consider adding cer-

tain rubber or plastic gloves (what we call dipped supported

gloves and coated or partially coated fabric gloves) to the

list of eligible articles under the GSP. This is the same

item for which duties were cut 60 percent during the MTNs.

Needless to say, we will oppose this petition. This provi-

des a good example of a situation which exists for many

import-sensitive industries today -- while an industry may

be recognized as "import-sensitive", that import-sensitivity
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continues to be challenged on individual products within the

industry.

In fact, this is-one of the reasons we do not find the

language of the House Trade Subcommittee-adopted residual

tariff cutting authority bill acceptable. This language

allows the President discretion to determine what is import-

sensitive just as there is discretion over what is import-

sensitive in the context of the GSP. The situation which

ensues under discretionary authority is one in which

domestic industries must continnually make a case to the

Executive Branch to prove their products are import-

sensitive. To rake such a case is both time consuming and

expensive.

An alternative approach to the problems in S. 1902 would

be to amend the legislation to provide for the exclusion of

all current non-GSP eligible-articles from the tariff-

cutting authority, thereby ensuring that import-sensitive

articles are not subject to tariff reductions.

I urge this Subcommittee not to report S. 1902

favorably. We support an amended bill or defeat of the

legislation as it currently reads.
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COIO4NTS OF FOOTWEAR INDUSTRIES OF AMERICA, INC., ON S. 1902 TO EXTEND FOR AN

ADDITIONAL TWO YEARS THE RESIDUAL TARIFF NEGOTIATING AUTHORITY UNDER SECTION 124

OF THE TRADE ACT OF 1974

JULY 21, 1982

INTRODUCTION

Footwear Industries of America, Inc. (FIA), is a trade association whose

members account for the majority of nonrubber footwear produced in the United

States and a substantial number of suppliers to the industry. We are pleased

to have this opportunity to conment on S. 1902, introduced by Senator Danforth

and Senator Symms, to extend for an additional two years the residual tariff

negotiating authority under Section 124 of the Trade Act of 1974.

FIA generally recognizes the need for an extension of the President's

authority to enter into trade agreements with foreign countries and to proclaim

reductions or increases in duties or continuation of existing duties or duty-

free treatment if he determines existing foreign or U.S. duties or other import

restrictions unduly burden and restrict U.S. foreign trade.

However, in extending the President's tariff-negotiating authority,

Footwear Industries of America recommends that the special needs of import-

impacted industries be taken into consideration. Specifically, we recommend

that the President's authority to reduce tariffs not be extended to import items,

such as footwear, not eligible for duty-free treatment under the Generalized

System of Preferences program.
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BACKGROUND

The import-sensitive nature of nonrubber footwear is especially well-

documented. The Congress specifically recognized this problem and included

nonrubber footwear in a list of articles excluded from eligibility for

Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) treatment under Title V of the Trade Act

of 1974. Further, the International Trade Co mission (ITC) twice unanimously

determined that imports seriously injured the domestic footwear industry (in

1976 and 1977). Following the second unanimous injury finding, import relief

was granted to the industry in June, 1977, in the form of Orderly Marketing

Agreements (OI's) negotiated with Taiwan and Korea to limit imports from those

two sources for four years (June 30, 1977 - June 30, 1981). In April, 1981,

the ITC concluded that footwear imports continued to injure the domestic

industry, and recommended extension of import quotas on footwear from Taiwan,

the largest single foreign supplier. The ITC further recommended that action be

taken against surges from other countries whose imports undermined the import

relief program and threatened the domestic industry. However, on June 30, 1981,

despite the ITC's recommendation, President Reagan announced his decision to

terminate the Orderly Marketing Agreements with both Taiwan and Korea. Thus,

the industry currently is not subject to any form of import relief.

Prior to the imposition of import relief and throughout the four-year

relief period, imports captured roughly one half of the domestic market for foot-

wear. Since import relief was terminated, the footwear industry has seen its

bleakest hour: imports have risen by nearly 12 percentage points this year.

Domestic market share has fallen to 38% and over 11,000 jobs have been lost in

this industry since the beginning of 1982.
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THE UNITED STATES IS THE FOCAL POINT FOR WORLD FOOTWEAR EXPORTS

The United States already is the focal point for other nations' footwear

exports, as it is the largest and moet open market in the world.

Approximately 70 countries export nonrubber footwear to the United States,

which historically has been the largest single country market for world trade

in nonrubber footwear, absorbing a significant portion of total world exports

of these products.

United States imports accounted for 39 percent of total nonrubber footwear

imports by OECD countries in 1976 and 1977, the latest year for which such data

are available. Data compiled by the Shoe and Allied Trade Research Association

(orld Footwear Industries Statistical Review 1978) indicate that the United

States market absorbs more than one half of the total footwear exports from

Taiwan, Brazil, Japan, Mexico, and the Philippines, and close to one-half of the

total footwear exports from Korea, Hong Kong, Spain and Greece. For most of the

world's top 19 footwear exporting countries (which account for almost 85 percent

of total world exports) the United States is the single largest recipient of

footwear exports, absorbing 41 percent of total exports by these 19 countries.

Barriers to imports of nonrubber footwear that exist in foreign markets

outside the United States contribute to a diversion of trade to the U.S. market.

U.S. tariffs on nonrubber footwear are among the lowest in the world, generally

ranging from 2.5 to 20 percent ad valoreal the trade-weighted average ad valorem

rate was approximately 10 percent in 1991. Moreover, non-tariff barriers here

virtually are non-existent. (In fact, the one non-tariff barrier applicable to

shoes, American Selling Price, was abolished on July 1, 1981.) In comparison,

many of the other major consuming and producing nations have substantially
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higher tariff rates on nonrubber footwear, and some of the major producers and

exporters of nonrubber footwear in the developing countries maintain tariff and

non-tariff barriers that virtually prohibit penetration by foreign producers.

It is no wonder, then, that the U.S. bears the brunt of world trade in this com-

modity.

Footwear Tariff and Trade Regulations: Major Foreign Markets, prepared by

the Department of Commerce in May, 1981, surveys tariff and trade regulations

covering the importation of footwear in 53 countries. A review of this report

clearly illustrates the stringent barriers to footwear imports imposed by many

of our trading partners - in both developed and less-developed countries.

For example, Canada has just re-imposed a global quota on footwear.

Canadian duties for countries with MFN status range from 22h% - 25% ad valorem.

In Korea, the general duty range is 60% ad valorem; leather footwear imports

currently are banned. Mexico's duty rate is 35% ad valorem FOB; in addition,

there is a surcharge of 2% on the normal value of the merchandise, a surtax of

3% on the calculated duty, and a luxury tax of 6% on the normal value of the

merchandise. Furthermore, licenses are required on all footwear, and are not

issued freely. In the Philippines, footwear is classified as a consumer item

which cannot be imported. Duties in Spain range from 8% - 35% ad valorem, with

an additional compensatory imports tax of 10%. Taiwan imposes duties of 25% -

85% ad valorem, requires licenses and imposes additional taxes of almost 20%.

Brazil's duties virtually prohibit footwear imports. In addition to its

170% ad valorem tariff, it has a deposit scheme and it imposes a 12% merchandise

circulation tax and a merchant marine renewal charge of 20% of net ocean

freight charge on all imports by sea. Moreover, import licenses are generally

not issued for footwear. Duties in Au-trala generally are 34% or 46.5% ad
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valorem; in addition, quantitative restrictions on many types of footwear have

been in effect there since 1974. Duties in Japan range from 8.6% - 27%; it

also has a severe quota on imports of leather products which includes leather

footwear.

In addition to the trade barriers briefly outlined above, non-tariff

barriers on hides and leather affect world trade in nonrubber footwear. The

most important of these barriers are export restrictions on hides and leather.

Strong world demand for hides and leather and global hide shortages caused the

price of hides, leather and leather products to rise rapidly beginning in late

1978 and continuing through 1979. Those countries restricting their exports of

hides are able, in such market conditions, to maintain domestic raw material

prices at a level below world prices and thus develop leather products

industries that are highly competitive in the world market.

Such restrictive trade practices have an obviously damaging effect on the

United States, a major producer and trader of hides, which has no restrictions

on the export of hides. As a consequence of this lack of restrictions, U.S.

producers of footwear and other leather products often pay higher prices for

raw materials than foreign competitors in those countries that do restrict

exports of raw materials. Therefore, on the world market and in their own

market, U.S. producers are at a competitive disadvantage with such producers

vis-a-vis the cost of raw materials, a major component of the cost of production

of some types of footwear. Furthermore, exports of finished products from those

countries that restrict their raw materials exports are often targeted to the

relatively open U.S. market, thus compounding the effect on the U.S. footwear

and other leather products industries.

98-592 0 - 82 - 11
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Among those countries that restrict their hide exports are Argentina,

Uruguay, and Brazil. By first placing embargoes and then levying export taxes

on hides, these countries have protected their own domestic leather products

industries from the pressures of rising world hide prices.

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATION

The domestic footwear industry has been, and continues to be, severely

injured by imports. In 1981, the ITC acknowledged the continued threat, and

recommended extension of the Orderly Marketing Agreement with Taiwan. However,

the import relief program was terminated. Imports have grown dramatically since

that time and have now captured almost 62% of our market. Clearly any reduction

in U.S. tariffs on footwear will further exacerbate an already severe problem.

The stringent trade barriers on footwear in many other countries preclude

development of alternative markets for the world's footwear exporters. Thus,

the United States, which is the largest and most open market in the world, can

expect to remain the focal point for world footwear exports. Any reduction in

the already low domestic duty rates will only invite a surge in footwear

imports.

Therefore, Footwear Industries of America suggests that any extension of

the President's residual authority should be subjected to more stringent

Congressional guidelines. Section 127 of the Trade Act of 1974 currently

prohibits the-President from negotiating duty reductions pursuant to Section

124 while an import relief program is in effect with respect to the product in

question. FIA submits that the continued ill health of the U.S. shoe industry,

notwithstanding the recent period of import relief, demonstrates that this

exception to Section 124 authority is too narrow to adequately serve the
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Congressional intent of protecting import sensitive industries. What is needed

is a Olaundry list" of import sensitive articles - including shoes - similar

to the list of products exempted from the system of trade preferences created by

Title V of the Trade Act of 1974. If the President is to be given the

authority to reduce tariffs, it is only in this way that American industries

injured by imports will be assured that further declines in production and job

losses will not occur.
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My name is Edward Levy. I am Executive Director of the

National Handbag Association, the trade association repre-

senting the domestic handbag industry. I am here today to

comment on some of the concerns of our industry with respect

to the bill to extend the President's residual tariff

cutting authority for two years, S. 1902. We find the

language of the current legislation to be totally unaccep-

table as it will open the door to tariff reductions on

imported handbags.

We are an import-sensitive industry and have the

unhappy distinction of having one of the most heavily import

penetrated markets in this country. Almost 80 percent of

the U.S. market for handbags is currently in the hand of

imports. Declining production, lost market share, and lost

]obs have characterized our industry for more than a decade.

Under such circumstances our concerns over any legislation

which has a potential for resulting in further inroads into
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our market should be apparent. There exists -no justifica-

tion to support the consideration of tariff reductions on

these import-sensitive products.

Passage of S. 1902, and more importantly, exercising the

authority to reduce duties insofar as handbags are con-

cerned, would adversely affect the firms and workers in this

industry. The degree of protection offered by the current

rates of duties on imported handbags are considered minimal

-- ranging from 6.5 percent on handbags of some textile

materials to 20 percent on handbags of plastic and certain

other textile materials to 22.4 percent on handbags of rat-

tan or palm leaf. Few of our products are subject to duty-

free treatment under the Generalized System of Preferences,

precisely because of their import-sensitivity. 'During the

Multilateral Trade Negotiations we saw the duties on many of

our products cut substantially, some by 10 percent (leather

handbags) and some by as much 60 percent (handbags of cer-

tain textile materials). Only plastic handbags and some

handbags of textile materials were spared from duty cuts.

We have more than paid our dues with regard to duty reduc-

tions.

Another cause for the particular concern of our industry

regarding the extension of the tariff cutting authority

relates to negotiations which have already been discussed.

The United States is apparently seeking lower tariffs on

almonds and citrus from the European Community. We have no
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assurances that the EC will not seek -- and the United

States will not agree to -- duty cuts on leather products in

return for lower tariffs on almond and citrus. In fact, we

are extremely concerned that this may happen. Not only is

Italy the major producer of almonds and citrus in the EC,

but Italy is also a major exporter of leather products to

the United States. Such facts speak directly to the concern

of the handbag and leather goods industries regarding exten-

sion of the tariff cutting authority.

Because of these concerns, we can envision only one

method by which passage of such legislation can be

justified. If the bill is amended to provide for the speci-

fic exclusion of import-sensitive articles, such as hand-

bags, by name, the potential of adversely affecting firms

and workers in import-sensitive industries could be mini-

mized. A general exclusion of all "import-sensitive"

articles is simply not enough. As this industry has seen

time after time in matters relating to the Generalized

System of Preferences, we would be forced to continually

demonstrate our import-sensitivity in every case. This is

why we consider the amendment which was passed on similar

legislation in the House Trade Subcommittee to be inade-

quate. It offers a general exclusion for articles

designated as import-sensitive by the President, but offers

no assurance that products such as ours will be considered

to be import-sensitive.
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If this Subcommittee does not amend S. 1902 to specifi-

cally exclude handbags and other import-sensitive articles,

there exists another possible alternative. As proposed in

the House Trade Subcommittee, the legislation could be

amended to exclude from possible tariff negotiations those

articles which are not currently eligible for duty-free

treatment under the Generalized System of Preferences. In

this manner, we would be assured that all articles which are

import-senstive in the context of the GSP, such as most

types of handbags, would not be affected by any tariff nego-

tiations. This would be acceptable to us.

I urge you to consider the alternatives I have outlined.

If this legislation is not amended satisfactorily, the

National Handbag Association must oppose S. 1902.
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Summary

The United Food and Commercial Workers International

Union, AFL-CIO is a labor union with 1.3 million members. I

am here today primarily on behalf of our members who work in

the shoe, luggage, and leather tanning industries who are

most concerned about possible duty reductions on imports of

their products. The UFCW is strongly opposed to the resi-

dual tariff cutting authority legislation, S.1902.

Now that the Orderly Marketing Agreements with Taiwan

and Korea have been terminated and import relief is over,

the import problem of the shoe industry has deteriorated.

During the first four months of this year there Were some

11,000 fewer shoe workers employed than during the same

period in 1981, and imports had gained 62 percent of the

domestic market. Our members in the shoe and luggage

industries and those in the leather tanneries whose jobs

depend on these industries are concerned about their jobs

and their livelihoods. Efforts to gain relief from imports

should not be hindered or, even worse, destroyed by tariff

reductions on imported shoes.

The Union does not want to see duty reductions on

imported shoes, nor do we even want such an action to be a

possibility. We oppose S. 1902. The safest approach so far

as U.S. jobs and businesses are concerned is to reject S.

1902.
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My name is Arnold Mayer, Vice President and Director of

Government Affairs of the United Food and Commercial Workers

International Union, AFL-CIO. The UFCW is a labor union

with 1.3 million members organized in some 700 local unions

throughout the United States and Canada. The UFCW and its

local unions have collective bargaining agreements with tens

of thousands of employers throughout the food processing,

retail sales, leather, health, commercial, sho6, fur and

other industries. I am here today primarily on behalf of

our members who work in the shoe, luggage, and leather

tanning industries who are most-concerned about possible

duty reductions on imports of their products.

The UFCW is strongly opposed to the residual tariff

cutting authority legislation, S.1902. The shoe workers in

this country are struggling to maintain jobs in a domestic

market which continues to be inundated with imported foot-

wear. Since 1977, when import relief (which limited foot-

wear imports from Taiwan and Korea) was granted, some 25,000

jobs have been lost in the shoe industry. In the year since

the termination of import relief, domestic output has

fallen, thousands of additional jobs continue to be lost,

and imports have increased to capture an even greater share

of the U.S. market. Clearly, duty cuts on imported footwear

would place the entire industry in jeopardy. Therefore, we

must oppose this legislation which would allow the President

the authority to cut duties on such products.
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The U.S. Shoe Industry is Import-Sensitive and Has Already
Suffered Import Injury

I am sure that the members of this Subcommittee are well

aware of the import-sensitivity of the shoe industry and the

fact that the industry has already suffered injury from

imports. The Senate Finance Committee itself initiated the

second Nescape clause" case after the first unanimous

injury determination by the International Trade Commission

brought no import relief in 1976. Moreover, in recognition

of the industry's import-sensitivity, footwear was among the

handful of products specifically excluded from designation

as eligible articles for the purposes of the Generalized

System of Preferences under Title V of the Trade Act of

1974.

However, while the historical plight of this industry

with respect to import competition is well documented, let

me add a few startling new facts. Now that the Orderly

Marketing Agreements with Taiwan and Korea have been ter-

minated and import relief is over, the import problem has

deteriorated. In the first five months of 1982, imports of

nonrubber footwear increased 27 percent above the same

period of last year. Import growth does not appear to be

slowing down as April 1982 imports were 22 percent above the

April 1981 level and May 1982 imports were 48 percent above

the May 1981 level. Domestic production has fallen by 12

percent in the first four months of 1982. The two most

startling statistics, however, remain employment levels and
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import penetration. During the first four months of this

year there were some 11,000 fewer shoe workers employed than

during the same period in 1981. In the January-April period

of this year, imports had gained 62 percent of the domestic

market, compared to 53 percent in the same period of last

year and 51 percent for calendar year 1981 as a whole.

The situation with respect to imports is certainly

troublesome to say the least. What I have just described

may seem like dry statistics, but to our members in the shoe

industry and those in the tanneries whose jobs depend on the

shoe industry, it is their jobs and their livelihoods that

we are talking about. Workers in the shoe industry have

fought long and hard for relief from imports and intend to

continue fighting. Their efforts should not be hindered or,

even worse, destroyed by tariff reductions on imported

shoes.

S.1902 Could be Harmful to Import-Sensitive Industries

Passage of S.1902 and exercising the authority to nego-

tiate tariff reductions could seriously hurt the shoe and

other'import-sensitive industries. During the Multilateral

Trade Negotiations, footwear was excluded from any duty cuts

because at the time they were subject to import relief.

Footwear was also excluded by virtue of import relief from

the lists of articles being considered during 1980 and 1981

for possible duty modifications under Section 124 of the

Trade Act of 1974. Since import relief has been terminated,
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however, the shoe industry cannot be assured that it will

not be affected by tariff cuts if the residual tariff

cutting authority is extended. If, on top of the ter-

mination of import relief, the shoe industry was now faced

with duty cuts, the consequences could be devastating, par-

ticularly in light of the fact that the U.S. market for

footwear is already the most open market in the world, with

low tariff rates on footwear imports.

During consideration of similar residual tariff cutting

authority legislation in the House Trade Subcommittee of the

Ways and Means Committee (H.R. 4761), the Subcommittee

adopted an amendment which stated that the authority to

negotiate tariff reductions "may not be exercised with

regard to articles that are designated by the President as

import-sensitive." We do not find this amendment to offer

adequate safeguards against the concerns of import-sensitive

industries.

Under the House Subcommittee-adopted language, the

President retains discretionary authority to determine what

is import-sensitive. Our experience with "discretionary"

authority has been rather dismal. In the first nonrubber

footwear "escape clause" case, President Ford rejected

import relief despite a unanimous finding of serious import

injury by the International Trade Commission. Just last

year, President Reagan decided not to extend import relief
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for nonrubber footwear again despite an affirmative recom-

mendation by the ITC. We understandably lack confidence

that footwear is assured designation as an import-sensitive

product. Even if USTR assures us that duty cuts on imported

footwear will not occur, we are not convinced.

The Union's position is clear -- we do not want to see

duty reductions on imported shoes, nor do we even want such

an action to be a possibility. We oppose S.1902.

It has been suggested that the language of the bill

reported out by the House Trade Subcommittee be further

amended to exclude from the residual tariff cutting

authority those items not currently designated as eligible

articles under the Generalized Systems of Preferences.

Language such as this would be a step forward as it would

preclude nonrubber footwear and other import sensitive goods

from the tariff cutting authority. This Subcommittee should

give serious consideration to such an amendment if it deci-

des to go ahead with the residual cutting authority bill.

However, the safest approach so far as U.S. jobs and busi-

nesses are concer0Led is to reject S. 1902.
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My name is Ralph Cennamo and I am General President of

the International Leather Goods, Plastics and Novelty

Workers' Union, AFL-CIO. Our Union represents a substantial

number of workers in the domestic handbag, luggage and per-

sonal leather goods (flat goods) industries.

My appearance here today is to oppose S.1902, a bill to

allow the President the authority to negotiate tariff reduc-

tions under Section 124 of the Trade Act of 1974. Our con-

cern with this legislation, as with similar legislation

reported by the House Trade Subcommittee (H.R. 4761), is

that import-sensitive industries such as ours will be faced

with the threat of further tariff reductions which we can

ill afford in light of the present state of health of our

industries.

Few industry sectors have been as severely affected by

import competition as the U.S. leather and leather-related

products industries. Whether handbags, luggage or personal
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leather goods, each of these industries has been charac-

terized by increasing imports which have caused lost market

share and jobs in these industries.

Increasing volumes of imports are an ongoing concern of

workers in these labor-intensive industries. We have seen

79 percent of the U.S. market for handbags overrun by

imports. Despite the fact that the U.S. market for handbags

reached $1 billion for the first time in 1981, imports con-

tinue to capture all of the growth of the market and more.

Thousands of jobs have been eliminated in this industry.

While trends in the luggage and personal leather goods

industries have not reached such dramatic proportions, they

are nevertheless likewise suffering from serious import com-

petition. Import penetration in 1981 is estimated at 40

percent in the luggage industry and 30 percent in the per-

sonal leather goods industry.

Our workers cannot tolerate any further erosion of their

market or their job opportunities. These three industries

combined have traditionally employed more than 50,000

workers. Thousands of jobs have been lost in the last

several years, however. According to Government data, some

4,000 jobs have been eliminated in the last five years

alone. Available employment data for this year are even

more dismal. Some 3,000 fewer workers in these industries

were employed in the first four months of 1982 compared to

employment levels for the same period a year ago.
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A large proportion of our workers are minorities, pri-

marily blacks and Hispanics, and a similarly large portion

are women. Most of our workers can be characterized as

unskilled or semiskilled. Mobility is limited. Thus, the

workers of our industries who lose their jobs have little

hope for alternative employment.

Having provided you with some of the details regarding

the import-sensitivity of these industries, I must turn to

our concerns regarding the legislation to extend for two

years the President's authority to negotiate tariff reduc-

tions, S.1902. We share our concerns with other import-

sensitive industries. It is clear that duty cuts are not

desirable in light of the manner in which imports have

already captured substantial shares of the U.S. market.

Beyond that, we also do not even want to be faced with the

possibility of duty cuts, which is what is proposed in the

legislation S.1902.

There are a number of options available to amend this

legislation to exclude import-sensitive products from

possible tariff reduction. These options are themselves a

cause of concern.

When similar legislation (H.R. 4761) was considered by

the House Trade Subcommittee, an amendment was adopted which

precluded from tariff cuts those articles which the

President designated as import-sensitive. In our opinion,

this does not sufficiently address the concern of import-
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sensitive industries, primarily because of the wide discre-

tion retained by the President. We haye seen such discre-

tionary authority at work in the past and have suffered its

consequences.

Our Union has consistently protested that handbags,

luggage and personal leather goods are import-sensitive and

has fought against the inclusion of these products as eli-

gible articles under the Generalized System of Preferences.

Under the GSP, discretionary authority is retained to deter-

mine what is import-sensitive. As a result, we have time

and time again been forced to re-prove our import-

sensitivity before the International Trade Commission and

the Trade Policy Staff Committee as various petitions are

accepted for consideration. We anticipate similar problems

if the proposed legislation is merely amended to exclude

articles the President designates as import-sensitive.

In addition to our numerous appearances on GSP issues,

representatives of our Union also appeared before the Trade

Policy Staff Committee and the U.S. International Trade

Commission in August 1980, when a long list of lugggage,

flat goods and handbag items was included among hundreds of

items under consideration for possible tariff cuts under the

residual tariff cutting authority of Section 124. In fact,

in the last several years a Union representative has made

the trip to Washington countless times, each time having to

98-592 0 - 82 - 12
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document once again the import-sensitivity of our products.

This has been at no small expense in terms of time and money

for our Union.

A much better solution than discretionary authority to

designate import sensitive articles -- and in fact the only

acceptable solution -- is to either exclude our products by

name or tie in the residual tariff cutting authority and the

current list of GSP eligible articles, the link clearly

being that articles eligible for GSP treatment can be con-

sidered not to be import-.sensitive and articles not eligible

for GSP are import-sensitive. As was suggested in the House

Trade Subcommittee, the legislation could be amended to

exclude from the tariff cutting authority those articles not

currently eligible for duty-free treatment under the

Generalized System of Preferences. Only if such an amend-

ment to S.1902 is approved can we reduce our opposition to

this bill.
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Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Nehmer, you are scheduled also to tes-
tify on S. 231.

Mr. NEHMRR. Yes, sir.
Senator DANFORTH. I don't know if you are prepared now to go

forward. If so, you might want to do it now rather than come back
tomorrow.

Mr. NEHMER. Thank you. I appreciate that.
Senator DANFORTH. And thank you all very much-the rest of

you-for being here.

STATEMENT OF STANLEY NEHMER, PRESIDENT, ECONOMIC
CONSULTING SERVICES, INC., WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. NEHMER. Mr. Chairman, with regard to S. 231, I am here on
behalf of the Textile Apparel Import Steering Group, a national co-
alition of 21 labor and management organizations. A copy of our
statement has been submitted to the subcommittee.

The group records its very strong opposition to S. 231, the bill
which would increase the informal entry level from $250 to $600,
and in my summary of this statement I will explain why.

The textile and apparel industry relies extremely heavily upon
the Multi-Fiber Arrangement in order to alleviate the import pres-
sure on the textile and apparel industries. The MFA has been in
effect since 1974.

The MFA requires a very sophisticated monitoring system by
which textile and apparel imports are recorded and are charged
against certain maximum allowable levels of imports from certain
countries.

There- are already an indeterminant number of apparel imports
where the entries are under $250 which do not get charged against
the negotiated quotas, due to this informal entry level.

I think we ought to make it clear that imports that come in
under $250 are not recorded in the same statistical series as those
above $250. And when you are dealing with low unit value prod-
ucts-apparel and some of the other products that we heard from
today-then it is possible to have small shipments come in which
would not get recorded.

It is quite clear that an increase in the maximum informal entry
level from $250 to $600 will result in a considerably larger number
of import shipments which will not be counted against negotiated
MFA levels. This will hinder the operation of the MFA, hinder the
administration, the executive branch, and the industries' ability to
monitor the competitive position of the textile and apparel indus-
try in the U.S. market, because accurate trade data are extremely
important for this particular program.

There is another aspect of the MFA which is rarely used but
which is important: it allows unilateral action by the United States
in which imports are set at the level of the first 12 of the last 14
months. If you have informal entries which are excluded from the.
data, we are just not going to know what the import level has been.

I think we have to look at this against the background of what is
happening to the textile and apparel industry. The employment in
the industry today is just about 2 million workers, in fact slightly
below 2 million workers. It has lost 300,000 jobs since 1974. The un-
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employment rate for the textile mill products industry in June was
13.9 percent, and for apparel was 16 percent. Of course, the nation-
al average was 9.5 percent.

The kind of labor force that we just talked about with regard to
these industries is quite the same with regard to textiles and ap-
parel.

Now, we attached to our statement an article from a Hong Kong
publication which describes the action recently taken by the U.S.
Customs Service in Hong Kong with regard to made-to-measure
clothing shipped to the United States from Hong Kong. Many,
many shipments were found to be undervalued to avoid being sub-
ject to the restraint levels on exports from Hong Kong.

The U.S. Customs Service has reported that this practice resulted
in a loss of revenue to the United States of $300,000 to-$500,000
monthly-not even annually, but monthly-which is a terrible rev-
enue loss. And we say in our statement, "raise the informal entry
level to $600 and the Hong Kong merchants will have an even
greater incentive to cheat."

We also point out, finally, that a classic example of the use of the
informal entry level that could be used to get around some of the
restraint levels involves men's suits from Colombia. In 1980 they
were imported at an average f.o.b. value of just $36. Normally 16
suits get packed in a case. If you raise the entry level to $600, then
these shipments will not get recorded against the restraint levels
with regard to Colombia.

We believe very sincerely that the evidence justifies that this leg-
islation not be favorably reported by the subcommittee or by the
full committee.

That concludes my statement.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you very much, Mr. Nehmer.
[The prepared statement of Stanley Nehmer follows:]
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STATEMENT OF THE TEXTILE/APPAREL IMPORT
STEERING GROUP

PRESENTED TO THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

UNITED STATES SENATE

By Stanley Nehmer

WASHINGTON, D.C. JULY 23, 1982

In Opposition to
S.231

The Textile/Apparel Import Steering Group is a national

coalition of labor and management organizations in the tex-

tile and apparel industry in the Untied States. Members of

the Group are located throughout the nation and produce the

vast majority of textile and apparel items made in this

country. The attached list identifies the twenty-one member

organizations of the Textile/Apparel Import Steering Group.

The Group wishes to record its strong opposition to

S.231, a bill to increase the maximum value of import ship-

ments eligible for informal entry from $250 and $600. The

textile and apparel industry sector is sensitive to imports,

and particularly to imports from low-wage developing

countries. The industry relies upon the Multifiber

Arrangement (MFA) to alleviate the import pressure on the

textile and apparel industries. While the MFA may not be a

wholly satisfactory mechanism for import restraint, it is,

nonetheless, the only import program now in effect for this

industry.
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The MFA requires a sophisticated monitoring system by

which textile and apparel imports are charged against

maximum allowable levels of imports from certain countries.

The procedure for monitoring imports requires precise

customs documentation as to the kinds, quantity, and value

of imported articles. Even under current statutes, however,

some apparel items from some countries, despite inclusion in

the MFA, can be imported into the United States under infor-

mal entry procedures if the total value of the shipment does

not exceed $250. There are already an indeterminate number

of apparel imports which do not get charged against nego-

tiated quotas due to informal entry. It is clear that an

increase in the maximum informal entry level from $250 to

$600 will result in a considerably larger number of import

shipments which will not be counted against negotiated MFA

levels. This will not only hinder the operation of the MFA,

but will also injure the industry's ability to monitor its

competitive position in the U.S. market. Accurate trade

data are a major priority for all import-sensitive

industries in their efforts to analyze the economic impact

of imports on the domestic market. Many individual textile

and apparel industry segments, especially those in which

high-volume, low-unit value imports are common, would be

adversely affected by an increased dollar value limit for

items eligible for informal entry.
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Accurate trade data are also tremendously important to

set restraint levels on textile and apparel products not

presently covered by restraints under the MFA but which are

brought under control as imports increase to the point of

causing disruption to the U.S. market. When such actions

are taken, import levels are set based on imports in the

first twelve of the last fourteen months. Import data must

fully reflect import levels in order that restraint levels

are properly set. An increase in the level of informal

entry, which would result in inaccurate data collection,

would make this effort difficult.

The textile and apparel industry is still the largest

employer in manufacturing in the United States with some 2

million workers, down from 2.3 million workers in 1974.

Unemployment in the textile industry in June was 13.9% and

in apparel 16%, when the national average was 9.5%. Jobs

lost because of imports often cause prolonged or permanent

displacement of workers. Over 65 percent of the workers in

the industry are women and, since many of them are secondary

wage earners, many are unable to relocate. Furthermore,

one-fourth of the industry's workforce is comprised of

minorities and much of the apparel industry is concentrated

in large U.S. cities and metropolitan areas where alter-

native employment is limited.

Many segments of this industrial complex, particularly

in the apparel area, have been characterized by plant shut-
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downs, declining domestic production, and declining domestic

employment, all as a result of increasing quantities of

imports. The manufacture of apparel is highly labor inten-

sive. Domestic apparel producers find it difficult to

compete with foreign producers, especially those in low

wage, developing countries.

The concern over the pending legislation is self-

evident. A concern with regard to import levels dictates a--

concern with regard to accurate trade statistics. Fair and

equitable administration of the MFA depends upon accurate

trade data. An increase in the maximum value of merchandise

eligible for informal entry will make proper and effective

administration of this import program exceedingly difficult.

Many imported items affecting the textile and apparel

industry have relatively low average unit values. This is

becoming an even greater problem today as the People's

Republic of China with textile and apparel products with

particularly low unit values increases its shipments to the

U.S. The in.'ucerffent-to ship in smaller lots to avoid formal

U.S. Customs procedures becomes greater as the level of

informal entry is expanded. Aggregate import levels could

become increasingly understated if shipments under $600 are

not included in Census data.

Attached to our statement is an article from a Hong Kong

publication which describes the action taken by the U.S.

Customs Service in Hong Kong when it determined that made-
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to-measure clothing shipped to the U.S. was being under-

valued to avoid being subject to the restraint levels on

exports from Hong Kong. The U.S. Customs Service reported

that this practice had also resulted in a loss of duty reve-

nue to the U.S. of US $300,000 to 500,000 monthly. Raise

the informal entry level to $600 and the Hong Kong merchants

will have an even greater incentive to cheat.

There are many examples of imported textile and apparel

items which are of low unit value and which therefore could

take advantage of informal entry procedures. A classic

example, for instance, is found in imports of men's suits-

from Colombia, which have contributed to the major disrup-

tion to the tailored clothing industry from imports. These

suits were at an average f.o.b. unit value of just $36.00 in-

1980. Imports of these Colombian men's and boys' suits,

normally packed 16 suits in a case, could enter the United

States under informal entry procedures if legislation

raising the limit to $600 is approved. Shipments such as

these would go uncounted if S.231 is enacted. Unrecorded

imports could increase the disruption to the U.S. market

without recourse by the U.S. Government.

The Textile/Apparel Import Steering Group urges this

Subcommittee to consider carefully the negative-consequences

that passage of S.231 could have on the operation of the

Multifiber Arrangement and on the viability of the domestic

textile and apparel industry, and other import-sensitive

sectors. We believe that the evidence justifies that this

legislation not be favorably reported by the Subcommittee or

the full Committee.
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Customs
crackdown
An investigation by the US Customs.
which in January.Aprd seized some
8,000 parcels of custom-ma le clothn
despatched from Hong Kong, has led
to the imposition of strungent new
conditions on such sales. A directive
dated April 30 and Aoed by Mr
Donald Mieger, senior US Customs
representative in Hong Kong, specifies

CAll fisture shipments must be do-
Iclued at full transaction value, i.e.
* the price to the US customer.

* They must contain a copy of the
original invoice or order form, and
proof of payment.

* All books and records concern-
insales to th US must be available
for inspecUon on demand.

* All parcels must be property
declared as repds fibre content,

Sand contain proper-quota and visa
documentation.

Urgi g tailors, shipped and mal
order companies to use their "in.
fluence" to norm the widest possible
conformity with these guidelines, the

diremve states that flrms ihLch fal
to follow them "and which continue
to falfy values nd provide inaccurate
Information regarding fabric content
will have their parcels seized, and may
face criminal action by US Customs.
Action will also be taken against
frms that refuse to pay the assessed
benefits."

Mr TomGray, a US Custom official
who has been leading the nvestlation
in Hong Kong. says that at a conser.
vative estimate 85% of the parcels of
mad-to-measure clothing shipped
from Hong Kon# had been under.
valud, so as to sae duty or evade
quota requirements. Goods valued at
US$250 and over as subject to quotas.

According to Mr Gray, the present
widespread abuse derives from a new
policy introduced in July 1980. by
which goods are assesed for duty on
transaction value - the price paid -
u -galnt the former assessment based
on 'construcsed value," which covered
the tailor's material costs phs whole.
sale profit of about 20%. But u made.
toeneasure goods ae marked up by
6040, many people had continued
to value under the old system.

False descrpton mot also be used
in an attempt to evade duty. E4. all-

cotton shirts attract an 8-16% duty.
as again 27% for shirts of cotton-
synthetic blends. Articles bearing logos
pay up to 40%. -

TU degree of abus cam to light
after complaint were made aains
one company in America. The present
Iou of duty revenue was estimated at
USS300,000.500AM00 monthly. About
50% of the volume of the present
trade was generated by madL.orde
firms, with the rest stemming from
various retail outlets.

The directive adds that if the guide.
lines are "accepted and followed"
parcels valued at under 2S0 now
being hold by US Customs at Seattle
and San Francisco, the two main points
of entry, will be released immediately,
with duty asd at true vals. Those
valued over $250 will be assessed at a
rate of eight tImM the potential lo Uof
revenue, leved apin each parcel
individually and with the "tailor and
consignee identified." For these how.
ever the US Commerce Department
will request "blanket quota wavers."

"We do not," says the directive,
contemplate petitions or mitigations
of these penalties as a geneai rule.
Violators ue expected to pay in
full."
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THE TEXTILE/APPAREL IMPORT STEERING GROUP

Amalgamated Clothing & Textile Workers' Union
American Apparel Manufacturers Association
American Textile Manufacturers Institute
American Yarn Spinners Association
Carpet and Rug Institute
Clothing Manufacturers Association of U.S.A.
International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union
Knitted Textile Association
Luggage and Leather Goods Manufacturers of America
Man-Made Fiber Producers Association
National Association of Hosiery Manufacturers
National Association of Uniform Manufacturers
National Cotton Council
National Knit-.ear & SportSwear Association
National Knitwear Manufacturers Association
National Wool Growers Association
Neckwear Association of America
Northern Textile Association
Textile Distributors As.-ciation
United Hatters, Cap and Millinery Workers' Union, AFL-CIO
Work Glove Manufacturers Association
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Senator DANFORTH. Senator Symms, do you have some questions?
Senator SYMMS. No questions, Mr. Chairman, but when it would

be appropriate I have a very brief statement I would like to make.
Senator DANFORTH. All right.
Well, Mr. Nehmer, you are excused, and thank you very much.
Senator Symms, why don't you proceed?
Senator SYMMS. If you want to call up the panel, I could be doing

it while they are coming up, if it would make it faster for the
chairman.

Senator SYMMS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I would
just like to address my comments today to one of the bills that the
committee will be reviewing, and specifically I am concerned about
the desirability of extending the authority to reduce tariffs con-
tained in section 124 of the Trade Act of 1974.

At this time I do not necessarily believe that it is appropriate to
extend section 124 without being furnished the specifics as to what
industries will benefit from the supposed increase in U.S. exports,
to which countries will such exports go, and what U.S. industries
and- workers will be expected to pay the price of having to face the
consequence of lower tariffs on their products.

I am particularly concerned about the impact it would have off
our domestic zinc and lead industry. The lead and zinc industry
cannot afford to have the tariffs on its products cut further, nor
can it afford to have the threat of tariff cuts hanging over it. The
effects of the tariff cuts on lead and zinc in multinational trade ne-
gotiations and subsequent action by the Congress in enacting a 3-
year reduction in the lead-zinc metal duty have contributed to the
depressed state of the industry today. Gulf Resources & Chemical
Corp. pointed out in November, when it announced the closing of
81 of the Bunker Hill operations in Idaho. In terms of constant dol-
lars there have been significant increases in the cost of production
of lead, zinc, and silver, particularly in labor and energy costs,
since 1970. In the same constant dollar terms, today's price of lead
and zinc is essentially the same as in 1970. In addition, significant
operating and capital costs have been imposed upon Bunker Hill's
operation by the requirements by the environmental and health
and safety laws. The capacities for lead and zinc have developed on
a worldwide basis in part because foreign governments have en-
couraged and in some instances have subsidized mining and smelt-
ing operations.

In 1980 Bunker Hill produced 20 percent of the total U.S. output
of lead and zinc, and at one time this facility employed 2,500 work-
ers in Idaho. However, the facility was closed permanently in early
1982 with a major loss of jobs for the region.

Bunker Hill was closing at a time when the Canadians were
building a $360 million- zinc smelter project in northwest New
Brunswick, $35 million of which was financed by Government
grants.

The duties on lead and zinc are lower in the United States than
they are in the European Community or Japan, and this means in
time of market glut that the excess metal enters the U.S. market
most, upon the three major markets. Further reductions in lead
and zinc tariffs would only add to this already serious problem and
lead to further itijury to this strategic domestic industry.
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Mr. Chairman, in addiLion to my statement, I would ask unani-mous consent to include in our record a Wall Street Journal articleof April 7, 1982, a Northern Miner article of November 19, 1981,and the American Metal Market article of November 20, 1981.Senator DANFORTH. All right, Senator Symps. Thank you. Theywill all be included in the record. nSenator SYmMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The articles follow:]
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Noranda Mines Units I
Postpone Construction'
Of Planned Zinc Plant'

- I

TORONTO - Two Noranda Wies Ld.'
subsldiauies. Brmswick Mining & Smelting'
Carp. a Heats Steele Mines Ud.. sl con-

ofrucls a a planned 6 mnllios ICa".
d"l tine reduction plnt won- strt next
mah as olginaflly scheduled.

Brunswick Minit & Smelting is f1.1%-
o,,'ned by Nornda. wl Heath Steeleis
dlilrsie o t1e Toratlo-based mining. r,,i.

e"uringl and fores products concern.
The companies ml more tune will be re-

quired to hm -innovauve" finatcing for Uh
ole. The said tbv exCt lo annunce.

ia Auguls when consrctm o the BelleI
Gone. New Brunswick. plant will start.

The plant Is to have annual capacity at'
l00.00 metric ils af mc and employ 400
workers. A meti tl Is .204,1 pounds.

Wall Street Journal
April 7, 1982

rinswkI Minig and Swneftlg. which isowned 64.1% by Noe.
andaplans toannounce in August when it will begin con-
struclian oa I 10.000-tpy zinc etfiacy at Belfdue, NB.
The racility, which in projected to cat C$IGO-million. is a
joint venture with Heath Stee, which is wholly owned by
Norands and n 73/2 partner with Aurao in the U-tle
River Joint Venture tinc mine. Brunswick said it will need
innovntivt financing because of low zinc pric; the Ca-
radism govrnnmcnt. through its Dept. o( Regional Eao-
nomic Exansan., and the New Brunswick provncial
government will provide CS35-million in grants (MW,
Nov. I3. 1981, p6). Constructkn was to have begun in_.
Mai with completion scheduled for late 1914. .

ETALSWEEK • AerE 12,1982

Th5 Nrlhcrri ,teneC "/er. S./<Ill

Report-rom Halifax

$300-million. zinc smelter on way
An Ontiga-New Brunswick aick

pack ge for the p opo d .1O-mil,-
lion tinc smelter project in nortk-
"cam New Brunsick Ict Bmnswlkek
Mhaug und nsnhlnguas announced
by Premier Richard Hatfield at a
Fredericton Chamber cl Commerce
nste-olhr-pro'ince address. Mr.
Hatfield said he could nave %a) any,
imo gh oul the projtl un1 cor-

pam and federal afficill sit down
to dwur tlh fimancig and the curo
pany is ready io annmnce it is pro-
cetrdigwit the lang-weiloedy 4'q
wlch isepectedanc rrelS131)cow-
struction jobs and employ 400

prnnenl%

By Jobs C. Whitaker, Ph.D.
ii
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The Northern Miner
November 19, 1981
Vol. 67, No. 37

y Brunswick M & S

$360m. zinc reduction plant
to be built in P

By S. R. Brown
In %hat promises t proidea real

shot-in-the-arm to the New Bruns-
wie. economy and indeed that of all
Canada. Noranda's Brunswick
Minlnp and Smelting Corp. I66%1
ant its Heath Steele Mines I04",,t
have decided to go ahead wA ith con-
struction of a long awaited zinc
reduction plant at Belledune. N.B.
Bulk of the engineering and plan-
ning has *lread% been completed.
wilh actual construction scheduled
to start in Ma. wilh completion tar-
geted for late 19M1.

Cost of ihis jiintt-,enture under-
taking. with interest, is. estimated at
S.,) million which figure includes
DREE and other go ernment grants
totalline $35. million. No new public
financing is contemplaied. The
Northern Miner gather,, trom con-
versatiot with Brun. .wk Pre id ent
Wm. James. who points out that
both companies hase built up tax
credits and will borrov th& remain-

qew Brunswick
ing S1.50-SI7 million that %%ill be
required. "We will struggle through.
he-savs.

Brun,,Aick. which is ihe world's
largest zinc producer in addition t)
turning out some 6.0 mQlion ozs. of
silver and+SI.(X)-5.(XX) tons of lead
annuall.. made a 9-month profit of
S2.5 million of ,which S19.3 million
was from its big nuning operation.
now producing at its expanded rate
of l0.(XXNtItnsdailv. iThisrepresenis
quite an achievement in view of the
unusually low current metal prices.
Both Brunswick and Heath have
s v suhsta ntial tire reserves and will
be in excellent position in quickly
capitahie sin any upturn in metal
prices.

Construction of the new plant will
require NX) to I.IM workcrs. while..
44X) permanent jobs will be created
once i is itt lull priducton.

Describtd b% Finance Mimstei
Allan li.Eachen in his budget
speech as the most modern zinc
plant in the world . it will consist of
four maior pf.rcess areas: roasting i
and acid plant. hdrometallurgical i
leaching and purification. electrol.-
sis. and meltin-castinc sections.

Zinc concentrate will be brought
biy rail to the Belledune plant from
B1..%" mining operation near
Bathurt. NS5 miles away and frotm
the I Ieath Steele mine near Ne wcas-
tie. .n miles away.

The plant is designed ito produce
I(L).(XXI tonne% of zin, metal per
year. Cadmium metal and sulphuric
acid are by-products of the zinc pro-
cess. The sulphuric acid will be
pumped to nearby Belledune Fertil-
izer for the production of diam-
monium phosphate fertilizer.
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American Metal Market
November 20, 1981

Smelter Go-Ahead Based on Optimism
- ByGEORGECOLLIE other markets. Noranda Sales

NEW YORK-The decision to build a new Canadian $360-million (U.S. Corp.. Toronto, already markets
1302-million) smelter and zinc refinery in New Brunswick was based on zinc concentrates for both Bruns-
an estimate or increasing prices for zinc in constant dollar terms and a wirk and Heath Steele, he added.
continuing shrinkage in world zinc smelting capacity over the next four to "The Noranda executive said that
five years, according to an executive at Noranda Mines Ltd. the company was more optimistic

Lance Tiegert, assistant treasurer of the Toronlo-based mining and about the outlook for zinc prices
metals concern, said in a telephone interview that the smelter Was consi- than for some other commodities it
dered a 'marginal project" Without the offer of government antstotal- produced. However, although
ing CS35-nmillion (U.S S29 4-mrifoniFu. d oi 91tM-e",, . prices were expected to rise in
decRf -1- %"ni ucon-,ulu not Me , tvt u constant dollar terms, he said the

As reponed WI, Nov. 16Athe smelter isto = aJoltvenure between company did not have any firm
two Noranda subsidiaries, Brunswick Mining & Smelting Corp. Ud., Bath- estimate.
urst, N.B., which is 64 percent owned by Noranda, and Heath Steele Meanwhile. worldwide smelter
Mines Ltd., a wholly-owned subsidiary. Brunswick and Heath Steele will capacity would continue to dwi- '
have. respectively, a two-thirds and * * die with two more smelters likely
one third interest in the project ity to around 330,000 tons annually, to be closed in the next few years.

w i the executive noted. The company he said.
- merc now hasone other smelter in Cana- Brunswick will have the right to

require some with a capacity of 230,000 tons. supply two-thirds or the necessary
0 tons of usc ron- According to Tiegert. Noranda feed for the new smelter, with the

centrates annually, based on an Sales Corp. is planning to market remainder coming from Heath
average operating rate of 90 per- the additional metal around the Steele's mines. Based on current
cent Tiegert said. aorld.Al ! 3 l n .nrobablv projections this would account for

The new smelter, scheduled to , about 30 percent of Brunswick's
come on-strio ilaLorear-_ .L. about 30,000 tons is output ofzinc concentrates and ab-
ly 19a5. wi rase Ntranos cpac- r'rope and the same amount in out 80 percent of Heath Steele's

output, Tiegert said.
The cost of the smelter, which

will comprise conventional roaster
ad electrolytic technology, is
more than twice the cost of the
most recent smeller and refinery
to be built in the Uni ed States.

The Clarkesville, Tenn., zinc
plant of Jersey MiniereZinc Co.
was completed in 178 at a cost of
about 5150-million. The difference
between the cost or the Clarkesvil-
le plant and the projected Noran-
da venture was "straight inflation"
Tiegert said.
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Senator DANFORTH. The next panel will testify on S. 2685. Philip
Puleio, Townsend Hoopes, Robert Frase, and Barbara McGarry.

Now, it is my understanding for this panel that you would each
like to speak, but you feel that you can keep your comments to
about 3 minutes each-is that right?

Ms. RISHER. Yes.
Senator DANFORTH. All right.
Dr. Puleio, why don't you start?

STATEMENT OF PHILIP F. PULEIO, PH. D., NATIONAL SECRETARY
FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA TO REHABILITATION IN.
TERNATIONAL, NEW YORK, N.Y.
Dr. PULEIO. Mr. Chairman, on behalf of the board of directors of

Rehabilitation International, U.S.A., I would like to thank you for
this opportunity to express views on legislation to implement the
Nairobi protocol to the Florence Agreement on the Importation of
Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Materials.

For two reasons it is appropriate that the views of Rehabilitation
International, U.S.A, R.I.U.S.A., are considered at this hearing.
First, part of its mission has been to provide the American reha-
bilitation community with timely information on new technological
innovations, treatment systems, programs, and assistive devices de-
veloped abroad. In order to fulfill this mission, Rehabilitation In-
ternational, U.S.A., has maintained a variety of programs which
have included: Rehabilitation/World, a publication devoted to the
international dissemination of rehabilitation news and develop-
ments; Rehabfilm, a library devoted to the distribution of nonprint
media relating to disability treatment and prevention; and the In-'
ternational Rehabilitation Film Festival, an annual competition
which awards films that enhance the lives of the disabled.

Therefore, it is with keen interest that we note that not only
does the Nairobi protocol expand the Florence agreement to apply
to persons without regard to the source of their affliction but it in-
cludes previously uncovered technologies, and articles such as
audiovisual materials.

Second, it is appropriate that R.I.U.S.A. is presenting before this-
committee because of its status as the national, voluntary affiliate
of Rehabilitation International, a federation of 125 organizations
representing 76 countries worldwide dedicated to disability preven-
tion and rehabilitation.

Formed in 1922, Rehabilitation International's objectives are to:
(1) Assure the effective exchange of information; (2) encourage the
improvement of national legislation for the disabled; (3) provide
technical assistance in areas of related interest; and (4) stimulate
research and technological developments within the field of reha-
bilitation. It maintains official relations with the United Nations
Economic Council, the World Health Organization, the Internation-
al Labor Office, UNESCO, UNICEF, the Organization of American
States, and the Council of Europe.

In addition, Rehabilitation International works through an as-
sembly of national representatives of disabled persons and rehabili-
tation professionals in a manner similar to the United Nations to
further its aims. As such, it is the appropriate vehicle through

98-592 0 - 82 - 13
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which the United States of America could work for the widespread
adoption of the Nairobi protocol by other nations. R.I.U.S.A., as the
American affiliate, could do much to further this goal by putting
before this world body the fact that the United States of America
has adopted the Nairobi protocol through a domestic legislation.

Rehabilitation International, U.S.A., urges passage of S. 2685 for
the obvious and immediate advantages it will bring to the disabled
American and for the symbolic message it will convey to the world
of America's commitment to international understanding, facilitat-
ed by the increased exchange of ideas in the pursuit of humanitar-
ian ends.

Mr. Chairman, thank you for this oprtunity to express the
views of Rehabilitation International, US.A.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, sir. --
Mr. Hoopes.
Ms. RISHER. Mr. Chairman, due to a last minute schedule con-

flict, Mr. Hoopes could not be here. With your permission I will
deliver his testimony.

Senator DANFORTH. Fine. And you are?
Ms. RISHER. I am Carol Risher. I am a director of the Association

of American Publishers.

STATEMENT OF CAROL RISHER, DIRECTOR, ASSOCIATION OF
AMERICAN PUBLISHERS, INC., WASHINGTON, D.C.

Ms. RISHER. The Association of American Publishers represents
the book, journal, film, and programed instruction producers in the
United States. Our primary interests in the Nairobi protocol are
the materials covered in annex C(1).

Right now there is a merging of film and microcomputer soft-
ware. The world is increasingly becoming microcomputer based for
educational, cultural, and scientific purposes. Since the United
States is the primary creating country in the visual arts and soft-
ware areas, we are very interested in having duty-free status
placed on these materials in order to encourage their export. The

nited States will benefit by this because the world is interested in
obtaining U.S. materials.

This country has products now, and duty-free status will only
inure to our benefit. It will break down the barriers to exports and
will only improve the competitive position of the U.S. companies.

We urge the committee to favorably report the implementing leg-
islation, S. 2685, and arrange to have it scheduled for consideration
in the Senate as soon as practical.

I would be prepared to answer any questions at the conclusion of
this panel.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you.
Mr. Frase.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT W. FRASE, AMERICAN LIBRARY
ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. FRASE. My name is Robert Frase, and I appear in support of
S. 2685 on behalf of the American Library Association. I am an
economist and a member of the association, which is a nonprofit
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educational organization of almost 40,000 librarians, trustees, edu-
cators, and other friends of libraries dedicated to the improvement
of library services for all the American people.

The American Library Association has a long history of support
both for the original Florence agreement and for the protocol, or
supplement, since November 1976. The original agreement has
been of great benefit to libraries and their patrons in the United
States and in nearly 70 other countries in reducing the costs of im-
ported educational, scientific, and cultural materials and in simpli-
fying the administrative procedures of importation. Similar bene-
fits can be expected from the provisions of the protocol, which add
duty-free treatment to other articles.

Our major interest is in the provision of duty-free treatment to
audio, visual, and microform materials, the same treatment afford-
ed books, periodicals, newspapers, and other printed materials by
the original agreement.

It is our understanding that the power given to the President to
take temporary action in applying the provisions of the protocol is
designed to encourage countries importing U.S. materials to take
reciprocal action. We would expect that the President would
promptly take temporary action to eliminate U.S. import duties on
audio, visual, and microform materials in view of the strong sup-
port given to the protocol by the U.S. trade associations represent-
ing the producers of those materials.

These trade associations include the Association of American
Publishers, the Association of American University Presses, the In-
formation Industry Association, the Motion Picture Association of
America, the National Audio-Visual Association, the National Mi-
crographics Association, the National Music Publishers Associ-
ation, and the Recording Industry of America.

The American Library Association appreciates this opportunity
to express its support for S. 2685. We hope that your committee
will report favorably on the bill and arrange to have it scheduled
for consideration in the Senate as soon as possible after the proto-
col itself, which has been favorably reported by the Committee on
Foreign Relations in Executive Report 97-53.

The International Federation of Library Associations is meeting
in Montreal, Canada, in late August, and favorable actions in the
United States would enable our delegates to that annual confer-
ence to urge colleagues from other countries to press their govern-
ments for similar action. The federation itself is on record in reso-
lutions supporting the protocol adoped by earlier annual confer-
ences.

In concluding, I would like to submit for the record an article
which I prepared entitled "Tariffs, and Other Trade Barriers,"
which traces this history of the gradual reduction and elinination
of U.S. trade barriers on educational, scientific, and cultural mate-
rials from the early 19th century up to and including the Nairobi
protocol of 1976.

Senator DANFORTH. All right. We are happy to have the article.
[The article follows:]
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TARIFFS AND OTHER TRADE BARRIERS:
THE U.S. EXPERIENCE
see also UNESCO

The United States has had no import duties on books, periodicals, newspapers,
maps, and printed music since 1967, as a result of its adherence to the Florence
Agreement (Agreement on the Importation of Educational, Scientific, and Cul-
tural Materials). If the United States ratifies the proposed protocol to that agree-
ment (which its representatives voted for at the 1976 General Conference of UN-
ESCO), it will thereafter impose no import duties on films, recordings, or
microforms imported from other countries adhering to the protocol, and perhaps
from all countries. In addition, beginning in 1982 and pursuant to Section 601 of
the 1976 Copyright Act, the United States will abandon completely another barrier
to the free international flow of published materials, the so-called manufacturing
clause which has been in the copyright law since 1891.

It has taken the United States well over a century to arrive at its present posi-
tion. For over 125 years, from the mid-19th century until 1976, a political struggle
went on between those who favored the least possible legal and economic restric-
tions on the international flow of educational, cultural, and scientific materials and
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those who pressed for protection of the American printing industry. On the side of
free flow were generally found authors, composers, educators, scientists, librari-
ans, and frequently, but not always, publishers. Opposing them were book printers
and binders and printing trade unions. Books were the focus of this struggle; how-
ever, periodicals, newspapers, maps, and music got caught up in it, and when
books were freed of import duties and copyright restrictions these other materials
were afforded the same treatment. Trade restrictions on books, therefore, are the
main focus of this article.

The United States imposed ad valorem import duties on books until 1967.
Through much of this period the two forms of protection for U.S. printing and
book manufacturing industries-import duties and the copyright law-were in-
tertwined, but of the two, the copyright law may have provided the most significant
trade barrier after 1891. Import duties on books never rose above 25%, and by
1966, prior to their complete elimination, the rate for most countries had declined
to 5-10%, depending on the type of book._

Tariffs and Copyright Restrictions: 1789-1954

From 1789 to 1842 U.S. tariffs were largely designed to raise revenues for the
federal government rather than as protection for domestic industries. In John
Tyler's administration the Whig tariff law of 1842 first imposed a specific duty on
books, which was reduced 4 years later to 10% ad valorem. With the approach of
the Civil War the Congress raised tariffs generally for revenue purposes, and the
import duties on books were-increased to 15% by the Morrill Tariff Act of 1861. In
a war revenue measure of 1866, the rate of duty on books and other printed matter
was raised to 25%, at which level it remained until it was lowered to 15% by the
Underwood Act of 1913. It was again raised by the Tariff Act of 1930, and then
gradually lowered by reciprocal trade agreements.

Once the tariff on books was raised to 25% in 1866 it constituted a protective
measure for U.S. book manufacturers, publishers, and printing trade unions. At
the same time, it aroused the opposition of educators, scientists, and foreign-
language groups, who began to petition Congress to eliminate the duty as a "tax on
knowledge." Between 1870 and 1891, although the general rate of duty was
maintained at 25%, various concessions were made to these groups by the Con-
gress; these included the exemption of books printed more than 20 years earlier,
up to two copies of each book title imported by educational institutions or socie-
ties, and books in languages other than English.

Until 1891 the American copyright law did not permit U.S. copyright to be ob-
tained by foreigners, and thus foreign works could be freely pirated in the United
States. With the increased popularity of the novel beginning in the 18th century,
more and more English novels by authors such as Scott, Bulwer, and Dickens were
reprinted by United States printers without permission or payment to the author.
Beginning in the 1830s, British authors began importuning Congress to stop this pi-
rating and to prvd qW .,cOplrightTlfection to foreigners. In 1837 Senator
Henry Clay presenve to the Senate the British Author Petition requesting that
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they be granted U.S. copyright protection. The petition was signed by 56 of the
best-known English writers, including Edward Bulwer-Lytton, Thomas Carlyle,
Benjamin Disraeli, Maria Edgeworth, Harriet Martineau, Robert Southey, and
Thomas Moore. Clay also presented a petition at this time by American authors,
which pointed out that they found it hard to get paid for their work in competition
with the well-known writers of England whose writings were published without
royalty cost by United States printers and publishers. Opposition to granting copy-
right to foreign authors by United States printers and printing trade unions was in-
tense and carried the day until 1891. During this period, of course, the U.S. copy-
right law was not a trade barrier since foreign works could be imported freely
subject only to the tariff-import duties constituted the sole trade barrier.

With the passage of the Platt-Simmonds Act in 1891, a compromise was reached
in three areas. This law gave United States printers, publishers, and labor unions a
different form of protection from the competition of foreign editions, it gave for-
eign authors the opportunity to secure U.S. copyright, and it provided United
States authors some protection against the competition of cheaper foreign editions
with their own works. The compromise device was the "manufacturing clause" in
the 1891 act, which permitted foreign authors in countries granting reciprocal privi-
leges to secure U.S. copyright, but only if their books were printed from type set in
the United States. After a U.S. copyright was thus obtained for a foreign book, the
law made it illegal for foreign editions of that book to be imported. The loser in
this compromise was the U.S. public, which was forced to pay high prices for
American-manufactured editions of foreign works. To some extent U.S. authors
also lost, because they were forced to have their books published and printed in
the United States in order to secure copyright, instead of having the alternative of
publishing abroad.

The manufacturing clause remained in the U.S. copyright law essentially un-
changed until 1954, except for two minor liberalizations: One in 1909 exempted
books in foreign languages (but also included periodicals and required that plate
making for and binding of books be done in the United States). The second, in
1949, permitted an ad interim U.S. copyright for 5 years to be obtained before
manufacture in the United States was required and allowed the importation of up
to 1,500 copies of the foreign edition. Then, in 1954 a major change was made with
the adherence of the United States to the Universal Copyright Convention (UCC),
which required the United States to eliminate the manufacturing clause for works
of authors from other countries adhering to the convention. The manufacturing
clause was thus limited in its application to United States authors, who would lose
their U.S. copyright (other than on an ad interim basis) if they first published
abroad. The printing trade union- vigorously opposed United States accession to
the Universal Copyright Convention, as did the book manufacturers until almost
the very end of the legislative process; however, Congress was persuaded that ad-
herence to the UCC was in the overall United States interest and that fears of se-
vere economic injury to printers and their employees were unfounded. By then the
United States had a large surplus of book exports over imports.
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The Elimination of Tariffs: Beirut and Florence Agreements

Trade barriers were one of the first matters taken up by the United Nations Edu-
cational, Cultural, and Scientific Organization (UNESCO) following its establish-
ment in 1946. Building on a previous program of the League of Nations, the first
international convention developed was the Beirut Agreement (Agreement on Fa-
cilitating the International Circulation of Visual-and Auditory Materials of an Edu-
cational, Scientific, and Cultural Character), which was approved by the UNESCO
General Conference in Beirut in 1948. This international convention provided that
the nations adhering could not impose import duties on films and other audiovisual
materials which were certified as being of an educational, cultural, 6r scientific na-
ture and were imported by approved agencies, usually nonprofit institutions. The
Beirut Agreement also provided that the adhering nations would issue import li-
censes and foreign exchange for these imports.

Next came the Florence Agreement (Agreement on the Importation of Educa-
tional, Cultural, and Scientific Materials) approved by the UNESCO General Con-
ference meeting in Florence, Italy, in 1950. The Florence Agreement was much
broader in scope and easier to apply than the Beirut Agreement. It required adher-
ing nations to eliminate import duties and discriminatory taxes on books, newspa-
pers, periodicals, music, and maps; no certification was required and the agree-
ment applied to all types of importers. Duty-free status was also granted to works
of art, antiques over 100 years old, materials for the blind, and scientific apparatus
not manufactured in the country of importation. Certain types of libraries were as-
sured of import licenses and foreign exchange for the importation of the materials
covered by the agreement.

Representatives of the United States voted for both agreements at the UNESCO
General Conference, but the United States lagged behind most of the developed
countries, not joining the two international conventions until 1966. In the case of
the Beirut Agreement, this delay was not the result of opposition but reflected to
some extent a lack of interest on the part of those U.S. organizations that would
benefit and the existence of an alternative program based on U.S. law and adminis-
tered by the U.S. information agency, which provided some of the same benefits.
With respect to the Florence Agreement, however, there was the known opposi-
tion of U.S. book manufacturers and printing trade unions, which also opposed the
drastic modification of the manufacturing clause required by the Universal Copy-
right Convention. The Department of State decided to delay the submission of the
Florence Agreement to the Senate for approval as a treaty until the UCC had been
ratified. Even after the UCC was approved by the Congress in 1954, the Depart-
ment of State delayed further in submitting the agreement to the Senate until after
a "test period" following United Kingdom accession to the UCC in 1948. The pur-
pose was to see whether the flood of imports of British books predicted by the
printers and the unions would occur. The test period passed, no flood of British
books occurred, and the Florence Agreement was submitted to the Senate and ap-
proved as a treaty in 1960. Several years then passed during which the proponents
of the agreement worked for two necessary actions: They pressed the Department
of State to submit to the Congress implementing legislation making changes in the
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tariff laws, and after that was done they urged the Committee on Ways and Means
of the House of Representatives to act on the draft bill. Finally, late in 1966, Con-
gress passed the implementing legislation for both the Beirut Agreement and the
Florence Agreement, effective early in 1967. In approving the implementing legis-
lation, the Congress went further than required by the agreements and extended
duty-free status to imports from all countries whether or not they were adherents
of the agreements. Thus, after the better part of two centuries the United States
eliminated all import duties on books and most other published materials and also
those on some audio and visual materials.

Congressional approval of the Universal Copyright Convention and the Florence
Agreement required major legislative efforts by coalitions which in both cases in-
cluded organizations representing publishers, authors, librarians, educators, and
scientists organized in two national committees: the National Committee for the
Universal Copyright Convention and the National Committee for the Florence
Agreement.

The Florence Agreement Protocol

On November 30, 1976, the General Conference of UNESCO, meeting in Nai-
robi, Kenya, approved a Protocol to the Florence Agreement which will, when it
comes into effect, eliminate additional import tariffs and other barriers to the in-
ternational flow of scientific, educational, and cultural materials. The protocol now
is open to ratification and acceptance by countries that are already parties to the
basic Florence Agreement, as well as by economic and tariff unions (such as the
European Economic Community). At present, the basic agreement isin effect in
68 countries. Six months after the deposit of the fifth instrument of ratification with
the secretary-general of the United Nations, the Florence Agreement Protocol will
come into operation between those nations that have ratified it.

In the United States the practice of recent years will be followed: this two-step
procedure requires, first, the approval of the protocol by the Senate as a treaty
and, second, passage of an implementing act by both houses of Congress making
the required changes in U.S. import duties. Since the Department of State, other
federal departments and agencies, and the principal U.S. organizatior.s of produc-
ers and consumers of the materials affected by the protocol have supported its pro-
visions, there would seem to be no reason why the Florence Agreement Protocol
should not be submitted to the Senate in 1980 for U.S. ratification a year or so lat-
er.

The final text of the protocol approved by the UNESCO General Conference is
little changed from the draft text approved unanimously by the Special Committee
of Government Experts that met at UNESCO House in Paris, March 22-30, 1976.

Some of the most important provisions of the protocol-from the point of view
of publishers, producers of audiovisual materials, libraries, and educational
institutions-deal with import duties on audiovisual materials and microforms,
with import licenses and exchange restrictions, and with internal taxes such as sales
taxes.
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Under the present provisions of the Florence Agreement, audiovisual materials
are covered (as well as in the Beirut Agreement) but receive less favorable treat-
ment than books and other publications, which are relieved of import duties with-
out certification ot their educational, cultural, or scientific character and without
respect to the type of importer. For audiovisual materials and microforms, on the
other hand, according to the present text of the agreement, the elimination of im-
port duties is required only if these materials are of an "educational, scientific or
cultural character," and only when imported by institutions "approved by the com-
petent authorities of the importing country . . . exclusively for exhibition by these
organizations or by other public or private educational, scientific or cultural institu-
tions." Thus, a double limitation is applied to the duty-free importation of audiovi-
sual materials and microform publications.

The Florence Agreement Protocol contains two alternative provisions (Annex
C-I and Annex C-2) with respect to audiovisual materials, one of which must be
accepted. The C-2 alternative continues the double limitation but does add to the
list of audiovisual materials in the present text a number of additional materials
that were nonexistent or insignificant when the original agreement was drafted.
The other alternative on audiovisual materials (C-1) gives all audiovisual materials
the same duty-free treatment presently accorded books, lifting the present double
limitation. The following U.S. organizations representing producers and consum-
ers of these materials are on record as favoring U.S. adherence to the C-1 alterna-
tive: the American Library Association, the Association for Educational Commu-
nications and Technology, the Association of American Publishers, the
Association of American University Presses, the Association of Media Producers,
the Association of Research Libraries, the Information Industry Association, the
Motion Picture Association of America, the National Audio-Visual Association,
the National Micrographics Association, the National Music-Publishers Associa-
tion, and the Recording Industries Association of America.

With respect- to microforms, the protocol has two components. Annex C-1
would give duty-free treatment to all microform publications without requiring
that they be of an educational, cultural, or scientific character, or that they be im:
ported by approved institutions. In other words, microform publications are to be
given the same treatment as printed publications. Annex C-2 would add duty-free
treatment of certain other materials (such as "microcards, microfiche, and mag-
netic or perforated tapes and cards required in computerized information and doc-
umentation services") to the coverage of the present agreement but retain the re-
quirements of certification and importation by approved institutions.

The present text of the Florence Agreement contains relatively little on import
licenses and exchange restrictions. It merely requires that import licenses and for-
eign exchange be made available for the importation of official documents (of the
governments of the adherent countries and of the United Nations and its affiliated
agencies); publications in raised characters for the blind and other articles for the
blind imported by approved institutions; trade promotion literature; and, most im-
portant, books and publicationsconsigned to public libraries and libraries of public
educational, research, and cultural institutions.

The Florence Agreement Protocol contains an optional provision (Part II) ex-
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tending the requirement for import licenses and foreign exchange. These would be
provided for the importation of the following additional categories of materials:

1. Books and publications consigned to an expanded list of types of libraries.
2. Adopted textbooks imported by higher educational institutions.
3. Books in foreign languages.
4. Audiovisual materials of an educational, scientific, or cultural nature imported by ap-

proved institutions.
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ROBERT W. FRASE

TAUCHNITZ

Tauchnitz is the best-known of all German publishers of material for English-
speaking tourists in Europe on account of its Collection of British and American
Authors, which was at one time as familiar as Vichy water in the first and second-
class coups of European railway cars. But the name has been important in Ger-
man publishing since the latter 18th century when Karl Christoph Traugott Tauch-
nitz (1761-1836) established a small printing house (1797). He prospered, and in
1798 he set up a publishing house and in 1800, a type foundry. In 1816 he intro-
duced the stereotype process to German-speaking countries. Like his contempo-
rary, Georg Joachim G6schen, he was a major figure in the transition from the pa-
triarchal shop of earlier centuries to the printing and publishing industrial
complexes of the 19th century. He published literary classics, Bibles (and also the
Koran!), books for young people, theological and philosophical works, some hand-
some deluxe editions illustrated with copper engravings, and attractive inexpensive
books for popular consumption. His son, Karl Christian Philip Tauchnitz
(1798-1884), sold the printing house and type foundry in 1854 to F. L. Metzger;
and in 1865 he sold the publishing firm, which he had expanded 6-y issuing diction-
aries, to his proxy, C. Hotze.

Christian Bernhard Tauchnitz (1816-1895), a nephew of Karl Christoph Trau-
gott Tauchnitz, founded the Bernhard Tauchnitz Verlag in 1831. In 1841 he estab-
lished the famous Collection of British Authors, later expanded into the Collection
of British and American Authors. This series included the most important literary
works as well as some books in other genres (e.g., biography and travel), at quite
modest prices. Despite the injunction printed in all copies forbidding import into
Britain or the United States (and many a library is well stocked with them-still
good reading copies), the~reprints were quite legal and ethical. In an age when pi-
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racy and general disregard of authors' and publishers' rights were the rule rather
than the exception, Tauchnitz approached the British (and later the North Ameri-
can) authors with disarming honesty. Long before the Geneva Convention of 1886,
he made it clear to them that he supported the notion of a reciprocal copyright
agreement between England and Prussia, the most productive European nations
from the standpoint of publication. Accepting the possible competition of the
higher priced original editions, he paid honoraria directly to the authors and
pledged himself not to export the reprints to England, to any part of the British
Empire, or to the United States. Well over 5,000 titles appeared in the collection
before World War II.

The Tauchnitz files, destroyed in 1943, must have been a veritable treasure
house of source material on author-publisher relationships. We know at least that
Harrison Ainsworth dedicated a novel to Christian Bernhard Tauchnitz and that
Charles Dickens sent a son to him to learn German. The aerial biblioclasts who de-
cided that the destruction of the great publishing and printing houses in Leipzig
would help win the war must answer many questions before they can pass through
the vellum and morocco gates of bibliographical paradise.

The firm also published dictionaries and books in the fields of art history and
British culture, the latter a reflection of the close connections between the German
frm and the British authors whose works it reprinted with their cordial approval.
In 1935 the old firm passed to the ownership of Oscar Brandstetter in Leipzig, un-
der the name of Bernhard Tauchnitz Nachfolger Brandstetter and Company. In
1952 the rehabilitated firm began once more to operate in Stuttgart as the Bern-
hard Tauchnitz-Verlag G.m.b.H., specializing in literature, linguistics, and fiction.
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STATEMENT OF MS. BARBARA McGARRY, AMERICAN
FOUNDATION FOR THE BLIND, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Ms. MCGARRY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am Barbara McGarry, of the Washington office of the Ameri-

can Foundation for the Blind. I am here this morning to record our
strong support for implementing legislation for the Nairobi proto-
col to the Florence agreement.

Our interest, that of the American Foundation for the Blind,
traces back to the original Florence agreement due to the interven-
ing interest of one of our first board members, a lady named Helen
Keller, who was very interested in the UNESCO proceedings that
led to the Florence agreement, which, as you know, extends duty-
free treatment for articles only for the blind.

We are here this morning to express our hope that the
committee will favorably report expanding that list of duty-free ar-
ticles for the blind to include all other physically and mentally
handicapped persons, as had been referenced in our written testi-
mony on annex E. We think it is high time.

Seventy percent of our legally blind schoolchildren now attend
public schools, thanks in no small part to the use of aids and.appli-
ances for the blind. On the other hand, the State schools for the
blind now have a large percentage of multiple-handicapped chil-
dren whose blindness is only one of the many, many different dis-
abilities. To include physically and mentally handicapped, to
expand that original list of articles for the blind, in duty-free treat-
ment would be a very appropriate acknowledgment, we think, of
our National Year of the Disabled in 1982.

Incidentally, this Nairobi protocol, I note, has been supported by
two Presidents, one Democrat and one Republican. We think it
shows commendable bipartisan interest.

Thank you, sir.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you very much.
Ms. RISHER. Mr. Chairman?
Senator DANFORTH. Yes?
Ms. RISHER. I neglected to ask that the written statement be ac-

cepted in the record.
Senator DANFORTH. Yes. You don't have to ask; they will all be.
Ms. RISHER. Thank you.
Senator DANFORTH. And thank you very much.
[The prepared statements of the previous panel follow:]
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VIEWS FROM REHABILITATION INTERNA-
TIONAL, U.S.A., SUBMITTED TO THE SENATE
FINANCE COMMITTEE ON S.2685, A BILL TO
IMPLEMENT THE NAIROBI PROTOCOL TO
THE FLORENCE AGREEMENT ON THE IMPOR-
TATION OF EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC,
AND CULTURAL MATERIALS

Presented July 21, 1982 by:

Philip F. Puleio, Ph.D.
National Secretary for the
United States of America to
Rehabilitation International
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Mr. Chairman, on behalf of the Board of Directors of

Rehabilitation International, U.S.A., I would like to thank you for this

opportunity to express views on legislation to implement the Nairobi

protocol to the Plorence Agreement on the Importation of Educational,

Scientific, and Cultural Materials.

For two reasons, it is appropriate that the views of

Rehabilitation International, U.S.A. (R.I.U.S.A.) are considered at this

hearing. First, part of its mission has been to provide the American

rehabilitation community with timely information on new technological

innovations, treatment systems, programs, and assistive devices devel-

oped abroad. In order to fulfill this mission, Rehabilitation International,

U.S.A. has maintained a variety of programs which have included:

Rehabilitation/WORLD, a publication devoted to the international dis-

semination of rehabilitation news and developments; Rehabfilm, a library

devoted to the distribution of non-print media relating to disability

treatment and prevention and; the International Rehabilitation Film

Festival, an annual competition which awards films that enhance the

lives of the disabled.

Therefore, it is with keen interest that we note that riot only

does the Nairobi protocol expand the Florence Agreement to apply to

persons without regard to the source of their affliction, but includes

previously uncovered technologies and articles such as audiovisual

materials.
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Secondly, it is appropriate that R.I.U.S.A. is presenting

before this committee because of its status as the national, voluntary

affiliate of Rehabilitation International - a federation of 125 organi-

zations, representation 76 countries worldwide, dedicated to disability

prevention and rehabilitation. Formed in 1922, Rehabilitation Inter-

national's objectives are to: (1) assure the effective exchange of

information; (2) encourage the improvement of national legislation for

the disabled; (3) provide technical assistance In areas of related interest;

and (4) stimulate research and technological developments within the

field of rehabilitation. It maintains official relations with the United

Nations Economic Council, the World Health Organization, the Inter-

national Labour Office, UNESCO, UNICEF, the Organization of

American States, and the Council of Europe.

In addition, Rehabilitation International works through an

assembly of national representatives of diks bled persons and re-

habilitation professionals in a manner similar to the United Nations to

further its aims. As such, it is the appropriate vehicle through which the

United States of America could work for the widespread adoption of

the Nairobi protocol by other nations. R.LU.S.A., as the American

affiliate, could do much to further this goal, by putting before this world

body the fact that the United States of America has adopted the Nairobi

protocol through domestic legislation.

Rehabilitation International, U.S.A. urges passage of S.2685

for the obvious and immediate advantages it will bring to the disabled

98-592 0 - 82 - 14



American, and for the symbolic message it will convey to the world of

America's commitment to international understanding facilitated by the

increased exchange of ideas in the pursuit of humanitarian ends.

Mr. Chairman, thank you for this opportunity to express the

views of Rehabilitation International, U.S.A.
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Statement of

Townsend Hoopes, President

for the

ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN PUBLISHERS

before the

Committee on Finance, United States Senate

on

S.2685

To Implement the Nairobi Protocol to the Florence

Agreement on the Importation of Educational,:Scientific

and Cultural Materials

July 21, 1982

The Association of American Publishers is the trade association representing

U.S. book and journal publishers. Many of the AAP members also produce and/or

distribute audio visual materials-of an educational, scientific and cultural

nature. I am here today to support S.2685 the bill to implement the Nairobi

protocol to the Florence Agreement on the Importation of Educational,

Scientific, and Cultural Materials.

The Florence Agreement is a fundamental building block of international

relations. As barriers to cultural exchange are removed, not only is

international understanding improved but export and import opportunities for

U.S. industries are improved.

U.S. adherence to the Protocol, as with the original Florence Agreement in

1966, encourages countries importing U.S. materials to reciprocate by
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providing similac dut. tatus for materials covered by the Protocol.

Since the U.S. is the primary creating country in the visual arts area,

duty-free status would clearly improve the competitive position of U.S.

companies. It would strengthen the U.S. audio visual industries and break

down barriers to export.

Further, the Nairobi protocol to the Florence Agreement, by providing

duty-free treatment to audio and visual materials (see Sections 6(a) and 6(b)

of S.2685) would allow U.S. companies to obtain foreign materials for U.S.

distribution at a lower cost.

We urge the Commnittee to favorably report S.2685 and arrange to have it

scheduled for consideration in the Senate as soon as practical.

Implementation of the Nairobi Protocol will improve the dissemination of audio

visual materials that are becoming more important in education and

intercultural understanding. In addition, implementation of the Nairobi

Protocol will provide improved business opportunities for U.S. industries in

both export and import.
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Statement of

Robert W. Ire

for the

AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION

before the

Committee on Finance, United States Senate

on

S.2685

To Implement the Nairobi Protocol to the Florence

Agreement on the Importation of Educational, Scientific

and Cultural Materials

July 21, 1982

My name is Robert W. Frse and I appear in support of S.2685 on behalf of the

American Library Association. I am an economist and a member of the Association,

which is a nonprofit'educational organization of almost 40,000 librarians, trustees,

educators, and other friends of libraries dedicated to the improvement of library

services for all the American people.

The American Library Association has a long history of support both for the

original Florence Agreement, to which the United States adhered in 1967, and for the

Protocol, or supplement, since November 1976. The original Agreement has been of

great benefit to libraries and their patrons in the United States and in nearly 70

other countries in reducing the costs of imported educational, scientific, and cul-

tural materials and in simplifying the administrative procedures of importation.

Similar benefits can be expected from the provisions of the Protocol, which add duty-

free treatment to other articles.
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Our major Interest Is in the provision of duty-free treatment to audio, visual,

and microform material, the same treatment offered books, periodicals, newspapers,

and other printed materials by the original Agreement. The audio, visual and micro-

form materials to be given duty-free treatment are listed in Sections 6(a) and 6(b)

of S.6285. Duty-free treatment can cove about in either of two ways:

1) By Presidential proclamation for a temporary period of not

more than two and a half years; or -

2) By Presidential proclamation of the date on which the

Protocol comes into force as to the United States.

It is our understanding that the power given to the President to take temporary

action is designed to encourage countries importing U. S. materials covered by the

Protocol to take reciprocal action. We would expect that the President would promptly

take temporary action to eliminate U. S. import duties on audio, visual, and micro-

form material in view of the strong support given-to the Protocol by the United

States trade associations representing the produdets of such materials.

We would have preferred that the implementing legislation go into effect im-

mediately, or after a short specified number of months, as yea done in the case of

the implementing legislation for the original Florence Areement--the Educational,

Scientific, and Cultural Materials Importation Act of 1966, Public Law 89-651. There

was some fear expressed by some U. S. producers of a few of the materials covered by

the original Florence Agreement that their domestic market night be adversely &ffect-

ed by the elimination of the then existing low United States import duties. Experi-

ence has demonstrated that these fears were not justified, and U. S. prceirre-rs have

since 1967 benefited in their export markets without suffering in th',r .-- '3tic

markets. This experience may account in part for the support givi to the Protocol

by affected U. S. trade associations, which include the Assoclaion of t-nrican
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Publishers, the Association of American University Presses, the Information Industry

Association, the Notion Picture Association of America, the National Audio-Visual

Association, the National Nicrographics Association, the National Music Publishers

Association, and the Rcording Industry Association of America.

The American Library Association appreciates this opportunity to express its

support for S.2685. We hope that your Committee vill report favorably on the bill

and arrange to have it scheduled for consideration in the Senate as s.o. ,is possible

after the Protocol itself, which has been favorably reported by the Comittee on

Foreign Pelations in Executive Report 97-53 of Hay 21, 1982. The Interr.tional Fed-

eration of Library Associations is meeting in Montreal, Canada in late August

and favorable actions in the United States would enable our delegt5to that annual

conference to urge colleagues from other countries to press their governments for

similar action. The Federation is on record in resolutions supporting the Protocol

adopted by earlier annual conferences.

In conclusion I would like to submit for the record an article which I prepared

for Volume 30 of the Encyclopedia of Library and Information Science (1980) entitled

"Teriffs, and Other Trade Barriers: the U. S. Experience," which traces the history

of the gradual reduction and elimination of U. S. trade barriera on educational,

scientific, and cultural materials from the early 19th century up to and including

the Nairobi Protocol of 1976.
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U.S. SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

STATEMENT OF
THE AMERICAN FOUNDATION FOR THE BLIND, INC.

BY

BARBARA D. MCGARRY

ON
S. 2685, "THE EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC, AND

CULTURAL MATERIALS IMPORTATION ACT OF 1982."

JULY 21, 1982

ON BEHALF OF THE AMERICAN FOUNDATION FOR THE BLIND, I APPRECIATE

THE OPPORTUNITY TO EXPRESS OUR ORGANIZATION'S STRONG SUPPORT FOR S. 2685,

WHICH IMPLEMENTS THE NAIROBI PROTOCOL TO THE FLORENCE AGREEMENT BY
WIDENING THE LIST OF DUTY-FREE ARTICLES THAT MAY BE IMPORTED BY

COUNTRIES SIGNATORY TO THE PROTOCOL.

FOUNDED OVER 60 YEARS AGO UNDER THE AUSPICES OF HELEN KELLER, THE

AMERICAN FOUNDATION FOR THE BLIND HAS LONG RECOGNIZED THE IMPORTANCE Or

AIDS FOR THE BLIND IN ACHIEVING INDIVIDUAL DEVELOPMENT. FROM OUR HEAD-

QUARTERS IN NEW YORK CITY, FOUNDATION OFFICIALS FOLLOWED CLOSELY THE

DELIBERATIONS OF UNESCO'S GENERAL CONFERENCE IN 1946, WHICH LED TO THE

FIELD 0FICES
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ORIGINAL FLORENCE (ITALY) AGREEMENT IN 1950. AS MEMBERS OF YOUR COMMITTEE

KNOW, THE FLORENCE AGREEMENT, RATIFIED BY THE U.S. IN 1966 AS ONE OF

90 SIGNATORIES, PROVIDED FOR DUTY-FREE IMPORTATION BY ANY RATIFYING

COUNTRY OF A SPECIFIC LIST OF EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL

MATERIALS: AND IN ADDITION, PROVIDED DUTY-FREE TREATMENT OF IMPORTED

ARTICLES AND AIDS FOR THE BLIND. IN 1966, JUST AS IN THE PROPOSED LEGIS-

LATION BEFORE YOUR COMMITTEE TODAY, THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT RE-

QUIRED ENACTMENT OF IMPLEMENTING LEGISLATION TO SAFEGUARD OUR OWN TRADING

INTERESTS, BEFORE RATIFICATION OF THE FLORENCE TREATY.

IN BOTH ITS DOMESTIC AND OVERSEAS OPERATIONS, THE AMERICAN

FOUNDATION FOR THE BLIND HAS DEVELOPED AND SUPPORTED THF UTILIZATION OF

AIDS AND APPLIANCES SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED FOR THE BLIND OF ALL AGES.

WE HAVE HELPED TO DEVELOP A NATIONAL NETWORK OF SPECIALISTS IN EARLY

CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT AND SPECIAL EDUCATION FOR BLIND CHILDREN; IN

ORIENTATION AND MOBILITY TRAINING AND JOB SKILLS DEVELOPMENT FOR THE

EMPLOYABLE-AGE BLIND WORKER; AND IN INDEPENDENT LIVING SKILLS FOR THE

OLDER BLIND PERSON. SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL AND TRAINING AIDS ("ARTICLES

FOR THE BLIND") HAVE HELPED MAKE THESE GOALS ACHIEVABLE.

THROUGH OUR SISTER ORGANIZATION, HELEN KELLER INTERNATIONAL

(FORMERLY THE AMERICAN FOUNDATION FOR OVERSEAS BLIND) WE HAVE ALSO

INSTITUTED PROJECTS TO ASSIST BLIND PERSONS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES.

IN THE SAHEL REGION OF AFRICA, ME HAVE TRAINED TEACHERS OF ORIENTATION

AND MOBILITY SKILLS FOR THE VICTIMS OF "RIVER BLINDNESS" (ONCHOCERCIASIS).

IN INDONESIA, OUR OVERSEAS ORGANIZATION DEVELOPED JOB TRAINING COURSES

FOR THE BLIND, WHERE BEGGING HAD AT ONE TIME BEEN CONSIDERED THE ONLY

FUTURE COURSE OPEN TO THE BLIND. IN CENTRAL AMERICA, WORKING IN CON-

JUNCTION WITH UNICEF, WE DEVELOPED A VITAMIN A-ENRICHED DIET FOR INFANTS

AND PRESCHOOLERS, FOR THE PREVENTION OF CHILDHOOD BLINDNESS - PERHAPS

AN EARLY CONTRIBUTION TO THE CURRENTLY PROPOSED "CARIBBEAN BASIN

INITIATIVE."
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THROUGHOUT OUR VARIOUS ONGOING PROJECTS, WE HAVE NOTED THE GRADUAL

EMERGENCE OF A PHENOMENON - PERHAPS, THANKFULLY, BECAUSE OF MANY

COUNTRIES' INCREASED EMPHASIS ON THE PREVENTION OF BLINDNESS, WITH THE

GROWING AWARENESS THAT HALF OF ALL BLINDNESS IS PREVENTABLE. AS A

RESULT, THERE IS A LEVELLING OFF, IN RELATION TO TOTAL POPULATION IN-

CREASE, OF BLINDNESS AS AN ISOLATED SOLE DISABILITY. INSTEAD, THERE IS

GROWING EVIDENCE OF BLINDNESS OR A VISUALLY HANDICAPPING CONDITION AS

ONE OF AN INDIVIDUAL'S MULTIPLE DISABILITIES. AT THE PRESENT TIME, FOR

INSTANCE, THERE ARE ABOUT FOUR MILLION HANDICAPPED SCHOOL CHILDREN IN

THE UNITED STATES--HALF THE NUMBER THAT CONGRESS HAS ESTIMATED ARE IN

NEED OF SPECIAL EDUCATION--WHOSE EDUCATION IS BEING ASSISTED THROUGH

THE EDUCATION FOR THE HANDICAPPED ACT. HOWEVER, THE AMERICAN PRINTING

HOUSE FOR THE BLIND REPORTED LAST YEAR THAT ONLY SOME 30,000 LEGALLY

BLIND CHILDREN WERE PROVIDED WITH BRAILLE SLATES, TEXTBOOKS, AND OTHER

LEARNING MATERIALS. IN ADDITION, STATE-OPEPATED SCHOOLS FOR THE BLIND

ARE NOW ENROLLING A MAJORITY OF STUDENTS WHOSE BLINDNESS IS ONE OF

SEVERAL DISABILITIES.

WITH REGARD TO THE EMPLOYABLE AGE GROUP, THIS SAME DEVELOPMENT

LED THE AMERICAN FOUNDATION FOR THE BLIN) TO URGE CONGRESS TO EXPAND A

LAW PROVIDING SPECIAL JOB-TRAINING FOR THE BLIND - THE "WAGNER O'DAY

ACT" - SO THAT IT MIGHT INCLUDE OTHER HANDICAPPED TRAINEES AS WELL.

THE RESULT WAS THE "JAVITS-WAGNER-O'DAY ACT AMENDMENTS," WHICH MANDATES

PREFERENTIAL PURCHASE BY OUR GOVERNMENT OF CERTAIN ARTICLES MANU-

FACTURED "BY THE BLIND AND OTHER SEVERELY HANDICAPPED."

UNDER THESE CIRCUMSTANCES, WE HAVE FOLLOWED WITH SPECIAL INTEREST

THE PROGRESS OF THE NAIROBI PROTOCOL SINCE IT WAS FIRST RECOMMENDED BY

UNESCO IN 1973, WITH THE FINAL TEXT APPROVED BY THE UNESCO GENERAL

CONFERENCE IN NAIROBI, KENYA, IN 1976, AND OPENED FOR SIGNATURE BY THE

UNITED NATIONS IN MARCH 1977. SUCCESSFUL INTERAGENCY EFFORTS TO
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FACILITATE U.S. RATIFICATION OF THE PROTOCOL, BEGUN IN JUNE, 1977,

RESULTED IN THE PRESIDENT'S TRANSMITTAL OF THE PROTOCOL ON JANUARY 19,

1981, TO THE U.S. SENATE FOR ITS CONSTITUTIONALLY REQUIRED ADVICE AND

CONSENT, WITH THE PRESIDENT'S STATED BELIEF THAT RATIFICATION "WILL

RESULT IN IMPORTANT BENEFITS FOR THE BLIND AND HANDICAPPED IN THIS

COUNTRY." ON MAY 21, 1982, THE SENATE FOREIGN RELATIONS COMMITTEE

REPORTED FAVORABLY ON THE NAIROBI PROTOCOL (TP.ATY DOCUMENT 97-2)

THROUGH ITS EXECUTIVE REPORT 97-53. OUR PARTICULAR AREA OF INTEREST IS,

OF COURSE, THE PROTOCOL'S EXPANDED LIST OF "ARTICLES FOR THE BLIND AND

OTHER HANDICAPPED PERSONS," AS PER THE ATTACHED COPY OF THE PROTOCOL'S

"ANNEX E."

ACCORDING TO STATE DEPARTMENT TESTIMONY PROVIDED AT THE OCTOBER

20, 1981 HEARINGS BY THE SENATE FOREIGN RELATIONS COMMITTEE, RATIFICA-

TION OF THE NAIROBI PROTOCOL, OPEN TO THE SAME 90 COUNTRIES THAT AP-

PROVED THE 1950 FLORENCE AGREEMENT, DEPENDS IN LARGE PART ON AMERICAN

LEADERSHIP IN THIS AREA. IN THE WITNESS'S

COUNTRIES ARE WAITING TO SEE IF THE UNITED

INSTRUMENT." AT THE TIME OF THE HEARINGS,

EUROPEAN COMMON MARKET WERE ENTERING IN TO

AND SEVERAL OTHER COUNTRIES HAD RATIFIED.

COMMON MARKET COMMUNITY IS ALSO ENGAGED IN

SAFEGUARD ITS OWN TRADING INTERESTS.

IT IS OUR UNDERSTANDING THAT,_AFTER

WORDS, "MANY OF THOSE

STATES IS INTERESTED IN THIS

THE MEMBER-COUNTRIES OF THE

THE AGREEMENT AS A BODY,

LIKE THE UNITED STATES, THE

IMPLEMENTING LEGISLATION TO

CONSULTATION WITH APPROPRIATE

OFFICIALS OF THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT, COMMERCE DEPARTMENT, AND THE

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, THE ADMINISTRATION'S DRAFT BILL INCORPORATES ADE-

QUATE SAFEGUARDS FOR U.S. TRADING INTERESTS. IN INTRODUCING THIS BILL

AS S. 2685, SENATOR DOLE HAS STATED, "I BELIEVE THE ADMINISTRATION HAS

FOUND A PRUDENT WAY TO PROVIDE TO HANDICAPPED PERSONS THE BENEFITS OF
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THE NAIROBI PROTOCOL, WHILE INSURING THAT U.S. PRODUCERS' INTERESTS

ARE PROTECTED."

THE MEANS OF ACCOMPLISHING THIS ARE FOUND IN SECTION 2 OF THE BILL,

WHICH GIVES THE PRESIDENT AUTHORITY TO WITHHOLD FINAL APPROVAL OF THE

PROTOCOL UNTIL HE DETERMINES THAT ADEQUATE RECIPROCAL DUTY-FREE TREAT-

MENT WILL BE PROVIDED BY OTHER COUNTRIES. THE ONLY EXEMPTION, FOUND IN

SECTION 3, IS THE TEMPORARY DUTY-FREE TREATMENT FOR THE LISTED ARTICLES

FOR THE BLIND AND OTHER HANDICAPPED, FOR A PERIOD OF 2h YEARS AFTER EN-

ACTMENT OF IMPLEMENTING LEGISLATION. THIS AMOUNT OF TIME IS CONSIDERED

SUFFICIENT TO INSURE THAT ADEQUATE RECIPROCITY FOR ALL DUTY-FREE ARTICLES

IS ACHIEVED AMONG SIGNATORIES TO THE PROTOCOL. IN SECTION 4 OF THE BILL,

AS A FURTHER SAFEGUARD, THE PRESIDENT IS AUTHORIZED TO REIMPOSE CURRENT

TARIFF RATES ON IMPORTED ARTICLES WHICH ARE ADJUDGED TO HAVE A "SIC-

NIFICANT ADVERSE IMPACT" ON A DOMESTIC INDUSTRY.

WITH REGARD TO DUTY-FREE ARTICLES FOR THE BLIND AND OTHER HANDI-

CAPPED, AS INDICATED BY THE ATTACHED COPY OF ANNEX E, THERE WOULD SEEM

TO BE NO REASON WHY THE PRESENTLY FAVORABLE BALANCE OF TRADE COULD NOT

BE MAINTAINED UNDER THE EXPANDED LIST, ESPECIALLY WITH THE ANNEX'S

FINAL CAVEAT, "PROVIDED THAT EQUIVALENT OBJECTS ARE NOT BEING MANU-

FACTURED IN THE IMPORTING COUNTRY." THE EXPANDED LIST ITSELF IS A

TRIBUTE BY UNESCO TO THE TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES WORLD-WIDE, ESPECIALLY

IN THE UNITED STATES, OVER THE LAST QUARTER-CENTURY. THIRTY YEARS AGO,
op TA CObJ

IN THE FIELD OF BLINDNESS, ONE WOULD NOT HAVE HEARD THE WORDS "OPT4CON,"

"LASER CANE," "CLOSED-CIRCUIT TV" OR "READING MACHINE" - ALL OF WHICH

ARE DEVICES WELL KNOWN TO THE BLIND IN TODAY'S WORLD. IT IS SAFE TO

SAY THAT IN ANOTHER QUARTER-CENTURY, EVEN MORE DRAMATIC ADVANCES WILL

HAVE BEEN ACHIEVED TO HELP BRING EQUAL OPPORTUNITY FOR LEARNING, WORKING,

AND SUCCESSFUL LIVING FOR ALL OUR HANDICAPPED CITIZENS.
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WITH YOUR COMMITTEE'S APPROVAL AS A VITAL STEP TOWARD RATIFICA-

TION OF THE NAIROBI PROTOCOL, THE UNITED STATES CAN BE A SIGNATORY IN

1982, THE YEAR PROCLAIMED AS "THE NATIONAL YEAR OF THE DISABLED." TO

PARAPHARASE THE WORDS OF THAT PRESIDENTIAL PROCLAMATION, YOU WILL HAVE

HELPED SIGNIFICANTLY TO IMPROVE THE LIVES OF 35 MILLION DISABLED

AMERICANS.

ATTACHMENTS
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* Federal Rele s

VoL 47. No. .2

W.4esday, April 25. 155

Title 3-

The President

Presidential Documents

Pro amade 493S of April 26, 1982

National Year of Disabled Persons

By the President of the United States of America

A Proclamation'

The 1981 International Year of Disabled Persons, a celebration of the achieve-
ments and strength& of disabled persons the world over. has now concluded.
In that Year. we were made aware of the many accomplishments of disabled -

people, and we rejoiced at the number of lives that were made richer and
more productive througl.education, rehabilitation, and employment.

The impetus gained during thIs celebration must not be lost. We must seize the
opportunities afforded by the International, Year of Disabled Persons 4o
increase our national awareness of what remains to be done in order to assure
all disabled Americana full and active participation inour society.

I call upon my fellow citizens in both the public and private sectors to join In
mutual efforts to pursue thi long-term goals set forth during 1981.

NOW, THEREORE., In keeping with the aims of Senate Joint Resolution 134,'
and in order to continue the momentum developed In the International Year of
Disabled Persons, L RONALD REAGAN, President'of the United States of
America, do hereby proclaim the year 1982 as the "National Year of Disabled
Persons."

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand this loth. day of Apm].
in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and eighty-two, ndof the Independ-
ence of the United Sttes of America the two hundred and sixth.

tFR Dma W2-73trI
Fed 4-4 .Msl4 onl
Itio4 code 313-0'-M
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(iii) Tools to be used for the maintenance, checking, gauging or repair of scientific instruments,
provided these tools are imported at the same time as such instruments and apparatus or,
if imported subsequently, that they are identifiable as intended for the specific instruments
or apparatus previously admitted duty-free or entitleLi to duty-free entry, and further pro-
vided that tools of equivalent scientific value are not being manufactured in the country of •
iluoortation. .,

ANNEX F

Articles for the blind and other handicapped persons

(I) All articles specially designed for the educational, scientific or cultural advancement of
the blind which are imported directly by institutions or organizations concerned with the
education of, or assistance to, the blind, approved by the competent authorities of the
importing country for the purpose of duty-free entry of these types of articles, including:

(a) talking books (discs, cassettes or other sound reproductions) ane large-print books;

(b) phonographs and cassette players, specially designed or adapted for the blind and other
handicapped persons and required to play the talking books; 

Cc) equipment for the reading of normal print by the blind and partially sighted, such as
electronic reading machines, television-enlargers and optical aids;

(d) equipment for the mechanical or computerized production of braille and recorded
material, such as stereo-typing machines, electronic braille, transfer and pressing
machines; braille computer terminals and displays;

(e) braille paper, magnetic tapes and cassettes for the production of braille and talking
books;

(f) aids for improving the mobility of the blind, such as electronic orientation and
= obstacle detection appliances and white canes;

(g) technical aids for the education, rehabilitation, vocational training and employment
of the blind, such as braille watches, braille typewriters, teaching and learning aids,
games and other instruments specifically adapted for the use of the blind,

(ii) All materials specially designed for the education, employment and social advancement of
other physically or mentally handicapped persons, directly imported by institutions or
organizations concerned with the education of, or assistance to, such persons, approved by
the competent authorities of the importing country for the purpose of duty-free entry of these
types of articles, provided that equivalent objects are not being manufactured in the import-
ing country.

ANNEX F

Sports equipment

Sports equipment intended exclusively for amateur sports associations or groups approved
by the competent authorities of the importing country for the purpose of duty-free entry of
these types of.articles, 'provided that equivalent materials are not being manufactured in the
importing country,
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Senator DANFORTH. Our next witness is Al Wolff, on S. 2094.

STATEMENT OF ALAN WOLFF, PARTNER, VERNER, LIIPFERT,
BERNHARD & McPHERSON, ON BEHALF OF THE SEMICONDUC-
TOR INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION
Mr. WOLFF. Mr. Chairman, I am here this morning representing

the Semiconductor Industry Association which was founded in 1977
by seven member companies of the semiconductor industry and
represents the majority of American merchant and captive semi-
conductor producers. I much appreciate the opportunity to be
heard today, and I will just briefly summarize my remarks.

S. 2094 represents a very important measure for our industry; in
our view it is a carefully constructed package of measures which
should be viewed as an integrated whole in dealing with the prob-
lems which the high technology industries face in international
competition. That includes the limited tariff cutting authority in
section 8(c) which we view as a necessary part of a focused, coordi-
nated approach to these problems.

Mutual elimination of U.S. and foreign tariffs on these high tech-
nology products is in the interest of the United States and its high
technology industries as well as foreign countries making these
products, although these countries don't always recognize that fact.

World markets are necessary for these products, and the rest of
the world is growing even more rapidly than the United States is
in these product areas. The European Community has a 17-percent
tariff. While it often suspends that tariff, it doesn't in all cases; and
there will come a time when it will be very important to the Euro-
pean industry to have that tariff reduced. The result of the Europe-
an tariff has been to make the Europeans fundamentally noncom-
petitive internationally. I' is self-destructive from their point of
view, and it is an inhibition to trade from our point of view.

In the case of Japan, we have made major progress through the
use of section 124 authority. The United States negotiated with
Japan in acceleration of the Tokyo round cuts. We have tariff
parity with Japan at this time. In our view that is just a first step;
it does not go far enough.

We had asked that the agreement include a commitment by the
Japanese Government that vigorous two-way trade in high technol-
ogy products is in both countries' interests and that the tariff
agreement was a first step to full trade liberalization. The Japa-
nese Government refused to accept that commitment and said that
it would have represented a major policy change for them that
they could not accept.

Any level of tariff protection is a signal to the Japanese industry
that it is still being treated as an infant industry, which is a misno-
mer completely. It is regrettable, and the tariff should be removed.
The tariff is not our major problem with Japan, by any means, but
its removal is part of the ultimate solution.

The tariff cutting authority in S. 2094 is a limited one. It is tai-
lored to the needs of the high technology industries. The Computer
& Business Equipment Manufacturers Association as well as the
Semiconductor Industry Association strongly favor it. It will be a
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necessary part of putting together any agreement that is reached
in this area,

Foreign governments have no problem recognizing the impor-
tance of the high technology sector. The Danforth bill, S. 2094,
takes a major step in the direction of having the U.S. Government
recognize the importance of this area.

We can't afford to allow foreign competitors to operate from
closed, protected home bases and on a principle of "what is yours is
mine, and what is mine is mine." What we are looking for is the
creation of a level playing field in which we can compete fairly and
openly.

I would add, Mr. Chairman, that the Semiconductor Industry As-
sociation also supports the extension of the section 124 authority-
the 20-percent tariff cutting authority-although it does not go far
enough. It does not contain the authority we would need for our
industry. If it makes things procedurally smoother, we would be
happy to see the tariff cutting authority that we seek passed sepa-
rately, as a separate bill.

Thank you.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you very much, Mr. Wolff.
[The prepared statement of Alan Wolff follows:]

98-592 0 - 82 - 15
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TEmMONY OF ALAN W. WOLFF

Mr. Chairman, I am Alan Wolff, Washington Counsel to the

Semiconductor Industry Association. Chartered by six U.S. semi-

conductor manufacturers in 1977, SIA currently has a membership

of 54 companies and represents the majority of merchant and

captive producers of semiconductors in matters of trade and

governmental policy. I appreciate the opportunity to be heard

today.

SIA has played an active role in communicating to the

government the problems facing the U.S. high technology

industries, and in helping to formulate the approach to solving

those problems which is incorporated in your proposed-

legislation, S. 2094. This bill represents a carefully

constructed package of measures concerning high technology which

will, we believe, provide useful tools to deal with problems of

high technology trade and investment. I am here today to

emphasize the importance of preserving the limited tariff-cutting

authority in Section 8(c) as a necessary part of a focused,

coordinated approach to those problems.

SIA has testified on a number of occasions, addressing the

broader concerns of this industry. You may recall the testimony

of Jerry Sanders-, Pre-dent of Advanced Micro Devices, before

this subcommittee on May 6, expressing SIA's support for your

efforts to insist upon a more aggressive U.S. policy in favor of

elimination of foreign barriers to U.S. trade and investment.

Our member companies seek full access to the protected home

markets of our major competitors. Tariffs are a part of this

broader problem.
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Mutual elimination of U.S. and foreign tariffs on certain

high technology products is in the interest of the United States

and its high technology industries. It is a logical and

essential-element of the broader goal of obtaining maximum

openness of international markets to high technology trade and

investment.

Nothing short of complete access to foreign markets -- of

which tariff elimination is an integral part -- will allow U.S.

high technology companies to survive. The continued viability of

the United States semiconductor industry hinges on the openness

of international markets to our companies and to their

products. The focus of these companies' production and marketing

is of necessity on the global market, and maximum access to that

market is absolutely crucial.

The impact of tariffs on U.S. semiconductor trade is most

evident in the case of the European Community. The Community

maintains a 17% duty on semiconductors and refused to negotiate

any significant reduction in that rate during the recently

concluded Tokyo Round of trade negotiations. This high tariff

barrier--a misguided effort to protect the European industry--has

helped to isolate the European market. The result is that the

European industry is not fully competitive. With declining

competitiveness will come demands for additional protection

through rules of origin, restrictive procurement practices and

investment related trade restrictions.

In the case of Japan, progress has been made in reducing the

Japanese tariff, but more can be done. Last year, the Japanese
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tariff was over 10% while the U.S. tariff was 5.6%. By using the

residual tariff authority of S 124 (an authority that has since

expired), it was possible for the U.S. Government to conclude an

agreement-with Japan to reduce both the Japanese and U.S. tariffs

to 4.2% in April of this year. For the U.S. industry, that

reduction netted as much as $200 million in additional revenue

which is now being used to finance the research and development

needed to maintain U.S. technological competitiveness.

The agreement with Japan was a first step, but it did not go

far enough. SIA wanted that agreement to include a commitment by

the Japanese Government that vigorous two-way trade in high tech-

nology products is in both our countries' interests and that the

tariff agreement was a first step toward complete liberalization

of trade and investment in high technology products. The

Japanese Government refused to accept such a commitment, noting

that such a major policy change could not be adopted at that

time.

In fact, any level of tariff protection in Japan is a

continuing signal to the Japanese industry that protection can-

and will be provided to the Japanese industry under the guise of

protecting an infant industry. By advocating the reduction and

eventual elimination of tariffs, the United States would make

much clearer its position that foreign government policies of

unfair protection and promotion of industries as competitive as

those of our trading partners are inappropriate and will not be

tolerated. With the Japanese semiconductor industry claiming 70

percent of the world market share for the 64 K RAM--the state of
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the art memory component for computers, word processors, etc.--

the United States can no longer afford to ignore such policies

which masquerade as infant industry protection. It is precisely

with regard to products such as this that tariff elimination is

called for. It would appear to be consistent with stated U.S.

policy to eliminate vestiges of protectionism, and to encourage

others to eliminate them, when the opportunity arises.

The drafters of S. 2094 have recognized the elimination of

existing tariffs as an important objective of the United

States -- both in real terms and as a symbol of a more

comprehensive commitment to liberalization on the part of our

trading partners. Section 5 of the bill lists as a negotiating

objective "the reduction or elimination of all tariffs on, and

other barriers to, United States exports of high technology

products and related services."

The tariff-cutting authority in S. 2094 would provide

necessary bargaining leverage in negotiating away existing

foreign tariffs and other barriers. Moreover, to the extent that

the United States maintains tariffs on semiconductors and

related products, the reduction or elimination of those tariffs

would lower the cost to the consumer of final products such as

computers.

The tariff-cutting authority proposed in S. 2094 is a

limited one, tailored to the needs of the high technology

industries. The authority is limited to seven specific products,

and is for a five-year duration only. Moreover, the tariff on

each of the items involved is less than five percent.
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The chief importance of the tariff-cutting authority,

however, stems from its role as an integral and necessary part of

a carefully constructed package of legislative measures designed

to deal effectively with the whole range of problems in inter-

national high technology trade and investment. The elimination

of tariffs is part of an orchestrated solution to those problems,

the goal of which is maximum openness of international markets to

high technology trade and investment. We have seen time and

again that a piecemeal approach to free trade will only lead to

disputes and disappointment. To eliminate the tariff-cutting

authority or to detach it from the other components of the

package would lessen the chances of achieving an effective over-

all solution.

Nothing less than a comprehensive approach to the problems

peculiar to high technology is called for. More than any other

group of industries, high technology industries are the target of

foreign government policies of protection and promotion and of

the new forms of nontariff barriers that have given rise to the

Danforth bill. High technology companies are increasingly being

denied access to world markets. Foreign governments have recog-

nized the importance of high technology industries, and are

increasingly promoting those industries through such measures as

subsidization, tax incentives, and government-sponsored

cooperation in production and research, while protecting them

from foreign competition through a variety of tariff and

nontariff barriers, investment performance requirements, denial

of national treatment, toleration of restrictive business
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practices, and other trade-distorting measures. The market for

integrated circuits and their end use products such as computers,

telecommunication equipment, industrial automation equipment and

consumer products, are the most dramatic targets of such

government policies.

No group of industries has a more direct effect on the

national security, defense preparedness, industrial health, over-

all economic vitality and international competitiveness of the

United States than the high technology industries. By

definition, these are the industries investing most heavily in

research and development and are the most progressive and highly

innovative. These are the products and industries on the

frontier of technological progress in a range of areas and

product sectors.

High technology industries are affected more severely than

most industries by the types of market barriers this bill

addresses. The continued viability of many high technology in-

dustries, such as the semiconductor industry, is largely

contingent on the ability of producers to compete on a global

scale. We need open international markets because of the size

and distribution of the world market, because of the nature of

our production process, and most importantly, because of the

available economies of scale and our need for investment capital.

Foreign markets account for half of the total value of semi-

conductors consumed worldwide.- This fact alone underscores the

importance of these markets for American firms. Of total world-

wide consumption of $15 billion dollars worth of semiconductors
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in 198)., $9 billion represents foreign markets. Of these, the

fastest-growing foreign market--those of the EC and Japan--are

not fully open to us. We cannot allow the foreign competitors to

operate on a "what is mine is mine and what is yours is mine"

basis. We need the volume represented by these markets in order

to stay on the learning curve and capture cost efficiencies. We

need to compete on an equal basis in those markets with domestic

producers.

The availability of a large market is a critical requirement

for success in our industry. The fundamental economics of our

industry revolve around the cost economies and experience gained

by volume production. A loss in world market share will result

in a loss of international competitiveness for the U.S. semicon-

ductor industry, and in a loss of U.S. international competitive-

ness across a whole range of advanced products. Decreased market

share lowers our profits, adversely affecting research and

development funding. That means a slower rate of new product

discovery and development, which will mean a further loss of

market share.

Supporters of S. 2094 have recognized that a specialized

focus is called for. The negotiating leverage provided by the

limited tariff-cutting authority proposed may play a role in

determining whether the objectives of the United States in this

area are achieved.

I also want to emphasize that this authority for

semiconductors would complement the broader negotiating authority

in S. 1902, which SIA fully supports. S. 1902 would extend the
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President's residual tariff-cutting authority under which he can

reduce tariffs by up to 20% of the existing rate. Because our

objectives of eliminating tariffs on semiconductors cannot be

achieved cInder S. 1902, we urge the Committee to view these

proposals as complementary, but not interchangeable.

It is rare that any industry comes before a congressional

committee and asks for completely free and open trade. Our goal

is to succeed--as did the aircraft industry in the Tokyo Round--

in achieving a much greater degree of openness in world trade.

We want to see international competition in semiconductor trade

take place on what has been called "a level playing field."

Mr. Chairman, I thank you for the opportunity to testify

before your committee today.
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Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Wolff, as you know, the Finance
Committee has already acted on this. The problem is a constitu-
tional problem of whether it could be attached to a Senate bill. Ob-
viously the reciprocity bill is a Senate bill, so what we are probably
going to have to do on this is get it on a House-passed vehicle. But,
as far as I know, there is absolutely no controversy on this legisla-
tion.

Mr. WOLFF. Well, we would hate to see this get lost in the shuf-
fle. [Laughter.]

Senator DANFORTH. Knowing you, you will not let it get lost in
the shuffle. [Laughter.]

I have no worry about that.
Mr. WOLFF. The Danforth bill, as introduced in the House, which

bears another person's name, I understand, deletes the tariff au-
thority because the sponsor would like to see broader tariff authori-
ty enacted. That is probably politically unrealistic, however.

Senator DANFORTH. We will do our best in one form or another
to get this legislation passed.

Mr. WOLFF. Thank you very much.
Senator DANFORTH. Next, on H.R. 4566, are John Mulligan and

Herbert Harris.
Mr. Mulligan, would you like to go first?
Mr. MULLIGAN. Yes.

STATEMENT OF JOHN P. MULLIGAN, PRESIDENT, TUNA
RESEARCH FOUNDATION, INC.

Mr. MULLIGAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I'm John Mulligan, and I represent the domestic tuna processors.

Our members have a very legitimate and critical concern with
section 2 of H.R. 4566.

When the tuna tariffs were originally set, the water packed tuna
was a small dietetic-type pack. In the last several years the popu-
larity of water-packed tuna has grown substantially, and it's now
close to 40 percent of our domestic market production.

As American consumers grow in their consciousness of health,
diet, and physical fitness, the importance of the domestic produc-
tion in markets for water-packed tuna increases. Instead of chang-
ing the current method of calculating the imports against the
quota for water-packed tuna, Congress should, in our judgment, be
considering an increase in the tariff for water-packed tuna to a
level that will insure that domestic tuna processors remain compet-
itive.

Another point that we wish to bring to the attention of the
committee is that we are quite confused over the basis on which
the Census Bureau, the Customs Service, and the National Marine
Fisheries Service actually calculate the quota. The 109 million
pounds, in our judgment, is in excess of what represents 20 percent
of the domestic pack. Their figures don't seem to agree. We are in
the process of trying to work this out with them now, and none of
them seem to agree in terms of what figures to use.

There is also a strong commitment to support the economic sta-
bility and well-being of our territories and possessions. I have made
reference in my prepared statement to the Senate Finance
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Committee report when they were deliberating the Trade Act of
1974, and we feel the change of status quo in the present system of
calculating the import quota would be, in effect, a change in our
policy toward American Samoa.

Another point that we wish to bring to the attention of the
committee is that each time we move away from our responsibil-
ities to protect and enhance the domestic fishery productions it ad-
versely affects the U.S. balance of trade. We have been given pre-
liminary Government figures for 1981 which indicate a fishery
products deficit of about $3 billion, and any adjustment in the
tariff rate quota structure which is incurred as foreign imports of
canned tuna in water will only increase the U.S. imbalance of
trade.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, we wish to point out that the United
States has developed a harvesting and processing technology and
marketing capability that has made processed tuna available to
over 80 percent of American households. We possess the largest
market for processed tuna in the world, and section 2 of H.R. 4566
will place the domestic tuna industry certainly at a more competi-
tive disadvantage. We therefore urge the committee to delete
section 2 of H.R. 4566.

This concludes the summary of my prepared statement, Mr.
Chairman.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of John P. Mulligan follows:]
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STATEMENT
JOHN P. MULLIGAN

President
Tuna Research Foundation, Inc.

Before
Senate Subcommittee on International Trade

July 21, 1982

My name is John P. Mulligan, President of the Tuna

Research Foundation, Inc. ("TRF"). TRF is a non-profit organi-

zation with headquarters at 1101 17th Street, N. W., Washington,

D. C. Our members, United States processors of tuna, are par-

ticula-rly troubled by Section 2 of the proposed legislation,

H.R. 4566, whereby shipments of canned tuna products into the

United States from American Samoa are to be excluded in deter-

mining the extent to which the quota is filled. The quota is

determined on the basis of 20 percent of the previous year's

domestic pack. This year's quota has been determined to be
*/

109,742,200 pounds.- This means that shipments of imported

canned tuna products may enter the U.S. under TSUS item 112.30

at a rate of 6 percent ad valorem up to that quota level;

imported canned tuna products entering over this amount under

TSUS item 1±2.34 will enter at a higher rate of 12.5 percent

ad valorem. Shipments of American Samoa canned tuna products

enter the United States outside the Customs district and are

identified under TSUS item 112.30 which is counted against the

import quota.

*/ 47 Federal Register 25433 (June 11, 1982).
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Our members have a significant economic interest and a

legitimate concern regarding this legislation because they

pack over ninety percent of the canned tuna which is produced

in the United States and its territories and possessions. A

list of our members and the geographic location of plants is

attached as Appendix A to this statement.

We strongly oppose this legislation for the following

major reasons:

- Excluding the American Samoa tuna pack from

contributing to the level of the import quota

will permit more imported product to enter

the U.S. market.

- Increased levels of imported canned tuna

products will be contrary to long-standing

Congressional intent to develop and strengthen

our domestic fishing industry.

- The importance of the tuna processing industry

to the economic stability and wellbeing of

American Samoa and Puerto Rico.

- The proposed legislation is contrary to U.S.

trade policy with respect to the aspects of a

protective tariff rate quota system.

The following reasons outline why we oppose Section 2 of

H.R. 4566:
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1. Foreign imports have grown steadily. In 1980,

63.5 million pounds of tuna were imported into the U.S. In

1981, there was an increase to 71 million pounds. This repre-

sents a total of 3.5 million cases of imported canned tuna

products which is a 12% share of our domestic market. Imports

entered against the quota through July 7, 1982, totaled over

80 million pounds. At the moment, the quota is about 74% filled,

and if present import rates continue, it is estimated the quota

will be filled in September. At this time nearly 5 million

cases of canned tuna will have entered the U.S., approaching

nearly a 20% share of our domestic market.

2. The U.S. tuna industry, known for years as the world's

most technically advanced and most successful, is struggling to

survive the worst economic crisis in its 80-year history. The

depressed national economy and dramatically increased foreign

competition have hard hit the industry. Some tuna plants have

been closed on an indefinite basis while others are temporarily

shutting down, thus idling thousands of workers.

It has been a long-standing policy of the Congress to

promote the domestic fishing industry. The industry has expe-

rienced new growth and development since the passage of the

Fisheries Conservation and Management Act of 1976. According to

the Annual Summary for 1980 of Fishery Statistics of the U.S.,

the total value of fishery products canned in the 50 states,

American Samoa and Puerto Rico was $1.95 billion; of this,
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$1.8 billion was for human consumption. Tuna and tuna-like fish

canned production was valued at $1.15 billion. This represented

64% of the value of all canned fish and shellfish for human con-

sumption and over 70% of all canned fish -- excluding canned

shellfish. This relates closely to the 65% tuna share of U.S.

annual per capita consumption of all canned fish and shellfish

shown in Department of Commerce Fisheries of the United States

1980 - (Current Fishery Statistics No. 8100). However, now the

hard economic times are telling in our industry; the total U.S.

light meat tuna pack through March first was 19% less than last

year, and the cheap and the unfair competition from foreign pro-

ducers is exacerbating the difficulties of the industry.

Unlike other foreign imported products competing in our

domestic markets, foreign produced canned tuna is not packed

under the same quality and safety standards as our own domestic

products. As you well know, the U.S. tuna industry is one of the

most heavily regulated industries in this country -- from marine

environment protection laws, fair and safe employment standards

to food and consumer safety and protection laws. The U.S. tuna

canners maintain one of the highest standards for food safety,

quality and working conditions. Foreign products in our market

place are not regulated with the same standards for quality and

safety. Nor do foreign producers maintain comparably safe and

equitable working conditions. Many do not meet our fair labor

standard laws, OSHA, and other costly U.S. regulations concerning
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worker safety, health and welfare. Not only is it cheap labor,

but the importers are competing at unfair advantages.

In a recent letter to Senator Dole, Congressman Fofo

Sunia from American Samoa wrote:

"Importers of foreign processed tuna
have taken advantage of the tuna industry's
economic crisis and have accelerated their
importation of tuna products into the U.S.
market thereby aggravating the financial
plight of tuna canners. There is evidence
in the market place that some importers are
undercutting the domestic price structure
by informing their buyers in the U.S. that
they will discount their tuna products in
order to offset the increase in the tariff
rate from 6 percent to 12.5 percent."

3. The tuna processing industry in American Samoa and

Puerto Rico is the backbone of their Island economy. With

respect to American Samoa, it is their one and only private in-

dustry. If canned tuna from foreign countries is allowed to enter

the U.S. in increasing proportions, the industry will be sub-

stantially reduced in American Samoa and Puerto Rico. The indus-

try's contributions in forms of tax payments to these local

governments, wages to native Samoans and Puerto Ricans, and pur-

chases of local goods and services will diminish and the economic

stability of the Islands will be weakened.

On May 24, 1982, Congressman Sunia of American Samoa

wrote to Senator Dole as Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee

to express his deep concern over passage of H.R. 4566. Attached

to this statement as Appendix B is a copy of Congressman Sunia's

letter.
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In the fiscal year 1981, $15.5 million was generated

from local sources in American Samoa. Two-thirds or $10.3 mil-

lion was generated by the activities of the tuna industry. The

tuna processors employ 20% of the work force and has increased

its employment growth in the last two years by 22% or 7% of

the entire work force in Samoa. For American Samoa, therefore,

economic growth and stability is synonymous with the tuna proces-

sing industry.

Puerto Rico's tuna processing industry produces more

than 40% of all tuna canned in the U.S. and represents a vital

source of direct and indirect employment for Puerto Rico, which

concurrently confronts officially 23% and rising over all unem-

ployment, with real unemployment believed to be about 40%. The

tuna industry in Puerto Rico provides 4.2% of the-total manu-

facturing employment and the value of tuna shipped to the main-

land in fiscal year 1980 exceeded $355 million or 9% of the

total value of shipments to the U.S. Including pet food

products from tuna operations the tuna shipments represented

almost 14% of all merchandise shipments to the U.S. Taking into

account the direct employment of some 6500 employees at an annual

payroll of $44.7 million, the multiplier effect on job creation

and income is nearly 13,000 jobs and a net income to the economy

of $89.2 million.

The island areas of American Samoa and Puerto Rico have

progressively increased their contribution to the U.S. production

98-592 0 - 82 - 16
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of canned tuna. In 1975, P,4rto Rico and American Samoa produced

almost half the domestic pack. In 1980, the total island produc-

tion exceeded 56% of the total U.S. pack.

4. One of the keystones of Congressional support for

the growth and economic development of the tuna industry has been

the trade and tariff policies. When deliberating the Trade

Reform Act of 1974, the Senate Finance Committee expressed dedi-

cation to the protection of territorial industries against

foreign competition. The Finance Committee report, in part,

stated:

........ The Committee believes that products
which are produced in the Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico or in the insular possessions of

- the United States in significant quantities
for export to the United States should be
excluded from receiving preferences if the
grant of such preferences would have a detri-
mental effect on the economies of Puerto Rico
or the territories."

It is one contention that by excluding the American

Samoa pack from contributing to the calculations for the import

quota, would in effect, allow greater foreign penetration of our

domestic market. Thus, it constitutes a preference contrary to

the intent expressed by Congress. Further, the tariff rate

quota system is designed precisely to prevent the threat of

excessive foreign imports to the detriment of domestic industries.

Section 2 of H.R. 4566 is an attempt to manipulate the elements

used in calculating the basis for the import quota. By excluding

the American Samoa pack, more foreign produced tuna will enter
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the market place and threaten the continued viability of our

domestic industry. The protection aspects of a tariff rate

quota system is not served by Section 2 of H.R. 4566.

On behalf of this important domestic fishery, we urge

your rejection of any amendments with respect to modifying the

basis for increasing the foreign import levels of canned-tuna

products.

Thank you.
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APPENDIX A

Tuna Research Foundation, Inc.
SUITE 603

1101 SEVENTEENTH STREET, N.W.
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20036

(202) 296-4630

MEMBER COMPANIES

Bumble Bee Seafoods
50 California Street
San Francisco, CA 94119

Plant Locations

San Diego, California
Honolulu, Hawaii
Mayaguez, Puerto Rico

Neptune Packing Corp.
200 Park Avenue, 39th Floor
New York, N. Y. 10166

Plant Location

Mayaguez, Puerto Rico

Mitsubishi Foods (MC), Inc.
2010 Jimmy Durante Boulevard
Del Mar, CA 92014

Plant Location

Ponce, Puerto Rico

Star-Kist Foods, Inc.
582 Tuna Street
Terminal Island, CA 90731

Plant Locations

Terminal Island, California
Mayaguez, Puerto Rico
Pago Pago, American Samoa

Van Camp Sea Food Company
11555 Sorrento Valley Road
San Diego, CA 92138

Plant Locations

San Diego, California
Ponce, Puerto Rico
Pago Pago, American Samoa •
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May 24, 1982

Honorable Robert Dole
Chairman
Senate Finance Committee
2227 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

In October of 1981, the House passed H.R. 4566, the
Omnibus Tariff and Duties Bill which included a section
dealing with canned tuna. This bill is now pending be-
fore your Committee. Section II of this measure excluded
the shipments from the U.S. Territories, of which American
Samoa is one, in determining the extent to which the quota
has been filled.

As you know, the tariff rate quota on canned tuna in
brine was first imposed by President Eisenhower in 1956
(Presidential Proclamation 3128, Part 1II).. Presently,
the duty is 6 percent under the quota and 12.5 percent on
the imports in excess of the quota. The quota is based en
20 percent of the previous year's domestic pack (excluding
American Samoa). In 1980, the Customs Service began to
count imports from American Samoa against the quota with
the result that the quota was filled and the higher duty
was applied for the first time since 1970.

While H.R:. 4566 was moving-through the House, I sup-
ported it because the economic conditions of the tuna in-
dustry were such that it appeared the bill would have
little impact on American Samoa. However, in the ensuing
year, economic conditions have worsened substantially. In
April of this year, a plant in American Samoa announced
a shutdown for three weeks.
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Honorable Robert Dole'
May 24, 1982 Page 2

Importers of foreign processed tuna have taken advantage
of the tuna industry's economic crisis ana have accelerated
their importation of tuna products into the U.S. market thereby
aggravating the financial plight of tuna canners. There JA
-evidence in the market place that some importers are under-
cutting the domestic price structure by informing their
buyers in the U.S. that they will discount their tuna products
in order to offset the increase in the tariff rate from 6
percent to 12.5 percent.

The tuna canneries are the major privately-controlled
industries in the Territory and therefore, they make a
significant contribution to the island's economy. This
contribution takes three main forms: tax payments to our
local government, wages and salaries paid to employees, and
local purchase of goods and services.

Given these facts, I have found it necessary to reconsider
the bill and to withdraw previous support. Therefore, I
respectfully request that Section 2 of H.R. 4566 be deleted
due to the direct and immediate impact it would have on the
tuna industry operating in American Samoa.

5.n* ely,

o .F. Suni
- Meer of Congress

FIFS:vg
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Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Harris?
Mr. HARRIS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I understand the committee rules. I would like to make sure that

Mr. Sullivan's statement is filed in toto at this point.
Senator DANFORTH. Who is Mr. Sullivan?
Mr. HARRIS. Mr. Sullivan is the executive vice president of the

Association of Food Industries, and it is that group that I am here
representing, Mr. Chairman.

Senator DANoacn. All right.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Sullivan follows:]

k
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STATEMENT
BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE, U.S. SENATE
WITH RESPECT TO SECTION 2, H.R. 4566,

RELATING TO THE TARIFF TREATMENT OF TUNA
PACKED IN AIRTIGHT CONTAINERS

By Richard Sullivan, Executive Director, Association
of Food Industries

July 21, in

Introduction

I am presenting the views of the Association of Food -

Industries, Inc., a non-profit trade association dedicated to the

diverse interests of the international and the domestic food

trade. We support Section 2 of H.R. 4566 for the following

reasons:

First, it prevents significant inflationary increases in

food costs to American consumers;

Second, it eliminates the apperance of unfair manipulation

of our trading concessions;

Third, it avoids severe disruption of the marketing

structure of a vital food product.

Section 2 of H.R. 4566 achieves these benefits by correcting

a classification anomaly which threatens the standard practice of

a quarter century. It is a routine bill that remedies a situa-

tion that no one intended to occur. The ramifications of failing

to enact this bill, however, will be far from routine.
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Inflationary Increases in Food Costs to the American Consumer

When. radical price increases occur, the American consumer

bears the burden. The consumer can either stop buying the over-

priced produc,' or shoulder the additional cost. In the case of

canned tuna, an importer faced with a doubling of the import duty

(which in some cases would more than eliminate the profit margin)

can either stop importing tuna, or pass on the increased duty

burden to the consumer. In either case, the American public must

pay more for canned tuna. The American consumer is actually

faced with a double burden: higher tuna prices and the resultant

inflationary pressures, which cannot be limited to a particular

product line.

The inflationary price increases impact most directly on an

important constituent of the American diet -- tuna. Tuna is the

most widely enjoyed form of fish protein, yet recent changes in

Customs practice threaten the availability of this important part

of America's protein intake.

Effect on U.S. Trading Partners

As part of the GATT negotiations in the mid-50's, the U.S.

acquired the right to impose additional duties on canned tuna

imports in excess of a quota level determined by 20% of the U.S.
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canned pack of tuna. Until 1979, imports from American Samoa, a

U.S. insular possession, were not included in calculating foreign

imports of canned tuna under the quota. -However, in late 1979,

as a result of an internal Customs Service audit, Customs

concluded that the statutory language required that the American

Samoa product be classified as a foreign import despite its "Made

in U.S.A." label.

It is of no consequence to American Samoan producers whether

their product enters the United States above or below the quota

as it is duty free in either case. However, for the foreign

imports now forced to enter above the quota, the effect is

extreme. The Customs Service interpretation drastically modifies

the concession granted in the GATT negotiations. Section 2 of

H.R. 4566 corrects the anomaly and prevents the appearance of

deception.

Disruption of U.S. Commerce-

Since the quota system was intiated in 1956, imports of tuna

calculated without including the American Samoan product rarely

surpassed the established quota. Commerce proceeded normally

along established networks of importation and distribution.

There was no danger of a surge of imports attempting to beat

radical duty increases at year's end.
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The Customs Service has, however, added an artifical element

to the system. In each year since the Customs Service.re-

interpreted the quota provisions, the quota has filled before the

end of the year, forcing imports in excess of the quota to be

assessed the higher duty. In 1980, the quota was filled by

December, and in 1981, the quota was reached in October.

Under current interpretation, over 86 million pounds of tuna

"imports" entered the U.S. from January 1 to July 15 of 1982.

With almost 80% of the tuna quota already filled, it must be

anticipated that at the current rate, the quota will fill by

early September. All subsequent imports will be subject to the

higher duty. However, 31 million pounds of the "imported" tuna

were of American Samoan origin, that is, a "Product of the

U.S.A." Under Section 2 of H.R. 4566, this quantity of tuna

would not be counted against the quota.

The severe disruptive effect that the 1980 re-interpretation

has had on a system which had been operating smoothly is as

apparent as it is deleterious. Only by the enactment of Section

2 of H.R. 4566 will the recent annual scramble to enter imports

before the quota fills be avoided.
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Technical Analysis

Attached is a technical analysis of the Customs re-

interpretation, its effect and the changes which Section 2 of

H.R. 4566 brings about.

Conclusion

Section 2 of the H.R. 4566 garnered widespread support

because it seeks to correct an anomaly and restore order in the

marketplace. The Administration has recognized the need for this

legislation. After approval by "voice vote" in the House Ways

and Means Committee, the provision was passed unanimously by the

House of Representatives on October 31, 1981. The record

indicates that passage by the Senate is in the best interest of

the industry, of consumers and of this country.

We therefore respectfully urge the adoption of Section 2 of

H.R. 4566.
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TECHNICAL ANALYSIS RELATING TO THE TARIFF
TREATMENT OF TUNA PACKED IN AIRTIGHT CONTAINERS

July 21, 1982

Introduction

Section 2 of H.R. 4566 is designed to correct a classifi-

cation anomaly which has had the unintended effect of altering

international commitments and imposing a double duty on substan-

tial amounts of tuna entering the United States. The current

Customs practice of including canned tuna from American Samoa in

determining when tuna "imports" have surpassed the quota results

in trade distortions and adverse price consequences for consumers

of canned tuna.

In 1956, President Eisenhower imposed a tariff rate quota on

tuna packed in airtight containers. Presidential Proclamation

3128. Cans weighing with their contents more than fifteen pounds

or packed in oil were excluded. The legal basis for the quota is

item 718(b), Part II, Schedule XX of the Protocol of Terms of

Accession of Japan to the GATT, which states that:

The United States reserves the right to increase the rate

of duty on fish.. .which are entered in any calendar year

in excess-of an aggregate quantity equal to 20 per centum

of the United States pack of canned tuna fish during the

immediately preceding calendar year...
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Imported tuna, prepared or preserved in any manner, not in

oil, in airtight containers, is classifiable in TSUS item 112.30

or 112.34; Item 112.30 applies to tuna "in containers weighing

with their contents not over fifteen pounds each, for an

aggregate quantity entered in any calendar year not to exceed 20

percent of the U.S. pack of canned tuna during the immediately

preceding calendar year, as reported by the U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service." Item 112.34 applies to tuna (1) in containers

weighing with their contents over 15 pounds each, or (2) which

would otherwise be classifiable under TSUS 112.30 except that the

quota specified in that item has been filled. The column 1

within-quota duty rate is 6 percent ad valorem, and the

respective over-quota duty rate is 12.5 percent ad valorem.

The article description for TSUS Item 112.30 does not

specify the source of shipment of canned tuna which counts toward

the tariff quota. Fro 1956 through 1979, the tariff rate quota

was computed based on Bureau of Census import statistics.

Imports from American Samoa, a U.S. insular possession, were not

included in calculating the quota. However, this practice

changed in 1980, when quota imports were-computed by adding

American Samoan-produced canned tuna to the Bureau of Census

import statistics. The basis for this change was a June, 1979

memorandum from the Customs Classification and Value Division to

the Regulatory Audit Division holding that canned tuna from

American Samoa, although labeled "Made in U.S.A.,"
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constitutes imports entered or withdrawn from warehouse for

consumption and therefore must be included in the quota

computation.

The immediate consequences of the change in Customs Service

practice are twofold, first, the quota was filled for the first

time in recent years, and second, because more tuna is considered

to be *above-quota", more tuna is subject to the higher duty. In

1980, the quota was filled'by December and in 1981, the quota was

reached in October. All entries subsequent to those dates were

subject to the double duty;

The 1982 year-to-date quota statistics are useful in demon-

strating the impact of the Customs Service re-interpretation.

The Customs Service computes that over 86 million pounds of tuna

"imports" had entered the U.S. as of July 15. With almost 80%

of the quota filled, it appears evident that at the current rate,

tuna imported after early September will be subject to the

increased 12.51 duty. However, 31 million pounds of the

"imported" tuna is actually from American Somoa, that is "Product

of the U.S.A." Under Section 2 of H.R. 4566, this quantity would

not be counted against the tuna quote, just as it had not been up

until 1980. Thus, the actual level of imports would be some 55

million pounds, far below the quota-and in keeping with the

intent of the 1956 Proclamation and Trade Agreement.
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The 1956 Proclamation did not intend that tuna from American

Samoa be included in determining when the import quota was

filled. In support of the proposition, the duty treatment of

American Samoan tuna must be considered. Products from that

country enter duty-free whether above or below the quota. The

Customs Service interpretation affects only tuna which is

actually "imported" from foreign sources.

H.R. 4566 incorporates 17 tariff and trade bills approved by

the House Committee on Ways and Means. Section 2 contains a

provision introduced by Congressman Sam Gibbons (D. Fla.) on

April 7, 1981, as H.R. 3075, approved by the House Ways and Means

Committee and unanimously passed by the House on October 13,

1981. The measure has been incorporated into H.R. 4566 and is

now being considered by the Senate Finance Committee. Section 2

of the bill amends the article description for TSUS Item 112.30

to indicate clearly that shipments from the U.S. insular

possessions are not to be included in determining the extent to

which the canned tuna quota has been filled. The section also

amends the description to indicate that the agency responsible

for administering the quota is the National Marine Fisheries

Service, formerly the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
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STATEMENTOF HERBERT E. HARRIS, COUNSEL TO THE
ASSOCIATION OF FOOD INDUSTRIES

Mr. HARRIS. May I indicate to the Chair and the committee that
the group which has worked together to bring this legislation
before you is a little nonplused at this point. Agreement had been
worked out, and as the legislation was proposed and moved
through the House, no opposition was noted.

We moved through the House committee and before the House
with unanimous votes, with the domestic industry understanding
the need to correct what we think is an anomaly in the law.

The Chair will recall that in October comments were requested
with respect to anyone who might have opposition to H.R. 4566,
and the domestic industry at that time, again, failed to express any
opposition with respect to this provision.

Mr. Chairman, what is the provision? We have bound, under the
Japanese Accession Treaty, a 6-percent tariff rate with respect to
imports of tuna up to 20 percent of the domestic pack. Over 20 per-
cent of the domestic pack it is a 12.5-percent duty.

From the time that that binding took effect, tuna from American
Samoa was not charged against the quota. As an insular posses-
sion, it often bears the notation "product of the U.S.A." It enters
the U.S. custom district free of duty. Whether it is below or above
quota, as the product of an insular possession, it comes in free of
duty.

It was only in 1978 that, because an audit by the Customs Serv-
ice, an administrative reclassification took place. For the first time
in our history we were classifying American Samoan products as
"imports." I know it is confusing to the industry as well as to us in
this regard, because they refer in their statement to "imports
amounting to 80 million pounds of tuna." Mr. Chairman, 30 million
pounds of that is from American Samoa.

The notion that we would include free of duty items from an
American possession against a tariff quota is totally inconsistent
with American trade policy, and an anomaly which should be cor-
rected.

I am going to submit that the American industry agreed with
this until very, very recently. I hope that we can go ahead and
work it out and that this correction of the anomaly can take place.
Otherwise it is going to be very disruptive to the trade.

We are seeing right now, if I could emphasize to the chairman, a
situation where, because tuna from American Samoa now, this
year, is being charged against a tariff quota, that that level-20
percent of the pack-will probably be reached in September. Obvi-
ously that influences the trade very drastically and deleteriously.
You will have a rush by importers to get in before the quota closes.
This has a market effect that is bad both for domestic producers
and for importers as that rush occurs.

When Samoan tuna was not charged against the quota, that situ-
ation did not exist, and trade operated in a more normal fashion.

Mr. Chairman, the administration has indicated no opposition to
this provision. I think those who are familiar with the trade ur-
gently request you to correct this anomaly in the law to allow the
trade to go ahead in the fashion that it always has prior to this

98-592 0 - 82 - 17
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administrative ruling about a year and a half ago. I think it is in
the best interest of this country, I think it is in the best interest of
the industry, and it certainly is in the best interest of our trade
relations.

I thank the chairman for this opportunity to appear.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, gentlemen.
The next witnesses are John Halloran and John Arnesen.
Mr. Halloran, would you go first, please?

STATEMENT OF JOHN E. HALLORAN, PRESIDENT, MACHINE
KNIFE ASSOCIATION, PRESIDENT, MICHIGAN KNIFE CO.

Mr. HALIORAN. Mr. Chairman, I am John Halloran, president of
the Machine Knife Association and Michigan Knife Co., one of the
largest American chipper knife manufacturers.

With me today are Bill McKillip of Oregon and Herb Katanos of
New York, officers of R. Hoe & Co., one of the oldest chipper knife
manufacturers. We are here to urge you to support section 4 of
H.R. 4566, which passed the. House of Representatives last fall
without opposition.
- H.R. 4566 would equalize the rate of duty on our raw material,
chipper knife steel, with the rate of duty on foreign-manufactured
chipper knives. This legislation, which the House considered non-
controversial, merely extends the temporary duty reduction on the
chipper knife steel Congress enacted in 1980, and does so in the
manner suggested by the Reagan administration.

Before going further I would like to show you a typical chipper
knife. It is used in heavy machinery to chip trees into wood chips
and wood fiber. The special alloy tool steel used to manufacture
chipper knives is not produced in the United States at prices, quan-
tities, and quality to meet the requirements necessary for U.S.
knife manufacturers to compete against foreign imported finished
knives.

Mr. Chairman, I have been coming to Washington repeatedly
during the past 6 years with the same problem and message, that
there is not a consistent, stable, and adequate domestic supply of
chipper knife steel, and that we are forced to purchase our raw ma-
terial overseas to obtain the lowest possible prices enabling us to
compete with imported knives.

My recent attempt to obtain chipper knife from eight capable do-
mestic sources merely confirms that first, no domestic company is
willing to make a long-term commitment to my industry; second,
no domestic company is attempting to become competitive with
overseas suppliers, regardless of protectionary duties; and third, no
domestic company is willing to accept the quality specifications
necessary for American knife manufacturers to compete.

Mr. Chairman, in 1980 this committee investigated the serious
problems facing our industry and decided the solution was to equal-
ize the duties on chipper knife steel and imported chipper knives.
Unfortunately, that relief expires on September 30 of this year.

H.R. 4566, on the other hand, provides our industry with long-
term relief, making the duty equalization permanent, allowing us-
to invest in our future.
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Only a few companies have opposed H.R. 4566, none of which
currently supplies or has recently supplied more than a small
quantity of chipper knife steel. What these companies and this
committee must. understand is that if the duty on chipper knife
steel returns to its former levels, domestic steel companies will not
sell more chipper knife steel, they will sell less. The high duty on
chipper knife steel actually helps the foreign knife manufacturers
which have dominated our markets.

For us the choice is not between foreign steel and domestic steel;
it is between purchasing the raw material at the best possible
terms or following the path of many chipper knife manufacturers
who have closed their plants, moved production overseas, or
become distributors of foreign-produced imported finished knives.

Mr. Chairman, it appears the domestic specialty steel industry
does not dispute the fact that they are not competitive. Instead
they complain that foreign steel suppliers are subsidized and are
dumping their products in the United States. In response, let me
make one thing very clear: I do not represent foreign steel inter-
ests. I am the president of an American knife company and the
president of an association of American knife producers. I am in no
position to speak on the issue of dumping and subsidization raised
by the domestic steel industry. However, I would point out that the
smokescreen the steel industry is raising should not cloud the fact
that if H.R. 4566 is not enacted it will not hurt foreign steel compa-
nies. It will hurt American knife manufacturers, depriving this
country of jobs.

If the duty on chipper knife steel returns to its former levels, for-
eign steel companies will supply foreign knife manufacturers who
will export finished knives into the United States.

By comparison, chipper knife steel is not important to the domes-
tic steel industry. Why, it only represents at most two-tenths of I
percent of the total specialty steel production, and only 1 or 2 per-
cent of total specialty steel imports.

Mr. Chairman, we are dealing here with our lives and careers.
Please do not let the specialty steel industry cast off us as a sym-
bolic gesture. I ask that you let us survive, compete, and create
American jobs by supporting section 4 of H.R. 4566.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of John Halloran follows:]
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Statement of John E. Halloran

Mr. Chairman, my name is John E. Halloran. I am the current

president of the Machine Knife Association, which represents ten

companies from around the country that are engaged in the manu-

facture and sale of machine knives for the wood industry. A list

of our members and the locations of their facilities is attached

to my statement as Attachment 1.

I am also president of Michigan Knife Company, which is

probably the largest American manufacturer of chipper knives. We

have facilities in Big Rapids, Michigan, and Springfield, Oregon.

As president of the Machine Knife Association and as president

of Michigan Knife Company, I strongly urge you to take swift affirma-

tive action on Section 4 of H.R. 4566, which would permanently

reduce the rate of duty on chipper knife steel.

Chipper knife steel is a special analysis of alloy steel which

is used solely to manufacture wood chipping knives for the pulp,

paper and forestry industries. The domestic specialty steel industry

has had the benefit of high protectionist duties on chipper knife

steel for years. Yet American knife manufacturers have experienced

great difficulty obtaining more than small portions of their chipper

knife steel requirements from domestic sources. The domestic supply

of chipper knife steel has been inconsistent, high-priced, and of

uneven quality.

There has been repeated testimony before Congress to the

inadequate domestic supply of chipper knife steel. As an example,

I refer you to the statement submitted to this Committee on
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November 6, 1981. But further evidence comes from the results of

my recent attempt to obtain chipper knife steel from domestic sources

On May 26, 1982, I sent formal inquiries to eight domestic

specialty steel producers, including every domestic company known

to have produced chipper knife steel at any time within the past

ten years. Most of these firms made no response. Only two firms

were willing to offer any price quotations or other specifications.

No domestic firm was able or willing to offer prices or terms that

are competitive with foreign sources of chipper knife steel -.-

regardless of whether or not the rate of duty on imported chipper

knife steel is 12 percent. !/ My inquiry and some of the letters

I received in response to it are attached to my statement as

Attachment 2.

My recent experience merely confirms that:

1. No domestic company is willing to make a

long-term commitment to supply my industry;

2. No domestic company can offer prices or

terms that are competitive with our foreign

suppliers, regardless of duty; and

/ Michigan Knife Co. is prepared, on request and on a confiden-
tial basis, to submit to the Committee evidence of the prices it
pays for imported chipper knife steel.
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3. No domestic company is willing to accept

the quality specifications we believe

are necessary for our product.

Domestic chipper knife steel is not only more expensive and

its supply less consistent than foreign raw material, it has also

caused American knife manufacturers far greater quality problems

than imported chipper knife steel. As evidence of these quality

problems I have attached to my statement, as Attachment 3, several

letters complaining about such quality problems.

The greater quality problems caused by domestic chipper knife

steel translate into higher costs of manufacturing for American

chipper knife manufacturers. For instance, domestic chipper knife

steel typically is not manufactured to the same tolerances as the

foreign steel we purchase. As a result of such "oversize" problems,

we must expend extra labor -- at extra cost - to make a knife with

American chipper knife steel. Consequently, the effective prices

of domestic chipper knife steel -- after taking into acount quality

problems such as unusable product or failure to meet tolerances --

is even higher than their quoted prices, and just that much higher

than the prices of imported chipper knife steel.

The crux of the problem facing American chipper knife manu-

facturers is that the permanent rate of duty on chipper knife steel,

which would take effect after the current temporary duty reduction

expires in September 1982, is more than 10 percent, whereas the

permanent rate of duty on finished chipper knives, against which

American manufacturers must compete, is less than 5 percent.
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Chipper knife steel constitutes the predominant cost of

manufacturing chipper knives. Therefore, even a minor difference

in duties between the steel and the knives would offer a competi-

tive advantage to our foreign competitors. But a duty discrepancy

of almost 250 percent has almost crippled the American chipper

knife industry, causing more than a dozen American knife manu-

facturers to leave the chipper knife market, to move their

production facilities abroad or to become distributors of

imported knives.

In 1980, after thorough investigation, the Congress decided

that the solution was to equalize the rates of duty on chipper

knife steel and imported chipper knives. Unfortunately, that

relief expires on September 30, 1982.

H.R. 4566, on the other hand, would permanently equalize the

rates of duty on chipper knives and chipper knife steel. A schedule

of staged reductions in the rate of duty on chipper knife steel

was incorporated into H.R. 4566 by the House Ways and Means

Committee upon the suggestion of the Reagan Administration and

the U.S. Department of Commerce. A copy of the Commerce Depart-

ment's comments to the Ways and Means Committee is attached to my

statement as Attachment 4.

The American knife industry needs permanent duty relief. In

making plans for the future, knife manufacturers cannot depend

upon a series of short-term duty reductions. American chipper

knife manufacturers will not make substantial investments in

future production capacity unless they can plan upon a consistent

supply of reasonably priced raw material.



Enactment of H.R. 4566 will do no harm to the domestic

specialty steel industry. To begin with, chipper knife steel is

itself insignificant to the domestic specialty steel ihlustry,

accounting for, at most, only about 2/10 of I percent of total

specialty steel production and only about 1 or 2 percent of total

specialty steel imports. Chipper knife steel is not a major

product line for any domestic steel company.

However, equally important is that domestic steel companies

will sell less, not more, chipper knife steel if duties on chipper

knife steel are allowed to rise to their former levels. A high

duty on chipper knife steel ornly helps foreign knife manufacturers

take over our markets. The choice for American knife producers

is not between foreign and domestic steel. The choice is between

getting our raw material at the lowest possible price -- including

the lowest possible duty -- or following the path of the more than

a dozen American knife manufacturers who have closed their plants,

moved production overseas or become distributors of foreign-produced

knives. Unless the American knife industry is allowed to prosper,

there will be no industry to purchase either imported or domestic

chipper knife steel.

American knif. manufacturers have paid millions of dollars

in protectionist duties over the years. The result has been fewer

American knife companies and no tangible improvement in the ability

of the domestic specialty steel companies to serve those that remain.,

The problems created for American chipper knife manufacturers

by the inadequate ond inconsistent domestic supply of chipper knife
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steel have been thoroughly examined by the United States

International Trade Commission (in 1977), the Executive Branch's

Trade Policy Committee (in 1977 and 1978), and the Congress (since

1979). The result has been a special Presidential Proclamation

to exempt chipper knife steel from the specialty steel quotas then

in effect in 1978 and temporary legislation to reduce the rate of

duty on chipper knife steel in 1980.

We urge you to endorse a final solution to this matter by

approving H.R. 4566 in the form passed by the House of Repre-

sentatives.
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ATTACHMENT 1

CHIPPER KNIFE MANUFACTURERS AND
MEMBERS OF THE MACHINE KNIFE ASSOCIATION

WHO SUPPORT H.R. 4566

Bolton-Emerson, Inc.
Lawrence, Massachusetts
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Seattle, Washington

Detroit Edge Tool Company
Detroit, Michigan

Disston, Inc.
Greensboro, North Carolina
Seattle, Washington

Hannaco Knives & Saws, Inc.
Monroe, Louisiana
Greenville, Mississippi
Eugene, Oregon
Florence, South Carolina

Lancaster Knives, Inc.
Lancaster, New York
Portland, Oregon

Michigan Knife Company
Big Rapids, Michigan
Springfield, Oregon

The Ohio Knife Company
Cincinnati, Ohio
Portland, Oregon

R. Hoe & Co., Inc.
Birmingham, Alabama
Scarsdale, New York
Portland, Oregon

Simmonds Cutting Tools
Chicago, Illinois
Shrevesport, Louisiana
Fitchburg, Massachusetts

The Wapakoneta Machine Company
Wapakoneta, Ohio

MACHINE KNIFE ASSN.
Thomas D. Dolan

Executive Secretary
Machine Knife Association

800 Custer Avenue
Evanston, Illinois 60202

312-864-8444
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Michigan Knife Co.
120 Pere MarQueda SL, West Coast Sales & DlslribuUon Center
Sig Rapids. Mic.higan 49307 886 Shelley SL. Springlield. Oregon 97477

- Phone (616) 796-4858 Phone (503) 726-1774
WX NO. 8102928793 TWx NO. 9104592031

'"Tk icnife People"

The attached letter was sent to the following:

Jessop Steel
Washington, PA 15301
Attn: Lloyd Susini

Bethlehem Steel
701 E. Third Street
Bethlehem, PA 18016
Attn: Donald Williams

Al Tech Specialty Corporation
Willowbrook Avenue
'-Dunkirk, NY 14048
Attn: Sales Manager

Ingersol Johnson Steel Company
2400 E. Devon Avenue
Des Plaines, IL 60018
Attn: George Stam

Gutrel Steel Corporation
695 Ohio St., Box 509
Lockport, NY 14094
Attn: Sales Manager

Crucible, Inc.
Specialty Metals Division
Box 977
Syracuse, MY 13201
Attn: Sales Manager

Universal Cyclops
24800 Plymouth Road
Detroit, MI 48239
Atin: Sales Manager

Carpenter Steel
Reading, PA 19603
Attn: Sales Manager

Mnufacturers of Quality Chipper, Counter, and Other Wood Related Industrial lKnives/Producms
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Michigan Knife Co.
120 Pare MercQje St.,
Bg Rapios. michigan 49307
Phone (616) 796.4858
TfWX NO. 8102928793

West Coast Sales & Distribution Center
886 Shelley St, Sprnghed, Oregon 97477
Phone (503) 726.1774
TWX NO. 9104592031

"The Knife People"

May 26, 1982

Subject: 1983 A8 Modified Steel Requirements

Michigan Knife is requesting your participation in offering us your best
price and quality A8 modified steel as per our attached specification
sheets.

Michigan Knife Company uses approximately 2 million pounds of this material
in various crossectionAl rectangular shapes (list of standard sizes attached)'.
We are accustomed to ordering no less than 20001/size and many sizes are
ordered in 20,000 and 40,0000 lots.

We will accept the product of a heat, and can speculate on future size
requirements with release dates enabling you to better prepare your production
requirements.

It is our request that all sizes be priced at the
fim= 12 =-.nth price F.O.3. 3; Ppids be offered.

I would appreciate hearing from your firm by June
are in a position to participate.

Very truly yours,

:>hn E. Halloran
"T-esident

JEH/ss
enclosure

same price per pound and a

16, 1982 if you feel you

Manufacturers of Quality Chipper, Counter, end Other Wood Relited Industrial Knives/Products
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6 Michigan Knife Co.
120 Pore Marquefle St.,
Big Rapids, Mithigan 49307
Phone (616) 796-7602 or 4856

West Coast Sales & Distribution Center
886 Shelley St.. Springfield, Oregon 97477
Phone (503) 726-1774

'"Tie Knife People"

AISI AS MODIFIED

CHIPPER KNIFE STEEL

MATEKIAL COMPOSITION: Crade A (Hodium C - Medium Chrome, Tungsten, Vanadium, & Holy)

Carbon
Silicon
Manganese
Tungsten
Chrome
Vanadium
Moly

Aim
.50
.85
.30

1.40
8.00
.35

1.50

Range
.48 - .55 (.45 - .55)
.75 - 1.00
.30 - .50
0 - 1.75

7.25 - 8.75
.20 - .55 (.35 Max.)

1.25 - 1.75

FORM: Bar - 14/16 Foot Random Length

APPLICATION: An air-hardening, non-deforming .tool steel, developed for minimum
distortion during hardening and hot straightening is permissible.
This tool steel has very good shock resistant and wear resistant
properties. This steel's primary use is chipper knives.

HARDNESS: As received hardness shall be Brinell 180-229. R3 99 Max.

TOLERANCES: Tolerances shall be Commercial AISI tolerances on width, thickness,
and camber. (see attached tables)

CONDITION: 1) Material shall be supplied hot rolled and annealed to Brinell hardness
specifications.

2) Fine grain 0S to 08.
3) Physical - 4,000 lb. maximum per bundle (as should on attached sketch)

Oil free
Metal straps - No wooden boxes

MANUFACTURE: 1) The .tool steal shall be made by the electric furnace.
2) Sufficient discard shall be taken from each ingot to insure freedom

from piping and undue segregation.
3) Ingots shall be reduced In cross-section suffLciontly and in such a

manner as to assure proper refinement of the structure in the finished
product.

4) Macrostructure in the annealed condition, after etching shall exhibit
a uniform and dense structure, free from excessive porisity, slag,
dirt, pipes, cracks, and other injurius defects.

5) Microstructure of a longitudinal section In the spheroidized annealed
condition after-polishing, etching, and examination at 750x shell
show carbides well broken-up and evenly distributed.

6) Hardened fracture shall show a surface of uniform texture and no
harmful defects such as segregation, laminations, cracks, splits,
pipes, and seams.

7) Decarburization in the as received annealed condition as checked
on a micro specimen shall not exceed standard AISI tolerances.

Manufacturers of Quality Chipper, Counter, end Other Wood Related Industrial Knives/Prodcts
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Michigan Knife Co.
120 Pee Marquetio SI.,
Big RJt$pds. Michigan 49307
Phone (616) 796.7602 or 4858

W0*l Co-L! Sales L O;$tribution Cenler
L136 J.:lfcy SI.. Slirngfetod. Oregon 9741/
Phono (003) 726.174

+.040 + .016
Acceptable
Rec'd Raw Size
Under 5 Inches
In Width

.217

.352

.415

.431.

.477
.493

.540

.602

.665

.727

.790

.853

.915

.9V4

1.040

1.165" . ir'f

""The K,,iu People"

SIZE REQUIREMENTS

+.OSO + .016
Acceptable
Rec'd Raw Size
Over 5 Inches
In Width

.425

.487

Size to Finish

.250

.312

.375

.437

.500

. 51;?

.675

.691

.737

.800

.A63

.1141

1 .050

2.175

.625

.607

.750

.111'1

1.000

1.125
1.290 1.300
h16 ,i h , .)Te 1.250
M"Wriufaclurers o[1 Cu.a1.lY CAipper, Counstv.,ndm 01lier Wood lmouI..i..',l dusiiaI lKnvs/Piaducis

.. / 0

.18,?
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Michigan Knife Co.
120 Per* Marquette St., West Coast Sales & Distrobnl;on Center

Al~rilp Big Rapids. Michlgans 49307 886 Shelley St., 5pr;mgf eld, Oreon 97477
Phone (616) 796-7602 of 4858 Phone (503) 726-1774

''k e 49307 people" October 25, 1978

RAW MATERIAL SIZlE

(A-11 sizes are stated in finished domentions)

3/8 x 5/8
- 3/8 x 1

3/8 x 1 1/2
3/8 x 2 1/2
3/8 x 2 5/8
3/8 x 2 3/4

- 3/8 x 3
3/8 x 3 1/4
3/8 x 3 3/8
3/8 x 3 1/2
3/8 x 3 3/4

- 3/8 x 4
3/8 x 4 3/16
3/8 x 4 1/4
.375 x 4 1/4
3/8 x 4 3/8

- 3/8 x 4 1/2
3/8 x 4 7/8

- 3/8 x 5
3/8 x 5 1/2
3/8 x 5 5/8
3/8 'x 5 3/4

- 3/8 x 6
3/8 x 6 1/2
.437 x 2 5/32

-. 450 x 2 3/8 $S
.450 x 2 5/8 A

-. 450 x 3 1/1655
- .450 x 3 5/8 $S
7/16 x 2 1/4
7/16 x 3 3/8
7/16 x 3 3/4
7/16 x 4
7/16 x 4 7/8
7/16 x 5
7/16 x 7 1/2
1/2 x 1 1/2

-1/2 x 1 3/4
1/2 x 2
1/2 x 2 1/8

d co.#,..-4 " 4't v

1/2 x 2 3/16
1/2 x 2 1/4
1/2 x 2 3/8
1/2 x 2 7/26
1/2 x 2 1/2
1/2 x 2 5/8
1/2 x 2 9/16
1/2 x 2 11/16
1/2 x 2 3/4

- 1/2 x 3
.5 x 3 $
1/2 x 3 1/16
1/2 x 3 1/4
.5 x 3 1/4
1/2 x 3 1/2
1/2 x 3 3/4
1/2 x 4

- 1/2 x 4 1/2
1/2 x 4 3/4

-1/2 x 5
.562 x 5.090
1/2 x 5 1/2

- 1/2 x 6
-1/2 x 6 3/8
-1/2 x 6 1/2
1/2 x 6 3/4
1/2 x 7
9/16 x 2 1/2
9/16 x 2 5/8
9/16 x 5.625
5/8 x 1 5/8
5/8 x 2 1/4
5/8 x 2 1/2
.628 x 2 1/2
5/8 x 2 5/8

- 5/8 x 3
5/8 x 3 I1/8

- 5/8 x 4
5/8 x 4 1/2
5/8 x 5

5/8 x 5 1/2 1 x 6
5/8 x $ 3/4 I x 5/

-5/8 x 6 1 x 8
5/8 x 6 1/8 1 /8 x 4

- 5/8 x 6 1/2 1 1/8 x 9 51/
5/8 x 6 5/8 1 3/16 x 1/4
5/8 x 6 3/4 1 3/16 x 15
5/8 x 7 1 1/4 x 5 1/-

- 5/8 x 7 5/3 1.25 x 5 9/1
-.. 625 x 7 5/8 SS- 1 1/4 x 6

5/8 x 7 3/4 1 1/4 x 6 I/.
5/8 x 8 1 1/4 x 7
11/16 x 6 1 1/4 x 8
11/16 x 6 1/2 1 1/4 x 10
11/16 x 8 5/8" 1 1/2 x 3 1/
3/4 x 1 5/8 1 1/2 x 5 1/
3/4 x 2 1/4 1 1/2 x 6
3/4 x 3 1/8 2 5/8 x 2 3/
3/4 x 4
3/4 x 5
3/4 x 5 1/4
3/4 x 6 1/4.
3/4 x 6 1/2
3/4 x 6 3/4
3/4 x 7
3/4 x 7 1/2
3/4 x 7 5/8
3/4 x 8
3/4 x 9

- 13/16 x 6
13/16 x 6blk
13/16 x 7.677

- 13/16 x 8
7/8 x 6
7/6 x 6 1/4
7/8 x 6 112
7/8 x 7 7/8
1 x 2 3/16
1 x 3
1 x 4 3/8

Manufacturers of Quality Chipper, Counter, an Other Wood Relaled Indvtriel Kni:vi/Prodvcs

.187 x 1.59

.187 x 2
- .187 x 2.165

.187 x 2 1/2
3/16 x 2-1/2
.187 x 2 15/16
.197 . 2.4
.200 x 3

- .225 x 3.950
.235 x 2.165
.235 x 3 3/4

-.235 x 3.937
.315 v 2.165
.315 x 2.4
3/16 x 2
3/16 x 3
3/16 x 3 5/16
3/1. x 3 3/4
1/4 x 1 3/8
1/4 x 1 3/4-
1/4 x 2
1/4 x 2 1/2

- 1/4 x 3
1/4 x 3 3/8
1/4 x 3 7/16
1/4 x 3 1/2

1/4 x 3 3/4
-1/4 x 4
-1/4 x 4 1/2

1/4 x 4 9/16
- 1/4 x 5

5/16 x 2 5/8
5/16 x 3 3/16
5/16 x 3 1/4
5/16 x 3 7/16
5/16 x 4
5/16 x 4 1/32
5/16 x 4 112
5/16 x A 9/16
5/16 x 5
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Bethlehem Sleel Corporation
0rT.LCH9M. PA 101

?e~ illib

I £Jh.AOhtM
.1S.. 5~45* 0 S~5I

Mr. John E. Halloran, President
Michigan-Knife Company
Disston- Philbrick Products
120 Pere Marquette Street
Big Rapids, MI 49307

Dear John,

Yjur inquiry letter of May 26, 198Z
asked me to add his congratulations
Disston-Seattle plant to my own. It
vitality of your company.

May 28, 1982

APPR BY:
EXT (,,m RY:
2,',, jU,N 1 1U2 fGECG
PAT," PAID,
C1EC.( NO

is very much appreciated. Don has
on your successful acquisition of the
is indicative of the strength and

As you know, Bethlehem has shut down those Bethlehem Plant facilities
that rolled our tool steel bar product and we are currently in the process
of selling out the bar and billet inventories that supported it.

However, several lines are expected to continue in production at other
plants. For example, plato items at Sparrows Point ad bars at Johnstown.

Our patented knife steel analysis "Duracut" is in the latter category. We
have had successful trial rollings at our Johnstown Plant and when all
production and cost studies are completed I will be able to review our
capabilities with you.

In the meantime, if you have any requirements for bars in analyses such
as AISI S5, AZ, S7 etc. please ask our Grand Rapids people to check our
inventories or call me direct.

Hopefully, I will have a more complete story in the near future, 'Again,
thanks for your interest and best wishes for your continued success.

Very truly yours,
BETHLEHEM STEEL CORPORATION

TManager of Sales
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Pe~nnsvIvanti 153i01
(412) 222-4000

June 14, 1982

Mr. John E. Halloran,
Pre.sident
Michigan Knife Company
120 Pere Marquette Street
Big Rapids, Michigan 49307

Dear Jay,

Congratulations on your acquisition of The Disston-Seattle,
Washington operation from Sandvik, Inc. Our best wishes for continuing
success in your endeavors.

Jay, thank you for your recent inquiry for Jessop Grade 86 -
Chipper Knife Steel. We, however, can not quote a firm price for 12
months nor can we quota one price for all the different sizes inquiried
of us in your inquiry letter of 26 May 1982. We are submitting our new
price schedule on Jessop's 86 Grade - Chipper Knife Stel for your
consideration. This new schedule takes effect with orders received
June 15, 1982.

We have also attached a copy of our Chipper Knife Specification
to which we customarily comply. Any changes to this Chipjer Knife
Specification, if required, must be treated as a separate inquiry. As
you will observe, we have a few differences in our specification from the
one which you submitted in your letter of 16 May 1982.

We hope this quotation meets with your favor.

Sincerely yours,

Lloyd J. usini

Product Manager - Tool Steel

L.S/pld *IPPR By:--
Attachments -;- -----
xc: File (2) :;;: ...

... 1, vjIu flEC'

;. n :,.... . ...__
C;"" ;G0.

98-592 0 82 - 18
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Michigan Knife Co.

120 Pere Marquette St., Wost Coast Sales & Distribution Conic'

Big Rapids. Michigan 49307 886 Shelley St.. Springfieid. Oregon 97477
Phone (614) 796.4858 Phone (503) 726-1774

"Tho Knife People..

June ,, 1980

Mr. Lloyd Susini
Jossop Steel
500 Green Street
Washington, Pennsylvania 15301

Dear Lloyd:

trhis letter will confirm my conversation which you of this morani,
regarding the rejected load of Jessop's grade 86 saw cut place -
or .s we corm it, chipper knife sceol.

This material buing a trial order, uvnblinU you Co tst yuur custiil;
and for us to evaluate your material, was very disappoincin;, co ts
receiving it in this deplorable condition. As dLscussed, the bars
were bent, bowed, and twisted far beyond .iny useful condition. To
make matters worsu, I was relying on this particular sizu material
for a specific customer order. It is unknown ac this time, what
problems this delay will create.

One urea Lhiac cunuvrit u.', is LiuiL. Lle*j)i s Q 2CLiC JitLviMtLui
payed to this order in order to follow your costs and nake sure that
it is well looked after because it was a proco-cy'pe lot - and we
receive it in this type of condition. I hope thac you will be able
to correct this situation in the fucuru, but at this point we q jusciull
what the future has in score for uis-

tt would ho Approei.-.ted-if you would re.tcralghte, or rlintnil's:*rLii, 111i
Luc in question in hopes Lo quickly rectify this situation.

Very truly yours.,

Joci/ E. laloran

JEII/caj ft/

Manufacturers of Quality Chipper, Counter, and Other Wood Related Industrial Knives/Products
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Michigan Knife Co.
120 PeTe Marquette St.,
Big Rapids. Michign 49507
Phone 616t) 796-7602 or 4858

"The Knife People"

June 4, 1981

Mr. Lloyd Susini
Jessop Steel
300 Green Street
Washington, Pennsylvania 15301

Dear Lloyd:

As you know, we have talked abcut Inconsistent quality of your chipper knife
steel to a point where it is now a point of major concern to me. Py people
are complaining about the extra time necessary to inspect and make sure your
material will finish up to a finished knife, as well as my Blanchard operators
have experienced a highrejection rate because thin knives have not been
properly cleaning. Also we have experienced trouble from our customers saying
that the knives are acting soft when in actuality the skin condition was not
completely removed from the back edge of-the knife due to the exceptioAally
thin material we received.

All of this, as you know, ends up to cost us money which I feel-is unnecessary
especially when we are paying a premium for the raw material to begin with.
In purging our inspection department. I have come up with the following parts
that are considered junk due,to thin material. They are as follows:

Size

20 x 6 x 13/16
17-15116 x 6 x 13/16
19 x 8 x 13/16
12-1/2 x 6 x 5/8-
14-15/16 x 6 x 13/16
31-5/32 x 8-13/16 x .786

24-15/16 x 6 x 13/16
31-1/2 x 6 x 5/8

Quantity
13 Pcs.
6 Pcs.
5 PCs.

Size
13/16 x 6
13/16 x 6
13/16 x 8

3 Pcs. 5/8 x 6

•Total . Labor
Weight 'Weight Cost Ea.
33.1 430.3 21.10
29.5 177.0 17.25

46. .'230.00' 22.11
14.1-'H...42.3 7.29

1 Pcs. 13/16 x 6 27.4 27.4 17.82
3 Pcs. .880 x 9 75. ; 225. 42.11
2 Pcs. 13/16 x 6 41.1'. 02.2

15 Pcs. 5/8 x 6 '43 ' 645.

1,859.2

20.83
18.21

Total
Labo r
274.30
103.50
110.55
21.87
17.82

126.33
41.66

273.15

5969.18

As you can see, we have accumulated 1,859 pounds on eight different items times
$1.21 per pound which is $2,249.63 on steel alone. I calculated the 51.21 being
$1.20 for the raw material and S.01 for the transportation back to Big Rapids.

Mnufaciurers of Qualiy Chipper. Counter, end Other Wood Related ndustrial ltnivea/Producls

West Coast Sales & Disiribution Center
886 Shelley St.. Springfield, Oregon 97477
Phone (503) 726.1774

10.0

Q
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Jessop Steel
June 4, 1981
Pa',a Two

On top of this, we have a sizable labor loss in converting the raw material
at our direct standard cost with no burden. W1Je have accumulated a 5969.18
cost bringing the total credit which I would appreciate you issuing for
$3,218.81.

Now in addition to this particular problem, we have received 8,558 pounds
of 3/8 x 5-1/2 which unfortunately will not clean up. The material has
been received as low as .406 to .409 in thickness. It is necessary for Ii./
this material to finish up at.375 and unfortunately this will not possibly
ucke a good 3/8 knife. The next size down is 5/16 x 5. 1 am not in need
uf this amount of tonnage but would be willing to keep It here and grind'
down the thickness and the width to use as 5/16 x 5 by reducing the price
of some of my 5/16 x 5 knives to encourage higher sales volume. Out in
order to do so, I could not pay more than 5.90 per pound for this particular
material.

I have been very encouraged by the program that you have'done, but must
say the last shipment received here on April 13,1981 really has us concerned.
We have another shipment which we will be picking up on or about the 15th
of June. This material will be inspected thoroughly and give me the confi-
dence whether we should proceed further. I firmly believe that Jessop is
capable of producing a quality material, but feer the concentrated effort
might have taken a back seat to some more pressing projects.

Ve tr lyYous

Jon E. Halloran

President

JEH/caj
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'it Michigan Knife Co.
120 Pore Marqueie St.. West Coast Sales & ODi:ribulion Cantor

Big Rapids. Michigan 49307 886 Shelcy Si.. Springfield. Orecon 97477

Phone (616) 796-7602 or 4858 Phone (503) 726.1774

"-Th Knife People"

April 10, 198i

Mr. Lloyd Susini
Jussop Stuel
300 C',reen Street
Was:hinl~cun, Vn. 15301

Dear Lloyd:

On March 19, 1981 1 wrote to you concerning some chin 13/16 x 8 material.
lice have complvcud usagu of a certain quanticy of chis material and havu
come up with 426 pounds of scrap knives - not co mention thv labor in
L l kintvis whi h I wuitId Iikc tu rvccivv cru.di uit. I ,ddi iion Lu L I
13/16 x 8, wu now have accumulated 310 pounds of 5/8 x 7-l/2 which would
nut; clvan. :t was reu ced ac .657 to .675. Unforcunatvlv .657 l ft us
wLci sevral knives chat did ntoc clean on the tack udgt.

Please issue credit on chuse two weighs accordingly. Your coopuernainn
wuuld be 6wruIty appruciated.

ry trul y

/ J/IA. lalluran

JEI/coj

Manufacturers of Quality Chipper, Counter, and Other Wood Related Indus'rial Knives/Products
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. Michigan Knife Co.
120 Pere Marquette St., West Coast Sales & Distributian Center

ICNsf Big Rapids, Michigan 40307 886 Shelley St.. Springfield. Oregon 97477
Phone (616) 796-7602 or 4858 Phone (503) 726-1774

"The Knife People"

March 19, 1981

Mr. Lloyd Susini
Jessop Steel

U -U"ren-&treet
Washington, Pa. 15301

Dear Lloyd:

The last batch of 13/16 x 8 steel we received is causing us considerable
trouble. The.problems are that the material is too thin, plus a wave in
the bar has created considerable expense through junked parts.

Per our attached sheet which is supplied with every order, your bars are
running .345/.851 and to finish at .813 with equal removal and a .012/.020
wave is next to impossible.. I will notify you at a later date as to the
magnitude of this problem but wanted to inform you that we are experiencing
this problem.

Please try to follow our suggested thickness.

V° t truly yours,

o n . Halloran

e ident

JEH/caj

Enclosure

Manufacturers of Quality Chipper, Cc'n:er, and Other Wood Related Industrial Knives/Products
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Michigon Knife Co.
120 Pere Marquerte St., West Coast Sales & Olstribution Center

ig Rapids, Michigan 49307 886 Shelley St.. Springfield. Oregon 97477
Phone (616) 796-4858 Phone (503) 726.1774

"'The Knife People"

October 9. 1979

Mr. Jim Calos
Gutrel Steel
Post Office Box 509
Lockport, New York 14094

Dear Jim: /

I have just come back up to my office from a rather disturbing call from the
shop. Upon receiving our recent load-of chipper knife steel, we find that
three sizes have been received with excessive eirge warpage. We have just
cut up the entire lot of 5/8 x 6 which is all at the present time considered
junk because the knife blanks will not clean up on the back edge due to
excessive warpage. I cannot see how this material could possibly leave
your inspection department or get through your rolling mills in this condi-
tion. In a length of 18 inches, there is almost 1/8 Inch edge warp on the
average blank. Upon inspection the rest of the load, I find that the entire
lot of 3/4 x 7 and 5/8 x 5, as well as the 5/8 x 6, has the same defects.

We are forced due to your deliveries to do what we can to salvage this
material. At the end of our manufacturing cycle, I will be contacting you
on the credits necessary to rectify this situation. I would also request
that before any additional material be shipped to us, it be thoroughly
inspected to within the proper tolerances.

1%,ry truly yours,,

Jd'hn E. Halloran

President

JEH/caj

Menufactuers of Quality Chipper, Counter, and Other Wood Related lndue'rial I(nivei/Producs
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May'l3%, 1981

Mr. Lloyd Susini
Jessop Steel Company
500 Green Street
Washington, Pennsylvania 15301

Dear Mr. Susini:

The recent shipments on Jessop type 86 grade chipper steel were
not satisfactory to us. Although, particularly on the last ship-
ment, the multiples were (at least theoretically) close to what
we require, the steel had several other problems attached to it.

When you visited with us we showed you considerable waviness in
the material and now after most of the steel has been cut up we
must say that this problem is even larger than we originally antic-
ipated. We had about 6 pieces to straighten which took three of
our hammermen about 14 hours to correct. In addition to this, we
found more of this material not properly cut in the ends. In fact,
it looks like some of the sizes were not cut at all. Where the
multiples situation is concerned, on most of the material the length
was correct but due to the fact that on quite a few bars Ve could
.not use the end pieces, we lost a whole knife per bar.

One problem of grave concern to us (unfortunately not discovered
before the recent meeting) is the fact that most of the steel to
finish 6" x 5/8", shipping ticket N75726, is extremely bad and
porous. This is true for most of that particular shipment of -
12,454 pounds. To make things even worse, we now discovered (only
in our final grinding operation) that at least one full plate was
rolled too thin. This material measures up at .630 to .635 in the
raw stage and it was supposed to finish up at .625. As mentioned,
this was not detected during our incoming inspection and we used
the material and now have a finished product which is unsaleable.
The total order for 450 knives size 32" x 6" 5/8" was for export
and up to this point we have already discovered 20 pieces which
we cannot clean up.

On the material to finish 6 1/2" x 5/8", your shipping ticket
N75648,we found several bars with deep surface cracks. We used
this material since we were really in a bind on delivery for knives
but found quite a few pieces which we could not clean up, even
though we ground the knives already undersized.

-continued-
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' Jessop Steel Company May 13, 1981
500 Green Street
Washington, Pennsylvania 15301 Y , Page Two

..In a shipment we are making to you today, we are sending you

samples of each of the various problem areas.

1 ) 8 x 1 steel - not straight and bad ends

2 ) 6 x 5/8 steel - porous and rolled to wrong thickness

3 ) 4 x 2 material - not cut at all in the ends

4 ) 6 1/2 x 5/8 material - one finished knife still showing
surface cracks despite having taken off about .040 and
now being undersized at .610 dimension

Since all of the material out of the recent shipment has not been
cut yet, we are not in a position to give you the final material
we cannot use due to being undersized, unacceptable surface, bad
ends, or wrong multiples. We would like to point out, though,
before a final conclusion is made that material in the conditions
described above is not going to be acceptable by our company at
all in the future. As you know, we were real pleased, or we might
even say impressed, with the earlier material shipments we received
from you. The quality of the material has deteriorated to such a
point now that we are afraid to purchase any additional steel from

.your company. We would propose that the four pieces we are sending
you today be checked immediately after receipt and then we would

* like to have your suggestions on how to prevent this from happening
again in the future.

Thanks for your cooperation.

Yours truly,

HANNACO KNIVES & SAWS
Division of IKS, Inc.

Horst Brautigam

Vice President

HB/ak
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HANNACO KNIVES & SAWS, INC.

1 ANCm OFFSEe
0 0. Orsaer a P O Box 2496
West M",0. L, 7 129 EuPe. OA. 27402
PiS) 3U-2zS39 (503) 485422

April 2, 1980

Senator Herman E. Talmadge
109 Russell Senate office Building
Washington, D. C. 20013

Reference! Bill Number HR 2535

Dear Senator Talma~gke -

It has been brought to our attention that the two opponents of
Bill No. HR 2535 are under the impression that our company does
not favor further action on this Bill. This is absolutely in-
correct. In fact, in our telegram to you dated February 1, 1980
we asked for your help in having the Bill passed just as quickly
as possible. For your consideration, we would like to mention a
few details about how our company looks upon the two opponents
as suppliers.

A. Guterl Steel - Lockport. New York

In 1978 we were informed that Guterl Steel was interested
in getting started in chipper steel manufacturing. We
did place some orders with the organization which were
promptly delivered at a slightly higher price than what
we were paying at that time from our overseas supplier.
Additional orders were placed after the initial trial
and the quality as well as the reliability on delivery
deteriorated. in fact, it got worse from one order to
another. The middle of last year we were informed by
Guterl Steel that they were not Interested in continuing
their chipper steel program for cost reasons. In fact,
we were told the price would have to be increased by
65% in order to make this a profitable item. There
has not been any additional orders placed with Guterl
since the middle of last year and we do not intend any
future purchases even if Guterl Steel would be com-
petitive with their product, as we have serious doubts
of their being capable of solving their quality problems.

-continued-

t
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Senator Herman E. Talmadge April 2, 1960
109 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20013 Page Two

B. Bethlehem Steel - Bethlehem. Pennsylvania-

Early last year Bethlehem informed us that they had
developed a new type of chipper steel. We were
assured that the performance would be considerably
better (approximately 50%) than the presently used
chipper steel and their price would definitely be
competitive, which at that time would have meant,
approximately $ .80 per pound. On this basis,
Hannaco purchased a small amount of steel. At this
time it already turned out that the price was no
longer competitive. The reason given for this was
that Bethlehem had substantial cost increases
since developing the product. Purchasing this
particular steel today from Bethlehem would only
be possible if we asked for a. higher price for the
finished product, and test results made by several
of our customers have not been encouraging enough
for them to pay a higher price for the chipper
knives made from Bethlehem steel. Our purchases-
from Bethlehem Steel were less than 1% of our total
1979 steel requirements. At the present time there
is no firm order for steel pending with Bethlehem.

It looks to us that both companies in their lobbying are trying
to use tactics which are not representing the true picture. we
would hope that our today's explanation will be taken into con-
sideration in your supporting this Bill even more so than you did
in the past.

Yours truly,

HANNACO Knives & Saws, Inc.

Horst Brautigam

Vice President

H.Bak
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dM iITTE N GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE

S UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Was5';on. 0 C. 20230

WAYS AND MEANS J | 1981

Honorable Dan Rostenkowski
Chairman, CommIttee on Ways and Means
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

ThIs1-3 -in response to .your request for the views of this'
Department with respect to H.R. 2485, a bill:

"To extend duty-free treatment to Imports of chipper knife
steel."

If enacted, H.R. 7485 would amend the Tariff Schedules of the
United States (TSUS) to eliminate the Column-l, most-favored-nation
duty applicable to imports of certain alloy tool steels generally
defined as chipper knife steel. The statutory (column-2) duty would
not 'e affected by the bill. Imports of chipper knife steel are
classified under TSUS Item 506.93 and are dutiable at 10.5 percent
ad valorem plus additional duties assessed on certain alloys
Ton=-&i.e-rin the steel. This column-l tariff was reduced
temporarily In December 1980 by PL 96-509, and imports of chipper
knife steel now enter under TSUS 911.29 at a rate of 4.6 percent ad
valorem. This euty reduction expires on September 30, 1982, when-
the ad valorem component of the duty is scheduled'to return to
9.5 percent. The duty on chipper knife steel is being "reduced in
stages under agreements reached in the Multilateral Trade -
Negotiations and in 1987 the finil duty rate provided for TSUS
606.93 will be 6 percent ad valorem plus additional duties.

The Department of Commerce opposes enactment of H.R. 2485 as
presently drafted.

A tariff anomaly that permits the finished chipper knife to
enter the United States under TSUS 649.6750 at a rate of 4.7 percent
ad valorem (being reduced to 3.7 percent ad valorem by 1987) was a
Tacor prompting Congress to enact the duty reduction for the
imported raw material. Equalizing the tariff rates resolved this
anomalous situetionj however, once the duty suspension expires-in
19R2, and the chipper knife steel tariff returns to 9.6 percent, the,
anomaly will recur.
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The temporary reduction of duties on chipper knife steel should
have a beneficial effect on the domestic chipper knife. industry.
Previously, we understood that chipper knife producers were largely
dependent on imports to'meet their raw material requirements and
that most U.S. producers favored higher-profit steels and did not
produce chipper knife steel in sufficient quantities on a consistent
basis. However, we are informed that several domestic steel
companies now are able and willing to produce chipper knife steel at
prices competitive with imported chipper knife steel. Elimination
of the tariff on chipper knife steel would erode the incentive that
domestic chipper knife manufacturers have to purchase domestic
copper knife steel.

We note that non-price factors, such as the availability and
security of supply, will encourage knife manufacturers to continue
to utilize a domestic source. Thus, the. chances of serious adverse
effects of the duty reduction should be minimized. Nonetheless, the
duty reduction has not been in effect lon9 enough to gauge the
Impact of this legislation on domestic producers and consumers of
chipper knife steel. Therefore, the Department does not'favor duty
elimination at this time.

However, the Department would not object to an amendment which
would reduce the total duty on chipper knife steel to 3.7 percent ad
valorvr, thereby minimizing the anomaly which would recur upon
expiration of the duty reduction. When the Congress enacted the
duty reduction on chipper knife steel,.it recognized the
relati-.nship between the raw material (chipper knife steel) and the
more processed product (chipper knives), and established a tariff
for the steel slightly below that for chipper knives. The
Department believes that Congress should maintain this differential
and reduce the duties on chipper knife steel as the duties on
chipper knives are being reduced. Such a duty reduction could occur
in the following manner, which is a one-year acceleration of the
staging of the tariff reductions on chipper knives.

1982 1983 "1984 1985 1986 1987

60..93 4 % 74T1 T 1 3771 3.77
Total duties assessed in 1980 on TSUS 606.93 were $249,997.

We have been advised by the Office of Management and Budget that
there would be no objection to the submission of this report to the
Congress from the standpoint of the Administration's program

Sincerely,

Sherman oUngell
L.General Counsel
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Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Arnesen, why do you want to "cast out
the machine knife association as a symbolic gesture"?

Mr. ARNEsEN. Why do we want to cast out, sir?
Senator DANFORTH. I was just repeating a comment made about

what you are allegedly doing.
Mr. ARNEsN. Repeat the question, please, sir.
Senator DANFORTH. No, just proceed with your comments.
Mr. ARNEsEN. All right. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF JOHN P. ARNESEN, MARKETING MANAGER,
GUTERL SPECIAL STEEL CORP., BUFFALO, N.Y.

Mr. ARNisN. Mr. Chairman and members of this subcommittee,
I am John, P. Arnesen, marketing manager of Guterl Special Steel
Corp.

My testimony today is represented and presented on behalf of
Guterl and the specialty steel industry of the United States, and
briefly summarizes a written statement we have submitted for the
record.

I am accompanied today by counsel, Alan M. Dunn, of Collier,
Shannon, Rill & Scott, attorneys at law for the specialty steel in-
dustry of the United States.

The specialty steel industry of the United States vigorously op-
poses passage of section 4 of H.R. 4566, a provision that will reduce
the duty on imports of chipper knife steel from an effective rate of
12 percent ad valorem to 8.6 percent. Such imports are now subject
to a temporary duty reduction to 4.6 percent, which is scheduled to
expire on September 30, 1982.Chipper knife steel is an alloy tool steel, of which more than 95
percent of domestic production is used to make industrial or chip-
per knives. Chipper knives are essential to the heavy machinery
utilized to chop wood into pulp, chips, and other wood products.
These lumber products are used to manufacture paper, corrugated
boxes, and particle board, in sewage treatment and landscaping,
and as an alternative energy source.

There are four isues regarding this legislation that should be
emphasized to this subcommittee:

First, U.S. producers of chipper knife steel are import sensitive.
More than 90 percent of the domestic market is now dominated by
imports which are either subsidized or dumped. Ten years ago the
United States had three producers of chipper knife steel which sup-

ied about 80 percent of the domestic consumption of chipper
ife steel. Foreign producers accounted for the remaining 20 per-

cent.
In the past decade, however, more than a complete reversal of

market shares has been achieved. During 1981, the volume of do-
mestic shipments plunged an estimated 78 percent from 1980,
while shipments from my firm, Guterl, dropped by 91.7 percent
during the same period.

Concurrently, imports increased their share of the U.S. market
from ,56.5 percent to 82.4 percent between 1980 and 1981. During
the first 5 months of 1982, import penetration jumped to 92.7 per-
cent. Given this devastating import penetration, the reduction in
the duty on such imports from an effective rate of 12 percent-to 3.6
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percent will most certainly eliminate the remaining U.S. produc-
tion of this product line.

Foreign producers have not achieved their domination of the
U.S. chipper knife steel market through any superiority of process
or product. The U.S. specialty steel industry is one of the most
technologically advanced and efficient industries in the world
today. In fact, reports prepared by the International Trade Com-
mission consistently have confirmed that the U.S. specialty steel
industry is second to none.

Imports of chipper knife steel have dominated our market be-
cause they are either heavily subsidized or dumped. For example,
West German producers, which account for approximately one-
third of the U.S. chipper knife imports subject to H.R. 4566 are
dumping their products in the U.S. market. In response, Guterl, in
conjunction with several other U.S. producers of tool steel, is pre-
paring an antidumping petition on imports of allied tool steel, in-
cluding chipper knife steel, which will be filed within the next few
weeks. Our research indicates that the West German producers are
selling those products in the U.S. market at prices considerably
below their cost of production, in contravention of international
agreements and U.S. law.

Sweden, the largest source of chipper knife steel imports, has
heavily subsidized its specialty steel producers by direct govern-
ment grants, large preferential loans, transportation subsidies, and
an array of tax incentives. In response to illegal subsidization by
Sweden and other foreign steel industries, the specialty steel indus-
try of the United States filed a complaint under section 301 of the
Trade Act of 1974 against Sweden and six other countries.

Second, the multilateral trade negotiation agreements, bargained
for in good faith by our Government and approved by Congress,
will reduce the duty rate on imported chipper knife steel to 7 per-
cent by 1987. It appears that these reductions were negotiated so
that the U.S. duty would be comparable to those assessed by the
countries that export chipper knife-steel to the United States. If
Congress reduces the U.S. duty on chipper knife steel to 8.6.per-
cent, the duties imposed on this product by our foreign trading
partners will be more than 60 percent higher than the U.S. tariff.

Third, the domestic specialty steel industry wants only to main-
tain the tariff agreements already negotiated by the U.S. Govern-
ment. It is the chipper knife industry that has been aggressively
seeking special interest legislation, even though imports of chipper
knives decreased by more than 40 percent between 1979 and 1981.

Annualized import data for the first 5 months of 1982 indicates
that 1982 imports will still be lower than the average level for the
preceding 3 years.

Finally, other avenues of redress exist for domestic chipper knife
manufacturers suffering from what they perceive to be excessive
import penetration-avenues that will not harm an essential do-
mestic industry in the process. If chipper knife manufacturers per-
ceive a problem with imported chipper knives, their remedy lies
with the various legal avenues provided by the U.S. trade laws, in-
cluding the escape clause provisions as well as the countervailing
duty and antidumping statutes.
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In conclusion, the specialty steel industry of the United States
opposes this blatant attempt to destroy domestic production of yet
another specialty steel product line. Passage of additional reduc-
tions in the duty on imported chipper knife steel would do precise-
ly that. We car.not help but be concerned about the future of this
essential and technologically advanced industry if grade by grade,
product by product, foreign producers successfully assault our
market. The specialty steel industry of the United States and the
companies producing chipper knife steel are seeking only the op-
portunity to compete on a fair and equal basis.

Section 4 of H.R. 4566 should be rejected.
I would be pleaded to address any questions you have.
[The prepared statement of John P. Arnesen follows:]
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TwTimoNY OF JOHN P. ARNEsEN

My name is John P. Arnesen and I am the marketing manager

of Guterl Special Steel Corporation. I am appearing here today

on behalf of Guterl and the Specialty Steel Industry of the

United States. See Fxhibit A.

The Specialty Steel Industry of the United States vigor-

ously opposes the passage of section 4 of H.R. 4566, a provision

which will reduce in stages the duty on imports of chipper knife

steel (TSUS No. 606.93) from an effective 12 percent ad valorem

rate to 3.6 percent by 1987. Such imports are currently subject

to a temporary duty reduction to 4.6 percent which Is scheduled

to expire on September 30, 1982.

Chipper knife steel is an alloy tool steel, of which more

than 95 percent of domestic production is used to make indus-

trial or "chipper" knives. Chipper knives are essential to the

heavy machinery designed to chop wood into pulp, chips and other

wood products. These lumber products are used to manufacture

paper, corrugated boxes and particle board, in sewage treatment

and landscaping, and as an alternative energy source.

Import penetration of the U.S. chipper knife steel market

bas increased drastically during the past decade, primarily

because most of these imports are dumped or subsidized. Ten

years ago, the United States had three producers of chipper

knife steel, Bethlehem Steel Corporation, Cyclops Corporation

and the predecessor of Guterl Special Steel Corporation,

Simonds Steel. These three companies supplied approximately 80

percent of domestic consumption of chipper knife steel. For-

eign producers accounted for the remaining 20 percent.

98-592 0 - 82 - 19
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In the past decade, however, there has been more than a

complete reversal of those market shares. As a result of

substantial price cutting engaged in by foreign producers, both

Bethlehem and Cyclop# were forced out of the market during the

mid-1970's, leaving only one U.S. producer of chipper knife

steel. However, after a significant investment in research and

development and new production techniques, Bethlehem reentered

the chipper knife steel market and was joined by two new

entrants -- Jessop Steel Company and Ingersoll Johnson Steel

Corporation. As a result, U.S. production capacity was more

than adequate to satisfy existing and foreseeable demands of

domestic chipper knife manufacturers; In- fact, Bethlehem,

alone, has the capacity to supply 75 percent of domestic

requirements.

Unfortunately, the revitalization of this segment of the

specialty steel industry is currently plagued by increasing

imports which are jeopardizing continued production of this

product line in the United States. During 1981, total domestic

shipments plunged an estimated 78 percent from 1980, while

shipments by my firm, Guterl, dropped by 81.7 percent during the

same period. As a result, imports increased from 56.5 percent

to 82.4 percent of the U.S. market for chipper knife steel

between 1980 and 1981. During the first five months of 1982,

import penetration increased even further to 92.7 percent. A

table summarizing domestic shipments, imports, domestic con-

sumption and import penetration is attached as Exhibit B. Given

this devastating import penetration, the reduction in the duty
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on such imports from an effective rate of 12 percent to 3.6

percent will most certainly eliminate the remaining U.S. pro-

duction of this product line.

Even the Executive Branch has acknowledged the aggressive

behavior of specialty steel imports during the past year. Last

week, on July 14, 1982, the Department of Commerce announced

that "surge" conditions still exist in imports of-alloy tool

steel, including chipper knife steel. In fact, Commerce

recognized that imports of alloy tool steel have been surging

for more than a year. The surge mechanism is Commerce's attempt

to monitor unusually large increases in imports of specialty

steels that could be caused by dumping or subsidization. To

those attempting to compete with these unfairly traded tool

steel products, the surge announcement was "old" news.

Indeed, a graphic illustration of the devastating effect

of such imports on the U.S. industry is Bethlehem Steel Corpor-

ation's announcement that it is phasing out its tool steel

production. Although Bethlehem is not currently producing

chipper knife steel, no final decision has as yet been reached

regarding continued production. The enactment of section 4 of

H.R. 4566 could well influence that decision.

Moreover, foreign competitors have not achieved their

domination of the U.S. chipper knife steel market by virtue of

any superiority of process or product. The U.S. specialty steel

industry is one of the most technologically advanced and

efficient industries in the world today. In fact, various

reports prepared by the International Trade Commission ("ITC")
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confirmed that the United States specialty steel industry is

second to none. A brief excerpt from one ITC report will

suffice:

Although some of the foreign mills are newer than
many U.S. mills, the U.S. industry has long been a
leader in developinanew processes for production of
specialtysteel. The melting and refining technique
or t e pro uction of stainless steel is licensed-by

a U.S. firm. Many of the processes currently being
used throughout the world were the result of research
in the United States. Most of the domestic producers
have stressed alloy development, process improve-
ment, and-technical service to customers; they have
eliminated unprofitable departments, facilities,
and product lines.

Stainless Steel and Alloy Tool Steel, Inv. No. 751-TA-201-5,

USITC Pub. No. 756, at A-13 (1976) (emphasis added).

The importance of the specialty steel industry to the

United States cannot be overstated because its stainless, tool

and super alloy steels are vital to the defense of this nation

as well as its industrial base. Many of this industry's

products are utilized in high technology, military and defense-

related applications. Specialty steels are integral compo-

nents in complex electronics systems, jet engines, nuclear

reactors and even spaceships. Combined with the essentiality

of tool steel to the basic industries of America, the particular

applications for weapons, armaments and national defense ren-

der the specialty steel industry and its products essential to

maintaining this country's industrial base. The specialty

steel Industry believes that Congress should be encouraging

companies in this industry to produce this invaluable steel,

rather than contemplating& passage of legislation that will

K
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reward foreign producers for unfair trade practices which have

allowed them to capture most of the U.S. market.

Regrettably, U.S. technological proficiency has not been

sufficient to overcome the advantages obtained through the use

of unfair trade practices. Imports of chipper knife steel have

dominated our market because they are either heavily subsidized

or dumped. According to a study prepared for the specialty

steel Industry in 1977, the Swedish government has provided

extensive subsidies to its steel industry durig the past

decade. A summary of Swedish subsidy practices Is contained in

Exhibit C. It is notable that Uddeholms, the major Swedish

exporter of chipper knife steel to the United States, received

a $122 million loan from the Swedish government, to be repaid

only if and when the company becomes profitable. In response

to such unfair trade practices, the Specialty Steel Industry of

the United States filed a complaint under section 301 of the

Trade Act of 1974 against Sweden and six other countries.

The domestic specialty steel industry is also plagued by

dumped imports. West German producers, which account for

approximately one-third of the U.S. chipper knife imports

subject to H.R. 4566, are dumping their products in the U.S.

market. In response, Guterl, in conjunction with several other

U.S. producers of tool steel, is preparing an antidumping

petition on imports of alloy tool steel, including chipper

knife steel, which will be filed within the next few weeks. Our

research indicates that the West German producers are selling

these products in the U.S. market at prices consi-derably below
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their cost of production in contravention of international

agreements and U.S. law.

In view of the unfair competitive advantages already

enjoyed by foreign producers of chipper knife steel, it is

inappropriate and entirely unnecessary to provide additional

benefits by unilaterally reducing the duty on imported chipper

knife steel. Piecemeal, special interest legislation such as

section 4 of H.A. 4566 subverts the careful balancing of

national and international considerations that served as the

basis for the tariff concessions under the Multilateral Trade

Negotiations ("MTN"). Moreover, it aids our Swedish, West

German and Japanese trading partners without -exacting any quid

pro quo. Under the terms of the MTN agreements, the U.S. duty

on imported chipper knife steel will be reduced from an effec-

tive rate of 12 percent ad valorem to approximately seven

percent by 1987. That negotiated staged reduction will be

implemented without further action by Congress.

The MTN agreements were bargained for in good faith by our

government and our foreign trading partners, and then approved

by Congress. It appears that these reductions were negotiated

so, that the U.S. duty would be comparable to those assessed by

the countries that export chipper knife steel to the United

States. For example, the tariff on imports of chipper knife

steel into the European Economic Community Is six percent;

Japan, 10.8 - 5.7 percent (in staged reductions between 1980 and

1987); and Sweden, six percent plus certain additional duties.

If Congress reduces the U.S. duty on chipper knife steel to 3.6
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percent, the duties imposed on this product by our foreign

trading partners will be more than 60 percent, higher than the

U.S. tariff.

The domestic specialty steel industry wants only to main-

tain the tariff concessions that have already been negotiated

by the U.S. government; it is the chipper knife industry that

has been aggressively seeking special interest legislation,

even though imports of chipper knives have decreased by more

than 40 percept between 1979 and 1981. Annualizing such imports

for the first five months of 1982 shows projected 1982 imports

to be below the average level for the preceding three years. If

chipper knife manufacturers perceive a problem with imported

chipper knives, their remedy lies with the various legal

avenues provided by U.S. trade laws, including the "escape

clause" provisions as well as the countervailing duty and

antidumping statutes. The policies underlying the duty rate on

imported chipper knife steel established by Congress and modi-

fied by the Executive Branch during the MTN process should not

be cavalierly disregarded when other remedial avenues exist and

when a vital domestic industry will be severely harmed in the

process.

To reiterate, the specialty steel industry wishes to

emphasize the following points:

(1) U.S. producers of chipper knife steel are im-
port sensitive; more than 90 percent of the
domestic market is now dominated by imports
which are either subsidized or dumped.

(2) If section 4 of H.R. 4566 is adopted, the duties
on chipper knife steel imposed by our foreign
trading partners will be more than 60 percent
higher than the U.S. duty.
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(3) Without further congressional action, the duty
on imported chipper knife steel will be reduced
to seven percent by 1987, pursuant to the MTN.

(4) U.S. chipper knife manufacturers are still
seeking this special interest legislation, de-
-6pite the fact that imports of chipper knives
fltve deciined by more than 40 percent in recent
years.

(5) Other avenues of redress exist for domestic
chipper knife manufacturers suffering from what
they perceive to be excessive import penetra-
tion -- avenues that will not harm an essential
domestic Industry in the process.

In conclusion, the Specialty Steel Industry of the United

States opposes this blatant attempt to destroy domestic pro-

duction of yet another specialty steel product line. Passage

of additional reductions in the duty on imported chipper knife

steel woul4do precisely that. We cannot help, but be concerned

about the future of this essential and technologically advanced

industry if grade by grade, product by product, foreign pro-

ducers successfully assault our market. Neither the Specialty

Steel Industry of the United States nor any company producing

chipper knife steel is seeking a subsidy. Rather, this vital

domestic industry is merely requesting the opportunity to

compete on a f ir and equal basis.

For the aforementioned reasons, section 4 of H.R. 4566

should be rejected.
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EXHIBIT A

The member firms of the Specialty Steel Industry of the
United States are listed below:

Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corporation (PA)

AL Tech Specialty Steel Corporation (NY)

ARMCO Stainless Steel Division, ARMCO, Inc. (MD)

Braeburn Alloy Steel Division, Continental Copper & Steel
Industry, Inc. (PA)

Carpenter Technology Corporation (PA)

Columbia Tool Steel Company (IL)

Crucible Materials Group, Colt Industries, Inc. (PA)

Eastern Stainless Steel Division, Eastmet Corporation (MD)

Electralloy Corporation (NY)

Cuterl Special Steel Corporation (NY)

Jessop Steel Company (PA)

Jones & Laughlin Incorporated (PA)

Joslyn Stainless Steels (IN)

Latrobe Steel Company (PA)

Republic Steel Corporation (OH)

Universal-Cyclops Specialty Steel Division, Cyclops Corporation
(PA)

Washington Steel Corporation (PA)
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EXHIBIT B

U.S. DOMESTIC SHIPMENTS AND U.S. IMPORTS OF
HOT ROLLED CHIPPER KNIFE STEEL BARS

1980 - MAY 1982

(tons)

Domestic U.S.
ShipmentsI/ Imports

2
/

1,158(3)

249(3)

49(3)

1,502

1,374

622

Apparent
Consumption

3 /

2,660

1,623

670

I/ Domestic shipments 1980 include shipments of Grade 178 (a chipper
knife substitute) in addition to Grade 176. Grade 178 constitutes
approximately 50 percent of these years' shipments. Note that the
number in parentheses indicates the number of companies
responding.

2/ TSUSA 606.9300, hot rolled chipper knife bars.
3/ Calculated as domestic shipments plus imports. Export statistics

do not break out chipper knife steel from total tool steel, but
chipper knife exports are assumed to be nil or insignificant.

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce data (imports), and a survey
conducted by Economic Consulting Services Inc. (shipments).

1980

1981

1982
(Jan.-May)

Import
Penetration

56.5

84.7

92.7



SOURCE AND DATE

American Metal Market
2/13/79

Metal Bulletin
3/23/79

Metal Bulletin
6/5/79

Metal Bulletin
6/15/79
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EXHIBIT C

SWEDEN

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Uddeholms AB (Sweden's main producer of
stainless steel bar products and an impor-
tant supplier of pipe, tubing and tube
fittings) and Granges Nyby AB (manufac-
turer of strip mill products in stainless
steel and producer of a wide range of
stainless pipe and tubing in both stain-
less and welded forms) are conducting ne-
gotiations which could lead to the merger
of the stainless steel operations of the
two firms. Assistance from the Swedish
government may determine whether or not
the merger is culminated. In 1977, the
Swedish government established a guaran-
tee loan program of up to US $275m to aid
the specialty steel industry in restruc-
turing its operations.

Granges Nyby's stainless steel operations
are merged with the stainless steel activ-
ities of Uddeholms AB, thereby creating
the second largest stainless steel pro-
ducer in the Nordic countries. Government
funds are likely to play a large role in
the merger. Uddeholms has been granted an
Skr600m loan from the state Special Steel
Restructuring Commission. Nyby has also
had aid from the Commission for its stain-
less steel powder for billet project. In
1977, Nyby's loss was Skrl6Om and Udde-
holms' was Skrl93m. In 1978, Nyby's loss
was Skr29m and Uddeholms' was Skr28m.

The Swedish Parliament passed a bill en-
abling Uddeholms to transfer a government
loan of Skr400m to the proposed company.
The loan, which was necessary for the
merger, was received by Uddeholms from the
Swedish Special Steel Restructuring Com-
mission last summer and will help finance
the setting up of the country's second
largest stainless steel producer.

The proposed merger of Nyby and Uddeholms
is virtually certain, but will require
further state loanguarantees amounting to
Skr75m.
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SWEDEN (continued)

SOURCE AND DATE

Metal Monthly
December 1979

Metal Bulletin
1/15/80

American Metal Market
2/18/81

Financial Times
10/1/81

ITEM DESCRIPTION

In an attempt to counter the slump affect-
ing Swedish ordinary steel production by
increasing productivity and to exploit
advantages of scale and specialization,
the Swedish government brought together
three integrated erinary steel works un-
der a plan of s,-mi-state ownership in a
new company, Svenskt Stal AB (SSAB). To
accomplish this merger the state made
available to SSAB two loans totaling
Skr3,1OOm.

In 1980, SSAB will require Swedish govern-
ment subsidies totaling Skr300m to cover
losses.

Uddeholms Corporation of America is shift-
ing its marketing emphasis to high temper-
ature alloys and special steels. The move
mirrors a similar swing in production at
the parent Nyby Uddeholm AB. The Swedish
firm plans to convert about 25% of Its
stainless capacity at its Torshalla fa-
cilities to the production of high temper-
ature alloys, high alloy steel and spe-
cialty steels.

An agreement between the state and private
shareholders will result in a new capital
input of Skrl.8bn (US $320m) for Svenska
Staal (SSAB), and will increase the
state's shareholding from 50% to 75%.
SSAB was formed by the merger in 1978 of
Granges and Stora Kopparberg. The state
will purchase Stora Kopparberg's 25% share
for a nominal Skrl. This action cancels a
previous agreement under whiLh Granges
would take over Stora's holding. SSAB's
share capital is to be raised from SkrS00m
to Skr2.5bn, with new shares priced so
high that Skrlbn will be available for an
investment fund. The total Skrl.Sbn new
capital breaks down as follows: Stats-
foretag (state holding company) will sub-
scribe Skr575m in cash and transform an
Skr175m loan into share capital; the state
(now a third shareholder) will translate
an Skr375m loan into equity; Granges will
pay Skr375m in cash; and Granges and the
state will each make unsecured loans of
SkrlS0m to SSAB. Loan repayments are to
begin In 1991. Under the earlier agree-
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SWEDEN (continued)

SOURCE AND DATE

(Financial Times continued)

Metal Bulletin
10/6/81

Metal Bulletin
10/27/81

ITEM DESCRIPTION

ment, Granges was given the right to sell
its shares to the state for Skr875m in
1991. If that option is exercised, the
state will be obliged to take over, wholly
or in part, Granges outstanding loans to
SSAB.

An agreement was reached between the Swed-
ish government and SSAB's 50% owner Gran-
ges which provides for SSAB to become
wholly state-owned in 10 years and pro-
vides for a large infusion of new funds for
SSAB. Under the agreement, Granges will
provide an Skr500m cap ital increase and an
Skrl,500m package of cash and credits.
Additionally, the state's holding in SSAB
will increase from 50% to 75%. It requires
Granges to retain its 25% stake in SSAB
until 1991, at which time it can sell it to
the state for Skr875m.

The state has committed about Skr4,O00m to
the reorganization of SSAB, according to
an SSAB interim report. Just recently an
agreement provided a new injection of
funds into the company of Skr2 ,000m, to be
provided by the state and its 25. partner
in SSAB, Granges-Electrolux.
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Swedish merger
THE formadon o a Woant sbsidlar
grouvpinl Gruas groups Nyby

ruk with the sainless steel acdivi.
tie of Uddeholms AS came a sop
nearer complatiou lts week when
"he Swedish parUament passed a

bil enabling Uddebolm to insat
a govumment loan of Ski4OOm to
the proposed company. The loan
which Uddebolm received bon the
Swedish special steel commission
last summer, will help finance the
sOting up of the country's s cond
largest stauJes steel producer. As
yet unnamed, it will be 90% owned
by Uddeholm and 10% by Granges.

A formal announcement of the
merger, which would group Nyby's
stainless sheet and tube works
near EskilstuJa with Uddehoim's
Ave stainless steel wocks (MB Mar

draws near
23). I believed f-inst, but no
details are expected for about a
month. Under the terms of the
merger Gruiges Is likely to be
giv shares in Uddabolm plus
some cash. The new company's
head office Is to be neat the Nyby
works at EMkilsuma. It is under.
stood. and a prfme contandet for
the post of manaSg director is be-
Ueved to be Nyby's Olof Lund. The
latter confirmed that a now con.
tnuous cnter would form part of
the investment plans for the loint
subsidivy, but he was unable to
say as yet whether this would be
installed at Nyby or at ULddehomz's
Desefors works. The merger will
lead to no direct redundancies, it
is understood. but long-turm ration-
aliuadons are planned.

METAL BULLETIN
June 5, 1979
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Sweden merger
TAMKS with erade unions an In
their d altes and agreement Is
expected to be announced nen week
an the formaioa o one of the
Nordic countries' largest stainleu
steel producers. Uaim reaction to
the proposed grouping of Udde-
bolm's Stanle" stee operations with
C nges Nyby has so far been es.
cosuraig.

Nyby and Uddeholm have agreed
02 the Ammna of the new com-
peny, which will include further
state loan guarantees amountng to
Skr75m. to be agreed soon with the
government's special steel -
structuring commission (.MB June 5).
The planned continuous caster is
likely to go to Dejerfors works, but
this will not be decided until the
new company is formed.

The structure of the new enter-
prise as. however, been agreed.
Maagiag director wiHl be Nyby's

very close
Olo Luld head of finance L.
Lans (Uddeholm). In chara ol
subsidlarines Leinit Hednert (Nyby
finance chief). pu-chasing Sg
Odranun (Nyby production head),
technology Bo jaszon (Uddeholm).

There will be five divisions: stea
and flat products wil be huded by
Per Molin (Curretly UddehoL,
plate divisional manager), ribe
systems division Ore Stoltz (Udde.
holm tubes division). wire and bar
division bo MeUin (Uddeholm wire
products manager), powder division
Crister Aslund (Nyby). and fabric.

oas Evert Wiljkander (Nyby flat
products manager).

Meanwhile. Uddebolm and- Sand.
vik are making progress in talks on
cold rolling co-operaton involving
a joint subsidiary to take control of
UddehoLtn's Munkfors works (M3
Mat 20). Uddeholm mys final stages
should be reached before Sweden's
July holiday period.

METAL BULLETIN
June 15, 1979

98-592 0 - 82 - 20
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SSAB's first year report
It i is q a year sa Sweden's three hloepatd ordinary sleeleqrks were, bouglt to.
eth uDf xMi-M, Ownnp in0a new C ompaLy. Sv *t Sod AS (SSAB). An opezas-

ins plan and rjonal.swo plain ft da-w up u the time of the porgjai, and
I m hae begun. This article is based we SSA's aanureporlow 7S, its wstrzd-

Ias t es aim 3 which tuNordic courtin' k *W prod
de • VLc

SVF.SXT STAL ha !Ca ongsw 1 stisudy prted
in Meru'b 1977 to Swecden'i St Industry Counca by

the Cortimssion of Inquiry m Conseemal Steel. The re-
port determined that to he ligh of thN slump aflfeunl
Swedish ordinary stee production so l~ than that ot
the run o( western Euzope &he pro~tbility of the in-
dustry could be increased only by raising its produc-
Uvaly.

RAw steel production accounts for 70% of the produc-
uion costs of nished prWucts and it is in tbis ar t a the
Comssicson found the grete scope fo ratcitialisauon.
It proposed U ore-based stetlmakg be cmcntraed
on two works to uplois advantages of scaLe. At the Mll-
in# end, a geter specialisation of Swedes's mills wa-s
recommended, in order to a.ucec higher capaci ucin-
tios. Thus OxeJosund works would e she sole producr
of heavs plate. Dominuarv of HR ad C she= Lnd
oi, and Lulea of bavy secdons. Medium semions and
ban would be produced by ot er rotlig mills each with
its degree o( specialisation.

It was as a result of this rewot that the owners of
the thUee large integrated works, GrOngS AB (Oxelosund
works), the state-owned *4orrbtotm Itrnverk AZ (Lulea)
and Stora Koppartterp Beriap AB (Docaitvin). began
talks on a merger. By November 1977 most details had
beta worked out, a Wel apprmving the state pertscipe-
tion in the new concern was passed by parliament in
AprsJ 1978 and the three works ad their subsdiare
megped wit:! retroactive efect from January I. 1978.
Ct-saps and Stars each have 25% of SSAB. with the
state holding co fpany Statsfretapt having 50%. The
sat also made ailable two loans totalling Sk3,l Om to
S.SAB.

SSAB's nt year oif trading saw Swedish steel produc-
Lion nse 9o fromn 1977 to 4.jm tons, though l this level.
it remained more than 27% lower than its 1974 level In
addition to the structural difficulties faced by the entire
western European steel industry, Sweden is also handi-
capped by its anal home market sod in outoandtgly
high level Of COAtL

Swedens ordinary steel deliveries rlU by 4.9% front
the 1977 figure to L2m tons, a rellecuon of the cootin-
sed low level of activity in Swedi industr.y The order
intake at Swedish mils coesrnued :o decline for the sixth
vw. ins staccession, with. domnetic edeis fat?.ie A 7et-

map out I laog-erm t Uoee.gether with the ilnega-
ion of tMe busessa wken ovr by the "ew vo-p ito

an effioct orpOMDIaz A deccoualied m"agemeC=
sucnure "ame into era an May I. 1975, with rarpc-s
Uabry for profits devofed to 4 divistoni ad as-vice "A

LMo mining and stedaki-n is suited ioto a nue-
bar of wcU-deAed dvisaons umder four brad hmdiL
raw materials (iron mines Lad cooking plas.), sema-n-
ished Paoduc (aroMAkini seel"k~ &and S-,nIS Po-
ducuio). rolled produ, &nd .WLiS and upgading
(costd sheet production. other funishing operaucis. &Ad
sales subsidaries) Service uniits include the TGO rat)-
ways. a mputer C r". and a mning cnosuultant ow-
auon. A poup-wide sas orposadon, the Steel CenDu
was created

A massessara plan drawn RpA laying Jo0n SSAB's
tratgy as regzds markets, poducu and produczo

facLites and ndruding specAkt micasur to be immei-
ately impleseenied. The plan sets SABsa market sights
A"mly on its tocal market ol Swedea and the oher Nor-
die countries. where SSAB aims go 5ai a greacar share.
For certna spec.al products espors beyond thus ar w
continue to be soughtb tbt or st.ias and other l:w
added value products, Sweden wil ne the elmose eclusive
market.

In its product strislep. SSA want to reduce d e-
dence on fe processed products wk-11c offering an com-
plus a range of Ordina7 steel as possible e ster from its
own produceion or by marketing products -ade by other
Bras. Production i to be cooccsaed on as few facli-
ts as posble to -chieve emnoia of scale and extend.
ins co-operatioa along with high capa:ty-iutisation. In
the course of rtr uaig producion faciles aft to
be upgrandd to the bet European standards. SSAB Plans.

Domnarvet works is to be SSA,'s sheet. bar and rod
centre. Sweden's import of these products are very high
and at present SSAB can do little about this since its c.ijpa-
city and range are restricted. The mte of coreumption
powtb in HR and CR sheets and wire rod is eitpected
to be higher than the aveage for ordinary steel. These
market areas also offer pote.sial for tuther upsr~din&g
Hat and COd toled sheo and coal production at Domnar-
ve is to be booked from 700.000 rpY of HR to Im ivy,
and firo Ien v 1 ,JV~ -. 915v ew - I- .-
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3WEDISH STEEL

tatM, SAB se possible p rr expansion to In t9
L C Aad ..0 tpy .1 HR Hot strip 5inusd Faascss

Ur*-IAL240- be- Uprate D. 11reAta6 merchat Mill rolls
light scwtios, raforcg ban &ad win rod. To Ins,
prove rod production. two noa4wmt be arm to be
"ad to the nl which will bhencforck produce ob
rod and bI. Codsauous'cass billu wl be the a-
clutvs f ed:stock

FO plans

Lait Is the cenote for medi am and horry saos and
heavy ad uaiv bar WAJe merchant bea pvduc-
dam n Sweden Is fragmented between a numbe, of somal
cooeaies, SSAB Is ths oly producer a the heavier end.
Them is he overapacity in this sector. butSSA wants
to rel the Wa medium UsE mM for quality t@-
ma Tha proposed Iv£estment was rwx ppeovd by the
Swedi parliament an is eurrently the subject of tr-
ther studio by SAB. RAi production will be trasferred
from Domaarvet to Lula where th heavy cto mol

ai dro changes.
At die plate production cam Oxelind, SSA aims

to dversiy away from ship plate Into maerial for general
ndutrl uses The targeted ,roducuo level for Oxe&-

G-cid is 400.00-.OO000 ry, and the move away from
srip plea will require some ivstment spending.

Ai the hot metal and raw steel d or SSA.-s pro-
ducnoo cycle, the expensve hot mrtal productio Lad
oxygen steelmaking at Doonarvet are to be phased ouL
SSABs raw steel overcpacity is to ne an beck: curaently
cap city h 4m tn, expected demand by 3982 is estim-
aced at only 2.6m tpy. Since 6070% of the eoss of
SSAD's finished steel is incurred in the production of
ms. SSA regard it as bing of the twmot irpotatce

that raw steel be produced AS cOCIpeet y AS p0asble,
Or-based raw steel production is to be continued at

Lulea ard Oxelasund. and cootinums slab cmsg will
be expended at Oxte6,ind and introduced at Lulea. while
a the ltner works a billet caer wlf also be Instal led
to supply the Donmnarvrt bar m. Electric aema" ilg
s Lulea sill be cloud and transfer to Domarv t

-where the. electric furnas will be modemied and up.
r~ted.

SSAB's iron mining division has 2 captaiy of some 4m
tpy or ore products, but is inning a about 70% of full
capacity. Of SSAB's Mines, 0ocy thom at GrIalesberg
have prospects of meeting the price of imported ore at
Ozel6snd. and then cly after a sabsteaLiai umont
of rar onaltis work. Export prohpean for SSAB's
are are expected to be cotired 41 the longer term to
concentrate from OriLgesberg and Damemora for sale
in the Bat1c region. The high-cor mins of Hiabkber
and Br6l'beret are to be closed. and the futr or Suwm
•-whch sells ore to the central Swedish special steel-
works-d d on market developments

SSAB' structural plan ovw the nest five years is
aeimted to cost some SkrJ,900m it 197 prices. This ei-
codn normal replaemnst and other coam Of this. sone
Skrt200m is high-priority inves.m et In continuous cai.
tems, rod blocks at Docnisarvet, hot and cold mil etsln-

on And other prOli's. ,SSAB's board has formally tadop
ted a 1979-1 investmat plan of SkrOnm. a large parn
of wIch wlt go on ismpr-ig grip and sbeet produc-
does u Domnarvet. DeciroW tmain to be taken an
heav plate and steel fabrscado acvides.

First year's ope fors

In 197. SSA3's iron ore producdwas-u L3 tons, and
the l are stock of ore on band at the start of the Year
rose slightly despite production C .tacks, standing by the
year ead at 17s LTy. The ore division Is studying da-
velopment or a method to produce sponge iron and iron
powder from OrLngesber conccntrate. The divis's
operating lom was SW nl.l

The coking divion. with beaterles at Oxelfleund and
Lte, stiUU only 70% of its 1.2m Ipy c=acity in 1973.
with a produzton o 848000 tons of coke. The divson
record an operating prot of Sbn6d.4,,

Th metallurgy division comprises froo-,lg. steel-
making and smis production. Law tel capcty is some
3.&n spy bat production In 1973 wes only 2.3m tos,
wtoU pig iron curprt was 2.07= Uts (65% of caps-
dry). The 4Wdivio had a lam of 100.3m. Conares
took place at the Lulea inter plant and elecuic ac
furnace, and the OhM and Asc*ZSF units at DoMAr-

The section d1vIsiou it. Lule perienced sack de-
mand lm year, with sales to the dometc building and
metalworking industries largely uncluaged from 1S77
whim it wis at a asdir. This was partly offset by a con-
toed high volume of expor The stte of the ,sp-
bItling indutry-one of Lulea's major markets-meant
that sles to the yards continued to decline both In $we-
des and abroad. Prices of sectdow gSserally rose by
an avenge 1%. largely as a omsnequence of the .EC's
Davigron Pta.

Production in 1973 was restricted to 326,00 tons
63.000 tons in 197'). because t aAre damaged one of

Lula's mills. Capacry uu'isatiot was maintained rt about
90%w by a number of hire-rolling contiraa. The division
made a loo o( Skr 37.2u.

The spea il products division makes permanent way
materha, rdnforcing bats and fabricated reinforceaent.
aed wir rod. Production amounted to 114,000 tons, and
the division's operating los was SkrA.7m. Decline In the
Swedish building Industry meant . continuation In the
tea-year tred of slowing reber conmumption In Sweden.
Tmport preure from Spain and the UK forced a cut in
home producers' market shae In wre rod. imspirts
caused price cocrpeition. whe nit prices also suffered
as ETC producers eudesvoured to secure footholds In
she Nordic market. The dion's rai capacity Is in ex-
cas of the requirements of its traditionl marke s, Sweden
and Norway. But exports were not large because of un-
utisfactory srlces

Oxel6rund's mill. the cestre of te heavy plate divis-
Ion, produced 437.000 tons in 1917 (369,000 tons in 1977).
The major feature of the market wm the continued de-
dine of the ehiphi4uding industry in Western Europe.
whoe plate cooumsmtion has ¢dec~ied 47% since 1975.
?a Sweden the decline over the zsare period has been
or 60%. This has resulted in considerable overcapciry in
plate and consequently depressed prkces Oxel6sund has
moved away trom the shipyards and tried to boost its rales
of plate for general industrial prpoues; but even here.
because of the depresed level of caipitl investment, prices
remain umsatifactory. The plate divisi's operating tos
ws SkrlO4.2m.

S rip mill diision is centred on the lDomnarvet hot
and cold mills, and also takes in the Lutea hot plane-
tary mill. For hot rolled products the market was firm
in 1978, but on the cold rolled side the year was uan-
seeled. Competition was no less adv-se than in 1977 Lince

eortifnswd Overiwo
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SWEDISH STEEL

aU&jhg Japanes exports eamed of. imports fr Fin-
land ncreesed thredod to 120.000 &ta The div 's
external sal were Skr457.6m and capacity vlisatieo
was hig as HR oW readied 213.O0 tons (171,000
tons) and tbot ot C 325,000 toci (313,000 tos). The
opening mul wan a pro& of SkJrl2.im. Lag year's
invetments were aimed t kmproving quat7 and [i
proving product Bow at boaenecit. A Skrd.1m. expansio
of anaeakrla capacsy was completed during the year.

SSAB's pre-nished sted dison usnderukes fuder
pressing of the other divuos' produc. ts Rooc wing
at Lulea makes speaW 1udes of l shet, ficluding
fortmable hligh-strength low-4oy mta, boron-alloy bard
trable steel, and decarbur ation-msneaed steL ..Prn-
ishin8 activies elsewhere in SSAB cover te-cutting of
pltt. processing of HR and Ci shet welding ship.
budding sectons and building sejons. steel build-
in$ manufactur. The divsonJmbd a 1971 lo of SkrZSm.

Dobel division makes plva=zed and plastic-costed
sheet and en at Domnar et- Production last year was
195.000 oas of Iva i ed sheet (181.000 tons), o( wich
aO200 tons (59,000 tons) was ptSic-coaued. This repre-

serited a near-100% capacity-sstfliauon rate, but the div-
hioon had an oprLing ks of Skrl4.Sm.

The Pfannia A.13 subsidiary makes coaed rteel roll-
rormed sections for budding purposes It bad a prot

lat yea of Skrl.m. Ljusoe Lltins AD makes steJ
anchor cha for sp. offshr oil laorms. One new
market bing developed is chain for me in sti'poSsai
of cnL. Liusne K,.ttings 1971 resuh was a prot of
SkrI000.

SSAWs Sin? division w3 set or to market spoog
iron from the Hapns ontm-reducton pan at OXel-
o r main cuomers ar fped steel wotr In
Sweden and abroad. Siaox's delivenes last year wee
8,000 tons sPis 12,000 utos the revcus year capacity-
udlisadon was only 25%, and the divinon made a lou
of Skr600.00A

Ocher SSAB d soos have active es in the AeJds of
Masport. eoacerrinL mining cofsuitiM data procts.
saL and recovery of steelmaking b-produce.

Since ils formatioon, SSAB has been pusrving its ambi-
dn of Pining a greter share of tse Nordic market.
with Ihe acquisition of a number of stockholder It
formed Ahlisell Susltosten, in wbich it has a 50%
share, by me*n its exlsng stockho(lding subsidiaries
bdunsding Dickson & Sidstedt wbh those of AseJl. This
ea it has acquired Tibnor. the Ilrgts Swedsh steel stock.

bolder. from the Ratos Soup. The deal alm included a
Norwegian stockholder.

SSAB has forei sales subsjdisies in Norway. Den-
ruk. Finland., France. West Germiny &ad the U.K. Be-

cause of the company's history it has more .han one
subsidiary in some of these countries. Rationalintin of
ih"s outlets is in proresC

METAL MONTHLY
December 1979
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Strike threat at. SSAB
£UROFl's second state stel r the loa opposition meA-r of pu.
to be bit by a amka is 1910 cold liamest. Domsrvt's sttlworkers
be Sresskt Sati AD. The aem-m am bracing thmselves for a year
Swedish steel producer Is holding of protest SS l wans to stop ori
I.$igthy talks with the trade unions based raw steel production ast Dom-
tist month. which 1am tU srive at "mrt.a but will retain the works'
some conclusion towards the esd of elec ic stmelmaking and will eXpand
this month. Whether or not the MR ad CR lat product output.
unions wifl then accept SSA & One blast ftruac could be closed
plans for ctbacks remains an open thi summier, and the second luter
question. Shop1door feeling is mount- tis year. Cuts as the LuleI works
Ilg spg at job cu. Although some In northern Sweden have &lnady
un.on quarter respect SSAB's logic beun. asnd at ieldsusad works
which requires some 2,000 lob south of StockhoL more reductions
os4. there will almost certainly is plate production ar ensiagedas

be a struggle. the market continues to shrink and
The Ight ie likely to be at in the plight of Sweden's %hipbldog

most intense ot Domoarst works industr--O sJlund's major ca-
In Borlinge seur F.lun iL cecral toner-gows so better.
Swedn. %which wilU suar the brunt The cutbecks are an essential ale-
of SSAB's closure programe. nest of the restructuring plan
There was a brief strike at Dow- drawn up at the time of SSAB's
serves late last yar. a" led by formation to years ago. The plan

wed.s to be implemented if SSAB

is sa rncls prollbla operation In
1952. as planed. I 1980. a loss
ad Skr400-0m is lid do%& ia
SBSA Anasmavl plass. Ths La sie-
iar to 1979's sualr. I 1981 a
proAible le el of operation shoud
be achieve d. bet nscW ithargs
will spin produce a resut to the
red overall The him's is ane
peobla looked for in 1912.

S3n subsidties for SSAB ia 1980
WM tow SkYrOOC, imati.d to cover
tose. and managing director IihUm

shalsdrtm has proposed the goy.
nmat be will sot be asking for

ay more mosey this year. He
would probably have dicffi-lry get.
ting It if he wasr to ak. since the
aw rsght-Wil coaliton govern-

nest's Ant budget-mde public
lg weak-.-eareed cumbs in pub-
Dc spedin as onae a Its chief cle.
meas. Subsidies to the state ship.
yards and other ain$ Indunsres
arm to be cut. but SSAB's budget
is act acted by lass week's an.
aoOinctmet. .

METAL BULLETIN
January 15, 1980
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AMERICAN METAL MARKET
February 18, 1981

Zddeholm Plans to SAes 1s

Specialty Metals in US
By PAT YECHSLER

NEW YORK-Uddeholm Corp. of America, the domestic sales subsidi-
ary of Seden's major stainless steel producer, is shiRing its marketing
emphasis to high-temperature allo)s and specialty ;tee!s The move eir-
rors a similar planned swing in production at the parent N.thy Uddeholm
AB.

Although formerly acting as a serice center p.Irnarily concentrating
on stainless bars, the Totowa, NJ.-based operation 3aid it 7,ow will con-
centrate on direct producer sales, shipping semi-fini ,! and finished
tubing and other products :o redraw mills and end-use consumers.

The transition in marketing at
Uddeo!m in NewJersey reflects a tion of high.tempe-Zture a!lc..s.
new th"-ust at Uddeholm's pcAder high-alloy stee's and spec:alty
and stainless steel divisions in steels By early 19&3. Uddeholm
S'eden %here plans are undermay said the capacity at the operations
to convert about 25 percent of its will be equally divided between
stainless capacity at its Torshalla. stainless and specialty metal pow-
Sweden, facilities to the produc- der production.

In an interview here last week.
Christer Aslund, vice-p-esident or
Nyby Uddeholm's powder pro-
ducu diusion, said the Stuc..m-
based company %%as bai.ng .he
planned shift to specially retail
on what it sees as a growing de-
mand in high.technology indus-
tries. such as .our -as well prvduc-
tion. and more tt. t!,nally stazn-
less markets st.,:h as pi:'p 3nd pap-
er mills a nd .'ver .:.eration

Currently. Cdd-hclmn has 75 ;c r-
cent of zs Iose to 9 "'7)-ton an:-ual
produc'.,n cap 2.c:!.. -. 2.owder ad
tubing in vin!mon -ades of.)stn-
!ess and the rerr.a;-.:ng Z percent
in specialty steels and nickel-

i((i'tliiiied *or page !41
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Uddeholin to Emphasize Specialty Metals in US Sales
FCassisurd 'ram r .t rCi;*

base a 3lv.i
In eon~unctior. ,h I h prod.c!

altA Aslalre said t'ddchI-r alsD
pla"s to cne,, its produ.hcn r
beo"!es tubr,; o a p,!ented ro,
den mtictlurD process dcse!opcd
by X)b) over the past rise ye-rs

The company has forecast slow
growth in the market a sair:e~s
se(,!s and dernm for cch-o le,-
rally aophistca.ed products
Aslund said the ness mrketir;
thrust-n specialty metis being
attempted in Europe as well as the
US --also %as prompted by quota
systems ard UnfTs in various court-
tires on stainless products

Astund said tne company round
it ampos.ble to m3,nln cotereti.
twe pr.res on sLmess.oods in the
1: £ tccaus of a 13 percent ta,fi
The Ur:IT on spccialty metals is 2 9
percent re sand makir it pcss:ble
for Uddeholm to rnrea products
at about the 'are prices as the U S
producers

The company markets * large
p rtior or its sickel.based allows
and hih al: steels in its largest
market Europe which consumes
about 50 to 60 percent of the co.
par)'s production, according to
Aslund

Aslund said the conp:r) also :s
planning to make reter irroods5
into .Ie Thrd VWorl.d market: ftc
specialty steels itr . ,: hopes to
establ;sh !.es throug.n ro raacrrS
ith oablshed reloatcri ps jr.

countries embarkintg on sign:atcar'
industrial construction.

"We must act more aorldk ide to.
day.' Aslund said, "because the
growrh-the big groth-is likely
not IV be in the indu't.:lfrcd not
Lions"

The transition to ponder metal.
lur is another attempt at beater
penetration into markets. accord-
ing to Aslund. who said ste N)by
pim process allows the company to
get better fieldss fr:m rew mate-
rials. produce sma'I Jots and mar.
ket a "more homtegenec-us Frod~ct

-%%e have berun to sh-p these F
m parts and tubtog regularl) to our
European customers." Aslund
sad And man) hase begun to
Speci(f the pm product"

He said only sm3ll qkaortites
have been brought into the t S to
date

Although power metalur, in
high alloy and spec~at steels has
been used more eutensvely ;n
sophisticated technolov. such as
turbine discs rot Jet engines.

Asiurd said Uddeholm plan." to
corrpe:es itst sec. simplc forged or
Cast p-'s ike Pan;cs

l% b. Process Descnbed
The corrar) uses te sa .te see

and nickel hated pouders *n its
seamless tub..n, operations and in
production of these simple parts
The cvrnpany ran produce be.
tsue5r. 5 a nd l IO O ions ofNr.
der ar.Joly -)

The Nyby process cons's orb
steps powder pcducton via
atemiraten. ril e of peusde. ir
capsule, corpitir; ont te n;pt
b. cold sosut,c presst;r,. het.
of a b:lct e trcscn orthe to, t
let ard feisj t opera'iors or a'
tube

Uddeholrs uses hot isosta
pri ssMng to proiuce the par . at
tool steel di:son
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$320m injection at Swedish steel group
IV WiW.AAI DOVJ.LFU IN STOCKHLM

SVENSKA SrAAL (SSAS), the
fticubled Swwdlsb stel company.
vill rectinw a now capitl input of
SKr I SIb (1320m) wader A apet.
went innoiaunced yesterday be.
tween the state and Vib ptvaia
SAbrebOWde.. The State WWt U1-
creas, its shmsholding froms 5 ow

5per cetnt.
The speement will enable El c•

trolx. rI Swedish hotsehold ap
phance grup, to completed the m
11o the s ito power board of the by-
drielKic stations it woqudWI
when it tok Over Oringesthe or,I rifing and metals company.
ht se V4 nriot Electrolux a W
*l1 gain of Sr 959Cm.
The stiel company was formed in

12IS from the merger of the steel I.
terest4 of the sate. Oranges an
Stars Kopparborgi It lot. SKr I Abe

in t, 10 st three years. anm II 0-
Pected t pot. pm-la15ti1
0( around SKr Won. this year.

1a financial rconstcation in,
meohs the puribse by the state of

Store IKoppatberg$ 23 per cent
shtr or a no=,,ni sum of S,, I.
This move ca'mIts the agrmet
sInounced earlier thi year by
which Granges would take ovr Sic-
WnS holdig.

The stoel comany's short topital
Is t be ml ed by n Ssminat SKI
3C0m to SX Ma, tl wb the
new shares priced so high that SKI
lba will be available ,fo a invt-
wen~t fund.

Of thb tota Slr I 3bn new capita/
Sta.ooretag. the st le holding cota.
pny, will subscribe SKr 57Sm in
cub and trnsoirm a SKi 5lm
lown nstis share Capial The stae

which now eater as third ;harv-
bowder. wil trslate at SUP 7M
baon into nqity.

GriAn will pay its SKi sm in
cakh. I duon Grioles ad the
state wiU each make unsecred
haxi. of SKrI 50m to SSAB. Repay-
ment of the lowu widl sltrt io IDOL
Grngne obtains the rnght to sell its
sam to the state (or SKI 1Som
from Jsnary 2.191 If it exetmsf
thaI o n. the state Will also be
cblged to take ower, wholly or in
.Granges* outstanding loans to

Ur Per Skold, Its chairman. wd
conservative assumptions had been
made about steel rces and market
devetopmenls in alculaoI that a
capital input 01 SKr I Sbe would
produce a polson Cash Dlow.

The worhtyrc Vwl be cV1 uti
the from 13200 to arond 10,00

The a=1. W"11.0 raise productivityIfro 1 .oe to 200 woan", peromploye. which bi sad, would tiall
be loery than that achieved the
bat oue and Ja. ese steel

WSSA did sotf aspecto m0abe
large airports or domste the
Swedi sh markeL It b auumed
thata low price level for steel would
prevail for tba nIt few yom

Mr BO Abrahamsson. manlngl
director of Grange s d that with-
out 10"Mrnrnnt approval of the, sale,
Of tu power st.tio o lthe sae ta
company would not be" hsd hef -
riancisi resources to continue int-
vesing in SSA Yesterdsy' agree.
meit hs to be approved by tIe
RahudaS parliamentent.
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Sweden

New funding for SSAB
IN a deA htch pro' des for SSAB Io,se% totalling Skin.6Unm ,tn,, its
to become ,hully ,eait-o%%nes in formation, and thi %ear h,,..c, are
ten %cAJ" time, the major Ssecdbh pirediied ut kr m, L nder a
,leetmakr i% to get a 'ubranhial rtru,:turin rlin Jri%,n up son iu
Dfj .tinf of nc,, funds. Ass agree- formaiton. %SAB %,j' 'uppo'cd.% to
nl.n Jnnoun..,L-d list sst-L beis%%Len return it' t'rckc%'cn iii I '2. hut
the goc t.f1cnt aid n%-SsW 500'( the 'crc rkf: Jcplc-il , i h
oner Crne' rs" ide tior a list ),ear or "I-a' tir d gii a
SLr5i, m c.pitl inc:r.aw and a dear I11pi.ibtlii '
Skrl..5W)m pakagr of cah -and Nc%'t cjr, rc-ult, should d he "at
:redit, to boot SSAB'. on% 'rm,:nl l.tA, 5. bitter'" than chi% %cr,
plarfs and to help pa) the :o'.t of thanks to the recent krona
%urplu v manpo er. desaluarion. expected higher prices

Lnder last eck% agreruent. because of EEC mo'es, and 'm-
Ihe state si increase its holding it proved operations. The important
SSAB from SO'. to 75'. sith the hot strip mill re amp at Dom-
acquisition for a nominal 'um of nanet ,Aorks ,hould be complete
the 2.re holding sihich Granges nett )ear. and SSAB is looking to
bought from Stora Kopparberg for take a greater share o1( Ils h itit
Skrl earlier this )ear. SSAB %as market %ith the ncsi mill'.. pro.
formed in 1978 by the merger of duc.ts. cpaealk% -Ailh major ti'.rs
the ihree selst'iorks formerly) osin- l c,.onsumer goods maijufa,.turer
.d b) the state. Granges and Stora. Elecirolu, and -he Volo motor
The dgrecment obliges Granges company . Benetits sill al'o core
(no%, oincd b) the Elerrolus from the ritlnhal'tn ol iron-
group) to retain its 51o ,%lake in making The ,urrcn; Je 'auoJ'h
the tetlmaker until 1I. "hen it ai ni ,htsuld ,ontritutc %r.ikl)m
can %4lII it to the state for SkrN7.5m. to SSAB', reulh, tiest %car, and
The agreement alo alloi,,. Crangp the company. i no%% looking to
to ,,ll it, h)dro-.elciri:it) plant to break esen in Iri.3 %shen it shouldd
the ' atc posr board. .onploc iI, It.-t'iilr.g pro-

rhe reel pfudu,:cr ha' raxord-d grimine.
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SWEDEN

Higher loss forecast
for SSAB
SWEDEN'S major steel producer.
SSAB forecasts a 1981 pretax loss
of around Skr900m compared with
a 1980 loss of SkrSS$m. The most-
ly state-owned company had
erlier forecast a deficit of

i SkrS00m this year. Group sales in
the frst half of this year were
Skr4,300m against Skr4,800m in
the same 1980 period.

An SSAB interim report says
that the state has already commit-
ted about Skr4,000m to the
reorganisation of the company. A
new injection of funds was aW ced
only recently with a total of
Skr2,0OOm provided by the state
and its 2579 panner in SSAB, the
Granges-Elecrolux group (MB
Oct 6).
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Senator DANFORTH. Senator Heinz.
Senator HEINZ. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DANFORTH. Gentlemen, thank you all very much for

being here.
Mr. HALLORAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ARNESEN. Thank you.
Senator DANFORTH. Well, this concludes today's portion of the

hearing, and we will resume tomorrow at 9:30 a.m.
[Whereupon, at 11:50 a.m., the hearing was recessed, to be recon-

vened at 9:30 a.m., Thursday, July 22, 1982.]



MISCELLANEOUS TARIFF BILLS-1982

THURSDAY, JULY 22, 1982

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITrEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE,

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:37 a.m. in room
2221, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. John C. Danforth
(chairman) presiding.

Present: Senators Danforth, Matsunaga, and Moynihan.
Also present: Senators Packwood, Mitchell, and Cohen.
[The prepared statements of Senators Matsunaga and Roth

follow:]

STATEMENT BY HON. SPARK M. MATSUNAGA ON S. 1723 BEFORE THE FINANCE
SUBCOMMIrrEE ON TRADE, JULY 22, 1982

Mr. Chairman, I urge the Committee to act expeditiously on S. 1723, a bill to im-
plement articles 7(B) and 9 of the United Nations Convention on the Means of Pro-
hibiting and Preventing the Illicit Import, Export, and Transfer of Ownership of
Cultural Property.

The Convention's chief purpose is to stop the illegal international trade in nation-
al art treasures. The parties to the Convention undertake to prohibit importation of
cultural property stolen from museums, public monuments, and similar institutions,
and also undertake to recover and return such property to the rightful owners.

The United States played an active role in negotiating this Convention and it was
adopted by the United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO) on November 14, 1970. The U.S. Senate approved the Convention by a
vote of 77 to 0 on August 11, 1972. Despite the U.S. role in bringing about this Con-
vention, the U.S. Congress has still to enact the implementing legislation.

In 1979 the House passed implementing legislation only to have the legislation
killed by this Committee's inaction.

On February 5, 1981, Senator Baucus and I introduced S. 426 to implement the
UNESCO Convention. This Committee again did nothing.

After introducing S. 426, I worked with various groups to address potential con-
cerns. On October 7, 1981, Senator Baucus and I introduced a revised bill, S. 1723, to
answer these concerns.

The revisions provide among other things:
(1) A requirement that other nations having a significant import trade, implement

comparable restrictions;
(2) The inclusion of archeological or ethnological material of a native population

or nonindustrial society;
(3) The limitation of the period for emergency import restrictions;
(4) The restructuring of the cultural property advisory committee;
(5) A revised documentation procedure;
(6) The return of certain forfeited material to the bona fide purchaser or holder of

title; and
(7) A safeguard for museum acquisitions.
The revised bill which is the subject of these hearings should expedite considera-

tion of the measure,.
(311)
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The need for this legislation is pressing, and I urge expedition and favorable
action by this subcommittee.

STATEMENT BY SENATOR WILLIAM V. ROTH, JR., BEFORE THE FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE, JULY 22, 1982

I wish to thank the Chairman of this subcommittee for convening these hearings
on miscellaneous tariff bills. I wish to comment on three of these bills-S. 2396, S.
1588 and S. 2560-and seek Committee support for their passage.

S. 2396, which I introduced earlier this year, would temporarily suspend the
import duty on high alumina fiber, an extremely efficient high temperature insula-
tion material. Imported by ICI Americas Inc. of Wilmington, Delaware, and distrib-
uted under the trade-name, Saffil, this alumina fiber is designed for use in furnaces
reaching temperatures of up to 3,000 degress, Fahrenheit.

Because of its high tolerance, Saffil is used in the production of- iron and steel,
petrochemicals and heavy metal castings and forgings. Users of high alumina fiber
insulation have been able to save 10 to 30 percent on energy costs, have lowered
maintenance costs and have increased productivity.

In addition, Saffil has important strategic applications, forming a vital part of the
heat protection system of the space shuttle, Columbia.

It is important to note that neither Saffil nor any similar high alumina fiber is
produced by a U.S. company. Moreover, no other ceramic fiber approaches the insu-
lating capability-of Saffil. The current 6.5 percent duty therefore only serves to in-
crease the cost of the product to end-users while providing no useful import protec-
tion to U.S. firms. In addition, certain U.S. producers now incorporate imported
high alumina fiber into their manufacturing processes to produce a material with
higher insulating capabilities than would be possible using domestic goods alone.

In 1981, $1.5 million in the high alumina fiber, Saffil, was imported into the
United States, with nearly $100,000 in duties paid. Imports in 1982 could reach $2.5
million, as steel and petrochemical producers attempt to cut energy costs. Passage
of S. 2396 could save these users some of the $162,500 in duties that would otherwise
be incorporated into this year's imported price.

At a time when we are seeking ways to cut costs, improve efficiency and produc-
tivity and reduce energy use, passage of S. 2396 makes good sense. I urge my col-
leagues to support these efforts and approve the duty suspension for high alumina
fiber.

I also urge approval of S. 1588, legislation I introduced to provide a temporary
suspension of the duty on bulk imports of carrots. S. 1588 allows for a three-year
suspension of the duty on carrots imported in packages weighing more than five
pounds, and is intended to alleviate an inequity in our tariff system which unfairly
penalizes American processors, including Draper-King Cole of Milton, Delaware.

In 1979, as part of the overall tariff agreements negotiated with our foreign trad-
ing partners, the United States increased the duty imported fresh carrots from 6
percent ad valorem to a specific rate of one-half cent per pound. The purpose of the
increase and change in duty structure was to equalize the U.S. rate with the Cana-
dian rate, which nominally is also one-half cent per pound.

In fact, the change from ad valorem-that is, duties assessed on the value of the
product-to a specific, or per-pound, rate had the effect of reducing the tariff on im-
ported packaged carrots from Canada, while increasing the tariff paid by American
packagers on imported bulk carrots. Draper-King Cole, for example, has seen the
duty it must pay for a truckload of carrots from Canada increase from $20 to $225.
Since it is not economical for the Delaware company to ship carrots from domestic
growers in as far away as Texas, Draper-King Cole has no choice but to augment its
local supplies with Canadian imports.

To make matters worse, the company must also compete with lower-priced im-
ported processed carrots from Canada. Processors in that country must pay duties
on imported carrots for only part of the year.

Thus, far from benefiting the economy, the 1979 U.S. tariff revision has created
unnecessary hardship and should be changed.

S. 1588 accomplishes this objective with a temporary three-year suspension of the
duty on bulk imports of carrots.

Last, I wish to express my support for S. 2560, legislation that would ensure pota-
toes imported as seed are not diverted for human consumption. S. 2560 would pro-
vide that our tariff schedules be amended to require that potatoes be labeled as im-
ported for use as seed.
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This legislation is needed because our Nation's potato farmers, including those in
Delaware, are being hurt by the unfair trade practices of Canadian importers. At
this time, importers may ship in 114 million pounds of seed potatoes at a duty of
361/2 cents per hundredweight. Only 45 million pounds in table stock may be import-
ed at this tariff rate, however. Potatoes imported over either quota level are subject
to nearly twice the amount of duty, or 60 cents per hundredweight.

The disparity in quota amounts encourages importers to label table stock potatoes
as seed once the quota level for the former has been reached. In this way, importers
can avoid higher duties for longer than is legal.

Approximately 5,200 acres in Delaware are planted in potatoes, with the harvest
used almost entirely for table stock. These farmers' livelihood depends ontIL<prac-
tices, and the Canadians are certainly not playing fair.

I call upon this Committee to approve S. 2560 and reverse this unfair import prac-
tice.

Senator DANFORTH. This begins the second day of hearings on a
variety of trade bills.

Senator Mitchell is here today, and he is interested in one or two
of these bills. One I see involves the Maine Potato Council. I
wonder why you are interested in that, Senator?

Senator Mitchell has another committee meeting to go to. I un-
derstand he is going to participate in a markup on the acid rain
bill. I am delighted to recognize his interest in Maine potatoes, and
I know he will be very concerned about the Missouri interests in
the acid rain bill

Senator MITCHELL. Indeed I will, sir.
Senator DANFORTH. Senator Mitchell.
Senator MITCHELL. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, first

for holding these hearings, and second for inviting participation by
representatives of two industries that are of great importance to
Maine. I hope that today's hearing will highlight the merits of two
bills that I have introduced, and that the committee will act favor-
ably on them in the near future.

Mr. Chairman, I have a lengthy statement which I ask be insert-
ed in the record, and I would like now to make just some brief com-
ments from that statement.

The first issue before us is the repackaging of imported seed po-
tatoes as table stock potatoes. This problem is related to the surge
in Canadian potato imports that has occurred in the last few years.
Canadian potatoes sold in the United States experienced a fivefold
increase in the last 5 years.

Since most of these imports are destined for Maine's traditional
markets, Maine's potato growers have disproportionally borne
price-depressing-effects of these imports.

Behind the rising imports levels is strong Canadian Government
support for its domestic potato growers. While the U.S. industry
may seek statutory relief from Canada's unfair trade practices, and
that process is now underway, there is direct action that Congress
can take now to relieve a part of this problem. The diversion of im-
ported Canadian seed potatoes in the supermarkets in this country
gives tariff and grading advantages to importers of the Canadian
product. The current practice of selling imported seed potatoes as
table stock is unfair to U.S. growers who market table stock pota-
toes and unfair to consumers who are unknowingly purchasing
seed potatoes. My legislation, S. 2560, would stop this practice and
help the Government recoup revenues it now loses because seed po-
tatoes have a lower tariff.
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I ask the members of the committee to pay close attention to the
testimony of Dorothy Kelley, executive vice president of the Maine
Potato Council, who has witnessed firsthand the impact of Canadi-
an imports on Maine's potato industry.

The second issue before the subcommittee of importance to the
State of Maine relates to the existing high duty on imported fish-
ing nets. Today this subcommittee will receive testimony on S.
1565, legislation which I introduced a year ago, which would great-
ly benefit commercial fishermen who use synthetic nets in their op-
eration.

A subcommittee of the Ways and Means Committee of the House
of Representatives recently has purportedly favorably reported a
companion bill, H.R. 4002, which that full committee is expected to
approve shortly. Both measures would reduce substantially the
high import duty that our Government now levies on imported syn-
thetic nets.

Between 1963 and the first of this year the tariff was 32.5 per-
cent ad valorem, plus 25 cents per pound of netting The rate of
duty for 1982 is only slightly lower than the 1981 rate. This rate
results in extremely high netting prices for U.S. fisherman who
cannot obtain in this country synthetic nets of certain shapes and
sizes or nets made of synthetic fibers other than nylon. A large
Maine fishing vessel, for instance, may purchase over $15,000 in
netting over a 12-month period. Because of the steep duty now re-
quired under the tariff schedules of the United States, almost
$5,000 of this $15,000 amount is in the form of import duty.

On a U.S. tuna-fishing vessel the figures are even more dramatic.
For the large and expensive purseine nets used by tuna fishermen,
the duty alone can increase the selling price of ti.e net by more
than $70,000. My bill would reduce this overprotective duty from
its present level of 36.6 ad valorem, plus 21 cents per pound, to 17
percent ad valorem. This would place the duty rate in line with the
17.5 percent protective duty which currently applies to imported
nets made of cotton. My bill would set the duty level at 17 percent
ad valorem immediately. This acceleration of the duty reduction is
warranted at this time because of the numerous financial pressures
which now weigh heavily upon the U.S. domestic fishing industry.

Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you.
I would like to make two requests: First, that the record remain

open for a period of time for additional testimony from persons and
groups in Maine who could not be here. Second, my colleague, Sen-
ator Cohen, is unable to be here at this time. He hopes to be here
by 10. I would ask the chairman's leave that when he appears he
be given permission to testify at that time.

Senator DANFORTH. The record will be kept open, and we will be
delighted to hear from Senator Cohen.

Senator MITCHELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DANFORTH. The first witness is Dorothy Kelley on S. 11

and S. 2560.
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STATEMENT OF DOROTHY P. KELLEY, EXECUTIVE VICE
PRESIDENT, MAINE POTATO COUNCIL

Ms. KELLEY. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my
name is Dorothy Kelley. I am executive vice president of the Maine
Potato Council, an organization that represents all potato produc-
ers within the State of Maine. I wish to address the importance of
legislative dockets S. 11 and S. 2560. Both call for Treasury to
insure that potatoes entering the United States as seed, and having
a tag so designating, are reported as seed and used as seed only
and not diverted for human consumption.

Congress established two separate categories for importing pota-
toes, namely, seed and tablestock, as well as two separate quotas;
therefore, the intent for usage was of paramount importance to
Congress. And, indeed, the usage of imported seed potatoes is of
paramount importance to the U.S. potato producers and should be
just as important to Treasury due to the tariff differential.

The U.S. Government is losing money when imported potatoes
enter as seed to escape the payment of higher duty.

The seed quota is 114 million pounds, and that had never been
filled until the 1980 and 1981 season. Within the GATT Agreement,
the tariff will reduce gradually until in 1987 the tariff will be 35
cents for both tablestock and seed, and there will be no quota for
either category.

The past 2 years the tablestock quota has been filled in mid-
November. In the past, it was the very last of February before the
tablestock would be filled. When that is filled, the seed immediate-
ly starts entering the United States. In 1981 and 1982, the past 2
years, the seed quota has been filled November 20, and on
November 16, immediately, seed potatoes started coming in.

When seed potatoes enter during December through March with
a destination of New York,- Connecticut, and New Jersey they are
headed for repackers.

There are three reasons for the U.S. buyers purchasing Canadian
seed in midwinter. One reason, of course, is the lower tariff. The
second reason is the difference in the grade of the potatoes. And, of
course, the difference of 20 percent in the exchange gives the buyer
more profit when sold in the U.S. market.

Canadian tablestock potatoes are packed at a 60 percent 21/4 inch
minimum standard. Seed potatoes can be packed at 17/8 minimum,
which compares with the U.S. No. 1 package, and thus the seed is
ideal for the re-packer.

These potatoes enter at the height of Maine's marketing season,
and therefore result in greatly reduced prices due to abundant sup-
plies. Potatoes are perishable and therefore cannot be carried over
from year to year. The potato industry is characterized as price-
sensitive. Price flexibility inherent in the price-sensitive industry is
said to be market specific. Increased supplies coming into a definite
market area without a corresponding increase in consumption de-
presses prices, according to the supply-demand ratio. USDA econo-
mists say a 1-percent increase in supply results in a 7-percent de-
crease in price.

98-592 0 - 82 - 21
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The enormous year to year increase in Canadian potato im-
ports-in 1976 it was 532,000 hundredweight. It has increased, in
1981, to 3,923,000 hundredweight.

Most of the potatoes come in through Maine ports; 75 percent of
the Canadian production is produced in the Maritime Provinces
and Quebec. Those potatoes come through Maine.

The 1975 Maine development plan called for the seed exports to
be increased by 40 percent. Canada can use only 40 percent of her
entire production; so 60 percent moves in export. In 1981-82, New
Brunswick alone moved 45 percent of her seed to the United
States.

The Plan calls for a total of exports of seed of 1.7 million hun-
dredweight. In 1981 and 1982, the truck shipments by May 29 was
2,603. This would be a total amount of 1.5 million hundredweight.
Of these potatoes that came in in January of 1981, 119 truck units
went into areas where they could not plant seed. This was 9,950,000
pounds of seed potatoes. When repacked, they took 1 million cus-
tomers away from U.S. producers. The price in January dropped 25
cents on a 50-pound bag. It regained, the last of January, that 25
cents. This price drop and lost sales can be attributed to nothing
but seed potatoes coming in from Canada.

I urge you to look favorably on this piece of legislation, and I
would be happy to answer any questions.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you very much, Ms. Kelley.
[The prepared statement of Dorothy Kelley follows:]
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TESTIMONY
BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

ON
S-i AND S-2560

BY
DOROTHY KELLEY

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

My name is Dorothy Kelley. I am Executive Vice President of

the Maine Potato Council, an organization which represents all the

potato producers of five acres or more within the State of Maine.

The Council presently has a membership of 1,150 producers.

I wish to address the importance of these legislative dockets

S-11 and/or S-2560, both call for Treasury to insure that potatoes

entering the United States as seed, and having a tag so designa-

ting, are imported for seed use only, and not diverted for human

consumption.

Congress established two separate categories for importing

potatoes, namely, seed and tablestock, as well as two separate

quotas, therefore, the intent for usage was of paramount importance

to Congress.

The intent for usage of imported seed potatoes is of paramount

importance to the United States potato producer today, and should

1,e just as important to Treasury due to the tariff differential.

The United States government is losing money when imported n)tatoes

enter as seed to escape payment of the higher duty. Tablestcck

potatoes are defined as potatoes used for human consumption, while

seed potatoes are defined as used for sowing.
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Before the International General Agreement on Tariffs and

Trade (GATT), the lower tariff rate was 37.5 cents on tablestock

potatoes and the quota was 45 million pounds. When the quota was

filled, the tariff then increased to 75 cents. It was normally late

February before the tablestock quota was filled.

The seed quota was 114 million pounds with the lower auota

being the 37.5 cents and increasing to 75 cents when the quota was

filled. The seed quota was never filled until the 1980-1981 season.

Within the GATT agreement, the tariff will reduce gradually until

1987 when the tariff will be 35 cents for both tablestock and seed

with no cuota for either category.

Presently, on this graduating scale, the lower tariff is 36.5

cents while the higher tariff is 60 cents.

The past two years the tablestock quota has been filled in

mid-November; and the seed immediately starts entering the United

States. This past season, 1981-1982, a 250 hundred weight entered

through Maine ports on November 4, 1981. The tablestock quota was

filled on November 200 1981, and seed shipments started increasing

on November 16, 1981. The past two years, the seed quota of 114

million pounds has been filled.

Seed potatoes entering December through March with destination

of New York, Connecticut, and New Jersey are destined for the

re-packer.

The week of January 4 through 9 of 1982, twenty-two loads of

seed entered Maine. Eleven loads had a destination of New York,

New York; and the other eleven moved to New Jersey per the Federal

Market News Report.
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Likewise this year, manifests show at the Houlton, Maine cus-

toms office 274,000 pounds of seed was imported early March with

a destination of Riverhead, New York; during the same period,

201,000 pounds of seed moved to Newark, New Jersey with another

105,000 pounds going to Edgewater, New Jersey and some 50,000 pounds

moving to the Bronx, New York area. The last of February or the

first of March is a little early for planting in those areas, and

the Bronx, New York area does not plant potatoes except in window

boxes.

There are three reasons for the United States buyer purchasing

Canadian seed in mid--winter. One reason, of course, is the lower

tariff and the second reason is the difference in the grade and

thirdly, the difference of 20% in the exchange gives the buyer more

profit when sold in the United States markets. -

Canadian tablestock potatoes are packed at a 60% 2h inch

minimum standard. Seed potatoes are packed at 1 7/8 inch minimum

which compares with our United States No. 1 package, thus ideal

for the re-packer.

These potatoes enter at the height of Maine's marketing sea-.

son, as per attachment No. 1, and, therefore, result in greatly

reduced prices due to abundant supplies. Potatoes are perishable

and therefore, cannot be carried over from year to year. The

potato industry is characterized as price-sensitive. Price flex-

ibility inherent in a price-sensitive industry is said to be mar-

ket specific. Increased supplies coming into a defined market area

without corresponding increase in consumption depress prices accord-

ing to supply demand ratio. U.S.D.A. economists say studies show
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a one percent increase in supply results in a 7 percent decrease

in price.

The enormous year to year increase in Canadian potato imports

is detailed in attachment No. 2, which shows an increase in imports

from 532,018 hundred weight, in 1976 to 3,923,152 hundred weight

in 1981, while at the same time, United Statds exports to Canada

decreased from 4,969,428 hundred weight in 1976 to 2,394,441

hundred weight in 1981.

Attachment No. 3, shows potato imports from Canada according

to U.S. Customs districts, the record shows the vast majority of

Canadian potato imports enter the United States through Maine ports.

Seventy--five percent of Canada's potato production is in the Mari-

time Provinces and Quebec; thus these potatoes have easy access to

Maine's eight ports of entry.

The 1975 New Brunswick Development Plan calls for the in-

crease of seed exports by 40 percent to a total of 1.7 million

hundred weight. This plan of 1975 also calls for an increase in

potato production in New Brunswick from 10.8 million in 1975 to

14 million in 1983. Canada can use only 40 percent of her entire

production so 60 percent must be moved in export--off--shore or to

the United States. This past season, 1981-1982, New Brunswick

alone moved 45 percent of her export seed to the United States, as

per attachment No. 4.

As previously stated, the 1975 Development Plan calls for an

increase of seed exports to a total of 1.7 million hundred weight-

attachment No. 5 details truck exports to the United States through

Maine orts. In 1980-1981 season, 2,483 truck units of 500 hundred
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weight entered which would be a total of 1.2 million pounds.

Attachment No. 6 details 1981-1982 truck shipments through

May 29, 1982 as 2,603. This would be a total of 1.5 million hun-

dred weight through Maine ports only.

It is extremely important to all potato producing areas, that

imported seed does not reach the supermarket shelf. I have been

speaking for Maine, however, the imported Canadian potatoes pre-

viously mentioned are sold in the Eastern market. These potatoes

are subsidized so the Canadian producer can afford to sell at a

reduced price. For example, under the Agricultural Stabilization

Act, payments are made to producers to stabilize returns to a level

of 90 percent of the previous five year average adjusted by any

increase or decrease in the cost of production over the past five

years average cost. From 1976 to 1980, annual payments to New

Brunswick and Prince Edward Island producers amounted to over 4

million dollars.

The buyer in the United States can purchase the potatoes for

20 percent (at the present time the exchange is nearing 30 percent)

less than the price of United States potatoes from any area, and

importing seed potatoes gives benefit in the lower duty.

During the month of January, 1981, per attachment No. 7, 224

loads of Canadian seed potatoes were imported to East coast des-

tinations. Of these imports, 199 truck units were destined for

cities where no potatoes could be planted in January. These 199

truck units would consist of 9,950,000 pounds of seed potatoes.

These seed potatoes then packed in consumer bags of five and ten

pounds would result in a loss of one million customers to Eastern

potato producers. In January of 1981, the price dropped 25 cents

a fifty pound bag in the markets of Boston, New York, and Baltimore

and regained the 25 cents the last of January.

This price drop and lost sales can be attributed to seed

potatoes in these markets in the month of January.

I urge this committee to approve this legislative docket to

assure the end use of imported seed potatoes.

Thank you. i would be happy to answer any questions.
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5r1#i6fr do, k

U.S. POTATO IMPORTS FROM AND EXPORTa TO CANADA
(Calendar Years in CWT)

POTATO IMPORTS FROM CANADA
INCLUDES SEED AND TABLESTOCK
NOS. 137.20, 137.21, 137.25
137.28

POTATO EXPORTS TO CANADA
INCLUDES SEED AND TABLE-
STOCK. SCHEDULE "B" NOS.
135.4920, 135.4940

Quantity (CWT.)

4,969,428

4,171,281

2,715,527

2,377,897

1,749,541

2,394,441

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Census, Forms IA 245X,
EX 546 (1976-1981): Forms IM 146, EX 546 (1982).

Calendar
Year

1977

1978

1979

532,018

1,064,291

1,499,772

1,594,337

2,182,315

3,923,153



CANADIAN POTATO EXPORTS TO U.S. - PORT-BY-PORT

CALENDAR YEARS - IN C1T.

1976 1977 1978

TSUS # 137.20, 137.21, 137.25
and 137.28

1979 1980 1981

From Canada to:

Portland Me.

St. Ahbans, Vt.

Ogdensburg, N.Y.

Bffalo, N.Y.

Boston, Mass.

Bridgeport, Conn.

TOTAL - above ports

TOTAL - all other ports

TOTAL - from Canada to U.S.

322,310

13,256

4.724

16,747

456,069

23,639

65,301

38,500

460

877,581

60,391

34,671

45,311

225

1,088,836

36,394

59,441

24,684

1,320,360

75,912

290,973

242,972

500

2,448,427

74,833

400,075

90,456

450

300

354,337 583,969 1,018,619 1,209,355 1,931,202 3,019,241

177,681 480,322 481,153 384,482 251,113 903,912

532,018 1,064,291 1,499,772 1,594,337 2,182,315 3,923,153

SOURCE: U.S. Dept. of Cor.rrce, Bureau of Census

Forms IM 245X

C.

S-4-9'/137 /,/,.-3
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SEED

DESTINATION TABIE SFMFNCE

Barbados - 433

Cuba - 277,589

Jamaica - 21,650

Puerto Rico - 15,961

Dominican Rep. - 2,200

Panama - 2,519

Brazil - 572

Argentina - 48,950

Venezuela

Uruguay - 48,200

Finland 
26,400

Spain - 39,666

Hungary

United States 576,852 379,737

Exports 603,252 837,477

NEW BRUNSWICK POTATO SHIPMENTS TO MARCH 31

1981 - 1982
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Senator DANFORTH. Senator Mitchell?
Senator MITCHELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Kelley, we discussed tariff advantages regarding imported

seed potatoes. Are there grading advantages involved in this as
well?

Ms. KELLEY. Yes; there is a grading advantage, because seed pota-
toes can come in at a smaller size, 17/s inches, whereas the table-
stock potatoes enter at 21/4. The repacker likes the smaller potato
because it meets U.S. standards.

Senator MITCHELL. I also would like to ask you about the views of
potato growers in other regions of the country. Obviously, as I indi-
cated in my statement, the brunt of these imports are being borne
by these growers in Maine. Do other growers from regions of the
country other than New England, who have less direct competition
from the Canadians, support this legislation? For example, do you
know what the position of the National Potato Council is on this
legislation?

Ms. KELLEY. The National Potato Council, Senator, supports this
legislation. All potato-producing areas in the United States are
being hurt by the Canadian potatoes coming into the Eastern
market, because most of our population is in the East.

Senator MITCHELL. I understand it is difficult to identify and
quantify the precise amount of seed potatoes that are sold as ta-
blestock. Some are easily identified, others are more difficult. Have

ou had any success in quantifying the amount of seed sold as ta-
lestock?
Ms. KELLEY. This is a very difficult thing to prove due to the fact

that the repackers can use both the seed and tablestock. We have
tried to get cooperation from the PACA, because it actually is mis-
branding. This has been rather difficult. We hope that in the
future we will get the support of PACA to check in regard to the
branding laws

Senator MITCHELL. If you know, can you tell us what the attitude
of the Canadians may be regarding an end-use provision?

Ms. KELLEY. I have met several times with the Canadian Horti-
cultural Society, the Maine Department of Agriculture, and some
of the industry officials. I have also met with officials of the
Maritime Provinces. The Canadians are extremely supportive of
this legislation because they believe the seed coming in is also
hurting their image where it is packed at a smaller size standard.

Senator MITCHELL. Now, the tariff schedules reflect a difference
between seed and tablestock potatoes, and obviously the effort here
is to see that the end use is consistent with the labeling on impor-
tation. If such legislation is not enacted is there any reason for pre-
serving a distinction in the tariff schedules between seed and ta-
blestock?

Ms. KELLEY. As I stated, of course it does. The tariff schedule will
be 35 cents in 1987. We are quite concerned in the U.S. potato in-
dustry in regard to this, because Canada has a development plan,
and we could completely ruin our potato industry by having such a
low tariff, and of course the difference in the exchange.

Senator MITCHELL. Thank you very much, Ms. Kelley. Your testi-
mony is very forthright and helpful. We appreciate your coming
here.
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Ms. KELLEY. Thank you.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you very much, Ms. Kelley.
Senator Cohen is here. We are delighted to have you with us,

Senator, to enlighten us about the potato and fishnet situations.

STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM S. COHEN, U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF MAINE

Senator COHEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
In response to the question from Senator Mitchell I have the Na-

tional Potato Council's statement. Mr. Herschel Heilig, the presi-
dent, asked me to submit the statement which represents 14,000 -
potato producers in some 38 States. I will submit that for the
record.

Senator DANFORTH. All right.
[The National Potato Council's statement follows:]

STATEMENT OF HERSCHEL HEILIG, PRESIDENT OF THE NATIONAL POTATO COUNCIL,
DENVER, COLO.

The National Potato Council is a non-profit trade association representing over
14,000 potato producers in 38 states across the United States. The Council is pleased
that the Senate Finance Subcommittee on International Trade is conducting this
hearing on S. 11 and the problems encountered by U.S. potato producers as a result
of increasing potato imports from Canada.

The National Potato Council is concerned that Canadian producers and exporters
may be using a loophole in the U.S. Customs laws in order to avoid paying a higher
duty on potatoes imported into the U.S. for the fresh market. There are two classifi-
cations for potatoes being imported into the United States: The first is certified seed
potatoes; the second consists of all potatoes other than such certified seed, i.e. table
stock or processed potatoes. These potatoes are imported under a "tariff-rate" quota
schedule which permits a specified quantity of merchandise to enter for consump-
tion at a reduced duty rate during a specified period. The tariff rate quota for ta-
blestock potatoes is 45,000,000 pounds during the twelve month period beginning on
September 15 in any year. Certified seed potatoes presently have a quota of
114,000,000 pounds for potatoes entered during the same twelve month period.
When either quota is filled the tariff rate nearly doubles for that category; increas-
ing from 35¢ to 60t per hundredweight.

Import volumes for the two categories of potatoes almost certainly evidence a Ca-
nadian scheme to circumvent the quota rates. Canadian producers are exporting po-
tatoes under the seed quota once the table stock quota is filled. By doing so, the
Canadians have gained access to lower tariff rate even though the potatoes are actu-
ally intended to be sold as table stock.

During 1979-1980, Canada exported 3.3 million pounds of seed potatoes between
July and December 1979. The quota for table stock potatoes was reached on Decem-
ber 27, 1979. In the next three months, over 21 million pounds of so-called seed pota-
toes were exported to the U.S. from Canada under the lower tariff. A similar situa-
tion developed during 1980-1981. This sudden surge in imports of seed potatoes,
commencing as it does, only when the table stock quota is filled, testifies to the ma-
nipulation of the tariff provisions by the Canadians.

The Council supports S. 11 because it would halt this bold transgression of the
relevant tariff provisions. Moreover, these Canadian actions come when Canadian
potatoes already have penetrated Northeastern markets significantly. Canadian pro-
ducers who are receiving government subsidies and benefit from a nearly 20 percent
advantage in currency exchange rates when selling to the United States should not
be permitted to flagrantly misuse U.S. law. Any continuation of the current practice
can only serve to exacerbate an already inequitable situation and to further disrupt
the orderly marketing of potatoes in the northern and eastern markets of the
United States.

Senator COHEN. Mr. Chairman, I am pleased that the subcommit-
tee is holding this hearing, and I commend Senator Mitchell for his
efforts on this legislation. I want to indicate my strong support for
the legislation, which would amend the tariff schedules in order to
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insure that potatoes imported as seed are not diverted for human
consumption.

As you have heard from Ms. Kelley, during the past 5 years the
shipments of eastern Canadian table and seed potatoes have en-
tered U.S. markets in increasing volume-as a matter of fact, they
have increased by some 300 percent-with a specific increase in
seed potato shipments. I think it is rather apparent that many of
these seed shipments are entering under the lower-tariff classifica-
tion and then being repacked as table stock and thus circumvent-
ing the very purpose of the tariff item.

For example, the 45,000 hundredweight annual quota on table
stock potatoes was filled on November 14, 1980, at which time the
tariff then doubled-it went from 35 cents to 70 cents per hundred-
weight. And the potato seed quota is 114,000 hundredweight with a
tariff at 37 cents. After November 14, 1980, the number of seed
shipments increased dramatically, with shipments that were des-
tined for the very same markets as table stock.

Now, I think it is interesting to note that for the first time-in
history Canada filled its seed quota-of 114,000 hundredweight. And
while legitimate seed shipments do occur in the late fall and early
winter months with destinations being in Florida and other south-
ern producing areas, I think it is rather unlikely that any potential
seed buyers would require shipments to Bronx, N.Y.; to Chelsea,
Mass.; Huntspoint, Conn.; Newark, N.J.-just to mention a few of
the January destination points.

The practice of repacking seed into table stock also circumvents,
as Ms. Kelley answered in response to Senator Mitchell's questions,
the Canadian table stock grade standards which require a 21/4 inch
minimum sizing of potatoes, meeting appearance and visual quality
standards.

Seed standards differ only in that a certification of quality and
the absence of disease is required. There are no sizing standards.

By 1987 the differences in the tariff rates are going to disappear
as Canada and the United States attempt to harmonize their
potato tariffs as a result of the multilateral trade negotiations. I
know that a number have argued that therefore there is no sense
in resorting to the end use, that it is unnecessary at best, and only
a short-term solution. I notice the chairman is sort of smiling in
anticipation of this particular argument. But, in fact, it is not the
case. An end-use provision will protect not only the U.S. producers
from the practice but it will also protect the table stock standards
of the Canadian shippers. And that,--I-assume, is why the farmers
and the growers in Canada are concerned that this table stock is
being-that the seed is being diverted, as a matter of fact.

An end-use provision will also insure that table potatoes entering
the United States from Canada are of the quality and standards es-
tablished by the Canadians themselves.

Finally, a designation will also improve the product flow into
eastern markets. Currently we have very wide discrepancies in the
import records of our U.S. Department of Agriculture, the
Department of Commerce, and the export figures of the Canadian
Government. And, without question, this has resulted in a great
deal of confusion over how much seed Canada is actually exporting
into this country.

9B- 92 C'- 82 - 22
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At present the Customs Service has to rely on the product desig-
nation or the seed tag that certifies that the Canadian Government
has inspected the potatoes and that they meet seed-quality require-
ments. The service has no jurisdiction, in its view, for determining
the end or ultimate use of the product or destination. Frankly, I
find the current situation unacceptable. If you have a large load of
seed potatoes heading for Boston, Mass., in January, it seems to me
a red flag ought to be raised immediately, and that the Customs
Service should be contacting the agricultural marketing service of
PACA to say, "Hey, take a look at this shipment. We don't think it
is going to be planted, unless you are going to do it with shotguns,
into the soil of Boston or surrounding areas during the month of
January, February, or March."

Now, the service is currently required to allow into the country
all seed potatoes which have been certified to have been grown and
approved especially for use as seed. It is obvious to me that the
original purpose of the separate tariff items was to distinguish be-
tween seed and table stock, and though the language is somewhat
ambiguous I think the intent is quite clear. There was and is a dis-
tinction between the two products and their ultimate use.

Mr. Chairman, the potatoes entering the United States from
Canada under the seed quota, benefiting from the lower duty
should be planted by potato farmers as intended, they should not
be repacked only to be resold in our markets and our supermar-
kets. Neither the consumer nor the farmer-producer is benefiting
from this practice, and I would urge your support for this legisla-
tion.

Senator DANFORTH. Senator Mitchell?
Senator MITCHELL. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman. I merely

wanted to commend Senator Cohen for his very effective and per-
suasive statement and for his continuing efforts and support for
the Maine potato growers over many years.

Senator DANFORTH. Can you tell a seed potato from a nonseed
potato?

Senator COHEN. Can I tell one? No.
Senator DANFORTH. Can they be identified?
Senator COHEN. Only in terms of perhaps size. Generally they

are of the same essential appearance, but there is a size difference.
That's what makes it so difficult. When they start just tagging
them as seed potatoes and put a red tag on, we certify that there is
no disease, they are free from disease, and they are intended for
seed potatoes. Our officials say that is none of our business; once
the Canadians have certified it, it's free to go.

Senator DANFORTH. Could they find out through the Customs
people? Would a Customs officer know the difference, whether they
were seed potatoes?

Senator COHEN. The key would be destination. There is almost a
presumption of guilt at that particular point. But other than sur-
face appearance, I think there would n~t be a marked distinction.

Senator DANFORTH. Could an expert tell the difference? Is there
a difference between a seed potato and the other?

Senator COHEN. Only in the size requirement. There is essential-
ly no difference.
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Senator DANFORTH. Thank you very much. Next we have two
witnesses on S. 1565: Gustave Fritschie and Joseph Amore.

Senator MITCHELL. Mr. Fritschie, we will begin with you.

STATEMENT OF GUSTAVE FRITSCHIE, VICE PRESIDENT,
GOVERNMENT RELATIONS, NATIONAL FISHERIES INSTITUTE
Mr. FRITscHIE. Thank you very much, Senator Mitchell.
I am very pleased to be here this morning to testify in strong

support of legislation introduced by you and several other cospon-
sors in the Senate, S. 1565, which would immediately reduce the
customs duty on synthetic fiber fish nets and netting to a rate of 17
percent ad valorem.

As you indicated in your earlier opening statement, similar legis-
lation, H.R. 4002, has been favorably reported by the House Sub-
committee on Trade under the chairmanship of Representative
Sam Gibbons, and it is also my understanding that the legislation
will likely be favorably considered by the full committee in the
near future.

I have a prepared statement which I ask be included in the
hearing record, and I would like to make several points at this
time.

First, the legislation is very important to U.S. fishermen for sev-
eral reasons, one particularly in New England and in your State of
Maine, and in areas such as Portland, Prospect Harbor, Rockland.

The fishing industry over the past several years has had signifi-
cant economic difficulties, caused in large measure by a very re-
strictive management plan on ground fish which aggravated a sig-
nificant increase in overhead costs, including diesel fuel, ice, food,
nets and netting, other necessary supplies for a fishing vessel.

The seafood industry recently was successful in getting a revised
management plan adopted by the Government, which will hopeful-
ly improve fishing conditions in the ground fish fleet, and at this
time it is important to carry on with that momentum by reducing
artificially high overhead costs confronting the fishermen.

As you indicated, again, in your statement, fishermen in New
England pay approximately $15,000 a year in net and netting costs.
At a current tariff rate of approximately 40 percent ad valorem,
somewhere around $6,000 in additional costs will have to be borne
by fishermen in New England in order to acquire (1) the type of
netting which is generally not available in the United States, and
(2) a netting which is signficantly superior in fishing characteris-
tics, according to fishermen that I have spoken with, than nets and
netting available in the United States.

The cost differential is, of course, exaggerated as the cost of the
initial nets get higher, and results in a more significant burden on
the fishermen. Fishing vessels in Alaska may spend approximately
$100,000 on netting. This would result in a tariff of approximately
$40,000. Your legislation would reduce that tariff to $17,000, result-
ing in a $23,000 savings per vessel.

I believe that the reduction in the tariff, which will be carried
out gradually, anyhow, will not adversely impact the domestic net
and netting industry. One, two-thirds of the netting used in the
United States over the past decade and more has been produced by
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the domestic fish net manufacturers. Second, if your legislation is
adopted by the Congress there will still be a very high 17 percent
tariff on fish nets and netting. There are very few other tariffs in
the Tariff Code which are as significant as that, much less the cur-
rent 40 percent ad valorem tariff. Third, it is likely that the net
and netting industry would be provided protection under the Multi-
fibers Agreement, and it is also protected under statutes which reg-
ulate adverse types of trade practices. Finally, the fishing laws of
many coastal States do not permit the use of monofilament nets in
State waters as a conservation measure, and thus a significant
amount of netting would continue to be supplied by domestic net
manufacturers.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, the institute believes your proposed
legislation is most compatible with this Nation's overall trade
policy.

In the seafood industry we have been working aggressively with
the Departments of State and Commerce and with the U.S. Trade
Representative's office to reduce or eliminate existing tariff and
nontariff trade barriers on the exportation of U.S. fishery products
to other nations.

Most recently the Government of Japan has announced a reduc-
tion in trade barriers in various agricultural and fishery items.
Adoption of your bill will signal to the Japanese that there are
benefits to be derived from free international trade.

Mr. Chairman, we strongly support your bill, and we trust that
the Senate Finance Committee will move expeditiously towards
passage.

Thank you.
Senator MITCHELL. Thank you, Mr. Fritschie.
[The prepared statement of Gustave Fritschie follows:]
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Mr. Chairman, I am Gustave Fritschie, Vice President, Government

Relations, of the National Fisheries Institute. The Institute is

a national trad- association representing more than 1,200 member

companies which harvest, process and distribute fish and seafood
products. I am pleased to have the opportunity to appear today and

testify in support of S. 1565, which would reduce customs duty on

the synthetic fiber fish nets and netting to a rate of 17% ad valorem.

This legislation is responsive to the current economic situation in

the seafood industry and to ongoing efforts by the industry and the

government to accelerate development of the Alaskan groundfish

industry. The reduction to a 17% ad valorem rate proposed in S. 1565

would, if passed, bring into effect immediately the phased in reduction

agreed to by the United States in 1979 during the Multilateral Trade

Negotiations. At the present time, the effective duty rate is

approximately 40% ad valorem. It is scheduled to be reduced to

17% by 1989.

At the current time, the U.S. commercial fishing industry uses

approximately $25 million worth of fish nets and nettings annually.

According to statistics, usage of fish nets increased from 3.2

million pounds in 1970 to 6.3 million pounds in 1980. Even with

the current high rate of duty, U.S. consumption of imported nets

and nettings increased through the 70's, but declined in 1980 and

1981 to a level of 1,662,000 pounds. This decline is due, we

believe, to the current economic difficulties confronting the

seafood industry. According to comments from the industry, the

level of imports is due to the quality of the monofilament webbing

which is lighter and ensures exact mesh size. Another important

reason for the level of imports is the limited synthetic net and

netting production in the United States. Thus, the current high

tariff is not providing protection for the U.S. net and netting

industry since the industry does not produce a comparable product.

At the same time, this tariff imposes a significant financial

burden on the United States fishing industry. According to statis-

tics obtained from the National Marine Fisheries Service, initial

costs for a net for a fishing vessel entering the Alaskan groundfish

fishery is approximately $100,000. The passage of this legislation
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would reduce the tariff from $40,000 to $17,000. The resulting

$23,000 in savings per vessel is significant particularly since

all sectors of the fishing industry have been impacted by increased

overhead costs including diesel fuel prices. Other segments of

the industry, including the East Coast groundfish fleet, the salmon

fleet and the shrimp fleet, would incur similar savings.

The Alaskan groundfish fishery is currently fished primarily

by foreign nations, with more than one million metric tons of fish

harvested in the fishery conservation zone off Alaska. A reduction

in the tariff would complement congressional intent expressed in
the American Fisheries Promotion Act and in pending amendments to

the Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act to provide for

the development of fisheries which are currently underutilized by

the United States industry, including bottomfish off Alaska.

I believe the domestic net and netting industry, which produces

two-thirds of the domestic fish netting requirements, will still be

protected if S. 1565 is adopted. The proposed 17%-tariff is still

quite high, the domestic net and netting industry is covered by

the Multifibers Agreement and is afforded protection under statutes

which regulate types of trade practices. In addition, the fishery

laws of most coastal states do not permit the use of monofilament

nets in state waters.

Finally, the Institute believes the proposed legislation is

compatible with this nation's overall trade policy. In the seafood

industry, we have been working aggressively with the Departments of

State and Commerce to reduce or eliminate existing tariff and non-

tariff trade barriers to U.S. fishery products. The government of

Japan has announced a reduction in trade barriers on various

agricultural and fishery items. Adoption of this legislation

would signal to the Japanese that there are benefits to be derived

from free international trade.

In summary, Mr. Chairman, enactment of S. 1565 would: (1) result

in an immediate cost savings of between $2,000 and $100,000 annually

per vessel; (2) implement a duty reduction already aqreed to in the

1979 Multilateral Trade Negotiations;A(3) support U.S. initiatives

to-reduce foreign tariff and non-tariff trade barriers on U.S.

fishery products; (4) maintain adequate protection for the domestic

net and netting industry; and (5) recognize that the U.S. net industry

is not producing all the monofilament nets and netting utilized in

our salmon, shrimp and bottomfish fisheries. I urge your committee

to support this legislation and thank you once again for the opportunity

to testify.
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STATEMENT OF JOSEPH R. AMORE, VICE PRESIDENT OF SALES,
NYLON NET CO., REPRESENTING THE AMERICAN NETTING
MANUFACTURERS ORGANIZATION, MEMPHIS, TENN.
Mr. AMORE. Mr. Chairman, I am Joseph Amore, vice president of

sales of the Nylon Net Co. I am accompanied, on my left, by Mr.
William Ince of the law firm of Williams & Ince.

The 12 member companies that comprise the American Netting
Manufacturers Organization produce approximately 90 percent of
all fish netting manufactured in the United States.

S. 1565 would immediately reduce the tariff on imported fish net-
ting and nets of man-made fibers from 36 percent ad valorem
equivalent to 17 percent ad valorem. This 55-percent reduction in
tariff protection was negotiated in the recent Tokyo round.

The purpose of staging tariff reductions over a period of years is
to allow the U.S. industry affected by the consequent loss of tariff
protection the opportunity to adjust gradually to the expected in-
crease in foreign competition.

The U.S. fish netting industry has been particularly hard hit by
import competition, mainly from the Far East. However, the indus-
try is taking steps to improve its competitive position. These steps
will take time. For this reason we oppose the early and immediate
reduction called for by this bill.

The industries in Korea and Taiwan have much lover wage rates
than we do, and that accounts for their ability to undersell us. In
Japan, vertical integration allows the netting manufacturer to
price his product lower than we can.

The imported netting is not necessarily of a higher quality than
ours; in some cases our customers buy from us at higher prices be-
cause we have a better quality. But if the imports are priced so low
that the fisherman has no choice, we cannot compete.

In the face of severe import competition, the U.S. industry is
struggling to improve its competitive position. Two examples will
demonstrate our efforts:

For many years the domestic industry was excluded from the lu-
crative salmon gill netting market because the special yarn re-
quired to produce the competitive gill netting was not available
from U.S. synthetic yarn manufacturers, and the Japanese yarn
producers would only sell the yarn to U.S. netting producers when
demand for the gill netting was weak. Recently, however, Nylon
Net Co. has persuaded the Firestone Fibers & Textiles Division to
produce a yarn specifically for salmon gill netting. Nylon Net Co.
has made substantial capital investment in machinery, equipment,
and technology to make use of the new yarn.

The example of the salmon gill netting yarn development follows
by not more than 1 year another joint development project under-
taken by Firestone and Nylon Net Co. to develop a special yarn for
use in making tuna netting.

In most fisheries the cost of netting is not a significant portion of
the fisherman's total cost. If this bill were to be enacted, the result-
ing sudden reduction in tariff would be of no benefit to the U.S.
fishing interests; the fishermen would see no lowering of the prices
to them for foreign netting; the foreign manufacturer or the U.S.
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importer would reap the windfall profit that would result from
such a reduction.

U.S. netting manufacturers are typically small, closely held con-
cerns. Far Eastern textile industries benefit greatly from vertical
integration. The Japanese netting industry, for example, has 10
times the U.S. production capacity. Without tariff protection, the
U.S. industry cannot survive. If there is no viable U.S. netting in-
dustry, the U.S. fisherman would then be entirely at the mercy of
foreign netting manufacturers who can then raise prices at will,
unrestricted by either domestic competition or the U.S. antitrust
laws.

The U.S. fish netting industry opposes this bill because the bill
would immediately telescope staged reductions in the tariff on im-
ported fish netting and nets of man-made fiber, and thus deprive
the industry from needed protection while it attempts to adjust to
the already severe import penetration.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Joseph R. Amore follows:]
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OF THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

UNITED STATES SENATE

JULY 22, 1982

Summary of Testimony of Joseph R. Amore On Behalf of the American
Netting Manufacturers Organization In Opposition to S.1565.

1. S. 1565 would immediately reduce the tariff on imported netting

and nets of man-made fibers from 36% to 17% ad valorem. This

reduction has already been negotiated and is scheduled to go

into effect in stages over an eight-year period. An immediate

reduction would seriously hinder the U.S. netting industry in

its attempt to adjust to import competition and depressed mar-

ket conditions.

2. Imports, mainly from the Far East, amount to almost 30% of U.S.

consumption.

3. There is a history of dumping of fish netting by Japan, the

largest supplier of netting to the United States.

4. Large segments of the market - notably tuna netting - have been

lost to the domestic industry because of tariff loopholes.

5. The U.S. netting industry is making demonstrable efforts to

improve its competitive position vis-a-vis imports: at least

two new types of yarn have been developed in the past two years.

6. A reduction in the tariff on fish netting would likely

not be passed on in savings to the U.S. fishermen. There

is no Canadian tariff, and the price paid for imported

netting by Canadian fishermen is the same as that paid by

U.S. fishermen.

7. An immediate reduction in the tariff on fish netting and

nets would demoralize and devastate a struggling U.S. indus-

try.
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JOSEPH R. AMORE
VICE PRESIDENT, SALES AND MARKETING

NYLON NET COMPANY

ON BEHALF OF

THE AMERICAN NETTING MANUFACTURERS ORGANIZATION

IN OPPOSITION TO S.1565

JULY 22, 1982

INTRODUCTION

The 12 member companies that comprise the American Netting -

Manufacturers Organization (ANMO) produce approximately 90 percent

of all fish netting manufactured in the United States. ANMO mem-

bers are Hced throughout the United States (See Sppendix A).

S.1565 would immediately reduce the tariff on imported fish

netting and nets of man-made fibers (virtually the only type of

conunercial fish netting used today), from 36% ad valorem equivalent

to 17% ad valorem. This 551 reduction in tariff protection was

negotiated in the recent "Tokyo Roundw of Multilateral Trade

Negotiations. As is true for virtually all negotiated tariff

reductions, the fish netting tariff reduction is staged over eight

years; for textiles ti e staging started in January 1, 1982, with

the final reduction to 17% ad valorem scheduled to go into effect

in 1989. Thus, one of the staged reductions has already occurred.
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The purpose of staging tariff reductions over a period of years

is to allow the U.S. industry affected by the consequent loss of

tariff protection the opportunity to adjust gradually to the expected

increase in foreign competition. Reductions in textile tariffs gener-

ally were scheduled to commence later than other tariff reductions,

in recognition of the fact that the U.S. textile industry has been

particularly import-sensitive.

The U.S. fish netting industry is no exception; it has been

particularly hard hit by import competition - mainly from the Far

East - and in a variety of ways, as detailed below. For this rea-

son, ANMO opposes the early and immediate reduction called for in

S.1565. -

Import Competition

Imports of fish netting and nets of man-made fiber have con-

iistently amounted to between one-quarter and one-third of consump-

tion. Appendix B shows such imports by source for the most recent

five years. Appendix C compares imports with domestic production

and consumption. The U.S. netting industry currently suffers from

close to a 30 percent import penetration, at a time when demand

is extremely low.

Three Far East countries - Japan, South Korea and China (T)-

have consistently accounted for the great bulk of the imports,

more than three quarters in the years 1977 - 1981. Japan is the

dominant supplier, accounting for 55 to 70 percent of the total

imports.
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Dumped Imports

Import competition, substantial as it is, has not always been

fair. In 1972, ANMO was successful in proving that Japanese fish

netting was being dumped in this country. However, due to lax

enforcement of the antidumping finding, until recently Japanese

imports have been largely unaffected by the imposition of dumping

duties. With the stiffening in enforcement of the finding, signifi-

cnat dumping duties are about to be imposed (see Appendix D).

Since the majority of Japanese netting is of a type called double-

knot salmon gill neing, there was a recent attempt to overturn

the dumping finding as to this type of netting. The attempt was

unsuccessful at the administrative stage since the U.S. Inter-

national Trade Comisslon determined that the U.S. industry would

be materially injured if th-e finding were modified. However, the

determination is being appeAled to the U.S. Cotirt of International

Trade.

Off-shore Purchasing

Other developments have contributed to a reduction in the mar-

ket for U.S. fish netting.

For many years a tariff loophole permitted the U.S. tuna fleet

to purchase nets and netting in the Panama Canal Zone without pay-

ing duty when they returned to home (U.S.) port. This market -

estimated at about $3 million annually - was entirely lost to

foreign netting. Although that loophole was closed when the Zone
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became part of the Republic of Panama, a significant (and growing)

segment of the U.S. tuna fleet is now operating in the western

Pacific, where it can continue to purchase duty-free netting.

In addition, there are an increasing number of joint ventures

between U.S. and foreign fishermen, where the catches are delivered

to foreign-owned processing vessels on the high seas, and often

partly paid for in foreign-made nets and netting, without payment

of U.S. duty.

Efforts To Compete With Imports

In the face of severe import competition, the U.S. industry

is struggling to improve its competitive position. Two examples

will demonstrate their efforts.

For many years the domestic industry was excluded from the

lucrative salmon gill netting market because the special yarn

required to produce competitive gill netting was not available

from U.S. synthetic yarn manufacturers, and the Japanese yarn pro-

ducers would only sell the yarn to U.S. netting producers when

demand for gill netting was weak. Recently, however, the Nylon

Net Co. of Memphis, Tennessee, has persuaded the Firestone Fibers

and Textiles Division to produce a yarn jointly developed by Nylon

Net and Firestone specifically for salmon gill netting. Firestone

has the capacity and the conuitment to provide a continuous and

dependable supply of this yarn in commercial quantities to the

U.S. fish netting-industry. In reliance, Nylon Net Co. has made
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substantial capital investment in machinery, equipment and tech-

nology to make use of the new yarn.

The example of the salmon gill netting yarn development follows

by not more than a year another joint development project undertaken

by Firestone and Nylon Net Co. When the tariff loophole for tuna

netting was closed, the U.S. netting industry and the U.S. tuna

fishing industry, in a unique instance of cooperation between U.S.

suppliers and their potential customersragreedthatthetuna fleet would

be allowed to continue purchasing duty-free foreign netting for a

period of time during which the U.S. netting industry would develop

and produce acceptable tuna netting. Ps; the end of the period, the

tuna fleet would start to buy from U.S. netting producers. This

agreement was embodied in special legislation, passed by Congress

in 1979. In response to the challenge to develop and produce

acceptable tuna netting, Nylon Net and Firestone first developed a

special yarn for use in making tuna netting. The venture was

successful, and the resulting netting has been tested on U.S. tuna

vessels and found to be acceptable, or even preferable to foreign

netting.

These are the kinds of efforts that the staged reduction in

tariff allow; if the tariff were to be cut in one step, as S.1565

would dictate, the resulting import surge would so devestate and

demoralize this struggling industry that many of its members would

not survive.
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No Advantage to U.S. Fishermen

If S.1S65 were to be enacted, the resulting sudden reduction

in tariff would be of no benefit to U.S. fishing interests, the

intended beneficiaries of the measure. The fishermen would see

no lowering of prices to them for foreign netting. The foreign

manufacturer or exporter, or the U.S. importer or distributor would

reap the windfall profit that would result from such a reduction.

We need only look north of the border to Canada for proof of this

phenomenon. Canada bound the tariff on fish netting imports at

zero years ago. Since then, and currently, there has been no

significant production of fish netting in Canada. As a result,

Canadian fishermen pay the same price for Far Eastern netting

that their U.S. counterparts on this side of the border pay.

The Canadian example has another lesson for the U.S. fisher-

men. Without tariff protection, the Canadian netting industry

has been unable to survive competition from the Far East. The

same thing could easily happen here. U.S. netting manufacturers

are typically small, closely-held concerns. There are few con-

glomerates with the resources or desire to make the kind of

capital investment necessary to compete against the monolithic

Far Eastern textile industries who benefit greatly from vertical

integration. The Japanese netting industry, for example has 10

times the U.S. production capacity - a Goliath compared with our

David. Without adequate tariff protection, the U.S. industry can-

not survive. If there is no viable U.S. netting industry, the
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U.S fishermen would then be entirely at the mercy of foreign

netting manufacturers, who can then raise prices at will, un-

restricted by either domestic competition or the U.S. antitrust

laws.

The demise of the U.S. netting industry would also have

serious implications for the nation's defense. Several of ANMO's

members manufacture netting to be used for camoulflage purposes.

This netting would have to be supplied from foreign sources,

which in time of war could well be difficult or impossible.

Conclusion

The U.S. fish netting industry opposes S.1565 because

the bill would immediately telescope staged reductions in the

tariff on imported fish netting and nets of man-made fiber, and

thus deprive the industry from needed protection while it attempts

to adjust to already severe import penetration.

98-592 0 - 82 - 23
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American Netting Manufacturers Organization
4/82
Members

Bayside Net and Twine Company, Inc.
P.O. Box 3160
Brownsville, TX 78520

Blue Mountain Industries
Blue Mountain, AL 36201

Brownell and Co., Inc.
Moodus, CT 06469

Carron Net Company, Inc.
1623 Seventeen Street
Two Rivers, WI 54241

FNT Industries
927 First Street
Menominee, MI 49858

Hagin Frith & Sons Company
Wyandotte Road
Willow Grove, PA 19090

Harbor Net and Twine Company, Inc.
1010 J Street
Hoquiam, WA 98550

Koring Brothers, Inc.
2050 West 16th Street
Long Beach, CA 90813

Mid Lakes Knaufacturing Co.
P.O. Box 5320
Knoxville, TN 37918
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American Netting Manufacturers Organization Members (cont'd)

Nylon Net Company
7 Vance Avenue
Memphis. TN 38101

Northwest Net & Twines,
1064 East Pole Road
Everson, WA 98247

Inc.

First Washington Net Factory, Inc.
P.O. Box 310
Blaine, WA 98230
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U.S. nMOiS FOR twrCW I OF FISH WI'TIrM OF 19 FIR, BY C1=?1

1977 - 1981

(0uantity in Pounds)

Austra]la
Belgium
Canada
China (PO
Cina (T)
Demark
Finland

Ge=WW
Iceland
Ireland
Italy
Japan
Korean Rep.
Mexico

Panum
Peru
Philippine W).

-menia
Spain
Sri Lanka
Sweden

Thaind
Trinidad
United Kin&
Total

1977

a
375

45,065
0

115,079
7,896

0
0
0

0
0

955,Of.I
235,431
28,003

894
2,000

26,356
0
0

20,524
0
0

1,119
0

1,857
0

13 526

1,5:8

1978

0
2,107

92,733
0

130,914
20,709

0
0

1,479
772

0
0

1,198, 0C4
202,627

44,552
1,360

175
14,517

0
8,000

52,801
0
0
0

882
12,283

0
37,989

1,821,984

1979

0
2,392

129,712
0

79,566
21,857

22
2,740
1,1J2
2,776

0
176

1,611,403
179,127
37,530

430
440

0
36,290
26,283
96,976

0
7,330

0
40

25,684
0

48,179
,315,1 /

1980

0
10,055

126,547
0

122,401
28,749

381
13,040
1,168

752
2,128

4
1,127,358

297,842
16,396
.6,953

18,182
800

0
9,750

99,885
0

36,009
0
0

22,232
0

106,104
T,06,77

1/ Inludke 4,452 pounds Iaported from Fram

Souce: OqIlsd fru official statistics of

Williams &Ime
July, 1982

and 590 poruns aborted fromz IrdieSia

the U.S. Department of Cmrce.

1981

0
7,705

140,424
13,673

276,644
23,821

0
0

265
824

0
0

813,097
98,458

0
1,411

529
5,546

582
18,733
27,067

0
30,260

0
669

1,461
0

39,135
-, 501,104



APPENDIX C
Fish Netting and Fish Nets of NMn-eade Fiber: U.S. Shipments, Imports for Qmsuqmticn, Total U.S.
Exports, Apparent C onmpticm, and Ratio of Imports to .parent Consmption, 1977-1981.

Imports Ratio Imports to
U.S. for U.S. _/ Aparet Apparent

Year S u x Mori .u, 'n

Quantity
(1,000 lbs.) (Percent)

1977 4,393 1,453 2/ 5,846 24.9
1978 4,950 1,822 2*7 6,545 27.8
1979 5,567 2,315 199 7,683 30.1
1980 4,419 2,047 271 6,195 133.0
1981 4,365 1,501 359 5,507 27.3

Value
($1,000) Co

1977 II,598 4,483 2/ 16,081 27.9
1978 13,582 6,302 465 19,479 32.4
1979 16,690 9,225 476 25,439 36.3
1980 14,301 7,237 774 20,764 34.9
1981 14,541 5,771 843 20,312 28.4

1/ Eqxort Clasalficaiton includes fish netting and fish nets of textile materials.

2/ Not separately reported.

Source: U.S. shipments are estimted total shipments based on compiled data furnished by ANVD mmters,
inports and exports compiled frn official statistics of U.S. Department of Ommerce.

William & Ince
1620 Eye Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
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I,

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

international Trade Adetnttlon

Fetroch one From tha Republic of
South Africe

AlvscY International Trade
AdmnistreUon. Commerce.
ACYo* Amendment to Notice of
Counterveilins Duty Order.

euM Aum: This notice is to advise the
public that the Department of Commerce
Is amending the "Notice of
countervailing duty order" on
ferrochrome from the Republic of South
Africa to Include farrochome currently
classifiable under item number 923.18 of
the Tariff Schedules of the United States

9ecMvu oAMt March 11. 19el.
FO RNI NlOmATION COM5TA=.
Joseph A. lack. Office of Compliance.
Room 112L. International Trade
Administration. U.S. Department or
Commerce. Washingtm. D.C. 20230
(202-37-1774)
SUPPtMITAftY eORATAIONc The
Department of Commerce published a
notice of countervailIngf duty order in
the Federal RogIsIar2 on April 9,01 46
FR 21155). Although the order oveed
all ferrochrome exported from the
Republic of South Africa the notice only

ited ferrochrome currently classifiable
under Item number 60122 end 606.34 of
the Tariff Schedule of the United States
(TSUS). Forrochrome currently
classiflable under Item number 823.31 of
the TSUS was Inadvertently omitted.
Accordingly, we hereby amend our
notice by adding 02318 to the lht of
TSUS Item numbers under which
ferrochrome is currently claa"scablL.
j0. E Gmmwld.
Deputy AsssW SstnylrAepMr
Admsniasm
" Osw - 11 PO &sa awl

eeLANe 0010144u~

Fish Nettlag of Manmade Fibers From
Japan; Preliminary Result of
Administrative Review of AntIduipng

AO&5CV International Trade
AdmlnTetation. Commerce.
ACToa Notice of Preliminary Results of
Administrative Review of Antidumping
Finding.

eU "m. The Department of
Commerce has conducted an
sdministralive revlewof the
antidumping finding on fish netting of
manmade fibers from Japan. The scope
of the review covers 21 manufacturers
ad z other exporter of this
merchandise to the United States. The
reyiew covers varying time periods for.
manufacturers end exporters through
May 31, 190. This review indicates the
existence of dumping margins In
particular periods for certain
manufacturers and exporters.

As a result of this review, for theow
exporter with sales activity that
provided adequate Information, the
Department has preliminarily
determined to assess dumping dutite
equal to the calculated difference
between United States price and foreln
market value on each of Its shipments
occuring during the covered periods.
Where company-supplied Information
was inadequate or no Wnformetion was
received, the Department ba ueed the
best Information available. interested
parties are invited to comment on thea
preliminary mults.
IPSitC1h DAMVe May & 1981.
Pos riWriMM WFRMSATION 0OeTAC,
Harry A. Patrick. Office of Compliance.
International Trade Administration. U.S,
Department of Commerce, Washington.
D.C. 20230 (202-377-3611).
eUFFUq.JaNAARY ESeornamAO$

Procedural Re&
On June It 1972 a dumping finding

with respect to fish netting of manmade
fibers from Japan was published In the
Federal Reie as Treasury Ddislon

MIS 13 FR1150 On Jenuar 1. IM
the provisions f title I other Trade
Ageemens Act of IV* became
afective. Title I replaced the provisions
of the An tdumping Act of 1921 ('the
1on Act") with a new title VIIIt the
Tariff Act of 1830 ("the Tariff Act"). On
January . 19o0. the authority for
edmetingsn the antidumping duty low
was transferred from the Department of
the Treasury to the Department of
Commerce ("the Department"). The
Department published in the Federal
Register of March 2&1w0 (46 FR =0611-
2612) a notice of Intent to onduct

25118
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administrative reviews of all -
outstanding d6imping findings. As
required by section 751 of the Tariff Act,
the Department has conducted an
administrative review of the finding on
fish netting of manmade fibers from
Japan. The substantive provisions of the
1921 Act and the appropriate Customs
Service Regulations apply tall
unliquidated entries made prior to
January 1, 190.
Scope of the Review

Imports covered by this review are
shipments of fish netting of manmade
fibers, currently classifiable under Items
255 4520 Lnd 3554530 of the Tariff
Schedules or the United States
Annotated (TSUSA).

The Deparlment knows or total of es
Japanese fini engaged in the
manufacture and exportation of fish
netting of manmade fibers to the United
States. This review covers 46 of them (21
manufacturers and 25 non-
manufacturing exporters) for all time
periods through May 1, 1960, during
which shiptienta of fish netting of
manmade fibers may have been made to
the United States, and for which
apprisement instructions ('master
lists") have not been issued. Therefore,
different time periods are involved for
different firms. The remaining firm
were discovered late in the review end
will be covered In a subsequent review.

The issue of the Department's
obligation 1o conduct administrative
review of entries, unliquldated as of
January 1, 190 end covered by
p eviously issued master lists, k under
review. Liquidation has been suspended
pending disposition of the iue.

Seven exporters stated that They did
*Not export fish netting of mamade
fibers to the U.S. during the periods or
review. Thm re n-mhufactring
exporters, whose suppliers failed to
respond, sold only to the United States
during the slea period. The estimated
deposit rate for these firm shall be
.based on the most recent information for
each firm or the highest current rate for
responding firms. One firm with sales
activity furnished an adequate response.

Thirty-five firms refused to respond or
provided inadequate responses to out
questionnaire. For then non-responsive
exporters we proceeded to use the beat
information available. The best
information available Is the current rle
for the one responding firm. which is

.3 aet except for Hakodate, for
whchwe used its most recent master
list rate of 38 .

United States Pice
In calculating United States price the

Department used purchase price. si

defined in section 772 of the Tariff Act
or section 203 of the I191 Act. as
appropriate. Purchase price was bosed
on the CIF, packed price to ureelated
purchasers in the Unlied States. Where
applicable, deductions were made for
ocean freight, marine insurance and
shipping charles. No other adjustments
were claimed or made.

Forelg Markt Value

In calculating freol meael value.
since there were no sales by the firm in
the home market of such or similar
merchandise, the department used the
price to purchasers In s third country
(Canada), as defined in secuon 77 of
the Tariff Act or section 205 of the 121
Act. as appropriate. Foreign market
value ws based on the CIF. packed
price with deductiooa, where applicable.
for ocean freight, marine Insurance and
shipping charles.

Although adjustments were claimed
for interest expenses and a commission.
no supporting documentation was
furnished end they were disallowed. No
other adjustments were claimed or
made.

Pri'minary isults ofthe Review

As a result of our comparison of
United States price to foreign market
value we preliminartly determine that
the following margins exist:
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Interested parties may submit written
comments an these preliminary results
on or beforSe June 4. 191 and may
rekest disclosure and/or a hearing on

o eoeMy0,1981. Any request for
n administrative protective order must

be made no later than May 11, 1981. T1he
Department will publish ft final results
of the administrative review Including
the resalis of its analysis of any such
comment or hearing

eo Department a all determine, and
the U.S. Customs Service shall salsB,
dumping duties on 1i entries made with
purchase dates daring the time periods
involved. Individual Ifferences
between United Statea price and foreign
market value may vsoy from the
percentage stated above. Tha
Department will issue appraisement
istructionsa separately on each exporter

directly to the Customs Service.*
Further. as required by I 333.8b) of

the Commerce Regulations, a cash
depoait based upon the moat recent of
the marginal calculated above shall be
required on all shipments of fiah netting

of manmade fibers entered, or
withdrawn from warehouse. for
consumption on or after te date of
publication of the final results. This
requirement shall remain In effect until
publication of tie final results of the
next admlnletrative review.

This administrative review and notice
are In accordance with section 751(a)(1)
of the Tariff Act (19 U.SC. l67Sa)(ll
and j 353 53 of the Commerce
Regulations (19 CFR 353 .3).
John D. Greauwald.
DepuryAss s tontSectetoryfo vnvpor
Adminiouvmio.
April 30, 191.
inO Doc "-I1is u ".4-an ',i
I 1.La 0001 M 0 -la- 01 Z
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Senator MITCHELL. Mr. Amore, I have one question for you.
In your prepared statement you indicated that if this bill were

enacted, if the tariff were cut, I quote your statement now, "The
resulting import surge would so devastate and demoralize this
struggling industry, and many of its members would not survive."
A few sentences later you say, "There would be no lowering of
prices to the fishermen of foreign netting."

How could an import surge occur if there were no lowering of
prices?

Mr. AMORE. Well, you are looking at a twofold problem. The im-
ports currently represent about a third of the consumption today,
even with the duty rate as it is today. It is mainly in nettings that
we have been unable, to the present time, or have not chosen to
produce in this country. Those nettings, which are the nettings
that most of the fishermen seem to be most concerned about-with
no domestic competition there is not going to be any lowering of
the price. In Canada this has been proven out.

Senator MITCHELL. Well, if there is only one source, what differ-
ence does the price make? The point is, we are lowering the tariff.

Mr. AMORE. Well, it will enable my company as well as other
companies in this country to get into this market. As I said, we
have just recently been able to procure the yarn necessary to make
salmon gill netting, which probably represents 50 to 60 percent of
the import netting coming into the United States.

Senator MITCHELL. Did you know the tariff is going to be down in
a few years, anyway?

Mr. AMORE. Yes. We are fully aware of that, and we are fully
making our plans and arrangements to be in a competitive position
at that point.

Senator MITCHELL. But this is not a new proposal. I didn't dream
up this bill. The first bill, identical to mine, was introduced in
1973-almost 10 years ago.

Mr. AMORE. Well, yes. It does take time to adjust to these things.
Of course, this is the first time that it has been etched in granite
that it is going to be reduced over the next 8 years.

Senator MITCHELL. But it has taken you 10 years to get to the
point where you are planning to enter the market, and you know
the tariff is going to be down at this level in less than 10 years. It
just seems to be wholly inconsistent

Mr. AMORE. Well, I don't think so, again, because of the type of
products that have been brought in. For example, we won a case
several years ago that is still a valid case-a dumping case against
the Japanese, where they were dumping netting into the United
States.

My point, I think, that needs to be realized is that there are
about as many different types of netting as there are tennis rackets
or golf clubs. And because a manufacturer does not make a specific
color or size or shape I don't think should say that he is not com-
mitted to that marketplace.

Senator MITCHELL. How many manufacturers do you represent?
Mr. AMORE. There are 12 members.
Senator MITCHELL. How many total employees are involved in

the domestic net industry?
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Mr. AMORE. Mr. Mitchell, I don't have those numbers at my
hand, although we can certainly get those numbers to you.

Senator MITCHELL. You will supply them to me?
Mr. AMORE. Yes.
[The information follows:]
Senator MITCHELL. Would 1,500 seem like a reasonable estimate?

That is the information that has been provided to me.
Mr. AMORE. I would say that is probably right. Yes.
Senator MITCHELL. And do the net manufacturers produce other

types of nets other than fishing nets, such as athletic nets?
Mr. AMORE. Some do, but to most of them this is a sideline to

their business; in other words, they were in fish netting first, and
as an offshoot of being in fish netting they may be in things like
tennis nets.

Senator MITCHELL. Can you provide me with an estimate of the
percentage of production represented by those 1,500 employees that
is dedicated to fish nets?

Mr. AMORE. Yes; I'm sure we can.
Senator MITCHELL.-SO we can see what we are dealing with here

in terms of when you say the industry was "devastated," the mag-
nitude of this. Obviously, to each individual this is an important
matter. I don't dispute that in each company. But we have to see
what we are dealing with in the aggregate. We are dealing with 12
companies and 1,500 employees, and only a portion of their produc-
tion is devoted to fish netting. I would ask you to verify that.

Mr. AMORE. Yes. I think the 1,500 that been supplied to you is
already qualified as dedicated to the fish netting production, but
we will clarify that.

I would appreciate it.
[The information follows:]
Senator MITCHELL. Mr. Fritschie, could you give me some indica-

tion of the magnitude of the fishing industry?
Mr. FRITSCHIE. The most recent figures are in the 1981 statistical

book prepared by the National Marine Fisheries Service. The
number of fishermen certainly exceed 100,000. I can supply the
exact figure for the record. I don't recall the figure offhand.

[The information follows:]
Mr. FRITSCHIE. My organization represents approximately 1,300,

almost now, shoreside facilities which also do fishing; but those
also employ processing workers who are dependent on a viable fish-
ing industry. Of course, if we don't get fish from the fishermen, ob-
viously the processing industry is in difficulty.

If I could, Mr. Mitchell, there are a few points that were made by
the other witness that I would like to comment on: (1) one-third of
the netting is imported. That one-third figure has been constant for
many years. For those same number of years the tariff rate has
also been as high as 42 percent ad valorem and is currently only
approximately 2 percent lower than that.

I think there has to be a clear presumption that fishermen would
not be paying 40 percent extra for a certain amount of netting if
there was not (1) an absolute lack of that product in the United
States, and (2) a quality differential which encouraged the fisher-
men, even at that immense additional cost, to pay the additional
40-percent tariff.
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Second, the industry has had many years to react to this. Sena-
tor Packwood introduced a bill many years ago, other bills have
been introduced in the other body. In response to the Eastland res-
olution by former Senator Eastland i,.ore than a decade ago, the
fishing made it clear that a prime issue for the industry was the
reduction in the tariff on netting; yet the domestic net industry has
not really responded to those concerns. They haven't taken advan-
tage of the immense tariff protection to get into other areas of net-
ting.

Third, they indicate that there would be a surge of imports. I'm
not sure whether that will occur. There is a certain amount of net-
ting that people are buying. They are buying it for the gill net fish-
eries but also for the midwater and bottom trawl fisheries in your
section of the country, and I'm not sure that there would be a sig-
nificant increase. All we are talking about is reducing the exhorbi-
tant amount of extra moneys that have to be paid of the nets.

Fourth, I would have to believe, since the foreign net manufac-
turers are not the parties benefiting from the tariff, they are sell-
ing the nets at a certain price and a tariff is being added on and
paid, in reality, by the domestic purchaser; therefore, I can't accept
the contention that there will be a massive increase in the cost of
foreign nets and that the fishermen will not benefit. We would not
be supporting this bill if we did not believe the fishermen would
benefit significantly from the reduction in the tariff.

Senator MITCHELL. Thank you, Mr. Fritschie, and thank Mr.
Amore for your testimony today.

Senator DANFORTH. Gentlemen, thank you very much for being
with us.

Senator MITCHELL. Mr. Chairman, I have a brief closing state-
ment regarding these bills which I ask to be inserted in the record.

Senator DANFORTH. Of course. Thank you very much, Senator
Mitchell.

Senator MITCHELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Senator Mitchell's prepared statement follows:]

STATEMENT BY SENATOR MITCHELL, FINANCE COMMITTEE HEARING ON TARIFF BILLS
Today, two issues of great importance to ke ' sectors of Maine's economy are

before the Finance Committee. I hope that today s hearing will highlight the merits
of my bills and that the Committee will act favorably on them in the near future.

The first issue is the repackaging of imported seed potatoes as tablestock potatoes.
This problem is related to the surge in Canadian potato imports that has occurred
in the last few years. Canadian potatoes sold in the U.S. have experienced a five
fold increase in the last 5 years. Since most of these imports are destined for
Maine's traditional markets, Maine's potato growers have disproportionately borne
the price-depressing effects of these imports. Behind the rising import levels is
strong Canadian government support for its domestic potato growers.

While the U.S. industry may seek statutory relief from Canada's unfair trade
practices, there is action that Congress can take now to relieve part of this problem.
The diversion of imported Canadian seed potatoes into supermarkets gives tariff and
grading advantages to importers of the Canadian product. Under the agreement ne-
gotiated during the Multilateral Trade Negotiations, there is a tariff of 36.5 cents
per 100 pounds on potato imports. At specified levels, the tariff rises to 60 cents.
This level is 114 million pounds for seed potatoes and only 45 million pounds for
table stock. Once the lower table stock quota is reached, there is an incentive for
importers who want to sell potatoes for human consumption to purchase seed pota-
toes and repackage them as table stock.

This practice is allowed because, in the opinion of the U.S. Customs Service, our
tariff schedule requires only that potatoes be certified for use as seed, rather than
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actually intended for use as seed. This is clearly an oversight, because without an
end-use requirement the distinction between seed and table stock potatoes is mean-

tince entering the Senate, I have sought to enforce an end-use requirement. In

1980, the Senate passed legislation that would have required the President to assure
that no imported seed were diverted for human consumption. Since that legislation
was not enacted, I introduced a similar bill, S. 11, at the beginning of this Congress.
Based on technical comments by the International Trade Commission, I introduced
S.2560, which directly introduces an end-use requirement in the tariff schedule.

The current practice of selling imported seed potatoes as table stock is unfair to
U.S. growers who market table stock potatoes and unfair to consumers who are un-
knowingly purchasing seed potatoes. S. 2560 would stop this practice and help the
Federal government recoup revenues it now loses because seed potatoes have a
lower tariff.

I recommend that the Committee pay close attention to the testimony of Dorothy
Kelley, Executive Vice President of the Maine Potato Council, who has witnessed
first-hand the impact of Canadian imports on Maine's potato industry.

The second issue before the Subcommittee of importance to the State of Maine
relates to the existing high duty on imported fishing nets. Today this Subcommittee
will receive testimony on S. 1565, legislation introduced by me a year ago which
would greatly benefit commercial fishermen who use synthetic nets in their oper-
ations. A Subcommittee of the Ways and Means Committee of the House of Repre-
sentatives has favorably reported a companion bill (H.R. 4002), which the full
Committee is expected to approve shortly. Both measures would reduce substantial-
ly the high import unity which our Government now levies on imported synthetic
nets.

Between 1963 and Janaury 1 of this year the tariff was 32.5 percent ad valorem
plus 25 cents per pound of netting. The rate of duty for 1982 is only slightly lower
than the 1981 rate. This rate results in extremely high netting prices for U.S. fisher-
men who cannot obtain in this country synthetic nets of certain shapes and sizes, or
nets made of synthetic fibers other than nylon.

A large Maine fishing vessel, for instance, may purchase over $15,000 in netting
over a 12-month period. Because of the steep duty now required under the tariff
schedules of the United States (TSUS), almost $5,000 of this $15,000 amount goes to
Treasury in the form of import duties. On a U.S. tuna fishing vessel, the figures are
even more dramatic. For the large and very expensive purse seine nets used by tuna
fishermen, the duty alone can increase the selling price of the net by more than
$70,000.

My bill would reduce this overly protective duty from its present level of 30.6 per-
cent ad valorem plus 21 cents per pound to 17 percent ad valorem. This would place
the duty rate in line with the 17.5 percent protective duty which currently applies
to imported nets made of cotton. A 17 percent duty would continue to provide a
moderate level of protection for domestic makers of fish netting, but would not have
the same adverse effect on fishing vessel owners and operators which today results
from the established duty.

The United States agreed, at the multilateral trade negotiations (MTN) concluded
three years ago, to reduce gradually its duty on synthetic nets from the existing
rate to a 17 percent ad valorem rate by 1989.

Specifically, the current policy of our Government is to collect 30.6 percent ad va-
lorem, plus 21 cents per pound of net in 1982; 28.6 percent, plus 18 cents per pound
of net in 1983; 26.7 percent ad valorem, plus 15 cents per pound in net in 1984; 24.8
percent ad valorem, plus 12 cents per pound of net in 1985; 22.8 percent ad valorem,
plus 9 cents per pound of net in 1986; 20.9 percent ad valorem, plus 6 cents per
pound of net in 1987; 18.9 percent ad valorem, plus 3 cents per pound of net in 1988;
17 percent ad valorem in 1989 and thereafter.

My bill would set the duty level at 17 percent ad valorem immediately. This accel-
eration of the duty reduction is warranted at this time because of the numerous fi-
nancial pressures which now weigh on the U.S. domestic fishing industry.

Chief among these pressures is the price of fuel. U.S. fishermen must now com-
pete in the U.S. marketplace with foreign fishermen who pay artificially low prices
or their fuel. These same foreign fishermen are permitted to import their product

into the United States with little or no duty imposed. U.S. fishermen have difficulty
prospering in this market environment and, as a result, are hard put to pay the

igh prices for nets which the present duty level necessitates.
Mr. Chairman, Senators Packwood, Cohen, Tsongas, and Kennedy joined me in

sponsoring S. 1565. We thank you for including this measure in this set of hearings,
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and we urge the Committee to act favorably on this measure which will greatly
benefit domestic fishermen.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to make one final comment. The bills that we have
covered today address issues that are part of larger trade-related problems of
Maine's potato and fishing industries. Each industry is suffering from a large influx
of Canadian imports that are apparently heavily subsidized by the Canadian federal
and provincial governments.

The potato growers will, after the completion of a fact-finding investigation on the
effect of imports on their industry, determine the most appropriate means to
remedy the unfair trade practices of the Canadians. This action has been delayed by
the cost and complexity of filing petitions under the antidumping and countervail-
ing duty statutes.

The fishermen have actually filed three countervailing duty petitions in the past.
In each case, a subsidy was found, but the final duty was waived. They are now
weighing the potential benefits of filing another petition against the considerable
cost of doing so.

Neither of these industries is seeking preferential treatment to deal with Canadi-
an imports. Rather, each is trying to use existing remedies, but they are finding this
approach to the cumbersome and costly. These, of course, are not-the only industries
confronted with this problem. I have introduced legislation, S. 2193, that would
make our existing unfair trade practice remedies more accessible to small business-
es. I hope that this subcommittee would be able to explore this issue in a hearing in
the near future.

Senator DANFORTH. The next bill is S. 1717, and the witness is
Edward Woolley.
STATEMENT OF CARL V. LYON, VICE PRESIDENT-GOVERNMENT

AFFAIRS, ITEL CORP.
Mr. LYON. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Woolley is attending a concurrent-

ly held hearing on the House side and will not be here, but I am
authorized to speak in his behalf.

Basically, the comments I am about to make will be presented
and are supported by five large container leasing companies: the
Container Transportation International, Transamerica ICS, Flexi-
Van, Itel Container Corp., and Trans-Ocean Leasing Corp. In addi-
tion, we a-re supported in this regard by Sea Land Services and
United States Lines, two of the larger shipping company users and
owners of containers.

We support the provisions of S. 1717 and urge its enactment. It is
preferable to the bill passed by the House, H.R. 4566, in that the
House bill is limited to containers 5 years of age or older.

This legislation will eliminate regulation that really is of no
benefit to anyone-The duty in our case doesn't apply to aproduct
but applies generally to instrumentalities of international traffic,
which is what containers really are. Occasionally one of those con-
tainers gets into a status where a duty is assessed upon it, but most
of the containers that are used by our companies seldom have a
duty assessed and seldom have to pay it.

The huge problem for us is not so much the duty, which is quite
small, but is the administration of the regulations and the tracking
and the personnel that is necessary to maintain track of the use of
those containers to be assured that they don't get a simple use in
domestic service and thereby do get accorded some duty.

In fact, the Federal Government doesn't really benefit from this.
They receive a very, very insignificant amount of duty from the ad-
ministration of it. At the same time, they are fairly well frustrated
with the administration of it because it coats them personnel and
expense money to administer the duty.
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I would like to refer the committee, Mr. Chairman, specifically to
the position of the administration, stated by the Department of
Commerce, in which they support the provisions of S. 1717 and
pretty much recognize that this customs duty serves very little
useful purpose.

Aside from that, the level of the duty is so small and insignifi-
cant that it provides no significant protection to any American do-
mestic industry.

The reason that containers that we used are purchased abroad is
not at all because of the duty, it is because that is where the traffic
originates. If you acquired the container in the United States you
would have to pay to move it all the way to the Far East, or to
Germany, or to England, and it is not an economical practice. That
is the reason that the containers are largely purchased elsewhere,
and the duty has absolutely no impact on that economic decision.

Another point related to the American industry and the impact
on it is that the container-building capacity in the United States is
very small, and in fact they specialize in specialized types of con-
tainers which are not- the type that we use in the international
trade.

The big problem, as I have mentioned, for the owners and for the
lessors of these containers is the cost of administering the regula-
tions.

In closing, I would like to recommend that the committee, in ap-
proving and reporting S. 1717, as we urge, amend it to permanent-
ly repeal the duty instead of simply suspending it until it expires
under the provisions of the GATT. It is so clearly a useless Federal
regulation that we think that is a much more appropriate action.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, sir. I appreciate your testimony.
[The prepared statements of Mr. Woolley and Mr. Lyon follow:]
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EDWARD A. WOOLLEY

July 22, 1982

TO: SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE
COMMITTEE ON-FINANCE

THE UNITED STATES SENATE

STATEMENT IN SUPPORT OF S. 1717

TO SUSPEND CUSTOMS DUTY ON CEFCAIN

FREIGHT COMAINERS

This statemnt is submitted by the undersigned, as special

counsel for the United States container leasing and shipping

companies listed below, in support of S. 1717, a bill to provide

for temporary suspension of customs duty on marine cargo freight

containers.* We understand that the Administration has sub-

mitted a letter stating that it has no objection to the bill.

The tariff is to be temporarily suspended until it is per-
manently eliminated on January 1, 1987 as a result of the
Geneva agreements of 1979 under the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade ("GATT"). See p. 3 below.
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The container leasing capanies on whose behalf this state-

ment is submitted are:

CTI- Container Transport International, Inc.

Flexi-Van Leasing, Inc.

Itel Corporation

Transamerica ICS, Inc.

Trans Ocean Leasing Corporation

Sea Land Service and United States Lines also associate themselves

with this statement.

The tariff on marine cargo containers ("containers") serves

no proper function. It has always been a nuisance tariff because

container owners are not required to, and do not, pay duty on

containers maintained as Instruments of International Traffic (ITT's)

under 19 CFR §10.41a of the Customs Regulations and the Custons

Conventions on Containers; and almost all containers are maintained

as IIT's.

The companies referred to above own more than 33 1/3% of the

wrld's containers. They support S. 1717 not in order to eliminate

the duty -- they pay substantially no duty now* -- but to eliminate

the costs and problems of tracking and policing containers in order

to maintain their duty-free status as IIT's.

A duty is paid when containers are sold at the end of their

useful life, but their value at this point is perhaps 10% of
original value, and the duties paid on such depreciated value
are in the neighborhood of $7.50 to $15.00 per container.
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Containers maintained as IIT's follow routes to or from

destinations of import or export cargo that are "reasonably

direct" and incidental to international traffic. The Customs

Service and users police opliance by checking to make sure

that containers do not deviate from these "reasonably direct"

routes. A deviation subjects a container to duty and penalty.

Elimination of the tariff would eliminate these redundant en-

forcement efforts and their costs. We believe that the tariff

costs the Customs Service far more to enforce than the minor

revenue it brings in. We estimate that the Customs Service could

save between 13,000 and 14,500 hours of personnel time annually

by eliminating the tariff and related procedures.

The nuisance nature of the tariff is demnstrated by the

fact that in five years it will be removed completely and that

even now it does not apply to over 100 developing countries.

Under the 1979 GATT agreements, the duty is currently at 3.1%

and will reach 0% on January 1, 1987, under an eight year staging

period. Moreover, under the Generalized System of Preferences

authorized by the Trade Act of 1974, 19 U.S.C. §§2461-2465, the

President has designated over 100 "Beneficiary Developing Coun-

tries", from which many products manufactured in those countries,

including containers, can be imported duty-free. These 100 Bene-

ficiary Developing Countries include important container manufac-

turing countries. The applicability of the tariff is thus arbitrary

98-592 0 - 82 - 24
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in scope, and it is of very little utility generally. It con-

tinues, however, to be costly to enforce.

S. 1717 would result in elimination of the tariff ccm-

pletely and would eliminate all the nuisance problems of

tracking and policing. We therefore endorse it fully. H.R. 4566

and the coTponent House Bill incorporated in it, H.R. 2454,

would eliminate the tariff only in regard to containers five

years old or older. While it would give some relief to private

industry, particularly on sale of containers at the end of their

useful life, the problems of tracking "and policing would continue.

Users do not generally distinguish between containers less than

five years old and those more than five years old. Moreover, the

governrwtnt' s enforcement problems would continue almost without

relief. A great deal of the purpose of eliminating the tariff

would be lost.

Removal of the tariff completely should not injure domestic

industry. Sales of domestic containers have been 4% or less of

world production for several years and probably closer to 2% or 3%.

Moreover, we understand that many are specialized units that do

not ccrpete with the simple dry cargo containers purchased by most

U.S. owners. Nor does the fear that containers will compete serious-

ly Aith tractor trailer units appear to be well founded. Containers
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not subject to the tariff (by reason of U.S. manufacture, manu-

facture in Beneficiary Developing Countries or payment of duty) do

not so compete today.

The United States container leasing and United States shipping

industries would be greatly benefited by the full elimination of

the duty. The United States container leasing industry has annual

revenues in the neighborhood of $500 million; the United States liner

shipping industry has annual revenues in the neighborhood of

$3.5 billion. These important industries and their employees deserve

strong support.

Edward A. Woolley

Bedford Consultants Building
Box 605
Bedford, New York 10506
(914) 234-6336
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STATEMENT OF CARL V. LYON
VICE PRESIDENT - GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS

ITEL CORPORATION

IN SUPPORT OF S.1717, TO SUSPEND THE CUSTOMS
DUTY ON CERTAIN FREIGHT CONTAINERS

BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

OF THE
SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

July 22, 1982

My name is Carl V. Lyon and I am Vice President -

Government Affairs of Itel Corporation, One Embarcadero

Center, San Francisco, California 94111. I am appearing

before the Subcommittee to support enactment of S.1717, to

suspend the customs duty on certain freight containers.

Itel Corporation is a leasing company based in San

Francisco primarily engaged in financing and leasing trans-

portation equipment. Its Container Division leases cargo

containers worldwide, principally to steamship companies,

and to various leasing programs and provides related operating

services and computerized equipment control and billing.

As of December 31, 1981, Itel Container owned or held the

capital leases of 170,000 TEU's of container equipment which

cost approximately $335 million. The company-also rents
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from others and manages under operating leases an additional

13,000 TEU's of equipment which cost approximately $36

million. This investment represents approximately 10 percent

of the world's leasing company fleet of containers (excluding

chassis).

The vast majority of Itel's containers are used in

worldwide international container service and are not used

in domestic service within the United States except to the

extent allowed by the regulations for repositioning for an

export shipment. Itel Container had revenues of over

$103 million in 1981.

So far as we can determine the import duty on containers

is of no real benefit to anyone. The Federal Government

receives very little in duties from it but spends a significant

amount in administering and policing the regulations. The

total amount of duty collected has no significant impact on

the decision of where and from whom new equipment is to be

purchased and thus is not effective as a protective tariff.

The duty is harmful, however, to businesses such as ours.

While the direct cost of the import duty we pay is not great,

it does add to our cost of doing business. Much more important

is the indirect cost we entail in complying with the applicable

customs regulations (19 C.F.R. Sl0.41a).

Under those regulations, a foreign built container may

enter the United States as an instrument of commerce, proceed
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to its destination for unloading, and be repositioned by a

reasonably direct route for loading to a foreign destination.

When used in this fashion no duty is imposed. This requires

us to continuously supervise, monitor and record each movement

of our many containers when they are in the United States to

be certain that in repositioning for loading they do not get

used in domestic service in violation of customs regulations.

This burdensome, costly and unproductive regulatory re-

quirement is the type of regulation that needs to be discarded.

Virtually all of Itel's containers are purchased abroad.

The primary reason is that much more of our traffic originates

at foreign points than in the United States and that is where

they can be loaded when acquired without involving a costly

empty move. Management is continuously challenged to relocate

empties to primary loading points at overseas locations.

Most of our new equipment in recent years has been purchased

in the Far East where demand is high and loadings are very

heavy. Although the initial cost of the container itself is

very reasonable in the Far East, this is not the primary

reason for purchasing there.

Another reason for our utilizing foreign suppliers for

container equipment is that United States producers have very

limited capacity and tend to concentrate in building

specialized equipment.. Itel Container deals primarily with

standard 20 ft. and 40 ft. dry freight containers.
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There are two bills before the Committee. One is S.1 717

which would temporarily suspend the duty on foreign built

containers until the duty would be suspended under the current

provisions of the GATT agreement. The other is H.R.4566 which

would eliminate the duty on foreign built containers of over

five years of age. If the suspension is limited to containers

over five years of age, the administrative and regulatory

burden upon container owners and users would not be removed

and a major benefit of the suspension would not accrue.

The only weakness we perceive in the provisions of S.1717,

on the other hand, is that a change in the provisions of the

GATT agreements in the future could continue the tariff or re-

institute it at some later date. Since the duty serves no use-

ful purpose and imposes a costly administrative burden upon

the container industry, it would be more appropriate for the

duty to be eliminated permanently by statute.

In summary, we support S.1717 and urge the Committee to

improve it by repealing the duty instead of simply suspending

it, thus effecting economies both for the United States

Government and for the United States container leasing

industry.
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Senator DANFORTH. I am going to put S. 1723 down to the bottom
of the list because Senator Matsunaga wants to be here for that.

Next we have S. 1979. Mr. Galloway and Mr. Mooney, with Mr.
Tweedie and Mr. Kaplan.

Is there a Mr. Kaplan?
Mr. PELLEGRINI. Mr. Pellegrini. I am his partner.
Senator DANFORTH. My understanding was there was going to be

a Mr. Galloway and Mr. Mooney.
Mr. MOONEY. Here, Senator.
Senator DANFORTH. And you are--
Mr. PELLEGRINI. Mr. Pellegrini.
Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Pellegrini and Mr. Kaplan. So Mr. Gallo-

way is not with us. All right.
Mr. Mooney, would you like to proceed?
Mr. MOONEY. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT MOONEY, PRODUCT GROUP MANAGER,
AMERICAN CYANAMID CO., WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. MOONEY. Mr. Chairman, good morning.
My name is Robert P. Mooney. I am the product group manager

for American Cyanamid's agricultural division. I am here to pre-
sent testimony in opposition to Senate bill 1979 on behalf of Cyana-
mid. I should mention, however, that other U.S. companies are also
in opposition to this legislation and will be submitting written tes-
timony to the committee.

One of these companies, Pharmacia, Inc., also of New Jersey, has
asked that we comment that they have invested heavily in produc-
tion facilities for sulfasalazine in the U.S. Virgin Islands. Sulfapyri-
dine, one of the sulfa drugs mentioned in S. 1979, is used as an in-
termediate in the manufacture of sulfasalazine.

Mr. Chairman, S. 1979 proposes the elimination of tariffs for sul-
fapyridine, sulfaguanadine, and sulfathiazole. We object to the bill
for three specific reasons.

The first reason is the bill is based on a faulty premise, that
premise being that there are no U.S. produced competitive prod-
ucts. American Cyanamid produces sulfaguanadine in the United
States as a precursor to sulfamethazine. American Cyanamid then
produces and sells this sulfamethazine in the United States in
direct competition with sulfathiazole, as does Rachelle Laboratories
in Long Beach, Calif. Pharmacia, as mentioned, also produces sulfa-
salazine in the U.S. Virgin Islands. Elanco, a division of Eli Lilly,
also sells sulfamethazine in competition with sulfathiazole.

The basic premise" of this bill, that there are no U.S. produced
competitive products is therefore obviously faulty.

The second reason for our objection is that the stated purpose of
the bill is to reduce the cost of sulfa drugs to the U.S. farmer, when
in fact the exact opposite will occur as the result of passage of this
legislation.

If this bill is passed, American Cyanamid will have to consider
closing its Bound Brook, N.J., production facility and purchase our
total sulfa drug requirements overseas since we will be no longer
able to compete with the cheaper imports. If this occurs the price
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of these sulfa drugs will double, and this has been demonstrated
from historical data.

In 1979 when Cyanamid was forced to purchase only a portion of
its requirements for sulfamethazine overseas, the price of imported
sulfathiazole increased to 187 percent of the prior year's price. Sul-
famethazine increased to 182 percent of the prior year's price.
These data from the U.S. Census Bureau are presented in the full
text of our statement.

The stated purpose of the bill, then, is to reduce the cost of sulfa
drugs to the farmer. Historically it has been shown that this will
not occur. In this regard we believe the proponents of the bill are
shortsighted.

The third reason for our objection to S. 1979 is that this bill and
all bills should be passed in response to a need. Since imported
sulfa drugs are currently selling at prices below U.S. produced
sulfa drugs, the need for tariff relief does not appear to exist.

In addition, tariffs for these products are already being reduced
to approximately one-half their current level as a result of the last
round of multinational trade negotiations.

In summary, Mr. Chairman, we do not believe it is in the best
interests of the American farmer or the American consumer to
turn over the supply control of these basic U.S. animal and human
drugs entirely to Eastern Bloc countries. We believe the Senate
subcommittee should refrain from moving S. 1979 to markup in the
same manner as did the House Ways and Means Subcommittee on
Trade refrain from moving H.R. 4890, the House companion bill.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my statement. I would be prepared
to answer questions.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you very much, sir.
[The prepared statement of Robert Mooney follows:]
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STATEMENT OF

ROBERT MOONEY

PRODUCT GROUP MANAGER

AMERICAN CYANAMID COMPANY

BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL
TRADE FINANCE COMMITTEE
UNITED STATES SENATE

July 21 £ 22, 1982
on

S. 1979 to suspend the duty on sulfaguanadine,

sulfapyridine and sulfathiazole.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

Good morning. My name is Robert Mooney. I am Product Group

Manager for American Cyanamid Company's Agricultural Division, Wayne,

New Jersey. With me here today is Mr. St. Clair J. Tweedie, Cyanamid's

Director of Government Relations. In my position I am very much in-

volved in my company's marketing activities as they relate to the sale

of a range of animal health products and feed additives.

We want to thank you for giving us the opportunity to appear be-

fore you today to present our views and discuss our reservations as to

certain aspects of the proposed tariff suspensions contained in S. 1979.

Before doing so, let me briefly describe Cyanamid and its opera-

tions. Cyanamid is a diversified company that manufactures and markets

2,500 agricultural, medical, specialty chemicals, consumer and Formica-

brand products. In 1981 our sales were $3.6 billion. We employ some

42,000 people at more than 100 plants, research laboratories and offices

in the United States and abroad.

Mr. Chairman, as a multinational company, Cyanamid is strongly com-

mitted to the principles and practices of free and fair trade. We are
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fully supportive of the objectives of our government, already well along

the way to reducing and eliminating tariffs as barriers to trade. Our

remarks today, Mr. Chairman, should not be construed as in any way op-

posed to this ccurse of action.

S. 1979 calls for unilateral elimination of three sulfa tariffs.

The oill is based on the premise that there is no U.S. production of

those drugs. Cyanamid has a serious concern with the potential elimi-

nation of tariffs on two of these drugs, sulfaguanadine and sulfathiazole:

(1) sulfaguanadine. Contrary to the premise of the bill,

there is U.S. production of sulfaguanadine. Cyanamid

produces this drug in Bound Brook, New Jersey. It is

not sold directly to the livestock producer but is a

chemical Intermediate used in the production of sulfa-

methazine, a more effective sulfa drug. If the tariff

on sulfaguanadine is eliminated, Cyanamid as a result

of competitive pressure would be forced to purchase our

total requirements of sulfamethazine abroad. This

course of action would mean closing that part of the

Bound Brook facility devoted to sulfamethazine produc-

tion. Closing this operation would represent a $5 mil-

lion annual continuing cost which would have to be

added to the cost of other products manufactured there.

The greater demand for sulfa drugs produced abroad due

to the closing of our facility would, in turn, likely

raise the price of these drug products to importing

companies and livestock producers alike. The exact op-

posite of what this Subcommittee would like to achieve.
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(2) sulfathiazole. It is true that there isn't any U.S. pro-

duction of sulfathiazole. However, Cyanamid's sulfametha-

zine is directly competitive with sulfathiazole. They are

interchangeable products in animal disease therapy and

prophylaxis. Eliminating the duty on sulfathiazole would

put U.S. produced sulfamethazine at a competitive disadvan-

tage with the imported product. The effect on Cyanamid

employees will be the loss of about 100 jobs which are

associated with the production of sulfamethazine. In

addition, the continual erosion of the Bound Brook facil-

ity, which until a few weeks ago employed close to 1,200

people, jeopardizes the employment of members of the sur-

rounding community. Cyanamid has recently discontinued

its rubber and pigments manufacturing at Bound Brook, New

Jersey reducing employees by 500.

Mr. Chairman, tariffs on these sulfa drug products are already being

significantly reduced as a result of the last round of multilateral trade

negotiatiots.- By 1987 U.S. tariffs on these sulfa drugs wll be reduced to

approximately 50% of their current level. These phased reductions allow

us adequate time to adjust and improve our domestic manufacturing pro-

cesses so that we can remain a viable and competitive U.S. producer of

sulfa drugs.

American Cyanamid Company is one of only two remaining U.S. producers

of sulfaguanadine and sulfamethazine. P.z such we have a substantial

investment in the production plant and technology. We also have many

costs which our foreign competitors do not have. Our costs to produce

these sulfa drugs are slightly less than twice the purchase price of
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these drugs from the several non-market Eastern European countries cur-

rently exporting to the U.S. Our higher cost structure is not the result

of economic inefficiency on our part. Rather it is the result of a number

of elements, many of which are required by law:

. The cost of supporting research for U.S. registration

of the products with FDA.

The cost of environmental capital Investments in our

Bound Brook, New Jersey facilities.

• The cost of capital and personnel expenditures to meet

the new FDA Good Manufacturing Regulations.

The cost of past tariff actions that contributed to a

reduction of the output of products from that facility.

Higher U.S. salaries, wages and benefits.

We do not believe it is in the best interest of the American Farmer to

turn over the supply control of these basic U.S. animal drugs entirely to

Easten Bloc countries.

One of the arguments advanced by supporters of these tariff sus-

pensions is that they will lower the prices of medicated feed to farmers.

Mr. Chairman, the fact is that any savings will be short-term and

relatively small. For example, if the total value of the eliminated

duty on sulfathiazole were passed directly to the farmer, It would only

amount to $0.31 per ton of medicated feed purchased. This represents

0.2% of the cost of that feed. On the other hand, if we are forced to

close our production facility the longer-term effect will be increased

costs and higher prices. The price of these drugs to the farmer could

very well double.

In substantiation of this statement we present, as Figure I at-

tached~to our prepared statement, a graph of purchase prices of im-
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ported sulfathiazole and sulfamethazine for the years 1977 through

1981. These data are from the U.S. Census Bureau and are available to

the Subcommittee. These data provide the answer to the question, "What

will happen to prices if we become wholly dependent on East Bloc im-

ports for our supply?" In 1979 Cyanamid, as a result of high

manufacturing capacity utilization purchased substantial additional

quantities overseas. In that year imported sulfamethazine prices shot

up -W% over the previous year. At the sane time prices of sulfathia-

zole, the entire U.S. consumption of which is imported, rose by an even

greater t%. The economic realities suggested by these data are quite

obvious. If S. 1979 is enacted it is expected that Cyanamid would

close its New Jersey facility and source all of our requirements from

overseas. The response to this added pressure from East Bloc suppliers

will be increased prices for tqe foreseeable future. At a minimum, we

can expect a doubling of the cost of these sulfa drugs not only to the

proponents of the Bill but also to the U.S. farmer.

It is also argued that the impact of a relatively small change in

the price of sulfa drugs resulting from duty su-spension can represent

significant savings to the farmer because of the succession of markups

and markdowns by various components of the distribution chain. That is

also a rather hollow argument given the relatively limited number of

Intermediate components between the drug manufacturer and the farmer.

Let me explain: We sell two types of products containing sulfa drugs

-- health products (tablets, solutions and injectibles) and feed pre-

mixes. The health products are sold to distributors who, in turn, sell

to dealers, who then sell to farmers. Feed products are sold to disr-

tributors, blenders and large feed companies. The distributor may
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market the feed product the same way he sells the health product. In-

any case, the opportunity for amplification of the duty suspension

through the distribution chain is reritively limited. So, too, is any

price reduction to the final consumer. In the final analysis, the

price charged for the drug and the feed sold to the farmer depend on

the market situation for either product without much regard to the cost

of the duty.

In summary, S. 1979 proposes elimination of tariffs for sulfa-

pyridine, sulfaguanadine and sulfathiazole. We object to the Bill for

three reasons:

1. The Bill is based on a faulty Fremise - that pre-

mise being that there are no U.S. produced competi-

tive products. This premise is obviously In error.

2. The purpose of the Bil. is to reduce the cost of

sulfa drugs to the farmer. In fact, the exact op-

posite will occur and this has beenjdemonstrated

during 1979. In this regard the proponents of the

bill are very short-sighted.

3. This Bill, and all Bills, should be passed in re-

sponse to a need. Since imported sulfa drug pro-

ducts are already selling at prices below U.S.

produced sulfa drugs, the need for tariff relief

obviously does not exist.

We believe the Senate Subcommittee should refrain from moving

S. 1979 to markup as did the House Ways and Means Subcommittee on Trade

on H.R. 4890, the House companion bill.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared statement.

(
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FIGURE I
PRICE OF IMPORTED SULFONAMIDE DRVGS
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Senator DANFORTH. Next, we have Mr. Pellegrini.

STATEMENT OF JOHN PELLEGRINI, COUNSEL TO RACHELLE
LABORATORIES, NEW YORK, N.Y.

Mr. PELLEGRINI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is John Pellegrini. I am a partner in the law firm of

Kaplan & Pellegrini and appear today as counsel to Rachelle Labo-
ratories, Inc., a subsidiary of International Rectifier Corp. Rachelle
Laboratories is located in Long Beach, Calif., and manufactures
medicinal products for livestock.

Our testimony today is directed at S. 1979, a bill to eliminate the
customs duties on sulfathiazole, sulfaguanadine, and sulfapyridine.
Rachelle opposes the bill as it pertains to sulfathiazole but would
support the bill with respect to sulfaguanadine.

Rachelle's interest in the proposed legislation flows from the fact
that it produces sulfamethazine, a product which competes directly
with imported sulfathiazole. Sulfamethazine is a veterinary medici-
nal end product which is combined with other medicinal products
to-produce what is known as a medicinal "premix." Rachelle mar-
kets its premix as Chlorachel 250, a product which competes with
those manufactured by various firms, both domestic and foreign.

Sulfathiazole, while chemically different from sulfamethazine, is
used in the same type of premixes and each provides similar me-
dicinal benefits. Sulfathiazole is not produced domestically. Pre-
mixed formulations containing imported sulfathiazole are market-
ed by Salsbury Laboratories and Diamond-Shamrock Corp., both of
whom compete directly with Rachelle.

Until several years ago, Rachelle imported sulfamethazine to
produce its Chlorachel"250. At that time there was domestic pro-
duction of sulfamethazine. It was subject to valuation under the
now-defunct American Selling Price method of valuation, and the
protection levels were very high. Because of those high levels of
protection, Rachelle decided to produce sulfamethazine domestical-
ly. Rachelle invested substantial capital to build a production facili-
ty for its sulfamethazine, a facility whose current replacement
value exceeds $2.5 million. It is this business and this facility
where Rachelle produces sulfamethazine which we feel is jeopard-
ized by the passage of S. 1979.

To emphasize: Imported sulfathiazole, one of the products which
would be accorded duty-free treatment under the proposed legisla-
tion, competes directly with sulfamethazine produced in California
by Rachelle. Approximately 20 of Rachelle's employees are engaged
directly in the production of sulfamethazine, and passage of the
legislation as proposed would jeopardize these jobs.

Rachelle does not manufacture either sulfapyridine- or sulfaguan-
adine. Rachelle is, however, a consumer of sulfaguanadine, which is
used to make sulfamethazine. Rachelle is aware of but a single do-
mestic source of sulfaguanadine, American Cyanamid. American
Cyanamid is one of Rachelle's competitors for sales of sulfametha-
zine and sulfamethazine products. At present, the greatest portion
of the sulfaguanadine used by Rachelle is imported. Therefore, Ra-
chelle would support the elimination of duty on sulfaguanadine, for
obvious reasons.

98-592 0 - 82 - 25
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To conclude: Rachelle Laboratories opposes the removal of duties
on sulfathiazole since it competes with sulfamethazine manufac-
tured in the United States by Rachelle. Low cost, duty-free imports
of sulfathiazole would tend to weaken or destroy Rachelle's posi-
tion in the marketplace.

For these reasons, Rachelle respectfully requests that the sub-
committee recommend to the full committee that sulfathiazole
continue to remain subject to duties as presently provided in the
tariff schedules. To emphasize again, we would, however, support
the elimination of duty on sulfaguanadine since it is a product we
use to manufacture sulfamethazine.

This concludes our testimony. We would like to express our
thanks and the thanks of Rachelle to the committee fgr the oppor-
tunity to appear this morning.

If you have any questions-
Senator DANFoRTH. Gentlemen, thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of John Pellegrini follows:] -
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KAPLAN AND PELLEGRINI
Cou&ORs AT LAW Tm[ CHMRVIAR BUILOING

405 LeXINGToN AvENut
NewYoPc, Ncw YORK 00174

12)2 949-7075

TESTIMONY

OF

RACHiELLE LABORATORIES, INC.

ON S. 1979

TO THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

OF THE

SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

We are counsel to Rachelle Laboratories Inc, a subsidiary of

International Rectifier Corporation, located in Long Beach,

California. Rachelle is a pharmaceutical manufacturer devoted to

the production of medicinal products for livestock.

These comments are directed to S. 1979, a bill to eliminate

customs duties on sulfathlazole, sulfaguanadine and sulfapyridine.

Rachelle is interested in the bill because it produces

sulfamethazine, a product which competes directly with imported

sulfathiazole, at its Long Beach, California facility.

Sulfamethazine is a veterinary medicinal end product which Is

combined with other medicinal products, usually penicillin and
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chloratetracycline, to produce a medicinal "pre-mix". As

formulated by Rachelle, the pre-mix is known as "Chlorachel 250".

Rachelle sells this product in competition with a virtually

identical product produced by American Cyanamid Corporation and

others.

Sulfamethazine in its pre-mix formulation also competes

directly with pre-mixes containing sulfathiazole. Sulfathiazole is

chemically different from sulfamethazine, but the pre-mixes in

which each is used provide similar medicinal benefits and are

devoted to the same uses. Unlike sulfamethazine, sulfathiazole is

not produced domestically. The resulting pre-mix formulation in

which it is utilized is marketed by Rachelle's direct competitors,

Salsbury Laboratories and Diamond-Shamrock Corporation.

Several years ago, Rachelle imported sulfamethazine for use in

Chlorachel 250. Since there was domestic production of

sulfamethazine, it was appraised on the American selling price

basis of valuation. Without dwelling too much on past history, it

is useful for this Committee to know that the quoted price for

domestic sulfamethazine, and hence the American selling price on

which duty was based, became so high that it made sense to Rachelle

to commence its own production of sulfamethazIne. Rachelle

invested large sums of money to build a facility, the replacement
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value of which is over $2,500,000 and for the last several years

has produced sulfamethazine for its own use and, at times, for sale

to customers In competition with imported sulfamethazine.

Rachelle's sulfamethazine business Is what is primarily

threatened by the passage of S. 1979 in Its present form. As we

have said, sulfathiazole competes directly with Rachelle's

sulfamethazine.

To our knowledge, the only sources for sulfathiazole are

located in controlled economy countries. Such non-market economy

countries are known to be willing to permit the prices for export

goods to be set at levels which will ensure market penetration and

growth. Rachelle fears that the elimination of customs duties from

sulfathiazole will enable non-market economy producers to realize a

windfall of dimensions sufficient to drive domestic sulfamethazine

from the marketplace. The assertion that duty susper,sion wi 1

result in reduced feed costs to farmers is unsupportable and indeed

incredible when one contemplates the enjoyment of a monopoly

position by non-market economy producers. Moreover, the

elimination of sulfa-drug production in the United States could

have adverse national security implications in light of the

Importance of sulfa drugs for battlefield use as an infection

inhibitor.
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Rachelle employs about 20 people directly in the production of

sulfamethazine. These jobs are In Jeopardy. In preparing

Chlorachel 250, Rachelle utilizes equal parts of sulfamethazine and

chlortetracycline, and one-half part of penicillin. Lost sales of

Chlorachel 250 will consequently impact on chlortetracycline

production. In addition, sales of chlortetracycline as an

independent product will he lost because customers tend to satisfy

their needs from a single source rather than split trade. Thus,

passage of S. 1979 threatens Rachelle's ability to produce and sell

chlortetracycline profitably. The latter product Is produced in a

facility, recently expanded and having a replacement value of about

$50,000,000.

This facility is highly efficient and designed to satisfy

Rachelle's needs. It will not be possible to reduce costs by

laying off line workers as the same number are required whether the

plant works at full or Jess than full capacity. The result of lost

chlortetracycline sales, therefore, is Increased costs and

decreased profitability. Clearly, then, extension of duty free

treatment to sulfathiazole must be seen to threaten Rachelle's

continued existence.

Rachelle does not manufacture sulfapyridine or sulfeguanadine.

It is a user of sulfaguanadine, which is not a sulfa drug but an

Intermediate material from which sulfamethazine is made. At
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present, the only domestic source of sulfaguanadine known to

Rachelle is American Cyanamid. Since that company competes with

Rachelle for sales of sulfamethazine and sulfamethazine products,

it Is Important for Rachelle to have available adequate sources of

sulfag;:anadine at competitive prices. Frankly and obviously, this

advantage Is enhanced if Rachelle is able to obtain sulfaguanadine

free of customs duties.

Conclusion

Rachelle Laboratories opposes the removal of duties from

sulfathiazole since it competes directly with a product,

sulfamethazine, manufactured In the United States by Rachelle and

at least one other producer, American Cyanamid. Low cost, duty

free imports of sulfathiazole would tend to weaken or destroy the

domestic sulfamethazine Industry without providing demonstrable

benefits to United States consumers.

Sulfapyridine Is not produced In the United States and

sulfaguanadine is not offered for sale on a competitive basis.

For the reasons expressed, Rochelle respectfully requests that

the Subcommittee recommend to the full Committee that sulfathlazole

continue to be subjected to customs duties as presently provided in

the Tariff Schedules of the United States and Annex XX of the

United States Protocol of Accession to the GATT. Rachelle has no

objection to the suspension of duty on sulfaguanadine and

sulfapyridine.

Respectfully submitted,

KAPLAN and PELLEGRINI
Counsel to Rachelle
Laboratories, Inc.

/J sep Kaplan, Esq.--
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Senator DANFORTH. Senator Matsunaga?
Senator MATSUNAGA. No questions.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, gentlemen.
Mr. PELLEGRINI. Thank you.
Mr. MOONEY. Thank you.
[Pause.]
Senator DANFORTH. The next bill is S. 2247, and the witnesses

are Mitchell Cooper and David Smith.
Senator PACKWOOD. Let me thank the chairman for accommodat-

ing my schedule. I am presiding in the Commerce Committee this
morning, and when we finish this I have to go back. Jack has very
kindly arranged for me to be here during this presentation.

Senator DANFORTH. All right. Mr. Cooper?

STATEMENT OF MITCHELL COOPER, FOOTWEAR DIVISION,
RUBBER MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. COOPER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am testifying in behalf of the Footwear Division of the Rubber

Manufacturers Association who opposes the enactment of S. 2247.
Seated to my right is Mr. Leonard Fisher, who is chairman of Hyde
Athletic Industries, Hyde-Saucony-Spotbilt, a domestic manufactur-
er and donor of the kinds of footwear which are covered by this
bill.

S. 2247 favors importers as against domestic manufacturers of
athletic footwear donated to the Special Olympics. Indeed, it is only
of value to one company, Nike, Inc., a distinguished importer of
such footwear, which has a written agreement with Special Olym-
pics to supply its needs. It is, therefore, the narrowest kind of spe-
cial interest legislation.

The bill provides a substantial savings to Nike but no additional
footwear to Special Olympics, since the domestic industry has
stated and repeats that it will meet the needs of Special Olympics
on the same terms as those provided in a Special Olympics, agree-
ment with Nike. Indeed, Converse, a Massachusetts company with
plants in Maine and North Carolina, offered to meet the footwear
needs of the 1983 Special Olympic Games, but its offer was under-
standably rejected by special Olympics in view of special Olympics'
arrangement with Nike.

Converse and Hyde Athletic Industries, the chairman of which
is seated to my right, as I indicated-Hyde with plants in Pennsyl-
vania, Maine, and Massachusetts-Converse and Hyde have al-
ready made substantial contributions to Special Olympics which
would in no way benefit from S. 2247.

The domestic athletic footwear industry, which has a long record
of giving to worthy causes, feels that the 46 percent charitable de-
duction is incentive enough for such giving. If this committee feels
otherwise, I suggest that it would be appropriate to amend S. 2247
so as to do equity as between domestic manufacturers and import-
ers, and this could be done in the form of an increase in the 46 per-
cent charitable deduction for donations to Special Olympics by do-
mestic manufacturers.

I would, if I might, Mr. Chairman, call attention to the part of
the record of giving of but one domestic manufacturer, Converse
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Rubber Co., headquartered in Massachusetts. Converse is the larg-
est of the domestic manufacturers of rubber footwear and of athlet-ic footwear butis considerably smaller than its distinguished and

able competitor, Nike.
Converse, although its offer to supply footwear for the 1983 Spe-

cial Olympics was rejected, has agreed to provide all of the athletic
bags, socks, and T-shirts required by participants and staff of the
1983 games.

Senator PACKWOOD. How many people, roughly, is that? Are you
talking about the final games?

Mr. COOPER. I am talking about the 1983 Special Olympics. I
don't know the answer to the number of people.

Senator PACKWOOD. I would assume a relatively small amount in
comparison to the numbers that initially start the competition all
over the country.

Mr. COOPER. I have no idea of the figures, Senator. I do know
that Converse and other domestic companies have contributed to
local chapters of Special Olympics over a period of time.

Senator PACKWOOD. Well, let me ask you this, then. In your offer
for the Special Olympics games in 1983, when you made the offer
what was your assumption of how many pairs of shoes?

Mr. COOPER. I didn't make the offer, sir. Converse Rubber Co.
made the offer. I have no idea. I can only tell you that the presi-
dent of Converse Rubber Co. and my good friend David Smith and I
have met with General Montague, the chairman of Special Olym-
pics, and at that time the president of Converse, speaking in behalf
of the domestic industry, made it clear to General Montague that
Special Olympics would not suffer as a result of the defeat of this
bill, because the domestic industry would be prepared to do what
Nike is prepared to do under its agreement with Special Olympics.

And, if I may, sir, let me point out to you that Converse in 1977
and 1978 donated 300,000 pairs of athletic footwear and 100,000
units of T-shirts and warmup suits to the Catholic Relief Service.
And in 1979 that company donated over 450,000 pairs of athletic
footwear to Care. None of such donations would benefit from S.
2247, nor would the fact that Converse meets all the athletic foot-
wear needs of the Hawthorne League for Retarded Children in
Massachusetts and gives annually 8,000 pairs of athletic shoes to
the Martin Luther King Boys Club) in Chicago as well as financial
support and footwear to the Police Athletic League Basketball Club
in New York City.

This does not mean to say that Special Olympics should in any
way be slighted. All I am suggesting to you, sir, is that there are
many, many worthy and needy charities in this country with needs
similar to those of Special Olympics which would not benefit, nor
would the domestic contributors to those needs benefit, from the
bill that is now before us.

Senator PACKWOOD. What would be your position on the bill if
the category of recipients was broadened beyond the Special Olym-
pics?

Mr. COOPER. It wouldn't do any good if it were limited to import-
ers, sir. If there were some provision so that domestic produc-
ers--
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Senator PACKWOOD. No, that wasn't my question. You said there
is no reason in singling out the Special Olympics; so I said what
would you do if the bill was broadened to include a great variety of
other eleemosynary activities in addition to the Special Olympics?
Would it change the position of your Association?

Mr. COOPER. It would change the position of the association, sir,
only if provision were made so that there would be equity done as
between gifts from domestic plants and gifts from abroad.

My clients are essentially domestic manufacturers. Nike is also a
member of this association; you appreciate that, I'm sure.

The bill in its present form encourages the gifts of footwear from
Korea and the Peoples Republic of China rather than of footwear
manufactured by underemployed American workers in underuti-
lized American plants.

I would like to call the committee's attention to the fact that the
administration has opposed the companion bill to S. 2247 which is
pending in the Ways and Means Committee, and I am advised that
the administration has sent a similar letter of opposition to this
committee.

Senator PACKWOOD. That bill in the House was a much broader
bill than this one, wasn't it?

Mr. COOPER. Not a much broader bill, Senator. It included all
handicapped organizations. There is an umbrella group of which
General Montague is the chairman. I am advised that Special
Olympics is, by all odds, the largest of those groups, and it is per-
haps larger than all of the other groups put together.

The nature of the opposition that the administration expressed I
would suggest to you would be equally applicable to either bill.

I am also advised, Senator, that this committee, or members of
the committee, that various members have heard from several
chapters of Special Olympics in support of S. 2247. Certainly I have
no objection to that, and certainly we in no sense want to denigrate
Special Olympics which we regard as an extraordinarily worthy
cause. But I do think that this record should reflect the fact that
the director of the Oregon Chapter of the Special Olympics solicit-
ed letters from other chapters in a memorandum dated June 1,
which begins, and I'm quoting, "Nike needs your help"-not "Spe-
cial Olympics needs your help" but "Nike needs your help." After
pointing out the splendid things that Nike hac, indeed done for Spe-
cial Olympics, it points out-and, again, this is according to the
Oregon Chapter of Special Olympics, not according to Nike; but am
now quoting from that memorandum-"Nike has designated Spe-
cial Olympics as basically its only charity."

I should tell you that this memo came to my attention through a
chapter of Special Olympics which is given its footwear by a domes-
tic manufacturer.

Thank you very much, sir.
[The prepared statement of Mitchell Cooper follows:]
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BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE OF THE COMMITTEE
ON FINANCE OF THE UNITED STATES SENATE

SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY OF THE FOOTWEAR DIVISION
RUBBER MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

IN OPPOSITION TO S 2247

S 2247 is special interest legislation. It provides favored

treatment to importers, as against domestic manufacturers, of ath-

letic footwear donated to Special Olympics. It is of particular

value to one company, NIKE, Inc., which has a written agreement with

Special Olympics.

The savings, to importers resulting from this bill will not be

passed on to Special- Olympics, since the shoes in question are gifts.

The bill is unnecessary since the domestic industry stands

ready to meet the athletic footwear needs of Special Olympics on

the same terms as those provided by Special Olympics' agreement

with NIKE.

If this Committee considers S 2247 as desirable or necessary,

it should amend the bill so as to provide a comparable benefit to

domestic manufacturers. This could be in the form of an increase in

the 46% deduction for donations to Special Olympics by domestic

companies.

One effect of this bill would be to encourage the manufacture

in Korea and the People's Republic of China of athletic footwear

to be given to Special Olympics, rather than having such footwear

manufactured by underemployed American workers in underutilized

American plants.
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ON FINANCE OF-THE UNITED STATES SENATE

TESTIMONY OF THE FOOTWEAR DIVISION,

RUBBER MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

IN OPPOSITION TO S 2247

My name is Mitchell Cooper and I am testifying as counsel

for the Footwear Division of the Rubber Manufacturers Association.

'W 'notwear Division, with the exception of NIKE, Inc., opposes

the enactment of S 2247. This Division, whose membership is at-

1.Irhrd to my statement, includes manufacturers of most of the

athletic footwear made in this country. S 2247 provides an

added inducement for charitable giving to one worthy cause. This

inducement, however, would be available only to importers of cer-

tain types of footwear and would be of no value to the domestic

producers of such footwear. Its most notable beneficiary will

hc. NTKE, Inc., which has an arrangement with Special Olympics to

meet its needs for athletic footwear.

The domestic athletic footwear industry is proud of its

record of giving to worthy causes. Converse Rubber Company, as

one example, has contributed to the North Carolina Special Olym-

pics some 2,000 pairs of athletic footwear, 5,000 T-shirts, and

over 200 man hours of volunteer time. Recently Hyde Athletic

Industries contributed 5,000 pairs of bowling shoes to Special

Olymics. Since both Converse and Hyde are domestic companies,

the Special Olympics contributions by them would in no way be
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affected by S 2247. Moreover, Converse offered to provide all

of the athletic footwear requirements of the Special Olympics

Games to be held at Louisiana State University in 1983, but

that offer was rejected because of a previous arrangement

Special Olympics had made with NIKE. Nonetheless, Converse has

agreed to provide all of the athletic bags, socks and T-shirts

required by participants and staff of the 1983 Games. None of

these donations benefit from S 2247. In 1977 and 1978 Converse

donated 300,000 pairs of athletic footwear and 100,000 units of

such accessories as T-shirts and warm-up suits to the Catholic

Relief Service, and in 1979 this company donated over 450,000

pairs of athletic footwear to Care, Inc. None of these donations

would benefit from S 2247. Converse meets all of the athletic

footwear needs of the Hawthorne League for Retarded Children in

Massachusetts, and it gives 8,000 pairs of athletic shoes each

year to the Martin Luther King Boys Club in Chicago as well as

financial support and footwear to the Police Athletic League

Basketball Club in New York City. None of these donations would

benefit from S 2247 The fact is that the Tax Code already per-

mits the domestic industry and its import competition a charitable

deduction for the kinds of contributions I have enumerated, and

the industry has not thought it necessary to ask for any greater

inducement.

The principal proponents and beneficiaries of S 2247 are our

friends and colleagues at NIKE. NIKE is a distinguished manufacturer
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and importer of athletic footwear. It has had a program of

gifts to Special Olympics which is highly creditable. That

program is comparable to gifts to other worthy causes by domes-

tic companies in this industry.

The accounting firm of Price Waterhouse has made an analy-

sis of the savings an importer would realize if the duty relief

provided by S 2247 were enacted. This analysis demonstrates,

for example, that an imported basketball shoe whose invoice

value is $4.05 will carry a duty of $2.42 and will, if given to

an organization for the handicapped, result in a net cost of

$2.81. The same shoe if relieved of duty would produce a net

cost to the importer of 970. This difference of $1.84 per pair

between net cost with duty and without duty will of course not

be passed on, since the shoes in either case are a gift. Although

this bill does rot give a saving comparable to relief from duty

to a domestic manufacturer with a similar gift program, I want

to assure this Committee that if HIKE finds that, abrent this

bill, its net costs are excessive as a result of its gifts to

Special Olympics, the domestic industry stands ready to meet

Special Olympics' needs on the same basis as NIKE is meeting them.

In short, S 2247 provides a significant benefit to importers

not available to their domestic competitors, and provides such a

benefit in the absence of any need for inducement over and above

the existing Tax Code provision for charitable deductions.

We ask nothing more than that import and domestic production

be placed on an equal footing insofar as gifts to Special Olympics,
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or any other worthy cause, are concerned. If in the judgment

of this Committee S 2247 is a necessary inducement for gifts

to Special Olympics, we would urge that the bill be amended to

provide for an increase in the present ceiling for charitable

deductions by domestic companies, so that equity will be served

as between importers and domestic producers of comparable products,

particularly with respect to contributions both segments of the

industry make to the same charitable cause.

You may ask why an importer should be burdened with duties

for footwear destined solely for charitable purposes. The answer

is that the way to avoid duties is to give footwear made by under-

employed American workers at American wages. S 2247 will serve

only to encourage the manufacture of such footwear in Korea or

the People's Republic of China rather than in the United States.

The bill before you will do no more than add additional

sums to NIKE's profitable status for charitable deeds no different

in quality than those of its domestic competitors, and smaller in

value than those of some of its domestic competitors. Failure to

pass this bill will not have an adverse effect on Special Olympics

since, as I have already pointed out, if NIKE falls short in its

program the domestic industry is pledged to meet Special Olympics'

needs on the same terms as NIKE has agreed to meet them.

July 21, 1982
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Attachment No. 1

MEMBERS OF FOOTWEAR DIVISION OF THE RUBBER MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

B,ita Shoe Company

Converse Rubber Company

Etonic, Inc.

Gold Seal Rubber Company

llyd|-Spothib lt Alhlot ir l'onlw( ,ir

S,&ucony

Kiysd m Corporation of America

LaCrosse Rubber Mills Company

New Balance Athletic Shoes USA

NIKE, Inc.

Prevue Products Company

Tingley Rubber Corporation

Belcamp, Maryland

Wilmington, Massachusetts

Brockton, Massachusetts

Boston, Massachusetts

C.uirir idge, Massaichusutts

Paterson, New Jersey

LaCrosse, Wisconsin

Boston, Massachusetts

Beaverton, Oregon

Manchester, 1;ew Hampshire

S. Plinfield, New Jerscy
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Senator PACKWOOD. What, roughly, are the footwear needs of all
of the participants in the Special Olympics? How many people are
we talking -about? I don't mean just the games; I mean all of them
throughout the country that participate.

Mr. COOPER. I yield to my friend David Smith on that. He has
been dealing more directly with Special Olympics. I gather we are
talking in the range of some 700,000.

Senator PACKWOOD. And is that being met by donations now-
domestic, imported, or otherwise?

Mr. COOPER. I can only say to you that General Montague, the
head of Special Olympics, and the various local chapters of Special
Olympics understand that if they call upon companies with an ap-
propriate statement of need, and if indeed these gifts could be on
terms similar to Nike's-I don't know whether you appreciate the-
fact that Nike's agreement, for example, does entail a certain
public relations advantage to Nike as the supplier of Special Olym-
pics, perfectly appropriate-domestic companies, I suggest, would,
out of a sense of business survival, expect like treatment from Spe-
cial Olympics. But it has made known its willingness to meet these
needs.

Senator PACKWOOD. Now, Nike gives, far and away, I assume, the
bulk of the shoes to the Special Olympics now.

Mr. COOPER. Absolutely.
Senator PACKWOOD. Are you saying it is solely because of this

special agreement, and if that didn't exist the domestic manufac-
turers would be happy to meet the need?

Mr. COOPER. I am not saying it is solely because of that agree-
ment, Senator. I am saying that that agreement does exist. I have
no reason to believe that absent this legislation Nike will stop its
program. Indeed, in its very fine testimony before the House Ways
and Means Committee, I think Nike made it clear that, bill or no
bill, it intended to continue support to Special Olympics. It is an
honorable company. It does get the same advantages that domestic
companies now get under the Tax Code, and I assume it would
continue to honor its commitments.

Senator PACKWOOD. Sparky, questions?
Senator MATSUNAGA. No questions.
Senator PACKWOOD. Mr. Smith, why don't you go ahead, and

then we may have questions of both of you.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF DAVID H. SMITH, EAST COAST COUNSEL, NIKE,
INC., WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. SMITH. Senator Packwood, Mr. Chairman, and other distin-
guished members of the committee, I am David H. Smith, the East
Coast Counsel for Nike, Inc.

Nike is an American corporation headquartered in Beaverton,
Oreg. Nike manufactures and distributes high quality athletic foot-
wear in many nations around the world including the United
States.

In the fall of 1981 we determined to donate sizable quantities of
imported athletic footwear to Special Olympics, Inc., for it to dis-
tribute among its i million mentally handicapped participants,

9; -' : , - P-
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700,000 of whom come from economically deprived back-
grounds--

Senator Packwood. Now, let's get that figure. A million partici-
pants?

Mr. SMITH. Currently in the United States alone, Senator Pack-
wood, there are a million participants.

Senator PACKWOOD. Of whom 700,000 come from what?
Mr. SMITH. Economically deprived backgrounds.
Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you.
Mr. SMITH. I might also point out to the committee that that

figure, in the broader context of the total population of the United
States that suffers from mental retardation, is perhaps put in rela-
tive context as follows: 3 percent of the general population of this
country is mentally retarded. That comes to approximately 6 mil-
lion American citizens who suffer from this disability. Currently
Special Olympics, with even a million participants, is reaching only
approximately 16 percent of that population. This program is grow-
ing. It has experienced major growth in the past 5 years, and it will
continue to grow. We expect, therefore, that 1-million figure will be
increasing proportionate to its history of growth in the future. And
we hope in fact that it does.

Since last fall 241,000 pairs of imported Nike shoes and 9,000
pairs of domestically made Nike shoes, in round numbers, have
been distributed among all but a handful of the 50 State chapters
of Special Olympics.

Nike's donation program was inspired in large measure by the
obvious impact that Special Olympics activities have on the lives of
the very special athletes who participate in them. But our donation
program was inspired as well by President Reagan's mandate to
the private sector to shoulder more responsibility for assisting the
disadvantaged in light of spending cuts necessitated in Federal wel-
iare programs.

Our experience with Special Olympics over the past 9 months
has taught us two things. First, the footwear needs of Special
Olympians have historically gone unmet. Perhaps even more than
the average athlete, Special Olympians need high quality athletic
footwear to improve their performance and, more importantly, to
reduce the risk of injury.

Senator PACKVWOOD. Let me stop you there a minute. Nike start-
ed donating shoes when?

Mr. SMITH. The major national donation program, Senator Pack-
wood, was commenced in September of 1981. Prior to that we had
had relationships with several State chapters on a less extensive
basis.

Senator PACKWOOD. Now, Mr. Cooper, let me ask you a question.
Here I am reading from a letter from Mr. Campbell, who is the ex-
ecutive director of the Special Olympics.

Mr. COOPER. I'm sorry, Senator.
Senator PACKWOOD. Mr. Montague.
Mr. COOPER. General Montague is-you are not getting him con-

fused with William Campbell of the Rubber Manufacturers Associ-
ation?

Senator PACKWOOD. No, this is a letter to Mr. Campbell.
Mr. COOPER. To Mr. Campbell. I'm sorry.
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Senator PACKWOOD. From Mr. Montague, in which he indicates
that prior to Nike getting involved in this, and I'm quoting, "No
other manufacturer of athletic shoes have ever offered any support
on the national or international level." Is that true?

Mr. COOPER. No, it is not true, Senator, and I'm sorry that Gener-
al Montague's good name has been brought into this hearing-in
this fashion. I think if you would ask your staff to check with Gen-
eral Montague he would tell your staff that he had been unaware
of contributions to local chapters. When Mr. Smith and I met with
General Montague, General Montague apologized for letters that
he had written to the Ways and Means Committee and Finance
Committee making certain statements about the domestic industry
which he has since come to recognize are not altogether accurate.

Senator PACKWOOD. Go ahead. I didn't mean to interrupt you.
Mr. SMITH. Our information, and I believe that this currently is

the information that Mr. Cooper has referred to, known now by
General Montague, is that the contributions made by the domestic-
industry are comprised in its largest measure by a donation of
some 2,200 pairs of shoes by Converse, a domestic manufacturer, to
various local chapters in the State of North Carolina over a period
of some years.

We don't want to denigrate those contributions, but the fact re-
mains that no other company, domestic or importer, had ever made
large-scale donations to the Special Olympics on a national basis.
Yet, hundreds of thousands of Special Olympians in the past have
competed in their events wearing street shoes, boots, and other in-
appropriate footwear, and sometimes even barefoot. The reason for
this is that high quality athletic footwear is beyond the means of a
majority of Special Olympians, 70 percent of whom come from low-
income families. Donations are the only way these kids will come
to own this important equipment, but donations have never histori-
cally been made by any segment of the footwear industry in signifi-
cant numbers.

Indeed, the second fact we learned from our experience with Spe-
cial Olympics is that, even after donation of a quarter million pair
of Nike shoes, we have only made a dent in the total need. Hun-
dreds of thousands of deserving kids still have no sport shoes, and
those who did receive them will wear them out and need more.

By eliminating the tax currently imposed in the form of customs
duties on athletic footwear imported for donation to Special Olym-
pics, S. 2247 would be an immense help to Nike, and hopefully in
the future other manufacturers as well in addressing this continu-
ing need.

We do not believe that the Tariff Schedules were enacted with
the intention of collecting a tax on charitable contributions to the
handicapped. Further, f that tax is eliminated, Nike can and will
reinvest the saved duties into our contribution program. This will
not result in a windfall profit for Nike; we don't intend to be a
dollar richer for it; rather, it will enable us to donate more foot-
wear to these handicapped athletes. This is the kind of economic
incentive we believe benefits the disadvantaged to the disadvantage
of no one.

Senator PACKWOOD. Now, let's get the record clear on that. If
this bill is passed, Nike realizes no financial advantage?
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Mr. SMITH. That is correct, Senator Packwood.
Senator PACKWOOD. Do you agree with that, Mr. Cooper?
Mr. COOPER. I have no way of knowing. There is nothing in the

bill which requires Nike to give this footwear. Nike has given the
footwear, has given by its own testimony some 250,000 pairs of this
footwear without the bill. I accept what David Smith says because
he is an honorable man, but I can't tell you if--

Senator PACKWOOD. How could Nike get any financial advantage
out of it, personally, if they don't have to pay the tariff on the
shoes donated to the Special Olympics?

Mr. COOPER. By their own testimony, Senator, they indicate sav-
ings to Nike would be something in excess, by their estimate, some-
thing in excess of $100,000 a year. It is a question of what happens
to that $100,000 a year. If it is passed on in footwear to the Special
Olympics, all well and good. I am telling you, you don't need to de-
prive the U.S. Government of that amount of revenue because the
domestic manufacturers are willing to make those contributions.

Senator PACKWOOD. I want to ask you this question now. You say
"they are willing to." Did they make those contributions in the
quantity necessary for the Special Olympics pkior to Nike getting
into this program.

Mr. COOPER. Senator, certainly not. And the fact of the matter is
that we commend Nike for devoting its assets, its talents, its con-
cerns to Special Olympics, just as we hope you will commend Con-
verse and Hyde for its charitable contributions. Nike gives 250,000
pair to Special Olympics, Converse, a much smaller company, gives
450,000 to CARE, 300,000 pair to Catholic Relief, for which it seeks
no additional revenue savings.

Senator PACKWOOD. Now, calm down, Mr. Cooper. All I am
saying is that prior to Nike giving these shoes to the Special Olym-
pics apparently the need was not being met by private donations.

Mr. COOPER. The need was not being met, Senator; that is accu-
rate. And it is also accurate to say that if Special Olympics had
come to the domestic industry and set forth the need, I don't have
any doubt-I cannot testify to this on the basis of my own knowl-
edge, but on the basis of what I know these companies have done
in terms of their own giving programs I have no doubt that if the
need had been stated they would have done their share.

Senator PACKWOOD. Interesting. You had no idea of the need,
and no one ever asked?

Mr. COOPER. There is a lot of need.
Senator PACKWOOD. Then, did the Special Olympics never ask?

Never mentioned you.?
Mr. COOPER. Not true. That's not quite what I said. If it is, I'm

sorry, it's not quite what I intended to say.
To the best of my knowledge, Special Olympics has not come to

this industry and been turned down. That's what I should have
said. If they have been, I am confident that it is only because the
domestic industry had already been overcommitted in other direc-
tions.

Senator PACKWOOD. Go ahead.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Senator Packwood.
Following that very point, it does not make sense to us, Nike,

that the domestic industry would object to this bill on the grounds
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that, rather than see an incentive given for a donation of imported
shoes in the very limited circumstances provided by S. 2247, they
will make their own commitment at this late date to support the
Special Olympics.

It is important to note that this commitment, whatever it means,
is a new one. This is not to say that domestic manufacturers have
not made laudable and in some instances significant contributions
in the past to charities not specifically dealing with the
handicapped in sports. I assume that each of these fine companies
has a donation program in which they give as much as they feel
they can, but why should they now withdraw their support from
any of these other worthy charities in order to, for the first time,
support Special Olympics on a major basis? This is robbing Peter to
pay Paul. There are more charitable organizations with footwear
needs than can be met with the combined resources of the entire
industry.

If the domestic industry is concerned, in fact, that Nike's pro-
gram with Special Olympics has a promotional value to their com-
petitive disadvantage, then I will make on behalf of Nike the fol-
lowing commitment to them and to this committee: Nike will not
spend one dime to advertise in any fashion its relationship with the
Special Olympics.

Our colleagues in the domestic rubber footwear industry have
also suggested that the only appropriate way to avoid duties is to
donate footwear made by underemployed American workers, and
that enactment of this bill would serve only to encourage the man-
ufacturer of this footwear offshore. Our response to this is twofold:

First, no manufacturer would displace a single American job in
order to go offshore and produce cosmetically blemished shoes for
the purpose of giving them away.

We employ over 2,500 American footwear workers in the direct
manufacture of footwear, and I can assure this committee that not
a single one of them is employed to make these shoes that we give
away. Our only economic incentive for either offshore or domestic
production is to make shoes to sell them, and indeed we could sell
virtually every shoe that to date we have given to the Special
Olympics.

If there is a duty owed by the domestic manufacturers to under-
employed American footwear workers, that duty is to increase
sales, not giveaways, thereby increasing profits and enabling more
workers to be hired.

In closing, Senator Packwood and Mr. Chairman, we know that
there is a need for this bill. One million Special Olympians and the
more than 400,000 volunteers who work with them across this
country know there is a need for this bill. Support for this bill and
its House counterpart, H.R. 5786, has been expressed in many tele-
grams to the members of the Finance Committee from Special
Olympics State chapter directors across the Nation. I have copies
with me of similar letters to the House Ways and Means
Committee which, Mr. Chairman, I would ask your permission to
make part of the record.

[The letters follow:]
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SAMPLE OF LETTER

t ~~CaliforniaRrr u'm u...
1424 'ch :trze. S. .-e 7%'.O .;-

June 9, 1982

Ways and Means Committee
U.S. House of Representatives
1102 Longworth
House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20006

We need and want your support of legislation currently before the House
that would waive a $1.00 tax on shoes imported to the United States and
donated to the Special Olympics by the good people at Nike.

California Special Olympics, along with countless other State programs
around the country, has benefited tremendously from the generosity of
the Nike Corporation. Thus far, they have donated 250,000 pairs of shoes,
hired a track and field coach for our National Office in Washington, D.C.
and are currently producing a track and field training film.

Nike has designated Special Olympics as basically its. only charity which
could mean ultimate savings in the millions of dollars to local programs.
The impact of this kind of involvement on over one million mentally
retarded athletes in America Is unmistakeable. j-

By recommending a tax exemption for Nike, the House would be helping
to insure the contioued support of this public spirited Corporation for
what has traditionally been one of the most neglected segments of our
society. We urge you to do everything in your power to influence that
outcome.

Sincerely,

JERRY L. POE,

Executive Director

JLP:s
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June 4, Wq82

The Honorable Cecil Heftel
Ways and Means Committee
U.S. House of Representatives
1102 Longworth House Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20006

Dear Congressman Heftelo

Hawaii Special Olympics requests your support of the legislation
to waive the tax on imported shoes that Nike Shoe Company donates
to Special Olympics.

We have just received from Nike 1200 pairs of running shoes for
the mentally handicapped persons who participate in our Special
Olympics activities. Next year, and in subsequent years, we

-- hope to continue to receive Nike shoes. Nationwide, Nike has
already contributed 250,000 pairs of shoes to the Special Olym-
pics.

The shoes have been a real boon to so many of our partici;ants,
especially to those % - . a& brefoot.

Res Dc r

StatjeChapter Director

A 0onprolit organitsI ion created and co-sponsored by The Joseph P. KenneCyJr, Foundation
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June 9, 1982 J l

KENIN and h-CNELL

The Honorable Bill Frenzel "-"INE.d M NELL
Ways aM Means Committee
U.S. House of Representatives
1102 Longworth House Office Building %, V
Washington, D.C. 20006

Dear Congressman Frenzel:

The problem of mental retardation is imriense. About 3% 0
our population is mentally retarded. That is more than :
122,000 people in Minnesota. Mental retardation affects , .(*
more children than all other diseases by far. Eight tie*

4 .:.-
more than cerebral palsy. Ten times more than severe 7....'..'
hearing losses. Sixty times more than muscular dystrophy'.*" m._

Minnemota Special Olympics approaches mental retardation .
in a positive manner, focusing on ability, not disability . .,
Through training ard athletic competition in a variety
'f wll-coached, Olympic-type sports, mentally retarded
children and adults are able to develop physical fitness,
express courage, experience joy and participate in a
-sharing of gifts, skills and friendship with their fami-
lies, their peers and the community. Through success in
the field of sports, these special athletes then become
successes in the "field of life."

NIKE recently donated over 13,000 pairs of shoes to
Minnesota's special citizens. This generous contributions
provided these members of our society, who perhaps have.
been forgotten in the past, with the best possible
equipment and therefore enabled them to perform at their
very best. None of these special athletes could have
afforded such high quality footwear. NIKE recognized this
and rose to the challenge by donating, to date, a total'.
of 250,000 pairs of shoes to mentally handicapped athlets
throughout the country. As state and federal programs
benefitting mentally handicapped people begin to dwindle,
NIKE accepted the challenge to the private sector by
giving to our courageous athletes. -,

NIKE has proven to be a true friend of Special Olympics.
Please help the help the one million Special Olympians
worldwide, as well as those who still await our services,
by voting YES on Bill HR5786.

Thank you for your consideration of this request. Our
a Lhletes depend on it.

&borah Z. Kuehn r
Chapter Director

DZK/bj

. L76wqsks bL.
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MISS -RI SPECIAL OLYMI .S, INC.
116V'3 West 4ih, Suits 17, Jop'in, AMo. 64801

(417J 782.0939

GARY BURTON, Cha;rman
Board of Orectors

June 4, 1982

The Honorable Sam Gibbons
Ways and FAans Committee
U.S. House of Representatives
1102 Longworth, House Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20006

Dear Congressman Gibbons,

I em writing in reference to legislation whith is now before Congress
that would waive the $1.00 import, tax for each pair of shoes HIKE
presently donates to Special 01

Missouri Special I cs distr buted 3,000 pairs ofrunning shoes tole Olym ug u t &State. Many of our
Olympians in Missou m o oci o ~c background and
would not hav rnit ti-ropriate footwear
without the gen er from nCE. Man rlympians have
been seen atgiame en nts In street t king feet .and
sometimes ve b ots

We have t offered shoes on a donated basis t* -other
manuactur the shoes are all being to dividuals
who have kiouisneed, it appears very ap T r NIKE not to
have to ay foI the "privilege" of donating the a

Most of the , 0 lal Olympians who attended ur 1982 Summer-Games
were wea r ing shoes. It was a su o see the smiles
on all and have the athletes co v you their
new runni y

Many more Spe a 01 n Hisao a an c.Ang being able
to wear NIKE shoes a sionl and events. Passiti
of the legislation rm Olympians the opportunity
to participate In appr ~ 0

Thank you in advance for your time and consideration and I hope you
will support this legislation.

Sincerely,

Chuck Smith
Chapter Director Special Olympics

Created and sponsored by The Joseph P. Kennedy Jr. Foundation

CHARLES J. SMITH
Executive Director

9
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NEWMEXICOLYSPECIAL MLAPICSp I 'CA6001 Marble NE, Suite #6

wu Albuquerque, New Mexico 87110
bb. (505) 266-8893

1701dI June 22; 1982

The Honorable Don Bailey
boTo1w Ways and Means Commilttee
pU.S. House of Representatives
yOU nM 1102 Longworth-House Office Building

SNO -Washington, D.C. 20006
L*~

746"Dear Sir,

"H" I have just been made aware of the fact that NIKE Il
0" 0" being charged a tax on their donation of shoes to Special
"yea* Olympics. There is presently a proposal before you to

*%ffCW waive this tax on shoes ($1.00 per pair) that they donate
CRY BMW to Special Olympics. The 4,000 Special Olympians in the

State of New Mexico that have received these shoes free of
charge, and their parents, coaches and Special Olympics
volunteers would like.you to grant this tax waiver to NIKE.

If. you have never seen a mentally retarded athlete from the
Navahoe Reservation, or from rural New Mexico or from an
Institution, who has been training for Special Olympics
competition In run-down second (or third).hand shoes,
(hard shoes, not athletic shoes) receive his/her very own
pair of running shoes, you have not seen joy. For many
of our athletes, these shoes were the first shoes that
they haye ever received new! At our Chapter Summer Games
this year, those athletes were very proud of their shoes.

Although ,0OO Special Athletes in New Mexico have received I
shoes from NIKE, there are still 3,000 that have not. Please
do not force NIKE to abandon this project because of some
pressure from other shoe manufacturers. The NIKE shoes
that are being donated are not being sold. And, at least
In New Mexico, they are not being given to individuals who
could afford to buy other maker's shoes.

Please help Special Olympics by helping NIKE in this cause.

Thank you,

Executive Director
New Mexico Special Clympics

Je,

J0
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1224 tanford '.3..

Albuquerque X. - 87106

June 5, 1982

Dear Congressman Archer,

This letter is in support o' the legi-slaticn

waiving the $1.00 tax on each pair of imported shoes : i.-

eives to Special Olympics. I coach Special C ypics and

I see a great need for these shoes. .!any of my athletes

would not otherwise have a decent pair of shoes for our

activities. I urge you to support this important piece of

legislation. Thank you.

Sincerely,

, 4n
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NS*0 PE@AL ©L Nt DtCt
6320 So. Peorla Tulsa, Oklahoma 74136-259 19181 747-9535 Toll Fre 100.7224004

June 28, 1982

The Honorable Sam Gibbons
Ways and Means Committee
U. S. house of Representatives
1102 Longworth House Oz.tce Building
Washington, D.C. 20006

Dear Representative Gibbons:

It has recently come to our attention that NIKE shoe Company
must pay a tax of $1.00 on every pair of shoes they import
into this country. NIKE has donated 250,000 pair of shoes
to-Special Olympics who is NIKE's only charity. Special Olym-
pics is a non-profit organization that provides sports training
and athletic competition for .the mentally retarded. We want
you to know that NIKE's generous donation has allowed a great
many of our 15,000 Special Olympians here in Oklahoma to have
a good pair of shoes to wear while participating in the many
events our program offered this. year. It may be hard for you
-to believe, but many of these athletes did not have athletic
type shoes to wear. They have no one to buy them a pair. We
are asking that you seriously consider the tremendous value of
the donation that NIKE is making to our program and to pass the
legislation that is now before Congress that would waive this
tax on shoes that NIKE donates to Special Olympics.

I thank you for your time and consideration of this matter. P4

Sincerely,

Terry Kerr
Executive Director

TK/mt

ACCFEDiTEO BY: MAJOR SPONSORS:

Special Olympics. Inc. Elks MaIo Prolects
The Joseph P. Kennedy, Jr. Foundation Tulsa Roughnecks
Washington. O.C. Concerned Individuals end Organliation
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3Wyomir.g

Special 4
3110 Allendale Bo
Casper, Wyoming 82601
June 21, 1982

rlympi05, Itc.
ulevard

The Honorable W. Henson Moore
Ways and Means Committee
U. S. House of Representatives
1102 Longworth House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20006

Sir:

Wyoming Special Olympics would like to encourage you to
waive the tax on imported shoes which are given as donations.

This is of great benefit to Special Olympians, many who
- - could not afford even an inexpensive pair with their own re-

sources.

Please vote in favor of this tax exemption.

Sincerely your

Pamela J. ackson
Chapter Director

PJJ:bp

cfpons IA, ty ,,6 Ek. Jo 0 c9fen y, j. A..tIn1o-on
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Mr. SMrrH. Mr. E. Charles Wessinger, Mr. William Knox, Jr.,
and Mr. Mike Sanford, members of the board of directors and chap-
ter director, respectively, of the Oregon chapter of the Special
Olympics, all of whom are seated in this hearing room, flew here
all last night to Washington, D.C., simply in order to be present
and observe these proceedings.

Senator Packwood and Mr. Chairman, they and I thank you for
this opportunity to appear before this honorable committee in sup-
port of this bill.

[Th prepared statement of David Smith follows:]
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BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

TESTIMONY OF DAVID H. SMITH

EAST COAST COUNSEL
NIKE, INC.

Intro uctic;. of ',.:<, A':Ic.

Mr. Chairman and other disti-guished ne:.bers of the

Committee, .- name is David H. S:ith and I am East Coast

Counsel for NIRE, Inc. NINE, Inc., of Beaverton, Oregon,

is an .lerican corporation engaged in the manufacture and

distribution of high quality athletic footwear, active

sports apparel and related accessories. The company began

marketing athletic footwear under the NIKE bran" name in

1971. Since then, NIKE has experienced rapid growth and

believes that now it is the largest distributor of athletic

footwear in the United States and the third largest in the

world. Approximately 90" of :NIKE footwear is manufactured

to the company's specifications overseas, primarily in Korea

and Taiwan. The balance is manufactured in five cc.pany-

owned factories located in New Hampshire and Maine. NINE

-also maintains major distribution facilities in Portland,

Oregon, Greenland, New Hampshire, and Mlemphis, Tennessee.

NIKE's Relationshi-' with S.ecial Olvmnics

Almost everyone is familiar to some extent iith the

Special Olympics. It is the world's largest sports program

for handicapped individuals. Each )ear 1,000,000mentally

retarded athletes participate in Special Olympics activities.

There are 19,000 local programs taking place in ever),

Congressional district and state in the country. 70S of all

the Special Olympians who participate in these activities

come from low income families. At the national, state and
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local levels, Spe)cial 1:,.pics is highly dependent on :e

support of its m-ore than 403,000 individual volunteers

who give genercsly of their time, expertise and mcstly

love to reach these veri special children. Nor would it

be possible for the Special Oly.-.,pi~s program to carry out

its good worh without significant cash and in-kind contri-

butions f.-on the corporate sector. NIKE has been honored

to assist in providing high quality athletic footwear %,ithou:

cost to hundreds of thousands of Special Olynpians in 44 of

the SO states. These are for the most part handicapped

athletes iho have never owned a pair of athletic shoes.

Enabling these children to participate in their events

wearing footwear specifically designed to improve their

performance and minirai:e risk of injury is important.

Just as important, however, is the simple message brought

by a gift of shoes to a retarded child that someone cares.

NIKE's formal relationship with Special Olympics has

evolved over a number of years. For sonewhile, NIKE has

worked closely with the Special Olympics primarily through

its Oregon, Maine, New Hampshire, and Rhode Island state

chapters. Our activities within these state chapters have

included shoe donations, fundraising events, and sponsorship

of annual state and local Special Olympics competition.

Many NIKE employees have participated in these activities

as volunteers. From this somewhat informal relationship,

NIKE has acquired a deep respect and appreciation for the
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integrity of the Special Olympics organization and the

astounding impact which its programs make on the lives of

the very special athletes who participate in then.

Consequently, NIKE decided to expand its support of

Special Olympics to najor proportions on a national level.

With the kind encouragement and assistance of Mrs. Eunice

Kennedy Shriver and General Robert M. Vontague, Jr., President

and Executive Director respectively of Special Olympics, this

expanded program was initiated last fall with the signing of

an agreement between NIKE and Special Olympics defining the

terms upon which NIKE footwear would be donated for distribution

by Special Olympics among all of its state chapters. While

NIKE is also engaged in other projects with Special Olympics,

Inc., such as the production of a track and field training

film, the shoe donation program is the most important element

of this relationship.

It should be noted that NIKE's formal agreement with

Special Olympics does not provide for the donation of a specified

number of shoes on an annual basis, but rather leaves this to be

determined periodically by NIKE and Special Olympics, according

to availability of supply and corresponding needs. The central

purpose of this agreement is rather to restrict in clear terms

the use to which donated footwear shall be put. Specifically,

the agreement assures that donated shoes will be given to and
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used on]) by• the handicapped athletes v:ho actually cc-pete

in Special Oly.'npics events. The shoes may not be given to

staff or volunteers, and under ne circumstances may they be

resold, traded, leased or disposed of in any other fashion

after donation. Another important aspect of this agreement

concerns the distribution of the shoes. Logistically, all

shoes imported for donation enter the United States at the

Port of Portland, Oregon. After entry, NINE implements the

donation by shipment of the shoes to the Oregon Chapter of

Special Olympics. Thereafter, allocation of the shoes

among and shipment to all participating state chapters is

carried out by the Oregon Chapter in accordance with guidelines

and instructions issued by the Special Olympics National

Headquarters. In this fashion, the needs of each state chapter

can be most equitably met.

Since the execution of this agreement last fall, NIKE

has donated approximately 250,000 pairs of athletic footwear

to Special Olympics. Of this total, approximately 241,000

were imported for donation, with the balance made up of shoes

domestically manufactured in our New England facilities. The

donated footwear is composed of a wide variety of styles and

models of primarily running and basketball shoes with nylon,

canvas or leather uppers. The donated shoes are known in the

industry as "B-Grades" or, in other words, structurally sound

but in some fashion cosmetically blemished shoes.
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NIKE's current intentions are to donate an additional

minimum of 100,000 pairs of athletic shoes each fiscal year

to Special Olympics and/or other similarly situated charitable

organizations. The relief from the payment of Customs duties

on footwear imported for donations provided by S. 2247 would

enable NIKE to expand this program and thereby reach the

thousands of handicapped athletes who as yet do not have

access to high quality athletic footwear.

Revenue Impact of S. 2247

Based on the product mix of its current manufactures

and upon an analysis of the approximately 241,000 pairs of

imported shoes already donated since October, 1981, NIKE

-is able to estimate that under -current law the average duty

which would be paid on its shoes imported for donation is

$1.59 per pair. If NIKE were to import 100,000 pairs of

athletic shoes for donation per fiscal year, lost revenue

to the Customs Service by virtue of the enactment of S. 2247

would be $159,000 per year. In the last year, NIKE paid

total Customs duties on all of its importations of

approximately $60,000,000.

Under current law, NIKE is permitted to claim a charitable

contribution deduction against corporate income for most

footwear donated to Special Olympics. If S. 2247 is enacted,

this deduction would be decreased by virtue of the elimination

of duty as a factor in determining the cost basis of
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the contributed property. NIKE estimates that 22% of the

Customs duty lost on those shoes which qualify for charitable

contribution deduzticn would be recaptured by' the IRS by

virtue of the decreased charitable contribution deduction.

It should be also noted that approximately 17% of the irmported

shoes previously donated by NIKE .ere not eligible for the

charitable contribution deduction at all by virtue of the fact

that for accounting purposes their cost bagis had been reduced

to$W on the corporation's books.

Customs Service Enforcement of S. 2247

In the context of NIKE's donation program, shoes

designated for donation are placed in specially-marked boxes

to provide easy identification with the Special Olympics

program. The shoes are transported in volumes of approximately

100,000 pairs per shipment, all of which are entered at the

Port of Portland, Oregon at one time. The 241,000 pairs of

shoes previously donated to Special Olympics were transported

by only two ships and comprised only two separate entries for

Customs purposes. In this fashion, expenditure of manpower by

the Customs Service is kept to a minimum.

NIKE is also in total sympathy with the concern expressed

by the Administration that a means be established to insure that

any footwear donated pursuant to S. 224? be in fact used for

the specific purpose statedwtherein. We feel that our own formal

agreement with Special Olympics reflects that concern. For its
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own part, NIKE is willing and anxious to cooperate with the

Customs Service in establishing procedures by which charitable

organizations receiving donated footwear pursuant to S. 2247

certify that the donated shoes are put to the uses contemplated

by the legislation. We are certain that Special Olympics

shares that commitment.

Impact on Trade Policy

NIKE believes that the enactment of S. 2247 would not

create a precedent with far-reaching trade policy consequences.

The provisions of S. 2247 are sufficiently restricted so as to

make it easily distinguishable from proposals for similar

treatment of apparel, accessories or other products which

might in some fashion be used by charitable organizations

working with handicapped athletes.

Perhaps precisely because of the ease with which this

legislation can be distinguished from more open-ended, far-

reaching trade proposals, the Administration has expressed

its concern that this proposal represents "special interest"

legislation. Without addressing the philosophical question

of Whether all legislation does not perhaps fall within this

nebulous category, NIKE is willing to concede that this bill

does indeed serve certain interests. We feel, however, that

it is important to distinguish and identify those special

interests which would be served by this legislation, lest

that term emerge as a-red herring to the disadvantage of

all concerned.

The benefitt--that would flow from this bill's enactment
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are indeed limited in terms of product coverage, qualifying

donees and qualifying donors. The covered product, athletic

footwear, was not, of course, chosen in some semi-vacuum,

void of any intention other than to meet some self-serving

interests of athletic shoe manufacturers. Rather, athletic

footwear is a natural selection because even though it is

integral to the activities sponsored by the qualifying

charities, it is sadly unavailable to avastnumber of handi-

capped athletes. Perhaps even more so than the healthy

athlete, mentally and physically disabled athletes deserve

and need high quality sports shoes. This is essential not

just to improve performance, but more importantly, to reduce

risk of injury. Yet hundreds of thousands of Special

Olympians, for example, compete in their track and field

competitions wearing street shoes, boots or other inappropriate

footwear, or sometimes even barefoot. The reason for this

is that high quality athletic footwear is beyond the financial

means of a majority of America's handicapped athletes. As an

example, fully 70% of the 1,000,000 athletes involved in

the Special Olympics program come from low income families.

This, therefore, is the "special interest" served by the

choice of athletic footwear in the provisions of S. 2247.

If it can be demonstrated that this same compelling need

exists for another type of essential athletic equipment

among handicapped athletes, then NIKE would wholeheartedly

support broadening the category of articles eligible for

duty-free trealticnt.
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The donee group is also limited to a "special interest"

in the sense that this legislation would not afford duty-

frte treatment to shoes donated to the general public. Nor

is the qualified donee group open to all charitable organi-

zations assisting in general terms the needy and/or the

handicapped. We hope that the Senate will see fit to include

in this group Special Olympics and any other charitable

organization sponsoring athletic training for the physically

and mentally handicapped. This is a limited universe of

donees to be sure, but even so the total number of potential

direct recipients is surprisingly large. We are all I think

familiar in very general terms with the plight of our

physically disabled children and adults. Several organizations

sponsoring athletic competition for these deserving individuals

have been mentioned earlier. One of them, the National

Association of Sports for Cerebral Palsy, serves the needs of

25,000 athletes. Many other organizations conduct similar

worthy programs at the state and local levels. But our

general awareness of the sometimes less visible problem of

mental retardation needs frequent enforcement. About 31

of our total population is mentally retarded. Mental retard-

ation affects more children than all other diseases by far.

Eight times more than Cerebral Palsy. Ten times more than

severe hearing loss. Sixty times more than Muscular Dystrophy.

Currently, 1,000,000 of these retarded athletes participate

in Special Olympics programs and Special Olympics is reaching
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more and more of these children each year-. All of these

many programs approach the handicaps of their athletes in

a positive manner, focusing on ability, not disability.

Through training and competition, children and adults are

able to develop physical fitness, express courage, experience

joy and participate in a sharing of gifts, skills and

friendship with their families, their peers and the community.

Through competition in the field of sports, these special

athletes, perhaps for the first time, can experience the

sensation of success. If, in encouraging the support of

these efforts, S. 2247 is "special interest" legislation

then so be it. We do not believe that American citizens

will be in the least-bit offended by this prospect.

Finally, I wish to address the concern which we have

heard expressed that this bill in terms of qualified donors

is special interest legislation which benefits only importers,

or more specifically, only NIKE. This concern is especially

irksome because it not only tends to polarize artificially

the athletic shoe manufacturing industry, but also misses

the principle objective of the legislation. Because NIKE is

currently the sole proponent of this-measure with a major

ongoing program of donations of imported footwear to Special

Olympics, it may be easy to assume that the legislation would

only benefit NIKE. Wee, on the other hand, look around our

industry and wonder why none of our competitors are engaged

in similar programs with their imported footwear. Obviously,
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we cannot speak for our foreign competitors, but we would

hope that they too would respond to the incentive created

by S. 2247 and begin donating to these worthy causes some

of the footwear which they have been otherwise selling in

the marketplace. I think it should be noted as well that

among our colleagues in the Rubber Manufacturers

Association almost if not all of the primarily domestic

manufacturers of athletic footwear also maintain some im-

portation progam. Clearly, none of them import to the

extent NIKE does. Nonetheless, S. 2247, if enacted, would

be available to their imports in exactly the same fashion

as to NIKE.

But even addressing this argument detracts from the

real issue in this context. This is not a NIKE relief bill.

It is not an importer's relief bill. it is not a bill which

would injure the domestic injury at the expense of American

jobs. Only shoes that are given away will be affected by

this legislation. Every shoe which we might in the future

donate to Special Olympics or any other charitable organi-

zation will create a dollar loss to the company whether or

not a tariff ispaid thereon. Let me assure the Committee

that virtually all of the shoes which we have previously donated

and in the future will donate to Special Olympics could be

sold at a profit either here or abroad. We willingly give
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up this profit and absorb the expense after tax of manufacturing

the footwear when we make these donations. Of course, this does

not make NIKE a special case. Every other corporate donor with

a contribution program is similarly affected. We do this

willingly, though, because we see an urgent need within a

very worthy and deserving special interest group that is

going largely unmet. NIKE cannot meet that need by itself.

Our colleagues in the Rubber Manufacturers Association cannot

fill the need thenselves. We do not know, in fact, if the

total need can be continuously met by donations from the

combined resources of the private sector. What we do know

is that every additional pair of shoes that is donated is

very important to at least one deserving child. We cannot

speak for others, but if S. 2247 is enacted, NIKE's intention

is to reinvest such tariff savings as are afforded thereby

into expansion of our donation program. NIKE is not looking

for a windfall from this legislation. We do not expect to

be $1.00 richer for it. We are not asking for help so that

we might help ourselves. We are asking for help in the form

of S. 2247 so that we and others can help America's handicapped

athletes.

Concerns of the Domestic Footwear Industry

In expressing its opposition to S. 2247, the domestic

footwear industry has stated that this measure and its

counterpart in the House provides a substantial benefit to
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importers in the absence of any demonstrated need that any

additional incentives are needed in order to meet the re-

quirements of organizations which aid the handicapped. In

assessing this position it is important to understand the

historical and prospective needs of the recipient organization

which would benefit directly from contributions encouraged

by this legislation. Historically, the footwear needs of

organizations formed for the purpose of sponsoring athletic

training for the mentally and physically disabled have never

been met by donations of either imported or domestically made

shoes. The Committee staff has, I believe, received a copy

of a letter dated April 27, 1982, from General Robert M.

Montague, Jr., Executive Director of Special Olympics, Inc.,

indicating that prior to NIKE's donation program no other

manufacturer of athletic shoes has ever offered any support

on the national or international level. Some individual

domestic manufacturers have apparently donated small volumes

of shoes on a sporadic basis to local chapters of Special

Olyppics. We are not aware of any such donations which total

over 5,000 pair. This is in the face of a demonstrated need

for high quality athletic footwear on the part of 700,000

Special Olympians alone. And this does not geasure in terms

of numbers the equally compelling need of the underprivileged

physically handicapped served by organizaticns other than

SpeciaI Olympics. We are not aware of any ongoing footwear
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donation program to the latter organizations.

This is not to say that domestic footwear manufacturers

have not undertaken any charitable donation programs at all.

To the contrary, one manufacturer, Converse, Inc., has in

the past made significant contributions of footwear to

charities providing disaster relief or other general relief

to the needy, NIKE, too, makes regular contributions of

footwear to charities of this nature. The point is not that

one type of charitable organization is more deserving than

another. Rather the point is that the handicapped in sports

have historically been neglected.

Notwithstanding this historical propensity, the domestic

industry now expresses its willingness to support Special

Olympics. We hope that this Committee will determine

specifically what this commitment means in terms of donations.

Is the domestic industry willing to give to Special Olympics

only if NIKE does not? Is the domestic industry willing to

give to Special Olympics only the number of additional shoes

that NIKE would be able to give if S. 2247 is enacted? In

any event, the domestic industry willing to ensure that

700,000 underprivileged Special Olympians will be able to

compete in high quality athletic footwear. Additionally,

is the domestic industry willing to support other organi-

zations serving the needs of the physically handicapped in

sports. And just as importantly, can the domestic industry

undertake any or all of such commitments without detracting
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from or eliminating their support of other charitable

organizations outside the group of all eligible donees

under S. 2247. The total need for charitable contributions

is immense. It makes no logical or civic sense to NIKE to

rob Peter to pay Paul when neither one is likely to get

his full share in any event.

The argument has also been presented by domestic

manufacturers that relieving importers from the obligation

to pay duty on footwear destined for charitable purposes

will serve to encourage only the manufacture of such

footwear in Korea or the People's Republic of China rather

than in the United States. NIKE employs approximately

3,000 U.S. citizens worldwide. Over 2,700 of those are

employed here in the U.S. Of those, over 2,400 are directly

employed in the manufacture of the approximately 12,000

pair of athletic shoes NIKE produces daily in its factories

in New England. I can assure this Committee that not one

of our workers domestically or off-shore is employed by NIKE

to make shoes which will be given away. Not a single American

-job would be lost by virtue of the enactment of S. 2247,

because no manufacturer would start up or increase off-shore

production for the purpose of making b-grade shoes for donation.

Indeed, our true economic incentive is to sell these shoes.

S. 2247 creates an incentive for us to give them away. If

the domestic producers believe that American footwear workers
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are underemployed, then their commitment to that work force

should be to increase sales, not giveaways.

Conclusion

When NIKE embarked on its national charitable contri-

bution program with Special Olympics last year, we con-

sidered it an action undertaken in at least partial re-

sponse to President Reagan's call for the private sector

to shoulder more of the responsibility for assisting the

disadvantaged necessitated by cut-backs in Federal spending.

Indeed, this week Congress is engaged in the final stages

of a budget process which will ultimately result in billions

of dollars being cut from Federal welfare programs. We

now see in S. 2247 and its House counterpart a vehicle by

which Congress can give substance to the spirit of President

Reagan's mandate, and by which Congress can send a clear

message of support to America's physically and mentally

handicapped athletes and to those footwear manufacturers

who, like NIKE, desire to endorse athletic shoes for donation.

Currently, the Federal government imposes a tax in the

form of Customs duties on footwear imported into the United

States solely for charitable purposes. We do not believe

that taxing charitable donations in this fashion is either

equitable or in any sense serves the national welfare.

Indeed, this tax is a disincentive to private contributions

of meaningful gifts to an important and deserving

sector of our population whose welfare should be of

concern to us all. By enacting S. 2247, Congress can

remove this disincentive with a loss of Federal revenue

so small as to be almost undetectable and n a fashion

which would neither occasion the loss of a single American

job, nor deprive the domestic producers of a single

percentage of a market share for the sale of their

shoes.
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Senator DANFORTH. Let me ask you, what is the average duty on
a pair of shoes?

Mr. SMrrH. The cost in terms of an average, based on the product
mix that we have historically imported, Mr. Chairman, is $1.59.

Senator DANFORTH. $1.59 a pair?
Mr. SMrrH. But that is an average. It varies from duties in excess

of 60 percent of the f.o.b. value of the shoe down to 8 percent.
That's an average.

Senator DANFORTH. And as I understand the bill, it would just
remove the tariff on shoes that are given to the Special Olympics?

Mr. SMrrI. It would remove the tariff on shoes that were import-
ed and identified at the time of importation "Specifically for dona-
tion to Special -Olympics." Yes, sir.

Senator DANFORTH. But not shoes that would be given to, say the
Boys' Club or the Boy Scouts, or something like that?

Mr. SMiTH. That is correct.
Senator DANFORTH. Just the Special Olympics?
Mr. SMrrH. In its current form.
Senator DANFORTH. Let me say I think it's obviously laudable for

anybody to give shoes or anything else to the Special -Olympics or
to other charities; they are for kids. But I am a little bit of a loss to
know why what amounts to a subsidy of $1.59 should be provided
for a particular manufacturer to make a gift to a particular chari-
table undertaking.

Mr. SMITH. Well, Senator Danforth, if in fact Nike viewed it as a
subsidy for Nike, I don't believe that we would--

Senator DANFORTH. Well, I don't care how Nike views it; that's
what it is. Why should we do that specially for one producer for
one charity?

Mr. SMrrH. Let me respond in two fashions. We have no objection
if this committee, or as in fact is provided in the House b 11-the
range of eligible charitable donees is increased. We would have ab-
solutely no objection to that at all.

We also feel, in fact, that this bill, even in its current posture,
would potentially benefit manufacturers other than Nike.

Senator DANFORTH. But why shouldn't we just write a check for
$1.59 per pair of shoes to anybody who wanted to give a pair -of
shoes for any urposes?

Mr. SMITH. Senator, the purpose for our seeking the assistance in
the form of this incentive, from this Congress, is so that we can
reduce the cost of giving away shoes, not so that we can get a
rebate or a refund for shoes that we intend to give away. The dif-
ference is that we intend to use that savings for no other purpose
than to import more shoes for donations to the direct benefit of
Special Olympics.

Senator DANFORTH. I understand that. But what I am curious
about, we already provide in the Internal Revenue Code a charita-
ble deduction for making gifts for any purpose to anything. Why
should we provide in effect a special tax break to encourage a spe-
cial kind of gift of a special kind of product to a special donee-
however laudable?

I am not being facetious. If a manufacturer of coffee cups said, "I
think that every senior citizen center should have a supply of
coffee cups, and we want to give them to them, and we wil if you
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will not only allow us our charitable deduction but also give us
$1.59 per cup."

Senator PACKWOOD. Let me ask a question, though, Jack.
Nike has no objection to opening up the classification of recipi-

ents. I don't think they are asking--
Senator DANFORTH. Why only shoes? Why not shirts, hats, pants,

coffee cups, anything anybody wants to give to any charity? Why
shouldn't we just write that?

Mr. SMITH. As a matter of philosophical approach, Mr. Chair-
man, Nike has no objection to that, either.

We are dealing with a practical situation in which it appeared
incumbent upon us to demonstrate, in the context of this legisla-
tion, if it appears that -only specially limited donees, donors, and
product eligibility were to be considered, there are a number of
points:

One is that in fact these particular recipients have very special
needs that in the past have not been met by donations, and which
in the future are only likely to be met by donations.

Senator PACKWOOD. Well, let me put something in perspective,
Jack.

In talking with Nike, I am aware they have no desire to limit it
to the Special Olympics. The bill was drawn as narrowly as possi-
ble, but without any malice aforethought. If you wanted to include
every conceivable charity--

Senator DANFORTH. I know what this bill is.
Senator PACKWOOD. No, no. But when you say why a bill for a

special-I think Nike would say, "Fine. Open it up to all of the pos-
sible donees," and Nike doesn t care if you want to open it up to
shirts and hockey sticks, and anything else that is imported and
given away.

The battle here, very frankly, is between the domestic manufac-
turers who don't want Nike or anybody else-it isn't limited to
Nike-who makes shoes overseas to be able to give them away to
the Special Olympics or the regular Olympics, or anybody else.

Mr. COOPER. On a more favorable basis, Senator, than is permit-
ted the domestic industry. If the need is that great I would like to
suggest that the domestic industry's proposal is: The way to meet
the need is to amend the Tax Code so that instead of making it 46
percent for Special Olympics you bring it up to 48 percent.

Senator PACKWOOD. I want the record to show this-and we are
all going to go vote, and I think we are about done with this
hearing-that in my checking with the Special Olympic
Committee, indeed they do have about 1 million participants-and
they really could use more than 1 pair of shoes per participants
Even Nike is not coming close to filling the needs-241,000 last
year, right? Until Nike made this offer, the Special Olympics had
tried to get donations of $50,000, $100,000, $500,000, and were unable
to get them. And Nike filled for them a desperate need which they
thought was one of the most extraordinary gifts they had ever re-
ceived. But it was not being filled, Mr. Cooper, by domestic manu-
facturers.

Mr. COOPER. It was not being filled-you are accurate-any more
than Nike was contributing to CARE or to Catholic Relief, or to the
Martin Luther King Boys Club.
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Senator PACKWOOD. I understand that. But. I don't want the
record to show that, had the Special Olympics simply asked, and I
discovered they did ask, that their needs would have been met.
They had not been met until Nike got in. I am not saying the Spe-
cial Olympics are any better than CARE or Catholic charities, or
any worse. But let the record show--

Senator DANFORTH. I think the question i8 whether we in the Fi-
nance Committee are going to specifically target on almost an ex
post facto basis after we determine that there is a particular need
in a particular charitable undertaking for a product, whether we
are going to start specially targeting tax benefits to encourage the
charitable contribution, I think.

Senator PACKWOOD. Well, the point is we do.
Senator DANFORTH. Well, it might be. I am the author of the

Apple bill; maybe we should do it. [Laughter]
Senator PACKWOOD. Again I will say I think I can speak for Nike.

They have no objection to broadening the classification of recipi-
ents so that it is not specially for the Special Olympics.

Senator DANFORTH. Is the Treasury for this or against it?
Mr. COOPER. Well, the administration is against it. The Office of

Management and Budget is against it despite the administration's
program for increased private giving.

Senator DANFORTH. I know they are against the Apple bill, be-
cause I have already had a hearing on that. It is a comparable kind
of a situation where a computer company said "provide us and ev-
erybody else." And that's the difference, really; because it wasn't a
foreign-dorestic thing, it's anybody who vyants to give a computer
to a school. It had to do with what they are able to deduct-how
much. But at least that was not an effort to have something that
by its very nature distinguishes between imported and domestic
products. But the Treasury has firmly opposed it. I'm still for it.

I can't imagine that the administration would be for this. And,
frankly, I think because of the inherent differentiation between
types of producers and potential donors, this is much more discrim-
inatory. The Apple bill was not discriminatory; this really is. This
is very targeted for its source of producer.

Mr. SMITH. May I respond to that very briefly, Mr. Chairman?
While it is indeed the case, Nike being an American corporation,
that our production is primarily done offshore, it is also the case
that we are significant domestic producers. In addition to that, all
of the other members of the Rubber Manufacturers Association,
footwear division, who make athletic shoes and who primarily
manufacture domestically, also have some offshore production and
do have an importation program. And each one of them would be
eligible to benefit by this provision.

Senator DANFORTH. That's even a stranger kind of a differenti-
ation, between shoes that are produced by company N abroad and
shoes that are produced by company N at home. It just seems to
me to be kind of odd.

Do you have any questions, Senator Matsunaga?
Senator MATSUNAGA. Not really, but I would think, Mr. Chair-

man, that we ought to give the same kind of break for a contribu-
tion of domestically manufactured goods. How to do it is the ques-
tion.

98-592 0 - 82 - 28
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Senator PACKWOOD. Well, I might say, Mr. Chairman, it's not
unique to this committee. You will recall the carillon bell situation
where we waived the tariff to allow the church to import the caril-
lon bells.

And you were on the committee the time we waived the tariff on
those imported trinkets that are thrown off the trucks at the Mardi
Gras? A tariff was imposed, and all those children were not going
to get them if we didn't waive it.

Were you here then? [Laughter.]
Senator DANFORTH. Senator Packwood, I've heard cases make

bad law. [Laughter.]
Gentlemen, thank you very much.
Mr. COOPER. Thank you.
[Letter from Mr. Cooper answering Senator Baucus' questions:]
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LAW OFFICES$

MITCHELL J. COOPER

1001 CONNECTICUT AVKNUEN W.

WASIiNOTON, D C 20038

331- I' 0
August 9, 1982

Mr. Ed Danielson
Senate Committee on Finance
Room 2227, Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Mr. Danielson:

The q14-'-ET.iis ydu forwarded to me from Senator Baucus on
S. 2247 arrived this morning, and I hasten to reply.

1. What I said to the Ways and Means Committee was that
if such organizations "have had difficulties in obtaining donations
of athletic footwear, they have not communicated this difficulty
to the domestic industry".

Special Olympics has said that approximately 1,000,000
participate in their programs; I have no reason to question that
figure.

Members of the Rubber Manufacturers Association have a
long history of giving to a variety of needy causes. NIKE, a
member of this Association, has apparently chosen to concentrate
its charitable program on the needs of Special Olympics. Toward
that end, it entered into a written agreement with Special Olympics
in September, 1981, a copy of which agreement was filed by NIKE
as an exhibit with its testimony before the Ways and Means
Committee. Indeed, according to a June 1, 1982, memo from the
Director of the Oregon Special Olympics Chapter to other chapters,
"NIKE has designated Special Olympics as, basically, its only
charity".

Other members of the Rubber Manufacturers Association,
however, have also contributed to Special Olympics. Converse
Rubber Company's Lumberton, North Carolina, plant contributed to
the local chapter approximately 2,000 pairs of athletic footwear,
5,000 t-shirts and over 200 man-hours of volunteer time. Also,
Converse offered to meet all of the athletic footwear requirements
of the 1983 Special Olympics Games, but this offer was turned down
because of Special Olympics' agreement with NIKE; Converse will,
however, be providing all the athletic bags, socks and t-shirts
required by participants and staff. Hyde Athletic Industries
recently donated 5,000 pairs of bowling and multi-purpose athletic
shoes to Special Olympics. In thanking Hyde, Mrs. Eunice Shriver,
President of Special Olympics, remarked: "Donations like this from
Hyde prove that American industry can and does participate in the
tremendous volunteer movement which makes it possible for a million
mentally retarded athletes to engage in the activities of their
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families and communities".

In early July, 1982 spokesmen for the Rubber Manufacturers
Association met with the Chairman of the Handicapped in Sports
Committee to suggest a legislative approach to giving to the
handicapped which would provide identical incentives to domestic
manufacturers and importers. At the conclusion of that meeting,
Chairman Montague wrote to thank the RMA spokesmen for "their
most generous offer to all the handicapped in sports groups".

2. Neither Converse nor I knows the nationalities of the
ultimate recipients of the 750,000 pairs of shoes given by Converse
to Catholic Relief and to CARE. Of course the many thousands of
pairs of shoes which Converse has given annually to the Martin
Luther King Boys' Club in Chicago, the Police Athletic League
basketball program in New York, and the Hawthorne League for
Retarded Children ini Massachusetts are distributed in the United
States.

As a further example of domestic contributions, New Balance
Athletic Shoes has contributed thousands of pairs of its footwear
to the Departments of Youth Services and Social Services in
Massachusetts, the Salvation Army in Seattle, the Delancey Street
Foundation in San Francisco, the Wrentham State School, the Boston
Boys Club, the Boston YMCA, the Kiwanis Club, and other worthy causes.

3. What I said in reply to Congressman Jenkins' question was
that the domestic industry "will fulfill the commitment that NIKE
has made to Special Olympics. They would do it on the same basis
NIKE has done it.",

Sincerely,

i c'i. X.'Cooper
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Mr. SMITH. Thank you.
Senator DANFORTH. We do have one more panel, and we have a

vote on the Senate floor.
Someone will be back.
[Whereupon, at 11:14 a.m., the hearing was recessed.]

AFTER RECESS

Senator MOYNIHAN. Good morning, again, to our guests.
Senator Danforth has asked me to resume the hearing for him,

as he is having difficulty getting back.
Senator Matsunaga has a statement which he will make if he is

able to get back from the floor.
At the moment, however, we will simply proceed.
[Pause.]
Senator MOYNIHAN. I am told that Senator Matsunaga would

like us to wait for him. That was not the information indicated to
me on the floor a few moments ago.

Stay right where you are.
[Whereupon, at 11:27 a.m., the hearing was recessed.]

AFTER RECESS

Senator MATSUNAGA. The subcommittee will come to order.
The next item under consideration is S. 1723, and we have a

panel consisting of Dr. Richard E. W. Adams, president of the Soci-
ety for American Archaeology, from Texas; Clemency Coggins, of
the Peabody Museum, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.; and
Mr. Douglas Ewing, president of the American Association of Deal-
ers in Ancient, Oriental, and Primitive Art.

Would the others sitting at the witness table identify yourselves?
Dr. KING. I am Dr. Mary Elizabeth King, accompanying Dr.

Adams. I am director of the University Museum at New Mexico
State University in Las Cruces, and vice president of the Associ-
ation for Field Archaeology.

Senator MATSUNAGA. All right.
Mr. FITZPATRICK. My name is Jim Fitzpatrick. I am counsel to

the Art Dealers Association, and I'm with Arnold & Porter, Wash-
ington, D.C.

Mr. MARKS. I am Peter Marks, a member of the Association, a
colleague of Mr. Ewing.

Senator MATSUNAGA. All right. I have a very brief opening state-
ment on S. 1723 which I will deliver at this time.

I am urging the committee to act expeditiously on S. 1723, a bill to
implement articles 7(b) and 9 of the United Nations Convention, on
the means of prohibiting and preventing the illicit import, export,
and transfer of ownership of cultural property.

The convention's clief purpose is to stop the illegal international
trade in national art treasures. The parties to the convention un-
dertake to prohibit importation of cultural property stolen from
museums, public monuments, and simlar institutions, and under-
take to recover and return such property to the rightful owners.

The United States played an active role in negotiating this con-
vention, and it was adopted by the United Nations Educational,
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Science, and Cultural Organization [UNESCO], on November 14,
1970. The U.S. Senate approved the convention by a vote of 77 to 0
on August 11, 1972.

Despite the U.S. role in bringing about this convention, the U.S.
Congress has still to enact the implementing legislation. In 1977,
the House of Representatives passed implementing legislation, only
to have the legislation killed by this committee's inaction. On Feb-
ruary 5, 1981, Senator Baucus and I introduced S. 426 to imple-
ment the UNESCO convention. This committee again did nothing.

After introducing S. 426 I worked with various groups to address
their potential concerns. On October 7, 1981, Senator Baucus and I
introduced a revised bill, S. 1723, which is now before this
committee.

Now, the revisions provide, among other things:
One. A requirement that other nations having a significant

import trade implement comparable restrictions.
Two. The inclusion of archaeological or ethnological material of a

native population or nonindustrial society.
Three. The limitation of the period for emergency import restric-

tions.
Four. The restructuring of the Cultural Property Advisory

Committee.
Five. A revised documentation procedure.
Six. The return of certain forfeited material to the bona fide pur-

chaser or holder of title.
Seven. A safeguard for museum acquisitions.
The revised bill, which is the subject of these hearings, should ex-

pedite consideration of the measure. The need for this legislation is
pressing and I urge expeditious and favorable action by this sub-
committee.

Do you have an opening statement, Senator Moynihan?
Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Chairman, just in the briefest terms, as

I think you know my views on the matter. I know the panel does.
The United States has been very much in the advanced guard of

those trying to stop the illegal trade in art. Museums, for example,
have been meticulous about the subject of stolen loot and foreign
artifacts.

The Smithsonian Institution has established guidelines which are
strictly upheld. I know at one point when the Roman and Greek
coins were stolen from the Fahhg Museum at Harvard University,
and in a small gesture to try to do something about this-this oc-
curred in India where I was then Ambassador-I offered a not in-
significant collection of Alexandrine tetradroms which I had in my
possession" to the museum. And the museum, to my eternal grati-
tude, turned them down because I could not explain their provi-
dence. As a consequence, it is the only piece of negotiable property
I have left to bury myself and my wife. Absent that, it would be a
pauper's grave or Arlington Cemetery.

I didn't say then but I say now, that they wanted to know where
I got them. I bought them from an Armenian coin dealer in Istan-
bul. And where did he get them? He got them, probably six or
seven removes, from a group of people who had dug them up in
Syria. There were three people; they split the hoard three ways,
two of them have ended up in Geneva, the other is here. They were
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historically important, because there are about 15 different mints
of the same coin. And the museum couldn't take them for a reason
that seemed to me odd, because if the museum didn't get them
somebody else would-will eventually. And they were bought in an
open market in an open way.

When workmen discover hoards, which is frequently the case,
they take them to the market. The largest gold collection of pre-
Christian Ireland was discovered by men digging a railway tunnel
in the 1850's. They melted half of it down and sold it as bullion
before somebody noticed these fellows had an awful lot of money
they ordinarily didn't have.

We don't want to discourage things coming to the market, be-
cause they end up with people who care about them very much.
Our dealers are immensely responsible. They don't deal in stolen
goods; they deal in goods that come on the market.

On the subject of this UNESCO legislation I will say simply: As
in so many matters, the countries of UNESCO choose to ascribe
their own shortcomings to the depredation of the West. And to con-
sider UNESCO as the standard against which we must measure
ourselves is a perilous enterprise. They have already decided that
the free press is a capitalist, imperialist conspiracy, and that is just
their beginning. The next thing, we will -find that we have to follow
a UNESCO convention that says abolish the first amendment be-
cause it -gives the power of public opinion to rich and depraved
people. That is the language they talk over there. They talk about
our dealers who in fact have been superb preservers of a past that
is all too easily lost. But let us hear it from them; you have heard
enough from me.

Senator MATSUNAGA. We will first hear from Dr. Adams.

STATEMENT OF DR. RICHARD E. W. ADAMS, PRESIDENT, SOCIETY
FOR AMERICAN ARCHAEOLOGY, SAN ANTONIO, TEX.

Dr. ADAMS. Thank you, Senator Matsunaga.
I am testifying in support of Senate bill 1723. My name is Rich-

ard Adams. I appear before you as the president of the Society for
American Archaeology. I'm also a past member of the executive
board of the American Anthropological Association and represent
here today a broad coalition of interests ranging from archeologists
to museum directors, from anthropologists to art historians, and in-
cluding a large lay public. These are embodied in 16 separate orga-
nizations. I will not tax your patience with reading the entire list;
they are in the written version of the testimony.

Senator MATSUNAGA. It will appear in the record.
Dr. ADAMS. Thank you, sir.
My formal position is that of professor of anthropology at the

University of Texas at San Antonio, and I have been a field arche-
ologist working with the ancient civilizations of Mexico and Cen-
tral America for the past 25 years.

Past cultures and civilizations and ethnographic cultures are
part of the universal heritage of mankind. The archeological and
academic groups which I represent may number less than 100,000,
but we are the professional expression of an interest which engages
millions of people and which bridges cultural and political bound-
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aries. That cultural heritage is in grave danger through pillaging
of archeological sites on a worldwide basis for commercially valua-
ble material to sell in the art markets of this country, among
others.

The legislation you are considering, Senate bill 2734, is another
of a series of efforts to implement a set of protective laws which
will begin to cope with this problem. The legislation is nothing
new, for it follows through on a unanimous advise and consent by
the Senate in 1972 on the UNESCO Convention on the Means of
Prohibiting and Preventing the Illicit Import, Export, and Transfer
of Ownership of Cultural Property.

Archeological sites and cultural information destroyed for gain
probably cause real anguish only among professional archeologists
and a few officials of the countries concerned. The results and un-
noticed impacts, however, are much broader. For many developing
nations there is a problem of developing an identity, and part of
that identity is involved in their native cultural past. If that past
cannot be recovered because of damage to the archeological re-
sources of a country, then something irretrievable and valuable has
been lost. A parallel for us would be as if Williamsburg had been
looted to serve a market in 17th and 18th century artifacts, and
not enough had remained to permit the meticulous excavation and
restoration that one sees there today. To fully understand the
meaning of an artifact requires that you must know the context:
whether it occurs in a tomb, a kitchen, or even more unlikely
places.

The United States is one of the largest markets, probably the
largest market, for illegally excavated and exported materials.
That is lamentable in itself. However, much of the U.S. public does
not realize that we have in this country significant archeological
resources which themselves are being looted and exported illegally.
We cannot expect other nations to aid in the control of such traffic
if we do not offer them a quid pro quo.

The United States is probably the largest market in the world
for antiquities, as I have said, and as such has an obligation to lead
in the control of the illegal traffic in antiquities. We can exercise
such leadership by implementing the UNESCO convention of 1970.
Other signatories of the convention would be positively influenced
to simliar action if the United States is willing to take this impor-
tant step.

Parenthetically, here, I would observe that "concerted action," as
is in the bill, is not equivalent to "simultaneous action." In other
words, taking a leadership position does not mean we are not initi-
ating a concerted effort.

This bill represents compromise among the various interests: sci-
entific and cultural on the part of the archeologists, museum offi-
cials, and art historians, and commercial on the part of the art
dealers.

The art dealers' interests are served by, among other things, re-
quiring that the President essentially determine that there is a
crisis in a certain country in the looting of its antiquities and that
the country of origin has implemented its own laws controlling the
export of antiquities, before placing U.S. import restrictions on
those items.
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In addition to the favorable benefits for foreign nations and for
U.S. foreign relations, S. 1723 would have a significant scientific
benefit as well. Archeologists do not benefit financially from ar-
cheological excavation, or from this legislation, except in the sense
that we can raise research funds for sites that are still intact.
Many sites have been looted in "my area" alone-my area in
quotes-the Maya lowlands, since 1970, the date of passage of the
UNESCO convention. The cave with murals in Guatemala, recently
described in National Geographic magazine, is an example. Looters
hit that site immediately that it was known.-The lack of a market
for such items and the existence of laws restricting the movement
of those antiquities might have avoided this depradation.

Finally, the American public benefits from exhibits such as "The
Search for Alexander" in which some of the magnificent material
from the tomb of Phillip the Second was displayed. This legislation
provides for the encouragement of such cultural interchanges.
Again, had looters hit the site of Phillip's tomb, we might not have
had the opportunity to see this material collected under a single
roof. Indeed, had this material been distributed among private col-
lections by looters, we would likely not even have known that it
was in fact from Phillip's tomb. A ceramic from an archeologically
recorded tomb can tell us a great deal about ancient cultures and
about ourselves. An ancient pot sitting on an art dealer's shelf is
just another pretty vase.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Richard E. W. Adams follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF DR. RICHARD E. W. ADAMS IN SUPPORT OF S. 1723

July 22, 1982

GENTLEMEN:

My name is Richard E. W. Adams and I appear before you as the President of the

Society for American Archaeology. I am also a past member of the Executive

Board of the American Anthropological Association, and represent here today the

following organizations:

American Anthropological Association

American Association of Museums

American Association of Museum Directors

American Society of Conservation Archeology

Archeological Institute of America

Association for Field Archeology

College Art Association

Coordinating Council of National Archeological Societies

National Association of State Archeologists

Society for American Archaeology

Society for Historical Archaeology

Society for the Preservation of Greek Heritage

Society of Professional Archeologists

US Committee of the International Committee on Monuments & Sites

My formal position is that of Professor of Anthropology at the University of

Texas at San Antonio, and I have been a field archeologist working with the

ancient civilizations of Mexico and Central America for some 25 years.

Past cultures and civilizations and ethnographic cultures are part of the

universal heritage of mankind. The archeological and academic groups which I
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represent may number only 100,000 or so, but we are the professional expression

of an interest which engages millions of people and which bridges cultural and

political boundaries. That cultural heritage is in grave danger through

pillaging of archeological sites on a worldwide basis for comercially valuable

material to sell In the art markets of this country among others. The legis-

lation you are considering. Senate bill 1723, is another of a series of efforts

to impleme- a set of protective laws which will begin to cope with this

problem. The legislation is nothing new, for it follows through on a unanimous

advise and consent by the Senate in 1972 on the UNESCO Convention on the Means

of Prohibiting and Preventing the Illicit Imort, Export, and Transfer of

Ownership of Cultural Property.

Archeological sites and cultural Information destroyed for gain probably cause

real anguish only among professional archeologists and a few officials of the

governments concerned. The results and unnoticed impacts, however, are much

broader. For many developing nations, there is a problem of building an

identity, and part of that identity is involved in their native cultural past.

If that past cannot be recovered because of the damage to the archeological

resources of a country, then something irretrievable and valuable has been lost.

A parallel for us would be if Williamsburg had been looted to serve a market

in 17th and 18th century artifacts, and not enough had remained to permit the

meticulous excavation and restoration that one sees there today. To fully

understand the meaning of an artifact requires that you must know the context:

whether it occurs in a tomb, a kitchen, or even more unlikely )laces.

The United States is one of the largest markets for illegally excavated and

exported materials. That is lamentable in itself. However, much of the US

public does not realize that we have in this country significant archeological

resources which are being looted and exported. We cannot expect other nations
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to aid in the control of such traffic if we do not offer them a quid prquo.

The US Is probably the largest market In the world for antiquities, and, as

such, has an obligation to lead in the control of the legal traffic in arti-

facts. We can exercise such leadership by implementing the UNESCO Convention

of 1970. Other sig~atories of the Convention would be positively influenced

to similar action if the United States is willing to take this important step.

This bill represents compromise among the various interests, scientific and

cultural on the part of the archeologists, museum officials, and art historians,

and commercial on the part of the art dealers. The art dealers interests are

served by, among other things, requiring that the President essentially deter-

mine that there is a crisis in a certain country in the looting of its anti-

quities and that the country of origin has implemented its own laws controlling

the export of antiquities, before placing US import restrictions on those items.

In addition to the favorable benefits for foreign nations and for US foreign

relations, S. 1723 would have a significant scientific benefit as well. Arch-

eologists do not benefit financially from archeological excavation, or from

this legislation, except in the sense that we can raise research funds for sites

that are still intact. Many sites have been looted in my area alone, the Maya

lowlands, since 1970, the date of passage of the URNESCO Convention. The cave

with murals in Guatemala, recently described in National Geographic magazine,

is an example. Looters ht that site immediately after it was known; the

lack of a market for such itens and the existence of laws restricting the move-

ment of these antiquities might have avoided this depradation.

Finally, the American public benefits from exhibits such as "The Search for

Alexander" in which some of the magnificent material from the tomb of Phillip

the Second was displayed. This legislation provides for the encouragement of

such cultural interchanges. Again, had looters hit the site of Phillip's tomb,

we might not have had the opportunity to see this material collected under a

single roof. Indeed, had this material been distributed among private collec-

tions by looters, we would likely not have even known that it was, in fact,

from Phillip's tomb! A ceramic from an archeologically recorded tomb can tell

us a great deal about ancient cultures and about ourselves; an ancient pot

sitting on an art dealer's shelf is just another pretty vase. Thank you very

much.
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Senator MATSUNAGA. Thank you very much, Dr. Adams.
We will go to our next witness and question the witnesses after

the panel members have all testified.
We will now hear from Mr. Douglas Ewing, president, American

Association of Dealers in Ancient, Oriental, and Primitive Art.

STATEMENT OF DOUGLAS EWING, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN ASSO-
CIATION OF DEALERS IN ANCIENT, ORIENTAL, AND PRIMITIVE
ART
Mr. EWING. This association comprises dealers in a wide range of

art-classical Greek and Roman, ancient Near Eastern, the arts of
China, Japan, India, and Southeast Asia, pre-Colombian art, and
primitive art from Africa, the Pacific Basin, and North America.

The association has been involved for many years in commenting
on this highly controversial legislation. This legislation has under-
gone a number of redrafts in an attempt to meet the many serious
criticisms that have been advanced in those hearings.

The central concern of the association over the years has been
the failure of the proposed legislation to provide that the United
States would participate in a concerted international effort to re-
spond to any problems in the trade and movement of cultural prop-
erties. We have emphatically stated that unilateral action on the
part of the United States would not in any meaningful way re-
spond to the problems of the concerned foreign countries; rather,
the traffic in cultural properties would simply be deflected from
the United States to other major art importing nations.

Thus, we were pleased that the recent draft of the legislation, S.
1723, has incorporated the requirement of a concerted internation-
al response as a touchstone for any U.S. participation in such
plans.

Nevertheless, there are still severe shortcomings with the pres-
ent draft of this bill which do not afford a fair and equitable re-
sponse for our citizens to the problems of the movement of cultural
goods in international commerce.

The view that it meets the approval of the affected groups over-
states the degree of consensus and fails to reflect the deep concern
of many affected parties.

In the appendix to my testimony I have set forth our specific con-
cerns with the new bill, including specific suggestions for changes.
The major points addressed in detail in the appendix include the
following:

One. The "concerted international effort" principle as set forth
in the bill requires greater clarity to be workable.

Two. A variety of provisions must be strengthened to assure that
the requirement for a concerted international effort cannot be side-
stepped.

Three. The emergency restrictions must be limited to avoid
emasculation of the remainder of the bill.

Four. Documentation requirements must be made more rational
to reduce potentially mischievous and unreviewable bureaucratic
authority.

The key problem with section 7 relates to the undefined term
"stolen." Current practices of the Department of State and the Cus-
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toms Service indicate that section 7 is likely to be abused in its
present form. The problem results from an ambiguous decision by
the Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit in United States v.
McClain. That case, interpreting the National Stolen Property Act,
involved a most narrow factual circumstance where the evidence
demonstrated that the parties involved had the clearest knowledge
of foreign laws and a specific intent to traffic in properties in viola-
tion of those laws. Unfortunately, the decision is now being ex-
panded to serve as a broad platform for invoking the civil and
criminal process of the United States to bar and deter importation
of cultural properties totally apart from the long-established princi-
ples of common law theft.

The decision in McClain permits an interpretation that one can
be convicted of transporting and receiving stolen property under
the National Stolen Property Act without proof that an object was
actually "stolen" in any common law sense; rather, it may be con-
sidered to be "stolen" simply because a foreign law asserts that
any goods of a particular category or source are the property of the
government in question. This interpretation should not be engraft-
ed into Senate bill 1723.

In order to reconcile the perverse notion of "stolen" permitted by
McClain with that which has evolved over the years in common
law, we have proposed an amendment to section 7 to clarify legisla-
tive intent.

Beyond the issues concerning the specific language and policies
of S. 1723, there is a need for the Congress to consider most care-
fully the efforts of certain executive agencies and departments to
develop policies in this area which are far beyond present statutory
authority and in many instances inconsistent with the provisions of
this bill. For example, the Customs Service has recently embarked
on a systematic program of attempting to enforce foreign laws deal-
ing with the ownership of cultural properties in circumstances
where U.S. law poses no bar to their importation. This highly con-
troversial initiative by the Customs Service, which has been ad-
mitted by Government officials to be a policy in which Customs is,as they put it, "winging it," has been strongly criticized editorially
in the press.

Most critically, this action is totally inconsistent with the guid-
ing principle of S. 1723. It is not part of a concerted international
response; rather, it is unilateral, and even worse, it is not based on
law. It exceeds Customs authority under its present statutes.

The Service states that the importation of art claimed to be
owned by foreign countries is no different than the importation of
a stolen bicycle. Such an analogy is unfair. The real issue, unmet
by the analogy, is what force the United States should give to an-
other country's announcement that antiquities found within its
borders belong to it, no matter how long individuals within the
country possessed or traded them and no matter that persons in
the country are permitted to still own them. The Customs Service
makes importation of such antiquities sound like ordinary theft
from a common law possessor. That is exactly what the standard
should be, but it is not the current enforcement policy of Customs.

Congress should look carefully into the Customs Service's actions
which clearly exceed existing statutory authority and quite improp-
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erly anticipate and preempt the views that Congress might have on
the proper national response to this issue.

This association will be delighted to continue to cooperate with
the Congress in any way that it can to help assure that any legisla-
tion offered to implement the UNESCO Convention adequately bal-
ances all competing interests.

Thank you, sir.
Senator MATSUNAGA. Thank you very much, Mr. Ewing.
[The prepared statement of Douglas C. Ewing follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF DOUGLAS C. EWING,
PRESIDENT, AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF DEALERS
IN ANCIENT, ORIENTAL & PRIMITIVE ART, ON

S. 1723 BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON
INTERNATIONAL TRADE, SENATE COMMITTEE ON

FINANCE

I am Douglas C. Ewing. I represent and am

President of the American Association of Dealers in

Ancient, Oriental, and Primitive Art. The Association

comprises dealers in a wide range of art -- classical

Greek and Roman, ancient Near Eastern, the arts of China,

Japan, India and Southeast Asia, pre-Colombian art,

and primitive art from Africa, the Pacific Basin and

North America. We are pleased to respond to your

invitation to testify on S. 1723, a bill to implement

the UNESCO treaty on international movement of cultural

property.

The Association has been involved for many years

in commenting upon this highly controversial legislation

which was initially developed by the State Department

to implement the 1972 UNESCO treaty. Hearings have

been held on predecessor bills in the House in 1977

and 1979, and in the Senate in 1978. This legislation

has undergone a number of redrafts in an attempt to

meet the many serious criticisms that have been advanced

in the hearings.
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The central concern of the Association over the

years has been the failure of the proposed legislation

to provide that the United States would participate

in a concerted international effort to respond to any

problems in the trade and movement of cultural properties.

We have emphatically stated that unilateral action on

the part of the United States would not in any meaningful

way respond to the problems of the concerned foreign

countries; rather, the traffic in cultural properties

would simply be deflected from the United States to

other major art importing nations.

Thus, we were pleased that the most recent draft

of the legislation, S. 1723, has incorporated the

requirement of a concerted international response as

a touchstone of any U.S. participation in such

international plans.

Nevertheless, there are still severe shortcomings

with the present draft of this bill which do not afford

a fair and equitable response for our citizens to the

problems of the movement of cultural goods in

international commerce. Senate Bill 1723, while an

improvement over previous bills, requires substantial

changes to assure that it will be fairly and reasonably

98-592 0 - 82 - 29
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applied. The bill is virtually identical to Discussion

Draft No. 1 of the House Committee on Ways and Means,

printed February 27, 1980. Although the bill makes

several desirable changes from earlier versions, it

unfortunately does not take into account the constructive

dialogue which the Discussion Draft elicited. Nor does

it satisfactorily resolve some of the basic issues which

had led to the severe and thoughtful criticism of

predecessor bills by respected museum officials across

the country, distinguished collectors, and responsible

art dealers, listed in Exhibit A. Thus, the remarks

of Senator Matsunaga introducing this new bill, suggesting

that it meets "the approval of the affected groups,"

Cong. Rec. 11286, October 7, 1981, simply overstates

the degree of consensus and fails to reflect the deep

concern of many affected parties.

The salutory principle of S. 1723, to discourage

illicit pillaging and destruction of the world's artistic

patrimony, can be achieved without penalizing responsible

art dealers and collectors by inadvertently blocking

importation into the United States of broad classes

of works of art which have not been "pillaged," "looted,"

or "stolen."
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This testimony highlights significant matters

of principle which remain unresolved and suggests a

number of drafting changes to eliminate unnecessary

ambiguities in the bill. Comprehensive hearings which

can focus on these and related matters are essential

to a reasoned analysis of this bill. The current two-

day hearings, announced less than two weeks ago, and

during which S. 1723 is being considered along with

over twenty other bills, is in our view completely

inadequate. Indeed, many interested persons and

organizations in the art world, even those who have

actively participated in the past, have not been apprised

of these truncated hearings. Additional hearings are

necessary.

A. Key Provisions of S. 1723

In the Appendix to this testimony, we set forth

our specific concerns with the new bill, including

concrete suggestions for changes. The major points

addressed in detail in the Appendix include the following:

-- The "concerted international effort" principle

as set forth in the bill requires greater clarity to

be workable.
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-- A variety of provisions must be strengthened

to assure that the requirement for a concerted

international effort cannot be sidestepped.

-- The emergency restrictions must be limited

to avoid emasculation of the remainder of the bill.

-- Documentation requirements must be further

rationalized to reduce potentially mischievous and

unreviewable bureaucratic authority.

B. Stolen Cultural Property: Section 7

In addition to the concerns discussed in the

Appendix, the Association is particularly troubled by

S. 1723's treatment of "stolen" property. We have two

principal concerns.

First, certain types of cultural property which

are "stolen" may never be imported into the United States,

whether or not there is a concerted international effort

or the invocation of emergency restrictions. While

there can be no reasonable objection to the principle

underlying this provision, the actual language of the

provision will result in unnecessary confusion and

unintended harshness in its administration. First,

the type of cultural property at issue need only be
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said to "appertain" to the inventory of a museum or

similar institution. Under this bill, a more manageable

standard is necessary for a provision with such

extraordinary consequences. The standard should be

modified to include only property which is "documented

as appertaining" to the relevant institutions' inventory.

This revised standard should be added to page 19, line 20,

and a similar change must be made on page 24, line 1.

The second problem with Section 7 relates to

the undefined term "stolen." Current practices of the

Department of State and the Customs Service, as will

be discussed toward the end of this testimony, indicate

that Section 7 is likely to be abused in its present

form. The problem results from an ambiguous decision

by the Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit in United

States v. McClain, 545 F.2d 988 (1977). That case,

interpreting the National Stolen Property Act, involved

a most narrow factual circumstance where the evidence

demonstrated that the parties involved had the clearest

knowledge of foreign laws and a specific intent to traffic

in properties in violation of those laws. Unfortunately,

the decision is now being expanded to serve as a broad

platform for invoking the civil and criminal process

of the United States to bar and deter importation of
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cultuxV1 properties totally apart from the long

established principles of common law theft. The decision

in McClain permits an interpretation that one can be

convicted of transporting and receiving "stolen" property

under the National Stolen Property Act without proof

that an object was "stolen" in any common law sense;

rather, it may be considered to be "stolen" simply because

a foreign law asserts that any goods of a particular

category or source are the property of the government

in question. This mischievous interpretation should

not be engrafted into Senate Bill 1723.

In order to reconcile the perverse notion of

"stolen" permitted by McClain with that which has evolved

over the years in common law, we propose an amendment

to Section 7 to clarify legislative intent. The amendment

should be added at page 20, line 2:

"The provisions of the National
Stolen Property Act, 18 U.S.C. §§ 2314
and 2315, shall apply to any cultural
property stolen from such institutions
and transported or sold or received in
this country as prohibited by that Act,
provided however, that no property shall
be considered as stolen, converted or
taken by fraud wi-iUn the meaning of
section 2314, or stolen, unlawfully
converted or taken within the meaning
of 18 U.S.C. § 2315, where the alleged
act of stealing, conversion or taking
is based upon a taking away of such
property from a foreign government or
country and the claim of ownership of
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such property by the foreign government
or country is based solely upon a
declaration of national ownership, without
such property having been reduced to
possession by such foreign government
or country."

C. Abuse of Existing Executive Authority

Beyond the issues concerning the specific language

and policies of S. 1723, there is a need for the Congress

to consider most carefully the efforts of certain

executive agencies and departments to develop policies

in this area which are far beyond present statutory

authority and, in many instances, inconsistent with

the provisions of this bill. For example, the Customs

Service has recently embarked on a systematic program

of attempting to enforce foreign laws dealing with

ownership of cultural properties in circumstances where

U.S. law poses no bar to their importation. This highly

controversial initiative by the Customs Service -- which

has been admitted by government officials to be a policy

in which Customs is "winging it" -- has been strongly

criticized editorially in the Washington Post, a paper

normally sympathetic to the concerns reflected in the

legislation. A copy of the editorial is attached as

Exhibit B.
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Most critically, this action is totally

inconsistent with the guiding principle of S. 1723.

It is not part of a concerted international response.

Rather, it is unilateral; and even worse, it is lawless,

literally, because it exceeds Customs' authority under

its organic statutes. Earlier this year Senator Moynihan

sought informal comment from the Customs Service on

this very issue. A copy of his letter, dated April

21, 1982 is attached as Exhibit C, along with the Customs-

Service response, dated June 10, 1982, as Exhibit D.

The Service incredulously states that the importation

of art claimed to be owned by foreign countries is no

different than the importation of a stolen motorcycle.

The analogy is completely unfair under the Customs Service

current enforcement policies. The real issue, unmet

by the analogy, is what force the United States should

give to another country's announcement that antiquities

found within its borders belong to it no matter how

long individuals within the country possessed or traded

them, and no matter that persons in the country can

still own them. The Customs Service makes importation

of such antiquities sound like ordinary theft from a

common law possessor. That is exactly what the standard

should be, but it is not the current enforcement policy

of the Customs Service.
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Any hearings convened on S. 1723 should look

carefully into the Customs Service's actions which

clearly, in our view, exceed existing statutory authority

and quite improperly anticipate and preempt the views

that Congress might have on the proper national response

to this issue.

It is also important for the Committee to review

recent actions of the State Department which seem to

lend the authority of the United States to enforce foreign

laws dealing with ownership of cultural properties,

where, once again, there are no U.S. statutes prohibiting

the importation of such goods.

The Association will, of course, be happy to

continue to cooperate with the Congress in any way that

it can to help assure that any legislation offered to

implement the UNESCO Convention adequately balances

all competing interests. We believe strongly that

additional hearings are critical to explore the serious

issues which continue to divide the art community in

connection with this legislation. The new hearings

should also explore the recent actions of the Customs

Service in arrogating legislative authority to itself

and in misapplying the McClain decision.

Thank you for this opportunity to present our

comments.
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APPENDIX

The specific concerns of the Association with

the current version of S. 1723 and our suggested

modifications are set forth below.

Section 2: Concerted International Effort

1. Senate Bill 1723 correctly embodies the

understanding of the UNESCO Convention that bilateral

or multilateral agreements under Section 2 should be

entered only in the context of a concerted international

effort. There remains, however, a fundamental ambiguity

in determining whether a concerted international effort

exists. Although American restrictions are not to be

imposed under Section 2 unless comparable restrictions

are (or will be) imposed by other nations "having

significant import trade" in the material at issue,

no guideline exists for determining what level of import

trade will be deemed "significant." If, for example,

only two or three countries are deemed to have

"significant" import trade, a "concerted" international

effort among just those two or three countries would

completely emasculate the principle underlying the

Convention. An unambiguous standard is necessary,

desirable and available. Illustratively, a "concerted
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international effort" could be deemed to exist when

a substantial majority of the eight leading art importing

nations implement the UNESCO Convention. Or, as Senator

Moynihan has'suggested, when "two-thirds of the members

of the OECD" do the same. Hearings on H.R. 5643 Before

Senate Subcommittee on International Trade, 95th Cong.,

lst Sess. 34 (1978).

2. A concerted international effort will exist

under the bill when the requisite number of countries

have import restrictions "comparable" to those of the

United States. Since the term "comparable" is so vague,

meaning simply that something can be compared to something

else, the phrase should be changed to "equivalent" or

"parallel" for desirable clarity. Changes should be

made at page 2, line 14, and page 4, lines 13 and 22.

3. A State Party which requests that the United

States enter into a Section 2 agreement to restrict

imports of its patrimony must also proffer a statement

of facts bearing upon the issues to be considered by

the executive branch in deciding whether to enter such

an agreement. Page 3, line 16. It is unclear whether-

the statement by the requesting State Party must be

in writing. Because of the extraordinary measures that

might be taken based upon the statement, it definitely

should be written.

a M
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4. Section 2 would permit the United States

to invoke restrictions before a concerted international

effort actually exists, so long as the requisite number

of significant art importing countries have implementing

legislation pending. Section 2(d) requires suspension

of the U.S. restrictions if such countries fail in fact

to implement their pending legislation. Section 2(d),

however, does not indicate how long the United States

should wait before suspending its restrictions. Such

ambiguity is unwarranted and unjustified._It confers

unreviewable power upon the executive to string out

an agreement despite the absence of a concerted

international effort. This potential mischief can easily

be avoided by requiring that the agreement should be

suspended if other countries' pending, unimplemented

import restrictions are not implemented within a -

reasonable period of time, such as one year. This change

can be made by adding the time period or nwge 2, line 14,

and on page 4, line 21.

S. Section 2 agreements are sensibly limited

to a five-year term, although extensions are permitted.

Unfortunately an extension could be indefinite under

the new bill, thereby abandoning the initial limitation.

Extensions clearly should not be limitless; they should
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be permitted for no more than a few years each. This

would permit the Advisory Committee to reappraise the

situation periodically and would assure that unnecessary

or undesirable regulations are not perpetuated

indefinitely, This change can be made by substituting

an appropriate number of years for the word "time" on

page 5, line 8.

6. The 120-day period allowed for committee

consideration of proposed Seccion 2 agreement at page 6,

line 5, is too short.

Section 3: Emergency Measures

1. Emergency restrictions could be invoked

unilaterally by the United States under the bill without

any concerted international effort to assure that the

restrictions would have a beneficial international impact.

Because emergency restrictions are so extraordinary,

if they are to be permitted at all, they should last

for no more than two years, with a single extension

of one or two years. Section 3(c)(3), which would permit

an "emergency" restriction to last for eight years --

nearly twice the length of an initial Section 2

agreement! -- should be changed accordingly. A three-

or four-year overall period should be completely adequate
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to determine whether a sufficiently serious condition

exists to encourage a concerted international effort

or to warrant special congressional involvement.

2. Section 3(a)(3) is hopelessly ambiguous and

should be modified to read as follows:

"a part of the remains of a particular

culture or civilization the record of
which is in critical danger of complete
or substantial destruction from pillage,
dismantling or fragmentation."

3. Section 3(c)(4), which did not appear in

the Discussion Draft mentioned above or in predecessor

bills, would permit a treatly to be entered at the end

of the emergency period, apparently using the Cultural

Property Act as the treaty's implementing legislation.

This provision, designed to extend emergency measures

indefinitely without any "concerted international effort,"

requires very careful analysis.

4. Section 3(c)(1) of the current bill would

permit the President to imposed emergency restrictions

whenever a State Party requests a non-emergency Section 2

agreement. Indeed the State Party need not even indicate

that an emergency condition exists. The executive branch

should not be permitted to invoke "emergency" powers

to circumvent the requirements for a concerted
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international effort in situations where the State Party

is unwilling or unable to represent that an emergency

condition actually exists. Invocation of emergency

restrictions should be permitted only when a State Party

declares the existence of an emergency and supplies

facts to support its declaration.

5. The 60-day period for the Advisory Committee

to consider and recommend emergency action at page 8,

line 18, is too short.

6. The ambiguous term "dispersal" should be

deleted from each of the three definitions of emergency

conditions on page 7, at lines 10, 13 and 19.

Documentation Requirements: Section 6

1. The concluding phrase of paragraph 6(c)(2)

on page 18, line 24 and page 19, lines 1-2, would give

the Secretary unfettered discretion to devise additional,

unstated import barriers. There is no justification

for this potentially mischievous and unreviewable

bureaucratic authority.

2. U.S. citizens living abroad should be exempt

from the one-year period for acquiring interests in

cultural property. See page 18, lines 6-10.
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3. For a variety of reasons that should not

concern the United States, a consignor will al.,.ost

invariably refuse to make import-export declarations

under oath. The first definition of "satisfactory

evidence," Section 6(c)(1)(B) on pages 17-18, takes

this fact into consideration. The second definition,

Section 6(c)(2) on page 18, does not. The second

definition should therefore be changed to be consistent

in this regard with the first. This can be accomplished

by deleting the words "under oath" from line 19 on page

18, and by substituting the phrase "one or more

declarations under oath by the" for the last word of

line 20 on page 18.

Stolen Cultural Property: Section 7

See text of testimony for an explanation of the

Association's position concerning this provision.

Seizure and Forfeiture: Section 9

The applicable statute of limitations should

be tolled during the time of government seizure of

cultural property to permit an injured claimant to seek

recovery from any person involved in the sale of the

article to him.
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Definitions: Section 15

1. The term "nonindustrial society" as used

on page 28, lines 14-15, has no recognized definition

and should be deleted or clarified.

2. An object of archaeological interest, as

defined at page 28, should relate to objects older than

500 years, as it did in predecessor bills.

3. An object of ethnological interest, as defined

at page 28, should also be characterized by some element

of age, as it was in predecessor bills.

98-592 0 - 82 - 30
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SIGNIFICANT CRITICS OF PREDECESSOR BILLS

MUSEUM OFFICIALS

Saul S. Weinberg, director Emeritus, Museum of Art
and Archaeology, University of Missouri

Norbert Schimmel, trustee, The Metropolitan Museum
of Art; trustee, Archaeological Institute of
America

Reilly P. Rhodes, museum director, Bowers Museum,
Santa Ana

Ronald A. Kuchta, director, Everson Museum, Syracuse

Landon T. Clay, trustee, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston

Richard F. Brown, director, Kimbell ArtMuseum, FonrL_
Worth

Henry Trubner, associate director, Seattle Art Museum

COLLECTORS

Sanford J. Durst, collector and attorney

John G. Ford Associates, Inc., collectors and dealers
of Far Eastern*Art, Baltimore

ART DEALERS

Gerald G. Stiebel, president, National Antique & Art
Dealers Association of America

Harmer Rooke, Numismatists, Ltd.

William H. Wolff, art dealer
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ART DEALERS (continued)

Harry A. Franklin Gallery, Beverly Hills

Lee Moore, art dealer

Andre Emmerich, art dealer and author

Alan Brandt, art dealer

Peter Marks, art dealer

Edward Merrin, art dealer

Douglas C. Ewing, president, American Association of
Dealers in Ancient, Oriental and Primitive Art

ACADEMICIANS AND OTHERS

Robert V. Kovacic, art history instructor, San
Francisco Community College

Friends of Ethnic Art, San Francisco

James M. Silberman, consulting museum curator,
Washington, D.C.

Monroe Morgan, chairman, Ethnic Arts Council of
Los Angeles
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Exhibit B(

THE WASHINGTON POST, .FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 4, 1981

..Raiders of
iF. THE FEARLESS fragment-finde, Indiana

Jones, succeeded today in crating up and shipping
to this country the mythical "lost ark" of the cove-
nant,'! whose pursuit has preoccupied moviegoers this
suminer, probably its arrival would occa sion not fur.
ther iiayhem but only confiscation by the U Cus-
tomsService. Custom's seizure early this year at
Dull Airport of valuable artifacts shipped from Peru
rflecid the government's prevaing approach to
questionably imported merchandise. A grand jury in
Alexandria has been investigating the matter, but our
interest lies in the general problem of importing art
v wks , not in any possible allegations of Wrongdoin.
that might emerge in this instance. ' .
" ThIoughout history, the conquest of groups'and
nati*ons-whether by force of superior arms 'or
dominant culture--often has been accompanied by
wholesale transfers of art and artifacts belonging to
the vanquished to the control of the victors. In this
conheeton, it is worth recalling that a number-of
counrties (mainly in the Third World) that now
protst.the taking of their archaeological heritage
over. the last 150 years by the cultural'viceroys" of
the* imperial West had themselves efigd in such
deliberate pillaging of their less-powerful neighbors
in'the Oast. The problem, in short, was not created
in moderm times or by Western countries, mdch less
by th United States, and good remedies are not al-
ways easily found.

, Vhat should be done? Apparently a 1972 American
law restrains thee "whb try to traffic in a more mas-
ire artifact, one whose export had been proscribed by

its home country.-In the future, it may be more diffi-

the Lost Art.
cult to trasport acr the Atlantic (stone by stone)
an edifice such as Manhattan's magnificent Cloisters,
though*London Bridge" (a recent and legal "import")
has flourished in its Arizona rebirth. As for smaller
iteus--4ke tht pre-Columbian objects' now so popu-
lar in this country-no statute currently bare their.
illegajachange authoritatively, despite-A 1972 U.N.
Treaty, which this country signed, that set criteria for
international trading in these artifacts.
, Up to now, Congress has avoided passing legisl-. -
tion putting the 1972 treaty into effect, so the Cue-
toms Service plunged ahead into this legal no--
man's4and wielding the provisions of the National

.Stolen Property Act. Customs argues that, even if
dealers" purchased objects lawfully, the artifacts

' themselves can be cormiderid "stolen" if they are
imported into the United States in violation of for.

* eign laws banning their remvaL • "
So,,thus far efforts by the Customs Service to

regulate the booming business in art objects (at
least, the smaller ones) has been based upon a law
not designed originally to. achieve that objective.
This is not a good way to do busine. And you have
to ask: must every foreign claim to absolute status.
tory control of a national aesthetic heritage-no-
matter' how bizarre, broadly defined 6r retroactive
'-be accepted at face value by American courts?
ObvioUsly not. Still, considering the past plundering
engaged in by acquisitive archaeologists and collec.
trs, Congress hould act promptly to either ratify.
the 1972 U.N. treaty or otherwise clarify the condi.
tons under which customs agents-can confiscate
oreOig art works of clouded title.
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~Exhibit c*ANICL P. MOYNIHAN ( Exii

WASHINGTON, O.C. 20510

April 21, 1982

Dear Mr. von Raab:

I have become concerned with reports that the Customs
Service has initiated a new program of seizing and detaining
imports of archeological and ethnological artifacts on the
grounds that the country of origin has a law declaring theix
national ownership. This new initiative would appear to
exceed the Service's present statutory authority. Indeed
press reports indicate that lawyers at Customs acknowledge
that this program is on questionable statutory grounds.
Beyond that, this new program may have the effect of pre-
empting Congressional efforts to establish policy in the
area. I believe consideration should be given to abandoning
the program pending definitive Congressional resolution of
this matter.

A guiding principle of interestT-at least in the Senate
deliberations on this question of policy, has been the degree
to which the United States unilaterally should bar or dis-
courage the importation of the artistic patrimony of other
countries. As you know, Congress has been directly involved
in seeking to resolve this issue since the Senate gave its
advice and consent t6 the UNESCO Convention on Cultural
Property in 1972. We have had extensive hearings in the
Senate on legislation to implement the Convention.

Until this session of Congress, the bills introduced to
implement the Convention had rejected the Convention's under-
lying principle -- that a nation's import restrictions on
cultural property should be made only as pirt of a "concerted
international effort." Each of the past bills would have
permitted the Executive Branch unilaterally to impose import
restrictions. None was enacted into law. Senators Matsunaga
and Baucus have now introduced implementing legislation that
accepts the Convention's standard of a concerted international
effort, and by doing so their bill, S. 1723, greatly improves
the prior versions. This latest bill would also permit
limited unilateral t.ergency import controls and would bar
the importation of certain "stolen" cultural property. But
the bill has not yet been passed; nor in fact have hearings
yet been held.
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It is especially troubling under these circumstances
that the Customs Service has apparently exercised the
authority which, until now, Congress chosq not'to confer.

I would appreciate learning whether yok.intend, pending
a Congressional decision, on this matter -to suspend this new
program. I would also appreciate learning of the steps you
have taken to establish and enforce the program and the
specific statutory basis of this program.

Sincerely,

Daniel Patrick Moynihan

Mr. William von Raab
Commissioner
United States Customs Service
1301 Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20229
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Exhibit D •"Tf"!cCo nssi0 iic z 07 CUSTOM)S -

-w 10 98 WA Mt0WON.,I -

RES'01 CC:SPS
EO-82-04-59

Dear Senator Moynihan:

This is in response to your letter dated April 21, 1982, expressing
concern with reports that the Customs Service has initiated a new program
of seizing and detaining impo-rtations of archeological and ethnological
artifacts on the grounds that the country of origin has a law declaring
their national ownership.' Your letter says that consideration should be
given to abandoning the program pending definitive congressional
resolution of this matter.

We believe that some of your concern may be based on
misunderstanding. Perhaps it would be beneficial therefore, to outlfie"
our actual activities in this area and the statutory or other basis upon
which they are based. We believe that this. review will show that the
Customs Service has not initiated a new program and that its existing
programs are consistent with Customs laws and our international
obligations.

It has, to my knowledge, always been the policy" of the United States
to assist foreign countries in recovering stolen property, particularly
art objects. In this regard, the Customs Service, working with the 'tate
Department and other law enforcement agencies, has in the past assisLed
foreign governments in recovering religious' statues stolen from ancient
temples (India), Italian masters paintings (stolen from Italy and
Germany), German postage stamps (stolen-during World War I) and various
Pre-Columbian artifacts (stolen from museums and archeological excavation
in Central and South America).

Recently a great deal of attention has been given in the press to
seizures and detentions by the Customs Service of Pre-Columbian art and
artifacts from Peru. Some of the prqss stories involved Interviews with
importers and dealers or their attorneys who misstated Customs involvement
or position, possibly because they were seeking to have criminal
prosecutions discontinued. For example, a New York Times article.
(September 2, 1981) concerning the so called uBernstein* seizure at Dulles
Airport gave the impression that Customs was using the seizure to
establish precedent. This article appeared on page 1. When it was
brought to the attention of the paper that the case Involved traditional
undervaluation and misdescrlption of imported articles, and would have
been vigorously pursued regardless of the commodity involved, the paper

ft=PV Vo C0MIRM"TONUM Or 0V0 0MM. W.UIN S010. D.
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printed a correction (albeit in the second section) of the September 3,
1981, edition. Mr. Seidel, our Assistant Chief Counsel and one of the
Customs officials "quoted* in the Times articles, assures me that Customs
is not on *shaky legal grounds" in seizures such as Mr. Bernstein's. (In
fact, Mr. Bernstein has been coinvicted and sentenced.)

Much of the Pre-Columbian art and artifacts being imported into the
United States is being misde;lared and undervalued for Customs purposes.
As you can imagine, it is difficult for Customs officers to determine the
country of origin and the exact status of many of the articles. In an
effort to determine the true description and value of the items, Customs
frequently calls on the opinion of experts in the field. It is at that
time that the Custons officers may learn of the specific nature of the
articles and of the foreign ownership claims and the possible restrictions
and prohibition on exporting and importing. These articles fall into
several categories.

1. Pre-Columbian Monumental or Architectural Sculpture or Murals.: I

Under 19 U.S.C. 2091-2095 (P.L. 92-587) it is illegal to import into
the United States articles covered by thisstatute without a certificate
from the country of origin or proof that it was exported prior to the
effective date of the regulations or that it is not subject to the Act.
Customs may detain the item for 90 days or more pending the determination-
as to the article's admissibility Into the United"States. If the item
falls within the act the seizure and forfeiture proceedings are commenced.

2. Pre-Columbian objects not subject to .19 U.S.C. 2091-2095

U.S. Courts have held that the National Stolen Property Act (18
U.S.C. 2314) is violated when objects are imported into the United States
which are worth $5,000 or more and which have been knowingly removed from
a country which has a statute declaring ownership plus a prohibition
against exportation of the claimed object. See U.S. v. McClain, 593 F.2d
658 (5th Cir. 1979). While actual knowledge of the existence of such
legislation is probably necessary for criminal prosecution, the object
itself would nonetheless belong to the foreign country. The United States
presently has a treaty with Mexico (22 UST 494) and an agreement with Peru
(signed by the Assistant Secretary of State on September 15, 1981)
providing for the recovery and return of stolen archeological , historical
and cultural property. Thus, once the United States is aware of the claim
of foreign ownership from these countries it would appear that at-a----
minimum it has an obligation to assist the country in recovering the'
items. It has been the practice of the United States to institute a civil
action in the nature of interpleader to allow the courts to determine
ownership. In this respect, the importation of art and artifacts is no
different than the importation of a stolen motorcycle or auto where a
foreign country' reports it stolen and-it turns up at a port being imported
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by an innocent purchaser. To date, the Customs Service .has only used the
interpleader action in two cases involving artifacts. Both involve-
artifacts from Peru which has had a law since 1929 vesting title in
unexcavated artifacts in the Government of Peru. Peru has been vigorously
prosecuting artifact cases in recent years and sought United States
assistance since the majority of buyers are in the United States.

In summary, the United States Customs Service has only been seizing
artifacts where it is clear that it is prohibited under U.S. law,
misdeclared or undervalued under U.S. law, or where knowledge on the part
of ttt owner (the McClain situation) can be shown. When these situations
are not present it has been the practice of the United States to only
detain those items which may be covered by an international treaty or
agreement and it appears that the item clearly falls within the purview of
a foreign claim or ownership. During such detention, if it is determined
that the item is not subject to treaty or agreement but claimed by a
foreign country from which it was exported, it has been our practice not
to release the item until ownership is established (by interpleader or
other judicial action). In other cases, such as exports from a third
country or where the law is not clear, Customs may notify the country
claiming ownership so that it can pursue. its claims in court. In such
cases, Customs will not detain the shipment.

The Customs Service does not and will not enforce foreign export
restrictions in the absence of a. United States statute. However, where
there is a claim of ownership and a treaty or agreement the Customs
Service believes that it has an obligation to assist in returning the item
to its rightful owner.

The Customs Service believes that 'the proposed UNESCO legislation
would certainly clarify the law in certain cases. However, the UNESCO
treaty would not supersede bilateral agreements. These agreements have
fostered international cooperation, not only in the art arena, but also in
other areas.

Thank you for giving us an opportunity to express our views In this
matter.

Yours faithfully,

Acti.nn Comissioner of Customs

The Honorable
Daniel P. Moynihan
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
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Senator MATSUNAGA. I am informed that a representative of the
Treasury Department is here and would like to be heard.

Do we have a spokesman from the Customs Service or the State
Department?

Just pull up another chair.
Mr. ABBY. Thank you, Senator.
Senator MATSUNAGA.Will you state your name for the record?

STATEMENT OF RICHARD ABBY, CHIEF COUNSEL, U.S. CUSTOMS
SERVICE, AND ELY MAURER, ASSISTANT LEGAL ADVISER, U.S.
STATE DEPARTMENT
Mr. ABBY. I am Richard Abby. I am the chief counsel at the Cus-

toms Service. Although I have not prepared a statement, I am here
and ready to answer any questions that either you or Senator
Moynihan may have about the Customs policy.

I would say that while Mr. Ewing's statement is interesting as to
what the Customs policy is, it was somewhat of a surprise to me,
and his statement is not truly representative of what in fact the
Customs policy has been with respect to the detention or seizure of
art and artifacts coming into this country.

Senator MATSUNAGA. We will question you later.
And will you state your name and position for the record?
Mr. MAURER. Yes. My name is Ely Maurer. I am -n assistant

legal advisor in the State Department, and I deal with educational
and cultural affairs. I have testified in the past on predecessor leg-
islation, mainly in the House, and I have appeared before you at
the time you considered a predecessor bill.

I am here to say that the administration supports S. 1723. We
stated that in our letter of March 9, 1982, which received the ap-
proval of the Government agencies, notably Treasury, notably Jus-
tice, and also the USICA, whose representative unfortunately
cannot be here.

S. 1723, as we state in our letter, is the lineal successor of a bill
in 1975 which the Department of State submitted to implement the
convention that we have under consideration here.

S. 1723 reflects the examinations and reexaminations of this sub-
ject matter and reflects also the accommodations made to the views
of the archeological and ethnological community, the museum com-
munity, the art dealer community, and also reflects the increasing
or the development of the Government's views on this matter.

The last time this matter was brought up and discussed was
under the aegis of the Subcommittee on Trade of the House Ways
and Means Committee. At that time we thought we had arrived at
a consensus of views of all the interested parties. There was one
particular matter which was left outstanding, dealing with evi-
dence; and on that particular matter we have given an annex to
our letter which indicates a compromise position.

Now, when I say that it represented a "consensus," that was our
view; not that it represented something that the art dealers or the
archeological and ethnological communities fully agreed to, but it
was a basis on which we felt we could proceed.

This legislation is long overdue. And we do hope that this
committee will give it expeditious and early favorable treatment.
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Thank you.
Senator MATSUNAGA. Thank you very much, Mr. Maurer.
We will hear from Dr. Coggins.
Dr. Co GINS. I did not plan to give a statement.
Senator MATSUNAGA. You have no prepared statement?
Dr. COGGINS. I would be happy to answer any questions.
Senator MATsUNAGA. Fine. We will get to you during the ques-

tioning period.
Our next witness?
Dr. KING. Nor have I prepared a statement. I might say, howev-

er, that I was at the markup session which Mr. Maurer refers to,
and I agree that we did feel that consensus had been reached at
that session.

Senator MATSUNAGA. Do you have any questions of any of the
witnesses, Senator Moynihan?

Senator MOYNIHAN. Well, yes. I would like to thank them all and
say that I believe we have made very considerable progress in the
last few years since this first came up.

I don't want to be constantly assertingmy bona fides in this
matter, but I think I share each of your concerns. I am chairman of
the board of trustees of the Hirschhorn Museum. We have been
dealing with this problem at some length. We adhere very strictly
to the Smithsonian standard.

I must tell you that we have written at least one foreign govern-
ment to say, "We have a large number of your artifacts that may
have been stolen. Do you want them back?" And we have yet to
hear from the foreign governments. In 2 years time we have not
had an answer or a letter.

My wife is an archeologist, a member of the board of ASCOR,
and as such shares in the concerns of the archeological community.
If archeology is seen as a form of looting, certainly access to the
sites will disappear. It has already diminished, as I'm sure Dr.
Adams would agree.

I have three questions. First, who can tell me the degree of Euro-
pean and Oriental compliance with the U.N. 1972 treaty?

The gentleman from the State Department?
Mr. MAURER. I think the answer to your question is that, thus

far, the countries that have subscribed to the treaties are not the
major art markets of the world.

I guess it is true that it is only Canada and maybe Italy that fit
into that particular description; but it has always been our hope
that we would induce others to join, and we have had inquiries
from West Germany time and time again asking how far we were
progressing.

Now, it seems to me that--
Senator MOYNIHAN. Since our time is limited, ond we are famil-

iar with the argument, can I just ask: Has Switzerland signed the
treaty?

Mr. MAURER. None of the major other art inducing countries
have either signed or adhere to it.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Let me just go down the list.
Mr. MAURER. Do you mean by "signing" ratified?
Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes.
Mr. MAURER. The answer is "No."
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Senator MOYNIHAN. Switzerland has not. West Germany has not?
Mr. MAURER. No.
Senator MOYNIHAN. France has not?
Mr. MAURER. No.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Britain has not?
Mr. MAURER. No.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Japan has not?
Mr. MAURER. No.
Senator MOYNIHAN. No. That is my point-they have not signed.
Mr. MAURER. But it is also true that in the present legislation we

have put in that we would not make anything effective with re-
spect to the importation of archeological and ethnological cultural
objects unless there is a concerted international effort. That has
been the success of the art dealer community.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Sir, with great respect, I know this. I have
been involved on both sides. But Japan won't sign, and Switzerland
won't sign, and Germany won't sign, and they want us to sign.

Can I ask Mr.-I'm sorry, sir, Mr. Counsel, I did not get your
name.

Mr. ABBY. Abby-Customs.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I'm sorry. Would you please tell us whether

or not the Customs Service is exceeding its authority by seizing and
detaining art imports on the grounds that the country of origin has
a law declaring national ownership? The Washington Post was
pretty hard on you; so why don't you let us hear your side?

Mr. ABBY. Certainly.
Senator MOYNIHAN. We know you try to do your best, and we

just want you to know what we think since in some sense we are
supposed to make the law.

We have-to be careful about countries that simply pass laws to
sa "anything that leaves this place is stolen."

tr. ADAMS. Do those flaws really exist? Aren't they specificallytied to--
Senator MOYNIHAN. I think Mr. Ewing states that there are

those that do exist.
Dr. ADAMS. They exist only, though, in regard to specific antiqui-

ties.
Senator MOiNIHAN. I was once Ambassador to India, and if I

recall the rules it is that "anything Hindu that leaves this country
is stolen; anything Islamic is well got rid of; and anything Chris-
tian is for the asking." It is not hard to follow laws of India if you
get the basic principles down straight. On Buddhism they were also
very protective.

I would like to ask Mr. Ewing two things.
We do understand that you feel S. 1723 is a considerable im-

provement over previous legislation but that there are some reser-
vations. Could you tell us and particularly tell our distinguished
chairman, because this is a matter of real concern to him?

Mr. EWING. May I ask Mr. Fitzpatrick, our attorney, to answer?
Senator MOYNIHAN. Well, please do.
Mr. FITZPATRICK. Let me say, Mr. Chairman and Senator Moyni-

han, that we have outlined in an appendix to our statement a
series of concerns that we have that are largely tuneup and techni-
cal concerns. We do think, with acceptance of the principle of con-
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certed international effort, that is a major step forward; but we
have made a series of suggestions to insure that that effort really is
concerted. This bill, as we see it, doesn't even require the other
countries involved to adopt the legislation, and we want to make
sure that there are specific standards in terms of what this multi-
national response would be.

Beyond that, the other major concern that we had related to the
emergency powers that rested in the President. There was an op-
portunity for the sand to come out of a hole in the sock by the
President simply imposing an emergency restriction for a period of
8 years. We think that there need to be some specific controls and
standards imposed there.

We have a series of additional suggestions that we think are im-
portant that the committee consider, and in the past we have been
anxious and it has been productive for us to meet with the other
affected parties and the subcommittee counsel and try to work
those things through. We would be happy to do that again.

Senator MATBUNAGA. I thought S. 1723 was the result of a com-
promise reached by those involved. Is this not so?

Mr. FrTzPATRICK. It is not so. It was a compromise reached on the
part of the peo~p1kn that side of the table, and I must say it did
reflect discussions that were important and significant in terms of
the concerted international response.

We would not be here saying that we have concerns about these
technical matters if those were not residual problems that we had.
But we were not asked before the most recent bill, S. _1723, was in-
troduced as to whether we had signed off on the bill.

I must say our concerns are not of the dimension in this area
that they have been in the past. There has been significant move-
ment. But there never has been any request to us or any assur-
ances from our side of the table that we were signing off on the
bill.

Senator MATSUNAGA. One of your prime concerns, as I under-
stand it and as expressed by Senator Moynihan, is that require-
ment that other nations having significant import trade implement
comparable restrictions under the existing law; but under S. 1723
we do provide that.

Mr. FITZPATRICK. Quite right, sir. And as you will see in our
paper, the concerns that we have are more technicians questions,
in terms of what is concerted and what is an international re-
sponse. What does that mean? Does that mean Senator Moynihan
at an earlier hearing had suggested a certain percent of the coun-
tries in OECD?

What we are asking for and want to discuss with you and the
staff are simply specifics in terms of that implementation process,
so that when the step is taken there will be certainty and clarity in
the implementation.

Senator MOYNIHAN. It seems to me that's a good faith offer, to
come in and sit down and point out to the staff what it is that they
would like to see changed, and then see whether that is acceptable
to the committee.

Senator MATSUNAGA. Yes. I have no objection to that. Do you
have any objections, Dr. Adams?
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Dr. ADAMS. We would certainly like to know what specifics would
have cost, of course, and also have an opportunity to express our
opinion on the matters.

Senator MATSUNAGA. Well, surely.
Dr. ADAMS. Otherwise, we have no objections whatsoever to that

kind of a staff conference.
Senator MATSUNAGA. Dr. Coggins?
Dr. COGGINS. Yes.
In answer to the earlier question about what are the Northern

European and Western European countries doing: I went to Europe
last fall specifically to try to determine this question, and the first
point I would make is that S. 1723 is not the UNESCO Convention
as it is being considered in Europe. It is a vastly watered down,
very precise instrument, which is probably better and much more
realistic than the convention.

The convention, however, as it existed when it was first intro-
duced into the Senate is what the European countries are consider-
ing signing at the moment. There is considerable interest in it, and
they are at the moment thinking of arranging a time in which they
can all sign simultaneously, which would undercut the difficulties
which the art dealers have in relative advantage in the trade. That
is in France, particularly, where that is being most actively consid-
ered.

In England recently there has been an important court decision
which did recognize, in England, the right of other countries to de-
clare ownership of their own cultural patrimony, and thus for Eng-
land to enforce those laws as we have.

So we are not alone in these various initiatives.
Senator MATSUNAGA. Dr. Adams?
Dr. ADAMS. May I make one more point along this line? Even

though there may not be specific laws that have been stimulated
by the UNESCO Convention, there are bodies of laws-significant
bodies of laws-of control of antiquities in places like Japan al-
ready.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Chairman, we have to go vote; but I
would like to say, if I can take just a second, that we are all on the
same side. But our interests are not entirely the same, and our
Nation has the right to protect itself against other nations that
would like to see us do what they won't do.

I would loe to see a room full of the 24 members of the OECD,
each with an ambassador, pen-in-hand, simultaneously signing the
UNESCO Treaty. It's not a bad idea.

If you will excuse me, I have to go off and vote for or against
liquor taxing.

Senator MATSUNAGA. Yes. We'll be right back, and the subcom-
mittee stands in recess.

[Whereupon, at 12:12 p.m., the hearing was recessed.]

AFTER RECESS

Senator MATSUNAGA. The subcommittee will come to order.
Dr. Adams, you state in your testimony that S. 1723 is a compro-

mise bill. What groups were involved in the compromise?
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Dr. ADAMS. Between, essentially, people who are interested in
the cultural aspects and the scientific aspects, which are two
values that are attached to any artifact, and people who are inter-
ested, on the other hand, primarily in the commercial aspects and
the esthetic aspects.

Senator MATSUNAGA. Were the dealers involved in the discussion
and compromise?

Dr. ADAMS. Yes. Yes, they were. They would be dealers repre-
senting the commercial and the esthetic interests primarily, obvi-
ously.

Senator MATSUNAGA. There is a proposal of specific language
made by Mr. Ewing on page 7 of his testimony. According to Mr.
Ewing, it is a matter of clarifying the term "stolen." Have you had
a chance to look at it?

Dr. ADAMS. Yes, sir, I have.
Senator MATSUNAGA. What is your view on this proposed lan-

guage?
Dr. ADAMS. I think I disagree with the logic behind that. I mean,"stolen," in this case, if I understand what they are after, is a defi-

nition of "stolen" only in the sense of U.S. law, only a very narrow
sense of law within the boundaries of the United States.

Well, first, that may not be good enough, because after all we are
dealing with international matters here; and second, there is al-
ready a parallel; for example in Great Britain where they deal
with cultural properties on the basis of other countries' laws deal-
ing with regulating those matters. And they recognize the right of
those countries to regulate that.

Furthermore, we have within our own country a very old law-I
don't mean "very old," but back about 1907, isn't it? Back in the
early 1900's-the Lacey Act, which regulates the importation of sci-
entific materials from other countries and abides by their laws-in
accordance with their laws. Once again, it's a precedent.

Senator MATSUNAGA. Mr. Abby, have you had a chance to study
the proposed amendment?

Mr. ABBY. I was just looking at it now, Senator.
Senator MATSUNAGA. I think it is aimed primarily at your pres-

ent practices.
Mr. ABBY. Well, I'm sure it is aimed at our present practice.
I think before this committee approves such an amendment, one

should look beyond and see how such arx amendment applies across
the board to other items and other laws.

The interpretation of the National Stolen Properties Act came
out of that McClain decision which said that the National Stolen
Properties Act protects ownership derived from foreign legislative
pronouncements, even though the owned objects have never been
reduced to possession by the foreign government.

Now, I agree that this amendment would remedy the art dealers'
problem; but I am not so sure that the Congress would want to
make such a broad exception to the law without further considera-
tion of its effects and ramifications. But it certainly does remedy
their particular problem.

Senator MATSUNAGA. Does the State Department have anything
to add?
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Mr. MAURER. Mr. Chairman, we too are somewhat familiar with
this issue, because we were involved in the McClain case. That was
the case where Mexico declared that certain property was govern-
ment property and also declared that it couldn't be moved out of
the country without Mexico's permission.

Then a call to the United States, dealing with the Stolen Proper-
ty Act, merely said, "Is this, then, stolen property?" And the court
said yes; it was property of the Government of Mexico, and it was
moved out of the country without the permission of the Govern-
ment of Mexico-it was a theft; it was stolen property.

And the court adverted to some decisions which are also part of
our common law. Florida had declared that alligators are State
property, and when a person ran off with an alligator it was stolen
in the meaning of the Stolen Properties Act.

Similarly, you could find that States of the United States who
say that oil underground is State property; if somebody takes it, it
is stealing it.

What I am trying to say here is that basically the art dealers
have tried to use this particular committee as a forum for changing
the application of the Stolen Property Act. It is true that it is in
connection with art that they are concerned with, but basically it is
a commonplace for governments to declare that certain property-
art property, or treasure troves, or alligators, or oil- belongs to
them. And when somebody takes it, it is stolen.

I don't believe it is proper for this committee to change the rules
just for the purpose of permitting that art which is declared the
property of a country can come in free and clear of the Stolen
Property Act.

Now, I want to make this one other point, that our legislation
doesn't purport to say what is stolen; that is for the law of the
States, the law of the Federal jurisdiction to determine. But evi-
dently the art dealers want to override the McLain decision by leg-
islation of this committee.

Mr, FITZPATRICK. Senator? Could I speak very briefly to that
point?

Senator MATSUNAGA. Yes, you may.
Mr. FITZPATRICK. Mr. Maurer said at the very end that "it causes

us great concern." This bill as it stands now has two concepts of -"stolen" and "stolenness" in it: First, a concept that we are famil-
iar with in law school, where there is property of another that is
taken. The second is the concept that something can be determined
to be stolen simply on the basis of a foreign government's decree
that this property is the property of the State and taking it out of
the State constitutes it being stolen, even though it is in the hands
of a person that found it, who might have had it in his family for
generations, and shipped it out of the country.

It is that ambiguity where we see the two areas of the National
Stolen Property Act and section 7 of this bill intersecting. So we
simply respectfully disagree with the Government officials here
and believe that in resolving this issue of stolenness there should
be certainty and that the common law concepts should be the ones
that are governing-the U.S. common law concepts.

Senator MATSUNAGA. Now, as I see it, one of the prime concerns
here, expressed by the dealers, is that the antiquities will be divert-
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ed from the U.S. market to other art importing nations, thereby de-
feating the purpose of the legislation. Wat do you say to that, Dr.
Adams?

Dr. ADAMS. Well, there are two answers to that-two parts to an
answer to it. One is that the U.S. share of the market is so over-
whelmingly great in terms of the world trade that the others com-
bined are very small.

To be sure, -there is considerable activity that goes on in Zurich
and goes on in West Germany; but the second part of the answer to
that is that the United States, by shutting down the largest seg-
ment of uncontrolled art market and these illegally exported items,
would influence those other lesser markets, the countries that have
the lesser markets, to go ahead and to implement similar legisla-
tion, similar controls.

Senator MATSUNAGA. Would you go along with the suggestion
that unless the other art importing nations adopt similar restric-
tions that the restrictions called for in this legislation should not
go into effect?

Dr. ADAMS. Personally, and as a field archeologist, I would prefer
that we be able to act on our own. But the legislation as we see it
now is adequate. It is a minimum bill as far as we are concerned.
We can live with it. It is watered down from what we would prefer,
but it is an acceptable piece of legislation.

There are ways in which it could be improved in terms of that
aspect as well as some other aspects.

I don't know whether that is an adequate answer to your ques-
tion.

Senator MATSUNAGA. Well, I am seeking answers for the record
so that I might be able to present them to other members of the
committee. And time is really running out.

I will go to the next question. Would the passage of S. 1723 deny
to the American public the opportunity to see these artistic treas-
ures, as the opponents have indicated?

Dr. ADAMS. No; not in the least. There are adequate protections
for cultural exchanges, and in fact the bill itself encourages the
'President, and of course his agents, to develop those and to develop
those at the same time as the bilateral agreements are reached. So,
indeed, passage of the bill may encourage more exhibits such as
The Search for Alexander, and the Tutankhamen Exhibit, and so
forth.

Senator MATSUNAGA. Another criticism of the pending bill, S.
1723, as presented to me, is that it grants broad discretionary
powers to the President to implement import restrictions on cultur-
al property. This, they say, will lead to the imposition of restric-
tions intended primarily to promote foreign political relations and
disadvantage the art and antiquities dealers. What do you say to
that?

Dr. ADAMS. Well, there certainly are political overtones to all of
this. I guess practically nothing is free of them.

The aspect that I mentioned in my main testimony of identity,
which is so important, which is much less important to us here in
this country. But a national identity tied up with a cultural heri-
tage, it's extremely important in Mexico, for example, or in Middle
Eastern countries in some cases.

98-592 0 - 82 - 31
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All right, yes, that can influence the President's actions on these
kinds of things, but I don't think it is undue influence. I don't be-
lieve that is an undesirable influence. After all, we are talking
about a general cultural heritage, not just the cultural heritage of
those specific countries.

Senator MATSUNAGA. Mr. Maurer, can you state the administra-
tion's views on this?

Mr. MAURER. I am not sure I understand. Could you repeat your
question, Senator?

Senator MATSUNAGA. Well, one of the concerns of opponents of S.
1723 is that it grants such broad powers to the President of the
United States that he could use such powers for political purposes,
that is, for foreign policy purposes, which would unfairly disadvan-
tage the arts and antiquities dealers.

Mr. MAURER. Well, I will say that that was an argument that
was made 6 years or so ago, and it was before we had worked out
the complicated provisions of the present legislation.

If terms of trying to meet this point, the argument led us to enu-
merate -the particular findings that the President had to make
before he could engage in any activity of trying to bar a particular
object from coming in. And those particular provisions are all set
down in section 2, and they are findings that have to be made.
Frankly, they are findings which are preceded by a request of a
country that is victimized, have to be preceded by a committee
which gives its views; and we think we have eliminated or sani-
tized this particular process so that I find it extremely difficult to
believe that that is still a real problem in the minds of the art deal-
ers.

Mr. FrrzPATRICK. Senator, as our paper points out, there have
been improvements in that area. The one area of concern that per-
sists is that the President has an 8-year period in which, essential-
Y unilaterally to invoke emergency powers. This complex of proce-
dral controls that were imposed on the process can be bypassed,
essentially, in those circumstances.

We have been worried from the very outset that there would be
a legitimate pressure on the State Department to trade off, for ex-
ample, a deal with a South American country, that they would put
a limitation on art antiquities going out of "Country-X" in ex-
change for stepped up control over cocaine or over heroin in the
south. We wanted to box that problem in, that in this area if they
were dealing with art they were dealing only with art consider-
ations. And there has been great progress made in your bill in that
regard.

Senator MATBUNAGA. Does anyone wish to add anything?
Dr. ADAMS. Yes. Just one more comment.
Senator MATSUNAGA. Yes; please proceed.
Dr. ADAMS. I agree with the representative from the State

Department that the committee structure has been so strengthened
in the reporting requirements to this committee and also to Con-
gress in general are strong enough that I would contend that is
probably not a problem.

Senator MATSUNAGA. Now, Senator Moynihan has suggested that
all parties involved get together with the staff of the committee
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and work out some compromise-compromise, and we may be able to
come forth with an acceptable bill.

Does anyone have any objection to that suggestion?
[No response.]
Senator MATSUNAGA. If not, then we will have the committee

staff contact you and call upon you for suggestions.
So, with that, I will declare the subcommittee in recess subject to

the call of the Chair.
[Whereupon, at 12:47 p.m., the hearing was recessed.]
[By direction of the chairman the following communications were

made a part of the hearing record:]
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AMALGAMATED CLOTHING AND TEXTILE WORKERS UNION, AFL-CIO

MURRAY H. FINLEY, PRESIDENT

JACOB SHEINKMAN, SECRETARY-TREASURER

AND THE

UNITED FOOD AND COMMERCIAL WORKERS INTERNATIONAL UNION,
AFL-CIO

WILLIAM H. WYNN, INTERNATIONAL PRESIDENT

TO THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
UNITED STATES SENATE

WASHINGTON, D.C.

In Opposition to
S.231

August 4, 1982

This statement is being submitted jointly by the

Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Workers Union, AFL-CIO

(ACTWU) and the United Food & Commerical Workers

International Union, AFL-CIO (UFCW) in opposition to S.231,

a bill to amend the Tariff Act of 1930 by' increasing, from

$250 to $600, the value of goods eligible for informal

entry.

The UFCW is a labor union with 1.3 million members

organized in some 700 local unions throughout the United

States in Canada. The UFCW and its local unions have

collective bargaining agreements with employers throughout

the food processing, retail sales, leather, health, commer-

cial, fur and other industries. The ACTWU has some 500,000

members throughout the texLile and apparel industries, the

shoe industry, and the leather wearing apparel industry.

The two Unions together represent the majority of workers in

the U.S. shoe industry.
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Each of these industries -- shoes, textile, apparel, and

leather wearing apparel -- share the common characteristics

of labor-intensity and import-sensitivity. Each has been

faced with rising levels of imports, lost market share and

lost jobs over the last several years. Workers in these

industries face a difficult struggle to maintain jobs in

domestic markets which continue to be innundated by imports.

The shoe industry, which has suffered severe injury as a

result of imports, is confronted with a situation aggravated

by the termination of import relief by President Reagan in

June 1981. In the first five months of 1982, imports of

nonrubber footwear increased 27 percent above the same

period in 1981 and there is no immediate end in sight for

import growth. Domestic production has fallen by 14 percent

in the first four months of 1982. The industry has suffered

from import penetration in the neighborhood of 50 percent in

recent years. Now import penetration has risen to 60 per-

cent in the first four months of 1982. Moreover, in addi-

tion to the thousands upon thousands of jobs which have been

lost in this industry in the past decade, there were 16,000

fewer shoe workers employed in May 1982 than a year earlier.

With respect to textiles and apparel, imports increased

18 percent in 1981 from 1980 levels despite the existence of

import restraints on many products under the Multifiber

Arrangement (MFA). Lost jobs and unemployment are par-

ticularly acute in the textile and apparel se-ctor. Compared
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to the national overall unemployment rate of 9.5 percent in

June, unemployment was 13.9 percent in the textile industry

and 16 percent in the apparel industry. The number of

workers employed in textile mills in June 1982, just under

740,000 workers, was about 95,000 fewer than the number .

employed a year earlier. Similarly, June 1982 employment in

the apparel industry of nearly 1.2 million workers repre-

sents a reduction in employment levels of some 93,000

workers compared to the preceding year. Thus, in just one

year, employment in the textile and apparel sector declined

by 188,000 jobs, a dramatic and astounding loss of jobs.

The textile and apparel industry, the largest employer in

manufacturing in the U.S., which had 2.4 million jobs just a

few years ago, now finds that its total employment has

declined to below 2 million workers.

Unemployment and lost jobs are also prevalent in the

leather apparel industry, which suffers from import penetra-

tion of more than 55 percent. Imports of leather wearing

apparel increased 21 percent between 1980 and 1981 and

increased further by 20 percent in the first four months of

1982 compared to the same period in 1981.

These industries also share a stake in assuring the

availability of accurate trade statistics. Collection of

trade data and monitoring of trade flows would be made

exceedingly difficult, if not impossible, if the informal

entry level was raised.
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In light of the continued high levels of textile,

apparel, nonrubber footwear and leather apparel imports,

imports need to be monitored closely. Only the most precise

statistics can be relied upon to keep an accurate watch on

import levels. Accurate an timely trade data are dependent

upon official customs documents which are made available by

the U.S. Customs Service to the Bureau of the Census for

inclusion in official U.S. Government trade statistics.

With large numbers of low unit value items constantly being

imported into the United States, an increase in the dollar

amount of merchandise eligible for informal entry could

undermine the industry's and the Government's efforts to

monitor accurately footwear imports. This is particularly

true in the case of the textile and apparel import program

(the Multifiber Arrangement) which is critically dependent

upon accurate trade statistics for proper enforcement of

import levels.

There exist several illustrative examples of imports of

low-unit value items which can go uncounted in import sta-

tistics because of informal entry procedures.

Average unit values of import footwear vary widely.

However, the entrance of new country suppliers such as the

People's Republic of China (which became the eighth largest

supplier in 1981) with very low unit prices on their shoe

exports, and the increased significance of low-cost foreign

suppliers are evidence that relatively large shipments of
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imported shoes can enter the United States under informal

entry. For example, in 1981 the average unit value of shoes

imported from the PRC was $2.50, while the average unit

value of sho~s imported from Singapore was just $1.57. Even

at $250, large volumes of shoes can enter under informal

entry. Raising the ceiling will only compound the problem.

Another case in point is imports of men's and boys' cot-

ton shirts from the PRC. In 1981, the average unit value of

cotton shirts from the PRC was $21.68 per dozen. Presently,

138 dozen such shirts can be entered into the United States

under the current $250 informal entry ceiling. Raise the

ceiling to $600 and shipments of 331 dozen shirts can pass

through U.S. Customs without being logged for statistical

purposes.

Most startling and disturbing of all, however, is the

deliberate under valuation of items to evade quota require-

ments by using informal entry procedures. This is not an

uncommon occurence. A recent article in Textile Asia :June

1982) stated that, according to a U.S. customs official, "at

a conservative estimate 85% of the parcels of made-to-

measure clothing shipped from Hong Kong had been under-

valued, so as to save duty or evade quota requirements.

Goods valued at U.S. $250 and over are subject to quota."

If this practice of undervaluing shipments is rampant now,

one can imagine the large volume of imports which will enter

uncounted if the informal customs entry ceiling is raised

from $250 to $600.
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Heavy reliance is placed by these industries on the sta-

tistical data provided by U.S. Customs in determining import

penetration and other market trends. Further skewing of

these data is not in the interest of these and other import-

sensitive industries. Workers in these industries cannot

afford to see their efforts to fight import injury hindered,

or in fact undermined, by the unavailability of accurate

trade data due to an expansion of informal entry procedures.

Legislation such as that in S.231 had been suggested in

earlier Conygesses, but was justifiably defeated. The

increased difficulty of collecting accurate trade data which

would result from enactment of S.231, cannot be considered

to be in the public interest.

The Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Workers Union,

AFL-CIO and the United Food & Commercial Workers Inter-

national International Union, AFL-CIO join together to voice

their opposition to S.231. There should be no expansion of

coverage in the informal entry procedures.
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STATEMENT OF AMALGAMATED CLOTHING AND TEXTILE
WORKERS UNION, AFL-CIO

MURRAY H. FINLEY, PRESIDENT
JACK SHEINKMAN, SECRETARY-TREASURER

fO THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

U.S. SENATE
ON S.1902

JULY 21, 1982

SUMMARY

The Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Workers Union,

AFL-CIO opposes the legislation embodied in S.1902. Our

reasons for opposing this legislation are related to the

import-sensitivity of the textile, apparel, leather apparel,

and shoe industries. Unemployment in these industries is

extremely high, and in the face of ever increasing imports,

our workers neither wish to be threatened with the prospect

of possible duty reductions nor can they tolerate the'con-

sequences of further increased imports resulting from new

duty cuts.

An amendment which excludes by name import sensitive

products is one solution to our opposition to S.1902. As an

alternative to the specific exclusion of our products by

name, an acceptable amendment would be one such as that

under consideration in the House which addresses the concept

that inmport-sensitive articles which are already excluded

from duty-free treatment under the GSP should also be auto-

matically excluded from the tariff-cutting authority. In

this manner, our products would bo Guaranteed the duty pro-

tection currently in place and wouId not be threatened by

tariff reductions.
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Introduction

The Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Workers Union,

AFL-CIO, represents some 500,000 workers in the textile and

apparel industries as well in the shoe and leather apparel

industries. Our Union is opposed to S.1902, a bill to

extend the authority to reduce duties under Section 124 of

the Trade Act of 1974.

Our reasons for opposing this legislation are related to

the import-sensitivity of the textile, apparel, leather

apparel, and shoe industries. Unemployment in these

industries is extremely high, and in the face of ever

increasing imports, our workers neither wish to be

threatened with the prospect of possible duty reductions nor

can they tolerate the consequences of further increased

imports resulting from new duty cuts.

Import-Sensitive Industries Cannot Tolerate Any Action

Which Would Lead to-Further Increases in Imoorts

Import-sensitive industries such as textiles, apparel,

leather apparel an.d shoes, cannot tolerate any action which

might result in further increases in imports.

The current state of health of these import-sensitive

industries is quite poor. With respect to textiles and

apparel, imports increased 18 percent in 1981 from 1980

levels despite the existence of import restraints on many

products under the Multifiber Arrangement (MFA). Lost jobs
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and unemployment are particularly acute in the textile and

apparel sector. Compared to the national overall

unemployment rate of 9.5 percent in June 1982, unemployment

was 13.9 percent in the textile industry and 16 percent in

the apparel industry. The number of workers employed in

textile mills in June 1982, just under 740,000 workers, was

about 95,000 fewer than the rtumber employed a year earlier.

Similarly, June-1982 employment in the apparel industry of

nearly 1.2 million workers represents a reduction in

employment levels of some 93,000 workers over the preceding

year. Thus, in just one year, employment in the textile and

appa'e1 sector declined by 188,000 jobs, a dramatic and

astounding loss of jobs. The textile and apparel industry,

the largest employer in manufacturing in the U.S., which had

2.4 million jobs just a few years ago, now finds that its

total employment has declined to below 2 million ..or'ers.

Overall production of textiles and apparel is currently down

15 percent from a year ago.

The shoe industry is confronted with a similarly dismal

situation, aggravated by the termination of import relief by

President Reagan in June 1981. Imports of nonrubbr foot-

wear increased 27 percent in the first five months of 1982

compared to the same period in 1981 and there is no imme-

diate end in sight for import growth. With domestic mroduc-

tion falling (12 percent in January-April 1982), import

penetration has risen sharply to 62 percent, substantially

greater than import penetration on the order of 50 percent

from which we have suffered in recent years. Moreover, the
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average number of workers employed in this industry has

fallen to about 131,000 workers in the first four months of

this year, almost 11,000 fewer than were employed in the

same period a year ago.

Unemployment and lost jobs are also prevalent in the

leather apparel industry, which suffers from import penetra-

tion of more than 55 percent. Imports of leather wearing

apparel increased 21 percent between 1980 and 1981 and

increased further by 20 percent in the first four months of

1982 compared to the same period in 1981.

Increasing imports have a devastating effect on these

industries which are already suffering from production and

employment losses due to imports, a situation which has also

been compounded by the recession.

These statistics cannot be viewed in a vacuum. We

remain very concerned about a further loss of job oppor-

tunities for our workers. This country has a specific need

for, and indeed an obligation to provide, entry-level or

low-skilled jobs to certain segments of the population. An

economic base which supplies entry-level or low-skilled jobs

to those segments of the population which cannot otherwise

be employed is critically important for the United States.

Unemployment and all its serious attendant 7ociil problems

cannot be accepted as the norm for these workers. So long

as our country remains a beacon for the d ;ossewsed of the

rest of the world and so long as we must tely on the private
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sector for job creation in our society, we absolutely need

to preserve industries such as these.

S.1902 Must be Amended or Rejected

The question may be posed to us, "why are you concerned

about the tariff cutting authority -- duties on your

products will not be cut." Let me explain why we are con-

cerned. First of all, nobody has said this to us.

Furthermore, we have no assurances that the Administration

may not find it necessary to negotiate lower duties on tex-

tiles, apparel, leather apparel or shoes. If, indeed, they

do not intend to reduce duties on these products, the

Administration should be willing to see this written into

the law. Unless the legislation can be amended to specifi-

cally exclude our products from being subject to the tariff-

cutting authority, the bill should be rejected outright.

When we have had to rely upon a President's discre-

tionary authority, the results have not been favorable.

President Reagan decided not to extend import relief for

nonrubber footwear despite an affirmative recommendation

from the International Trade Commission. President Carter

denied import relief for the leather apparel industry

despite a unanimous finding of injury from imports by the

ITC. President Ford rejected import relief for nonrubber

footwear despite a similar unanimous finding of injury from

imports by the ITC.
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Xn the latter case, on behalf of the Ford

Administration, Ambassador Eberle made a written commitment

to the Senate in December 1974 to provide import relief to

the nonrubber footwear industry if it received an affir-

mative finding of injury by the ITC. But when such a deter-

mination was made by the ITC, Ambassador Eberle was no

longer in office and President Ford rejected import relief

for the shoe industry.

Only four years ago, Congress passed by large majorities

the Hollings-Holland-Broyhill bill which excluded textiles

and apparel from tariff cuts in the Multilateral Trade

Negotiations. Although President Carter vetoed the bill, he

put forth a new policy to tighten the administration of the

textile/apparel import program. Furthermore, many textile

and apparel products were excluded from tariff cuts in the

MTN; others had their tariffs cut marginally. This process

certainly reflected the recognition which both Congress and

the Executive Branch gave to the import sensitivity of the

textile and apparel industry. Yet S.1902 provides for no

exclusion of import sensitive products at a time when we

understand the Executive Branch hopes to launch new trade

negotiations with the more advanced developing countries

which are the major foreign suppliers of textiles, apparel,

shoes and leather apparel in the U.S. market.

We therefore must reject as unsatisfactory any amendment

to S.1902 which merely excludes from the tariff cutting
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authority in general terms those items which are import-

sensitive.

Let me explain what we have in mind as an acceptable

amendment to the legislation.

As you know the House Trade Subcommittee reported out

residual tariff cutting authority legislation, H.R. 4761,

amended to exclude import-sensitive products, which are so

designated by the President, from the authority. While this

amendment is a step in the right direction, it is far from

satisfactory. It offers no assurance that textiles,

apparel, leather apparel, or shoes, will be designated as

import-sensitive articles.

An amendment which excludes by name import sensitive

products is one solution. As an alternative to the specific

exclusion of our products by name, an acceptable amendment

would be one such as that under consideration in the House

which addresses the concept that import-sensitive articles

which are already excluded from duty-free treatment under

the GSP should also be automatically excluded from the

tariff-cutting authority. Since textiles and apparel

(subject to international agreements) and nonrubber footwear

are excluded by law from GSP eligibility, and leather

apparel is no longer on the GSP list because of its import-

sensitivity, an amendment to S.1902 which excludes from

tariff reductions those articles not presently eligible

under the GSP would satisfy our concerns. In this manner,
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our products would be guaranteed the duty protection

currently in place and would not be threatened by tariff

reductions.

I think you will find that most import-sensitive

industries are seeking the same thing. By virtue of their

import sensitivity these industries have the highest duty

rates and these duties play an essential role in maintaining

the viability of these industries. Our fear is that these

duties will become the major focus of future negotiations.

It is precisely these industries which can least afford

increased import competition.

98--592 0 - 82 - 32
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Before the
Subcomittee on International Trade
Committee on Finance
United States Senate
July 21, 1982

STATEMENTS ON BEHALF OF THE
INTERNATIONAL LADIES' GARMENT WORKERS' UNION (AFL-CIO)

IN OPPOSITION TO S. 1902 ad S. 231

This subraUmsicn I made on behalf of the International Ladies' Garment

V-.rkers' Union, AFL-CIO (hereafter referred to as the 1LGWU) and its 300,000

members engaged in the production of various articles of women's and children's

apparel and accessories. Over the last 25 years, an unrelenting rise in clothing

imports has devastated t6e domestic industry. Where once (1957) 4 garments were

imported for every 100 made in the United States, today more than 50 are imported

for every 100 made here. The result has been a steady decline In the number of

garment firms in the United States and a decline of some 90,000 jobs since peak

employment in our industry was reached in 1973. The two pieces of legislation in

question, S. 1902 and S. 231, would further aggravate an already disastrous

situation and it is for this reason that we oppose them. Detailed comments on

each bill follow:

S. 1902TO EXTEND PRESIDENTIAL TARIFF REDUCTION AUTHORITY AN ADDITIONAL TWO YEARS

S. 1902 would extend for an additional 2 years the authority of the

President to negotiate tariff reductions pursuant to Section 124 of the Trade Act

of 1974. This section expired on January 3, 1932 and It is the firm opinion of

the ILGWU that it should not be restored. Section 124 was originally inserted

into the Trade Act to pcrmit so-called "housekeeping" adjustments in duties sub-

sequent to the massive reductions accomplished by 5 years of negotiations under the

Multilateral Trade Negotiations (the Tokyo Round). These reductions have barely

begun to take effect. They will be staged over the next 6 years and their effect

remains to be determined. Any "housekeeping" adjustments should have been
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accomplished by now and the granting of broad authority to negotiate further tariff

reductions is unnecessary and invites serious further damage to American industry.

Broad authority to negotiate tariff reductions could have a serious

impact on domestic production of women's and children's wear. The negotiations

concluded in 1979 provided a wide range of duty cuts taking into account import

sensitivity of individual Items and compromises needed to secure agreement with

foreign governments. Even before the first stage of the reductions took effect in

January 1982, imports of many apparel items were growing. Many continued to grow in

1982, even though a recession was under way here at home. Let me cite just a few

examples.

Duties on women's, girls' and infants' man-made fiber coats (Category 635)

will be reduced between 4 percent and 29 percent over the next 6 years depending on

the type of coat. In 1980, when the ratio of imports to production was 59.3 percent,

some 2.4 million dozen of such coats were imported. In 1981, still before duty

reductions began, 2.7 million dozen were brought in. In the year ending April 1982,

after only 4 months of lowered duty, the total imports were 2.9 million dozen.

In the case of women's, girls' and infants' man-made fiber suits (Category

644), duty cuts range from 4 to 29 percent. In 1980, when the import/production

ratio was 8.2 percent, 115,000 dozen were imported. In 1981, imports rose to 178,000

dozen and in the year ending April 1982 to 220,000 dozen. In view of the sharp

reduction in U.S. suit production in the last year or so, the penetration ratio has

clearly more than doubled.

One can also cite the many apparel products that were so severely impacted

that duttes-were not cut at all. Even here imports have continued to rise iii many

instances and further duty cuts could aggravate matters even further.

At various times the Administration has indicated that it had no intention

of using the extended negotiating authority except in a limited manner. While we

dispute even the need for such limited use, we would strongly urge that no broad

authority be given. It is important to note that S. 1902 makes no exclusions. The
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Administration has indicated in connection with the House version of this bill

a willingness to accept an amendment excluding from further. tariff reduction items

found by the President to be import sensitive. Even if adopted by the Senate, such

provision would be inadequate, since the President would be free to determine any

product eligible. A provision similar to that already in the Trade Act excluding

textile and apparel products covered by international agreements is far more

satisfactory than the completely open provision of the bill or the House version.

S.1902 would permit and indeed encourage unnecessary and damaging tariff

reductions.If applied to the apparel sector, it would lead to a further demise of

garment firms and a loss of job opportunity ies for workers.

S. 231 TO INCREASE FROM $250 TO $600 THE AMOUNT ALLOWED FOR INFORMAL ENTRY

The existing law sets $250 as the maximun aggregate value of a shipment

which may be entered through informal entry procedures in accordance with rules

prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury. S. 231 would raise this amount to $600.

Informal entries are just that. Shippers are not required to file detailed

declarations identifying the merchandise involved. While the amendment would

ostensibly reduce paperwork and improve efficiency, it would also permit a large

quantity of low-value merchandise to enter the country without accurate reporting.

For example, in April 1982 the average value of brassieres imported from the

Philippine Republic under TSUSA 376.2830 was 57 cents per brassiere. Were the

ceiling on informal entries raised to $600, over 1,000 brassieres per shipment could

be brought into the United States subject to informal entry. This is not a small

shipment by any definition.

Increasing the informal entry limit to$600could seriously impair the

nations's ability to enforce the various bilateral textile and apparel agreements

negotiated under the umbrella of the Multifiber Agreement. Enforcement requires

careful identification of imported articles so that they ray be correctly charged

to the various quotas.
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However, In the absence of the procedures for verification of Information

used in formal entry, the door would be open to all kinds of error and misrepre-

sentation. Even under formal entry procedures, attempts are repeatedly made to

undercount, undervalue or misrepresent the type of article or country of origin.

With extended informal dollar entry amounts the chances for wrongdoing are multi-

plied. To permit proper enforcement of the textile and clothing bilaterals and

prevent erosion of the domestic industry by unscrupulous shippers trying to avoid

quotas this bill should be rejected.

In this statement, we have addressed ourselves to the problems these

bills would create for our industry. With regard to the broader implications

of these bills and the other bills before you today, we associate ourselves

with the position taken by the AFL-CIO.
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BEFORE THE
UNITED STATES SENATE
COS'MITTEE ON FINANCE

S.231

August 4, 1982

Testimony of Joseph W. Berg, President
Air Freight Association of America

My name is Joseph N. Berg and I am President of the Air

Freight Association of America. I am also President of Air

Express International of Darien, Connecticut, one of the nation's

largest air cargo companies specializing in foreign air

transportation.

The Air Freight Association is the trade group representing

a large segment of the air cargo industry. Our members include

airlines, air freight forwarders, and companies which provide

both functions. A list of AFA members is attached hereto as

Exhibit 1. Most of these companies operate internationally, as

well as domestically, and are therefore vitally interested in

any legislation designed to ease the Customs entry process.

S.231 is one such piece of legislation.

At a time when budget cuts and increasing imports threaten

to swamp the U.S. Customs Service with more work than it can

efficiently handle, any move to simplify customs procedures is

bound to be welcome. Such a move now sits before this Committee.

Introduced by Senator Spark Matsunaga of Hawaii, Senate Bill

S.231 would amend the Tariff Act of 1930 to increase from $250.00

to $600.00 the amount allowed for informal entry of commercial

goods.
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Under the provisions of informal entry, the consignee is

permitted to pay duties and obtain imported goods whose value

does not exceed the legal limit at airport customs stations at

the time of their arrival. In turn, reduced paperwork and lower

brokerage fees (which can amount to 50% less, if a broker is

used) make informal entry a particular asset to small businesses.

When originally signed into law as the nation's basic customs

legislation, the Tariff Act of 1930 provided for a $100.00 value

limit for informal entry of commercial merchandise into the U.S.

This number was scaled upwards to $250.00 in 1953, and there it

has remained for nearly 30 years, regardless of the decline in

purchasing power of the dollar to 30% of its 1953 value. (The

1982 equivalent of $250.00 exceeds $800.00). Thus, the intent

of the 1953 amendment has been violated by inflation and a new

amendment -- S.231 -- is needed.

In support of S.231, it should be pointed out that some of

our major trade partners, Canada, for example, has higher informal

entry limits, and other supporters of a change in U.S. law will

come from the growing international small package trade, as the

value of most small packages falls squarely within the $250.00 to

$600.00 range. The lower costs and simpler procedures that

informal entry of these goods would allow are precisely in line

with the intent, but not the current provisions, of the Tariff

Act. Perhaps the most telling argument in favor of S.231 is

advanced by U.S. Customs itself, which firmly supports the Bill.
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More informal entry means less work for the harried agency, whose

workforce, barely able to keep up with its mandated tasks, is

faced with a reduction of more than 150 inspectors. S.231 will

prove as great a boom to customs as it will be business -- both

small and large -- throughout the country. Moreover, the Depart-

ient of the Treasury has stated that the enactment of S.231 will

not impede the compilation data which tust be collected in order

adequately to monitor the import process.

Because the intent of S.231 is the facilitation of

international trade and the improved operation of U.S. Customs,

the Air freight Association strongly supports its passage. We

therefore urge this Committee to act favorably on S.231 and the

push for passage in this legislative session.
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AFA MEMBERSHIP LIST

Mr. Robert Fleming
FLEMING INTERNATIONAL AIRWAYS
P.O. Box 522948
5300 N.W. 36th Street
Miami, Florida 33152
800-327-1222/ 305-634-4000

Mr. Sal S orace, Chairman
FIVE-STAR AIR FREIGHT
625 North Governor Printz Boulevard
Esslngton, Pennsylvania 19029
215-521 -5555

Mr. Holt Webster, Chairman
AIRBORNE FREIGHT CORPORATION
190 Queen Anne Avenue, North
P.O. Box 662
Seattle, Washington 98111
206-285-4600

Mr. Joseph Berg, President
AIR EXPRESS INTERNATIONAL
P.O. Box 1231
120 Tokeneke Road
Darien, Connecticut 06820
203-327-1950

Mr. F. Busch, Manager
NORTH AMERICAN VAN LINES
Air Freight Division
P.O. Box 411
New Haven, Indiana 46774
21 9-429-2801

Mr. Walter Marx
Executive Vice President
AMERFORD INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION
218-01 Merrick Boulevard
Jamaica, New York 11413
212-523-0800

Mr. Dan O'Neill, Vice President
SURFAIR
P.O. Box 6542
Atlanta, Georgia 30315
404-766-5226

Mr. Larry G. Evenson, President
LYNDEN AIR FREIGHT, INC.
P.O. Box s1n07
Seattle, Washington 98108
206-433-6030
800-426-5068
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Mr. Larry L. Rodberg
Chairman of the Board
BURLINGTON NORTHERN AIR FREIGHT, INC.
4350 Von Karman Avenue
Newport Beach, California 92660
800-854-3600
714-752-4000

Mr. Lee Morris
AIRSPEED, INC.
405 South Isis Blvd.
Ingelwood, California 90301
213-776-1485

Mr. Harvey Pittluck, President
PROFIT BY AIR, INC.
P.O. Box 90897
L. A. International Airport
Los Angeles, California 90009
213-776-2333

Mr. L. N. Bittenson, President
WTC AIR FREIGHT
23740 Hawthorne Boulevard
Torrance, California 90505
213-373-0411

Mr. Rick Levine
IMPERIAL AIR FREIGHT
57 Freeman Street
Newark, New Jersey 07105
201-589-6633

Mr. Robert Grammer, President
SMB STAGE LINE, INC.
1060 E. Northwest Highway
Grapevine, Texas 76051
817-481-6522

Mr. William Langton
EVERGREEN INTERNATIONAL AIRLINES
3185 Crestview Drive
Newberg, Oregon 97132
503-538-7431 ext. 218

Mr. Peter Hubbard
FLYING TIGER LINE
7401 World Way West
P.O. Box 92935
Los Angeles, California 90009
213-646-0644

Mr. Boyce Budd
SUMMIT AIRLINES, INC.
Philadelphia International Airport
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19153
215-521-4800

Mr. Robert Sykes
Emery Air Freight
Wilton, Connecticut 06897
203-834-3331
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TO THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
UNITED STATES SENATE

In Opposition To
S.231

August 4, 1982

JOINT STATEMENT OF

Luggaye and Leather Goods Manufacturers of America, Inc.
350 Fifth Avenue

New York, New York 10001
Robert K. Ermatinger, Executive Vice President

International Leather Goods, Plastics and Novelty
Workers' Union, AFL-CIO
265 West 14th Street

New York, New York 10011
Ralph Cennamo, General President

National Handbag Association
350 Fifth Avenue

New York, New York 10001
Edward Levy, Executive Director
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JOINT STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY

ROBERT K. ERMATINGER, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
LUGGAGE A.ND LEATHER GOODS MANUFACTURERS OF AMERICA, INC.;

RALPH CENNAMO, GENERAL PRESIDENT
INTERNATIONAL LEATHER GOODS, PLASTICS AND NOVELTY

WORKERS' UNION, AFL-CIO

AND

EDWARD LEVY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
NATIONAL HANDBAG ASSOCIATION

In Opposition To
S. 231

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
UNITED STATES SENATE

WASHINGTON, D.C.

AUGUST 4, 1982

The Luggage and Leather Goods Manufacturers of

America, Inc., the trade association representing domestic

producers of luggage and personal leather goods; the

International Leather Goods, Plastics, and Novelty Workers'

Union, AFL-CIO, which represents workers in the U.S. hand-

bag, luggage and personal leather goods industries; and the

National Handbag Association, the trade association which

represents the domestic handoag industry, wish to record

their opposition to S. 231, proposed legislation to amend

the Tariff Act of 1930 to increase the dollar value of

merchandise eligible for informal customs entry from the

present level of $250 to $600. Legislation such as this has

oeen offered several times in the last few years but has

never passed, for good reason. Once again, we urge the

Congress not to pass this bill.
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Our groups are concerned that a statutory revision which

increases the value of imported articles eligible for infor-

mal entry would increase the risk of a significant under-

statement of aggregate imports. The Census Bureau relies

upon customs entry documents collected by the U.S. Customs

Service to tabulate official import data. An increase in

uncounted imports -- i.e., those which enter under the

informal entry procedure -- would skew the offical trade

statistics, as the real volume of imports is understated.

Accurate and timely import trade data are a vital concern of

the domestic luggage, personal leather goods and handbag

industries, which face an ongoing battle to compete with

large volumes of imports.

Few industry sectors have been as severely affected by

import competition as has the U.S. leather products industry

sectors. Whether luggage, personal leather goods or hand-

bags, each or these industries has been characterized by

increasing imports, which have caused lost market share and

3obs in these industries. These labor intensive industries

are particularly vulnerable to import competition from low

wage foreign countries and to imports of low unit value

items.

Imports of handbags, largely from low-wage foreign

countries, have captured a significant share of the U.S.

market for handbags, as import penetration, in terms of
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quantity, has grown from 29 percent in 1967 to 79 percent in

1981. These increasing volumes of imports are an ongoing

concern of workers in this labor-intensive industry, many of

whom are ethnic minorities or women. Domestic production of

handbags has declined from 97 million units in 1967 to an

estimated 53 million units in 1981. Yet the total market

for handbags in the U.S. has grown by 42 percent during the

same period, from an estimated 136 million units in 1967 to

an estimated 216 million units in 1981.

Imports of luggage and personal leather goods have

caused similar damage to the domestic manufacturers of these

items. U.S. imports of luggage increased five-fold between

1975 and 1980, from $49 million to $243 million, during a

time when real growth in the domestic market was only

moderate, at best, and domestic shipments were on a downward

trend. Moreover, in 1981 imports increased by a further 20

percent, to $292 million and captured an even greater share

of the U.S. luggage market, while domestic shipments

declined by approximately 15 percent according to an

industry estimate. -Imports continued to increase by 6 per-

cent in the first five months of 1982. Increasing imports

have clearly been at the expense of domestic production.

Imports now hold an estimated 40 percent of the U.S. market.

The situation with respect to personal leather goods is

similar. In real terms, domestic shipments of personal

leather goods have fallen since 1978, while imports have
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risen rapidly. Imports increased by 17 percent in 1981 to

$84 million and clearly captured an even larger share of the

U.S. market as Jomestic shipments declined by an estimated

15 percent. As with the luggage industry, imports of flat

goods have been increasing at a time when the market has not

been growing and, thus, imports are at the expense of

domestic production. While import penetration in the per-

sonal leather goods industry has not yet reached the level

achieved in the luggage or handbag industry, it is clear

that the import market share is rising rapidly. Imports now

hold an estimated 30 percent of the U.S. market.

Our workers cannot tolerate any further erosion of their

market or their job opportunities. These three industries

combined have traditionally employed more than 50,000

workers. Thousands of jobs have been lost in the last

several years, however. According to Government data, some

4,000 jobs have been eliminated in the last five years

alone. Available employment data for this year are even

more dismal. Some 3,000 fewer workers in these industries

were employed in the first four months of 1982 compared to

employment levels for the same period a year ago.

Precise monitoring of import trade with respect to hand-

bags, luggage, and personal leather goods from all countries

is of crucial importance to these industries in their

efforts to counter import injury. In 1981, imports of hand-

bags of all types had an f.o.b. average unit value of just
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$2.39. Some personal leather goods items are entered at an

average unit value of under $1. If informal entry proce-

dures wera to apply to shipments up to $600 in value, it

could mean that one shipment (ontaining as many as 250 or 21

dozen handbags (at an average unit value of $2.39) could go

unrecorded in U.S. import statistics. The results would be

even worse for some imports of personal leather goods.

Shipments of high volume, low-unit value, items could com-

bine to cause major undercounting in Commerce Department

data, as informal entries are excluded from trade data

collection. It is our view that all imports should be

counted, and an accurate statistical base is essential to

monitoring imports. Precise and comprehensive information,

on a current basis, on all handbags, luggage, and personal

leather goods from all sources is required irrespective of

the value of shipments concerned.

Beyond our own concerns for accurate and timely com-

pilation of official data on these imports, we believe

that elimination of direct appraisement by the U.S. Customs

Service for shipments under $600 is not in the interest of

other import-sensitive sectors nor in fact in the public

interest. An increase in the ceiling for informal entries

could result in more instances of deliberate evasion of

duties through false or inaccurate shipping documents. As

we understand it, under informal entry procedures, the

customs officer simply releases the articles to the importer

with payment of duty based on the shipping documents and

statements to the U.S. Custom Service furnished therein, and

generally without further individual investigation of the

kinds, quantities and values of articles in the shipment.

In our view, neither the interest of the U.S.

Government, and certainly not those of import-sensitive

industries like the luggage, personal leather goods and

handbag industries, would be served by legislation such as

S. 231, which increases the informal entry provision to a

$600-limit. We urge the Subcommittee not to report this

bill favorably.
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November 5, 1981

Senate Finance Conuiittee
Room 2227
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Attention: Robert Lighthizer, Esq.,
Chief Counsel

Re: National CuStOmS Brokers & Forwarders
Association of America, Inc.;
Com.ments on S. 231

Dear Mr. Lighthizer:

We are Customs counsel to the National Customs

Brokers & Forwarders Association of Aerica, Inc. ("NCBFAA"),

and submit for consideration of the Subcommittee on Inter-

national Trade the following comments on S. 231 (introduced by

Senator Matsunaga), which would increase the limit on Customs

linforilal entries" from the present limitation of $250 (19

U.S.C. 1498(l)) to $600.

The NCBFAA is a nation-wide association of Custo.-s

brokers and freight forwarders and, of course, is keenly

interested in legislation pertaining to the Customs entry

process. As professionals, our members share with the United

98-592 0 - 82 - 33
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States Customs Service a deep ai.d continuing interest in the

maintenance ol the Customs entry process in terms of its

integrity, efficiency, low cost, and freedom from excessive

paperwork. To that extent, we support the general objectives

of S. 231, as expressed by Senator Matsunaga in his remarks of

January 22, 1981 when introducing tle bill. However, the NCBFAA

is also concerned that without proper safeguards, raising the

informal entry limit to well over twice the present amount may

open the door for wholesale evasion of Customs law and regu-

lations, and to widespread fraud on the revenue, particularly

with regard to mail shipments. We also call to the attention

of the Subcommittee the fact that legislation is currently

pending before the House Ways and Means Committee (H.R. 4134,

Representative Frenzel) which would correct an administrative

construction by the United States Customs Service which has the

effect of openly allowing the transaction of Customs business

on behalf of others by unlicensed parties in violation of law

(19 U.S.C. 1641). We believe there is a direct relationship

between the Frenzel Bill and S. 231; accordingly we urge that

consideration of S. 231 be postponed by the Subcommittee

pending House action on H.R. 4134.

THE DANGER OF ALLOWING UNRESTRICTED INFORMAL

ENTRY OF 'SAIL SHIPALEINTS UP TO $600

In 1977, the NCBFAA testified before the Subcom-

mittee on Trade of the Committee on Ways and Means of the House

of Representatives opposing a provision of H.R. 8149, 95th
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Congress, ist Session, which would have raised the inforn:al

entry limit from $250 to $600. The NCBFAA (and other organi-

zations) pointed out the obvious administrative difficulties

involved in a huge increase in the number of informal entries

presented to the Customs Service; the incentive on the part of

importers to split and break down shipments to circumvent the

rrquireinents of the law by utilizing the Oinformal entry

procedure; and the special problems involved in informal ship-

ments of merchandise subject to quota restrictions require-

ments, FDA restrictions, and the like. During mark-up, the

Committee deleted the objectionable provision. (Attached for

consideration of the Subcommittee are appropriate excerpts

from the printed record of the July 19-22, 1977 hearings before

the Subcommittee on Trade of the House ways and Means Com-

mittee.]

Although the NCBFAA is still concerned about the

ability of the Customs Service to handle a huge increase in

merchandise subject to the informal entry procedure which could

result in tariff loopholes and possible evasions of duty, the

Association at this time would not oppose the increase provided

that the present limit of $250 on shipments entered through the

mail (i.e., bypassing the Customhouse) were retained, and

provided that the Subcommittee recognizes the linkage between

S. 231 and H.R. 4134, and considers both bills at a subsequent

date, after House passage of H.R. 4134.
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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN S. 231 AND H.R. 4134

Although the paperwork requirements for informal en-

tries are substantially less than for formal entries, it should

be noted that certain necessary formalities and restrictions

imposed by other provisions of law still must be adhered to.

Entry of merchandise via the informal entry procedure does not,

and should not allow the transaction of Customs business on

behalf of others by unlicensed, unqualified agents. As noted

above, H.R. 4134 was introduced to counteract an erroneous and

dangerous construction of the law-by the Customs Service (T.D.

81-108, Federal Register of April 29, 1931, p. 24069) allowing

a so-called "norainal consignee* (that is, one having no true

interest or ownership in the goods) to clear the goods in his

own nane on behalf of the true owner or actual consignee. Our

position before the Customs Service was then, and is now that

the ruling has potentially far-reaching implications, in that

it permits unlicensed parties, who can easily qualify as

*nominal consignees' to transact business at the Customhouse on

behalf of the true party-in-interest, in clear violation of the

intent of 5641 of the Tariff Act of 1930 as amended (19 U.S.C.

1641).

If the Congress raises the limits for informal en-

tries to $600 without addressing the unfortunate situation

created by T.D. 81-108, the potential for mischief is enormous.

Not only would the Customs Service have to deal with the

administrative difficulties involved in attempting to process

a huge increase in the volume of informal entries, but in
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addition all sorts of unlicensed parties (i.e., couriers,

freight forwarders, steamship lines, railroads and truckers)

would be invited to engage in the business of clearing goods on

behalf of others as nominal consignees, and especially so under

the informal entry procedures.

As a practical matter, informal entries are not

*looked at" by Customs personnel as closely as formal entries.

The membership of the NCBFAA has an abiding professional

interest in the quality of the entry process, and to this

extent, the Association's interests are identical with that of

the Customs Service. The proper protection of the revenue, the

complexities of the Tariff Act of 1930, the Tariff Schedules,

the Trade Agreements Act of 1979, and the hundreds and hundreds

of laws of other agencies which must be administered by the

Customs Service, require, in most instances, the services of a

professional in dealing with the United States Customs Ser-

vice - and we are sure that the Service appreciates this,

despite the unfortunate-effects of T.D. 81-103.

We therefore urge that consideration of S. 231 be

deferred pending House passage of H.R. 4134.

Sincerely,

TOMPKINS & DAVIDSON
Attorneys for
National Customs Brokers & Forwarders
Association of America, Inc.

Of Counsel,
Harvey A. Isaacs, Esq.
Norman C. Schwartz. Esq.

cc: Ms. Pat Eveland

bcc: Mr. William R. Casey
Mr. M. Sigmund Shapiro
Mr. Vincent Bruro
Mr. Morris V. Rosenbloom
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':STAITENT OF SIGMUND SHAPIRO

Mr SnAPIRO. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
My name is Sigmund Shapiro. I am vice-president of the National

Ctstmons Brokers & Forwa'ders Association. andI I aml president
-of Samuel Shapiro & Co.. custonis brokies. with offices in Baltimore
and at Dulles Airport.

Section 211 of H.Rl. S149 would amend the pre-ent law to increase
from $250 to '600. the maximum value of a shipment which may be

-entered informally pulsuant to customs regulations.
In our opinion, raising the limits on commercial shipments would

be dftri;aental to the best interests of the United States. Insofar as
personal shipments are concernedl, we go far beyond the present law.
We feel that all personal shmipmnents S loul be admitted un(ler the
informal procedures without regard to Natle.

In fact, this is done today under existin,_ customns regulations at
most ports. althoiuh there is a lack of uniforlnlt troutigho1It tile
ports of tle United States as there are in nianv other areas of

customs aoadminist rat iol.
Commercial slhipnu mnts are a differentt matter entirely, however.

We feel that raisilli., the lillit "vou1ld1 not only fail to achieve tie
.exlpcted econollics III Govel-mimeit lmammllimig costs, but on time con-
travy, would result in a(lditioial costs to the economilty possibly
in tfm millions of dollars.

It would also exacerbate the lack of uniformity of treatment of
merchandise, now so prevalent from port to port. Many of the
articles lend themselves to shipment by mail. These are presently
handled entirely by Government personel.

Customs officers open time parcels. examine the contents for con-
pliance with customs and other laws, appraise and classify the
merchandise. Then they return the parcels to the mail for delivery
to the consignee.

In far too many instances. however, dutiable merchandise is
released to the importer by U.S. Customs without the collection of
duties, with collection of incorr-e-duties~-or without tie package
beina opened at all.

I tad an experience in my own office. where I received a S25.00
package of diamnonds marked with a stamp of "passed free. .zift
under $10." Most customs brokers can attest to many cases lke this.

We brokers have filed many complaints with Custo,,s. becat:se
clients continualiv reqceive._cuiable poods without having to pay
duties. and many'clients in their efforts to be reputable businessmen
call this fact to tle attention of Customs on untold occasions.

It should be equally obvious that these shipments are nor 1,einz
screened for compliance with all U.S. laws. such as Food and D-uz.
OSHA, EPA. CPSC. et cetera. The U.S. consumer therefore is
being deprived of the protection of these laws.
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Af the- present time. in shipments over S230. importers or brokers
prepare the entry documents. If the informal limit is increased to

600, a deluge o? shipments valued between S-250 and S600 can be
expected to descend upon the customs officers for preparation of the
documents.

Think of the amount of increased burden that would be placed
on the inspector at the various piers and air terminals. forcing them
to leave their other productive work. Customs would have to
dramatically increase its staff at all points of entry.

We do not see how proliferation of informal entries would peirmit
a reduction in personnel handling formal entries. The present
customs commodity teams are structured not on the basis of the
amount of entries'easily handled, but rather on the various statu-
tory functions of the team, such as documents followups, fraud
investigation. et cetera.

These functions continually increase in numbers and complexity.
Customs is permitting under' current regulations one mail iinporta-
lion per importer per day. under the statutory $250 value. On the-
basis of the proposed SOO limit, one importer coulrl import 2.;)
shipments with a value amounting to $15G.000 yearly. If yo,i multi-
ply the number of shipments imported by one importer by 1.(7,0
importers, there would be 0G0.0(0 shipments to be handled by
customs personnel on an informal basis.

There would also be a greatt move on the part of importers to -plit
their shipments to get the cu,.toms treatment thlat thev would not
receive if they brought ti shipments in under one order.

We would w%'onder, too. whether with the computer capability that
Customs is now envisioning for -iMPS. it is wise to remove SlIcil a
mass amount of traffic from the mainstream of customs procedures.
With our desire for accurate statistics and the abysmal statistical
reporting that we have had in past years, it would seem that all
imports of a commercial nature shouhl be included in the one major
thrust of customs operations. andl tiat the computer can easily
accommodate the entries between 8S250 and $GOO in value.

In conclusion, on the basis of the reasons stated al,ove, we ask
the portion of this bill proposing to raise the informal entrv" limit
to $600 be changed to apply to commercial entries only if it is
limited to one such importation every 8'0 days. This is similar to the
duty-free allowance for tourists. A general increase in the informal
entry limit to $600 would be a serious mistake.

Afr. JE-xxi.'s. Tlank you, Mr. Shapiro. Do any other members of
the panel have statements?

Mr. lIr.MMEL. Yes: we have one more. The fifth segment of our
discussion is on section 320, to be delivered by Mr. Paill Wegener.
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BVUMINGTON IY.DUSTRTES, INC.,
Grecnaboro, N.C., July 25, 1977.

Hon. AL ULLMANv,
Longtcorth House Offlce Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CON GRESS-MAN ULLMAN.: I am writing on behalf of Burlington Indus-
tries to express our concern about and opposition to two sections of a bill
pending before the House Ways and Means Committee. That bill is EI.R. S149
which provides for certain revisions in customs procedures. Both of these
sections, although innocuous on their face, can have a substantial detrimental
impact on the United States textile Industry, which is the largest single
employer among the industries in our country.

As you doubtlessly know nlrady, the domestic textile industry Is being
severely affected by foreign ":-.-, rts of apparel and other textile products.
We in the industry believe ti. . have not been receivinz ade'luate support
and assistance from the feder. ":,vernment. The principal approach that has
ben taken by the government been to negotiate a 31ulti-Fiber Arrance-
meat ("MFA"), as a part ot • General Arefument on Trade and Tariffs
("GATT"), and a series of l.,-,.iteral arrreemouts with textile exporting na-
tions. The MFA provides a fraziework and the bi-lateral ar-reements provide
specific limitations on various cliassitications of textile imports into the United
States. In order for tbese agreements (as inadequate as they may be) to be
useful, it is imperative that detailed, accurate records of textile imports be
maintained by the Customs Bureau.

Section 211 of 1I.R. S149 would increase from $2.50 to $G00 the value of
informal entries which are not recorded as imports by the Customs Bureau.
Because of the larze volume of apparent imports and the obvious pocsibility-
of large numbers of items priced over $230 but slihtly less than $C0 coming
Into the U.S., section 211 would create a dangerous loophole to permit avoid-
ance of textile import quota procedures.

Similarly, section 103 of the bill could permit the combining of several
entries into one report, which procedure could distort the statistical baze
needed for measuring textile imports under the MFA and the bi-lateral
agreements.

These provisions are particularly troubling at this time when negotiation%
are continuing with respect to renewal of the 'MFA and when our domestic
textile industry is being so severely injured by imports. Tens of thousands of
Job have already been eliminated and others are threatened.

We respectfully urge that yon carefully examine these two sections and
give consideration to supporting their elimination from h.R. 81-19.

Very truly yours,
LA,qTY L. SM vrr,

- E.?xecittive Vice President
and Senior Gencral Counsel.

MAN-MADE FrBER PnODVC~ris AssocCATToV, IxC..
Washington, D.C., July 22, 1977.

lion. CnARLES A. VAYIJi,
Chairman, Subcommittee fon Trade,
Committee on Vays and Mcans,
Washington, D.C.

DE4n CoN*onssxrxA. VAYrz: The Man-Mado Fiber Producers A.zsoclatlon Is
a trade association representing tho domestic manufacturers of man-made
fibers. Our members produce over M Perr(nt of the man-made fib rs manu.
featured in this country; rnd man-made fibers, in turn, account for 70 percent
of the fibers consumed in the American textile Industry.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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duced on Guam. By simultaneously retaining the "substantial transformation"
requirement Imposed by the Customs Service, the best interests of the economy
of Guam are protected through the assurance that real work will be done ca
the articles in the insular possessions. '.hus. there is little dnatiger that HiR.
9222, anymore than the present 1leadnote 3(a), could be used by clering-
houses established on Guam solely to transshlp articles into the U.S. Customs
Zone under Iteadnote 3(a) to simply avoid duties.

I believe that the formula change in H.R. S222 allowing more competitive
pricing vitl provide an incentive for manufacturers to try to wade through
the morass of the bureaucracy of the Customs Service and attempt to comply
fully with the "substantial transformation" requirements. For example. I have
enclosed a letter from a mauufacturing concern whose decision is to set up
operations on Guam would be contingent upon approval of 1I.1. $222. Now.
ever, Guamus unhappy recent experiences with the administration of tile "'sb-
atantial transformation" criteria in both its watch nd garment industrie.s
forces nie to urge that the committee adopt some language in its rzelrrt
acknowledgine the problems businesses have had trying to comply with the
"significant transformation' criteria, and state that it is the desire of t'e
committee that the Customs Service should review its administration of the
"significant transformation" requirement and evaluate its rulings for logic
and clarity in order to fulfill the original Intent of ieadnote 3(a) to increase
manufacturing operations in the insular possessions. The Guam Chamber of
Commerce has written me stating that there is a need for Customs to puhiih
a technical handbook to assist manufacturers in the use of Ilendnotc 3(a).

We respectfully urge your support of II.1. 8222. and your favorable emn-
sideration of our request for language directing Cuctoms to improve its ad-
ministration of the "substantial transformation"' criteria.

Sincerely yours,
ANTONIO B. WON PAT.

Member of Congrcs-.
Enclosure.

McDowMnzL NnrSTrnIES, INC.,
McTEx FArrmtcs DrvisroN.
Memphis, Tenn., July 6, 1977.

Ossn.t S. A. PEREz.
President, Guam Chamber of Comniterce,
Agana, Guam.

DEAR Jrnar: The effort and time spent by you and your office in arraneing"
meetings for me with the appropriate people in Guam is very much appre-
la ted.
At this time our decision seems to depend upon the approval of a cott.ze

labor modification and the 30 percent factor revision to head note 3. Our
decision would be an easy one if these were in effect at this time. 'We could
begin posthaste with our proposed venture. I am going to WaV.hington next
week regardinz this proposal. Anything yo can do to help will assist us as
well as the other manufacturers who ore pursuinz the same.

Again, thank you for your help. I look forward to seeing you again.
Very truly yours,

C. D. FLYx;.
Vice President of Operations.

STATMsT OF 3IARTIM DYKSTRLA, Pnr.sr.T, WORK GLOVE MAINUTACTt.REr.S

ASSOCIATION

SUMMART

The Work Glove 'Mnulfacturers Ac.ointlon is concerned over the trade
effects of Section 211(a) of 11.1. 9119 under which informal cu.tonme entry
proeeduires would apply to s'hipments up to $000 In value instead of shipments
valued up to .-250. as at present.

Since no formal appraioment would Ne made lv C t ms of such -shipinent.q.
thl. proposed section would open loopholes In tie proper enforcement of the
U.S. Government', textile nnd npnarel import program nnd In the nmonitoring"
of trade In nrtlcle. controlled under that program, which include cotton work
gloves. The new provision also creates greater risk of circumvention of Cus-
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;toms regulations and of falsiflcations or inaccuracies in respect of the quan-
titles and values of articles described in the documents presented for iufornal
-customs entry. Such risks arise especially for shipneuts vhich represent labor
intensive products having low unit values. Work gloves fall into this category.

The domestic work glove industry is sulferina serious injury as a result of
low-wage foreign imports which are steadily absorbing a greater proportion
of the domestic market. Accurate and timely statistics on such imports from

.all countries are vital for tie impletuentation of the Government's textile
import program and for proper assessment of the economic imlaet of imports

-on the domestic work glove market. Despite the provision for "accurate state-
ments" covering shipments valued between $250 and $100, there is a danger
of Improper monitoring, collecting, and recording of trade statistics covering
such shipments.

In view of the above considerations, the Subcommittee Is urged to delete
Section 211(a) from it.R. S149 or, at the very lease, to exclude work gloves
from Its provisions.

STAT EM E-T

My name is Martin Dykstra. I am President of the Work Glove Manufac-
turers Association with headquarters in Libertyville, Illinois. I am submitting
this statement in opposition to one sections, Section 211(a), of H.R. S140 which
-is before the Subcommittee for its consideration.

The proposed Section 211(a) would increase the value from the present
$230 limit to $6600 for shipments of goods which nay be entered through
,Customs through so-called "informal entry" procedures.

While the object of this Section ostensibly is to introduce greater simplifi-
-cation of customs procedures, we believe any potential benefits to the U.S.
Government in this direction will be more than offset by added costs in other
-directions. This provision also carries a risk of increasing the serious injury
from low-wage imports already being experienced by labor-intensive domestic
industries such as it the work glove industry.

Adoption of the informal entry procedure means there will be no formal
-appraisement of shipments up to a value of $00 (as is the case currently for
-goods under $250). Under such informal arrangements, a Customs official
would simply accept without further formality or question the sh.ptoing docu-
ments and statements made therein covering the shilnment with regard to the
k-inds. quantity, and value of imported articles. This raises greater risk of
'violations through false or inaccurate statements with regard to the quantity
and value of shipments for duty purposes.

The 'Work Glove Manufacturers Association is concerned that the proposed
'Section 211(a). by providing for informal entry procedures for shipments
valued up to $600, would reult in consirderable understatement of the import
statistics collected and tabulated by the Foreicn Trade Division of the Bureau
-of Census. Even more Imnnrtant. It would undermine effective implementation
of the Government's textile and apparel import procram which encompasses
-also woven nad non-woven cotton work glove imports under TSUSA items
40.4010 and 704.4510.

Under the Multi-Fiber Arrangement and the bilateral oz--reements negotiated
by the U.S. Customs Service plays a particularly important role in monitoring
'the folunie and the value of textile and apparel imports;. Accurate Import data
must be made available in timely fazhion to Government nfficials vlharcerd with
administering the textile import program nnd enforcing pertinent restraint
levels for controlled countries. We are fearful this will be hindered by Sec-
tion 211 (a).

The proposed Section 211(n) will work to the detriment of labor-Inteni-re
Industries-which like the work clove industry-face injurious competition
from low-wn-ge foreign production which benefits also from government direct
export subsidies and other unfair trade practices. U.S. manufacturers of work
gloves. (incIuding) gloves of cotton. leather, part leather. end counted and
partially coated gloves. have Leen cruelly uffotod by mir-h iinrts which. as
a percent of the total market, have risen fourfold since 1070. For leather cloves
the import penetration rate in 1076 exceeled 52 percent! Clearly, no industry
can long sustain import of such magnitude.

At the present time under the .52.50 informal entry proedur0, shlpmnts of
work gloves up to this value are simply not recorded in the U.S. statistics. To
this- extent, U.S. Import statistics for work gloves already are significantly
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skewed, thus, under-estimating the full impact of Imports in the domestic
ludustry. Were shipments of work gloves up to $000 in value to be similarly
excluded from the import statistics, it would further bide the real extent of
Import Injury sullered by this industry. In 1976, cotton glove imports had al
f.o.b. unit value of p1.90 ier dozeu pair. Itaising the informal entry provision
to $00 would mean tha, individual shipmt'nts containing 315 dozen pair of
cotton gloves could go unrecorded in the import statistics. It is noted that
the proposed Section 211 (a) would require "nit accurate statement" as to kinds
and quantities of articles in shipments which exceed $250, but in the absence
of format Customs apprain-oment of such shipments, there is risk of under-
statement of values and improper collection and recording ot such data.

We would urge the Subcommittee to delete Section 211(a) from lI.t. $149
or, at the very least, to exclude work gloves from its provisions. This would
mean exclusion of TSUSA items 704.4010, and 704.4510, 705.3310, 703.3530,
and 705.8000.

STATEMENT OF ZLrn RADIo CosrOTIoN ON I.R. S149 ANO H.R. 8307

SUMMARY OF STATEMENT

Zenith Radio Corporation respectfully urges the Trade Subcommittee vot to
modify the substantive standards or the penalty provisions of Section 502 of
the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended by the Trade Act of 1974, with respect to
lnlentional or willful acts or omissions until the conclu.-ion of the current
Treasury Department/J ostice Dkpartment inivestizatim of illegal kickI'acks
to circumvent U. S. anti-dumpinz laws ly Japanese manufacturers of televi-in
receivers. As reported by Time, according to a senior official at the U. S. Mn-
bassy in Tokyo the invesuigation involves some SG importers and "worried
embrassy officials concede that they are convinced a major scandal is about
to break."

As amplified in the Chicago S;t-Tiozes:'
"A major Customs Bureau investigation has uncovered evidence of secret

kickbacks from Japanese television manufacturers to U. S. importers, The Sun
Times has learned."

Government sources said limited findings of the continuing IS,-mnnth in-
vestigation revealed that some companies falsified records to hide the p'y-
ments, most of the time in attempts to circumvent U.S. anti-dumpinz laws
aimed at protecting some American industries. That would be a criminal
offense.

Investigators also harp indications of other pozsible illegal nets In connec-
tion with the rebate scheme, including perjury, obstruction of justice and con-
spiracy to defraud the V. S. government.

Although Customs officials will say only that the potentially explosive In-
vestigatton 1. going "'or-ts well." the bureau privately bas nszled the Justice
Department to Impanel a grand jnry to consider indirting Ioth U. S. companies
and Individual executivesFz. Benjamin M. Civilr-tti. nscistant attorn(,y general it)
charge of the criminal division, sad "the department is reviessing the matter."

The investigation centers on allegations that the importers have received
millions of dollars a year in secret rebates, enabling them to sell Japanese
color sets at barg.ain-baisement prices. Rolates per se aren't illegal. Blt there
take on criminal overtones if their purpose is to circumvent federal anti-
dnrmplng laws., and if thr air,n't reflected in the dccli t-cd value of the im-
ports as reported to Cus.toms.

Kenneth F. lyan., the bureau's top froud investigator, seaid 25 special naents
around the country are crnss-rheeking invoices and other rloruments dating
as far inck as lfiGq to see whether there were "deletions, discounts or rebates"
not reported to Customs.

So far. they have turned,1 up evitlonce of "a widespread pattern of rebates
not limited to one or two comlinnic.%" a well-informed snurso said. There also
were inslances of variationn bI,tween actual value of tho morelcandise and the
tane delnred on the invoico." lie nii. indirntine falsiflntion of loc,(nnrcnts.

At stnko for the companies is million of dollars in linek "dirilcing" diutie.
I Fri lil~ltI A. irn sr,.c-'pe hrk .Irn Ttrtnr rnln-", rime. inla" in. 1977. rl.-P Cft.
ISe. Ehlbt It. "T S Protr#- V Trnrnrt lMlrkhn-kq". Chirrt'cn ,n-Timer.. clv 7. 1.77.

page 2. See also, E'xhibit C, EditorlnI, Chicago Sun-Times, July 11, 3.P77, page 37.
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Dear Mr. Chairman:

Senate Bill 231, introduced in the 97th Congress, 1st
session, by Senator Matsunaga, would amend section 498 of the
Tariff Act of 1930, as amended (19 U.S.C. 1498), by increasing
from $250 to $600 the amount for informal entry of goods.

The U.S. Customs Service fully supports the amendment to
raise the informal entry limit to at least $600. In fact
Customs believes that $900 or $1000 would be more appropriate
in light of the inflation which has occured since the 1950's.
In addition authority for the Secretary of the Treasury to
raise the amount up to $2500 as conditions warrant would permit
future reasonable charges without requiring new legislation.
We believe Senate Bill 231 will have an immediate effect on
easing the paperwork and cost burden of importing goods for
small businesses and occasional importers. A formal entry
requires preparation of an entry, an entry summary and an entry
record document, and the importer is required to have a Customs-
bond issued by an approved surety company. The-informal entry
procedure requires an informal entry form. Customs duties are
paid prior to the release of the imported goods, and no bond is
required.

United States Customs estimates that 550,000 formal
entries per year are in the $250 to $600 range which would be
affected by Senate Bill 231. Enactment of the Bill would
reduce the public annual reporting hours burden by 110,000
hours per year by employing an informal entry instead of a
formal entry. Cost savings for small businesses which import
goods would range from $2,750,000 per year up to $13,750,000
depending on the amount and cost of the Customs bond. The cost
varies depending on amount of bond required and whether secured
directly from a surety company or through an agent (licensed
customhouse broker acting on behalf of the importer). The less
complex informal entry procedure will also aid in speeding
release of goods and finalizing the Customs transaction
(liquidation, the final determination that all duties are
correct, occurs upon payment of duties at the time the informal
entry is filed).
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The U.S. Customs Service will also benefit directly from
enactment of the Bill. Formal entries filed will be reduced by
approximately 12 percent per year, saving considerable
man-hours in document processing. Given present budgetary
restraints, a reduction in the number of formal entries
required to be processed will have positive benefits on U.S.
Customs ability to fulfill its mission.

We appreciate this opportunity to comment on S. 231 and
assure you our full cooperation in easing the burden on the
public involved in importing goods from abroad.

Yours faithfully,

Acting Commissioner of Customs

The Honorable
Robert Dole, Chairman
Committee on Finance
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 2051
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NATIONAL KNITWEAR & SPORTSWEAR ASSOCIATION ,,,,Yok NY 100N 0 A 212 37

a9(AAGJ VAROI7A MORTON .UNTEIN MILAN WE!XL10 J G OCAFELDER
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STANLEr MATZKIN IVAN GORDON LET ALTER ARTRURN t $ELD

NORMEAT HINSHMAN NENNER DRA SIDNEY INN
SIDNEV MON MATN LAHM MARVV DONENF.D ALAN SMITM

LSOLE LEVGRA Y JOE N OR AN LEWIS, J THALER
S[;TH M SOONER GJ I~~~ N RYm.E.FL E.G AGS

STATEMENT OF TE
NATIONAL KNIVE.AR & SPORTSKER ASSOCLATION

BEFORE TIM Cnrs (2E FINANCE
SUBXH ITITE CN I&MI TICZAL TRADE

ON S.231

This statement is submitted on behalf of the National Knitwear & Sports-

wear Association, an organization representing more than five huxdred

domestic manufacturers of knitwear and sportswear. This testimony is in
opposition to S.231, a bill to anxa] the tariff act of 1930, to increase

from $250 to $600 the amount for informal entry of goods.

Wr. Chairman and members of the Ccsmttee, the National Knitwear &
Sportswear Association represents domestic manufacturers of knitwear and
sportswear aouninting for the bulk of knitted outerwear products

manufactured in the United States.

As this Ccmmittee is aware, our industry has been particularly hard hit by
imports. Details of this situation in sane of our leading products, and

the threat of further import growth in the entire knitwear sector is spelled
out in our testimony filed in opposition to S.1902 for this Committee.

We are opposed to S.231, a bill to amend the tariff act of 1930 by
increasir to $600 the valuation authorized for informal entry of goods.
We oppose this increase on the valuation from the current $250 level
because of our concern that it would orpound existing enforcement problems
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Dear Mr. Chairman:

Thank you for this opportunity to submit for the record a statement
in support of S. 1565, a proposal to accelerate the reduction of the
tariff on certain fishing nets and netting to the final rate agreed
upon by the United States in tha Tokyo Round of the Multilateral Trade
jjqpfiations. The fishing industry has pushed for similar legislation
F092"e past eight years, and I hope that after you consider the
following points you will agree with me that this bill deserves your
support.

1. Help Reduce Fisheries Trade Deficit: In 1981 our fisheries trade
deficit increased by $300 million, reaching a record $3 billion.
S. 1565 will enable American fishermen to compete with foreign
fishermen and thereby help alleviate this tremendous deficit. To
accomplish this the bill proposes only to accelerate tariff
reductions already agreed to by the U.S.; it would not provide
further tariff cuts. As you know, tariffs on imported cotton
and vegetable fiber nets have already been reduced, and this
legislation simply brings into parity the tariffs on all
imported nets.

2. More Competitive U.S. Fishing Industry: While our fishermen are
forced to compete with highly subsidized foreign fishing fleets,
they are also being forced to pay higher tariffs on their nets
than their foreign counterparts (25¢ per lb. +-32.5% ad valorem:
average tax rate of 42.5%). Canada, which exports into the U.S..
more than twice as much fish as any other country, has no dutie .,-
on imported nets. The tariff duty on nets is also lower in the
European Community, a major market for U.S. shrimp and salmon
exports. Currently, the European Community duty is 13.5%, and
will decline to 11% in 1987. Such discrepancies provide our
fishing industry's major competitors with a tremendous material
cost advantage.

3. No U.S. Manufacturing of Nets: Because the United States does
not manufacture the quality or quantity of nets demanded by the
industry, our commercial fishermen depcncd on a wide variety of
imported fish nets. The fishermen in my area tell me that the
imported nets are lighter and more durable. These features
translate into nets which have better catch rates and last longer.
Today, we are importing over a third of the nets or netting used
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by our commercial fishing industry. Synthetic nets alone account
for over 95% of these imports.

A typical New Bedford fisherman spends almost $15,000 a year on
imported nets, and he must pay over $6,000 in duties. The duty
on a single, 50,000 pound purse seine net used by our commercial
tuna industry is over $77,000. The commercial fishermen will
continue to depend on imported synthetic nets, and I believe the
cost to import these nets is far more than the fishermen should
be expected to pay.

4. High Cost of Operation: Increasing operational costs (fuel,
insurance rates, mortgage rates) and low priced imports are
squeezing the fishing industry into an intolerable position.
Recent figures from the Bureau of Labor Statistics indicate
that since 1975, diesel fuel prices paid by our fishermen have
increased almost 285%. At the same time, the U.S. has negotiated
reductions in U.S. tariff barriers on fishery imports. Last
session, this Congress took away from the fishermen their
entitlement to public health care service, a cost the industry
was forced to incur with very little notice. Additionally,
the House Coast Guard Subcommittee now has pending before it
legislation that would impose user fees on fishermen for Coast
Guard services. In some cases these fees would be as high as
$9,000. Also pending before the Subcommittee is a proposal
that would increase the cost of nautical charts from $4.50
per chart to well over $50 each.

Not long ago the entire New Bedford fishing fleet remained in
port because our boats could not even meet expenses. A reduction
in the duty on nets would greatly help the industry cope with its
tenuous economic position.

5. Jobs: Passage of S. 1565 will help stimulate further development
of the U.S. fishing industry. The high cost of fishing gear can
seriously hamper the national effort to achieve the full develop-
ment of our nation's fishery resources. As full development of
these resources takes place, more jobs will be made available
both on fishing vessels anJin our shoreside processing facilities.

In an ITC memorandum submitted last October to the House Ways
and Means Committee it was stated that total employment in the
domestic net industry is estimated to be approximately 1,000
persons. The National Marine Fisheries Service reports that
in 1981 there were 193,000 fishermen, in addition to over 103,300
people in the processing sector. Certainly, the benefits
resulting from passage of this legislation far outweigh any_
potential damage which may occur to the domestic net manufacturers.
As you know, there will still be a 17% duty on imported nets,
which, in my view, is adequate protection for our own manufacturers.

98-592 0 - 82 - 34
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6. Consistent With Administration Trade Policy: The thrust of this
Administration's trade policy has been to further open world
markets by reducing the number and level of barriers to inter-
national trade. Indeed, your Committee has encouraged free trade
and the reduction of trade barriers. Present trade policy seeks
to enforce competitiveness and encourage efficiency in our own
industry by avoiding domestic trade restrictions that distort
markets. Fish nets are not simply a textile product, but a vital
tool of an industry struggling towards international co.npetitlve-
ness in U.S. and foreign markets. Support of S. 1565 is consistent
wi~h the basic principles of U.S. trade policy outlined in the
White Paper issued last July.

In summary, Mr. Chairman, let me -ust observe that this bill is
probably not considered by most to be a maor legislative initiative.
However, to the fishing industry, it represents a small cost savings,
which is sorely needed at a time when the price of everything else is
going up. The fishing industry has never wanted nor asked for fuel
subsidies or price supports. If you take the estimated loss of revenue
to the Treasury resulting from the enactment of S. 1565 ($5.741 million)
and divide this by the number of commercial fishermen who could benefit
from this legislation (193,000), you cone up with a savings of exactly
$4.25 per fisherman per year for the next seven years. I do not
believe that this is asking too much.

With kind regards.

Sincerely,

GerryE. 4tudds, Cha:rman
Subcommittee on Coast Guard

and Navigation

Senator John C. Danforth
Chairman
Subcommittee on International

Trade
Committee on Finance
227 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR WILLIAM S.
COHEN ON S. 1565, A BILL TO

LOWER DUTIES ON SYN',HETIC
FISH NETS, BEFORE ThE FINANCE

CO.MITTEE: JULY 22, 1982

MR. CHAIR..AN, I AM PLEASED TO HAVE ThE OPPORTUNITY TO

SPEAK TODAY ON BEHALF OF S. 1565, A BILL CHAT WOULD A-END ThE TARIFF

SCHEDULES OF THE UNITED STATES TC LOWER THE DUTIES IMPOSED ON IMPORTED,

SYNTHETIC FISH NETS AND I AM PLEASED TO JOIN MY COLLEAGUE FROM MAINE

IN SUPPORTING THIS MEASURE.

AT PRESENT, THE IMPORT DUTY ON IMPORTED SYNlhETIC FISh NETTING

AND FISHING NETS AS SET FORTH IN 355.45 OF THE TARIFF SCHEDULES OF

ThE UNITED STATES (TSUS) IS $0.21 PER PC UND PLUS 30.6 AD VALOREM.

THIS IS AN EFFECTIVE DUTY OF ABOUT 40 PER CENT AD VALOREM. IN OTHER

WORDS. THE PRICE OF SUCH NETS IS INCREASED BY 40 PER CENT AS THEY LNTER

THE UNITED STATES WITH THE DUTIES BEING DIVERTED TO THE U.S. TREASURY.

S. 1565 WOULD REDUCE THIS DUTY TO 17 PER CENT AD VALOREM.

AS THIS COMMITTEE IS AWARE, THE HIGH TARIFF CN .AN-M.ALZ DIShING

NETS WAS ESTABLISHED ALMOST 20 YEARS AGO. IN ThE LAST NINE f-ASRS,

SEVERAL BILLS, INCLUDING THE ONE BEFORE tUS TODAY, WERE INTRODUCED

TO REDUCE THIS OVERLY PROTECTIVE DUTY.

IN 1979, THE UNITED STATES AGREED TO A PHASED REDUCTION OF ThE

DUTY ON SYNTHETIC FISHING NETS AS PART OF ThE TOKYO ROUND OF THE

MULTILATERAL TRADE NEGOTIATIONS tMTN). THE IMPLEMENTATION

OF THIS REDUCTION, WHICH WAS TO TAKE PLACE OVER A PERIOD OF

EIGHT YEARS, WAS hELD IN ABEYANCE, HOWEVER, WHILE ThE UNITED

STATES COMPLETED ITS NEGOTIATIONS ON TEE MULTIFIBER ARRANGEMENT

(MFA). AS A RESULT, TEE PHASED REDUCTION OF THIS DUTY DID NOT

BEGIN UNTIL JANUARY 1, Of THIS YEAR.
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Cost Impaact on U. S. F'isher7e,

A fisherman in New Bedford will employ approximately eight to

twelve crewmen. Th-roughout the year he will spend approximately $15,COQ

per year on fish nets. Should he buy foreign made fish nets, approxi,,atelv

$5,000 of that $15,000 will be spent to pay the import tariff.

T7e expense for nt ts and netting is even greater for certain other

fisheries such as the Alaska ground fishermen and the tuna purs su.iners.
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Quality; and Availabilitv of Nets

The fishing industry requires a wide variety of nets and

netting. As a general rule, fishermen have found that the foreign

made product is superior to the domestic product. It lasts longer

and maintains its quality longer. A fisherman cannot afford to use

a net that allows fish to escape. There are also several types of

nets that are not manufactured in the United States.

7n New Bedford several fishermen have begun to use a fish

net made of polyethylene. We have been unable to find any domestic

manufacturer of pelyethylene nets of the quality we require. Most

of the polyethylene nets we purchase come from Poetugal, We must

pay the 35%' tariff Dn a product that is not manufactured in the United

States.

Promote Growth of U.S. Fishing industryy

The intent of the Magnuson Fisheries Conservation Management

Act and the recently passed American Fisheries Promotion Act is to

promote the domestic fishing industry. S. 1565 is in line with tnat

purpose in that it will reduce some of the costs fishermen must bear.

The U. S. suffers a $3 billion trade deficit in fish products.

Our fishermen must compete with subsidized foreign fleets. This !gisla-

tion would reduce one of the many competitive disadvantages the U. S.

industry must endure.
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Make Trade Policy Toward Fishing Industry Consistent

The situation is aggravated by the fact that fish products

which are imported to the United States arrive duty free or at very

low duties. While imports of fish products enter this country duty

free, the equipment necessary for the fishermen to catch the fish

bears this very high tariff. This presents a contradiction in

po1 icy.

We seek some consistency in the tariff policy of ths govern-

ment towards the fishing industry. We are being unfairly treated at

both ends of the spectrum in that the products we compete with have

very low tariffs and the products we need to harvest fish have very

high tariffs. S. 1565 would make the current situation more equitable.

It would also be consistent with the Administration free trade policy.

Small Revenue Loss to U.S. Treasury

In costing out the revenue loss of this tariff reduction, it

has been determined by the International Trade Commission that the loss

would only be a total of $4.3 million if this bill were to take effect

in January, 1983. This is a very small amount to the U.S. Treasury,

whereas to the individual fisherman this is a very large amount of Money.

Most fishermen are small businessmen. Their vessel is the extent of

their production capabilities. A 35% to 40% tariff works a very unfair

burden on the independent fisherman
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In conclusion, the enactment of S. 1565 would:

1. save fishermen thousands of dollars per year.

2. establish a more consistent trade policy with

regard to the fishing industry.

3. reduce an unjustifiable and burdensome tariff

barrier

4. provide tariff protection of 17% to the domestic

net industry.

I ask the Committee to support S. 1565.

Thank you for the opportunity to present our views on this

matter.

Charles H. Fritss
; -, Bford Seafood Council

.nw hdfnrd, Massachusetts
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Allied Fibers & Plastics bcc: Claud Gingrich
ATrade Counsel

2227 Dirsken Senate Office Bldg.Washington, D.C. 20510-

Techrmcal Center
PC Box 31
Petersburg Vrg nas 23803
1804) 520.3685

VCe Presdent
Ope rat os

July 21, 1982

The Honorable John C. Danforth
Chairman
Subcommittee on Trade
Committee on Finance
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Chairman Danforth:

Allied Corporation, a producer of nylon fiber used in fish
net manufacture, is opposed to S. 1565, a bill which would
significantly and immediately reduce the duty on imported
man-made fiber fish nettings -- from 30.6 percent ad valorem
plus 21c per pound to a 17 percent ad valorem rate.

During the Multilateral Trade Negotiations, the U.S. made a
commitment to gradually reduce the duty from the then 32,5
percent level to 17 percent by 1989.

It should be noted that even at the higher duty levels,
importers have been able to capture a third of the market.
Furthermore, we do not believe it would be appropriate or
fair to impose prematurely a further duty reduction in
violation of the agreement arrived at in the negotiation
process.

U. S. fiber producers and fish net manufacturers can readily
supply domestic market needs but will need time to adjust
to the negotiated changes. For example, our fibers plant in
Chesterfield, Virginia is currently in the process of intro-
ducing a new fiber blend of higher quality for the nylon
market. It is also our intention to enter the polyester
tuna fish net market. By applying this new technology,
we hope to preserve our market share as well as the jobs
of our employees. Premature action by the Congress
could jeopardize these objectives.

we urge the subcommittee to reject S. 1565.

Sincerely

Jack G, Owens
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STATEMENT

OF THE

FLORIDA FRUIT & VEGETABLE ASSOCIATION
4401 EAST COLONIAL DRIVE
ORLANDO, FLORIDA 32814

SUBMITTED BY

JOHN M. HIMMELBERG, ESQUIRE
BARNETT & ALAGIA

1627 K STREET, N.W.
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20006

Summary of Comments

The Florida Fruit and Vegetable Association (Association)

opposes S. 1588 which would temporarily suspend the duty on bulk

fresh carrots from August 15 through February 15 of each year.

The Association's position is based on the fact that passage of

this bill will result in economic harm to Florida growers of

carrots.

Florida Fruit and Vegetable Association

The Florida Fruit and Vegetable Association is a non-profit,

agricultural cooperative composed of growers, shippers and

processors of Florida sugar cane, citrus fruits, tropical fruits

and vegetables including carrots. It provides a medium for

cooperative effort in dealing with public and private agencies to

aid in the recognition and solution of industry problems.

The Association's members directly connected with producing

carrots in Florida oppose this bill.
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Carrot Production in Florida

Florida produced 1,365,000 cwt. of carrots in the 1980-81

season.- This was one percent above the previous year and

represents a steady increase in the production of carrots in

Florida. Yet, even though production is on the rise, the value

of the crop has fluctuated. For example, the value per cwt.

beginning with the crop year 1975-76 through 1979-80 is

respectively $7.90, $12.60, $9.68, $11.00 and $8.90.

Last year was a record year for Florida carrot growers, the

total value of the carrot crop was $16.8 million compared to $12

million for the 1979-80 crop. Despite increased acreage and

increases in the total value of the carrot crop over the last

several years, the fluctuations in the value per cwt. referred

to above, indicate clearly that carrots are a competitively

sensitive crop.

Increases in imports from Canada, which would happen if this

bill was passed, would depress the prices Florida farmers receive

for their produdt.

*/ Statistics in this section are taken from: Vegetable Summary
1981, Florida Agricultural Statistics, Florida Crop and Livestock
Reporting Service, Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer
Services, Orlando, Florida, April 1982.
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Also, the Committee should note that New York City is

Florida's number one market for carrots. Passage of this bill

will permit Canadian carrots to be shipped unrestrained into New

York City via Buffalo to compete directly with Florida producers.

Florida growers now compete with growers from Texas and

California. Such competition obviously makes Florida a more

efficient, competitive producing state. Florida growers

willingly accept the challenge of competing with growers in

sister states, however, unrestrained foreign imports, which is

the object of this bill, will undermine the domestic carrot

industry.

This is especially true where the bill seeks to suspend the

duty from August 15 through February 15. Florida plants carrots

continuously from mid-August to the following mid-February and

begins harvesting carrots on the ist of November. Florida is

most active harvesting carrots during the period December 15

through May 25. Because this bill covers a major portion of

Florida's production period it is apparent, that this bill is

intended to carve out a spot for Canadian carrots at the direct

expense of the Florida and other domestic carrot industries.

We have been in touch with growers in Texas and Michigan and

are advised that they are opposed to S. 1588.

Conclusion

We trust you will consider the foregoing factual information

and the substantial harm, both real and potential, to the Florida

carrot industry in your deliberations on this bill.

Armed with this information, we believe the Committee will

make the right decision and'vote against S. 1588.
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STATEMENT OF

DONALD C. LUBICK

before the Hearing of the

Subcommittee on International Trade
of the Senate Committee on Finance

July 21-22, 1982

Chairman Danforth and members of this Subcommittee:

Introduction and Recommendations

I appreciate the opportunity to appear here today on behalf

of Draper-King Cole, Inc., of Milton, Delaware and the J.C. Brock

Corporation of Buffalo, New York, to urge favorable action on S. 1588.

S. 1588 would provide for a temporary three-year period suspension of

the duty on bulk fresh carrots imported into the United States in

packages weighing over 5 pounds. The purpose of S. 1588 is to alle-

viate an unintended inequity created by a change in the tariff on

bulk fresh carrots from 6% ad valorem to .5 cents per pound. This

tariff change was negotiated as part of the Trade Agreements Act of 1979

without the required public notice and comment and expert advice from

the International Trade Commission (ITC). An inadvertent effect of

the change has been to impose a relatively higher tariff on American

packers than Canadian packers, thus placing American packers at a com-

petitive disadvantage. S. 1588 is intended to correct this anomaly.

We also suggest a number of modifications to the Bill that are

consistent with this narrow objective, but which at the same time will

assure domestic carrot growers that the Bill will not result in in-

creased imports of carrots into the United States. Our suggestions

for modification are the following:
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1. Raise the minimum weight package for eligibility for
duty free import to over 100 pounds: This change would
ensure that only large bulk imports of carrots are eli-
gible for duty free treatment. We do not know of washed
and packaged carrots that are imported in larger than 50
pound packets. Moreover, in effect, this change would en-
sure that only fresh unpackaged carrots imported from Canada
would be eligible for duty free treatment. The only other
significant source of imported fresh carrots is Mexico and
all imports of Mexican carrots enter the United States in
packaged form.

2. Provide that the suspension apply only between August 15
of each year and February 15 of the following year: This
change would more nearly harmonize the United States tariff
with the Canadian tariff which is suspended for a significant
portion of the year. Harmonization with Canada was the prin-
cipal objective of United States negotiators of the 1979
change in the tariff rate on fresh carrot imports. The par-
tial year suspension would retain tariff protection, however,
during most of the Texas and Florida harvesting season, which
runs from January to May.

3. Provide a limitation on the number of tons of carrots that can
be imported under the suspension to the historical volume of
bulk carrot shipments into the United States -- some 20,000 tons:
With this change, it can be said with assurance that the Bill
will not open up any additional incentive to import Canadian
carrots at the expense of domestic growers.

The Effect of the 1980 Duty Change on American Packagers

The purpose of S. 1588 is to alleviate an unfair tariff disad-

vantage to American packers that resulted from the change in 1980 from

a 6% ad valorem duty on imported fresh carrots to a specific rate of

.5 cents per pound. This change was enacted as part of the Trade

Agreements Act of 1979 without the benefit of public notice and comment

and expert advice from the ITC. While the purpose of the change was

to increase the United States duty on imported fresh carrots, paradox-

ically the unintended effect has been to reduce the effective duty paid

on the vast majority of imported fresh carrots -- specifically,

packaged carrots -- because it eliminated entirely all duty on value-

added in packaging fresh carrots.
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For example, the 1979 6% tariff on a typical 50 pound

unit of packaged carrots costing approximately $8.00 at current

prices would be 48 cents. At the new tariff rate of .5 cents per

pound, however, the tariff is only 25 cents -- a reduction of 48%.

The result has been an increased percentage of carrot imports from

Canada in packaged form from approximately 67% to approximately 80%

of imports. Canada accounts for 90% of all United States carrot

imports.

On the other hand, a small group of American packagers and

processors have incurred a sharp increase in the duty on the raw

product they import from Canada to process and package for American

consumption. For example, for an Aimerican packager like the J. C.

Brock Corporation to obtain 50 pounds of carrots suitable for packag-

ing, it is necessary to import 66 2/3 pounds of bulk carrots; the

1979 duty on this amount of bulk carrots (with a typical cost of

$4.00) would be 24 cents; at the new duty rate, the tariff is 33 1/3

cents -- or an increase of 39%. In other words, since the American

packager must pay duty by the weight of imported bulk carrots (which

includes the dirt and culls that must be thrown out) it pays a higher

duty on the raw product than the Canadian packer pays on the finished

product. The Canadian packer has the advantage of being able to

separate out the dirt and culls before the carrots are weighed for

tariff purposes and of not paying any duty on the value-added in

packaging the carrots -- thus receiving a two-fold advantage when

compared to prior law. As a result, the tariff change has placed

American businesses at a competitive disadvantage with Canadian pack-

agers of carrots; and in at least one case, an American packager has
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been forced out of business. For an American processor like Draper-

King-Cole of Delaware, the actual increase in duty on its carrot

purchases from Canada went from $20 a truckload to $225 a truckload --

an 1100% increase.

Other Problems with the New Duty Rate

In addition, the 1980 tariff change did not accomplish its

stated policy objective of harmonizing United States and Canadian

tariffs. Apparently, during negotiations with Canada, United States

representatives sought a change in the Canadian duty from a specific

to an ad valorem rate. When Canada refused to agree to such a change,

the decision was made to change the United States duty to a specific

rate from an ad valorem rate. For at least three reasons, this change

has failed to fulfill the stated purpose of harmonizing United States

and Canadian tariffs on fresh carrots.

First, the Canadian tariff of .5 cents per pound on bulk

carrots is only a partial year tariff. The Canadian revenue authority

may impose this duty only for a maximum of 40 weeks during the year

(which can be divided into two separate periods) and at its dis-

cretion may put the duty into effect for any period less than 40

weeks. For this purpose, Canada is divided into three different

regions, and the duty may be imposed or lifted at different times

in each of these regic'is. Thus, in Region II, which covers the

areas of Quebec and Ontario and accounts for most (65%) of Canadian

imports of bulk fresh carrots from the United States, the Canadian

government has declared their tariff to be in effect for only 6

weeks in 1978, 3 weeks in 1979, 12 weeks in 1980 and for 6 weeks

during 1981. And overall in Canada, which accounts for 84% of

the United States carrot exports to other countries, 82% of all fresh
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carrots from the United States were allowed to enter duty free in 1979.

In Region II for 1979, 97% of bulk carrots imported into Canada were

duty free. The total Region II duty actually collected on bulk

carrots was Can. $6,357. At a true rate of 0.5 cents per pound, it

would have bean Can. $193,625. In Region II, for example, for 1979

the average rate of duty on United States carrots imported in 1979 in-

to Canada was Can. $0.328 per ton. The comparable 1980 United States

duty rate would be U.S.$10 per ton on imports of Canadian carrots.

This hardly can be considered a harmonization of United States and

Canadian tariff rates.

Second, not only did the 1980 change fail to achieve harmoni-

zation in the specific duty applicable to bulk carrots, it also ignored

the additional Canadian ad valorem duty of 5% applicable to dutiable

imports of packaged carrots. Thus, the Canadians to protect their

packagers have a special ad valorem duty applicable to products of

United States packagers, the very type of duty that the Canadians

successfully persuaded the United States to drop.

Third, the 1980 change has produced disparities in the

degree of available tariff protection that did not previously exist.

Approximately 75% of fresh carrot exports from the United States to

Canada are in bulk form, for which the specific duty results in a

higher duty, and hence greater tariff protection, than the ad valorem

d-uty. By contrast, the vast majority of fresh carrot exports from

Canada to the United States are in packaged form, for which the

change from the ad valorem to the specific duty resulted in a lower

tariff and hence less tariff protection for United States growers.

In su mary, the change in the United States tariff rate on

carrots from an ad valorem to a specific duty has had what can only be
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called a perverse effect. These problems night have been avoided

if prior to the cliange, the Trade Act procedures for obtaining
public co7.rents and export advice from the ITC ha been followed.

The present focus, however, must be on what can be done now to

resolve the problems that have been created by the 1980 duty change.

Reasons for S. 1588

Quite clearly, the appropriate way to solve the problems

just described would be to restore the pre-1980 ad valorem duty or

to parallel the Canadian system of an additional 5% duty on packaged

carrots. This would solve no' only the problems of k-.erican pack-

agers and processors who face an unfair tariff burden under the new

tariff structure, but also the concerns that we understand have

been expressed by Amrerican growers about the increased inports of

packaged carrots caused by the 1960 tariff reduction. Under the

restrictions imposed by the GATT, however, it is not practical to

switch back to the ad valorem system in the short run. Accordingly,

S. 1588 is an interim solution that at least will enable American

packagers and processors to compete on an ecual footing with

Canadian packagers until trade negotiators are able to work out a

long-termn solution to tne problems created by the 1980 change.

Description of S. 1588

S. 1588, which has been introduced by Senator Roth,

would provide for a suspension of the duty on fresh carrots imported

in bulk packages weighing more than 5 pounds. This suspension

would apply only for a temporary three year period. The changes

contained in this legislation would alleviate the unfair tariff

burden on American packers and processors by restoring the pre-1980
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tariff differential between bulk and packaged carrots and provide

more consistency between the U.S. and Canajian tariff treatment,

without prejudice to Anerican growers.

Additional Modifications for Cormittee Consideration

We recognize that in correcting an unintended inequity

caused by the 1980 change, it is important to insure that domestic

growers are not subjected to increased imports from Canada and

Mexico. This can be done by making the three changes described below:

1. Provide that the suspension does not apply to packages

of 100 pounds or under. It appears that packaged carrots

do not come in sizes larger than 100 pounds. Thus all

Mexican carrots and the estimated 80% of Canadian carrots

being imported in packaged form would be ineligible for

duty free treatment.

2. Provide that the suspension applies only from August 15 of

each year through the following February 15 of the following

year.

3. Limit relief under S. 1588 to a fixed volume of 20,000

tons of bulk fresh carrots.

By providing a partial year suspension, such legislation would

more nearly harmonize the United States tariff with the Canadian tariff

which is suspended for a significant portion of the year. And by re-

storing the tariff differential between bulk and packaged carrots, the

Bill would provide for a tariff structure similar to the Canadian

system which contains a differential between bilk and packaged carrots.

With the first two changes the legislation would have a

negligible impact upon American growers.

First, at least 98% of carrots imported into the United

States come from Canada and Mexico and packaged carrots, on which
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the duty would be retained, account for virtually all of the imports

from Mexico and in 1980 over 80% of imports from Canada.

Second, in Florida and Texas, two of the major United States

producing states, the principal growing season is during January to

May of each year, which overlaps for only 1 months with the months

in which the suspension would apply. Moreover, the cost of shipping

carrots from Texas or Florida (approximately $60 - $70 per ton) for

a packager in New York that imports carrots from Canada is not

economical even with the increased tariff. Thus, the principal po-

tential competition for growers in Texas and Florida is from growers

in Mexico, virtually all of whose exports to the United States, as

noted above, would still be subject to duty under the Bill. Similarly,

while the growing season in California is year-round, competition

from Canada is not a serious factor because of transportation costs

and again the retention of the duty on packaged carrots would protect

California growers against competition from Mexico. Insofar as the

other significant growing states of Michigan, Wisconsin and New York

are concerned, growers in these states often also are packagers and

thus would benefit by such legislation.

A third change, limiting suspension to the historical level

of. bulk imports, would absolutely ensure no detriment to growers com-

pared to the pre-1980 situation. The eligible fixed volume of 20,000

tons of bulk fresh carrots under this limitation would be less than 2%

The ITC estimates that in 1979 40% of imports of 104 million pounds
of carrots was entered in bulk. This is slightly over 20,000 tons.
See ITC Report to the Committee on Ways and Means, 17 March 1982,
page 14.
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of United States production.

Since this is the volume of bulk carrots that would be im-

ported even at the existing duty rate of .5 cents per pound, the

limit would ensure that the duty reduction would not result in in-

creased imports and that its only function would be to make American

packers more competitive with the Canadians. (The reason that this

volume will be imported even at the existing duty rate is that the

cost of the duty is still less than the cost of transporting compar-

able carrots from other parts of the United States.)

The three changes described herein are entirely acceptable

to the proponents of S. 1588 and should alleviate fully any concerns

that American growers might have about the Bill causing additional

imports of bulk carrots.

Conclusion

The 1980 change from an ad valorem to a specific rate of

duty in carrots represented the only tariff increase in the Trade

Agreements Act of 1979 that was enacted without the benefit of

public notice ar.J comment and expert advice from the ITC. The

increase has imposed a substantial, and apparently unintended,

burden on American packagers competing with packagers in Canada

to the detriment of the business operations of these companies

aund of our economy. It has meant a significant loss of jobs to

employees of United States concerns placed at a competitive dis-

advantage. The question is not one of competition on an equal

basis. The change in the United States law has forced United States

packagers actually to shoulder a higher United States tariff burden

than their Canadian competition. The change has not fulfilled the

basis purpose of harmonizing United States and Canadian tariff

rtes. For these reasons, I believe that S. 1588 represents an

appropriate and urgently needed short term solution to these prob-

lems and I urge the Subcommittee to act favorably on this Bill.
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STATEMENT

OF

RICHARD E. JOHE

DIRECTOR, GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS

SEA-LAND INDUSTRIES, INC.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, my name is Richard E. Johe. I

am Director, Government Affairs of Sea-Land Industries, Inc.

Our liner affiliate Sea-Land Service, Inc. (Sea-Land) is the world's largest

container transportation system. Sea-Land operates 39 United States flag vessels,

without the aid of government subsidy, supported by an investment in 81,000

containers and 46,000 chassis. Sea-Land serves more than 180 ports and cities in

56 countries and territories worldwide. Revenues for the Sea-Land group in 1981

totaled $1.6 billion.

Sea-Land supports the passage of S. 1717 which changes the tariff schedules of the

United States to "provide for a temporary suspension of the duty on certain

freight containers".

We believe extension of duty-free treatment to freight containers is..an excellent

step. The containers covered are instruments of international commerce and as

such should be entitled to flow freely betw een all countries without unnecessary

governmental impediments.

For years, Sea-Land, as I believe is true of other U.S.-flag carriers, has purchased

containers of foreign manufacture. This has been done for two basic reasons:

Container manufacture at various geographic locations throughout the world

minimize the cost of relocating new equipment as it enters international transport

service; and normally the foreign built container is less expensive than a

comparable U.S. built model.
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The duty on foreign- built containers is currently set at 3.8%. However, Customs

Regulations permit temporary use of these containers in the United States without

the payment of- duty as long as they remain instruments of international

commerce. To qualify for this exemption, the container must follow a reasonably

direct route to destination for unloading, reloading, and direct movement to an

ocean port for export. This practice is in keeping with an international Customs

Convention with which the U.S. and most other countries comply.

The cost of monitoring these activities far outweighs the minimal revenue

collected under the tariffs. For example, when a container upon which duty has

not been paid is sold at the end of its useful life, the residual value of the

container is around $300 on the average. Thus, a tariff of 3.8% on $300 results in

a payment of $11.40, a very small income considering the expense of collecting it.

Furthermore the potential for revenue under this tariff will continue to drop.

Under the 1979 GATT Agreement, the tariff is set for planned reductions each

year, reaching total elimination on January.1, 1987.

It is evident that the current 3.8% tariff and its scheduled phaseout do not

currently protect domestic container manufacturers. In fact, domestic

manufacturers have about 4% or less of the world's container production market.

There is little if any likelihood of a change in purchasing patterns of foreign-built

containers if S. 1717 is passed. In addition, both the U.S. Customs Service and

U.S.-flag carriers could quickly realize substantial administrative cost savings by

eliminating the tariff on containers as proposed in S. 1717.

In closing, Sea-Land supports the rapid passage of S. 1717.

Thank you for this opportunity to testify. I will be happy to answer any questions.
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Stat;;' " E ON S. 1723: Tie CULTURAL "P:;rY

I.IPL .-IN ATIO0' ACT

Throughout the ten years that Cultural Property

implementation legislation has been considered by

Congress, most debate has taken the form of a combat

between two small special interest groups, 'auch like

U.S. rubber producers seeking restrictions against

athletic shoe importers. rhe art dealers wont th(;x

trade to remain unhampered; it may have appe-ircd chat

the archaeologists want sites to be protect,2d only so

that they will have some.-thing left to dig ,In t :cnLy

years. However, Congress needs to consider .iore

fundamental issues, Does the United St,,tes have ziy

national interest in any of this? Are any benefits

to the American public involved, and if so, ho.; c.---)

they be attained? The Association for Fji ;] ,Arci.'cLo,

believes that both U.S. notional intorcst nd L.: .- li.

interest ar ! served by 5.1723.

The Convention on Cu ,:.I ?rc,)-rty ont ,u

to reduce thie lootiing of arch,,-olotiical sit. It

follows Lhb: [rici-. of supply and dm.narJ: i I

dhr Lootir which u pL L. 1:, z1 rat 1-e.o:and wi L i Ji,
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Looting destroys archazological sites, and "with the,

disappears the knowledge which could havJ becn 2aine

fro. careful excavation. centt popular accounts of

scientific a.chaeology, such as Xrtin:: .uadr Q

(review appended), many atiGL-al Co,.-ranhic articles,
and the television series, show what con he

learned about nan's past when excavation is more than

the mere scizing of aesthetically-pleasin; objects.

All civilized nations hold the principle that the

pursui- and acquisition of knowledge benefits ,a='nkine

as a ..:hole. All civilized pauple deploru the detrucLiAon

of knowledO,-. Thus a moral obligation requires that

so:e action be taken to combat the ravish..ent of this

irreplaceable cultural resource.

But does the U.S. have anything to gain from

this principled moral posture, or as this bill's

critics have clai:.led, dues it have everything to loscI

Pull participation in the Convention would i:.ediatc.y

be a significant factor in improving our relntions

with many courntzies whose cultural ,x¢tri:oay is bcin2

destroyed by theft and sfriueint. £fn 1.w:i of such

material is a blow greatly uzceeding its monetary y

valuo: it represents national id-enity nd ,ride,

syCb:llzini a past often moe glorious L:in thuso

nations' d4elopin;; status today. Gur coopexraLion
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in Peru's recent attempts to regain artifacts taken

illegally has warmed our relationships with that

country in much wider spheres.

The actual text of the Convention is a rare

example of what may be considered a U.S. "victory"

in UN SC0. The original draft, much broader and more

sweeping, which was supported by the Soviet bloc and

many third world countries, was rejected by the

Conference in favor of the present one, which is

essentially a U.S.-drafted agreement. Certainly the

U.S. hns long rzeo nrzced the necssity of intatenticjal

cooneratio in C1c;linf, with core internz! 1 o03e0s,

as witnessed by our ar;ppooch to norcotic: tLZCoLLZ&.;.

But will the .raricran public be Corivd of ius

ability to own and see cultural artifacts if Llic

lnzislacion: is .ske&? On the contrary. ."izsu of

all, S.1723 will nor. affect thic rudZ a!

individuals aiC ins-titutions with the m oey to buy

thC.o -Will Still be able to pu.rchac property CJCLeLCa

objects on the up n C;.,-t, In f1cc, ru2., will

be b te. pro z,., Lc " y -h clca: t 1 .d ntc..
as.,uzed hr, the,. :rrdir.;- procedures tcc,}'..-,y.j.-

lei;is lat ion.

The vast :najo'.0ity of the Au:,riccn uopl.,

however ,unt ducnd on nueu:-cs nod othnr puitUc
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institutions for its access to ancient artifacts.

Such opportunities will be increased by the passage

of S.1723. fs Senator Xoynihan has observed, most

U.S. museums today already have policies prohibiting

the purchase or acceptance of illicitly acquired objects,

so the material affected by the Convention would not

be going, to :.us cuts anyw.ay. :.or cover, the economic

realitie. of today dictate that Lmost cultural instiLC-CeIS

cannot make numerous and large-scale purchases of noy

kind.

Xuch more iwpor tant Lo th- publ-c 's C:,joymenC

crc the r. loan e:-mii-i ti.m, oit2n <on-oted by

pzivacc ca,,terprise, !which have beco c I: e frc17unt

in rccnt year, 8 !,n exhibit such as fiau Trc-. ures ,f

Tutnnkhaoun' contained ::ore objects tha n could evar

bc ?urch,' by one museum, Iand ..:-s u by ,.or-

A:,ricans uccau e i travalad to 'ver Sl t . cit:is .

i'fh reaL pcpulcrity of this hce als '.tcs, tO th.:

hay: bcc; lcotcc, for .or t a- th'ee t',-c':.,d '.

'd U.S. .,u. i; a contain thr,.:-o: of , - "

tC! ,source. .a" the TutanU h::

much mcre intera'.t because iL .;-.I:s-....-n , ] :.

thir.:-s ca.e ira..; L4 to w'o.: thu.v , .l'
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artifacts spo'.,e to us of a living human being.

S.1723 specifically encourages -such loan exhibits

and other forms of cultural exchange. In fact, it

provides important leverage for the President to

use to elicit exchange with countries that have been

reluctant to participate in the past.

'(ecent dove lop:nents such as the ',cClain decision

and the bilateral treaties with Zexico and Peru

represent a daernd for sure actio; to slow," the wholesale

destruction of these cultural resorces. Congress

should not eLay any longer piSSin to 1. ' thu

m:odc unto and fair ,reastzro rz. ,:cson&'d by ;.1723.

SubnitrCud by:

Dr. Liltn .iorsch:r,

Chair, C3 tuC o0 9u:I 1 a, v32.
the ',S .- i KeLn -oz .'is V. .:c .. ,otc;:

3309 2 ")' !... 7 .Sv 112, ,.
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WRITTEN TESTIMONY IN SlC 2ORT OF S. 1723

The "Convention on Cultural Property Act"

Submitted by: Arerican Anthropological Association
1703 New Hampshire Avenue N14

Washington, DC 20009

Submitted to: Senate Finance Cornittee
- Subcomnittee on International Trade

We are grateful for this opportunity to expand upon the oral testimony

given on behalf of the American Anthropological Association and 13 other

organizations by Cr. Richard E. W. Adams in hearings before the Subcorimittee

on July 22, 1982.

The A-erican Anthropological Association is the world's largest professional

organization of anthropologists, with over 10,000 members representing the anthro-

pological subdisciplines of ethnology, archeology, linguistics, and physical

anthropology. The Association has twice affirmed its overhelming support for

the UNESCO Convention on the Means of Prohibiting the Illicit Export, Import,

and Transfer of Ownership of Cultural Property: by a voice vote of the Council

of the Association in 1972 and by a nail ballot of all members in 1973. We

would like to reiterate our strong support for the legislation to irpleent

that Convention,S. 1723, in the version submitted by Senators Matsunaga and

Sauces. Opponents of the bill have suggested revisics in oral and written

testimony submitted as part of these hearings; while several of their major

concerns are addressed directly in what follows, we would argue in general

that further revisions will virtually emasculate &'at is already a b.eakened,

thcu ; still eiFective, co-rc-ise bill.
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A. Background

1. The Problen

The international trade in illicitly acquired and exported antiquities,

archeological and ethnological r-aterial has recently teenr reviewed b'Y Pa~l !4.

Bator, the Bruce Browley Professor of Law at Harvard Lniversity (34 Stanford

Law Review 275, 1981), %ho wrote;

Many agree that an enormuos a-cunt of art is
illegally exported. But nobody has even an approxi-
mate idea of just what quantities and values are ir-
volved. There is also wide agreement that the
looting problem is virulent and growing; bit - with
the notable exception of the Maya field - I kno, of
no systematic inquiry into its actual impact...

(p 15)

Since World War It there has teen an enomo~s
increase of interest among art collectors in (and
a corresponding increase in the value of) antiqui-
ties and all varieties of primitive and ethnograpnic
art. This has fueled an intense world-wide search
for suc art; te search has in turn led to an
important black market in pillaged art. Tn.e most
significant aspect of the proble- is the looting of
archeclogical sites, ranv of there unkrown or Lrex-
cavated.

(p 17-18; oir e-phasis)

An abundant literature, most of which is referenced in Sator (o. cit.),

can be consulted to confirm these obserwaticns. So-e recent exa-ples of tle

severe depredations brought on by this illicit international market include:

(a) The recent theft of 7 vall painti;gs frc- te to-s at Luxor,

Egypt (see 9 J. Field Archeolog. !.2, 992 ;

(b) The destruction of the San Isidro arc~eolccical cc-plex ir

Ecuador by potnurters- in search of salatle cbjects (9 J. Field

Archeology 223, 1982);
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(c) The theft of a priceless.Sixth Century Byzantine mosaic from the

Kanakaria Byzantine Church in Cyprus (Cyprus Bulletin, June 12,

1982;

(d) The continuing destruction of hundreds of irreplaceable pieces of

Mayan sculpture and wall art from Mexico, Guatemala, Belize and

elsewhere (see 120 Science News 37, 1981; 160 National Geographic

220, 1981); in the words of Mark Gutchen, former Assistant

Archeological Commissioner of Belize, "of the many thousands of

sites I visited in my official duties, I recall only two or three

which had not been looted..." (Bator, pg. cit., p 60)

(e) The well-publicized theft of the Afo-a-kom, a small sculpture

embodying the political and religious unity of the people of Kom

in Cameroon (B. Burnham, The Art Crisis).

This problem is not confined solely to objects flowing into the US

from outside our borders; increasing Interest in American Indian art among

collectors in Japan and Western Europe has helped to stimulate a growing export

trade in American antiquities. In the words of three archeologists, "any

field worker in North America can provide numerous examples of site destruction

by 'pot hunters'" (36 American Antiquity 472, 1971). To take but two recent

examples:

(f) A recent theft of 243 Mississippian Period ceramics from the

Erskine Ramsey Repository in the Mound State Monument, Mound-

ville, Alabama (8 J. Field Archeology 361, 1981);

(g) The destruction of several prehistoric Pueblo occupation sites in

Colorado, including the Mudsprings and McPhee Pueblos (6 J. Field

Archeology 85, 1979).
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2. The UNESCO Convention and related controls

The UNESCO Convention was adopted by member countries (including the

US) by a vote of 77-1 in 1970. Subsequently, it was submitted to the Senate

for ratification, and advice and consent was unanimously voted in the Senate

79-0 on August 11, 1972. It is also important to note that the US State Depart-

ment registered strong objections to the first draft of th e Convention, and that

the major substantive provisions in-the final draft are largely the work of

the US delegation to the UNESCO Conference. S. 1723 is thus based upon a

strong foundation of US involvement and support for a concerted international

effort to curb the illicit international antiquities trade.

Implementing legislation has been before the Congress several times

since 1973. Most recently, H.R. 5643 was passed by the House of Representatives

(1977), and re-introduced in 1979 as H.R. 3403 and in the Senate as S. 426 in

1981. The Senate has never taken formal committee action on implementing legis-

lation.

It is important to note that, with the exception noted below, an art

object exported in violation of another country's laws can, nonetheless, be

legally imported into the US (and, generally speaking, into the other major

art importing countries). Thus, there are few legal remedies available for

the recovery of illegally exported material, even for those countries which

have Implemented conscientious and measured programs to protect their own

cultural patrimony. The exception referred to above is a 1972 statute (P.L.

92-587) on the Importation of Pre-Columbian Monumental or Architectural Sculp-

ture or Murals, whereby illegally exported material of specified type is subject

to seizure and return to the country of origin. In contrast to the narrow

range of objects covered by that statute, a variety of sanctions apply to

individuals who import stolen material, including two Treaties of Cooperation

Providing for the Recovery and Return of Stolen Archeological, Historical, and
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Cultural Material between the US and Mexico (1970) and Peru (1981).

In testimony submitted to the Subcomittee by Douglas Ewing on behalf

of the American Association of Dealers in Ancient, Oriental, and Primitive Art,

reference was made (p 6 ff.) to the recent decision in United States v. McClain

(545 F.2d 938 and 593 F.2d 658) in connection with the definition of "stolen"

property. First, Ewing's recommendation that S. 1723 be used either to redefine

the National Stolen Property Act in light of the McClain decision or to "recon-

cile th perverse notion of "stolen" permitted by McClain with that which has

evolved over the years in common law" (Ewing's testimony, p 7) strikes us as

highly improper and fundamentally irrelevant to the important matter now before

the Subcommittee. In McClain, the court ruled (in 1977, and reaffirmed in 1979)

that the National Stolen Property Act applies to property illegally exported

from a country that had issued a blanket declaration of state ownership of its

antiquities. The distinction between "stolen" and "illegally exported" material

is thus eroded (see Bator, op. cit., p 70 ff.). This is, of course, a matter

of substantial concern to art and antiquities dealers and collectors, museum

officials, and others. We would argue, however, that passage of S. 1723 may

make such blanket declarations of ownership less attractive to foreign govern-

ments by providing for alternate remedies to reduce the pillaging of archeolog-

ical sites and to recover illegally exported material.

9. Arguments in Support of S. 1723

1, Beneficiaries

The benefits accruing from passage of S. 1723 fall into three general

categories:

(a) Preserving the Archeological and Ethnological Record
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The universal cultural and archeological heritage of mankind is

today in grave jeopardy. Once an object has been removed from

its original context without any regard to the most rudimentary

principles of archeological excavation, even if it is subsequently

perfectly preserved, its ability to add to our understanding of

mankind's cultural history has been irrevocably damaged. It becomes

an object of purely aesthetic appeal; its place within the web

of human history has been destroyed and may never be reconstructed.

The looting of archeological sites to feed a flourishing market

threatens the knowledge of our own past that can only come from

scrupulous and expert excavation. Furthermore, the search for

marketable antiquities frequently destroys those seemingly insigni-

ficant materials - pottery fragments, discarded tools, seeds, food

refuse - which can, if properly handled, provide a wealth of infor-

mation about ancient cultures. And the artistic integrity of the

objects themselves may be threatened; a lucrative market for

antiquities fragments may sorely tempt an unscrupulous pot-hunter

in possession of a single intact object.

(b) US Foreign Relations

In transmitting the UNESCO Convention to the Senate for advice and

consent in 1972, President Nixon wrote:

The illicit movement of national art
treasures has become a matter of serious
concern in the world community. Many
countries have lost important cultural
property through illegal exportation...
Rising prices for antiquities stimulate
looting of archeological sites, causing
the destruction of irreplaceable resources
for scientific and cultural studies. In
addition, the appearance in the United
States of important art treasures of
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suspicious origin gives rise to problem;
in our relations-with other countries.

The preservation of a "cultural patrimony" is often a matter of

high priority in other nations, for whom archeological objects

are often visible and treasured symbols of national pride and

identity. In this country, national synbols are, generally speak-

ing, not drawn from our aboriginal past. We may, however1 appre-

ciate the seriousness with which other nations view this problem

by imagining that Colonial Williamsburg had been pillaged to serve

a market hungry for 17th and 18th century American antiquities.

Among the 50 signatories to the UNESCO Convention are such impor-

tant US allies as Greece, Italy, Mexico, Saudi Arabia, and Turkey.

As an Appendix, we have enclosed letters from the Ambassadors of

Greece and Cyprus attesting to their interest in seeing the United

States exercise its moral and economic leadership to prevent further

destruction to these irreplaceable national treasures.

(c) US Public

The general public stands to benefit in two ways from the passage

of this legislation. On the one hand, S. 1723 explicitly directs

the President to "endeavour to obtain the committment of the State

Party concerned to permit the exchange of its archeological and

ethnological materials under circumstances in which such exchange

does not jeopardize its cultural partimony" (see 2(a)4(b)). More

importantly, perhaps, in the last year alone hundreds of thousands

of Americans have had their lives enriched by contact with ex-

hibitions displaying the remains of long-vanished civilizations

(e.g. "The Search for Alexander" and "The Treasures of Costa
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Rica"). These are not simply collections of beautiful objects

arranged on a gallery shelf, but living, interpreted records of

the ways of life of ancient peoples. These exhibitions were

possible only because the materials on display were collected in

a manner whereby their contexts were preserved and recorded for

purposes of study and interpretation, a situation all-too-rare

under prevailing conditions.

C. Responses to the Art Dealers' Objections

In his testimony before this Subcommittee, Douglas Ewing, President of the

American Association of Dealers in Ancient, Oriental, and Primitive Art, raised

several objections to S. 1723 which we would like to address. It must be

stressed at the outset that this is a compromise bill, virtually identical to

the Discussion Draft of the House Ways and Means Committee (February 27, 1980),

and that the strong feelings of both proponents and opponents of earlier ver-

sions preclude language which is acceptable in all details to all concerned

parties. S. 1723 isby no means an "archeologist's bill"; the art dealers were

involved in the negotiations over the Discussion Draft, and their major objec-

tions to earlier versions have been substantively addressed in S. 1723.

1. Concerted International Effort (Section 2)

Article 9 of the Convention calls for a "concerted international effort"

to control the Illicit traffic in cultural property. In response to the art

dealers' previously expressed concerns, language to this effect has been incor-

porated into S. 1723. In particular, the application of import restrictions

is conditional on a finding that these restrictions, "if applied in concert

with comparable restrictions implemented, or to be implemented, by those nations

having a significant import trade in such material, would be of substantial

benefit in deterring a serious situation of pillage..." (Sec. 2(a)(3)).
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We reject Ewing's suggestion that this standard is too ambiguous, and

that some quantitative guidelines governing the necessary number of ratifying

States is required. First, this language properly allows for the implementation

of restrictions outside of formal ratification of the UNESCO Convention, a

course which some countries may choose to take. Second, discretion must be

granted to President and the Cultural Property Advisory Committee to respond

to each State Party request on its individual merits; in each case, the nations

with a "significant import trade" may differ, and a single blanket requirement

will be unnecessarily inflexible.

It is, furthermore, not at all obvious that "extensions clearly should

not be limitless" as Ewing states (referring to Sec. 2(e)). Section 2 agree-

ments are initially limited to five-year terms; if those factors which justified

the entering into of the agreement still pertain after that five-year period

has expired, we see no reason to forbid the President from extending those

agreements. This bill is not designed merely to delay the pillaging and destruc-

tion of archeological sites for some arbitrarily defined period of time; it

should properly seek to eliminate it wherever possible.

2. Emergency Conditlons

It 4b true, as Ewing claims, that Section 3 allows emergency restric-

tions to be implemented unilaterally by the United States. Here, however,

agreements are not limitless and cannot be extended indefinitely. Ewing

offers no reasons for reducing the effective period of these emergency restric-

tions, and we would therefore recommend that the five years (plus three year

extension) standard be maintained.

Ewing argues that Section 3(a)(3) is "hopelessly ambiguous". We

disagree; in the absence of any pseudo-quantitative standards, discretion

will have to be exercised in a determination of what constitutes "crisis pro-
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portions" (or, for that matter, of what constitutes "substantial destruction"

in Ewing's suggested language).

3. Documentation Requirements (Section 6)

This section has undergone substantial modification when compared to

predecessor bills, and must not be weakened further. All that is now required,

essentially, are declarations under oath by the importer or consignor concerning

the date of export. Ewing claims that consignors will "invariably refuse" to

make import-export declarations under oath, adding the curious claim that their

reasons for refusing "should not concern the United States". Are we to believe

that reputable dealers, and their equally reputable partners abroad, would

invariably refuse to comply with this requirement? And, if so, does that not

reflect rather poorly on the nature of this market?

4. Stolen Cultural Property

Our comments on the relevance of the McClain decision to this legisla-

tion have been given above.

5. Definitions (Section 15)

Contrary to Ewing's claim, the term "nonindustrial society" does have

a recognized definition among ethnologists and anthropologists. Indeed, this

term was added to the Discussion Draft on the advice of anthropologists to

clarify the more ambiguous term "tribal society". In the US, the legal defini-

tion of "tribe" is rather narrow and is currently before the courts. Addition

of "nonindustrial society" embraces peasant and folk societies, as well as

politically complex "tribes" with populations in the millions. It should not

be deleted.

In predecessor bills, objects of "archeological interest" were defined

as being 500 years or older, conflicting with the Convention's definition of
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'antiquities" as objects more than 100 years of age. We would again urge that

this 100 year standard be adopted. In many parts of the world, objects of

archeological interest are less than 250 years old. For example, Hawaii was

discovered by Europeans 204 years ago; Benin was sacked in the late 19th century;

interior Papua-New Guinea was not penetrated by Europeans until the 1940s.

The age requirement for objects of "ethnological interest" was dropped

from predecessor bills, and properly so. Many objects of recent manufacture

are of enormous ethnological and national interest and are irreplaceable because

of recent shifts in technology and material culture.
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APPENDIX

Letters in support of the intent of the UNESCO Convention, from N. Karandreas

(Ambassador of Greece) and Ch. Christoforou (Charge d'Affalres at the Embassy

of Cyprus) are attached.
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EMBASSY OF GREECE
WASHINGTON. 0 C

July 21, 1982

Mr. David G. Post
Director of Programs
American Anthropological Association
1703 New Hampshire Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20009

Dear Mr. Post,

I understand that your sister organization, the
Society for American Archaeology, intends to present
testimony to the Senate Committee on Finance in support
of legislation proposed for the implementation of the
1970 UNESCO Convention on Cultural Property.

The wealth and variety of Greece's cultural property,
dating from ancient times onwards over the centuries, and
the continuing conduct throughout Greece and its islands of
active archaeological exploration, makes my country especially
vulnerable to the dangers which the UNESCO Convention is
designed to combat. _

To the extent that is possible by means of unilateral
legislation and vigilant enforcement, my country has done
everything possible to protect its cultural resources and
to implement the aims and standards of the UNESCO Convention
which, as you know, Greece has ratified along with scme 50
other countries.

However, by its very nature, the problem of illicit
trafficking in cultural property is an international one;
and its solution, as the Convention recognizes, requires close
international cooperation in many areas of controls and enforcement.

It is for this reason that my government would view with
great satisfaction the passage of legislation by the U.S.
Congress to give practical effect in the United States to the
provisions of the UNESCO Convention which was unanimously
ratified by the Senate ten years ago. Such a step would, in our
view, substantially advance the cause of international
cooperation in a most important area.

sincerely yours

Nicolas Karandreas
Ambassador
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EMBASSY OF CYPRUS
2211 R STREET. N W

WASHINGTON 0 C 20008

202. 4 62.5 772

Ref: 479/76

27 July 1982

Mr. David G. Post
Director of Programs
American Anthropological Association
1703 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20009

Dear Mr. Post,

As you are well aware the history of Cyprus
goes back to the 6th millenium B.C. Over that long
period of time Cyprus has established a unique position
in the cultural history of mankind as a depository of
the cross currents of the various Mediterranean
civilizations, as evidenced from the rich archeological
finds and other cultural and religious treasures that
are to be found throughout the island.

Regrettably, a subtantial part of Cyprus's cultural
wealth is being plundered by unscrupulous profitmakers
who engage in the illicit trafficking of antiques.
And since the 1974 crisis, when almost 40% of Cyprus
came under foreign occupation this plundering has
reached truly gigantic proportions.

Cyprus, being a small country, possesses neither
the financial means nor the required manpower to protect
itself against the ongoing destruction of its cultural
heritage. While the Cyprus government vigorously
enforces its laws on this matter, and has been an active
member of the 1970 UNESCO Convention on Cultural Property,
the fact remains that unless the provisions of the
UNESCO Convention are enforced by member countries through
self-implementing legislation, the said Convention will
mainn ineffective and the illicit trafficking in cultural
property will continue unabetted.

It is for this reason that the Cyprus government
views with great satisfaction the passage of such
legislation by the competent bodies of the various states
which are members of the 1970 UNESCO Convention.

Yours sincerely,

Ch. Christoforou
Charge d'Affaires a.i.
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July 31. 1982

r. Robert B. lightheize.,, 'hief TounselCommittee on FinanceRoom 2227, Dirksen Senatwg Cice __uildin

oWashington, C.7. 20510

Dear Yx. Lightheizer:

Please include the following in the printed record of

the hearing on S. 1?23.
The Archaeological Institute of America, representing

10,000 professional archaeologists and lay enthusiasts,

strongly supports the prompt passage of the Cultural

Property Implementation Act, S. 1723. The Archaeological

Institute of America is a grass roots organization with its

membership in 81 chapters across the United States, in

addition to the 50,000 subscribers to its magazine Anchaeolcgy.

The InstitVA has supported cultural property legislation

since 1970, when the UNESCO Convention was signed, because

at that time there was clear evidence of worsening depre-

dations of the world's archaeological and ethnological

heritage.

Since then the UNESCO Convention was unanimously ratified

D by the Senate in 1972. it was passed by the House of Repre-

sentatives in 1977. It did not, however, emerge from the

Finance Subcommittee on International ?rade in 1979, nor did

a similar bill from the House Ways and Means Committeo in 1Q80.

The reason for these delays was the continuing objections

of the commercial dealers in antiquities and ethnological

53 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK. N Y 10007 PHONE 12121 73 2-M77
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cultural property. Their cr. ticisms have been met and the

legislation is now an abbreviated, but highly specific,

instrument which should be an invaluable tool in the efforts

of the United States to help conserve the cultural property

of all nations. As the biggest market for such objects it

is both highly appropriate and absolutely essential that

the United States be the first major art importing country

to respond to the crisis.

Senate 1?23, our Cultural Property Act, is only a small

part of the UYESCO Convention. It omits many of the require-

ments of that document. It is, however, much more realistic

and capable of implementation. The Senate is requested to

listen to those who are trying to retain some of the fabric

d past and dying cultures rather than only to those who

would continue to cut it up for sale.

Please act favorably on S. 1723.

Yours sincerely,

Clemency Coggins, Chairman
Committee on Professional Responsibilities
Archaeological Institue of America
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July 22, 1982

STATEYENT OF
JONATHAN W. SLOAT,

GENERAL COUNSEL AND CONGRESSIONAL LIAISON,
INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATION AGENCY,

BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE,

SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
ON S. 1723

TO IMPLEMENT THE CONVENTION ON THE NEANS OF
PROHIBITING AND PREVENTING THE ILLICIT I!PORT,

EXPORT AND TRANSFER OF OrNERSHIP OF CULTURAL PROPERTY

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcomnmittee:

I am pleased to have the opportunity to express the Administration's

support of S. 1723, a oill to Implement the 1970 UNESCO Convention on the

Means of Prohibiting and Preventing the Illicit Import, Export and

Transfer of Ownership of Cultural Property. I also wish to express the

particular support of the International Communication Agency for this

proposed legislation. The bill now reflects mlre than 11 years of effort

to implement the UNESCO Cultural Property Convention adopted in November

of 1970. Since the Senate gave its unanimous advice and consent to that

Convention on August 11, 1972, legislation to implement the Convention

has been repeatedly submitted to the Congress. The evolution of this

proposed legislation has been marked by constant modification of its

provisions, mainly to accomodate concerns that it would operate unfairly

against ATericai, as opposed to foreign, dealers and other members of the

art and antiquities purchasing public. S. 1723, for example, now

provides that, before taking action, the President must find that there

is a significant level of international concerted effort among the
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various market nations toward neutralizing a serious situation of

pillage. Furthermore, U.S. import limitations would come into play only

upon demonstrations that the requesting state party, whose cultural

patrimony is threatened by pillage and outside sale, has taken steps,

insofar as it is able, to protect its own cultural heritage.

The 1970 Convention and S. 1723 are principally aimed at solving a

global problem of theft, fragentation and pillage of archaeological

sites and regions of ethnological concern. A second major aspect is

stopping the illegal removal of art treasures from churches, museums and

similar institutions in state parties to the Convention.

This Agency is deeply concerned about the dwindling archaeological

and ethnological resources left available to the world's scholars if

present conditions of pillage and despoliation are allowed to continue

virtually unabated. This situation obtains largely in countries which

are unable to protect their own cultural heritage without international

assistance. USICA nolds a strong concern for the preservation of the

evidence of humanity's past, and the knowledge to be gained therefrom.

The Administration and USICA are committed to the proposition that

this country should render assistance to the nations who are losing their

cultural patrimony, on the grounds of principle, good foreign relations

and international educational and cultural exchange.

The International Conmnuication Agency is convinced that passage of

this legislation by the United States will have significant impact upon

38-592 0 - 82 - 37
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illicit international trade in such cultural property, and will help

persuade other market nations such as France, Switzerland, the United

Kingoom, West-Germany and Japan to take similar steps. A large number of

ethnologists, archaeologists, museum organizations and academicians agree

with this assessment and actively support passage of this legislation.

This large and prestigious body of private sector proponents of S. 1723

is in the best position to assess and to describe the loss to mankind of

irreplaceable sites and regions which are often carelessly and wantonly

fragmented in the search for easily concealable and transportable bits

and pieces of salable antiquities.

As evidence of the United States' comitment to solving the problem

addressed by S. 1723, Congress has enacted legislation which prohibits,

except under prescribed circumstances, the importation into the United

States of Pre-Columbian monumental and architectural artifacts. This law

was enacted to deal with the wholesale depredation and pillage of Mayan

antiquities. The United States also has concluded a treaty with Mxico

which assures reciprocal assistance when certain cultural properties are

stolen in one country and removed to the other. An executive agreement

similar to the Mexico treaty has been signed with Peru to provide U.S.

best efforts to assist in the recovery of identified property stolen from

one of the two parties found in the other which may be- outside the

protection of the Pre-Columbian monumental and architectural statute.
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The International Communication Agency believes that this legislation

is of utmost importance to our international cultural relations around

the world. USICA is deeply concerned not only with the protection of

cultural property from destruction, but also the exchange and interchange

thereof among the nations of the world to promote mutual understanding of

past and present cultures. In furtherance of our international cultural

exchange mission, and in addition to our own program of exchange of arts,

the Agency presently administers a law to orovide immunity from judicial

seizure for art and artifacts brought into this country for temporary

exhibition from abroad. We are responsible (under Executive Order 12048,

issued as an incident to Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1977) for

Government-wide policy guidance on international informational,

educational and cultural matters. Also, the Agency, under the policy

guidance of the Department of State, has its own authority to negotiate

international agreements with foreign states or international

organizations concerning matters for which responsibility is vested in

the Director. Therefore, we have a vital mission interest in the early

passage of S. 1723.

S. 1723, as has been the case with past legislation submitted to

implement the 1970 UNESCO Convention, focuses upon two important

provisions of the Convention. Article 9 of the Convention sets forth the

agreement of the parties to participate in a concerted international

effort to determine and carry out corrective measures in the circumstance
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where the cultural patrimony of a nation is in jeopardy from pillage.

Article 7(b) of the Convention requires parties to prohibit the

importation of properties stolen from museums or similar institutions of

a state party and to take appropriate steps to return such stolen

cultural property to the state party from which it was stolen.

Section 2 of S. 1723 permits the President to enter into bilateral or

multilateral agreements which will apply import restrictions to cultural

property, the pillage of which is jeopardizing the cultural patrimony of

a particular state party who has requested assistance. These agreements

-may be entered into only after four specific findings have been made by

the President. First there must be jeopardy to the cultural patrimony of

a state party from the pillage of its archaeological or ethnological

materials; next a state party must have taken measures consistent with

the convention to protect its cultural patrimony; then the President must

determine that the application of import restrictions by the United

States, if applied in concert with comparable restrictions implemented or

to be implemented by nations having a significant import trade in such

material (whether or not state parties to the convention) would be of

"substantial benefit" in deterring a serious situation of pillage, and

that less drastic remedies are not available; finally the President must

determine tiat application of the import restrictions in the particular

circumstance is in the general interest of the international community in

the interchange of cultural property among nations.
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A provision of major importance to USICA under Section 2 is the

direction that the President snoulo endeavor to obtain the commitment of

the state party concerned to permit the exchange of its archaeological

and ethnological materials. This provision seeks to encourage more

reasonable export controls by art-rich nations and, we submit, more

formalized exchanges, such a are sponsored by USICA.

Under S. 1723, an existing agreement shall be suspended if, after

entering into force, the President determines that a number of nations

having signficant import trade in the material covered by the agreement

have not implemented, or are not enforcing, import restrictions

comparable to tnose set forth S. 1723.

Under Section 3, the President may also take emergency U.S. action in

extreme circumstances when he determines that the threat from pillage or

dismantling is of crisis proportions.

Under Section 4, the Secretary of the Treasury is to consult with the

Director of USICA before promulgation of a list of archaeological or

ethnological material from a state party which is to be covered by an

agreement or by emergency action.

A Cultural Property Advisory Committee is established by Section 5 of

S. 1723 to advise the President on actions to be taken unaer the bill.

The membership of the committee consists of representatives from the

various constituencies who are most concerned with, or would be affected

by, such an agreement. Membership includes two members who represent
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the interests of the public. ihis committee would look to the Oirector

of the International Communication Agency to provide its necessary

administrative and technical support services.

Section 7 of the proposed legislation prohibits the importation into

the U.S. (non-retroactively) of objects stolen from museums or similar

institutions in another state party. This bill also establishes

procedures for the seizure and forfeiture of such objects and for their

return to the-state party from which they were stolen.

The proposed legislation, in consonance with understandings expressed

in the Senate's resolution of advice and consent to ratification, is not

retroactive in effect and does not modify any state law concerning the

title to cultural property, nor does it preempt other remedies available

unoer federal or state law.

S. 1723 reflects numerous, substantial accommodations made to views

expressed by dealers in antiquities, as well as by members of the

archaeological and ethnological and museum communities, in the various

hearings and meetings concerning prior bills. -we believe it now meets

every reasonable concern as expressed by the various interested and

knowledgeable constituencies.

The International Communication Agency joins with the Department of

State in concluding that this legislation now before the Committee is

long overdue for enactment, and we urge careful consideration toward its

early passage in ligit of the continuing and immeasurable loss of

knowledge of the history of mankind.
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The number of countries which are parties to the Cultural Property

Convention has now increased to fifty. Most of the countries which have

ratified or accepted the convention are developing countries such as

Egypt, India, Mexico and Peru which need assistance to help protect their

cultural patrimony from despoliation and pillage. The list does,

however, now include Canada and Italy. Canada, in fact, is now

prosecuting a case based upon its cultural property law.

Since 1979, the following countries have ratified or accepted the

convention: Honduras (March 1979), Cyprus (October 1979), Guinea (March

1979), Cuba (January 1980), Peru (October 1979), Greece (December 1980),

Sri Lanka (April 1981), Turkey (April 1981), and Pakistan (April 1981).

USICA believes that ratification of the convention by the United States

will give encouragement and impetus to its acceptance bythe other major

art-importing nations.

In the two sections of the bill where the name of the International

Communication Agency appears, an additional change may be necessary if,

as expected, the Agency's name is changed back to "United States

Information Agency." Also, USICA concurs with the amendments advocated

by the Department of State in the Department's report dated March 9,

1982. The Agency would, however, add to the Department's proposed

amendment tb Section 6(c)(2), that in lieu of a period, a comma appear at

the end of the department's recommendation and the following language

(which now appears in S. 1723) be added: "together with such other

evidence of exportation as the Secretary may require." USICA believes

the added flexibility provided by this language may prove useful in the

future.

The International Communication Agency believes that this legislation

before you is fair and adequately _safeguarded to protect legitimate U.S.

interest in acquiring and exchanging cultural property and is extremely

deserving of your support.
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STATEMENT OF THE LEAD-ZINC PRODUCERS COMMITTEE
SUBMITTED TO THE INTERNATIONAL TRADE SUBCOMMITTEE

SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
ON S. 1902

July 21, 1982

Pursuant to the Senate Finance Committee's press release

of July 9, 1982, the Lead-Zinc Producers Committee submits

this statement on S. 1902, a bill to extend for two years

the President's authority to negotiate tariff duty reduc-

tions under Section 124 of the Trade Act of 1974.

The Lead-Zinc Producers Committee consists of ft -

member companies which account for most of the primary lead

and zinc metal produced in the United States. The members

of the Committee are:

AMAX Lead & Zinc, Inc. (smelters in Missouri and
Illinois; mine in Missouri)

ASARCO Incorporated (smelters in Missouri, Texas,
Nebraska, and Montana; mines in Tennessee and
Colorado)

National Zinc Company (smelter in Oklahoma)

St. Joe Minerals Corp. (smelters in Missouri and
Pennsylvania; mines in Missouri and New York)

The Lead-Zinc Producers Committee seriously questions

the desirability of extending the authority to reduce

tariffs contained in Section 124 of the Trade Act of 1974.

This position is based upon two essential concerns: first,

now this authority will be used if Section 124 is extended,

and second, what effect this authority would have on the

already poor state of health of the domestic lead and zinc

industry.
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I.

Despite the existence of residual tariff-cutting

authority from the end of the Multilateral Trade

Negotiations to January 1982, the Executive Branch appears

to have actually used the authority of Section 124 only

twice, with regard to Japan and Taiwan. However, the threat

of using this authority to reduce the tariff on lead was

raised with the Lead-Zinc Producers Committee to secure sup-

port for legislation which reduced the lead duty in 1980. A

long list of hundreds of items that might be the subject of

Section 124 tariff cuts was published in the Federal

Register in AugustA980. Lead bullion and unwrought lead

were on that list resulting in appearances by producers

before the Trade Policy Staff Committee and the

International Trade Commission.

The U.S. Government has made approaches to Canada and

the European Community, two of this industry's major com-

petitors, to initiate negotiations. A list of items which

the United States would consider for possible duty cuts was

submitted to the Italian Government to attempt to persuade

that Government to agree to have the European Community

enter into tariff negotiations with the United States.

Although the U.S. lead and zinc industry was not included

on the so-called "Italian List," the products of other U.S.

industries which had also submitted statements to the TPSC

and the ITC in opposition to duty cuts were included. To
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date, we understand, neither the Italians nor the EC has

agreed to enter into negotiations.

We see no need to enact Section 124 legislation, unless

there is a reasonable prospect that countries want to nego-

tiate with the United States and that they will grant

meaningful concessions to U.S. exporters. There is little

justification for extending the Section 124 authority based

purely on vague plans, which is all that exists to date.

S. 1902 should not move ahead unless Congress is told in

specific terms what the Executive Branch expects to

accomplish by its use, which U.S. exports will be benefited,

and which U.S. products are likely to be the subject of

tariff cuts in the process.

II.

Even if there were good prospects for the successful use

of the Section 124 authority to enhance U.S. exports, cer-

tain U.S. products should not be subject to tariff cuts

under this authority because of their import sensitivity,

particularly products of those U.S. industries in poor eco-

nomic health today. Specific products should be excluded by

law from any extension of Sectic' 124.

The lead and zinc industry cannot afford to have the

tariffs on its products cut further, nor can it afford to

have the threat of tariff cuts hanging over it. The effects

of the tariff cuts on lead and zinc in the Multilateral

Trade Negotiations and subsequent -action by Congress in

enacting a three-year reduction in the lead metal duty, have

contributed to the depressed state of the industry today.
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As Gulf Resources and Chemical Corporation pointed out

in November 1981 when it announced the closing of its Bunker

Hill Company operations:

in terms of constant dollars, there have been signifi-
cant increases in the costs of production of lead, zinc
and silver, particularly in labor and energy costs since
1970. In the same constant-dollar terms, today's price
of lead and zinc is essentially the same as in 1970....
In addition, significant operating and capital costs
have been imposed upon Bunker Hill's operations by the
requirements of the environmental and health and safety
laws. Over-capacity for lead and zinc have developed on
a worldwide basis, In part because forelqn governments
have encouraged and in so-e instances subsidized mining
and smelting operations.*

In 1980, Bunker Hill produced 20 percent of the total

U.S. output of lead and zinc. At one time its facility in

Idaho employed almost 2,500 workers. However, the facility

was closed permanently in eaily 1982 wili a maor loss of

3ons for the region.

w'ational Zinc closed its Bartlesville, Cklaho.a zinc

smelter for six weeks beginning June 26, 1982 due to

excessive inventories and low de:-and.

Prices of both lead and zinc nave. fallen- jrastcailly in

recent :onths. Wnile the pr:ce of lead was 45 cents per

pound in October 19aO, it fell to 3- counts by ctoher l9RI,

and has continued to fall to its current price of only 29

cents, a decline of 38 percent. Prices for "'.S. nigh-oraJe

zinc also have fallen. Only 10 months aqo, the price of

zinc was 49 cents per pound; now )t nas dropped to onl-Y 37

cents.

Release of Gulf Resources and Chem:cal Corporation,
Houston, Texas, Novemner 10, 1981.
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As a reflection of the weak domestic market, imports of

lead and zinc have fallen in 1982. However, imports of

unwrought, unalloyed lead in 1981 were 27 percent above

those in 1980. Similarly, imports of unwrought, unalloyed

zinc in 1981 were 49 percent higher than the volume of such

zinc imports in 1980.

The duties on lead and zinc metal are lower in the U.S.

than they are in the European Community or Japan. This

means that in time of market glut, excess metal enters the

U.S. market, the most open of the three major markets.

Further reductions in lead and zinc tariffs would only add

to this already serious problem and lead to further injury

to this strategic industry.

III.

For the foregoing reasons, the Lead-Zinc Producers

Committee believes that it is not appropriate for Congress

to extend Section 124 without being furnished specifics as

to what industries will benefit from the supposed increase

in U.S. exports, to which countries will such exports go,

and what U.S. industries and workers will be expected to pay

the price by having to face the consequences of lower

tariffs on their products. Even if these points are

answered to Congress' satisfaction, any extension of Section

124 should exclude by name of product those items that are

import sensitive. Alternatively, an amendment to the

legislation being considered by the House of Representatives,

which would limit the use of this authority to only those

products eligible for duty-free GSP treatment as of the date

of enactment, would exclude unwrought lead and zinc from the

provisions of this bill.
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U. S. Council for an Open World Economy
I N C 0 A P 0 3 A T 5 D

7216 Stafford Road, Alexandria, Virginia 22307

(202) 785-3772

Statement submitted by David J. Steinberg, President U.S. Council
for an Open World Economy, in hearings of the Subcommittee on
International Trade of the Senate Coammittee on Finance concerning
various tariff bills. August 4. 1982

(The U.S. Council for an Open World Economy is a private, non-
profit organization engaged in research and public education on
the merits and problems of developing an open international econ-
omic system in the overall public interest. The Council does not
act on behalf of any commercial interests.)

Our Council is favorably disposed toward those bills before
the Subcommittee that would remove, suspend or reduce import du-
ties. Tariffs are subsidies to certain sectors of our economy
and costly to other sectors. Bills suspending tariffs should
make the duty-free treatment continuous, without time limita-
tion, until made permanent by statute or negotiation, or until
such time as U.S. producers of like and directly competitive
products can prove that their industries are seriously injured
by imports and that restoration of the respective tariffs is
essential to a redevelopment strategy addressing the real prob-
lems of the particular industries. This procedure for duty sus-
pension would, among other advantages, save Congress the consid-
erable time currently consumed in periodic examination of sus-
pension bills on the same products.

Among the bills now before the Subcommittee, significant
examples of the advisability of permanent exemption from import
duties include doxorubicin hydrochloride, which is not produced
in the United States. The fact that the foreign patent expires
in 1988, and U.S. firms may at that time wish to make the pro-
duct, is no convincing reason to provide duty suspension -- only
until 1988 -- looking toward establishing a tariff subsidy for
U.S. production of this item. Any U.S. manufacturers contem-
plating production of this chemical should crank a duty-free
premise into their planning. Another example is metal waste
and scrap. This duty has been suspended for about 40 years but
only for a few years at a time -- a history suggesting the pro-
priety of making duty-free treatment permanent, and not contin-
gent on a certain market price for copper (as proposed in the
Senate bill). Here, too, the domestic producers of products
competing with the imports should crank a free-trade premise
into their planning.

"Tariff Anomalies"

I take issue with the Administration's opposition to duty-free
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treatment for imports of chipper knife steel (the Administration
view is -iow reflected in the House bill's continuation of the
duty, though at marginally declining levels). This product
is traditionally a low-profit, marginal sector of U.S. steel
production. I note with some amusement the Administration's
argument that the differentials between the tariffs on certain
materials and those on finished manufactures incorporating these
materials -- what the Administration calls "tariff ancgalieso --
must be fine-tuned to prevent inequities in competition between
imports of these finished products and domestic production of
comparable finished manufactures incorporating those semi-finished
materials. The benefit of duty-suspension for chipper knife steel
to U.S. producers of chipper knives appears to have been omitted
from the policy equation. Government officials seem to see their
efforts to align tariffs on various semi-finished materials with
those on finished products in which such materials are used as
some sort of science, as if in a laboratory exercise so con-
trolled that the other factors affecting the competition of
domestic with imported products can be isolated and are in fact
not worthy of incisive analysis.

The Administration's opposition to tariff suspension on
ceramic insulators for spark plugs is another example of fanci-
ful efforts to correct "tariff anomalies*. In the case of chip-
per knife steel, the present, temporarily reduced tariff is 4-
and-s-fraction percent. The Administration, I understand, feels
that the tariff should not be reduced to zero (because, supposedly,
this would be unfair to the domestic steel industry) but should be
a fraction of one percent lower (ad valorem) than the tariff on
chipper knives themselves. Hence the House bill's reduction of
the duty on chipper knife steel by one-tenth or two-tenths of one
percent ad valorem each year until December 31, 1986. Fine-
tuning indeed! Such images of a scientific tariff evoke reminders
of the presumed precision that characterized the old "peril point"
charade.

The Ethyl Alcohol Abomination

It is regrettable that the Frenzel-Gibbons-Mottl bill, which
would remove the huge, additional duty imposed on imports of ethyl
alcohol by the Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1980, has not ad-
vanced beyond approval by the trade subcomittee of the House
Comittee on Ways and Means. And that there is (to my knowledge)
no comparable bill in the Senate. This additional duty is not
only harmful to U.S. producers and consumers of gasohol and to
U.S. trade relations with Brazil (the main foreign supplier); it
resulted from one of the more shameful violations of trade-policy
due process of law in recent years. There were no hearings on
this duty i.. Congress, and no proceedings before any government
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agency. The domestic ethyl alcohol industry -- consisting vir-
tually if not entirely of one company -- is being given a subsidy
by this duty without any government determination that the in-
dustry needs a subsidy and that such aid is part of a coherent
strategy addressing the real problems and needs of this industry.
It is regrettable that the Administration has not taken a position
on this bill, and that most of the "liberal trade' community has
itself ducked the issue, if aware of it at all.

Extension of Residual Neqotiatina Authority

S. 1902, extending for two additional years the President's
authority to negotiate tariff reductions pursuant to Section 124
of the Trade Act of 1974, merits support. The President needs
continuation of this authority so that he may deal effectively
with contingencies demanding U.S. negotiation of additional
tariff cuts. U.S. producers fearing harm from such tariff re-
ductions, should, as quickly as possible, explore ways to ad-
just to such changes and, if necessary, seek government help
outside the realm of import restrictions.

Nairobi Protocol to Florence Agreement

As a longtime supporter of U.S. participation in the Flor-
ence Agreement on the Importation of Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Materials, I urge U.S. participation in the Nairobi pro-
tocol, which broadens the Florence Agreement by removing scme of
its limitations and extending it to various items not previously
covered. The strategy for U.S. adoption of the protocol seems
sound, and the proposed U.S. action even beyond the protocol's
coverage merits enthusiastic endorsement.

I urge U.S. producers fearing adverse consequences from
expanded foreign competition in these materials to explore ways
to adjust successfully without seeking restoration of tariffs
on the affected products. I urge the Administration to make a
special effort to preclude recourse to import restraints where
adversely affected U.S. producers seek and deserve government
help.
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STATEMENT OF THE SPECIALTY STEEL INDUSTRY
OF THE UNITED STATES TO THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL

TRADE, COMMITTEE ON FINANCE, U.S. SENATE

On S. 1902

August 1982

This statement is submitted by the Specialty Steel

Industry of the United States, whose 17 member companies*

account for most of the specialty steel produced in the

U.S., in response to the International Trade Subcommittee's

Press Release 82-149 of July 9, 1982 asking for comments on

S. 1902. -This bill would extend for two years the

President's residual tariff cutting authority under Section

124 of the Trade Act of 1974.

The specialty steel industry is opposed to the extens4on

of this authority. It takes this position because of the

threat which this authority represents to an industry which

is severely and adversely impacted by imports. The import

sensitivity of this industry was recognized by the

International Trade Commission when it found in January 1976

that imports were seriously in-urying the industry. It was

recognized by President Ford when he provided for an orderly

The members of the Specialty Steel Industry of the
United States are Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corporation; Al
Tech Specialty Steel Corporation; Armco Stainless Steel
Division; Braeburn Alloy Steel Division of Continental
Copper & Steel Industries, Inc; Carpenter Technology
Corporation; Columbia Tool Steel Company; Colt
Industries, Inc.; Cyclops Corporation; Eastern Stainless
Steel Company; Electralloy Corporation; Guterl Special
Steel Corporation; Jessop Steel Company; Jones &
Laughlin Steel Corporation; Joslyn Stainless Steel;
Latrobe Steel Company; Republic Steel Corporation; and
Washington Steel Corporation.
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marketing agreement with Japan and import quotas on imports

of specialty steel from all other countries. It was

recognized by President Carter when he refused to remove

these restrictions on imports after a review by the

International Trade Commission in 1977 and later when he

extended the import relief for an eight-month period in

1979. He then established a "surge mechanism" to permit the

government to move promptly to enforce the trade laws of the

U.S. if specialty steel imports surged.

For a period after the termination of the import relief

in February 1980, the industry enjoyed a respite from

injurious imports, although for some specialty steel pro-

ducts imports continued at high levels of penetration of the

U.S. market. Unfortunately the "surge mechanism" has not

prevented imports from growing. In the first quarter of

1982, import penetration of alloy tool steel was 45.4 per-

cent of domestic consumption, stainless steel rod 53.7 per-

cent, stainless bar 26.9 percent, stainless sheet and strip

16.2 percent, stainless plate 11.0 percent, and stainless

pipe and tube 51.7 percent. All of these levels represent

substantially higher import penetration than when import

relief was terminated and the "surge mechanism" was

established. For some products, import penetration is now

at an all-time high. Coupled with declining domestic

demand, this flood of foreign product has reduced the

industry's shipments and resulted in losses for some firms,
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growing unemployment with almost 25 percent of the

industry's workforce now out of work, the closing of

Bethlehem Steel's tool steel facilities, and the imminent

sale or closure of Crucible Steel's Midland plant, which

accounts for the employment of some 5,000 workers.

Unemployment at some plants in the industry is as much as

two-thirds of the work force.

The sad fact is that the surge mechanism has not stemmed

the flow of foreign specialty steel, much of which is

exported to the U.S. by companies which are government owned

or government subsidized, and by companies whose products

are being sold here at dumped prices. Yet our foreign com-

petitors have shown no propensity to open their borders to

imports from the U.S. or elsewhere.

As a result, the industry has filed Section 301 peti-

tions against Austria, France, Italy, Sweden, United X<ingdom

and Belgium; countervailing duty petitions against Brazil

and Spain; and anti-dumping petitions against West Germany

and France.

It is against this background that we view with alarm

the possibility of cuts in the tariffs on specialty steel.

We note that the U.S. has invited the European Community and

Japan, our two major foreign competitors, to enter into

negotiations pursuant to the Section 124 authority. The

procedures that must be followed before duties can be cut

give us no sense of security that specialty steel products

will not be the subject of tariff cuts to the detriment of

the domestic industry.
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During the Multilateral Trade Negotiations, specialty

steel was exempted from tariff cuts because of the existence

of "escape clause" import relief on these products. Yet, as

pointed out above, the condition of the industry has not

improved, indeed it has deteriorated as result of import

surges, since the termination of import relief. We would

recommend, therefore, that Congress retain for itself the

authority to approve any tariff reductions that may result

from future negotiations and not extend the authority of

Section 124.
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NATIONAL KNITWEAR & SPORTSWEAR ASSOCIATION N1 Yadlso 0 Aoeo 00 6 5
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STATEMENT OF THE

NATIONAL KNITWEAR 4 SPORTSWEAR ASSOCIATION

BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

ON S.1902

This statement is submitted on behalf of the National Knitwear
& Sportswear Assocition, an organization representing more than
five hundred domestic manufacturers of knitwear and
sportswear. This testimony is in opposition to S.1902 which
would extend for two additional years the President-Vbsauthority
to negotiate tariff reductions pursuant to Section 124 of the
Trade Act of 1974.

Mr. Chairman, and members of the Committee, the knitwear and
sprtswear industries, which have already been heavily impacted
by imports across a broad front, from many countries, should
not be subjected to any further reductions of tariffs on any
items. It is recalled that duty reductions already made in the
MTN have not been fully phased In for this import impacted
sector of the U.S. industry. Thus, the first- partial reduction
of duties in line with the cuts made in the recent trade
negotiations went into effect on January Ist of this year.
-Subsequent reductions will be phased in in six equal annual
installments. Given this phase in, and the fact that our
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industry has not yet absorbed the cuts which have already been
made, we do not understand why it is even contemplated to
provide for still further cuts in duties as authorized by
S.1902.

During the MTN, duties were reduced on a range of significant
products which are heavily impacted items. Thus, men's and
boy's wool sweaters were reduced from 39.9% to 17.0%. Knit
shirts for men and boys of manmade fiber, and sweaters of
manmade fiber were reduced from 250 per pound plus 32.St ad
valorum, to 130 per pound plus 32.S%.ad valorum. A number of
other knit items were also cut substantially. Some items,
however, were not changed. Cotton men's and boy's not
ornamented knit shirts and sweaters will remain dutiable at 21%
ad valorum. Cotton women's, girl's and infant's knit blouses,
shirts and sweaters were not reduced. In each case, the
proposed legislation would authorize reductions in the tariffs
on these import sensitive items.

Notwithstanding the tariffs that do exist, the import share of
the U.S. market for knitwear has increased substantially in
recent years, as new suppliers have entered the market, forcing
out domestic companies and sacrificing domestic jobs. In
particular, the past three years have seen the emergence of
Communist China as a major supplier whose market disruption
forced government import control action, and resulted in the
negotiation of a bilateral quota agreement. That agreement
expires at the end of this year. It is also to be recalled
that the People's Republic of China has received the benefit of
Most Favored Nation treatment, notwithstanding their
non-participation in the MTN. Thus, the PRC in this field has
had a fundamentally free ride on trade negotiations and will
likely receive further benefits of the phase in unless the
Congress sees fit to disapprove such benefits by exercising its
right to prevent continuation of MFN treatment. In short, the
domestic industry is under heavy pressure at the present time,
and must respectfully oppose further duty reductions in this
sector.

As a general proposition, we must call the Committee's
attention to the vulnerability of the entire knitwear sector to
low cost import competition. The information provided below
illustrates the significance of imports in these sectors, the
ability of imports to grow rapidly even over pre-MTN tariffs as
well as over existing tariffs, and the effect those imports can
have on domestic producers and employment. This is an effect
which runs throughout the entire fiber/textile/fpparel sector,
and is not limited to the garment manufacturers alone. All of
their suppliers are affected by heavy imports of knitted
garments. Our industry has worked hard to modernize and to
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urge upon the government at all levels that further erosion to
low cost imports be prevented. The extension of tariff cutting
authority to these products would be particularly crippling,
and we believe should not be permitted. This is especially
true in a situation in which the full impact of cuts which have
already been made have not been felt. The American knitwear
and sportswear industry is adversely affected under present
circumstances by low-cost imports, and it is impossible to see
how further duty reductions can do anything but aggravate that
situation.

Sixty-three percent of all sweaters and almost one-third of the
knit shirts and blouses sold in our country are imported.
Five-hundredrsixty-seven million, yes, 567,000,000 of these
garments alone were imported in 1981. 1981 sweater imports
alone were valued at $769,452,000 with knit shirts and blouses
valued at $1,027,031,000 and knit headwear adding another
forty-seven million dollars to the import ledger. The trade
deficit for knitted outerwear overall was $1,750,000,000. This
represents 36% of the overall deficit for textiles and apparel.

These imports mean lost jobs, wages and tax revenues on the one
hand, and higher unemployment, welfare payments and government
spending for relocation allowances on the other. The most
sharply affected are the least skilled workers of the small
firms, frequently those located in the inner cities.

Sweaters continue to take the brunt of this charge and
demonstrate the seriousness of the import threat to the entire
knitwear industry.

In 1981, domestic sweater shipments declined to 7.2 million
dozen while imports amounted to 12.3 million dozen
accounting for 631 of the U.S. market. In women's
sweaters, the largest segment of the market, 1981 imports
exceeded domestic shipments by more than 100% as domestic
shipments declined by 6.41, and imports remained almost
constant with 1980's record levels. The situation has been
worsening throughout the decade.

The heavy surge of wool sweater imports from China
demonstrates just how rapidly this trade can develop. In
1979, U.S. imports were 17,000 dozen, and in 1980 the
figure rose to 500,000 dozen or six million wool garments.
At their 12-month peak, the year ending March, 1981,
imports hit 771,000 dozen, or 9.25 million garrents. And
the level for 1981 maintained the pace at 279,000 dozen.

Wool sweaters are among the most heavily impacted
categories of any U.S. apparel item. According to the U.S.
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Department of Commerce, the ratio of total wool sweater
imports to domestic production in 1980 was 194.41. Women's
wool sweater imports exceeded domestic production by almost
r172 tTmes, with an imports to production ratio at 436.71.

Concentration of sweater imports has been important. Key
lowacost suppliers are Hong Kong, Korea, Taiwan, and the
People's Republic of China. They accounted for 10,800,000
dozen sweaters imported last year.

But new countries are moving in. Dramatic increases in
wool sweater imports were again registered in 1981 by
countries which scarcely appeared in the sweater statistics
for 1979, but which moved up sharply in 1980.

SOME NEW SUPPLIERS TO THE U.S.
WOOL SWEATERS v 1979 to 1981

(in dozens)

Country 1981 1980 1979

Malaysia 23,236 19,216 3,647
Mauritius 162,46 38,417 925
Singapore 13,909 32,S36 6,346
Sri Lanka 93,55S5 15,019 -0-
Thailand 18.907 18.044 1,365

TOTAL 312,092 123,232 12,283

And to this list, we can add still another name from the
lexicon of the well traveled importer; the Maldive
Islands, a tiny group in the Indian Ocean. Incredibly
enough, the United States imported IS,511 dozens of wool
sweaters from these tropical islands in 1981. "Quoti
dodging" continues to develop new and almost absurd sources
for imports which displace American made goods.

These figures highlight but a small sample of the degree
and magnitude of this sweater and knitwear import problem,
and the pace at which it can worsen.

China further compounds the problem, and on a scale not
previously experienced. The Chinese bilateral with the United
States expires at the end of 1982. Their desires and demands
will be extensive, and may not be approachable without a
massive redistribution of existing Quotas forcing Hong long,
Korea and Taiwan to compete with China for a single major
country quota. unilateral controls may be the only recourse
for the U.S. absent such a realignment of existing agreements.
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CURRENT SITUATION AND OUTLOOK

The Commerce Department's Import/Production ratios show just
how far imports have moved into the U.S. sweater market. In
the principal area of the domestic market, women's, girls' -and
nfafnts' sweaters, imports far exceed domestic production.

Sweater Categories Imort/Production
Ratio 1980

All Cotton 313.6%
Men's & Boy's Wool 59.9%
Women's Girls & Infants Wool 436.71
Men's & Boys Manmade Fiber 69 2%
Women's Girls 4 Inf. Manmade Fibers 188.2%

TOTAL 162.6%

Domestic sweater shipments declined in 1979, 1980, and again in
1981. Imports have remained extremely high, and we are deeply
concerned that further declines in domestic shipments unmatched
by comparable declines in imports, will continue to force
domestic plant closings and severly damage what remains of the
U.S. industry.

While 1980 and 1981 have been relatively strong sweater years,
the cycle is due to turn, and the 1982 r 1983 outlook is
likely to be weak.

Labor costs are a key element in our vulnerability to imports.
In 191, average hourly wages in the U.S. knitwear sectors were
$4.99 for knit apparel, $5.74 for knit fabrics, $5.18 for yarn,
and $5.87 for dyeing and finishing. Compare these to China,
where the sweater mill wages are 15 cents per hour. ox to
Mauritius where it is understood to be about 41.8V per day!

Low wages enable extensive production on handrpowered knitting
machines, greater finishing and detail work, and overall, a
significantly lower production cost. Arnd that assumes that
production cost is relevant. In China, where foreign currency
earnings and employment maintenance are crucial, production
cost does not appear to be an important concept in sweater
production or export pricing.
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THE IMPACT

At Wholesale

The impact of all this on our industry comes at the store
level. U.S. industry sells at wholesale to chains and
independent retail operators. The price at which retailers may
obtain goods from foreign suppliers is crucial; regardless of
the price at which those goods are sold to the U.S. consumer.
Recession has hurt retail sales. Retail stores, seeking higher
mark-ups, search out the lowest cost imported goods which are
then sold to consumers at prices as close as possible to those
being charged for domestic goods. Consumers do not benefit
fully from the low wholesale ?rices of these imports.
importers and retailers ot Chinese wool sweaters have
acknowledged buying sweaters in China for $5.00 each which they
have sold to U.S. consumers at $24.00 each, a mark-up of more
than three hundred percent r after duties and freight!

Unit prices for U.S. wool sweaters at wholesale in 1980/81
range from $7.75 to $10.00 for lowerrend, reprocessed wool and
wool blend sweaters. Fine goods ranged to $15.00 per sweater,
and up. Some recent unit values of imports r a. declared for
duty purposes - are shown here;

AVERAGE UNIT PRICE WOOL SWEATERS

WOMEN'S GIRLS' & INFANTS' - 446

Country 1980

Sri Lanka $ 3.35
Macao 5.79
Thailand 4.86
-Maritius 4.31
Malaysia 3.62
China S.57
Singapore 4.13
Hong Kong 7.15

On Job Opportunitics

Knitwear imports represent lost jobs and business for people
and companies in all sectors of the industry. For example, ten
people produce approximately 100 dozen sweaters per week. The
12,300,000 dozen sweaters imported in 1981 on a 47zweek
roduction year, common in this industry, would represent a
ull year of employment for more than 26,000 sweater production

workers. Additional supervisory and management positions are
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also displaced. And, it is not sweaters alone that lose out.
Sweaters are at the top of a broadlyrbased manufacturing
pyramid.

These sweaters require yarn. Imported sweaters account for
approximately 8.325 lbs. of yarn per dozen, so that 1981
imports would displace more than 102 million pounds of yarn.

Dyeing and finishing generally assumes 10 lbs. per dozen
sweaters. 12,300,000 dozen would yield more than 120
million pounds for dyeing operations, and, would represent
a year of employment for an industry t-he size of that
presently employed in U.S. operations.

The wages lost range from $3.50 per hour for trimmers in
sweater operations to $8.40 per hour for sewing machine
mechanics. The average wage for domestic sweater
production is In-the area of $5.04 per hour, plus
approximately 25% for fringe benefits. An annual payroll
in excess of $300 million is involved here.

Additional amounts are spent by local, state and federal
government unemployment compensation and social action
programs required to deal with the impact of these imports.

Where does it hurt? States with important sweater and knitwear
production are Pennsylvania, New York and New Jersey,
Massachusetts, and the rest of New England, North and South
Carolina, Ohio, Wisconsin, Virginia and California. Cities
hurt by imports include Cleveland, Philadelphia, Milwaukee, and
of course, New York County. The industry's fiber, yarn,
materials and services suppliers are located throughout the
country. All would benefit from immediate relief, and from the
prevention of further damage.

Threat to Other Knit Sectors

Repetition of the sweater import problem in other knit sectors,
particularly knit shirts and blouses, is feared unless action
is taken, to further restrict imports, not to lower tariffs,
because the knit sectors are open to low cost investment and
ease of entry. Imports of knit shirts and blouses already
exceed SO percent of domestic production. Knitting mills can
be set up quickly, with high productive output. Domestic knit
fabric mills already are feeling severe declines as a result of
knit garment imports. Employment dropped almost 91 in circular
knit fabric mills in 1981, the third straight year of declines,
and the situation has continued to deteriorate in 1982.
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Can This Sector Be Saved?

Last year's renegotiation and extension of the Multi-Fiber
Arrangement was an important accomplishment. The United States
carried out that portion of President Reagan's campaign
commitment which was to strengthen the MFA. The 1981 MFA
protocol provides the tools needed by the Administration to
fully carry out the President's campaign commitment to relate
"import growth from all sources to domestic market growth."
The Administration's current strategy is to achieve this
overall import growth limitation by means of the various
bilateral trade negotiations being conducted in 1982. These
bilateral agreements will govern actual imports from the major
suppliers to the United States for the next half dozen years.
These negotiations are crucial. We are not convinced that they
can be successful without actual rollbacks of trade from the
major suppliers, a position which the Administration has not
accepted. According to administration officials, the MFA
protocol would authorize such reductions. Notwithstanding this
authority, recent agreements continue to provide growth in
existing quotas.

INDUSTRY RECOMMENDS

Emer ency action on the sweater cateories is needed until
tye domestic industry is assured a 50% share of the U.S.
market now and through the next upward sweater market cycle.

Preliminary reports of major negotiations held recently
with Hong Kong reveal that the U.S. has established limits
on imports of certain sensitive categories from Hong Kong,
including sweaters and knit shirts, which will provide
annual import growth for these categories of one-half of
one percent per year from 1981 quota base level.
Agreements with Korea and Taiwan should be tighter on these
categories, and it must be recognized that the same
firmness will be required to limit imports of tnese
products from other developing countries.

China is a critical threat. The U.S. agreement-with China
expires at the end of 1982. There is no assurance that it
will be continued. Domestic producers cannot withstand
surges of imports from China like those experienced during
the past several years. Through great efforts and
determined action by the U.S. government, which we
acknowledge with pleasure, many of those import surges
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eventually were brought under control. But much damage was
done. The Chinese have shown every indication of
attempting to exert maximum political leverage in every
negotiating situation they have faced with the United
States. We anticipate that in the coming negotiations they
will again threaten U.S. relations over each dozen of
quota. But with or without agreement L the U.S. must freeze
China's current quotas through 1987.

The Administration has persistently refused to accept
domestic industry proposals for globalization of the quota
system, or to apply an overall freeze on even the most
sensitive category imports. Thus, we have no assurance
that the new agreements with the current major suppliers
will suffice to prevent further growth of imports from new
starter countries discovered by importers seeking ever
changing sources of temporarily quotarfree supplies. There
is no reason to import wool sweaters or other similar
products from the tropical Maldive Islands other than to
avoid quotas and exploit ultra-low wage labor. The U.S.
market does not need these goods.

It is essential that overall action be taken which will
protect what is left of the domestic sweater industry and
will provide it the opportunity to generate jobs and
economic activity for American workers and communities.
The U.S. industry must be given the opportunity to produce
whatever growth may return to the domestic market through
an entire sweater cycle, without having that growth skimmed
off by a new wave of presently unknown sweater sources.
Only then can we consider reasonable the restoration of
import growth in line with the then anticipated growth of
domestic production.

Knit shirt and knit headwear imports should be frozen for
two years (1982183), so that any growth in the domestic
market in these categories is reserved for domestic
production. Following a two;year freeze, imports would be
allowed to grow (or compelled to decline) annually at a
rate not in excess of average annual domestic production
growth or decline in these categories during the preceding
five years.

This recommendation is particularly crucial in this labor
intensive area. Present negotiations alone cannot meet the
objectives outlined here, and we anticipate a rapid spread
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of knit shirt supply sources through numerous Southeast
Asian and Caribbean countries. Only outright quota and
trade reductions of these giant suppliers could have made
possible the transfer of quota to such areas as the
Caribbean without critically damaging the remaining
domestic idustry. Absent such reduction and quota
transfer, increases from new starter countries come at the
direct expense of American producers.

All other knitwear categories should be monitored closely
and regulated so that import growth is limited on the basis
of a fiveryear moving average of domestic production growth
(or decline) during the period beginning l982.

During this special control period, all flexibility on
these products in bilateral agreements, including swing and
carryover, shall be eliminated. Thereafter, all such
flexibility should not be permitted to total more than It
of the relevant quotas.

In the last analysis, we continue to believe the U.S. must
apply comprehensive restraints on lowicost country imports in
these heavily import-penetrated categories. This action must
be combined with vigorous enforcement of existing Customs laws
to prevent quota and tariff evasion, false product marking, and
transshipment frauds.

Domestic producers are investing in new technology and can
recapture an improved share of the market, but not if each
emerging, developing lowrwage country is permitted to obtain an
important slice of the market in addition to the shares
already held by the Far East giants. Major import suppliers
must give ground in the U.S. if the U.S. market is to accept
still more goods from emerging country producers. Clearly, this
is not the time to contemplate further tariff reductions.

Again, we return to the pivotal issue of China. Direct
recognition of the threat that unrestricted imports from China
pose to the U.S. apparel industry, and to the knitwear and
sportswear producers in particular is essential. America's
knitwear industries cannot be pushed over to accommodate
China's desire for an unfettered run at the U.S. market. U.S.
producers can give no more.
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CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the National Knitwear and Sportswear Association
joins with the Textile/Apparel Coalition in opposition to this
legislation, and in particular, express its opposition to the
applicability of any soch legislation to knit products
discussed in this statement.

S th - . Bodi~ e
Executive Dire tor
NATIONAL KNITWEA. & SPORTSWEAR
ASSOCIATION

51 Madison Avinue
New York, NY 10010

39 Ashland Road
Summit, NJ
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I. INTRODUCTION

This statement is submitted on behalf of Pharmacia

Inc. of Piscataway, New Jersey in opposition to S. 1979

which proposes to eliminate or suspend the assessment of

duties on sulfapyradine, one of the drugs currently provided

for in Item 411.28 of Tne Tariff Schedules of the United

States-at 22.5% ad valorem.

Pharmacia Inc. is the United States subsidiary of

A.B. Fortia, a Swedish company. Pharmacia markets a range

of drugs, scientific equipment, fine chemicals and other

chemicals from its facilities in Piscataway New Jersey.

Certain of its products are manufactured in its American

facilities, while others are imported. Pharmacia currently

employs over 350 Americans in its United States facilities.

Pharmacia has traditionally been the sole United States im-

porter of bulk salicylazosulfapyradine, also known as sulfa-

salazine and marketed in dosage form by Pharmacia under the

trade name "Azulfadine". Pharmacia obtained its sulfasala-

zine from Pharmacia A.B., located in Upsala, Sweden. Phar-

macia A.B. developed and patented sulfasalazine in the 1940's

has been exporting the drug to the United States since 1949.

Due to a significant duty increase on sulfasala-

zine which inadvertently resulted from the conversion to ad

valorem equivalents of duties assessed under the former

American Selling Price ("ASP") method of customs appraise-

ment, Pharmacia has made a major investment on St. Croix,

Virgin Islands for the production of its Azulfadine products.
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Sulfapyridine is the intermediate used to

nake sulfasalazine. Bulk sulfasalazine is made by Salis-

bury Laocratories of Charles City, Iowa from imported

sulfapyridine. Salisbury then supplies the sulfasalazine to

two pharmaceutical producers who manufacture tablets for sale

under brand or generic names.

The suspension or elimination of the duty on

sulfapyridine will seriously jeopardize Pharmacia's invest-

ment in the Virgin Islands. This action in contrary to

intent of Congress in enacting existing legislation and the

policy of the present Administration to continue to reinforce

United States support for the economic development of the

Virgin Islands.

II. REDUCING THE DUTIES ON SULFAPYRIDINE WILL
FRUSTRATE THE INTENT OF CONGRESS AND THIS ADMINISTRATION.

A. Congress Intended to Maintain the Level of
Protection Afforded By Duties Collected Under the American
Selling Price.

Sulfapyridine (as well as sulfasalazine) is cur-

rently classified in the Tariff Schedules of the United

States under Item 411.28 which carries a column I rate (or

"most favored nation") rate of duty of 22.5% ad valorem.

This rate of duty has been reduced from 26.8% since July 1,

1980, when it was enacted pursuant to Section 223(d) of the

Trade Agreements Act of 1979 (19 U.S.C. 1202, as amended)

98-592 0 - 82 - 39
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which implemented the rates of duty converted from the

American Selling Price. This rate of duty was the rate

#hich yielded customs duties "substantially equivalent" to

:he amount of duties collected under the American Selling

?rice basis of customs valuation, which section 223(d)

eliminated pursuant to the United States agreement at the

Tokyo Round of multilateral trade negotiations.

The American Selling Price was the price that an

American producer "would have received or was willing to

receive" from a United States customer. The American

Selling Price method o:' valuation was adopted by the United.

States to protect the American chemical industry from low

priced imports. Thus the American Selling Price method of

valuation resulted in extremely high dutiable values, and

thus exceptionally high duties on "low priced" imports. A

contrary effect resulted when the price of the imported

product approximated or exceeded the price of the domestic

product, thereby helping to create a competitive balance in

the marketplace.

The United States' agreement to eliminate the

American Selling Price basis of valuation was conditioned

upon the substitution of rates of duties which would produce

revenues "substantially equivalent" to the amount of duties

1 Section 402(e) or Section 402a(g), Tariff Act of 1930, as

amended by the Customs Simplification Act of 1956, 70
Stat. 943, 946, 19 U.S.C., Sections 1401a(e), 1402(g)
(1975).
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coIlected under the American Selling Price method of valua-

tion "during a recent representative year." The new rates of

.ut: were calculated by the United States International Trade

SCm~ss:on, which used the year 1976 as the "representative

year".

In enacting section 223(d) of the Trade Agreements

Act of 1979, Congress made it clear that the new United

States rates of duty applicable to benzenoid chemicals and

chemical products were intended to protect American industry

to the same extent as it was protected under the former/

American Selling Price method of valuation.
1,ra e gPie ehdo auto Congress

expressly stated:

The... rates of duty...for merchandise
currently subject to the ASP method of
valuation...are designed to ensure that
U.S. industries producing the merchandise
in question will receive protection...
substantially equivalent to the protec-
tion theaO receive from present rates of
duty....

In the case of sulfapyradine, the amount of duties assessed

under the new rate was "substantially equivalent" tO the

2 Conversion of Specific and Compound Rates of Duty to Ad

Valorem Rates, Report to the President on Investigation
No. 332-99 under Section 332 of the Tariff Act of 1930 as
amended, USITC Pub. 896 (July 1978).

S. Reo. No. 96-249, "The Trade Agreements Act of 1979",
9Tth Cong., Ist Sess. 127 (1979).
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amount of duties collected under the prior ASP method of

-; auation. Further, the rate of duty on sulfapyridine will

te reduced in stages to 11.6% by January 1987, a -48% reduc-

t"or from the present rate of duty.

For sulfasalazine, however, the amount of duties

assessed was significantly increased under _he converted rate

compared with the amount collected under the former American
14

Selling Price. This duty increase prompted Pharmacia to

make a substantial investment in the Virgin Islands, on St.

Croix, to manufacture sulfasalazine and thereby benefit from

the duty-free treatment applicable to products imported from

the Virgin Islands pursuant to General Headnote 3(a)(i) of

the Tariff Schedules of the United States as well as from the

various incentives granted by the United States for such

investments.

This duty increase resulted from the historical inclusion
of sulfasalazine in a "basket" tariff provision with other
sulfa drugs, the values of which were averaged together
for purposes of negotiating tariff reductions from an "ad
valorem equivalent" rate. By reason of this aggregation
of the invoice values of all products included under a
"basket" provision, the negotiating authorities could not
identify separate values for individual products. The
invoice value for sulfasalazine was significantly higher
than the invoice values for the other four drugs. Thus
the ratio between its invoice value and the applicable
American Selling Price was greater than the ratio between
the invoice value of the other drugs and their respective
American Selling Prices.
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3. Eliminating the Duty on Sulfamyradine Will
Frustrate the Conzressional Intent Underlying Headnote

?har-acia has recently made a large investment in

building and equipping a manufacturing facility for the

production of Azulfazine on St. Croix in the Virgin Islands

pursuant to the Industrial Development Law of the Virgin
24

Islands. The purposes of this program are:

.the promotion of the economic and
social development and the diversifica-
tion of the economy of the Virgin Is-
lands, the establishment and preservation
of opportunities of gainful employment
for residents of the Virgin Islands and
the alleviation of the acute shortage of
housing for residents of the Virgin
Islands, which purposes and objectives
are declared to be in the public inter-
est.:

General Headnote 3(a)(i) of the Tariff Schedules of the

United States codifies the support of the policy of the

Virgin Islands Industrial Development Program by exempting

from United States customs duties importations of merchandise

from the insular possessions of the United States which do

29 V.I.C., Ch. 12 (at No. 3748) and Section 934 of the

United States Internal Revenue Code.

29 V.I.C., Ch. 12, Section 701.
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nt Contain foreign materials of more than 504 of their total

Sa lu e.

_n enacting General Headnote 3(a)(i) , Congress'

express paralleled that of the Virgin Island's

ntusrial Development Program:

it was calculated to, and in effect
has, stimulated the development of light
industry in the possessions. The de-
velopment of light industry has helped
the economy of the possessions, par-
ticuarly the Virgin Islands, where
numerous new businesses nave been es-
tablished to produce or assemble various
artiees for 9 uty-free shipment to the
United States.

Moreover, in reinforcing this policy, President

Reagan's message to Congress transmitting his Caribbean Basin

Initiative expressly stated that:

... the U.S. Virgin Islands have a long-
standing special relationship with the
United States. The-ir development must be
enhanced by our policy toward the rest of
the region. We have consulted closely
with...the Virgin Islands about the
Caribbean Basin Initiative and the
legislation I am requesting today will
reflect...VirgiR Island interests in many
important ways.

6 The Reagan administration supports proposed legislation

which will permit products from the Virgin Islands whose
foreign content do not exceed 70% to receive duty-free
treatment. 128 Cong. Rec. S 2304 (H.Doc. No. 97-153)
March 17, 1982.

S Reo. No. 1679, 89th Cong., 2nd Sess., reprinted in
L19661 U.S. Code Cong. & Ad. News 4389, 4390.

Suora note 6.
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Paralleling the goals of the Virgin Island's

Industrial Program under which Pharmacia made its investment,

the President stated:

With the governments and private
sectors of interested countries, we will
develop private sector strategies for
each country. The strategies will
coordinate and focus development efforts
of local business, U.S. firms, private
voluntary organizations, the U.S. govern-
ment, and Puerto Rico and the Virgin
Islands. The strategies will seek new
investment and employment opportunities
and will also seek to remove impediments
to growth including lack of marketing
skills, trained manpower, poor regional
transYort, and inadequate infrastruc-
ture.

Pharmacia's plant has just started production

and Pharmacia has instituted a major training and educational

program for the local labor which it will employ in its

Virgin Island facility. Azulfadine is the first product

which Pharmacia plans to export to the United States from

this facility; Pharmacia expects to expand its facility

to include other products in the future. The specialized

training in a high technology field which local residents

will receive from Pharmacia's program will be transferrable

to such future products as well. However, if the United

States customs duty on sulfapyradine is eliminated,

Pharmacia's investment will be seriously jeopardized,

since it would remove the incentive for a sulfasalazine

9 Id.
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producer to invest in the Virgin Islands rather than import

directly into the United States. Attached hereto are copies

of letters from the Governor of the Virgin Islands in opposi-

tion to the proposed duty suspension on sulfapyridine which

will jeopardize Pharmacia's investment in the Virgin Islands.

III. CONCLUSION.

The removal of duties on sulfapyradine would

frustrate the purpose of Congress to protect the American

chemical industry, as originally reflected in the American

Selling Price basis of customs appraisement and carried over

into the converted rates of duty on these chemicals.

-- There is a strong Congressional, and now Adminis-

tration policy, of fostering the economic development

of the Virgin Islands.

The removal of the duty on sulfapyradine would

frustrate both of these policies.

We strongly urge that the duty exemption for

sulfapyradine embodied in S. 1970 not be enacted.

Respectfully submitted,

Pharmacia, Inc.
800 Centennial Avenue
Piscataway, New Jersey 08854

-Of Counsel:
Louis Schneider
Beth C. Ring

FREEMAN, WASSERMAN & SCHNEIDER
90 John Street
New York, New York 10038
(212) 619-1770
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THE VIRGIN ISLANDS OF THE UNITED STATES
OFFCE OF THE GOVERNOR

CHARLOTTE AIALIE, ST. THOMAS 00801

June 1, 1982

Honorable Sam Gibbons
Chairman, Suboannittee on Trade
Cam-&ttee on Ways and Means
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Representative Gibbons:

A major thrust of the U.S. Virgin Islands' economic develop-
ment program has been an effort to diversify the economic base of
the territory. To this end, the Virgin Islands Industrial Develop-
rent Program was established to encourage businesses to invest in
the Virgin Islands in order to insure the establishment and preser-
vation of opportunities of gainful employment for United States
citizens residing in the Virgin Islands.

Pursuant to the Industrial Development Program, Pharmacia
Incorporated of Piscataway, New Jersey, has made a major invest-
ment in St. Croix for the production of sulfasalazine (SASP).
H.R. 4890 would exempt sulfapyridine from duties. Since sulfa-
pyridine is the principal ingredient used in the manufacture of
SASP, H.R. 4890 would undermine this nascent industrial development
in our territory.

Pharmacia' s investment, its occupational training program and
its opportunities for meaningful and productive employrrent for resi-
dents of the Virgin Islands are of utmost importance to the U.S.
Virgin Islands. Since this investTent and the new job opportunities
arising thereunder are jeopardized by the proposed legislation, I
strongly urge the Ccninittee to disallow any duty exemption for sulfa-
pyridine.

Sincerely,

Juan Luis
Governor of the Virgin Islands

/
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Intermotoo)t ond Notionol Heodquorers
1701 KSt NW. Sure 203 Washingron DC 200(Y). 1581 (202) 331,1346

July 29, 1982

The Honorable Bob Packwod
145 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: S.2247

Dear Senator Packwood:

Your Legislative Assistant, Mr. David Spencer, recently contacted me at
Special Olympics Headquarters to ask our organization's position on S.
2247, which involves waiving import duties on athletic footwear donated
to organizations offering sports program for handicapped individuals.

By ruling dated December 12, 1974, the Internal Revenue Service
classified Special Olympics as a tax-exempt charitable organization
under Internal Revenue Code Section 501(c)(3) and as a private
foundation under Section 509(a). Because it is classified as a private
foundation, Special Olympics is prohibited from engaging in lobbying
activities. Consequently, Special Olympics has not taken and does not
intend to take a position on S.2247.

Let me take this opportunity to thank you again for your support of
special Olympics in Oregon.-%\

I
Robert M. Montague, Jr.
Executive Director

S1

SPECIAL OLYMPICS. INC,
Eunmce Kennedy shrrver. resident

Robert hA Monrogue, g Gen USA (Ner ). Execorrve Direcror
Thomos 0 Songster. Phd Drectoi o( Sports ond Recreoaon

Stonley 5rortzel. Oector ot Coching, and ironing

Creored ond sponsored by The Joseph P. Kennedy Jr. Foundorion
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Senator Mark 0. Hatfield
Statement
Finance Finance Committee on International Trade
July 22, 1982

Mr. Chairman,

I af-piased to submit testimony to your committee on behalf of
4. 2247 ,which would allow the duty-free entry of shoes imported
for donAtion to the Special Olympics.

When Ronald Reagan became President, he issued a call for the
private sector to increase contributions to charitable
organizations in order to pick up the slack that might be felt
with federal funding to such organizations is reduced along with
other outlays in an attempt to reduce the federal deficit. This
bill would give further impetus to the President's call by
providing an incentive to manufacturers who donate shoes to the
Special Olympics. The cost the U.S. Treasury is minimal and the
rewards are great for athletes who participate in the Special
Olympics.

The need for this legislation exists to encourage greater
contributions to groups like the Special Olympics. Approximately
one million children participate in Special Olympics events
alone. Should the scope of S. 2247 be broadened, as I think it
should, to include all other non-profit organizations who sponsor
or organize sports events for the mentally or physically
handicapped, the potential for shoes would grow considerably.
Seventy percent of the Special Olympic participants come from
low-income families who cannot afford to pay for a pair of
athletic shoes. To date only a small percentage of this need has
been met by shoe manufacturers and something must be done to
encourage increased donations to these worthy causes.

The number of shoes required to fit the children who participate
in the Special Olympics and like events, cannot be expected to
come solely from domestic manufacturers - the demand is too great
and the donations to date too small to match that demand.
Domestic manufacturers have only recently stated their intention
to provide shoes and have yet to commit themselves to any actual
donation. On the other hand, Blue Ribbon Sports/Nike has
contributed a significant number of shoes to the Special
Olympics, would like to contribute more but is unable to, because
of financial considerations. Legislation is necessary to
encourage more charitable contributions to athletic organizations
for the handicapped. Without legislation providing an added
incentive, I fear the donation programs will fall by the wayside
while the number of participants increase.

S. 2247 has been lpbelled by some as a special interest bill.
While it is true the legislation certainly does affect Nike
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directly, it also would apply to any manufacturer who imports
into the U.S., including such manufacturers as Adidas, Puma, and
Tiger, and also domestic manufacturers who manufacture off-shore
as well. Thus, S. 2247 would encourage more companies to donate
an increasing number of shoes to the Special Olympics - which is
the primary goal. The real winner in this is not any particular
company, but the Special Olympians who receive that brand new
pailr of shoes.

This issue is too important to be bogged down by squabbling
between competitors in footwear manufacturing. We should instead
concentrate our discussion on those who will truly benefit from
the legislation now before us, the Special Olympians. The
Special Olympics has given handicapped children a wonderful
opportunity to participate in competitive sports activities just
as the non-handicapped have that same opportunity. The Special
Olympics has created an environment which allows these children
to grow, not Just physically, but spiritually and mentally as
well. We need to do what we can to help the Special Olympics
help their children.

Nike has displayed its willingness to help by contributing over
250,000 pairs of shoes to the Special Olympics-since October
1981. Their record has gone unmatched by any other domestic or
foreign manufacturer. The Nike give-away program and promotion
of athletic events for handicapped children ought to be
commended. I challenge other manufacturers to meet its donation
program for the good of the Special Olympics.

Senator Packwood and I introduced S. 2247 to encourage the
private sector to increase contributions to charitable
organizations like the Special Olympics. As pointed out earlier
in my statement, passage of this bill would have a minimal effect
on the U.S. Treasury but would be very beneficial to the Special
Olympics. For the sake of the handicapped youth, I urge the
committee to favorably pass out S. 2247 so that the
underprivileged athletes will have properly fitted athletic
shoes.

I am skeptical of domestic manufacturers who claim they can meet
all the needs of the Special Olympics when they have done little
in the past to demonstrate their willingness to do so. If these
domestic manufacturers are truly concerned about the well-being-
of handicapped athletes, let them acknowledge this by giving the
Special Olympics Committee and like organizations a firm
commitment to donate shoes. Until this happens, there is no
reason to believe that domestic manufacturers can or will provide
the necessary shoes.

Mr. Chairman, Nike, Inc. is and Oregon corporation and I am very
proud of the leadership it has taken in establishing a
relationship with the Special Olympics. I am also very proud of
the role the Oregon chapter of the Special Olympics has played in
facilitating the distribution of shoes for Special Olympic events
all around the country. The purpose of my statement, is not,
however, to promote Nike shoes or its goodwill, but to encourage
other manufacturers, both domestic and foreign, to follow suit in
helping organizations for handicapped youth.
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Hearing on S 2247
Subcommittee on International Trade

July 2, 193?

Statement of Congressman Les AuCoin
For the Committee Report

I believe the administration has overlooked key points regarding S. 2247.

First, it claims the needs of organizations like the Special Olympics are

likelyx to be met without the benefit of this bill. I disagree. The

equipment needs of the physically and mentally handicapped for athletic

competition are largely unmet. Many children compete at these

competitions in boots, street shoes, or no shoes. Clearly the

Administration illustrates its misunderstanding of the situation.

Although footwear manufacturers have expressed an interest in donating

footwear to qualifyed organizations, their odder falls far short of the

potential donations the bill could bring. In the fine print, their offer

refers only to the finals of the Special Olympics Competition, not to any

preliminaries. I believe this legislation provides the incentive to more

fully equip the handicapped at each level of athletic competition.

Second, the Administration claims that the bill represents special

interest legislation, and opposes any effort to expand it. Since the

only real interest is that of the handicapped athletes, and since the tax

code and tariff schedule are occasionally used to provide incentives for

charitable donations, I fail to see any reason not to target donations

where there's a Job that needs to be done.

Finally, the Administration claims that it has no way to enforce the

expanded tariff p-ovisions under current staffing levels. This can be

overcome with the cooperation of footwear manufacturers, who have already

stated that they would properly label the -imported shoes creating a

minimum amount of work for customs officials.

I believe that the Administration's reasons for not supporting the bill

are shallow and poorly conceived. The importation of the footwear

presents no threat to any person, any corporation, nor any Job. Moreover

those who need the footwear would benefit tremendously. -
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STATEMENT OF

ASSOCIATION OF SYNTHETIC YARN MANUFACTURERS, INC.

IN SUPPORT OF

S-2566.

This statement is presented on behalf of the Association of Syn-

thetic Yarn Manufacturers, Inc. in support of S-2566, which provides

for duty-free treatment of machines specifically designed for stretch

or heat-set texturing of continuous filament man-made fibers. The

Association's membership is composed of firms who texture filament

yarns for the production of knit and woven fabrics consumed in apparel

and home furnishings. Our membership is spread geographically along

the eastern seaboard in ten states from Rhode Island to South Carolina.

Since the introduction of textured man-made filament yarns in the

early 1950's, textured yarn production has grown to over one billion

pounds annually. This was made possible by technological developments

which increased yarn output per spindle from 60. meters per minute in

1955 to a 1,200 meters per minute potential today. The resulting

productivity increases and manufacturing cost reductions have been

phenomenal by any standard.

To illustrate how rapidly texturing technology has developed over

the past 25 years, we have prepared a table identified as Exhibit I

which traces the machine developments of four manufacturers since 1955

in terms of yarn output per delivery in meters per minute. From 1955

to 1965, output increased some three fold. From 1965 to 1970, the
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output doubled, and doubled again by 1975 and again by 1980.- This has

been further illustrated in Exhibit II to show the relationship between

delivery speed and output in pounds per hour. The result is a twenty

fold increase in output per machine week since 1955.

Throughout the 25-year history of texturing, European and Japanese

machinery manufacturers dominated in terms of technology and enabled

their domestic yarn producers to capture a large share of the U.S.

textured yarn market in the early 1970's. Being unable to obtain

comparable technology at home, U.S. texturizers turned to Europe. The

results can best be illustrated by the data in Exhibit III, which shows

U.S. imports and exports of textured yarn in pounds since 1970. Begin-

ning in 1974, U.S. texturizers turned a huge trade deficit into an

enviable surplus in textured yarn.

Over the last five years, U.S. texturizers imported European

texturing machines valued at roughly $100 million. In 1981 alone, U.S.

textured yarn exports exceeded $400 million.

The technological lead in filament yarn texturing enjoyed by

the U.S. today, coupled with a successful yarn export effort over the

last five years, is what brings us before you today. In order to

maintain our competitive position in the 'international and domestic

markets, we must continue to replace older machines with the more

advanced technology available only from foreign machine manufacturers,

since failure to do so would be an open invitation to our competitors

in Japan and Europe to retake the competitive advantage.

Currently texturing machines are imported under subpart E of part 4

of schedule 6 of the Tariff Schedules of the United States and have a

column I duty rate of 5.3% ad valorem. While this small rate of duty

may seem insignificant, it must be remembered that we are talking about
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machines that cost up to $600,000 each. When one considers the 5.3%

duty, coupled with a 16% prime rate, the ability to purchase equipment

of this type is becoming increasingly difficult.

While it may be argued that the elimination of the customs duty

would be a loss to the U.S. Treasury, it should also be pointed out

that the overall advantages far outweigh this consideration. In pure

economic terms, one must also consider the extra income generated by

corporate income taxes paid by the yarn producer, the effect on domestic

employment, and finally the favorable trade balance in textured yarns.

Furthermore, since the effective date of the House Bill is October 1, 1982,

there would be no impact on the current budget.

Hearings on a companion bill, H.R. 5884. were held by the House

Ways and Means subcommittee on May 26, 1982. We are pleased to report

that the Administration presented testimony during those hearings in

support of H.R. 5884 with a minor technical amendment to the definition

of the machinery covered and limiting the duty suspension to three years.

We have no objection to these amendments and support the position of the

administration as outlined in a letter from the General Counsel of the

U.S. Department of Commerce to the Honorable Dan.Rostenkowski, a copy

of which is attached to this statement.

In conclusion, our organization fully supports duty-free treatment

for heat-set stretch texturing machines as provided for in S-2566. We

hope you will agree that our position is sound and appreciate the

opportunity to express our views to the Committee.

Jim H. Conner
Executive Director
Association of Synthetic Yarn Mfrs., Inc.
P.O. Box 66
Gastonia, NC 28052
(704) 867-7201

July 14, 1982
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EXHIBIT II

TEXTURING PRODUCTIVITY PER SPINDLE HOUR

AT VARIOUS DELIVERY SPEEDS

ASSUMING 100 AND 150 DENIER YARN

DELIVERY SPEED
(METERS/MINUTE)

60

120

180

400

600

900

1,200

POUNDS OUTPUT PER HOUR PER POSITION
100 DENIER 150 DENIER

.088 .132

.176 .264

.264 .397

.588 .881

.881 1.322

1.322 1.983

1.763 2.644

CONVERSION FORMULA

Output per delivery = Meters/min x denier x .533
in pounds per hour 36,288

NOTE: Output per machine week can be calculated by multiplying
the pounds output per delivery position per hour by the
number of spindles on the machine times 168 hours per week.
At 1,200 meters per minute, the output per week for a 216
spindle machine would be computed as follows:

1.763 x 216 x 168 = 63,975 pounds 100 denier yarn
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EXHIBIT III

U.S. TRADE IN TEXTURED

MANMADE FIBER YARNS

1970-1981

(Pounds in Thousands)

YEAR IMPORTS EXPORTS

1970 77,892 N/A

1971 145,087 N/A

1972 126,640 N/A

1973 100,271 39,515

1974 41,890 57,117

1975 30,999 53,505

1976 30,841 49,123

1977 48,399 56,592

1978 21,099 56,439

1979 11,979 143,825

1980 9,062 190,273

1981 12,174 317,860
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GENERAL COUNSEL OF THEUNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Washn€ow. D.C. 20230

asvN 2 8 rI r

Honorable Dan Rostenkowski
Chairman, Committee on Ways and Means JUN
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

WAYS AND MEANS
Dear Mr. Chairman:

This is in response to your request for the views of the Department
of Commerce on H.R. 5884, a bill:

"To apply duty-free treatment to machines specifically designed
for stretch or heat-sebt texturing of continuous filament
manmade fibers."

If enacted, H.R. 5884 would eliminate the column 1 (NFN) duty on
certain machines designed for texturing continuous filament manmade
fibers. The column 2 (statutory) duty of 40% ad valorem is
unaffected by this legislation.

Machines for heat set, stretch texturing of continuous filament
manmade fibers are primarily classified under Tariff Schedules of
the United States (TSUS) item 670.06 with a column 1 duty of 5.3% ad
valorem and an LDDC duty of 4.2% ad valorem.

The Department of Commerce would have no objection to enactment of
H.R. 5884 provided the definition of the machinery involved were
revised to cover machines specifically designed for "heat set,
stretch" texturing of continuous filament manmade fibers, vice
"etch or heat-set" texturing (emphasis added). We also recommend
that H.R. 5684 be revised to provide for a three-year duty
suspension instead of a duty elimination.

There is at least one manufacturer of stretch texturing machinery in
the United States. This manufacturer produces air-jet stretch
texturing machinery designed to process heavier yarn than that
treated by heat-setting. The change in definition would assure that
texturing machinery produced in the United States would not be
covered by the duty-free treatment.

A duty suspension of three years would allow time to assess any
economic impact of duty free treatment, while benefiting U.S. users
of heat set, stretch texturing machinery.

The U.S. International Trade Commission (USITC) estimates that
enactment of H.R. 5884 would result in an average annual revenue
loss of $1.07 million. Enactment of H.R. 5884 would have no effect
on the revenues to or administrative costs of this Department.

we have been advised by the Office of Management and Budget that
there is no objection to submission of this report to Congress from.
the standpoint of the Administration's program.

Sincerely,

General Counsel
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WHITE HOUSE CONFEPENCE
ON LIBRARY AND INFORMATION

SERVICES TASKFORCE
301 hanover Bldg., 480 Cedar St., St. Paul, KC 55101

July 29, 1932

Senate Carsmittee on Finance
2227 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Sir:

I am writing regarding S. 2685 to implement the Nalruti Protocol to the
Florence Agreement an the weportation of educational, scientific and
cultural materials and request that this letter be entered into the
retid for Lie July 21, 1932 hearing on this matter of the senate ii-
nance Ccrdttee.

The 2itte House Conference on Library .nd Information Services Task
Force (WJCLIST), representing each state and territory, was created by
the White House Conference on Library and Information Services and
charged with responsibility for mornitoring implementation of conference
resolutions. Conference resolutions were adopted by stie 800 White
House Conference delegates representing vure than 100,000 persons who
participated in state aMd territorial pre-ite Houso Conerencns.

WHCLIST supports S. 2685 as a mechanism for irplerenting White House
Conference Resolution E-I resolving "that protocol for library and in-
fon-ation exchange in the United States support the participation in
the universal availability of publications and encourage the elimina-
tion of trade and other barriers to the exchange of library materials
and information of all kinds..." Users of libraries have benefited
greatly frcn the provisions of th-e original Florence Agre ent, because
the costs of imported educational, scientific and cultural materials
have been reduced and administrative procedures for importation have
been siplified. The Nairobi Protocol, adding duty free treatment to
rricroforyns, audio and visual aterial, will result in greater benefits.

iC-LIST urges your camttee to report favorably on S. 2685 and to seek
Senate consideration as soon as possible after consideration of the
protocol itself.

Sincerely yours,

William G. Asp
Chair
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TESTIMONY OF NATIONAL BULK VENDORS ASSOCIATION

BY

MICHAEL R. LEMOV
SPECIAL COUNSEL

ON BEHALF OF S. 2692

BEFORE THE
UNITED STATES SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE
JULY 22, 1982

Special Counsel:

Mithrel R. Lemov
Leight n Conklin Lemov Jacobs
and Bu :kley, Chartered
2033 V. Street, N.W.
Suite 8J0
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 785-4800
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

My name is Michael R. Lemov, I am Special Counsel to the National Bulk Vendors

Association. I am here today to urge your support for S. 2692, a bill co-sponsored by

Chairman Danforth and Senator Bentsen. The language of S. 2692 is identical to that of

H.R. 6268 which was favorably reported on June 22, 1982, by the House Ways and Means

Subcommittee on Trade. This bill is supported by the Administration and by the bulk

vending, toy and jewelry Industries. In drafting the legislation, care was taken to assure

that no harm can befall any American industry as a result of the bill. To our knowledge,

there is no opposition to S. 2692.

Briefly, the National Bulk Vendors Association is an organization of approximately

165 small businesses that include manufacturers and servicers of the bulk vending

machines and distributors and importers of the items vended. Bulk vending machines are

typically non-electrically operated machines that dispense confections, gum ba]ls, nuts,

toys, and novelty items at random from bulk. The machines are located mostly in

supermarkets and department stores throughout the country. There are approximately

800,000 machines in use nationally.

Nationwide, there are approximately 12 manufacturers of bulk vending machines,

30 to 40 distributors of the machines and their contents, and hundreds of vending
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machine operators. In total, the industry provides jobs for over 10,000 people throughout

the United States. The industry serves a useful function creating jobs and selling

recreational products mostly to America's children. Approximately 30% of the

merchandise which is sold in the machines can be classified as smafl toys and novelty

items which are imported largely from Hong Kong and Taiwan. These are sold for five

cents, ten cents and twenty-five cents.

Mr. Chairman, the bulk vending industry needs S. 2692 because the economic

viability of this industry has been seriously threatened in the past decade by a

combination of inflation and maintenance of the tariffs in question. Our primary reasons

for urging your favorable consideration of this legislation are as follows:

1. The tariffs in question 1 / are an anachronism and serve no useful purpose.

At the time they were enacted there was a small dome.cic industry that

produced these imported novelties. No domestic industry exists at this

time. In the last decade, the labor costs involved made it impossible for

American producers to manufacture these items. Since there is no

domestic industry at this time, the tariffs no longer serve the purpose for

I/ See 19 U.S.C. 51202, TSUS 735.19, 737.77, 740.30 and 740.34 through 740.38.
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which they were Intended. Attached to our testimony are Exhibit A, a

letter from the President of the Toy Manufacturers of America, and

Exhibit B, a letter from the Jewelry industry, indicating that there is no

domestic industry of which they are aware and also indicating support for

this type of legislation.

2. The bulk vending Industry is composed entirely of small businesses. They

are virtually all "Ma and Pa" operations. It is a significant hardship for

them to pay a duty that may range from 7.7 percent to 22 percent on these

imported novelty items.

3. The Industry in total is so small as to be insignificant in terms of tariff

revenues. We estimate that the total sales of both vending machines and of

the products distributed through them is less than $100 million per year in

the United States. We estimate that the total amount of charms, novelties

and small toys imported for sale in our machines is between $7 million and

$10 million per year. Assuming an average duty of 14 percent (which is

probably high) the total loss of revenue from the repeal of these tariffs

would be, at maximum, $1 million, an amount which we suggest is minimal

In terms of revenues to the Treasury, but which is of great significance to
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the struggling companies in the bulk vending industry.

4. Current economic conditions have adversely affected the bulk vending

industry. Annual sales have fallen-in recent years as the number of people

In the industry and the number of machines on location have dropped. We

believe the primary reasons for this reduction are: 1) declining birth rates;

2) inflation; and 3) the closing of numerous national supermarkets, thus

reducing available outlets. In part, the problem is caused by the unique

nature of the Industry, in the sense that cost Increases cannot be passed on

in the form of higher retail prices to our purchasers. The coin slots on the

simple mostly non-electrical bulk vending machines are fixed at either one

cent, five cents, ten cents, or twenty-five cents. If the cost of

merchandise goes up, the coin slot cannot be changed. As a result,

operators must absorb much of the increased cost thereby diminishing or

eliminating their profits until the operator cannot afford to absorb any

further increased costs. At that point, an item previously vended through a

five cent machine is then vended through a ten cent machine and

corresponding items vended in ten cent machines would be increased to
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twenty-five cent machines. The result is lesser value merchandise

available for children and a loss of incentive for persons to buy bulk

vending products from our machines.

5. The existing schedules impose an administrative burden to the industry

and the Customs Bureau. The duties imposed on the items Imported range

from 7.7 to 22 percent depending upon which of the approximately 13

applicable classifications an item falls within. Moreover, whether a

particular item fits within one category or another has been the subject of

frequent controversy. Consequently, different results have been obtained

at different ports of entry. Passage of S. 2692 %ould eliminate a portion of

this burden thereby assisting both the bulk vending industry and the

Customs Bureau.

The bulk vending industry has not grown in recent years - rather, jobs have been

lost and the financial pressures on the industry now threaten its existence. In the 1960's

there were perhaps as many as 1,000 operators spread across the United States. Today

the estimated number of total operators is less than 500. The National Bulk Vendors

Association has diminished in size during the same period from about 350 members to the
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current 165 members, the smallest number of members in over 30 years. Moreover, the

average profit margin in the industry is extremely low ranging from an estimated 2.3

percent of net sales to 4.7 of net sales.

Mr. Chairman, the foregoing are the primary reasons for our request that this

Subcommittee grant relief from an unnecessary tariff. Several states have already

recognized the plight of the bulk vendors of America and have enacted legislation ex-

empting from sales tax certain classifications of bulk vended merchandise and/or

exempting from licensing fees the companies that so vend. See Exhibit C. Moreover, the

bill before you is fully supported by the Administration and all American industries

affected by it.

In the final analysis, the real basis for our plea is people. We are appealing to you

on behalf of the thousands of employees and the hundreds of small businesses which are

the employers in our industry. We ask you to help our industry survive and to continue to

provide Jobs and services to the American public. We stand ready to answer any ques-

tions the Subcommittee may have or furnish any further information concerning S. 2692

and the bulk vending industry. We thank you, Mr. Chairman, and the Subcommittee for

your consideration.
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41CTURERS 0

April 21, 1982

Mr. Michael R. Lemov
Leighton Conklin Lemov

Jacobs and Buckley
2033 M Street, Northwest
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dear Mr. Lemov:

As we discussed on the phone, the Toy Manufacturers of America
would offer no.objection to a proposal to exempt from duties the
:zmall toys and novelty items sold in vending machines.

A review of our membership indicates that such items, valued at
fifteen cents or less per item, are not part of this domestic
industry.

YQurs very y,

Dougl Thomson
President

DT/Lk

cc: A&n Locker

EXHIBIT A

200 RFH AVENUE/NEW YORK N.Y. 1010/PHONE (2) 8751141
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MANUFACTURING JEWELERS
& SILVERSMITHS OF AMERICA INC.

T. IlItLTMORC PLAZA MOTEtL, XCNNCOY PLAZA
PROVIOCHCE, ROD0 ISLAND 02903
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DIRIECTORSI

4ArNU1R4ALTMA Michael R. Lemov, Esq.
-"A "" W. AAMLeighton Conklin Lemov Jacobs Buckley
mo.te bnComo". Ai 2033 M Street, N.W., Suite 800
.00 b InCWashington, DC 20036
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ntorffm arosec Mfg. Co..R3 FAT N.K .. discussed.
N. KOCA Inc.. RI,-4AAO KP%ItE, N".
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SMof T MAl has no objection to the proposed duty-free entry of
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EXHIBIT B

NEW YORK OFFiCE 570 SEVENTH AVENUE, ROOM 504. NEW YORK, NY 10018 - (212) 921-2590
SOUTHWESTERN OFFICE. P.O. BOX 872. PLANO, TX 75074 - (214) 887-8200
_WESTERN QFFiCE: P.O. BOX 628. ALTA-LOMA, CA 91701 - 17141 989-1998.... 1
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%J,1 )346-3100 NATIONAL BULK VENDORS ASSOCIATION
135 South LaSallo Stract
Chicago, Illinois 60603

PARTIAL LIST OF TAX RELIEF

Suite 2323

There are many states which have recognized the special needs and
problems of our industry and have enacted exemptions for sales through
bulk vending machines. The essential ingredient to this special legis-
lation is our definition of a bulk vending machine which sets us apart
from the balance of the vending industry:

8A non-electrically operated vending
machine, containing unsorted.confec-
tions, nuts or merchandise which, upon
insertion of a coin, dispenses the same
in equal portions, at random and with-
out selection by the .customer."

Our first statewide effort for this legislation
resulted in the passage in 1971 of an amendment
patron Tax Act (sales act) which exempted sales
vending machines. Ill. Rev. Stats., Ch 120, 55

was in Illinois and
to the Retailers Occu-
through one cent bulk
440 and 439.2.

*The states of Iowa, Connecticut and Kentucky among others, also
exempt from licensing and/or sales tax any vending machine dispensing
only ball gum or similar nonperishable snacks. Conn.-Conn. Gen. Stat.
5 12-412(aa) (1979) (sales tax exemption for one cent vending machines,
license fee required); Iowa-rowa Code Ann. 5 191A.2 (West 1971)
(license fee exemption, no sales tax exemption); Ky.-Xy. Rev. Stat.
S5 139.470(6) and 217.811 (1971) (sales tax exemption for one cent
vending machines, exemption from permit and fee requirements].

Regarding sales taxes, the following states have exempted from
sales tax those sales priced below the specific amounts as indicated:

STATE AUTHORITY AMOUNT

Indiana Ind. Coda Ann. S 6-2.5-2-2(a) (Burns 1979) 15 cents or less

Maryland Md. Ann. Code Axt. 81, S 325 (1980)

Ohio Ohio Rev. Code Ann S 5739.02 (Page 1980)

W. Virginia W. Va. Code S 11-15-11 (1974)

N. Dakota N.D. Cent. Code S 57-39.2-03.3 (1972)

19 cents or less

15 cents or less

15 cents or less

15 cents or less

EXHIBIT C
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The above states exempted all sales at the indicated prices. The
following states specificafl-7 except sales fro.a vondinr machines
from the sales tax with prices below a certain amount:

Idaho Idaho'Code S 63-3622(o) (1976).

Nebraska Nob. Rev. Stat S 77-2704(j) (1976)

Texas Tax. Tax Code Ann. Tit. 122A, S 20.04
(Vernon 1969)

Virginia Va. Code S.58-441.34 (1974)

15 cents or less

Less than 15 cents

16 cents or less

10 cents or less

In Virginia, a tax of 41 of the wholesale cost of goods purchased for
sale at retail is scheduled to replace the above exemption effected
July 1, 1952.

At least one state exempts all vending sales of candy, nuts,
chewing gum, etc; from sales tax:

Michigaii Mich. Comp. Laws S 205.54(g) (1978)

At-least five states give specific relief to operators of
vending machines when the sales are priced at 10 cents or less and
after certain other qualifications are met. The other qualifications
usually involve the requirement that the retailer be primarily engaged
in the business of making such sales and keeping records satisfactory
to the local Tax Assessor or Tax Collector:

Maine Me. Rev. Stat. Ann. Tit. 36, 5 1760(34)
(1978)

15 cents or less

Mass. Mass. Ann. Laws ch. 64H, 5 6(t) 10 cents or less
(Law. Co-op 1978)

New Jersey H.J. Stat. Ann. $ 54:32B-8.9 (West 1960) 10 cents or less

Now York N.Y. Tax Law $ 110S(d) (ii) (€)
(McKinney 1975)

S. Carolina S.C. Code $ 12-35-550(22) (1976)

10 cents or less

10 cents or less

The states of Connecticut and Minnesota tax vending sales at
special rates. Conn.-Conn. con. Stat. S 12-40(i)(b) (1979) (3 1/2% tax
on sales of 71 or less instead of 71 general rate]; Minn.-Mnn. Stat.
Ann. S 297A.0. (West 1972) (31 tax instead of 4% general rate].
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A
ESTABLISHED 36f

MANUF~ACTUR~ERS OFmmI
BRAND PRODUCTS

July 26, 1982

STATEMENT

RE: S-2705 - A BILL TO SUSPEND DUTY ON GROUND HOT RED PEPPER
AND SALT

Our company has been growing a special variety of

pepper for our use since 1868. Within the last eighteen

years, in order to keep up with production of our pepper

sauce, we have been forced to grow this pepper outside of

the United States. The ripe red peppers are mixed with salt

and are ground or macerated the day they are picked. The
"mash" is then put in white oak barrels for aging. At that

point, the peppers are ready for shipment to our plant in

the United States. This mash is then aged in warehouses on

Avery Island, Louisiana until judged by a member of the

McIlhenny Company family to be properly mellowed and cured

for use in TABASCO brand pepper sauce.

Only approximately 300 acres of these special variety

of pepper which we use for our sauce is grown in the United

States. We are growing 40 acres of that ourselves. These

special pepper "mash" is not offered for sale in the United

States by any individual or business entity. Our company

stands ready to purchase any mash made with our special

variety of pepper and which we judge to be a suitable quality

and within reason as to price. We feel that the duty we are

forced to pay on some of the pepper mash we import was not

meant to protect this very specialized product and industry.

The revenue loss this year, if we have an excellent crop in

Mexico, would be approximately $10,000.

•EDMUND M-clLHENNY, JR. a RI

98-592 0 - 82 - 41
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August 3, 1982

STATEMENT OF
THE INSTITUTE OF SCRAP IRON AND STEEL

BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

OF THE
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

U.S. SENATE
ON H.R., 4566

The Institute of Scrap Iron and Steel, Inc., 1627 K Street,

N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006, a national trade association repre-

senting 1,500 processors, brokers and dealers of metallic scrap,

and industry suppliers, urges favorable consideration of H.R. 4566,

an omnibus tariff bill which passed the House of Representatives

on October 13, 1981. Institute members process, ship, or other-

wise handle approximately 90 to 95 percent of the iron and steel

scrap purchased in the United States, and handle equally impres-

sive percentages of the many other metallic scrap materials which

are recycled in our economy.

Specifically, the Institute supports section 17 of H.R. 4566,

which amends the U.S. Tariff Schedules by granting permanent duty-

free treatment for certain imported metal waste and scrap. The

existing tariff has been suspended on a nearly continuous basis

for the past forty years, by way of "temporary" three year exten-

sions which have been renewed as a matter of course since 1942.

Because the latest duty suspension period was due to expire on

June 30, 1981, Congressman Vander Jagt introduced H.R. 2479 ear-

lier this session, which proposed to suspend the duties for an

additional three years. In a hearing before the House Ways and

Means Trade Subcommittee on June 15, 1981, the Institute appeared
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in support of the bill, and suggested an amendment which would

provide for permanent duty-free treatment of metal waste and

scrap; the Subcommittee subsequently approved such an amendment.

Significantly, no witness from either the public or private sec-

tor appeared in opposition to the bill. When the full Committee

considered the bill, in addition to approving the amended version

of H.R. 2479, it also consolidated a number of miscellaneous

tariff measures into one omnibus bill, which became H.R. 4566.

The body of the scrap metal bill now appears as section 17 of

H.R. 4566.

We feel that the reasons for eliminating the duty are

compelling and of a continuing nature. The past forty years

have demonstrated an established precedent and procedure that

benefits all the affected parties and their nations, in a manner

which damages no other interest. The Institute respectfully

submits that a permanent duty-free status for these tariff items

is certainly justified.

We believe that section of H.R. 4566 represents sound

economic policy. First, if the existing duty suspension is not

renewed, the added costs of the duty would make it more difficult

for certain U.S. manufacturers to keep their overall costs in

line. Second, the elimination of the duty would have no adverse

impact on a domestic industry. On the contrary, it would assist

segments of the U.S. steel and foundry industries.

Finally, the duty elimination will preserve the natural

market flow between scrap sources and scrap users, ignoring

national boundaries -- such access to supplies is particularly
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important in the trade in the northern part of the United States,

since Canada has traditionally been by far the principal source

of imports of iron and steel scrap into this country. Moreover,

trade in iron and steel scrap between the U.S. and Canada flows

in both directions; Canada recognizes the importance of permit-

ting relatively unimpeded trade in iron and steel scrap between

the two countries, and permits the entry of U.S. imports of such

scrap duty-free. It is very much in our own interest that the

U.S. provide similar treatment to Canadian imports.

For all of the above reasons, and in light of the absence

of any opposition to the legislation by either Executive Branch

agencies or the private sector, the Institute of Scrap Iron and

Steel strongly supports section 17 of H.R. 4566, and urges

favorable consideration by the Finance Committee.

Thank you.

Herschel Cutler
Executive Director
Institute of Scrap Iron and
Steel, Inc.

1627 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006
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CANNED
TUNA _________________ ___ _

August 3, 1982

The Honorable Robert Dole
2227 Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Chairman Dole:

On behalf of the domestic tuna industry, we wish to respond
to the supplemental testimony of the Association of Food Industries,
Inc., which they filed following the hearing on July 21, 1982, with
respect to H.R. 4566.

On July 21, 1982, Mr. Herbert Harris of Harris, Berg and
Creskoff testified on behalf of the Association of Food Industries,
Inc.i which is a group of importers of foreign food products
including canned tuna. These importers of foreign-produced food
products seek to reverse the policy of U.S. Customs in order to
increase the shipment of foreign-processed canned tuna to the U.S.

The supplemental testimony by the importers is mendacious
in its perfidious representation of our position and the manipula-
tion of facts. There is clear intent by the importers to mislead
the Senate Finance Committee with respect to the impact of Sec-
tion 2 of H.R. 4566. The simple facts are these:

- American Samoa is a special case; it is outside
the U.S. Customs jurisdiction; it has special
duty-free status because of U.S. policy as mani-
fested in the 1956 Presidential Proclamation,
3128, Part II, and further predicated on U.S.
Seiiate policy as provldzd in the Trade Act of 1974

- As part of U.S. policy to encourage the growth and
development of the Island's economy, U.S. companies
in the early 1950's were encouraged to assist in
the development of a local fishing industry. In
thirty years of struggle, the local fishing indus-
try in American Samoa has survived and is today a
viable part of its economy.

- It is a fact that if the American Samoan tuna pack
is not included in the import quota calculations,
more foreign-packed tuna can enter the U.S. market,
where it competes at unfair advantages with the
domestic product.

TUNA RESEARCH FOUNDATION, INC.
SUITE 603 • 1101 SEVENTEENTH STREET, N W • WASHINGTON, D C 20036 . t202) 296-4630

98-592 0 - 82 - 42
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- There is a clear pattern of increased foreign
imports. The U.S. Customs figures attached make
clear this point. And the very reason the
importers group in the U.S. seeks to reverse U.S.
policy with respect to its treatment of the
American Samoan product is to allow greater
increase in imports, contrary to the purpose of
a tariff rate quota system on canned tuna.

We restate our strong opposition to Section 2 of H.R. 4566
and submit that the supplemental testimony offered by the importer
group is clearly a subterfuge to mislead the members of the
Committee.

We respectfully urge the Committee to delete-Section 2 of
H.R. 4566.

Very truly yours,

(President

Attachment
JPM:ii
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1979 CANNED TUNA IMPORTS

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN POUNDS

Japan 28,366,349
Taiwan 12,282,144
Philippines 6,998,243
Thailand 4,843,885
Spain 336,283
Malaysia 291,736
Ghana 195,000
Peru 190, 980
Maldive 62,347
Portugal 54,222
Azores- 36,799
Korea 27,300
Italy 8,429
Hong Kong 4,988
Brazil 1,682
China 1,320
Israel 1,291
Ecuador 756
Netherlands 150
France 132

TOTAL 53,704,036 pounds

TSUS Number Pounds

112.3020 14,729,464
112.3040 38,342,295
112.3400 4,988
112.9000 672,289

Source: Imports--IA 245X, annual 1979, U.S. Dept. of Comerce
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SUMMARY
1980 CANNED TUNA IMPORTS

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN
Japan
Taiwan
Philippines
Thailand
Peru
Maldive
Spain
Fiji
Korea
New Zealand
Hong Kong
Malaysia
Azores
Portugal
French West Indies
Switzerland
Macao
Singapore
Cape Verde
China
Denmark
Israel
USSR
Germany
France
Netherlands
Canada

TOTAL

TSUS Number

112.3020
112.3040
112.3400
112.9000

* POUNDS
24,793,694
15,946,576
13,777,042
6,404,581
1,125,308

599,683
145,811
143,850
127,176
93,765
90,534
66,077

" 50,038
37,354
32,419
29,250
29,250
27,700
18,265
6,584
3,131
1,866
1,269

825
417
313
170

63,552,948 pounds

Pounds

16,522,256
43,707,805
2,877,096

445,781

Source: Imports--IA 245X, Annual 1980, U.S. Dept. of Commerce
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1981 CANNED TUNA IMPORTS

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN POUNDS

Philippines 21,451,220
Japan 21,271,107
Taiwan 15,770,756
Thailand 10,314,799
Malaysia 696,109
Maldive 592,268
Spain 170,008
Indonesia 146,211
Hong Kong 66,957
Singapore 64,838
Australia 58,481
Azores 58,373
Peru 51,539
Trinidad 32,328
Korea 31,172
France 27,517
Portugal 24,420
Italy 15,876
Cape Verde 4,988
China 2,645

TOTAL: 70,851,612 pounds

TSUS Number Pounds

112.3020 12,606,674
112.3040 46,332,399
112.3400 11,644,306
112.9000 268,233

Source: Imports--IA 245X, Annual 1981. U.S. Dept. of Commerce
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STATEMENT OF
ROLAND R. RICHARD

BUSINESS UNIT MANAGER
SIMONDS CUTTING TOOLS

INTERVALE ROAD
FITCHBURG, MASSACHUSETTS 01420

(617) 343-3731

Simonds Cutting Tools strongly urges the Subcommittee on Trade of the Senate

Finance Committee to recommend passage of H.R. 4566. This legislation would

make permanent the reduction in duties on chipper knife steel.

Simonds relies heavily on foreign imports of chipper knife steel due to the

high cost of this particular alloy from U.S. sources. These imports, how-

ever, when combined with other domestic knife manufacturers are less than

two tenths of one percent of domestic specialty steel production as reported

by the Machine Knife Association.

A large disparity has existed for many years where the rate of duty on chipper

knife steel was approximately 132 and the rate of duty on finished chipper

knives approximately 5%. Since chipper knife steel accounts for approximately

50% of the cost of producing chipper knives, this disparity on rates of duty

placed Simonds at a serious disadvantage in competing against foreign knife

imports, which were taking a large share of the domestic chipper knife market.

Since the temporary tariff reduction in December, 1980. Simonds has been able

to reduce production costs and have, therefore, become more competitive with

foreign chipper knife imports.
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The approval of R. 2485 on September 16, 1981, by the Full Ways and Means

Committee to make permanent the reduction in duties on chipper knife steel

offered a great deal of hope for our business. It eliminates -he disparity

that existed for so long and permanently links the duty on chipper knife

steel to the, duty on finished chipper knives.

Passage of H.R. 4566 is essential to the future of our chipper knife business.

We must be allowed to compete on an equal basis. A substantial loss of jobs

in the manufacture of chipper knives has already .reWulted from the high duties

on chipper knife steel. Unless the reduction in duties to parity is made

permanent, the decline of our chipper knife business will continue to the point

where there will be no industry left to purchase either imported or domestic

chipper knife steel.

Therefore, we again strongly urge members of the Subcommittee on Trade of the

Senate Finance Committee to recommend passage of H.R. 4566.

Respectfully submitted,

Roland R. Richard
Simonds Cutting Tools
Fitchburg, Massachusetts

baC/2
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JAMES P. WALSH
ATTORNEY AT Lw

loso TzoM A Jzu zaso SmB?, N. W.

WAsHn2OTOx, D. C. zO007

July 21, 1982

The Honorable John C. Danforth
Chairman, Subcommittee on International Trade.
U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
2227 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The Subcommittee on International Trade is conducting
hearings July 20 and 21 on various tariff measures, including
H.R. 4566. On behalf of the American Tunaboat Association
(ATA), which represents U.S.-flag, long-distance tuna vessel
owners, I wish to express opposition to this bill which would
have a serious impact on the U.S. tuna industry and ask that
this letter be included in the hearing record on H.R. 4566.

American Samoa, a U.S. territory, is the location of
substantial tuna canning facilities, owned and operated by
U.S. corporations, which are subject to U.S. wage, consumer
and environmental laws. Exports of canned tuna comprise 99%
of all exports from that insular possession. ATA member
vessels deliver their tuna catches to canneries in American
Samoa. Over the last three years, more and more of the U.S.
tuna fleet has moved to fishing grounds in the Central and
Western Pacific and therefore the competitiveness of tuna canned
in, and stability of canning operations located in, American
Samoa is of great concern to ATA.

For some time now, imported canned tuna in water has been
subject to a tariff of six percent and then 12.5 percent when
the amount imported in any year exceeds twenty percent (by
volume) of the previous year's domestic production of canned
tuna in water. Canned tuna from American Samoa is not subject
to the tariff but the volumes imported are presently counted
in determining when the tariff is increased to 12.5 percent.
H.R. 4566 would reverse this practice and would exclude the
volume of canned tuna in water processed in American Samoa from
the calculation of when the quota is reached. The result will
be expanded imports at a time when warehouses are glutted with
canned tuna and U.S. fishermen are facing a 15 to 25 percent
drop in prices. The 12.5 percent tariff has been an effective
protective measure, although it is becoming less so. Enactment
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The Honorable John C. Danforth
July 21, 1982
Page Two

of this bill would weaken this protective measure and would
seriously harm the industry as it struggles through its worst
financial crisis in over 50 years.

Imports of canned tuna (other than American Samoa)
increased from 5.9 percent of the U.S. supply in 1977 to ten
percent in 1981. During that same period, the share of U.S.
fishermen's catch included in that supply of canned tuna
declined from 35.5 percent to 31.2 percent. These are not
positive trends for the U.S. tuna fleet. The industry faces
even greater foreign competition because of today's high
interest rates and operating costs (especially fuel costs)
and a continuing serious economic recession.

Let me point out that U.S. tunaboat owners have rarely
petitioned Congress for trade or tariff assistance or pro-
tections. The fleet has been highly competitive with foreign
sources of fresh and frozen tuna for canning even with the
requirement that U.S.-flag tuna vessels be built in U.S.
shipyards, at least until recently. Foreign imports of fresh
or frozen tuna (unlike canned products) enter the United States
duty-free, and ATA has not sought protection against these
imports. Furthermore, foreign-flag tuna vessels may land
their catches in American Samoa and Guam, something they
cannot do in Hawaii, Puerto Rico, or the continental United
States because of the Nicholson Act. U.S. tuna vessel owners
have accepted these exceptions as appropriate national policies
for protecting the fragile economies of our Pacific insular
possessions.

But as you can see from the statistics cited above, we
face expanding foreign imports (valued in 1981 at $583 million).
Our major competitors, the Japanese, are now converting to
the purse seine method of tuna fishing, which our fleet
pioneered to a level of high efficiency. Other nations have
ambitious plans for developing their tuna fleets, often with
substantial government assistance. While our fleet competes
in a free and open market, our competitors are not always so
devoted to that sort of competition. Foreign processing and
harvesting activities often do not have to meet the same
labor costs, consumer standards, and environmental quality
requirements as the U.S. tuna industry does.

Consequently, we urge that you eliminate the provision in
section 2 of H.R. 4566 that would prevent American Samoa-origin
canned tuna imports from being counted toward the tariff quota
which triggers the increased tariff on imports of canned tuna
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The Honorable John C. Danforth
July 21, 1982
Page Three

from other countries. We urge Congress to continue i.s
longstanding policies of assisting the U.S. fishing industry
and U.S. insular possessions during these economically
difficult times.

If the Subcommittee were to take any action, we would
recommend that you eliminate the quota system and impose
a tariff rate of 12.5 or even 15 percent on all imports of
canned tuna packed in water, except of course those from
American Samoa. At a minimum, the Subcommittee should strike
section 2 from H.R. 4566.

Sincerely yours,

James P. Walsh
Washington Counsel
American Tunaboat Association

JPW: ko
cc: August Felando
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Truck Trailer Manufacturers Association

1020 PRINCESS STREET .. ALEXANDRIA. VA. 22514
mW.. TCAALm VI&UM

IARLIX r . CALM (703) 549.3010

JMy 23, I98

Senator John C. Danforth, Chairman
international Trade Subommittee
Senate Fiane Committee
2227 Dlrksen Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Rot 8. 1717 and HR 4566 fec. 18)
Repeal of Cargo Container Tariff

Dear Senator Danforth-

The truck traLier mn.mifaoturers whic also produce Intermodal cargo
containers urge your subcommittee to carefully oonsider the following comments
regarding two proposals to prematurely and the tariff on cargo containers with a
gross mass raUng of at least 40,000 pounds. The result would be a severely
damaged domestic transportation equipment Industry.

We maintain:

0 That the high Inflation and interest rates have already depressed the
trailer and container Industry. The industry cannot withstand the nthack
that would be caused should the tariff be lifted.

0 Since no foreign trading partner will beneft significantly, the cause
of better international trade is not furthered by this bill.

0 The domestic trailer maafacturee wbich provide the plant capacity
and workers for container manufacture may well be supplanted by an
Influx of foreign competition.
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THE STATE OF THE INDUSTRY

This year is another dismal year for the industry which produces van
trailers, tank trailers, and containers. Three low-production years In a row have
meant plant closings and lay-offs.

FOREIGN TRADE WILL NOT BENEFIT

Proponents of S. 1717 and the container section of HR 4566 contend they
are burdened by unreasonable tracking requirements for intermodal cargo containers
for which the tariff has not been paid. According to customs regulations, these
containers may move from port to destination and back to the port by a "reasonably
direct

1 
route without incurring the tariff. Shippers wish to allow their containers

tariff-free entry to eliminate this tracking. Yet the cargo and the container must
still be tracked for corporate inventory purposes and all are managed easily through
computers now standard in the industry. Virtually no savings can therefore be
expected while American manufacturers bear the burden of possible inconvenience.

Most recent production of the class of containers addressed by the bills
(those with a gross mass rating of at least 40,000 pounds) Is concentrated in developing
nations which are not now subject to the tariff due to their status under the Generalized
System of Preferences. Rather, those nations who in the past decade provided most of
the production are those covered by the 3.1% tariff and include such aggressive trading
partners as Great Britain, Germany, and Japan. These "Most Favored Nations" do not
need our special and unilateral concessions. In fact, the 1979 Multilateral Trade
Negotiations settled the tariff question on containers with a declining percentage reaching
0% in 1987. Why the call for action now?

To protect American manufacturers, the trailer industry foresees the need,
should this bill pass, for a heavy tariff of the type recently imposed on Japanese trucks.
Our current 3.8% tariff is some protection. But, should that be lifted, the influx of
foreign competition would certainly produce cries for the 25% tariff protecting the
domestic truck Industry.

FOREIGN INFLUX PREDICTED

The small tariff now protects American trailer manufacturers from substantial
foreign penetration of trailer-like containers. The declining tariff arrangement provides
for a gradual adjustment to International market realities by American manufacturers.
Should the tariff be lifted in one step, the impact could be an influx of containers which
could be converted to domestic highway use as a trailer or truck body. Some containers
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would merely be attached to container chassis while others would undergo modest
refitting for running gear. Worldwide, there are several million containers. If
only one percent were to enter this country, our domestic trailer and container
industry would be gravely disrupted.

As foreign manufacturers became established selling and refitting containers
in this country, setting up sales and service facilities throughout the country, the
next obvious step would be the importation of truck trailers made specifically for the
American market and complying with federal safety standards. Protective tariffs
would be too late to save our industry.

TTMA SUPPORTS THE INTERNATIONAL INTERMODAL CARGO CONTAINERIZATION
MOVEMENT

Our association was the first to sponsor and develop seminars on the new
containerization movement in January 1956. For many years we worked to develop
securing device standards now In use throughout the world. But, we are unable to
support bills which would allow these containers to remain in this country for domestic
transportation use. As Instruments of International Traffic, they should continue to
move freely between countries but not be used for domestic purposes.

The Truck Trailer Manufacturers Association urges the Subcommittee on
International Trade to reject both the House-passed version (Section 18 of HR 4564
and S. 1717.

Sincerely yours,

Daniel R. Miller
Government Relations Counsel

DRM/aj b
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SUPPIZMENTAL STATEMENT
BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE OW INTERNATIONAL TRADE

CIOMMITTEE ON FINANCE, U. S. SEN TE
RELATING TO THE TARIFF TREATMENT OF TUNA

PACKED IN AIRTIGHT CONTAINERS

By
Richard Sullivan, Executive Director
Association of Food Industries, Inc.

Current market disruption in the tuna industry is directly

related to the imports of two U. S. packers with plants in Ameri-

can Samoa, and to a change in Customs practice in 1978 to

classify Samoan tuAa in TSUS 112.30, a tariff rate quota classi-

fication.

The facts are simple

- Tuna in brine, classified under TSUS 112.30, is the only

tuna regulated under the quota. This is the only tuna

addressed by H. R. 4566, Section 2.

- Two U. S. firms produce all the tuna fish in American

Samoa.

- They import this production into the United States, where

it is counted against the tariff rate quota.

- These imports are n6t controlled by the quota. No duty

is assessed on them. There is no restriction on them.

before or after the quota is filled.

- By filling a substantial portion (approximately 40t) of

the import quota with American made product from American
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Samoa, these firms help close the quota and trigger

double duties on foreign imports.

- It is contrary to constitutional thought to give to

interested private parties substantial power to close a

quota for others, but not for themselves, and to trigger

double duties on others and not for themselves.

The levying of duties is a function of government, not of

private industry. H. R. 4566, Section 2 protects this govern-

mental function. The logic of H. R. 4566, Section 2, is indis-

putable. Imports from the U. S. insular possessions which are

not subject to the duty on tuna and not controlled by the quota

on tuna, should not be charged against the quota. That is all

that H. R. 4566, Section 2 accomplishes.

Until the July 21, 1982 public hearing of the Senate Finance

Committee's Subcommittee on International Trade, the Tuna

Research Foundation indicated that it would not oppose H. R.

4566, Section 2.

The Association of Food Industries, Inc. submits that the

reasons given by the Tuna Research Foundation for opposition to

Section 2 of H. R. 4566 relative to the classification for tuna

in brine are misleading and without merit.

The contention that the elimination of American

Samoan tuna from the import quota would permit

more imported product to enter the U. S. market

is misleading.
d* * 0 0
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From 1956-1978 U. S. Customs classified little or no Samoan

tuna under the import quota. Furthermore, U. S. packers in Samoa

did not classify their tuna under the quota classification when

they imported it into the U. S.

It is a matter of concern that both the U. S. Customs Ser-

vice and the U. S. packers of tuna in American Samoa persisted in

their misclassification error for so many years.

To say the very least, it is difficult to understand why

these same packers would now assert that the elimination of

Samoan tuna from the import quota would permit more imported

product to enter the U. S. market. They are bringing in more and

more imports from American Samoa, at the expense of operations in

California and Puerto Rico, as is demonstrated by the table

below.

IMPORTS OF TUNA IN BRINE FROM AMERICAN SAMOA

1971 17,443,708 1977 15, 386,920

1972 25,344,060 1978 32,958,165

1973 24,316,532 1979 28,481,377

1974 16,780,707 1980 51,031,000

1975 10, 525, 217 1981 67,144, 000

1976 15,235,217 1982 31,500,000 *

January - July 15, 1982.
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* C C A

The contention that increased levels of

Imported canned tuna will be contrary to long-

standing Congressional interest to develop and

strengthen our domestic fishing industry is

also misleading.

U. 8. tuna packers import far :ore fresh and froaen tuna

from foreign sources than they obtain from domestic landings.

There is no evidence, as the following table shows, that the

domestic tuna canning industry has done anything to improve the

lot of the domestic fishing industry in recent years. They favor

foreign fishing over domestic fishing by 58.86% to 31.2%. Also,

-you will note that U. a. pack from imports of fresh and frozen

tuna dwarfs the pack imported from foreign sources by a margin of

almost 6 to 1.

U.S. 9L. OF MCD T". 19141

U.S. put from U.S. I S f r.e"
vow estc Coercle I ad fresh Vu Tetal be~ ,med ail

s~ e Is 10* ( ea) freue pssm tagh (2)

| . il04 34.0 38 V I0. (Il, J 3 11.4 &6,3"
034 33.21) 1 1 s :#.966 6. 1.y

Sal.0. 36.0 10'6 14,4 $60.34 I1i .4 113J.01l
g. :: 44 i ., 00:612 ft., uO 0 611 O., 61187,

• 3. 6.0 "49U 605 *)"J) 61:111 6.6 *75.74
W' ., 40]. 14.6 M.1 9l3O 00 .0 V,.96

I~l36? W"' 3 , n ., M e".l 63:163 to.g G6S.W 0S

(I1 I~~o :aa: u m wkfetommqj by U...-Ilai ,owls toPw.rt RCOW4A. I, Sac mo. (i) -
gkmJM tooI tw is AmICMa Sdmo yIfm frtamllit-ql~bp, I"wee.

98-592 0 - 82 - 43
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These statistics do not support any contention that U. S. tuna

canners are increasing their modest purchase from the domestic

fishing industry.

Foreign tuna shipping vessels are not permitted to offload

tuna fish at U. S. ports, but they are permitted to offload it in

Samoa. If the two largest U. S. packers of tuna fish are con-

cerned about our domestic fishing industry, why have they

expanded tuna packing in American Samoa which favors foreign tu'a

fishing interests?

The tariff quota established in 1956 for tuna was set at 20%

of U. S. pack. Obviously, such an import quota is not designed

to apply to American made product from Samoa. Samoa can ship to

the U. S. all the tuna the market will bear without duty.

ERRORS OF FACT IN TESTIMONY OF TUNA RESEARCH FOUNDATION

it is asserted that imports of foreign canned

tuna have grown steadily.

A comparison of imports against quota shows that imports

increased only after it became public knowledge in 1980 that

U. S. Customs had changed its classification practice for tuna

imports from American Samoa, counting them against the quota.

Note also how imports of tuna have increased from American Samoa.
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QUOTA

77,296,000

78,532,000

109,809,000

112, 176, 000

102, 740,000

98,125,000

111,246,000

101,407,000

125,813,000

109,074,000

104, 355,000

109,742, 200

to July 15, 1982

IMPORTS FROM
FORE IGN SOURCEBS

55, 638,000

54,474,000

36,973,000

52,172,000

48,847,000

56, 409,000

33,913,000

50, 031, 000

53, 736,067

63, 107,000

70, 583,000

55, 000,000 '

IMPORTS FROM
AMERICAN SAMOA

17,443, 708

25, 344,060

24,316,532

16, 780, 707

10, 525, 217

25, 235-217

15,386,920

32,958,165

28,481,377

51,031,000

67,144,000

31,500,000 *

The Tuna Research Foundation stated that 80 million pounds

of tuna were entered as of July 7, 1982, but failed to state that

30 million pounds of it came from American Samoa. Furthermore, a

2-1/2 year period does not indicate a pattern of increased

imports. The record shows fluctuations In year to year

imports. There is market disruption in the current year because

tuna canned in American Samoa is quickly filling a substantial

portion of the quota, and importers must rush to enter product

before the quota cloeos.

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

* January
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it in asserted that foreign produced canned tuna

is not packed under the same quality and safety

standards as our own domestic products.

Tuna is a low-acid canned food. All foreign packers of tuna

must register their plants and file their processes with the

U. S. Food and Drug Aaministration. The FDA enforces food and

safety requirements on all imported tuna. U. S. tuna packers

during the current year have themselves imported foreign packed

tuna, and for many years have been, with one exception, sub-

stantial imlorters of foreign packed tuna. It is indeed ironical

that this allegation should be made at this time, when one of the

domestic packers has just recalled forty million cans of tuna

because of the danger of botulism. No one rejoices in that mis-

fortune. Everyone in the industry suffers because of it.

It is asserted that importers of foreign pro-

cessed tuna have taken advantage of the tuna

indusry's economic crisis and have accelerated

their importation of tuna products into the

U. s. market..,."
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This charge defies economic realities.- One does not sake

profit in a declining market. When prices are rising, everyone

makes money. When they are declining, everyone loses, be he a

domestic processor, a foreign processor, or an importer.

It is assorted that if canned tuna from foreign

countries is allowed to enter the U. S. in in-

creasing proportions, the in..stry will be

substantially reduced in American Samoa and

Puerto Rico.

This is a complete distortion of what H. R. 4566, Section 2

attempts to do. It attempts to restore the integrity of the

Presidential Proclamation of 1956 which established the tuna

quota at 20% of U. S. p ck for foreign countries. The quota was

applied strictly to foreign countries until sometime in 1978,

when U. S. Customs suddenly began to classify Samoan tuna in the

quota. The import industry is not seeking to disrupt the tuna

industry in Puerto Rico or in American Samoa, nor does it see

Imports from foreign countries as a threat to either. It does

note that the U. S. industry's expansion of production in Samoa

has an adverse impact on its operations in Puerto Rico, and re-

duces the quota for imports. The better the production is in

Puerto Rico, the higher the quota will be for imports. Importers

want high production of U. S. peck, not small.
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It is asserted that excluding the American

Samoan pack from the import quota could, in

effect, allow greater foreign penetration of our

domestic market.

This assertion flies in the face of the historical record.

When Imports from foreign sources are examined from 1970 to the

preeent, as shown previously, there is no pattern of import

growth.

In summary, we are dismayed that the assurances made by the

Tuna Research Foundation, on behalf of the domestic industry,

that it would not oppose the tuna provisions in H. R. 4566, Sec-

tion 2 have not been adhered to. Its actions have made a good

consumer bill, a non-oontroversial bill, a matter of unnecessary

oontrovers y.

There is no attempt to seek unfair advantage over the

domestic industry. It has a 61 ad valorem duty in its favor on

all imports of tuna, except those it brings in itself from

American Samoa, and a 12.5% ad valorem duty in its favor when

foreign imports exceed the quota. The quota is set at 20% of

U. S. pack, excluding pack in American Samoa. H. R. 4566,

* action 2 would restrict the 20% quota to foreign Imports, and

would recognize the reasonableness of U. a. Customs practice from

1956 to 1978 in not generally classifying Samoan tuna against the

guot a.

With passage of H. R. 4566, Section 2, U. S. tuna packers in

American Samoa will still enjoy the unique competitive advantages

offered by this insular possessions tax benefis: low wage scales

in comparison to the domestic industry in California and Puerto

Rico: freedom of foreign tuna fishing vessels to offload tuna in

Samoa; and access to the U. S. market without paying any import

duties.

Section 2 of H. R. 4566 benefits the American consumer. It

assures that competition will survive in the tuna industry.
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MACHINE KNIPE ASSOCIATION 31 w cMAcH STREE * EVANSTON (S O IE). ILLINOIS UO * (2) 117-3WO

MEMORANDUM IN RESPONSE TO
THE TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO

SECTION 4 OF H.R. 4566
RE CHIPPER KNIFE STEEL

On July 21, 1982, representatives of the Machine Knife
Association and executives of American manufacturers of
chipper knives testified before the International Trade Sub-
committee of the Senate Finance Committee in support of
Section 4 of H.R. 4566, which would permanently extend the
reduction of duties on chipper knife steel that Congress
enacted in 1980.

At the same hearing a representative of Guterl Special
Steel Corporation, on behalf of the Specialty Steel Industry
of the United States, testified in opposition to this
legislation.

Since the witnesses in favor of H.R. 4566 did not have
an opportunity at the hearing to rebut the misleading testi-
mony by the specialty steel representative, we have instead
submitted this memorandum as a form of rebuttal.

1. The Reduction of Duties on Chipper Knife
Steel Does Not Threaten the Vitality of
the Domestic Specialty Steel Industry.

H.R. 4566 does not threaten the vitality of the specialty
steel industry since chipper knife steel imports are so
small (approximately 2/10 of 1 percent) relative to domestic
specialty steel production.

The circumstances which compel American knife manufac-
turers to rely upon imported chipper knife steel are rather
unique and do not prevent them from buying large quantities
of other grades of specialty steel from domestic companies,
which in fact they do.
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2. Arguments that Sweden Subsidizes Its
Steel Exports Are Irrelevant Since
Little If Any Chipper Knife Steel Is
Currently Imported From Sweden.

Relying upon a study prepared in 1977, the steel industry
focuses its attack upon allegedly subsidized specialty steel
imports from Sweden. Such arguments are largely irrelevant
since American chipper knife manufacturers do not presently
import and have not recently imported any substantial quantity
of chipper knife steel from Sweden.

3. The Specialty Steel Industry's Allegation
That It May File An Antidumping Petition
Against German Alloy Tool Steel Is A
Misleading Smoke Screen.

The opposition to H.R. 4566 suggests that the Finance
Committee ought consider an antidumping petition against
German alloy tool steel that has not yet even been filed.
Not only is such a suggestion premature -- since it cannot
be determined what the petition will actually allege -- it
is misleading since the petition, if it is filed, will be
no more than allegations, not evidence.

This Committee should consider that the las-t time the
specialty steel industry sought and obtained general import
relief, chipper knife steel was specifically exempted -- after
thorough investigation -- by Presidential proclamation from
the quotas then imposed on alloy tool steel. A copy of this
Presidential proclamation is attached to this memorandum as
Attachment A. Furthermore, the Tool and Stainless Steel
Industry Committee actually joined in suggesting this special
exemption for chipper knife steel. A copy of the 1977 state-
ment in which the domestic specialty steel industry supported
special treatment for chipper knife steel is attached to
this memorandum as Attachment B.

Therefore, regardless of whether the domestic specialty
steel industry files an antidumping petition against alloy
tool steel imports in general, questions would remain:

(i) whether such a petition would be accepted
by the Commerce Department, specifically
as to chipper knife steel;
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(2) whether the Comnerce Department would find
that foreign chipper knife steel is being
dumped; and

(3) perhaps most important, whether the
domestic specialty steel industry has
been injured by such alleged dumping.

Basedon recent past experience, it is unlikely that the
domestic specialty steel industry could successfully seek
antidumping relief specifically against chipper knife steel.

4. The Recent 40 Percent Drop in Imports
of Finished Chipper Knives, Alleged by
the Steel Industry, Merely Demonstrates
the Benefits of the Temporary Duty Reduc-
tion Passed in 1980 and the Importance of
H.R. 4566 to the Future of the American
Knife Industry.

The specialty steel industry's allegation that chipper
knife imports have decreased by more than 40 percent between
1979 and 1981 merely demonstrates the benefits of the temporary
duty reduction on chipper knife steel passed in 1980. Indeed,
a principal reason that the American knife industry sought
the temporary duty reduction legislation in 1980 and permanent
legislation in the Congress is to enable it to regain its
markets from imported foreign knives. The steel industry's
figures only prove the knife industry's point that if given
the opportunity to compete on equal terms with foreign imported
knives, i.e., with equal duties on the raw material and the
finished product, the American knife industry can regain its
markets and put Americans back to work.

Incidentally, American knife manufacturers have been
able to regain their markets by passing along the benefits
of the reduction of duties on chipper knife steel to their
customers in the paper, pulp and forestry industries.

5. The Specialty Steel Industry's Suggestion
that the Knife Industry Pursue "Other Legal
Avenues" Is A Diversionary Ploy Intended to
Obscure The Fact That The Discrepancy Between
The Rates of Duty on Chipper Knife Steel and
Chipper Knives Has Been A Substantial Dis-
advantage to American Knife Manufacturers.

The domestic specialty steel industry would prefer
that knife manufacturers follow its example by filing unfair
trade practice cases against foreign knife imports, rather
than seeking equal treatment under U.S. Tariff Schedules.
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However, the fact is that over the 15-year period since
the Kennedy Round of tariff reductions -- during which time
the rate of duty on chipper knives fell substantially while
the rate of duty on chipper knife steel remained stable --
American chipper knife manufacturers lost the major portion
of their markets. American knife manufacturers strongly
believe that the development of a tariff structure in which
the duty on their raw material -- chipper knife steel --
became two-and-one-half times as large as the duty on the
finished product -- chipper knives -- against which they
compete was a major cause of their problems in recent years.
The fact that chipper knife imports have dropped since the
reduction of duties on chipper knife steel merely confirms
those beliefs.

In sum, the Machine Knife Association and American
chipper knife manufacturers believe that nothing stated at
last Wednesday's hearing has contradicted the basic premise
of their agrument that unless H.R. 4566 is enacted, they
wilr be damaged in their ability to compete against foreign-
manufacturered knives, with no corresponding benefit to the
domestic specialty steel industry.

We urge the Committee, once again, to take swift affirma-
tive action to approve Section 4 of H.R. 4566 in the form
passed by the House of Representatives.

Attachments
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'QV Attachment A

THt pRESEiDENT 14433
[319a-011!

Proclamation 4559 - April 5, 1978

Modification of Temporary Quontitative uLmitiions on the Importation into tha Unted
States of Certain Artides of Alloy Tool Steel

By the President of te United Stales of A.merica

A Proclamation

I. Proclamation No. 4445, of June II, 1976, as modified by Proclamation
No. 4477 of November 16, 1976. and Proclamation No. 4509 of June 15,
1977, imposed quantitative restrictions on the imporution of certain articles
of specialty steels. Section 203(h)(4) of the Trad.,Act of 1974 (the Trade Act)
(19 U.S.C. 2253(h)(4)) permits the President to reduce or terminate any such
relief ifafter taking into account advice received from the United States
International Trade Commission (USITC) and after seeking advice from the
Secretaries of Commerce and Labor. the'President determines that the reduc-
ion or termination is in the national interest.

2. 1 have sought and received advice from the USITC and from the
Secretaries 'of Commerce and Labor concerning the effects of reducing 'or
terminating import relief provided by Proclamation No. 4445. as modifed by
Proclamation No. 4477 and Proclamation No. 4509, on steel provided for in
item 923.26 of the Tariff Schedules of the United States (TSUS). I have
determined, after considering that advice, that the exclusion of certain steels
provided for in item 923.26 of the TSUS. known as cipper knife steel and
band saw steel, from such quantitative restrictions is in'the national interest.

3. Accordingly, the purpose of this proclamation is to terminate in part
Proclamation No. 4445 of June 11. 1976, as modified by Proclarnation No.
4477 of November 16, 1976, and Proclamation No. 4509 of June 15. 1977,.so
as to exclude so-called chipper knife steel and band saw steel provided for in
item 923.26. TSUS. from the present quantitative restrictions for the remain-
der of the restraint period which began on June 14., 1977 and the entre.
restraint period beginning on June 14, 1978, and to make an appropriate
reduction in the quota quantities for item 923.26. TSUS, applicable to the
European Economic Community and Sweden for the restraint period bcgin-
ning June 14, 1978 to reflect the exclusion of so-called chipper knife steel and
bind saw steel. The authority for this action is set forth in section 203(h)(4)
(19 U.S.C. 2253(h)(4)). and section* 125(b) (19 U.S.C. 2134(b)) of the Trade
Act.

NOW. THEREFORE, I. JIMMY CARTER, President of the United States
of America, acting under the authority vested in me by the Constitution and
the statutes of the United States, including sections 125 and 203 of the Traoe
Act (19 U.S.C. 2135 and 2253. respectively), do proclaim that-

A. St;bpart A. part 2. of the Appendix to the TSUS (19 U.S.C. 1202) is
modified as follows:

(I) by modifying headnote 2(a)(iii) to read as,follows:
-(iO.') term -alLoy Im.anP' in item 923.2C Te!'e to ajoy steel which onuitas th roUowing

combi~nsuon of elements in the quantity, by weight. respecuvely indcated-
not less thaI 1.06 carbon and over 11.07a chromium: or
not tis tan 0.37 carbon and 1.257. to 11.07 incusive chromium; or
not tell t= 0.85% carbon and 176 to 1.8 inclusive mangncew or

FIDEIAL I GOISflR VOL 41, NO. 57-TIULUOAY, API I, 1178
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THE PRESIDENT 
1 i

0.9% so 1.26 inclusive cvomium a"d 0.9:4 0 I.4V incusive molybdenum or
not less than 0.5F carbon and not less tian 3.5;, molybdenum: or
not leis than 0.5;6 carbon and not less than 5.5; tungpten:
but does not include the three following types of alloy 0ool sLeel which contain. in addition so

iron. esch of the specifed elements by weight in the amounu indicated.

(1) o;rbo-v
man g-anese.
sulfur:

phosphorus:
silicon:
chromium:
nickel:
copper
moly denum:

(2) carbon:
manganese:

* .. s;i.ton:

chromnium;
molybdenum;

(3 .ctxois
"mananes

phosphorus:
silion:
chromium:
nickel:
motlybdenum:Svanadim;

not less ta 0.95 nor More than 1.13 percent;
not less than 0.22 nor more than 0.48 percent;
none. or not more than 0.03 percent
none. or not more than 0.03 percent
not less than 0.18 nor more than 0.37 percent;
not less ta 1.25 nor more than 1.65 percent;
none. or not more than 0.28 percent;
none, or not more than 0.38 percent
none. or not more tha 0.09 percent; or

not less than 0,48 ,or more than 0.53 percent:
not less dan 0.20 nor more Lhan 0.50 percent;
not less than 0.75 r. more than 1.05 permt;
not less than 7.25 nor riore. than 8.75 percent;
not less than 1.25 por more than 1.75 percent:
' none, or not more tin 1.75 petr ent:

--not less than 0.20 nor more than 0.55 percent; or

not'lIs3 than 0.47 nor more than 0.53 percent;
- not less than 0.60 nor more than 0.90 percent;

. none, or not more tun 0.015 percent:
none, or not more than 0.025 percent;
not less than 0.10 nor more tusn.0.25 percent;
not less than 0.90 nor more than 1.10 percent:
not less than 0.50 nor more thin 0.70 percent;
not less h&an 0.90 nor more than 1.10 percent;
not less than 0.08 percent nor more than 0.15 per.

cent;

Q.Atr k

(2) by inserting "3,167" and "8,295" 'in lieu of the existing quota quanti.
ties applicable to the European Economic Community and Sweden, respective-.
ly. in the quota quantity column headed June 14, 1978, for item 923:26.

B. The modifictions of subpar A of pan 2 of the Appendix to the TSUS,
made by this proclamation, shall be effective *as to articles entered, or with.
drawn from warehouse, for consumption on and after the second day' follow.
ing the date of publication of this proclamation in the FEDERAL RcoiST.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand this fifth day of
Aprilrt-n &te year of our Lord nineteen hundred and seventy-eight, and of the
Independence of the United States of America the two hundred and second.

(F'R Doe. 78-9408 'Fled 4-5-78 12:04 pm .

- &EcOLD I-OtSTfrS VOL 43, NO. &7-THURSDAY, APnt , 197
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Attachment B

Noje:n-er 25, 1977

The Presidcnt
The White icrse
Washinqtcn, D.C. 20500

e: Specialty Steel Quotas
TA- 203-3

Deax Mr . President:

On behalf of the Tool and Stainless Steel Industry Com-
mittee (TSSIC) and Michi5an Knife Co., we urge you to consider
the following in making your determination with regard to con-
tinuation of the quotas cn specialty steel products.

1. The Tool and Stainless Steel Industry Committee was
the original petitioner before the International Trade Com-
mission with respect to specialty steels. TSSIC was also
the sole representative of the domestic industry before the
ITC with respect to reconsideration of the quotas which you
had requested and is the spokesman for the American specialty
steel industry.

2. n:ichigan Knife Co. is a manufacturer of ch4; ,er
knives. It appeared at recent hearinr.s before the I','C -. I
urged tat chipper knife steel be excluded .- om the quot..s
on sreciaitv steel.

3. Chipper knife steel is currently cczered by the
quotas under the definition of alloy tool steel.

4. The Tool and Stain]eus Steel Industry Conmmittee and
Xichigan Knife Co. jointly urge you to exclude chipper knife
steel (as defined in Appendix A attached) from the quotas
on specialty steel products. We also urge that there be a
reduction in the balance of the quotas for alloy tool steel
commensurate with historic shipments of chipper knife steel.

5. We estimate that imports of chipper knife steel for
the past several years have been approximately 2,500 tons
per year. These imports have been divided on the average
between Sweden (1,725 tons) and the European Economic Com-
munity (775 tons). We urge, therefore, that the alloy tool
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The President

: .. 2er 5, 1977

steei -quota for Sweden be reduced by 1,725 tons and for the
EEC by 775 tons to compensate for the removal of chipper
knife steel from the existing quotas.

This action would benefit all parties concerned. The
Michigan Xn.fe Co. and other Onited States chipper knife manufac-
turers would have increased access to raw materials they require.
The United States specialty steel industryi.would be protected
from a fliod of tnol stepl i"'nnts which might occur and the
Europeans would be able to increase their exports of this product
while not suffering any effective reduction in other tool steel
lines. We urge you to incorporate these changes in any announce-
ment you make regarding continuation of the quotas.

Sincerely yours,

Donald E. deKi ffer
Counsel
Tool and Stainless Steel

I story Committee

Lewis A. Engman/ "
Counsel
Michigan Knife o


